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HOW DOULTON STONEWARE 
SERVES THE CHEMIST 

ACID-RESISTING INDUSTRIAL FILTERS 

ACID COCKS • • • BALL MILLS 

COLLECTING AND TRANSPORT JARS 

CONDENSING TOWERS • DRAIN TILES 

RECTANGULAR TANKS • MIXING PANS 

• STIRRING APPARATUS 

• VACUUM FILTERS, ETC. • 

DOULTON 
& COMPANY LIMITED, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.L 

Have you tested the New Doufton Acid-Resisting Filtering 
Media ? Samples will be sent for trial purposes. 
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The DERBYSHIRE SILICA FIREBRICK Co., Ltd. 

FRIDEN - HARTINGTON - Nr. BUXTON 

Manufacturers of the 

HIGHEST GRADE REFRACTORIES 

FOR ALL INDUSTRIES 

PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR 

WATER TUBE BOILERS 

PART OF WORKS SHEWING SOME OF THE PRESSES. 

Also Manufacturers of the 

“DOME” BRAND INSULATING BRICKS 

Use these and Save Fuel 

Telegrams; 

“ Silica ” Friden, Hartington. 
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Telephone: 

Hartington 30. 



the main 

advantage of the new 

IMPERIAL SMALL FILTER 

The Imperial Small Filter is especially well suited for Research 

Departments and Laboratories, where small quantities of 

material and various products are to be filtered within the 

shortest time, 

It is constructed as 

Suction Cell Filter with string disdwge, 0.35 sq.m filtering 

area, working continuously and automatically, 

made of 

white porcelain acid resisting stoneware for all parts 

coming in contact with the material, 

it can be dismantled, cleaned and erected again within 

30 minutes, interdiangeable filter trough, 

so corresponding to all requirements of a Small Filter. 

Maschinenfabrik Imperial G. m. b. H., Meissen (Germany) 

Briiish Representatives: 

L. A. Mitchell Lid., Harvester House, 37, Peter Street, Manchester 2 
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A New Course in Practical Chemistry 

INORGANIC PREPARATIONS 
By A. King, M.Sc\, A.R.C.S., D.I.C., of the Chemistry Department of the Imperial College of 
Science, A logical arrangement of experiments with sufficient theoretical matter for the student 
to correlate theory with practice. Detailed directions for about igo preparations, and about an 
equal number briefly sketched. 5s. 6d. net. 

CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS : THEIR THEORY AND PRACTICE 
Bv A. King, M.Sc., and Dr. J. S. Anderson. With «>oo problems, half with answers and half 
without. For the first year students in Universities and higher classes in Schools. 4s. 6d. net, 

GERMAN-ENGLISH CHEMICAL TERMINOLOGY 
By A. King, M.Sc., and Dr. H. Fromherz. An introduction to Chemistry in parallel texts of 
English and German. In Murby’s series of Gorman-English Terminologies. 128. 6d. net. 

SOIL ANALYSIS : A Handbook of Physical and Chemical Methods 
By C. H. Weight, M.A., F.I.C., former Senior Agricultural Chemist, Nigeria. I2s. 6d. net. 

By the Same A uthor 

AGRICULTURAL ANALYSIS 
A book on this subject is in the press and will be published in the spring. 

SILICATE ANALYSIS : A Manual for Geologists and Chemists, with 
Chapters on Check Calculations and Geo-Chemical Data 
By A. W. Groves, D.Sc., Ph.D., D.I.C., E.G.S. In the Press. Probable price 12s. 6d. net. 

ELEMENTARY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
By J. W. Evans, D.Sc., F.R.S , and G. M. Davies, M.Sc., F.G.S. 7s. 6d. 

Send for Ltsto Boohs and Models for Crystallography. 

THOMAS MURBY & Co., 1 Fleet Lane, London, E.C.4 

APPOINTMENTS BOARD 
of the 

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
South Kensington, S.W. 7 

Including: 

Royal College of Science, Royal School of Mines, 

City and Guilds College. 

Employers requiring graduates trained in scientific or technical studies 
are asked to make use of the services of the Board. 

In the Chemical Department students are trained in Inorganic, Organic 
and Physical Chemistry, with special attention to analytical methods, 
and graduates who have clone postgraduate research work in one of these 
branches, and in Agricultural Chemistry, are available. 

In the Department of Chemical Technology, the post-graduate courses 
include instruction and research in the Chemistry of Fuel and Combustion, 
Reactions under High Pressure Catalysis, Chemical Engineering, etc. 

The services of the Board are free, and the Registrar will be pleased to 
deal with any enquiry. Employers can be put into direct communication 
with the Professor respecting any student considered for an appointment, 
so that first-hand information as regards suitability for the work proposed 
can be obtained. 

Enquiries should in the first instance be addressed to the Registrar, 
Imperial College Appointments Board, Prince Consort Road, S.W. 7. 
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WILLIAM BOBY & CO. LTD. 
Established 1875 

WATER PURIFICATION 
ENGINEERS 

Makers of 

"SIMPLEX'- 
Lime-Soda Water Softening Plants 

and 

"AZED" 
Base Exchange Softening Plants for 

Industrial and Municipal requirements. 

Plants for Filtration, Colour Removal and Softening of 
River Waters. 

Automatic pH correction equipment. 

Plants for softening and conditioning feed water of all 
types of boilers, together with Continuous Blowdown 

Systems. 

WILLIAM BOBY & CO. LTD. 
BROOKFIELD HOUSE 

62/64 BROOK STREET, LONDON, W.1 
1 2443 
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"WATSON-LAIDLAW" 
CENTRIFUGALS 

FOR THE RAPID DRYING, 
SEPARATION, DECANTATION AND 

FILTRATION OF CHEMICALS 
Thousands in use daily—write for particulars. 

WATSON, LAIDLAW & Co., Ltd., 
Telephone: 

South 1700. 98, LAIDLAW STREET, Telegrams: 
“Fugal” Glasgow. 

GLASGOW, C.5 
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We are manufacturers of all kinds of 

FACTORY EQUIPMENT 
LIQUID FILLING MACHINES 
Approved by Board of Trade Standards Department for Barrels, 

Drums and Cans. 

RUMBLING & CHAINING MACHINES 
For the interior of Barrels and Drums. 

AIR PRESSURE TESTING MACHINES 
For Drums and Cans. 

WASHING & CLEANING MACHINES 
With Patent Self-Rotating Nozzles for Barrels, Drums and Cans. 

COATING & PAINTING MACHINES 
For the interior of Barrels and Drums. 

VACUUM & PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES 
For large Storage Tanks. 

SAFETY ELECTRIC HAND LAMPS 
With Steel Alkaline, or Lead Jelly Acid Accumulators. 

SAFETY ELECTRIC HAND TORCHES 
With 3-Cell dry Battery and Spotlight Bulb. 

The above are approved by the Mines Department in explosive atmospheres 

Special Machines built to customers’ own requirements 
l|Justrations and particulars of the above machines and equipment sent on request 

DOWNS ENGINEERING WORKS LTD. 
SOUTHFIELD ROAD, ACTON, LONDON, W.4 

Telephone: CHISWICK 2840/1 
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS 

H. K. LEWIS & Co. Ltd. 
A very large selection 

of new and standard works 
in every branch of Science 

always available. 

The Department for Scientific 
Books, English and Foreign, is on 
the first floor. (Passenger Lift) 

Orders and Inquiries by Post 
promptly attended to. 

Underground: Euston Square, Warren 
Street. ’Buses : Euston Road and Totten¬ 
ham Court Road. 

SCIENTIFIC LENDING LIBRARY 
Annual Subscription, Town or Country, from One Guinea 

Books may be retained as long as required or exchanged daily. 

The LIBRARY is useful to SOCIETIES and INSTITUTIONS, and 
to those engaged on SPECIAL RESEARCH WORK, etc. The 
Library includes all Recent and Standard Works in all branches of 
Medical and General Science. Every work is thejatest edition. 

Detailed Prospectus on Application. 

READING AND WRITING ROOM (first floor) open daily. 

NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS are added to the Library and 
are available to Subscribers IMMEDIATELY ON PUBLICATION. 

BI-MONTHLY LIST OF NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS 
is issued free to all Subscribers and Bookbuyers regularly. 

H. K. LEWIS & Co. Ltd. 
PUBLISHERS AND BOOKSELLERS 

STATIONERY DEPARTMENT : Scientific and General. Loose-Leaf 
Notebooks> Record Cards, Filing Cabinets, etc. 

SECOND-HAND BOOKS : 140 Gower Street. Large and varied stock• 
Books wanted advertised for and reported. 

136 GOWER STREET, LONDON, W.C.l 
Telegrams: Telephone: 

4 PUBLICAVIT, WESTCENT, LONDON.’ EUSton 4282 (5 lines). 
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PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
BY 

J. N. BRONSTED, Ph.D. 
Professor in Copenhagen University 

TRANSLATED BY 

R. P. BELL, M.A., Balliol College, Oxford 

Demy 8vo. 12/6 June, 1937 

A general text-book suitable for Univer¬ 
sity use, in which special stress is laid 
on the importance of a sound foundation 
in thermodynamics. The author's own 
work on the physical chemistry of 
solutions is a guarantee that the treat¬ 
ment of this subject is thoroughly up to 
date; the book is throughout character¬ 
ised by a modern approach and will 
supply a long-felt want. 

Also translated by Mr. BELL 

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
BY . 

NIELS BJERRUM 

Demy 8vo. 7/6 317 pp. 

“A masterly treatment of its subject 
matter . . . embodies all the qualities of 
a really first-class text-book ... a most 
up-to-date and useful survey of that 
branch of the science . . —Nature. 

HEINEMANN 
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“ Inimitable and certainly unsur- 
passable.’" — lournal of Education. QUEEN MARY 

COLLEGE 
OF 

ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND 

ENGINEERING 
(University of London) 

Principal : 

Maj.-General Sir Frederick Maurice, 
K.C.M.G., C.B., LL..D., D.Lit. 

Provision is made for Research 

Work for Students preparing 

for M.Sc,3 Ph.D. and D.Sc. 

Degrees in Chemistry. The 

research laboratories are well 

equipped with apparatus for 

advanced work in Chemistry. 

Fees from £22 10s. a year. 

Halls of Residence for Men 
Students and for Women 

Students. 

Prospectus Free on application 

to the REGISTRAR— 

QUEEN MARY COLLEGE, E.l. 

ORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY 

By 

F. STANLEY KIPPING, 
Ph.D., Sc.D., F.R.S. and 

F. BARRY KIPPING, 
M.A., Ph.D. 

Paris I and II have been entirely 

revised and brought up to date. 

They cover all the ground necessary 

for a Pass Degree Examination. 

Part III is for Honours Degree 

candidates and also for teachers and 

those interested in the latest de¬ 

velopments of organic ehernistry. 

Pt.I. 368 pp. 4'6. Pt. II. 328 
pp. 4f6. Pts. I and II. in one vol. 
8'6. Pt. III. 408 pp. 6'- 

W. & R. CHAMBERS, Ltd., 
38 Soho Square, London, W.t 

Telegrams: BELLAMY. PHONE, LONDON 

Telephone: EAST 1892 

JOHN 
BELLAMY 

LTD. 
43 BYNG STREET, 

MILLWALL, E. 14 

Makers of TANKS, MIXERS, 
AUTOCLAVES, etc., in Mild 
and Stainless Steel to suit 
the special requirements of 
the CHEMICAL MANU¬ 

FACTURERS 

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
INDIVIDUAL DESIGNS 
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PURIFICATION 
OF 

WATER 
FOR ALL PURPOSES 

BOILER FEED 

PROCESS WORK 

TEXTILE PURPOSES 

TOWN SUPPLY, Etc. 

IS THE SPECIALITY OF 

ENNICOT 
WATER SOFTENER 

CO., LTD. 

WOLVERHAMPTON 
Established 40 Years 

PLACE YOUR WATER PROBLEMS 

BEFORE US AND AVAIL YOUR¬ 

SELF OF OUR 

Unrivalled Experience 
Manufacturers of Domestic Water Softeners 

To face title page. XiV 
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ANNUAL REPORTS 

ON THE 

PROGRESS OF CHEMISTRY. 

RADIOACTIVITY AND KUB.ATOMIC PHENOMENA. 

During the year no entirely new line of nuclear research has been 
opened. The study of nuclear reactions has now reached the stage 
where it is important to collect a large quantity of precise data, 
and the energy changes involved have been particularly examined. 
The existence of a peculiar selective absorption of very slow neutrons 
in atomic nuclei has led to the production of new theoretical ideas 
about nuclear structure. Bohr has suggested that energy supplied 
to a nucleus may be extensively distributed over its components 
(sec p. 30), and the theory of Breit and Wigner involves similar ideas 
of the energy levels of the nucleus as a whole. 

A theoretical survey of a largo part of nuclear physics has ap¬ 
peared.1 The problems of the behaviour of the cosmic radiation, 
though not of its origin, are gradually assuming more definite form. 

Isotopic Constitution of the Elements. 

A good deal of work has been done during the year with mass 
spectrographs. New instruments /of this type have been described 
by A. J. Dempster,2 K. T. Bainbridge and E. B. Jordan 3 and by 
M. B. Sampson and W. Bleakney.4 New sources of ions are also 
described.2,3*5 F. W. Aston 6 has made some improvements in his 
design of mass spectrograph, and has applied it mainly to the precise 
determination of atomic masses. These instruments have been used 
in the discovery of new isotopes, the determination of isotope 
abundance ratios, and the precise determination of nuclear masses. 

An isotope 5Li 7 was discovered in the emission from a platinum 

1 H. A. Bethe and W. Bacher, Rev. Mod. Physics, 1930, 82, 8. 
2 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1935, 75, 755. 
3 Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 282. 
* Ibid., p. 450. 
6 J. P. Blewett and E. J. Jones, ibid., p. 464; S. L. Ch’u, ibid., p, 212. 
6 Nature, 1936, 137, 357. 
7 A. K. Brewer, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 635. 
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filament impregnated with lithium, but this was not confirmed by 

other workers.4 A special search was made for 8Be,8 since this 

nucleus appears as a product in the current interpretations of many 

nuclear reactions,9 often recoiling intact with considerable energy. 

On the basis of nuclear mass considerations 8Be appears to be a 
strongly bound element.10 It was not found in the mass spectro¬ 

graph analysis, with a detection limit of 1 part in 104. The 

appearance of induced radioactivity under neutron bombardment 

has led to a search for new isotopes of several elements, since the 

known isotopes were not considered sufficient to explain the different 

types of radioactivity observed. No third isotope was found for 
79.8igj.11 which shows three decay periods when activated with slow 

neutrons. The limits of detection varied from for 78, 82 up 

to much larger values. No third isotope was found for 115> 113In.12,4 

In the case of 59Co an isotope 57Co has been found.13 Bainbridge 

and Jordan have applied their mass spectrograph 3 to the problem 

of the existence of isobaric pairs of stable elements, differing by one 

unit in atomic number. According to some theories of nuclear 

stability, such pairs should not exist.14 Previous mass-spectrograph 

work has often been complicated by the existence of hydrides, but 

in Bainbridge and Jordan’s work hydrogen-free conditions were 

obtained and “yin was found isobaric with “gCd, ^gln with “JSn, 
^Te isobaric with lH&h. The theoretical consequences of this are 

discussed. Other isotopes found by the mass spectrograph during 

the year include 22Na,15 58Fe,1617 ^Ni,17 84Sr,12- 4 102Mo,18 134Ba,4*19 
iso. I32ga i8 i36,i38Qe is number of determinations of abundance 

ratios have been made with the mass spectrograph and in the case 

of oxygen20 some variation has been found between various sources. 

The new atomic masses observed by Aston 6 are in good accord 

8 W. Bleakney, J. P. Blewett, R. Sherr, and R. Smoluchowski, Physical Rev., 
1936, 50, 545. 

9 See this report, p. 20. 
10 M. L. Oliphant, Nature, 1936, 137, 396; ef. N. K. Saha, Proc. Indian 

Acad. Sci., 1936, 6, 110. 
11 J. P. Blewett, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 900. 
12 J. P. Blewett and M. B. Sampson, ibid., p. 778. 
13 M. B. Sampson, L. N. Ridenour, and W. Bleakney, ibid., 50, 382. 
14 Cf. K. Sitte, Z. Physik, 1935, 98, 512. 
18 A. K. Brewer, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 856; but see ref. (4). 
19 J. de Gier and P. Zeeman, Proc. K. Alcad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1935, 

38, 959. 
17 A. J. Dempster, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 98. 
18 J. de Gier and P. Zeeman, Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1936, 

39, 327. 
19 A. J. Dempster, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 947. 
20 W. Bleakney and J. A. Hippie, ibid., 1935, 47, 800. 
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with the values obtained from nuclear transformations.10 It is 
interesting to note that mass differences of the heavy elements can 

now be obtained sufficiently accurately to reveal the mass equivalent 

of the energy emitted in their radioactive transformations.21 
Spectroscopic Methods.—The method of hyperfine structure of 

spectral lines has been used to check the abundances of the lead 22 

and the platinum 23 isotopes, and the cadmium isotopes have been 

examined in the band spectrum of CdH, CdD.24 The elaborate 
corrections necessary to obtain isotopic mass ratios from band 

spectra have been worked out by W. W. Watson 25 and applied to the 

ratios the value obtained agreeing with that of Aston. 

The hyperfine structure data on nuclear spin have been used 26 to 

formulate a set of rules for the building up of atomic nuclei, which 

agree with the isotope abundance data. 

Nuclear Transmutations. 

The work in this field has been directed largely to the measure¬ 

ment of the energies involved in nuclear reactions and the excitation 

functions, i.e., the probability of reaction considered as a function 

of the energy of the bombarding particle. The energies have been 

largely used in the determination of differences in nuclear mass, and a 

considerable amount of data has been acquired on the energy levels 

of lighter nuclei. 

a-Particles.—Detailed investigations have been made of the 

transmutations of several nuclei under a-particle bombardment. 

The reactions are of the (a; p) type 27 first investigated by Ruther¬ 

ford, in which the product nucleus is stable. 

The maximum energy of the protons may be calculated from the 

conservation of energy and momentum, a quantity of energy 

equivalent to the mass difference between initial and product nuclei 
appearing in the reaction. The proton may, however, carry away 

less than the full energy of the transformation, the product nucleus 

being left in an excited state, which subsequently emits a y-ray.28 

The investigation of the energies of the proton groups gives, 

therefore, mass differences between nuclei and the energies of nuclear 

A. J. Dempster, Nature, 1936, 138, 120, 201. 
22 J. L. Rose and R. K. Stranathan, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 916. 
23 S. Tolansky and E. Lee, Nature, 1936, 137, 908. 
24 A. Heiner and E. Hulthen, Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 377. 
26 Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 70. 
20 H. Schtiler and H. Korsching, Z. Physik, 1936, 102, 373. 
27 This notation is used to denote a change in which an a-particle is captured 

and a proton emitted. A similar notation is used for proton, douteron, neutron 
reactions; cf. Ann. Reports, 1935. 

28 H. J. von Baeyer, Z. Physik, 1935, 95, 417. 
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excited states. O. Haxel29 found that the reactions Mg (a; p) Al, 
Si (a; p) P, S (a; p) Cl gave very similar proton spectra consisting 
in each case of three groups. The excited states are given in Table I. 
A. N. May and R. Vaidyanathan 30 find that the reactions F (a; p) 
Ne, Na (a; p) Mg, P (a; p) S each give four proton groups correspond¬ 
ing with three excited levels differing by about 1 M.E.V. C. J. 
Brasefield and E. Pollard 31 find for S (a; p) Cl three groups generally 
similar to those of Haxel, while for K (a; p) Ca, Cl (a; p) A, P (a; p) S 
they find excited levels differing by about 1*5 M.E.V. From the 
full energy proton group of S (a ; p) Cl they calculated the mass of 
32S from Bainbridge’s 36C1 value. The evidence, then, points to the 
existence of homologous series of nuclei differing by four units in 
mass and two in atomic number. These may be correlated with 
the existence of a-particles as such in the nuclei (Haxel) or with 
the formation of successive shells of neutrons and protons. The 
homologous series 27A1, 31P, 35Cl does not appear to extend to 11B 
and 15N, which have different level systems.32 

Table I. 

Energy of a-particle reactions : excitation levels of nuclei from 
transitions. A (a ; p) — -> B (+ Q). 

Energy change, Entergy of ex¬ 
Hoaetion. Q Product cited levols 

(M.E.V.). nucleus. (M.E.V.). 
33 14N (a; p) 17C) - 1-4 1TQ 1-4 
80 24Mg (a; p) 37Ai — f 27A1 0-8, 1-7 
£9 28Si (a; p) 31P — A ^ J31P 0-8, 1-6 
20 32S (a; p) *6C1 — 2-25 4m -{- 3 | 3BC1 0-65, 1-6 
31 

ft - 2*4 0-5, 125 
30 (a; p) 22No + 1-4 :“Ne 1-5, 3 5, 4*6 
30 98Na (a; p) *8Mg + 1*0 29Mg 2*3, 4 0, 5*0 
34 27A1 (a; p) 30Si -|- 2*1 A = 80Si 2-3, 3-6, 5*9 
80 31 J> (a; p) 34S 4m -f- 2* 
31 

ft -f 0 0 34S 1*2, 2*6, 4*6 
91 38C1 (a; p) 3*A + 01 38A —, 2*6, 4*J] 
31 3«K (a; p) 42Ca - 10 42Ca —, 1-3, 2*6 

The transmutation function in the case of S (a; p) Cl appears to 
consist of an increase of transmutation probability with a-particle 
energy corresponding to the Gamow theory for penetration of a 
potential barrier. May and Vaidyanathan point out that the exist¬ 
ence of preferred velocities for a-particle entry to the nucleus 

29 Physical. Z.f 1935, 36, 804. 
so pr0Ct Eoyt Soe., 1936, A, 155, 519; cf. R. F. Patou, Z. Phystfc, 1934, 60, 

586. 
31 Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 296, 890. 
32 J. D. Cockroft and W. B. Lewis, Proc. Roy. 8oc.y 1936, A, 164, 246, 261. 
38 G. Stetter, Z. Physih, 1936, 100, 652. 
84 W. E. Duncanson and H, Miller, Proc. Roy. 8oc1934,146, 396. 
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(resonance penetration) may give rise to groups in the proton 
spectrum when an inhomogeneous source of a-particles or a thick 
target is used. An extra group in the reaction P (a; p) S is probably 

accounted for in this way. 

Protons.—The transmutation of some of the light elements by 

proton bombardment has been studied in detail. The excitation 

function for the reaction 

7Li + —> 24He 

has been determined from 23 kv.,35 40—225 kv,,36 and up to 1100 

kv,37,38 The curve rose monotonically with energy; no specially 

preferred energy values (resonance) were detected. A new wave- 
mechanical treatment of the problem of a nucleus with a potential well 

under proton bombardment39 has been given. The simpler treatment 

of the problem as penetration through a potential barrier is not ade¬ 
quate ; the depth and width of the well have a marked effect on the 

efficiency curve. The calculation gives the position of the stationary 

proton levels and the mass of the 8Be nucleus, and the potential well 

has to be adjusted to give consistent values for these data as well as 

fitting the excitation curve. A further calculation using “ exchange 

forces” which vary with the velocity of the proton gives better 

results.40 

The angular distribution of the a-particles produced in this re¬ 

action has been shown to be random,41 and the variation of range 

with angle is in agreement with the conservation of energy and 
momentum.42 If 8Be is formed as an intermediate step, the fact 

that it does not lose energy by collision shows that its life is less 

than 3 X 10~14 sec. 
The y-ray emission from lithium, showing resonance at about 450 

kv. and a rise at higher voltages,37 has been confirmed and shown to 

arise from 7Li.43 The y-ray emission process is independent of that 
which produces the a-rays; it may consist of the excitation of 8Be 

to a state which is debarred from disintegration by a selection rule, 

or to the production of an excited and a normal a-particle. 

A y-ray emission from fluorine bombarded with protons 37 shows 

88 H. D. Doolittle, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 779. 
86 N. P. Heydenburg, C. T. Zahn, and L. D. P. King, ibid., p. 100. 
87 L. R. Hafstftd, N. V. Heydenburg, and M. A. Tuve, ibid,, 50, 504; 

R. G. Herb, D. B. Parkinson, and D. W. Kent, ibid., 1935, 48, 118. 
88 L. R. Hafstad and M. A. Tuve, ibid., p. 306. 
89 M. Ostrofsky, G. Breit, and D. P. Johnson, ibid., 1936, 49, 22. 
40 M. Ostrofsky, W. E. Bleick, and G. Breit, ibid., p. 362. 
41 J. Giarratana and C. G. Brennecke, ibid., p. 35. 
42 A. Roberts, T. Zandstra, R. Cortell, and F. E. Myers, ibid., p. 783. 
43 L. H. Rumbaugh and L. R. Hafstad, ibid., 50, 681. 
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resonances at 328, 892, and 942 kv. and probably some weak mul¬ 
tiple structure between 500 and 700 kv., but the reaction involved 
is uncertain. 

The reaction 
“B + 1H —> 3JHe 

has been confirmed and examined.44 The products of disintegration 

have been studied by the Wilson chamber 45 The distribution of 

energy among the a-particles is continuous, with a small homo¬ 
geneous group superposed. The symmetrical emission of three 

a-particles, formerly regarded as a preferred process, is now shown 

to be rare, and the mechanism suggested is the formation of an ex¬ 
cited 8Be nucleus (p; a change) and its subsequent splitting into two 

a-particles. The life of the excited 8Be lies between lO-17 and 10~22 

sec., and it is suggested that according to the uncertainty principle 

the excitation energy is rather indefinite and the particles emitted 
in the (p; a) reaction have a velocity spread. On these assumptions 

the continuous distribution may be explained, the total energy 
released in the transmutation being 8*7 M.E.V. in accordance with the 

revised nuclear masses.10 The small homogeneous group may then 
correspond to the reaction 

X£B + 1H —> IBo + *He (Q = + 8-7 M.E.V.) 

with the mass of 8Be very nearly equal to that of two a-particles. A 

similar argument to that above may be used to explain the deuteron 

reaction46 

^B + IR— 

The excitation function for the two proton-boron processes shows 

a marked difference,47 the continuous distribution rising steadily 

with increase of bombarding voltage while the longer range group 

shows evidence of resonance. 

W. H. Wells and E. L. Hill48 have attempted to avoid the neces¬ 
sity for the nucleus JBe in this and similar reactions by postulating 
that some of the nuclear particles are coupled in sub-groups. 

JDeuterons.—Several new nuclear transmutations have been ob¬ 
tained by deuteron bombardment, and some of the formerly-known 
reactions have been studied in more detail. A number of excitation 
functions have been determined, and the energy of the product 
particles has been the subject of special attention. By intercompari- 

44 J. D. Cockroft and W. B. Lewis, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 154, 246. 
44 P. I. Dee and C. W. Gilbert, ibid., p. 279. 
46 Of. M. L. E. Oliphant, A. E. Kempton, and (Lord) Rutherford, ibid., 

1935, A, 150, 241. 
47 J. H. Williams and W. H. Wells, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 186. 
44 Ibid., 40, 858. 
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son of the energy liberated in the reactions with the atomic mass 
scale, the latter has been corrected and further various proposed 
nuclear reactions have been checked. This check is important, since 
the reactions produced by deuteron bombardment of the lighter 
nuclei are in general complicated. 

The excitation function for the reaction 

?H + JH —> ‘He + In 

has been investigated by T. W. Bonner and W. M. Brubaker.49 
The probability of transmutation rises rather slowly with the energy 
of the deuterons, while the yield of neutrons from the reaction 

JBe + ?H —> 1JB + Jw- 

which was also studied, rises much more steeply. The neutrons 
produced are nearly homogeneous in energy,50 2*55 M.E.V., and 
the energy released in the reaction is 3-2 M.E.V. No y-radiation 
could be detected.51 

The reaction 
”B + ?H—>*JC + in 

gives two groups of neutrons, the lower one corresponding with the 
production of an excited 12C nucleus. The excited level of 12C at 
about 4 M.E.V. has also been detected by J. D. Cockroft and 
W. B. Lewis52 in the reaction 

*?N + ?H —>19C + 5He 

and by Chadwick, Bothe, and others in the reaction 

SBe + JHe-> 19C + In 

An investigation 53 of the neutrons from the bombardment of beryl¬ 
lium, boron, and carbon, which are believed to be pmduce^'By.'the 
reactions 

•Be + SH—>l!B + J» 
nB + 2R_+ilC + in 

'SB + ?H —> 32He + In 
”B + pi—>”C + 5 n 

19C + ?H—>'?N + ln 

'eC + ?H —> *}N + In 

has led to energy values for these reactions and to a revised atomic- 
mass scale.' In addition to the neutrons of maximum energy, 
neutron groups of lower energy were emitted, the nuclei being left in 
an excited state. No satisfactory correlation has been made with the 

48 Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 19. 
88 Cf. P. I. Dee and C. W. Gilbert, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 149, 200. 
81 K. D. Alexopoulous, Naturwiss., 1935, 23, 817. 
88 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 154, 246, 261. 
88 T, W. Bonner and W, M, Brubaker, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 30$, 
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y-rays which accompany the bombardment.54 The transmutation 
of boron, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen by deuterons has also been 
studied by J. D. Cockroft and W. B. Lewis.52 In this work the 

ranges of the a- and H-partides were measured. With boron, 

homogeneous groups of a-particles were attributed to 

ijB + IE —> »Be + |He 

™B + fH — > »4Be + ‘He 

while proton groups were attributed to 

10B + 2H nB + 1H 

and a continuous distribution of a-particles to 

i°B + 2H —> 34He 

and with less certainty to 

uB + 2H —> 34He + In 

The energy values of several reactions with carbon, nitrogen, and 

oxygen were determined and used to amend the mass scale. 

A new group of a-particJes from carbon probably arises from 

13C -f 2H —> nB + 4He, though the energy balance with other 

reactions is not satisfactory. 

During the experiments on boron, an attempt was made to detect 

the recoil of 8Be, a nucleus which rather frequently appears in pro¬ 

posed transmutation reactions. The energy data lead to the con¬ 

clusion that the mass of 8Be should be slightly greater than that of 

two a-particles : 

8Be —> 24He + 0-3 M.E.V. (cf. p. 20) 

The production of p-radioactive elements of short life from 
lithium, boron, and fluorine55 has been further investigated.56 
The radio-elements are now believed to be 8Li, 12B, and 20F, formed 

by (d; p) processes. The corresponding proton emission has been 
found for lithium and fluorine and the energy balances calculated. 

The protons from boron have not been definitely identified, but 

their energy is < 2-5 M.E.V. These radioactive elements are all 

believed to have atomic weights given by 2Z + 2, containing two 
more neutrons than protons. The positron-emitting elements 13N 

[12C (d; n)13N], 150 L14N (d; n) 150], 16N [15N (d; p) 16N], nC 
[10B (d; n) nC] were also examined. No evidence was obtained for 

positron emission from 10Be or 14C—these nuclei are either stable 

or are not formed by 9Be (d; p) and 13C (d; p). For all these radio- 

64 H. R. Crane, L. A. Delsasso, W. A. Fowler, and C. C. Lauritsen, Physical 
Rev., 1935, 47, 782. 

66 Crane, Delsasso, Fowler, and Lauritsen, ibid., pp. 971, 887; 48, 848. 

w Idem, ibid„ 1930, 49, 681, 
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elements the positron or electron spectra were determined. There 

is some evidence 57 for a radioactive substance 10Be with a very long 

life (> 10 years) and a 14C with a half-life of about 3 months. 

The deuteron bombardment of heavier elements has led to several 

interesting transmutations. Magnesium gives a composite (3-radio- 

activity attributed to the processes 58 

isMg + ?H —> "Mg + JH "Mg "A1 

“Mg + ?H —* "Na + ‘He ?}Na ?.JMg 

The transmutation function for the latter process follows a Gamow 

relation ; that for the former reaction agrees with the theory of J. R. 
Oppenheimer and M. Phillips 59 based on the idea that-the deuteron 
splits into a proton and a neutron, only the neutron penetrating the 

nuclear potential barrier. S. N. Van Voorhis 60 finds two radioactive 

substances from copper, which he ascribes to (d; p) reactions with 

the two stable isotopes. He considers that ^Cu may decay either to 

^Zn with emission of an electron or to 64Ni with emission of a posi¬ 

tron, since the half-life of positron and electron activities was the 
same (12*8 hrs.). 

Argon 61 gives an electron-emitting radioactive substance of half- 

life 110 minutes. This is almost certainly 41A formed by a (d; p) 

reaction. It behaves chemically like argon. The excitation function 

agrees with the theory of Oppenheimer and Phillips. A weak activity 

of the same type was excited in argon by intense neutron bombard¬ 

ment. The (362- and y63-emission from 41A has been investigated. 

The former seems to consist of two groups with upper energy limits 

at about 1-5 M.E.V. and 5 M.E.V., and the latter consists of a single 
line with energy 1*4 M.E.V. Copper, zinc, antimony, ruthenium, 

bismuth, and tin give radioactive products when bombarded with 

deuterons of 5 M.E.V.64 Copper gives ^Cu, as observed by E. Fermi 

by neutron bombardment,65 and some other activities of obscure 

origin. Zinc, antimony, and ruthenium give complex activities 

which cannot yet be assigned with certainty to particular nuclei. 
Bismuth gives radium-jE (210Bi) by a (d; p) (Oppenheimer-Phillips) 

67 E. McMillan, Physical Rev., 1936, 49* 876. 
68 M. C. Henderson, ibid., 1935, 48, 855. 
88 Ibid., p. 500; see Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 23. 
00 Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 876; 50, 895; cf. E. O. Lawrence, E. McMillan, 

and R. L. Thornton, ibid., 1935, 48, 493. 
81 A. H. Snell, ibid., 1936, 49, 555. 
02 F. N. D. Kurie, J. R. Richardson, and H. C. Paxton, ibid., p. 368. 
88 J. R. Richardson, Ibid., p. 203. 
84 J. J. Livingood, Ibid., 50, 425; J. J. Livingood and G. Scaborg, ibid., 

p. 435, 85 Ann. Reports, 1935. 
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reaction. This represents the first artificial production of a natur¬ 

ally occurring radio-element. Radium-/? decays to the a-emitter 

Ra-F (polonium) with a half-life of 5 days. The a-particle emission 

from this substance was detected, and the identity of the range of the 

particles with polonium a-particles was verified. The complex 

activities observed from zinc, antimony, and ruthenium indicate 

that the Oppenheimer-Phillips process is not the only method of 

attack of deuterons on the heavy nucleus. The alternative is pre¬ 

sumably a resonance process, but excitation functions have not yet 

been determined. Tin also shows a complex activity, and a chemical 

separation showed the presence of active isotopes of indium, tin, 

and antimony. The antimony fraction emits both positrons and 
electrons, and there is some evidence that this is a branched trans¬ 

formation and not due merely to the presence of two different radio¬ 

elements. Platinum 06 bombarded witli 5 M.E.V. deuterons gives a 

composite activity with emission of both positrons and electrons. 

A chemical separation reveals isotopes of platinum and iridium. 

The reactions involved possibly include 

38Pt -f ?H-^ ^Pt + 1H 193Pt-v 393Ir + e(49 mins.) 
*?68Pt + ?H-> ^Pt + {H 197Pt-> 197Au + e~ (14-5 hrs.) 

J8Pt + ?H —> ^Ir + 2He 194Ir —> 194Pt + e" 

The transmutation functions in this case definitely show the maxima 

expected for a resonance process, and there is evidence that the 

resonance is involved in the production of iridium isotopes, the 

platinum isotopes being formed by an Oppenheimer-Phillips process 

rising monotonically with the energy of bombardment. 
Neutrons.—The reaction of slow neutrons with boron 

106B + ln—+lLi + JHe 

has been investigated by D. Roaf,67 using boron trifluoride in an 

expansion chamber, and the energy released in the reaction is found 

to be 0*61 M.E.V. A new value for the mass of 10B was obtained. 

The helium obtained by bombarding boron (methyl borate) with 

slow neutrons has been separated and observed spectroscopically. 

This is the first time a product of artificial transmutation has been 

observed by such methods.68 

The disintegration of nitrogen by neutrons has again been investi¬ 

gated in the expansion chamber.69 The reactions observed were 

supposed to be 

60 J. M. Cork and E. O. Lawrence, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 788. 
67 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 153, 568. 

F. A. Paneth and H. Loleit, Nature, 1935, 130, 950. 
88 T. W. Bonner and W. M, Brubaker, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 223, 778; 50, 

781. 
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\4N + + gHe 
3?N + —>14C + }H 
,4N + In —> 2<He + 7Li 

and the first of these reactions was supposed to be exothermic and to 

take place with slow neutrons. A closer consideration of the energy 

balance as compared with other known reactions of the nuclei in¬ 
volved showed that this conclusion was wrong, the reaction being 

endothermic (Q = — 0-3 M.E.V.). The reaction which does occur 
with slow neutrons is the (n; p) change leading to 14C. The radiation 

of energy during the capture of fast neutrons 70 by nitrogen is not 

supported by these experiments. 

Some additions have been made to the results on the production 

of radioactive nuclei by neutron bombardment; these are given in 
Table TIT. 

Beryllium bombarded with neutrons and examined after a very 

short interval showed a strong activity of period 0-9 sec.71 The 

radioactive substance was identified as a helium isotope, probably 72 

°He formed by a (n : a) process. It is not produced by very slow 
neutrons, but is formed by neutrons of 1*5 M.E.V.73 It emits fi-rays 

with maximum energy about 3-7 M.E.V. 

Lithium 74 bombarded with slow neutrons gives a ^-emitting 

substance, probably 8Li, with half-period 0*7 sec., and identical with 
the substance produced from lithium by a (d; p) reaction.75 The 

discrepancies in the results obtained on the rare earths, due to the 
difficulties of separation, have led to a re-examination of these 

elements by G. Hevesy and H. Levi.76 Their results will be found in 
Table III. They investigated in addition the absorption of slow 

neutrons by the rare-earth elements and found very large absorption 
cross-sections for europium, dysprosium, gadolinium, and samarium. 

In the cases of the last two and possibly some other elements, the 

induced radioactivity is very small compared with the absorption 

cross-section, and the product nucleus is presumably stable. The 
complicated system of reactions observed when uranium is bom¬ 

barded with neutrons has been further investigated.77 In addition 

to previously-known activities with half-lives 10 secs., 40 secs., 

13 mins., 100 mins., and 3 days, an activity of 12 hours’ half-life has 

70 F. N. D. Kurie, Physical Rev., 1935, 47, 97; Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 24. 
71 T. Bjerge, Nature, 1936, 137, 865. 
78 Idem, ibid., p. 400. 
75 M. L. Oliphant, quoted in ref. 72. 
74 K. S. Knol and J. Veldkamp, Physica., 1936, 3, 145. 
76 Crane, Delsasso, Fowler, and Lauritsen, Physical Rev., 1935, 47, 971; 

see, however, ref. 56. 
74 Nature,, 1936, 137, 185. 
77 (Frl.) L. Meitner and O. Hahn, Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 158. 
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been assigned to eka-osmium(237eka-Os). Evidence is obtained for 

the following reactions : 

(1) *gU -f n-> a“Th + a - 235pa 235JJ JL+ 235oka.Re- 

The reaction goes with slow neutrons and 239U may be formed by a 
(w; —) reaction and behave as an a-emitter of very short life. 

(2) “U |r *su 
40 se<■», 

> aJ5eka-Re 
10 mine. 

a21e ka-Os ■ 
12 bra. 

>22Zeka-Jr 

The reaction requires fast neutrons, and may be of a new type in 

which a neutron is absorbed and two neutrons are emitted : 

9gU + n —> 9gU-> Taeka-Re - Seka-Ofl • 

"geka-Tr • 
(Jays 

The reaction of neutrons with thorium lias been investigated;78 the 

thorium salt used had been chemically kept free from its isotopic 

radioactive products of moderate life. The processes suggested are 

9gTh + n —> ■gRa + «; ^Ra-> "gAo !Th 

2i»?Ra - • *8 Ac -—> ®gTh 

The two isotopes of actinium have half-lives of 3-5 and 42 hours, and 

an isotope of thorium a half-life of 25 mins. 

y-Iiays.—The disintegration of nuclei by y-rays (nuclearphilie 

effect79) has been further investigated in beryllium and deuterium.80 

No other reactions of this type have been discovered, and from the 
present nuclear masses it appears that no other reactions among the 

light elements are energetically possible using 2—3 M.E.V. y-rays.81 

In the case of 2H the threshold value for the reaction 

2H + Av —► ]H + n 

is found to be 2-26 M.E.V.82 The mass of the neutron may be cal¬ 

culated from this result to be 1-009. 
The threshold for eBe ~f Av—8Bc + n is found to be 1*6 

M.E.V.83 The efficiency of the process (yield per quantum) falls 

78 E. Rona and E. Neuninger, Naturwiss1936, 24, 491. 
78 Nuclear photo-effect. 
80 D. P. Mitchell, F. Rasetti, G. A. Fink, and G. B. Pegram, Physical Rev.f 

1936, 50* 189; S. Nishida, Japan. J. Physics, 1936, 11* 9. 
81 N. Feather, “ Nuclear Physics,” Cambridge, 1936. 
82 J. Chadwick, N. Feather, and Bretscher, quoted in ref. 81, 
88 J. Chadwick and M. Goldhaber, Proc. Roy. Soc.f 1936, A, 151, 479; cf. 

G. Ising and M. Helde, Nature, 1936, 137, 273. 
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Table II. 

Energies of some nuclear reactions (in 106 electron-volts). 

(Note : 1 M.E.V. corresponds with 0 00106 unit of atomic mass.) 

<?. 
i2H l-: Y -y i*H + 0hi 2-26 82 

iaH f /H --> 23He 4 O1" (+Q) 3-2 40 

.*« 4 -y /He 4 - 40 85 

•°Li 4- o1" -y /H 4 /He 4 3 86 

3«Li 4 .‘H --y /He -b /He 3 5 87 

scLi 4- i2H -y 2/He 22*1 88 

,«Li 4 i*h -y /Li 4- i’n 50 80 

s7Id 4 -4 2/He 171 88 

37Li 4- ,2H -4 2/He - b o1™ 14-3 00, 

/Li -1 —> /Bo 4- o1^ J1-3 01 

/Be b y -4 /Be 4 0 Li 1-6 83 

/Bo 4- ->. •Be 4 1) 0-5 02 

/Be 4- ->- /Li 4 /He 3 6 02 

/Be 4- »2H ——y a' Li 4“ /lie 7-2 02 

49Be 4 .2H -V 410Be | iiu 4-7 82 

/Bo -b /Ho -y /°B 4 /'* 4-25 63 

/Bo 4- /H -y /Bo + iaH 4* 5 02 

/°B -b o ln -y a7 Li 4 /Ho 0 61 67 

4- i4H -y ,nB 4 /B 91, 7 0, 4 6 51 

/°B f ,=H --> 48Bo + /Ho 17-5 51 

/<>B 4 i2H -> 3/He 17*5 61 

>B 4 ,JH -y /’L 4- 6-2, 4 0 53 

610B 4- ,‘Hc --> «13C 4 /H 31 03 

«nB 4 i'H ->. 3/ He 8-7 45 

5"B 4 i *H -> 48Bo 4 /Ho 8*7 45 

/B 4 i2" -> /Be 4 /He 81 51 

6UB 4- i'H ■ -> «12C 4 . oh* 13-5, 9 1 &:i 

«12c 4 <>1" -> 49Be b /He _ 7 04 

«,2c 4 fH •-4 c13L b /H 2'7 61 

714N 4- „»n -y 6llB 4 /He - ()• 3 00 

/4N 4 —4 c14C 4- /H 06 60 

/4N 4 iaH -4 /5N 4 /H 8 5, 3 3 61 

/4N 4 i2H -4 6,2C 4 /Ho 13 2, 8-9 fit 

816N 4 i*H —> 81?0 4 *H 1 0 61 

8160 4 -y ?14N 4 /He 2-95 61 

For the calculation of masses from data of this type, see, e.g., refs. 51, 53. 

with increasing y-ray energy rather like that of the photoelectric 
effect in the extra-nuclear atom.84 

84 R, Fleischmann and W. Gentner, Z. Physilc, 1936, 100, 440. 
86 P. I. Dee and C. W. Gilbert, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 149, 200. 
88 J. Chadwick and M. Goldhaber, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc1935, 31, 612; 

see also ref. 81. 
87 P. I. Dee, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 148, 623. 
88 M. L. Oliphant, B. B. Kinsey, and (Lord) Rutherford, ibid., 1935, A, 

149, 406. 
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Slow Neutrons.—A great deal of work has been done on the mech¬ 

anism by which neutrons are slowed down by passage through matter 

and on the capture of slow neutrons by nuclei. Experiments show 

that the efficiency of neutrons in causing transmutation and the 

cross-section for absorption of slow neutrons were in some cases 

increased by cooling the paraffin or other hydrogen-rich material 

in which the neutrons were slowed down.5 The interpretation of the 

Table III. 

New activities produced by neutrons. 

4 Be ®He 0-9s 71, 95 57 La 1-9 d. 
9 F 20p 12 s. 95 58 Oe — 

11 Na 20F 95 59 Pr 19 h., 5 m. 
15 P 32p 15 d. 96 60 Nd 1 h. 
17 Cl 80 d. 97 62 Srn 40 m., long. 
27 Co 69Fe 72 h. 98 63 Eu 9-2 h. 

®°Co ~ l yr. 13 64 Gd 8 h. 
28 Ni *Ni 3 h. 99 65 Tb 3-9 h. 
35 Br Br 24 h. 1 66 Dy 2-5 h. 
39 Y Y 70 h. 76 67 Ho 35 h. 
46 Pd ? 12 h., 3 m., 60 h. 2 68 Er 12 h., 7 m. 
50 Sn Sn 0-8 m. , 18 m. ? •». 3 70 Yb 3-5 h. 

71 Lu 6 d., 4 h. 
80 Hg 20&Hg 40 h. 4 
81 T1 T1 97 m., * 
90 
92 

Tli 1 
u j 

see p. 26. 

experiments is complicated by geometrical considerations and by 

absorption,6 but it is clear that some of the neutrons are slowed down 

89 J. D. Cockcroft and E. T. S. Walton, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1934, A, 144, 704. 
00 M. L. Oliphant, A. E. Kempton, and (Lord) Rutherford, ibid., 1935, A, 

149, 406. 
91 T. W. Bonner and W. M. Brubaker, Physical Rev., 1935, 48, 742. 
92 Oliphant, Kempton, and Rutherford, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 150, 240. 
03 H. Miller, W. E. Duncanson, and A. N. May, Proc, Camb. Phil. Soc., 1934, 

30, 549. 
94 J. Chadwick, N. Feather, and W. T. Davies, ibid., 1935, 31, 357; see 

also ref. 81. 
96 M. E. Nahmias and R. J. Walen, Compt. rend., 1936, 203, 71. 
9G P. Preiswerk and H. von Halban, ibid., 1935, 201, 722. 
97 E. B. Andersen, Z. physikal. Chern., 1936, B, 32, 237. 
98 Idem, Nature, 1936, 138, 76. 
99 R. Naidu, ibid., 137, 578. 

1 C. H. Johnson and F. T. Hamblin, ibid., 138, 504. 
2 I. V. Kurtschatov, Q. D. Lutischev, L. M. Nemenov, and I, P. Solinov, 

Physikal. Z. Sovietunion, 1936, 8, 589. 
3 M. E. Nahmias, Compt. rend., 1936, 202, 1050. 
4 E. B. Andersen, Nature, 1936, 137, 457. 
6 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 153, 476. 
6 P. B. Moon, Proc. Physical Soc., 1936, 48, 648; J. R. Tillman, ibid., p. 

642; P. Lukirsky and T. Zarewa, Nature, 1936, 136, 681; W. F. Libby and 
E. A. Long, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 575. 
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to thermal values. This is confirmed by direct experiments.7 Evid¬ 
ence has been obtained for the diffraction of slow neutrons at crystals, 
in accordance with the de Broglie wave-length of the neutrons.8 An 
enormous mass of experimental material has been obtained on the 

scattering and absorption of the slow neutrons.9 The scattering 
of neutrons by protons has been studied in order to check a theor¬ 

etical formula of Wigner, but the results are not entirely consistent.10 

Table IV. 

Properties of sloiv neutrons. 

(a) Groups of neutrons according to Fermi.12 

Strongly 
absorbed by Activates 

Strongly 
absorbed by Activates 

C Cd B Ag (moderately) Ag 
D Rh, In 
A Ag 

Rh, In 
Ag, Ir I I I 

(b) Resonance energies for slow neutrons (from Rasotti, “ Elements of Nuclear 
Physics,” 1936, Blackie, London). 

Element and 
period. 

Rh 44 s. 
Rh 4 m. 
Ag 22 s. 
In 16 s. 

Resonance 
energy (volts). 

11 
- 1 

2-5, 4*5 
- 2 

Element and 
period. 

In 54 m. 
Ir 19 h. 
Au 2*7 d. 

Resonance 
energy (volts). 

1*3 
- 1-6 

2*5 

The first theory of the capture of neutrons by nuclei11 shows that 

in the absence of resonance the capture cross-section varies inversely 

with the neutron velocity. The experiments of P. B. Moon and 

7 G. A. Fink, J. R. Dunning, G. B. Pegram, and D. P. Mitchell, Physical 
Rev., 1936, 49, 103. 

8 D. P. Mitchell and P. N. Powers, Physical Rev., ibid., 50, 486; H. von 
Halban and P. Preiswerk, Compt. rend., 1936, 203, 73. 

8 C. H. Collie, Nature, 1936, 137, 614; C. H. Collie and J. H. E. Griffiths, 
Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 155, 434; C. T. Zahn, E. L. Harrington, and S. 
Goudsmit, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 570; D. P. Mitchell, ibid., 49, 453; G. A. 
Fink, J. R. Dunning, and G. B. Pegram, ibid., 49, 340; F. Rasetti, E. Segrd, 
G. A. Fink, J. R. Dunning, and G. B. Pegram, ibid., p. 104; C. Y. Chao and 
C. Y. Fu, Sci. Rep. Nat. Tsing Hua Univ., 1936, 3, 451; I. Kara, L. Rosen- 
kevitBch, C. Sinebrikov, and A. Walther, Physikal. Z. Sovietunion, 1935, 8, 
219; V. Fomin, F. G. Houtermans, J. V. Kurtschatov, A. I. Leipunski, L. 
Schubnikov, and G. Schtschepkin, Nature, 1936, 138, 326; H. von Halban 
and P. Preiswerk, ibid., 137, 905; N. Dobrotin, Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. 
U.R.S.S., 1936, 2, 235; V. Fomin, F. G. Houtermans, A. I. Leipunski, L. B. 
Rusinov, and L. V. Schubnikov, Nature, 1936, 138, 505; O. R. Frisch, G. 
Hevesy, and H. A. C. McKay, ibid., 137, 149; A. C. G. Mitchell, E. J. Murphy, 
and M. D. Whitaker, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 133. 

10 M. A. Tuve and L. R. Hafstad, ibid., p. 490; M. Goldhaber, NcUure, 1936, 
187. 824. 

11 H. A. Bethe, Physical Rev., 1935, 48, 265; for other references, see 
Ann. Reports, 1936, 82. 27. 
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J. R. Tillman 5 and of E. Fermi and E. Amaldi12 show a selective 
effect, and Fermi divides neutrons into groups as in Table IV. 

The neutrons of the C-group seem to have “ thermal ” velocities13,14 
with energies of the order 0 03—1 -0 volt. The energios corresponding 
to the other bands have been determined 13,14,15 by assuming, on 

theoretical and experimental grounds,14 that the capture of neutrons 

in boron and lithium (n; a transformation) follows the 1 /v law. It 

being assumed that the capture process in cadmium takes place 

with maximum probability at about 0-03 volt, the energy for any 
other band can be determined from the absorption in boron or 

lithium. It appears that the resonances of rhodium, silver (22-s. 

period), indium, iridium, and gold lie in the range 1—5 volts, while 
manganese, copper, arsenic, bromine, silver (2-3 m.), iodine and 

rhenium are activated by higher-energy neutrons of 30—85 volts. 

These phenomena have led to very interesting theoretical con¬ 

clusions. N. Rohr 17 has given reasons for the existence of closely 
spaced energy levels in excited heavy nuclei, and he and G. Breit and 

E. Wigner 18 have shown that the assumption of such levels leads to a 

satisfactory explanation of slow neutron capture. The neutron 

entering the nucleus forms an excited compound nucleus, which 
breaks up with re-emission of a neutron scattering, or of another 

particle (n; p or n; a process), or goes into a lower state (capture). 

The existence of a. number of closely spaced levels gives a possibility 
of resonance capture of a neutron at low energies. H. A. Bethe 19 

calculates by a statistical argument that the spacing of the levels 
is of the order 50—500 V. for elements of medium atomic weight, 

while the excitation energy of the compound nucleus is of the order 

10 M.E.V. The theory accounts for the fact 20 that good absorbers 

for slow neutrons arc not always strong scatterers, the processes 
of capture and scattering being alternatives after the absorption has 

once taken place. Bohr 17 produces interesting arguments of a 

general kind to explain various features of the process. He suggests 

that the energy of capture is diffused inside the compound nucleus 

12 Me. Sci1935, 2, 344, 443; 1930, 1, 50, 233, 310; L. Szilard, Nature, 
1935, 136, 950. 

18 H. H. Goldsmith and F. Rasetti, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 328. 
14 O. R. Frisch and G. Placzok, Nature, 1936, 137, 357. 
16 D, F. Weekes, M. S. Livingston, and H. A. Bethe, Physical Rev., 1936, 

48, 471. 
ie F. Rasetti, D. P. Mitchell, G. A. Fink, and G. B. Pegram, ibid., p. 777. 
17 Nature, 1936, 137, 344. 
18 Physical Rev., 1936, 40, 519. 
» Ibid., 50, 332. 
20 A. C. G. Mitchell and E. J. Murphy, ibid., 1935, 47, 881; 48, 653; 1936, 

40,400, 401; 50,133; see also ref. 76. 
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and finally becomes concentrated on an escaping particle. G. 

Gamow21 has predicted resonances for the capture of fast neutrons 
by lighter nuclei to which the Bohr and the Breit-Wigner theory 
are inapplicable, but these ha ve not yet been observed. 

The production of y-radiation attending the capture of slow neu¬ 

trons has been studied by various workers,22 and represents a 

method of studying nuclear excitation energies. S. Kikuchi, K. 

Husimi, and H. Hoki23 find that the maximum y-energy for a given 

element is connected with the atomic number by one of two smooth 
curves. 

The p-Disintegration.—The conclusion that the upper limit of the 

continuous energy spectrum of p-particlcs represents the energy 

liberated in the nuclear reaction 24 has been strengthened by ob¬ 

servations on the artificial p-ray emitters 32B 56 and 13N.2r> In both 

these cases the energy emitted in the p-ray change can be calculated 

independently, the energies of other reactions being used. 

The p-ray and positron energy distributions from the radio-elements 

13N, 17F, 24Na, 31Si, 32P, Cl, 41A, 42K26 and from indium, silver, 

rhodium, manganese, and dysprosium activated by neutrons27 have 

been determined. The Konopinski-Uhlenbcek theory of the disinte¬ 

gration has been used in these experiments to provide an extrapola¬ 

tion formula for the observed energy distribution curves. The justi¬ 

fication for this procedure is empirical. The relation between the 
maximum P-ray energy and the decay period of these lighter radio¬ 

active nuclei does not, apparent^, show the regularity associated 

with the natural radio-elements (Sargent rules). The continuous 

p-spectra of some of the heavy radio-elements have been re¬ 

examined,28 and the end-points determined with the aid of the Kono- 

pinski-Uhlenbcck formula. The values obtained for radium-JS? are 

not very concordant, but lie rather above the accepted value based 

on simple examination of distribution curves. The comparison of 

81 Physical Rev., 1936, 60, 946. 
88 R. Fleischmann, Z. Physik, 1935, 97, 242, 265; F. Rasetti, ibid., p. 64; 

C. Haenny, Compt. rend., 1936, 203, 173; H. Herszfinkiel and L. Wertenstein, 
Nature, 1936, 137, 106. 

23 Ibid., pp. 186, 745, 992; seo also ibid., pp. 30, 398; of. R. Fleischmann, 
NcUurwiss., 1936, 24, 77. 

** Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 32. 
45 W. A. Fowler, L. A. Delsasso, and C. C. Lauritsen, Physical Rev., 1936, 

49, 561. 
20 F. N. D. Kurie, J. R. Richardson, and H. C. Paxton, ibid., p. 369. 
27 E. R. Gnerthner, J. J. Turin, and H. R. Crane, ibid., p. 793. 
88 F. A. Scott, ibid., 1935, 48, 391; F. C. Champion and N. S. Alexander, 

Nature, 1936, 137, 744; P. C. Ho and H. Wang, Chinese J. Physics, 1936, 
2, 3; M. Lecoin, Compt. rend., 1936, 202, 1057; L. Goldstein and M. Lecoin, 
ibid., p. 1169. 
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the form of the continuous (3-spectrum of radium-i? with that of 

29 shows a considerable difference in the shapes of the curves, 

which is presumably connected with the difference between heavy 

and light nuclei. 
There has been little development in the theory of the (3-ray 

change. The current ideas of the continuous spectrum involve a 
non-ionising particle (neutrino) to carry away the energy difference 

between the energy of the nuclear reaction and that of the (3-ray 

actually emitted from a particular nucleus. An attempt has been 
made to detect the neutrino by measuring the energy distribution 

of the nuclei recoiling after a (3-ray change.30 A light element, 11C, 

was used so that the recoil velocity might be as high as possible. 
The experiment is difficult and the results rather indefinite, but they 

do favour the neutrino hypothesis. G. Gamow and E. Teller 31 

have modified the Fermi theory as it refers to selection rules for the 
^-disintegration by taking into account the spin of the heavy particles 

in the nucleus. Their new selection rule is consistent with the ob¬ 

served lives of the different atoms of the thorium series. C. Holler 32 

considers the possibility of the simultaneous creation of an electron- 
positron pair, together with the proton-electron pair of the Fermi 

theory. He uses this process to explain the positron emission ob¬ 

served by Alichanow, Alichanian, and Kosodaew from Th-C + nC. 

A theoretical calculation on the basis of the Fermi theory 33 shows 

that a weak continuous y-ray spectrum should accompany the 13- 

decay, especially in light elements. There is as yet no experimental 
evidence for this. 

The Passage of Energetic (3- and y-RAYS through 

Matter. 

The scattering of fast (3-particles by nitrogen nuclei has been 

examined by F. C. Champion,34 who finds general agreement with 

N. F. Mott’s theoretical treatment, no losses of energy by radiation 
being found. D. Skobeltzyn and E. Stephanowa 35 find with (3-rays of 

energy between 1*5 and 3 M.E.V. that there are sudden losses of 
energy when (3-particles pass through nitrogen, which they ascribe 

to a special intranuclear effect. Similar collisions have been observed 

29 A. I. Alichanow, A. I. Alichanian, and B. Z. Dfcelepov, Nature, 1936, 
137, 314. 

20 A. I. Leipunski, Proc. Camb. Phil. Roc., 1936, 32, 301. 
31 Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 895. 
32 Nature, 1936, 137, 314. 
33 Ibid., 1935,136, 475, 719; F. Bloch, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 272; J. K. 

Knipp and G. E. Uhlenbeck, Physica, 1936, 3, 425. 
34 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 153, 353. 
36 Nature, 1936,137, 234, 456. 
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in argon.86 Skobeltzyn and Stepanowa have also found evidence 
of electron-positron pair production by p-rays 37 These develop¬ 
ments must still be regarded as under investigation. Theoretical 
investigations of pair production by p-rays and protons have been 
made, which give a much lower order of magnitude for this effect.38 

The production of pairs by y-rays has been investigated theor¬ 
etically 39 and experimentally.40 

The Penetrating! Radiation. 

The origin of the cosmic radiation remains obscure. Some further 

evidence has appeared against the reported increase in the radiation 
due to super-nova stars.41 A. Ehmert 42 has reported that there is a 
diurnal change in the cosmic ray intensity. On account of the com¬ 

plicated paths followed by the particles in the earth’s magnetic 
field, barometric changes which cause the rays to be filtered by more 
or less air have an effect on the phase of the diurnal variations which 

obscures the latter over long periods unless allowed for. This 

conclusion must for the present be accepted rather tentatively. The 
problems attacked by cosmic ray workers have been the nature of the 
primary particles and their behaviour in the earth’s atmosphere and 

in other absorbers. The showers are especially interesting, both 

from the point of view of sub-atomic physics and in that they contri¬ 
bute to the radiation observed in the lower atmosphere. G. Pfotzer 43 

has made balloon flights nearly to the top of the atmosphere with 

self-registering triple-coincidence sets of Geiger-Muller counters, and 
very recently R. A. Millikan, H. V. Neher, and S. K. Haynes 44 have 

sent electroscopes to comparable heights. Pfotzer’s curve has as its 
main features a rise in the vertical intensity of the rays with altitude, 
a maximum at a barometric pressure of about 70 mm. of mercury, 
and a rapid fall at the top of the atmosphere. There is also a small 
subsidiary hump at about 300 mm. Pfotzer45 has attempted a 

rather complete analysis of this curve, using the idea due to W. F. G. 

86 L. Leprinee-Ringuet, Compt. rend., 1935, 201, 712. 
87 Nature, 1936, 137, 272. 
38 H. J. Bhabha, Proc. Roy. Roc., 1935, A, 152, 559; Y. Nishina, S. Tomo- 

naga, andM. Kobayasi, Sci. Papers Inst. Phys. Chem. Res. Tokyo, 1935, 27, 137. 
80 J. C. Jaeger and H. R. Hulme, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 153, 443. 
40 M. N. S. Immelman, Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 61; W. Bothe and H. Klar- 

mann, Z. Physik, 1936, 101, 489. 
41 J. Bambthy and M. Forrb, Nature, 1936, 138, 544. 
42 Z. Physik, 1936, 101, 260. 
48 Ibid., 102, 23. 
44 Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 992; cf, E. Regener and G. Pfotzer, Physikal. Z., 

1934, 35, 782. 
48 Z. Physik, 1936, 102, 41. 
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Swann46 that primary particles come through a large part of the 
atmosphere, producing secondaries by the shower process with an 
efficiency increasing with the primary energy. The majority of the 
particles in the lower part of the atmosphere are secondary. The 
hump is due to the fact that below a certain altitude primary par¬ 
ticles are being progressively removed as they come to the end of 
their range, while particles which would end above the critical 
altitude have been filtered out by the action of the earth's magnetic 
field. Pfotzer finds it necessary to postulate, in addition, a hard 
component which is absorbed exponentially and which he considers 
may be protons.47 W. F. G. Swann 48 has produced independently a 
more complete and general but essentially similar theory. He finds 
it possible that the “ hard component ” is not affected by the earth’s 
magnetic field, and may be due to photons. An unpublished argu¬ 
ment by P. M. S. Blackett, based on a balance-sheet for the cosmic 
ray intensity entering the atmosphere, leads to the view that the 
number of particles entering the atmosphere is small compared with 
the number of secondaries formed and leaves place for an appreciable 
photon component. The existence of protons in the cosmic rays has 
been the subject of several investigations,49 and it has been found 
that a few per cent, of the particles at sea level may be protons. If 
the hard component of the cosmic rays consists of protons, they must 
act as producers of secondaries. 

P. M. 8. Blackett and R. B. Brode 50 have obtained an energy 
distribution for the cosmic ray particles at sea level by measuring the 
curvature of their Wilson chamber tracks in the field of a large 
electro-magnet. The spectrum is approximately of the form 
gr(E) — 1 /E2 for energies between 2 x 1()9 and 2 x 1010 E. V. There is 
an irregularity in the spectrum at about 2*5 X 109 E.V., which is 
probably significant and indicates a selective absorption action on 
particles of this energy, or possibly a singularity in the primary 
distribution.51 

Several absorption measurements of the primary rays have been 

46 Physical Rev., 1935, 48, 641; Ann. Reports, 1935, 82, 37; of. B. Gross, 
Physikal. Z., 1936, 37, 12. 

47 Cf. A. H. Compton, Guthrie Lecture, Proc. Physical Poe., 1935, 47, 
747. 

48 Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 1103. 
49 C. G. Montgomery, D. D. Montgomery, W. E. Ramsey, and W. F. G. 

Swann, ibid., p. 403; R. B. Brode, H. G. MaePherson, and M. A. Starr, ibid., 
p. 383; W. F. G. Swann, ibid., 49, 478; T. K. Wilkins and H. St, Helens, ibid., 
p. 403; L. H. Rumbaugh and G. L. Loehor, ibid., p. 885. 

&a ftoy. Roc.% 1936, A, 154, 564, 573; of. L. Loprince-Ringuet, Compt. 
rend., 1935, 201, 1184. 

61 P. M. S. Blackett, unpublished. 
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made, showing hard and soft components.62 The cosmic rays have 

been detected in a deep mine under the equivalent of 700 m. 

of water.63 Evidence was found for the existence of showers at 

this depth. At a depth of 30 m. under London clay (60 m. water 

equivalent), D. H. Follott and J. D. Crawsliaw 54 found that 

the proportion of showers to vertical rays was much the same as 

at sea level. The production of “ showers'’ and “bursts’* has 

been investigated with counter arrangements and with ionisation 

chambers. The experiments of H. Carmichael 55 show that even 

large bursts contain thinly ionising particles and are essentially 

identical with showers observed in the Wilson chamber or with 

counters. The production of very large bursts may occasionally 

be observed with a comparatively thin-walled steel chamber, so it is 

probable that showers start either in a single act or as a result of a 

cascade process with an enormous efficiency. The production of 

showers by electrons has been observed in the cloud chamber.56 The 

evidence available shows that a rather large proportion of showers 

is initiated in this way.56’57 The efficiency of shower production, 

measured in thin layers of different elements, varies with the square 

of the atomic number.68 This relation holds also at an altitude of 

4000 m.69 The average size of showers and bursts, as well as their 

frequency, increases with altitude.60 

H. J. J. Braddick. 

82 J. Clay, Fhyxiat, 1936, 3, 332; ?. Auger and A. Rosenborg, Cornet, rend., 

1936, 202, 1923. 
48 J. Barn6thy and M. Korro, Nature, 1936, 138, 325, 399. 
84 Proc. Boy. Soc., 1936, .4, 166, 546. 
68 Ibid., 154, 224; cf. W. Elirenborg, ibid., 155, 532. 
68 E. C. Stevenson and J. C. Street, Physical Rev., 1936, 49, 425. 
67 J. Clay and A. Van Comert, Physica, 1936, 3, 763. 
48 C. G. Montgomery and D. D. Montgomery, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 490; 

J. E. Morgan and W. M. Nielsen, ibid., p. 882. 
89 Hu Chien Shan, unpublished. 

60 C. D. Anderson and S. Neddermeyer, Physical Rev,, 1936, 50, 263; 
R. T. Young, ibid., p. 638. 



GENERAL AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. 

I. Introduction. 

In the present Report an attempt has been made to review some of 

the subjects which, on account of shortage of space, and for other 

reasons, were omitted from the previous Report. The application of 

quantum mechanics to the study of molecular structure and related 

problems has given important results but it has not been previously 

discussed adequately in the Annual Rejyorts : this is no doubt to be 

attributed to the inherent difficulty of reviewing a subject of such 

complexity in the short space available. It may be noted, however, 

that a valuable survey of the quantum theory of valency has been 

made by J. H. Van Vleck and A. Sherman.1 Spectroscopic methods 

continue to provide valuable information concerning molecular 

dimensions and valency force constants, and the article on spectro¬ 

scopy in the present Report is a continuation of the previous one 

dealing with polyatomic molecules. The second volume of (Frl.) 

H. Sponer’s book on Molecular Spectra 2 which was published during 

1936, deals with a number of topics of special interest to chemists. 

Mention may also be made of the appearance of a comprehensive 

article on Raman spectra of organic compounds by J. H. Hibben,3 

and of a compilation of data of the Raman effect, covering the years 

1931 to 1934, made by M. Magat.4 Although the method of investi¬ 

gating molecular structure and inter-atomic distances by means of 

election diffraction in gases and vapours has been mentioned previ¬ 

ously in these Reports, the subject has not been treated fully. An 

important review has appeared during the year by L. 0. Brockway,6 

one of the chief workers in the field : this deals more particularly with 

the experimental method, and includes a comprehensive tabulation 

of the results obtained, with complete references, but the implications 

of the results are considered only briefly. In the present Report the 

emphasis is mainly on the significance of the measurements, although 

the principles involved in the interpretation of electron-diffraction 

photographs are also considered. 

1 Rev. Mod. Physics t 1935, 7, 167. 

® “ Molekiilspektren,*’ Vol. II, Springer, Leipzig, 1936. 
8 Chem. Review, 1936, 18, 1. 
4 “ Annual Tables of Constants and Numerical Data—The Raman Effect, 

1931—4,'* Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1936. 
5 Rev. Mod. Physics, 1936, 8, 231. 
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Fundamental advances still continue to be made in the field of 

chemical kinetics, and the importance of the possibility of calculating 

the velocity of a chemical reaction from purely theoretical consider¬ 

ations of the molecules involved cannot be over-emphasised. It is 

inevitable, therefore, that there should again be a report on chemical 
kinetics. 

In the Report for 1935 certain aspects of surface chemistry were 

discussed, and in the present Report two further aspects, viz., colloidal 

electrolytes and unimolecular surface films, are reviewed. During 

the year the collected papers of Sir William B. Hardy 6 have been 

published, and a number of useful short monographs dealing with 

various topics in colloid and surface chemistry have been issued.7 

A very large number of measurements of dipole moments in solution 

have been described in recent years, and it is of importance to know 

how the values so obtained are related to the true values obtained 

from the temperature variation of the polarisation of the substance 

as vapour. Important progress has been made in this connexion and 

a report on the subject should not be out of place. 
It will be observed that there is no special report on deuterium 

this year : there are several reasons for this omission, the chief being 

that the main interests of deuterium, namely, in spectroscopy and 

kinetics, are considered in the reports on these subjects. It is hoped, 

however, to review in a subsequent Report such properties of 

deuterium and of other isotopes as are not covered in this manner. 

Finally, it may be recorded that a report on photochemistry, for 

which the time is undoubtedly ripe, is in preparation and it is hoped 

to publish it next year. S. Gr. 

2. The Quantum Mechanics of Molecules. 

The interpretation of chemical binding offered by quantum 

mechanics has not been previously discussed in the Annual Reports, 

although J. H. Van Vleck and A. Sherman 1 have published a 

comprehensive review of the subject, including work to June 1935. 

The present Report is an attempt to combine a very brief survey 

of the whole field with an account of the main developments since 
this date. 

The Report may be conveniently divided into sections, classified 
as follows : 

(1) Variation methods for accurate calculations. 

(2) Structural problems by approximate methods. 

• Collected Scientific Papers, Cambridge University Press. 1936. 
7 Actualitis Scientifiques, Hermann, Paris. 
1 Per. Mod. Physics, 1935, 7, 167. 
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(3) Resonance and related properties. 

(4) Interaction of atoms with solid surfaces. 

(5) Miscellaneous. 

Discussions on lattices and on activation energies and reaction 

rates are omitted, since the former topic has been dealt with very 

thoroughly in a recent book by N. F. Mott and FL< Jones,2 and the 

latter is dealt with later in this volume.3 

(1) Accurate Calculations by Variational Methods. 

Although quantum mechanics defines quite clearly a mathe¬ 

matical process by which the energy of formation of a molecule 

from atoms may be calculated, computational difficulties have 

prevented much progress from being made in all but the simplest 

cases. Two methods of approximation have been tried. The first 

is a generalisation of the Heitlcr -London theory of the hydrogen 

molecule. Molecular wave functions are constructed as the sum of 

products of atomic orbitals of the separate atoms, and the energy 

of formation of the molecule is evaluated as a first-order perturb¬ 

ation. This type of calculation has given many results of im¬ 

portance, but attempts to improve the numerical accuracy have led 

to many difficulties. The more obvious corrections, of which there 

are many, are relatively enormous, and it seems clear that the 

method cannot claim to have much more than qualitative sig¬ 

nificance. In spite of this, the application of the theory in its 

simplest form to the calculation of activation energies,3 one reaction 
being calibrated in terms of another, has been remarkably successful. 

Because of this, the method is usually accepted as “ semi-empirical.’* 

The second possibility for calculating the energy of formation of 

a molecule makes use of the llitz variation principle.4 A promising 
form is selected for the approximate wave function of the ground 

state of the molecule, but the exact expression is left arbitrary to 

the extent of involving a number of parameters. The numerical 

values of these parameters are chosen in such a way that a certain 

integral, which is an approximation to the energy of the molecule, 

has its least value. The strength of this method lies in the fact 

that a first-order variation of the wave function from its true 

character causes only a second-order increase in the energy. The 

method therefore always gives a lower limit for the energy of 
formation. 

2 “ Properties of Metals,” Oxford, 1936. 
8 P. 80. 
4 See, e.g., ref. (I), or L. Pauling and E. B. Wilson, “ Introduction to 

Quantum Mechanics,” McGraw-Hill, 1935, Chapter XII. 
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At least half-a-dozen attempts have been made to caloxilate the 
energy of formation of the hydrogen molecule by a variation 

method.4 Each succeeding author inserted more and more para¬ 

meters into the wave function, thereby increasing the accuracy, but 

at the same time making the calculations much longer. Even so, 
the results were very disappointing until H. M. James and A. S. 
Coolidge 5 made a classical improvement. These authors demon¬ 

strated that it is absolutely essential to introduce the inter-electronic 

distance r12 explicitly into the wave function; otherwise, it is 
impossible to make proper allowance for the repulsion between the 

electrons. They assumed a 13-term expansion for the wave func¬ 

tion, and adjusted each of the coefficients to give a minimum 

energy of formation. Their final result for the energy of dis¬ 

sociation, allowance being made for the residual energy,6 was 

4454 ± 0*013 e.v., the accuracy being about the same as that 
obtainable by spectroscopic methods. H. M. James, A. S. Coolidge, 

and R. D. Present7 have also considered the energy of the repulsive 

state of Id., which dissociates into two normal hydrogen atoms. 

The same authors 8 then investigated the validity of the Franck- 
Condon principle by calculating the intensity throughout the 

continuous spectrum arising from transitions from an upper stable 

triplet level to the repulsive state. It appears that this principle 
leads to results incompatible with the* experimental data. Which 

of the two is in error is not yet clear. J. K. Knipp 9 has made a 

13-term expansion of the wave function of the ground state of 
lithium hydride, and has also considered the binding of the LiH~ 

ion. Roth systems are stable, and in the case of the former the 
calculated energy is in fair agreement with experiment. The ion 

has so far not been observed experimentally. J. Y. Beach 10 has 

made a variation calculation oil tiie ion HeH1, and finds a dis¬ 

sociation energy of about 2*0 e.v. The doubly charged ion HeII++ 

is shown to be unstable. J. Hirsehfelder, H. Eyring, and N. Rosen 11 

have made a variation calculation on the energy of the linear H3 

molecule. They obtain 27 kg.-cals./mol. for the activation energy 

of the ortho-para hydrogen conversion, compared with the 
experimental value 7 kg.-cals./mol.12 

5 J, Chem. Physics, 1933, 1, 825. 
9 C. G. Darwin (Nature, 1936, 138, 908) makes the excellent suggestion 

that residual energy should be used instead of zero-point energy. 
7 J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 187. 
8 Ibidp. 193. 
8 lbid.t p. 300, 10 Ibidp. 353. 

11 IMd., p. 121. 
18 See, e.g., A. Farkas, “ Ortho-Hydrogen, Para-Hydrogen and Heavy 

Hydrogen/’ Cambridge University Press, 1935. 
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(2) Structural Problems by Approximate Methods. 

Suppose that the energy of a molecule for all possible geometrical 
configurations can be calculated. Then the most stable arrange¬ 

ment is that where the energy function has its least value. Unfor¬ 

tunately, as explained in the previous section, at present it is 
impossible to make accurate calculations of the energy of formation 

of molecules other than the very simplest. Approximate methods 

must therefore in general be employed, and in practice there are two 
possibilities, known as the orbital method and the pair method. 
Both must be considered as limiting cases, and neither can claim 

always to be a better approximation than the other. 
The orbital method attempts to solve separately the motion of 

each electron in the time-average potential field of the other par¬ 

ticles of the system. Since an electron moves freely through the 

charge-density distribution representing the other electrons, the 
orbital method gives a finite probability that any two electrons will 

be at the same place at the same time. This is the main weakness 

of the orbital method, since, of course, the electrostatic repulsion 

e2/r*j between any two electrons i and j effectively prevents their 

ever simultaneously occupying the same spot. 

The pair method attributes chemical binding to a number of 

bonds, each of which arises from the interaction of a pair of electrons 

on different atoms. Each bond is assumed similar in type to the 

Heitler-London bond of the hydrogen molecule. From the theory 

it appears that a necessary condition for a bond to be formed is that 
each electron entering into a bond should be in a singly occupied 

orbit of its atom (compare H + H and H + He; in the latter case 
there are two electrons in the same orbit, giving rise to anti-bonding 

or repulsion). The total energy of a molecule is the sum of the 
energies of the bonds, together with the sum of the interactions of 

electrons in different bonds. To make the energies of the bonds as 

large as possible, directed wave functions are employed, and it is 

from the mathematical construction of these wave functions that 

the spatial arrangement of the molecule is revealed. 

The structures of a number of molecules and ions have been con¬ 

sidered either by the pair method or by the orbital method. Of 

these we may mention water, methane, ethylene, ethane, hydrogen 

peroxide, hydrazine, benzene, and related systems, and [Ni(CN)4]2~ 

and other complex ions. Details will be found in the review article 
of J. H. Van Vleck and A. Sherman,1 where references to the original 

papers are also given. As an illustration, however, we compare the 
view-points of the two methods on the ion [Fe(CN)6]4~. 

The neutral iron atom has 26 electrons, of which all except two, 

the 3d electrons, are in closed shells. According to the pair theory, 
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therefore, iron is at most bivalent. To possess a valency of six, the 

atom must acquire four more electrons, and these are provided in 

the ion. As shown by L. Pauling,13 in order to construct six 

equivalent orbits, pointing to the corners of a regular octahedron, 

the six valency electrons of the central atom must have the aggregate 
configuration d2*p3. Moreover, only d orbitals of the symmetry 

type ds (of which there are three), and not orbitals of the symmetry 

type dy (of which there are two), must be used. The orbital theory 

also predicts the regular octahedral configuration, and uses only 

dz, p, and s orbitals of the central atom. To this extent there is 
agreement between the two methods, but clearly the pair theory 

over-emphasises the capacity of the iron atom for absorbing elec¬ 
trons. On the other hand, the conventional structure FeM (CN")e 

goes too far in the other direction. Since, in the orbital theory there 

is no location of electrons on particular atoms, the “ ionicity ” 14 

can assume a state intermediate between that of the pair model and 

that of the conventional model. For this reason the orbital method 

may be considered to give a better approximation than does the 

pair method for compounds involving iron-group atoms. 

There has so far always been agreement between the predictions 

of the pair theory and those of the orbital theory for the forms of 

various specific molecules. Hitherto, this has been considered 

merely a fortunate circumstance, because it was felt that the 

approximations in the two methods were so drastic, and different, 

that sooner or later an example would be found where the methods 

seriously diverged. This rather worrying situation has to some 

extent been cleared up by J. H. Van Vleck.15 His conclusions are 

so important that it is worth while summarising his arguments. 

Consider a multivalent atom surrounded by a number of univalent 

atoms. According to the orbital theory, one constructs molecular 
orbitals of the form 

t/, = t/t(C) + 

where ip(C) is an atomic orbital of the central atom conforming to 

the symmetry of the whole molecule, is the atomic orbital of the 
attached atom t, and a* is a constant yet to be determined. Now, 

in general, there will be orbitals of the central atom whose symmetry 

types cannot be matched by linear combinations of the atomic 

13 J. Amer. Chem. Soc1931, 53, 1367. 
14 For want of a better word, we use “ ionicity ”; Mulliken uses “ ionicness ” 

and Van Vleck “ ionic character.” Distinguish between ionic and polar. 
Part of the bonding in Ha is ionic because the molecule may have the instan¬ 
taneous character Hf + H~, but the molecule is not polar because the ionic 
character averages out to zero. 

13 J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 803. 
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orbitals of the surrounding atoms, even though they obey the 

symmetry properties of the molecule. When this is so, the over¬ 
lapping of the orbital of the central atom with that of the attached 

atoms will not be perfect, and anti-bonding, or at best weak bonding, 
results. Thus, in iron-group compounds with six univalent groups 

arranged octahedrally, the de orbitals are bonding and the dy are 
not. Let us now consider the situation according to the pair theory. 

Here the object is to construct combinations of atomic orbitals of 
the central atom in such a way that each of the resulting wave 

functions is directed towards a particular attached atom. Hence 

these central directed wave functions have the same transformation 
properties as do those of the orbitals 2of the attached atoms in 
the orbital theory. As we have already explained, the orbital 

method requires only those orbitals of the central atom which are 

of the same symmetry types as linear combinations of orbitals of 

attached atoms. Therefore', the same atomic orbitals for the central 
atom must be used in the pair theory and in the orbital theory. 

Van Vleck’s paper contains further results of importance. From 
group-theory symmetry arguments he shows that if six atoms are 

attached either octahedrally or at the corners of a trigonal prism, 

only tS, p, and d orbitals of the central atom are needed. Since 
these are commonly available, an immediate explanation of the 

frequent appearance of co-ordination numbers six is obtained. On 

the other hand, if eight atoms are attached to the central atom their 

full bonding power is not used unless / wave functions of the central 

atom are included. As a rule / orbits are considerably higher in 

energy than d, p, or s orbits, but this is no longer true for very 

heavy elements. Prior to Van Vleck’s paper, J. E. Lennard- 

Jones 10 had suggested that only very heavy elements could have a 

valency of eight, and quoted 0s04 as an example. The atoms in the 

neighbourhood of osmium in the periodic table are the first where 
the outermost electrons can bo easily changed from <s* to / orbits. 

Mulli]ce?i’s Papers.—R. S. Mulliken,17 in a formidable series of 

papers extending over several years, has made an intensive study 

of the molecular orbitals, ionisation potentials, dipole moments, and 

electron affinities of a number of triatomic, tetra-atomic, and even 

more complicated molecules. Most of his papers are mainly con¬ 
cerned with the spectroscopy of polyatomic molecules and are 
therefore hardly appropriate for review here. 

Paper VIII deals with the effect of dipoles in the molecule on the 

18 J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1934, 53, 249. 
17 VIII, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 514; IX, ibid., p. 518; X, ibid., p. 564; 

XI, ibid., p. 579; XII, ibid., p. 586; XIII, ibid., p. 635; XIV, ibid., 
p. 720. 
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ionisation potential. W. C. Price 18 has shown experimentally that 

an effect of this type is present in methyl iodide. 
Paper IX enumerates the one-electron molecular orbitals of 

methane, ethane, ethylene, and acetylene. By considering the 
ultra-violet absorption spectra and the ionisation potentials of 

these molecules, fairly precise estimates of the bonding powers of 

the various orbitals are obtained. Similar considerations for 

aldehydes, ketones, and related molecules are given in- Paper X. 

Papers XI and XII consider the molecular orbitals of molecules 
which are appreciably polar, and supply a rough theoretical justi¬ 

fication of L. Pauling’s electronegative scale for atoms.19 From 

Pauling’s values, the polarity of molecules can be estimated; for 
example, Mulliken finds, very roughly, C~° 72(H° 18)4 for methane 

and C°'80(CH 15)4 for carbon tetrachloride. 

Paper XIII deals with the molecular orbitals in diborane. The 
experimental fact that this compound is diamagnetic at room tem¬ 

peratures 20 requires a singlet for the ground state. Previously, it 

was thought that a triplet state might be lowest.21 

Paper XIV is concerned with “ isosteres.” I. Langmuir 22 intro¬ 

duced this term to denote molecules having the same number of 

electrons and the same electronic structure as judged by their 
properties; e.g., nitrogen and carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide and 
carbon dioxide. Mulliken considers 15 isosteres of the last and 

discusses their molecular orbitals, “ ionicity,” ionisation potentials, 

and ultra-violet spectra. As a rule, molecules containing the same 
number of electrons, and whose nuclei correspond closely in nuclear 

charge, have the same shape and similar physical properties. This 

rule has been verified by W. G. Penney and G. B. B. M. Sutherland 23 
in the case of a number of triatomic systems. 

Valency States of Carbon.—A type of calculation where the pair 

method has so far proved more fruitful than the orbital method is 
in estimating the energy of valency states of atoms. By far the 

most interesting case from a practical point of view is, of course, 

carbon. The first explicit calculation of the energy of the valency 

state of carbon was given by J. H. Van Vleck 24 on the assumption 
of an aggregate spz configuration. For any particular arrangement 

of the four bonds, the valency state involves to a varying extent 
the various states of the free atom in the sp^ configuration (viz.} 

18 J. Ckem. Physics, 1936, 4, 539. 
18 J. Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1932, 54, 3570. 
80 L. Farkas and H. Sachsse, Trans. Faraday Soc.t 1934, 30, 331. 
21 R. S. Mulliken, Physical Rev., 1933, 43, 765. 
« J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1919, 41, 868, 1543. 
88 Proc. Roy. Soc.t 1936, A, 150, 654. 
84 J. Chem. Physics, 1934, 2, 20, 297. 
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6*3$, 3,1i), 31P), and the energy of the valency state is easily 

evaluated by the pair method in terms of these states. The results 

were 163 kg.-cals./mol. for the energy in the tetrahedral arrange¬ 

ment (e.g., as in methane, ethane, etc.), and 167 kg.-cals./mol. for 

the trigonal arrangement (e.g., as in ethylene, benzene, etc.). The 

difference is practically without significance. 

H. H. Voge 25 has improved on the above estimate. He assumes 

that the valency state is a mixture of sp3 and s2p2, and adjusts the 
“ coefficient of mixing ” in such a way that the energy of methane 
as calculated by the pair method is a minimum. He concludes that 

the valency configuration is mainly sp2 and that the energy of the 

valency state is about 106 kg.-cals./mol., a figure appreciably lower 
than Van Vleck’s estimate. However, the gross bonding energy is 

also affected, and the net calculated heat of formation of methane 

is increased by only 28 kg.-cals./mol. 
Voge assumes from the experimental evidence that the heat of 

formation of methane from atoms is 390 kg.-cals./mol. This 

enables him to fix certain parameters which are then used to calculate 

the heats of formation of CH, CH2, and CH3. He finds 92, 194, 

and 278 kg.-cals./mol. respectively. There is no indication that 

CH2 occupies a favourable position with respect to the others. The 
most stable arrangement of CH3 is planar, in agreement with earlier 
calculations.26 No attempt was made to calculate the energy of 

formation of CH5. 

(3) Resonance. 

The word resonance is being used in many different senses in the 

theory of the structure of molecules. We shall follow Pauling and 

his collaborators 27 and say that “resonance” is present in any 

system which cannot be adequately described in terms of a single 

bond diagram. The choice of the term is hardly a happy one 

because the connexion between “ resonance ” in the present sense 

and resonance in the ordinary mechanical sense is rather remote. 

The word, however, was introduced before the precise nature of the 

effect was understood, and the mechanical analogy did at least 

offer a plausible interpretation of the experimental facts. In any 
case, the word is now so commonly used that it would be a mistake 

to attempt to substitute another. A better word, “ mesomerism,’, 

has indeed been suggested by C. K. Ingold,28 and this fits in well with 

u J. Ghem. Physics, 1936, 4, 581. 
28 J. H. Van Vleck, ibid., 1934, 2, 20; W. G. Penney, Trans. Faraday Soc., 

1935, 31, 734. 
87 L. Pauling and G. W. Wheland, J. Ghem. Physics, 1933,1, 362, and many 

subsequent papers. 
88 Nature, 1934, 133, 946. 
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all the other “ merisms ” of chemistry. From the construction of 

the word mesomerism, a situation is implied where the actual con¬ 

ditions are intermediate between various extremes. 
The mathematical calculations of the theory of resonance have 

achieved two results of importance. These are best illustrated by 
reference to benzene. The main result is that all of the bonds 

between neighbouring carbon atoms are similar, and are inter¬ 

mediate between single and double bonds. Hence all carbon atoms 

are equivalent, and the chemical stability (i.e., reactions with acids, 
etc.) is greater than would be expected if the molecule contained 

three localised double bonds. The second result is that the effect 

of resonance is to increase the mechanical stability (i.e., the energy 

of formation from atoms) beyond that expected on the hypothesis 

of a single bond structure. The increase is not very much com¬ 

pared with the energy of formation of the molecule (in benzene, for 

example, about 2 e.v. in 60 e.v.), but it is quite enough to be detected 

in the ordinary calculations of heats of formation in terms of bond 

energies. 

It is noteworthy that the first of these results cannot be upset by 

improving the accuracy of the calculations, but that the second 

may be. This, it seems to us, is an important point not explicitly 

mentioned before. One of the most surprising features of the long 
series of calculations made by Pauling and his collaborators on the 

increase of mechanical stability of a molecule due to resonance is 

that the results are so remarkably consistent. No doubt it is an 

example of a simple theory which concentrates on an essential point 

giving results with an accuracy very difficult to obtain by more 
complicated theories, because in these the second, third, and higher 

approximations, although all large, practically balance out to zero. 

Effect of Resonance on Internuclear Distances.—It is well known 

that internuclear distances in molecules are affected by resonance. 

For example, the carbon-carbon distance in benzene is 1*39 A.,29 
intermediate between the single-bond value 1*54 A.30 and the double¬ 

bond value 1*33 A.31 L. Pauling, L. 0. Brockway, and J. Y. Beach 32 
have suggested a method of estimating internuclear distances 

affected by resonance. We may illustrate their suggestion by con¬ 

sidering the benzene molecule. Here the resonance is mainly 

between the two Kekul6 structures. Since neighbouring carbon 

89 L. Pauling and L. O. Brockway, J. Chem. Physics, 1934, 2, 867. 
80 See, e.g., Sidgwick, “ The Electronic Theory of Valency,” Oxford, 1927. 
81 Pauling, Brockway, and Beach use 1*37 A. As will be shown by one 

of the Reporters in an article soon to appear in the Proc, Roy. Socthe value 
1*33 is probably the correct one. 

88 J. Amer, Chem. Soc., 1936, 67, 2706, 
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atoms linked by a single bond in one structure are linked by a double 

bond in the other, the carbon-carbon linkage may be said to be of 
order 3/2. Considerations of a similar sort 33 show the linkage in 

graphite to be of order 4/3, while the internuclear distance is known 

accurately to be 1-41 A.34 Thus four simultaneous pairs of values 
of internuclear distance and bond order are known. By plotting 

order against distance a smooth curve results. This curve may be 

used to predict distances in molecules where it is possible to estimate 
the bond order. To find the order of the linkages in any molecule, 

Pauling, Brockway, and Beach proceed as follows. The resonance 

problem is solved by the pair method, and the wave function of the 
ground state is obtained in the form 

r = yc# 

where kj is a numerical constant, and is the wave function corre¬ 
sponding to the canonical structure j. The order of the linkage p 

between neighbouring carbon atoms is then defined as 

V ” ~*j9j ()2 / ^j (kj)2 f 

where g3 is unity if the canonical structure j has a bond between the 
two atoms, and is zero otherwise. 

By substituting for naphthalene the values of the coefficients Idj 
as calculated by L. Pauling and J. Sherman,35 it is found that the 

linkages are not all equivalent. Variations of some 0*06 A. about 

the mean 1-41 A. are to be expected. J. M. Robertson86 finds a 

mean internuclear distance 1-41 A., in exact agreement with this. 

No attempt has so far been made to measure deviations from the 

mean. 

Pauling, Brockway, and Beach suggest that the curve relating 

internuclear distance with bond order which they obtain for carbon 

compounds may be used for molecules containing other elements 

provided a suitable change of scale and end-points is made. Al¬ 

ternatively, if an internuclear distance is known from experimental 

data, then, by using Pauling’s values of single-, double-, and triple¬ 
bond ionic radii,87 the order of the linkage may be calculated. In 

this way, e.g., the carbon-chlorine bond in carbonyl chloride is 

calculated as 83% single and 17% double bond. Many other 

examples are considered. 

33 JT. E. Lennard-Jones, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1934, 30, 58; G. W. Wheland, 
J. Ckern. Physics, 1934, 2, 474. 

34 G. I. Finch and H. Wihnan, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1939, A, 165, 346. 
83 J. Chem. Physics, 1933,1, 679; ibid., 1934, 2, 488. 
*• Proc. Roy. Soc., 1933, A, 142, 674. 
37 Proc. Nat. Acad. Sd.9 1932, 18, 293. 
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(4) Interaction of Atoms with Solid Surfaces. 

Lennard-Jones and his collaborators 38 have made an extremely 
promising start at a detailed theory of the interaction of atoms and 

molecules with the surfaces of crystals. The type of system which 

they consider is one where the absorbed atom is held only loosely 
by the crystal, probably by forces of a van der Waals character. 

The atom can exist in one of a small number of vibrational levels or, 

if its energy is great enough, can leave the surface altogether. 

Questions which are studied are the spacing of the energy levels, 
transitions between them, and between them and the continuum, 

caused by the thermal agitation of the surface, the migration of the 

atom over the surface, and the scattering of a homogeneous beam 

of the atoms by the crystal. 

The fundamental approximation of the theory is that the energy 
of interaction of the absorbed atom and the crystal may be repre¬ 

sented by a Morse function.39 Lot the z axis be drawn through the 

absorbed atom, perpendicular to the surface of the crystal. Write 

Z for the displacement at a particular instant of the surface atoms 
of the crystal in the neighbourhood of the absorbed atom from their 

mean position Z — 0, and z for the displacement of the absorbed 

atom from Z = 0 at the same instant. Let b be the equilibrium 

distance of the absorbed atom from the surface at the absolute 
zero of temperature. Then the interaction energy of the absorbed 

atom with the crystal is written 

V ~ Der 2n<t-b-z) __ 2l)e"K(£-b-Z) 

The first of these terms represents the short-range repulsive field, 
and the second the long-range attractive field. The constant D is 

the energy required to take the atom off the surface at absolute 

zero, and k is a parameter controlling the breadth of the potential 

trough holding the atom on the surface. 

The motion of the surface atoms of the crystal is small compared 

with the range of the potential field V. Hence V may be expanded 

in a power series in Z, and terms after the second rejected. We then 

obtain 

V = F0 + Vl = [De~^~b) — 2Dc-Ki*~b)] + 2<cJ0Z[e-atC*"W - e-**-*] 

The first term gives the interaction energy of the atom and crystal 

88 I, J. E. Leimard-Jones and C. Slraehan, Pror. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 150, 
442; II, C. Strachan, ibid., p. 456; III, J. E. Lennard-Jones and A. F. 
Devonshire, ibid., 1936, A, 166, 6; IV, idem, ibid., p. 29; V, A. F. Devon¬ 
shire, ibid., p. 37; J. E. Lennard-Jones and A. F. Devonshire, Nature, 1936, 

137, 1969. 
88 See, e.g., L. Pauling and E. B. Wilson, “ Introduction to Quantum 

Mechanics/1 McGraw-Hill, 1935, p. 271. 
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at absolute zero, and the second gives the coupling between the 
vibrations of the attached atom in the field of the stationary surface, 

and the thermal vibrations of the lattice. The effect of Vx is to 
cause a surge of energy to and fro between the crystal and the 

attached atom. 
An important step has nowr been made. The perturbing potential 

Vx and the complete wave functions of the system are all in product 

form, one factor of each depending only on the lattice, and the other 

depending only on the attached atom. Straightforward perturb¬ 

ation technique may be applied, and there results the probability 

that the lattice loses to the atom just the right amount of energy 

needed to cause excitation to a higher vibrational level. This 
process may occur in many ways, because of the large number of 

degrees of freedom of the lattice. Ail averaging process over all 

the normal modes present at any temperature must therefore be 
made, and at this point temperature appears explicitly in the 
formulae. The final result of paper I is the life-time of the attached 

atom in a vibrational level on the surface. For argon on potassium 

chloride at low temperatures, the atom vibrates many times in 
the ground state before being activated to the first excited state, 

while at room temperatures the interval is of the same order as the 
vibration period. 

Paper II extends the above calculations to transitions of the 

absorbed atom from a discrete state to the continuum. By inte¬ 

grating over the continuum, an expression is obtained for the 

probability of evaporation from the surface. The average length 

of time spent by an absorbed atom on a surface may thus be 

estimated as a function of temperature. 

Paper III extends the calculations of paper II. Formula} are 

found for the probability that an impinging particle will condense 
on a solid surface. The constants which occur in Langmuir’s 

isotherm are thus for the first time explicitly calculated in terms 
of the physical properties of the solid and its surface field. Evapor¬ 

ation processes are also considered. It is found that evaporation 

may, even at low temperatures, take place in two or more stages, 

the atom being first excited to a higher vibrational level and then, 

while in that excited state, receiving another quantum of energy 

sufficient to cause evaporation. The theory is illustrated by con¬ 

sidering the condensation and evaporation of H2, HD, and D2 on 
the same solid surface. 

Paper IV covers roughly the same ground as paper III. This 

time the potential holding the atom on the surface is assumed to 
have central symmetry about the point of attachment. 

Paper V gives an interpretation of the experiments of R. Frisch 
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and 0. Stem 40 on the scattering of beams of helium by crystals of 

lithium fluoride and sodium fluoride. The theory shows that when 

the components of momenta of the incident beam satisfy certain 

relations, involving the energy intervals of the vibration spectrum 
of the atom on the crystal, absorption without loss of energy can 
occur, thus accounting for minima in the reflected and refracted 

beams. Excellent agreement with experiment is obtained if it is 

assumed that helium on lithium fluoride can exist in two vibrational 

levels, given by — 129 cals./mol. and — 57 cals./mol. severally. 
Similar values hold for helium on sodium fluoride, but here the exact 

figures are somewhat doubtful because the experiments were not so 
complete. 

(5) Miscellaneous. 

A number of papers have recently appeared dealing with the 

theory of various physical properties of molecules and crystals. 
For want of space, these are grouped together under this heading. 

Restricted Rotation.—To account for the temperature variation of 

the specific heat of certain crystals (e.g., oxygen, nitrogen, iodine, 

methane, carbon dioxide, etc.), L. Pauling suggested in a classical 

paper 41 that above a critical temperature, depending on the crystal, 

the molecules rotate more or Jess freely, but that at lower tem¬ 

peratures rotation is inhibited and only oscillation occurs. Each 

molecule is supposed to be influenced by an inhomogeneous potential 

field due to the surrounding molecules. When the mean thermal 

energy, as measured by JcT, is small compared with the restricting 

potential, most of the molecules have not enough energy to turn 

over, and their motion is therefore mainly oscillatory. At high 

temperatures, however, the mean thermal energy is more than 

enough to overcome the restricting potential, and rotation is 

common throughout the crystal. According to these ideas, the 

specific heat of the crystal should show a maximum at temperatures 

where kT is about equal in magnitude to the restricting potential. 

By observing where the maximum occurs, a rough estimate of the 

restricting potential may be obtained. 

The above theory is unable to account for a maximum in the 

specific heab-temperature curve of anything like the magnitude and 

sharpness of that observed. 11. H. Fowler42 has explained the 

reason. It is because the restricting potential acting on one molecule 

depends on whether the other molecules near it are also rotating. 

By making the magnitude of the restricting potential a function of 

the amount of rotation already present in tho crystal, the specific 

Z. Phyeik, 1933, 84, 430. 
41 Physical Rev., 1930, 86, 430. 
42 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 161, 1. 
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heat curve can be made to follow the experimental results very 

closely. Similar calculations on the dielectric constants along the 

three principal axes of susceptibility of certain crystals also give 

good agreement with the somewhat peculiar observed results.43 

Suppose that the restricting potential on one molecule due to the 
rest of the crystal is expanded in a Taylor’s series about the centre 

of the molecule. Apart from an additive constant which does not 

affect the freedom of rotation, the potential V may be written 

V = (Ax2 + By2 -b Cz2) + (Dx3 + ...) +.(1) 

Since V is a potential in a region due to outside charge distributions, 

the terms of each order in V must satisfy Laplace’s equation. 

Assume now that the molecules are arranged in the lattice with 
cubic symmetry. Then the first non-vanishing terms in V are those 

of fourth order, and they may be written 

V = k{3r4 - 5(3* + y4 + z4)}.... (2) 

A. F. Devonshire44 has investigated the effect of the potential 

field [equation (2)] on the energy levels of the dumb-bell rotator. 
The way in which the various rotational levels, characterised by the 

rotational quantum number J, split up under the influence of the 

field had already been worked out by H. Be the 45 from the methods 
of group theory. The levels belong to five different symmetry 

types (irreducible representations), and therefore the infinite 

secular equation giving the energy levels of the system factorises 

into five equations, each of which is infinite and refers to one of the 
representations. Devonshire confined his attention to the first few 

rows and columns of each determinant, and obtainod the approxi¬ 

mate roots with the aid of an electrical calculating machine.46 
The calculations were straightforward for the levels up to about 

J = 5 and \k\ not too large. Special considerations were needed 

for |fc| large, and the asymptotic behaviour of the levels was con¬ 

sidered. Curves showing the behaviour of the energy levels as 

&r4 ranges from — 60 to -f 60 are given in the paper. The notation 

used to describe the levels is that suggested by E. S. Mulliken.47 

Whether there is any molecular crystal to which the theory worked 
out by Devonshire would apply has not yet been considered. The 

interpretation of the experimental results will in any case be very 

difficult, because the crystalline forces will probably break down 

most of the ordinary selection rules, and levels considerably higher 
than J = 5 will be present even at low temperatures. 

43 R. H. Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc., 193S, A, 149, 1. 
44 Ibid., 1936, A, 153, 601. . 44 Ann. Phyeik, 1933, 3, 133. 
4,1 K. R. M. Mallock, Proc. lioy. Soc., 1932, A, 140, 467. 
47 Physical Rev., 1933, 43, 278. 
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Paramagnetic Properties of Crystals.—There is a very close formal 

connexion between the calculations of the previous section and those 
giving the paramagnetic properties of crystals of iron-group and 

rare-earth salts. The paramagnetism arises from the presence in 

the metallic ion of electrons in incomplete shells to a large extent 

unaffected by,the crystalline forces. For this reason, the crystalline 

potential acting on an ion may be expanded in a Taylor’s series 

similar to (1). If the atoms surrounding the ion have cubic sym¬ 

metry, then once again we have the potential (2). Now very often 

the atoms surrounding the ion are arranged with cubic symmetry, 

and therefore the study of the effect of the field (2) on the energy 
levels of paramagnetic ions is of real practical importance. The 

theory in the case of hydrated crystals has already been carried to 

the point of accurate quantitative agreement with experiment,48 

but in the case of certain complex salts, notably ferro- and ferri- 

cyanides, and cobaltammincs, the theory is not so well developed. 

These salts are diamagnetic if they involve a complex ion containing 

an even number of electrons, e.g., [Fe(CN)6]4~, and have a suscep¬ 

tibility of order of magnitude corresponding to one free spin if this 

number is odd, e.g., |Fe(CN)6]3“. L. Pauling 13 was the first to 

account for this behaviour, but his explanation was not entirely 

satisfactory because it was based on directed wave functions and 

perfect electron pairing. J. H. Van Vleck 49 has now put the matter 

on a much wider foundation. He shows that the method of crystal¬ 

line fields, as outlined above, the method of electron pairs, and the 

method of molecular orbitals all formally predict similar results. 

The crystalline forces are so strong that the Russell-Saunders 

coupling is broken down and the state of lowest energy is one of 

lowest possible spin for the whole complex ion, rather than one in 

which the central metallic ion has its greatest allowed spin. In 

other words, the complex ion must be considered as a unit in which 

the interactions between electrons in orbits of the metallic ion are 

of subsidiary importance to interactions between these electrons 

and the electrons of the surrounding co-ordinated systems. 

J. B. Howard 50 has made detailed numerical calculations on the 

principal magnetic susceptibilities of potassium ferricyanide by the 

method of crystalline potentials. His results confirm the above 

theory of Pauling and Van Vleck. 
Diamagnetic Anisotropy of Aromatic Molecules.—When the 

structure of a molecule may be represented by a single bond diagram, 

48 See, e,g.f a review article by R. Schlapp and W. G. Penney, “ Reports 
on Progress in Physics,” II, 1935, Physical Society, p. CO. 

** J. Ch&m. Physics, 1935, 3, 807. 
w Ibid., p. 813. 
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the diamagnetic susceptibility may be calculated by adding together 

the susceptibilities of the separate atoms of the molecule.51 This 

is because the susceptibility of a free atom is proportional to Sr2, 

where r2 is the mean square radius of an electron’s orbit, and the 

sum is over all the electrons of the atom. If resonance occurs in the 
molecule, however, the situation is different. Consider the benzene 

molecule, for example. Here, the electrons concerned in bonds in 

the plane of the ring, i.e., those whose atomic orbitals are symmetrical 

about the plane of the ring, are regular, and for these the additive 

principle applies. The resonance electrons have a charge dis¬ 

tribution which is practically cylindrically symmetrical about the 

axis of the molecule, and is large only in two anchor-ring regions, 

one above and one below the carbon hexagon. When the magnetic; 
field is parallel to the plane of the molecule, the contribution to the 

susceptibility is normal, because the mean square distance of the 

anchor rings above or below the central plane is about the same as 

r2 for a p orbit of carbon. When the magnetic field is perpendicular 

to the plane of the molecule, on the other hand, the contribution to 
the susceptibility is not normal, as it is proportional to R2, where B 

is the radius of either anchor-ring region, and is also approximately 

the C-C distance in the ring (since the side of a regular hexagon 
equals the radius of the circumscribing circle). Now, R2 is several 
times larger than r2 for a p orbit of carbon, and the susceptibility 

of benzene in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the molecule 
is therefore much greater than that in a direction parallel to this 

plane. 
L. Pauling 52 has estimated the principal diamagnetic suscep¬ 

tibilities of a number of aromatic molecules, using the above ideas 

as a basis. He finds almost exact agreement with experiment in 

the case of benzene. More complex molecules he calibrates very 

ingeniously in terms of benzene, and for these, too, obtains excellent 
agreement with experiment. The method of calibration is to replace 

any pair of neighbouring electrons in the resonance problem by a 

constant electrical resistance. A conducting network is then 
obtained, and the currents induced in this network when a time- 

varying magnetic field acts in a direction perpendicular to the plane 

of the network, and hence the magnetic moment of the network, 

are found in terms of those corresponding to benzene. The contri¬ 

butions of the resonance electrons of the molecules to the magnetic 
susceptibility are linearly proportional to the magnetic moments 

of the networks. For naphthalene and anthracene the calculated 

and the observed values do not agree so well as do those of other 

61 See, e.g.f E. Stoner, “ Magnetism and Matter,” Methuen, 1934, p. 469. 
» J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 673. 
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molecules. Pauling therefore considers that the experimental 

results for these molecules are probably in error. 
Vibrational and Rotational Levels of Polyatomic Molecules.—The 

calculation of the vibrational and rotational levels, and their 

statistical weights, has an important bearing on specific heats. 

However, the subject is more appropriately dealt with in the theory 

of infra-red spectra and will therefore not be considered here. An 

adequate review of the subject, treated by the methods of group 

theory, has recently been given by J. K. Rosenthal and G. M. 

Murphy.53 
W. G. P. 
G. J. K. 

3. Spectroscopy. 

In this section of last year’s Reports a general review was given 

of the various types of vibration spectra associated with polyatomic 

molecules; the information derivable from them was indicated, and 

its limitations considered, but little attention was paid to particular 

instances. This year it is proposed to exemplify the more important 

results by a small compilation. We shall follow the classification 

of molecules given in last year’s Reports, viz., linear molecules, 

spherical molecules, symmetrical-top molecules, and asymmetrical- 
top molecules. The examples we have taken in each class are the 

only ones for which the moments of inertia have been determined 

with any degree of certainty from the rotational fine structure of the 
bands. The methods of finding molecular dimensions from vibra¬ 

tional frequencies alone cannot yet be regarded as giving precision 

values : these methods will be discussed later in this Report. It will 

be observed that several molecules have been listed containing the 

deuterium isotope; in all of these cases it has been assumed that the 

dimensions are exactly the same as for the molecule containing 

the corresponding hydrogen atom; in fact, this assumption has 

occasionally made it possible to determine the dimensions. The 

inaccuracy from this cause cannot be more than about 0*001 A. in an 

intemuclear distance. The values of the fundamental frequencies of 
the molecules have only been given to within 10cm.-1, since corrections 

have not been made for anharmonicity, and accordingly these values 

may be in error by approximately that amount. The figure in 

parentheses after certain of the frequencies indicates the degree of 
degeneracy for frequencies which are isotropic in two (2) or in three 

(3) dimensions. Data which are not connected to a specific reference 
number have been taken from H. Sponer’s compilation.1 Paren- 

63 Rev. Mod. Physics, 1936, 8, 317. 
1 “ MolekOlspektren,’* Springer, 1935. 
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theses placed round a frequency indicate that the value is a cal¬ 
culated one, included for completeness, and probably correct to 

within 30 cm.-1. 

Table 1. 

Linear Molecules. 

Internuclear Moment of inertia. Fundamental 
Molecule. distance, A. g.-cm. x 1040. quoncies, cm. 
OCO CO 116 70-6 2360 

1320 
670 (2) 

scs CS 1-52 2 247 2 1520 
660 
400 (2) 

NNO 66 2220 
1290 
590 (2) 

HCN CH 1*06 3 
CN 115 

18-7 3 3290 
2090 

712 (2) 
DON CD 1-06 3 

CN M 5 
22-9 3 2630 

1900 
570 (2) 

HC-CH OH 1 -057 4 
CC 1*204 

23-5 3290 
3370 
1980 
730 (2) 
610 (2) 

HCjCD CH 1-057 4 
CD 1-057 
CC 1-204 

27-9 4 2590 4- 6 
3380 
1880 
680 (2) 
520 (2) 

DC; CD CD 1-057 4 
CC 1-204 

(2410) 4. 6 
2700 
1760 
540 (2) 
500 (2) 

In addition to those in Table I, the following molecules and ions 

have been shown to be linear and have had their vibration frequen¬ 

cies determined; their actual dimensions, although not determined 

spectroscopically, are known in many cases from studies on X-ray 

or electron-diffraction (see p. 65) : carbonyl sulphide,1 cyanogen 
chloride,1 cyanogen bromide,1 cyanogen iodide,1 cyanogen,6 G^Hg,1 

N3”,7SCN“.1 

8 J. A. Sanderson, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 209. 
3 P. F. Bartunek and E. F. Barker, ibid., 1935, 48, 516. 
* G. Herzberg, F. Patat, and J. W. T. Spinks, Z. Physik, 1934, 02, 87; 

G. Herzberg, F. Patat, and H. Verloger, ibid., 1936, 102, 1. 
» W. F. Colby, Physical Rev., 1935, 47, 388; G. Glockler and C, E. Morrell, 

ibid., p. 569. 
• S. C. Woo, T. K. Liu, and T. C. Chu, J. Chinese Chem. Soc., 1935, 3, 301. 
7 W. G. Penney and G. B. B. M. Sutherland, Proc. Roy, Soc., 1936, A, 156, 

654. 
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In the case of carbon dioxide the value given for one of the fre¬ 

quencies as 1320 cm.-1 requires further explanation. Actually, 

one observes no frequency of this magnitude, but a pair of frequencies 

at 1286 cm.-1 and 1388 cm.-1. This arises because the overtone of the 

frequency at 670 cm."1 falls very close to this fundamental, so causing 

a “ resonance ” splitting.8 The value given is therefore an estimate 

of the unperturbed frequency and is sufficiently good for most cal¬ 

culations. The frequency at 660 cm.4 for carbon disulphide is 
probably slightly erroneous for the same reason. 

In addition to those in Table II, the following molecules and ions 

have been shown to be spherical; their vibration frequencies are 

Table II. 

Spherical Molecules. 

ch4 CH 1*09 9 5-298 9 2910 
1111 1-785 5-47 10 3020 (3) 

5-27 11 1520 (2) 
1300 (3) 

C?J>4 CD 1-09 9 10-91 12 2080 A3- 14 
DD 1-785 2260 (3) 

(1070)(2) 
990 (3) 

Cell* 15 GoH 1-37 7-0 1990 
11H 2-06 2110 (3) 

820 (2) 
930 (3) 

SiH4 13 Sill 1-54 8*9 2190 
Till 2*31 2180 (3) 

980 (2) 
910 (3) 

0C14 OC1 1-755 17 — 460 
C1C1 2-87 760 (3) 

220 (2) 
310 (3) 

known and their dimensions have been deduced in many cases from 

data on X-ray and electron diffraction (see p. 65) : carbon tetra- 

bromide,1 silicon tetrachloride,1 titanic chloride,1 stannic chloride,1 

stannic bromide,1 S04",18 C104'18. It will be noticed that three values 

8 Of. this sectiou in last year’s Reports. 
9 N. Ginsburg and E. F. Barker, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, (HI8. 

10 Physical Pev., 1935, 48, 868. 
11 W. H. J. Childs, Proc. Roy. Sac., 1936, A, 153, 555. 
12 A. H. Nielsen and H. H. Nielsen, Physical Rev., in the press. 
13 D. M. Dennison and M. J. Johnston, ibid., 1935, 47, 93. 
14 G. E. MacWood and H. C. Urey, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 402. 
16 A. H. Nielsen and H. H. Nielsen, Physical Rev., 1935, 48, 861. 
13 W. B. Steward and H. H. Nielsen, ibid., 1935, 47, 828; F. B. Stitt and 

D. M. Yost, J. Chem. Physws, 1936, 4, 82. 
17 Electron-diffraction values. Cf. L. O. Brockway, Rev. Mod. Physics, 

1936, 8, 231. 
13 J. E. Rosenthal, Physical Rev., 1934, 46, 730. 
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have been given for the moment of inertia of methane. The first 
one 9 is that deduced from the investigation of the deuteromethane 

molecule and is presumably the most accurate value. The other 

values have been deduced from the CH4 bands only, by the method of 

M. Johnston and D. M. Dennison,10 and are the ones which should 

be compared with that given for CD4, the latter having been obtained 

by a similar method from observations solely on CD4. 

]n addition to those in Table III, the following molecules and ions 
are known to belong to this class and have had their vibration fre- 

Table III. 

Symmetrical-top Molecules. 

nh3 NH 1-016 19 
IiH 1-646 

7 A 2-782 19 3330 20 
(3450)(2) 

h 0-36 la 4-497 1630 (2) 
960 

nd3 NP 1-016 19 
PI) 1-646 

7a 6-397 19 2420 20 
(2660)(2) 

li 0-36 I<: 8-986 1160 (2) 
760 

CITjjI) • CH 1-093 
CD 1-093 

/A 7-166 2980 
2210 

HU 1-786 6-298 1310 
3030 (2) 
1480 (2) 
1160 (2) 

CP./H 13 011 1-09 
CD 1-09 
PP 1-8 

(2100) 
(2990) 

(990) 
(2220)(2) 
(1290)(2) 
(1020)(2) 

CHaF 10 CF 1-6 
CH 1-1 

7a 39-6 2970 
J480 

IIH 1 *8 /t: 6-61 1060 
2990 (2) 
1480 (2) 
1200 (2) 

CH3C1 10 CCI 1-6 
CH 1-i 

/A 60-0 2970 
1360 

J1H 1-8 7C 6-4 732 
3050 (2) 
1460 (2) 
1020 (2) 

quencies determined with a reasonable degree of certainty : PH8,20*21 

PD3,22 AsH3,20 PF3J PCV IJBr3,23 AsFg,1 AsC13,3 SbClg,1 BiCl*,25 

19 M. Y. Migeotte and E. F. Barker, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 418. 
20 J. R. Howard. J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 207. 
21 L. W. Fung and E. F. Barker, Physical Rev., 1934, 46, 238, 
22 M. de Hemptinne and J. M. Delfosse, Bull. Acad. roy. Belg., 1936, 21, 

793; G. B. B. M. Sutherland and G. K. T. Conn, Nature, 1936, 138, 641. 
23 J. B. Howard and E. B. Wilson, J. Chem. Physics, 1934, 2, 630. 
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BF3,25 BC13,24'25 BBr3,25 N03',2G CO./',26 CHgBr,1 CHgl,1 CHClg,1 
CHBrg,1 POCI3,1 and C2Hc.27 A certain amount of knowledge is 
available about their dimensions both from spectroscopic and from 

diffraction sources, but it is not sufficiently complete to warrant its 
inclusion here without more discussion than space permits. 

Besides those in Table IV7, the following molecules may be said to 

have had their fundamental frequencies assigned beyond reasonable 

doubt : sulphur dioxide,7 nitrogen dioxide,7 and chlorine dioxide.1 

Table IV. 

A symmetrical - top Molecules. 

h2o OH 0-955 /A 1*009 3650 28 
a 105° 7»i 1*901 3760 

J c 2*908 1600 
d2o <>D 0*955 — 2670 29 

a 105° — 2780 
1180 

HOD A r above 2720 29 
3720 
1400 

Hj,S SH 1*35 /A 2*68 2615 
a 92° In 3-08 2650 

/«« 5*85 1265 
DoS As above — 1900 30 

1940 
900 

HSD Ar above 1910 30 
2620 
1080 

ch2o OH 1*04 7 a 24*3 2970 
CO 1*2 7b 21*4 2800 
HH 1*88 / c 2*9 1740 

1460 
1040 
920 

ch2d2 •. 13 CH 1*09 — (2140)(1420) 
CD ] *09 (2230) 1240 

(2970) 1040 
(3010) 1090 
(1320) 

The references cited should be consulted for'the state of current 

knowledge regarding their exact dimensions. In the following cases 

there is still a certain doubt about the assignment of one, or at most 

24 A. B. D. Cassie, Proc. Poy. Soc., 1935, A, 148, 87. 
26 T. F. Anderson, E. N. Lassettre, and D. M. Yost, J. Chem. Physics, 

1936, 4, 703. 
28 A. C. Menzies, Proc. Poy. Soc., 1931, A, 134, 265. 
27 E. Bartholom6 and H. Sachsse, Z. physikal. Chem., 1935, B, 30, 40. 
28 D. Bender, Physical Per., 1935, 47, 252. 
22 E. F. Barker and W. W. Sleator, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 660; E. 

Bartholom6 and K. Clusius, Z. Elektrochem1934, 40, 530. 
80 C. R. Bailey, J. W. Thompson, and J. B. Hale, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 

4, 625; A. H. Nielsen and H. H. Nielsen, ibid., p. 229. 
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two, of the fundamentals : ozone,7 oxygen fluoride,7 chlorine mon¬ 
oxide,7,31 ethylene,32,33 nitrosyl chloride,1 formic acid,34 oxalic acid,35 

acetic acid.30 Although enormous numbers of complex molecules 

have been investigated, the analysis of their vibration spectra 

has only been partial (certain groups being recognised by their 

characteristic frequencies), and here we can only refer to a few of the 

more important contributions to structural problems. 

Particular Structural Problems.—The molecule which continues to 

receive most attention is that of benzene, and the past year is 

remarkable for the number of important papers concerning it. The 

most outstanding come from a group of workers 37 in University Col¬ 

lege who have made a very thorough study of the infra-red, Raman, 

and fluorescence spectra of benzene and hexadeuterobenzenc. The 

importance of their work lies in the fact that until this was done the 

coincidences between infra-red and Raman frequencies in the spec¬ 

trum of benzene made it appear as though the molecule did not possess 

that hexagonal symmetry which modern resonance theories demand. 

They have been able to show that these coincidences are either acci¬ 

dental or else are due to a breakdown of the strict selection rules in 

the liquid state. They have also been able to identify many of the 

20 fundamental frequencies. 0. Redlieh and W. Stricks 38 from 

observations on the Raman spectra of mono-, di-, and tetra-deutcro- 

benzene have also been able to correlate the frequencies of benzene 

and to correct earlier provisional assignments by E. B. Wilson.39 

C. Mannebach 48 has made an analysis of the data on the isotopic 

molecules to evaluate many of the constants of a very general poten¬ 
tial function for the force field in benzene. He has shown that appre¬ 

ciable interaction occurs between non-adjacent carbon atoms. 

The other important development is the use of infra-red and 

Raman spectra for the detection of hydrogen bonds, particularly 

in molecules containing hydroxyl groups. Tt is manifested either 

by a shift in the position of the frequency characteristic of the 

31 R. Pohlmann and M. J. Schumacher, Z. Physih, ] 93(5, 102, 678. 
32 JB. Teller and B. Topley, J., 1935, 885. 
33 L. G. Bonner, J. Amer. ('hem. Soc., 1936, 58, 34. 
34 G. Herzberg and H. Verleger, Physical. Z.y 1936, 37, 444; J. Gupta, 

Indian J. Physics, 1936, 10, 117, 313; C. S. Venkatoswaran, Proc. Indian 
Acad. Sci., 1935, 2, A, 615; Current Sri., 1936, 4, 736; P. B. Sarkar and 
B. C. Ray, Nature, 1936, 137, 495. 

88 J. H. Hibben, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 675; W. R. Angus and A. H. 
Leckie, ibid., 1936, 4, 83, 324. 

88 W. R. Angus, A. H. Leckie, and C. L. Wilson, Nature, 1935, 135, 913. 
87 W. R. Angus, C. R. Bailey, J. B. Hale, C. K. Ingold, A. H. Leckie, 

C. G. Raisin, J. W. Thompson, and C. L. Wilson, J., 1936, 912—971. 
88 Monatsh., 1936, 68, 374; J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 834. 
88 Physical Rev., 1934, 48, 146. 
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OH vibration or by its non-appearance. The particular applications 
of this 40 would take too much space to be summarised adequately 
here, particularly as many of them are still rather controversial 
subjects. 

Intramolecular Forces. 

Next in importance to the dimensional constants of a molecule 
come those characterising the forces required to alter the distances 
between the constituent atoms, since they presumably bear a fairly 
direct relation to the strengths of the corresponding chemical bonds. 
The magnitudes of the vibration frequencies of a molecule depend 
solely on the masses of the various atoms and on the forces brought 
into play when the latter are displaced from their equilibrium posi¬ 
tions. A proper analysis of the vibration spectra of a molecule 
should therefore give information concerning this interatomic; force 
field. The early steps in this direction have already been reviewed 
in these Reports,41 but much progress has been made in the past two 
years. We shall accordingly treat this problem from a more general 
standpoint and endeavour to show how the various methods are 
related to one; another. 

It is well known that in a system executing simple harmonic 
motion the potential energy may be expressed as Ikxr, where x is the 
co-ordinate which varies harmonically, and far is the restoring force 
called into play when the system is displaced from its equilibrium 
position in which x is zero. For example, in a diatomic molecule, x 
describes the variation in the internuclear distance during the vibra¬ 

tion, the frequency of which is given by 2t:Vk{mx + m2)/rn1m2, mi and 
m2 being the masses of the atoms. The force constant k may there¬ 
fore be directly determined from the vibration frequency. In the 
case of a polyatomic molecule consisting of n atoms, the matter is not 
so simple. The 3n — G internal degrees of freedom may each be char¬ 
acterised by a co-ordinate xr; the corresponding general expression 
for the potential energy is 

V = -HVi2 + + • • • + 2kvj\x2 H- 2k^rjCa ■ . . } . (1) 

Using the methods of classical mechanics, one obtains expressions 
for the 3n — 6 frequencies of the form v ~f(kx . . . kl2 . . . m1 . . .). 
In other words there are only 3n — 0 equations from which to deter¬ 
mine all the force constants kx, k2, . . . k12 . . .etc. Clearly this 
is impossible, unless some assumption is made which reduces the 

40 L. Pauling, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2080; 1930, 58, 94; L. 
Onsager, ibid., p. 1486; H. H. Gillette and A. Sherman, ibid., p. 1135; R, H. 
Gillette and F. Daniels, ibid., p. 1139; W. Gordy, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 
4, 750. 

41 Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 21. 
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number of arbitary constants in (1) to not more than 3n — 6. All 
theories of the intramolecular force field are directed towards sur¬ 

mounting this difficulty by making some specific assumption regard¬ 

ing the nature of the field which will effect the required reduction. 
It is, of course, desirable that the number of constants to be deter¬ 

mined should be less than 3n — 6, for there must then exist certain 

relations between the frequencies and the atomic masses which are 

independent of the force constants. The exactness with which these 

relations are fulfilled forms a test of the validity of the assumptions. 
We shall consider briefly the types of assumption which have been 

tried, and how these are related to the chemical conceptions of the 

bonds in a molecule. 
The Valency Force Field.—The assumption which is based most 

directly on chemical ideas is that of the valency force field.42 Here 

each chemical bond in the molecule has associated with it a force 

constant, k (analagous to that for a diatomic molecule), while the 

angles between neighbouring bonds each have a characteristic 

constant, 0, measuring their resistance to deformation. This means 

that the vibrations of the molecule are described in terms of the 

changes in the lengths of the bonds (d), and of the angles between the 

bonds (a), the potential energy being written 

V = l{kxd\ - p k2d\ + . . . + -f- 02a2 

The number of arbitrary constants is obviously considerably re¬ 

duced, since all interaction terms of the type 2k12xlx2 have been 

omitted. The valency force field is therefore essentially an inade¬ 

quate representation, in that one assumes that the only forces acting 

on the atoms are those resisting simple stretching and deformation 

of the bonds, and (what is more important) that these stretchings 

and deformations are quite independent of one another. Neverthe¬ 

less, it has been applied not unprofitably to a great number of mole¬ 

cules by many different workers over a number of years, and it is 

only recently that its limitations and value have been critically 

examined. 

For the symmetrical triatomic molecule XYX, only two constants 

are required to describe this field, one giving the force needed to 

alter the length of the YX bond, the other giving that needed to 

alter the XYX angle. This means that a relation must exist between 

the three frequencies of the molecule, the masses of the atoms, and 

the angle a between the YX bonds. W. G. Penney and G. B. B. M. 

Sutherland 7 have tested this relation for the molecules sulphur 

dioxide, water, deuterium oxide, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, 

42 R. C. Yates, Physical Rev., 1930, 36, 555; R. Mecke, Z. physikal. Ghent., 
1931, B, 16, 409, 421; 1932, 17, 1. 
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carbon dioxide, carbon disulphide, and the CH2 group. They found 

that for all except carbon dioxide and disulphide the discrepancies 
were less than 5%. On the other hand, the converse process of 

employing the valency force field to determine the angle a of the 

molecule cannot be relied on to give a result with an error of less than 

20°. For pyramidal molecules of the type YX3 again only two con¬ 

stants are needed to correlate the four frequencies, so the adequacy 

of the representation may also be tested here. This has been done 

for NH3, ND3, PH3 and AsH3 by Howard20 and for PF3, PC13, PBr3, 

AsF3, AsCl3, SbCl3, and BiCl3 by Howard and Wilson.23 The results 

indicate that as a first approximation the valency force field is reason¬ 

ably satisfactory, but that interaction forces (particularly in the latter 

group of molecules) are by no means negligible. For regular tetra¬ 

hedral molecules of the form YX4Rosenthal18 has made a very careful 

investigation of CH4, CC14, SiCl4, TiCl4, SnCl4, CBr4, SnBr4, S04", 

C104", and finds that methane is the only one for which the valency 

force field is a reasonably good approximation. This field has been 

widely applied by K. W. F. Kohlrauseh 43 to many more complex 

systems. His results may be regarded as a useful confirmation of the 

general correctness of the assignment of fundamental frequencies; 

the actual values given for the force constants should not be regarded 

as more than a first rough approximation to a description of the 

molecule. 

Central Force Field.—Another simple type of force field which 

was tried out44 but which has not been so successful is based 
on the assumption that the only forces which act are directed solely 

along the lines joining the atoms. Thus if r12, r23 . . . denote the 

distances between the centres of the atoms then the potential energy 
is written 

V = 2{&P*12 “t~ ^2^23 +.} 

Although this is possibly a better approximation than the valency 

force field for certain tetrahedral molecules such as carbon tetra¬ 

chloride and for some symmetrical plane ions such as C03' and N03', 

yet it cannot be said to be very suitable either from a chemical or from 

a physical point of view. Attempts to improve it by bringing in 

additional forces have been made by H. C. Urey and C. A. Bradley 45 

and by A. Eucken and F. Sauter.46 

43 Monatsh., 1936, 68, 349; Z. physikal. Chem., 1935, B, 30, 298. These 
are only two typical examples from a very large number. They are chosen 
here because they are referred to in Table V. 

44 N. Bjerrum, Verhandl. deut. physikal. Ges., 1914, 16, 737; D. M. Denni¬ 
son, Phil. Mag., 1926, 1, 195. 

45 Physical Rev., 1931, 38, 1969. 
44 Z. physikal. Chem., 1934, B, 86, 463. 
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More General Types of Force Field,.—A more general method of 
approaching the problem has been pursued by J. E. Rosenthal,47 
C. Mannebach,48 G. B. B. M. Sutherland and 1). M. Dennison49 and 
others. Assuming that the potential function possesses the same 
geometric symmetry as does the molecule itself, they investigate 
the minimum number of arbitrary constants required in the general 
potential function (1). Thus for the isosceles triangular molecule 
YX2 it is 4, for the regular pryamidal YX3, 6, for the regular tetra¬ 
hedral YX4, 5, for axially symmetrical ZYX3,60 9, for ethylene,51 15, 
and for benzene,48, 34. The corresponding number of fundamental 
frequencies in such molecules being respectively 3, 4, 4, 6, 12, and 20, 
some further reduction is still necessary. This lias been attempted in 
two ways, either by introducing some generalised type of valency 
force field which does take account of the more important 
interactions,23,25,33,48, 51 or alternatively, by assuming that certain 
groups in the molecule are practically indej>endent of the rest of the 
molecule. The latter assumption is sufficiently justified by a mass of 
empirical data showing that whenever certain groups are present 
in a molecule certain characteristic frequencies appear in its vibration 
spectra. It was first applied to the C.H2 and the CH3 groups in some 
simple compounds by Sutherland and Dennison;49 its generalised 
extension to the series of molecules methane, methyl chloride, 
chloroform, and carbon tetrachloride by H. H. Voge and J. E. 
Rosenthal 52 has proved it to be a reliable method of computing the 
frequencies of a molecule from a knowledge of the force constants of 
its constituent groups. It should be emphasised that the values of 
the potential constants in this method may not always be capable of a 
direct physical interpretation ; yet certain combinations of them can 
be shown to be equivalent to the “ bond strengths 55 (kv Jc2 . . . ) of 
the valency force field. 

There are, however, two methods (each applicable to a limited 
class of molecule) whereby all the constants of the Rosenthal- 
Mannebach generalised function may be found. The first is from the 
isotope effect; if the molecule concerned contains one or more hydro¬ 
gen atoms, then when these are replaced by deuterium the frequen¬ 
cies are altered while the potential constants remain the same. One 
has consequently two or more sots of frequencies from which to 
determine the same set of constants. This has been done for 

87 Physical Rev1934, 45, 538; 46, 730; 1935, 47, 235; 1936, 46, 535. 
*8 Ann. Soc. sci. Bruxelles, 1935, Bf 55, 5, 129, 237; Van don Bossche and 

0. Mannebach, ibid., 1934, 54, 230. 
48 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 148, 250. 
M J. E. Rosenthal and H. H. Voge, J. (Jhem. Physics, 1936, 4, 134. 
61 J. M. Delfosse, Ann. Soc. sei. Bruxelles, 1935, 55, 114. 
^ J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 137. 
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ammonia 19 and methane 9 and will doubtless soon be extended. The 
other method depends on the interpretation of the anomalous spacing 

of the rotation lines in the degenerate vibrations of symmetrical-top 

and spherical molecules. This has been accomplished by Johnston 
and Dennison,19 who have extended the earlier work of E. Teller 53 

on this subject, viz., the interaction between vibration and rotation, 

and have applied it to the calculation of the five potential constants 
of methane. 

In all of the above methods no account has been taken of possible 

cubic terms in the potential function, i.e., of the anharinonicity of the 

vibrations. The frequencies employed in the calculations should 
therefore not be the observed ones but the frequencies for infinitesi¬ 
mally small amplitude of vibration. The latter can be deduced from 

the observational data provided a number of the overtone frequencies 

are known. The errors introduced from this cause are probably 

not more than a few units %. Another common feature of all of the 

methods is that certain constants or combinations of them (in par¬ 

ticular, the bond constants of the valency force field) differ very little 

no matter which approach is employed; it is the interaction constants 

which differ very greatly on the various theories. Fortunately, the 

bond constant, i.e., the force required to stretch a definite bond a 

given distance, is of more chemical interest than the latter at the 
moment. Accordingly we have gathered together in Table V a 

number of the values now available for some of the commoner bonds. 

In this connection it is important to note the work of R. M. Badger 54 

and C. H. D. Clark 55 on the relation between the force constant and 
the internuclear distance in a bond. Originally given for diatomic 

molecules as an extension of Morse’s relation r3^ = const., it has 
since been modified by several workers 56 in attempts to correlate it 

with the position of the two atoms in the periodic table and to make 

it applicable to polyatomic molecules. The most convenient form in 

which to state it is possibly that used by Badger himself, viz., 

r, = (C.jlh,)* + dy 

where re is the equilibrium internuclear distance, kc is the bond force 

constant, (Jy and are constants the values of which depend on the 

positions of the constituent atoms in the periodic table. If a force 

constant for a particular bond is evaluated by the methods we have 

53 “ Hand- und Jahrbuch der Chemisehen Physik,” 1934, Band 9/11. 
** J. Chem. Physic*, 1934, 2, 128. 85 Phil. Mag., 1934, 18, 459. 
*• R. M. Badger, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 8, 710; C. H. D. Clark, Phil. 

Mag., 1935, 19, 470; Physical Rev., 1935, 47, 238; Tram. Faraday Soe., 
1935, 31, 1017; Proc. Leeds Phil. Soc1936, 3, 218, 221; 11. S. Allen and 
A. K, Longair, Phil. Mag., 1935, 19, 1032; W. Lotmar, Z. Physik, 1935, 93, 
528; M. I#. Huggins, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 473; 1936, 4, 309. 
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been considering, this relation enables the corresponding intemuclear 

distance to be computed. This has been done for several mole¬ 

cules,23* 25,38,48,61 and the results are in surprisingly good agreement 

with the distances deduced from X-ray and electron-diffraction data. 

Regarding the values listed in Table V, it is interesting to notice 

that those below 7 X 105 dynes/cm. are associated with single bonds, 

Table V. 

Force Constants Characteristic of Bonds in Polyatomic 
Molecules. 

Force Force 
constant, constant, 

type of dynes/ Molecule Typo of dynes/ Molecule 
bond. cm. x 10“5. or group. Kef. bond. cm. X 10”6. or group. Kef. 
Ci-C 15-7 c2h2 49 N—H 0*4 NHo 20 
C~ N 17-9 HCN 7 8—H 4*0 H,8 7 

16*7 C1CN 7 C—H 5*9 C2H3 49 
16*9 BrCN 7 5*8 HCN 7 
16-7 ICN 7 5*0 ch4 49 
17-5 c2n2 6 4*9 52 

Nl=N 14*f> UNO 7 5*0 CM, 33 
150 N" 7 4*8 CHo 7 
22-0 n2 — 50 CflH6 43 

c c 9-5 o2 49 C—C 5*0 C8H6 49 
9*8 c2h4 49 4*8 c2n2 6 
8-6 51 7*0 C„Hrt 43 
8-2 ,, 53 O—O 4*5 C.,HttO 43 

C—O 13*4 OCH, 49 C—8 3*0 C2HflS 43 
14*2 ocs 7 C—F 5*8 CH3F 49 
15*3 oco 7 c—Cl 3-6 ch3ci 49 
19*0 CO 49 3*4 9f 52 

N~ 0 91 no2 7 5*2 C1CN 7 
13*7 NNO 7 C—Br 2*9 CH3Br 49 

S—0 10*0 so2 7 4*2 BrCN 7 
c-s 7*6 cs2 7 C—I 2*3 CH3I 49 

8*0 ocs 7 3*0 ICN 7 
0—H 7*0 h20 57 

those between 7 and 15 x 105 dynes/cm. with double bonds (in the 

conventional sense), and those over 15 X 105 dynes/cm. with triple 

bonds. This is important when one remembers that the agreement 

between various methods is within 10% on any particular molecule. 

One therefore finds pleasing confirmation that the C~0 bond in 

carbon monoxide and dioxide is nearer triple than single in accord¬ 

ance with the theory of resonance (see p. 45). Similarly the OC 

bond in benzene is half-way between a single and a double bond. 

These examples might be multiplied, but sufficient has been said to 
indicate the great possibilities of this method of putting a quantitative 

estimate to the shades of difference between the many types of bind¬ 
ing which we are realising exist in chemistry. 

G. B. B. M. S. 

67 J. H. Van. Vleck and P. C. Cross, J. Chem. Physics, 1933, 1, 357. 
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4. Electron Diffraction and the Structures of 

Gaseous Molecules. 

Theoretical,—In 1915 P. Debye 1 and P. Ehrenfest 2 independently 
developed equations giving the angular distribution of the intensity 
of X-rays when scattered by non-crystalline substances; these are 
particularly applicable to scattering by a gas or vapour, since the 

molecules are sufficiently far apart to make intermolecular effects 
negligible in comparison with the total scattered radiation. The 
observed effects then virtually result only from scattering by 
atoms within the individual molecule, and the random movements 
of the latter do not affect the interference of X-rays. Electron 
waves, the existence of which can now be regarded as definitely 

established, behave like Arrays in so far as they are scattered by 
individual atoms in a given molecule, and H. Mark and R. Wierl 3 
found that the intensity of the coherent (elastic) scattering for 
high-velocity electrons could be represented by an equation similar 
to that of Debye and Ehrenfest; thus, at an angle 6 between the 

primary and the scattered electron beam, the intensity /co. of the 
latter is given by 

.(1) 
i j xij 

where lc is a constant, ip is the scattering factor of the particular 

atom for electrons, and 

Xij == (4tt/X) . sin 0/2.(2) 

the term l^ being the distance between the atoms designated by 
i and j. The equivalent wave-length of the electrons, X, is deter¬ 
mined by the relationship 

x = 1+4:§1~X TF’F x 10_8cm’ ' ■ (3) 

where V is the potential in volts applied to accelerate the electrons. 
In this equation, the first term is the equivalent of the de Broglie 

equation, x = h/mv, and the second term is the relativity 
correction. 

In determining the total coherent scattering by means of equation 
(1), it is necessary to sum the terms for all possible pairs of atoms in 
the molecule; the scattering due to individual atoms must be 
included, and this is given for each atom by the corresponding ^2, 

since now i ~ j and consequently x{j is zero and (sin x^)is unity. 

1 Ann. Phy8ik, 1915, 46, 809. 
2 Vers, K. Akad. Atnsterdam, 1915, 32, 1132. 
* Naturwiss., 1930, 18, 205, 778; Z. Physik, 1930, 60, 741; Z. Elektrochem., 

1930, 36, 675; R. Wierl, Physikal. Z„ 1930, 31, 366, 1028. 
REF.—VOL. XXXIII. O 
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If free rotation is possible within the molecule, then the distance ly 

between a given pair of atoms may not remain constant, and allow¬ 

ance for this variation must be made in the calculations.4 

Strictly speaking, the factor ^ varies with the scattering angle 0, 

and for the ith. atom is given by the formula 

/ - _Ar *'< (A \ 
'h [(sin 0/2)/a]2.(> 

Zi being the atomic number of the atom anil t\ its scattering, or 

“ form/1 factor for X-rays.5 The form factors, which decrease as 

(sin 0/2)/x increases, have been calculated by R. W. James and 

G. W. Brindley,6 and by L. Pauling and J. Sherman,7 the values 

of the latter authors being, apparently, in better agreement with 

experiment.8 

In addition to the ooherent scattering already considered, allow¬ 
ance must be made for incoherent scattering, consisting of electrons 

which have undergone change of wave-length. According to 

L. Bewilogua,® this is given by the relation 

cc. = ^ZJ(Vt).(6) 
» 

in which f(vJ is a function of and 

i\ = 4^(0 J76/Z/2/3)(sin 0/2)/X . (G) 

The values of f(v7) for various values of v{ are quoted by Bewilogua. 

It appears from his calculations that for electron diffraction the 

intensity of the incoherent scattering, which is added to the coherent 

amount so as to give the total scattering, falls off rapidly as 

(sin 0/2)/X increases and becomes quite small at appreciable scattering 
angles, especially if the atomic number is large. 

The coherent scattering may be divided into two parts : first, 

“ atomic ” scattering due to individual atoms, and secondly, 

“ molecular ” scattering in which two atoms are concerned. The 

former, as shown above, is given by «/>2 for each atom and hence 

falls off continuously as the scattering angle increases, but the 
expression for the latter contains the (sin x)jx terms of equation (1), 

4 R. Wierl, Physikal Z., 1930, 31, 266; Ann. Physik, 1932, 13, 463; L. E. 
Sutton and L. O. Brockway, J. Arner, Chem. Soc., 1936, 67, 473; see also, 
S. H. Bauer, J. Ghent. Physics, 1936, 4, 406. 

6 H. Betho, Ann. Physik, 1928, 87, 55; 1930, 5, 325; N. F. Mott, Proc. 
Roy. Soc., 1930, A, 127, 658. 

* PhU. Mag., 1931, 12, 81, 729 (correction). 
7 Z. Krist., 1932, 81, 1. 
8 See R. W. G. Wyckoff, ibid., 1930, 75, 532; cf. V. EL Cosslett, Trans. 

Faraday Soc., 1934, 30, 987. 
• Physikal. Z., 1931, 32, 740; 1932, 33, 688. 
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and hence passes through a series of maxima and minima as 0 
increases. If a beam of high-velocity electrons after traversing a 
gas in an appropriate manner falls on a photographic plate, and this 

is examined photometrically after development, the record shows 
a steadily decreasing background intensity, due mainly to atomic, 
and at small scattering angles also to incoherent, scattering, with 

occasional inflexions corresponding to the maxima in the coherent 
scattering. Visual examination of the plate appears to show, how¬ 

ever, a central spot, caused by the unscattered electron beam, 
surrounded by a series of concentric diffraction rings, apparently 

alternately light and dark, suggesting a series of maxima and 

minima of scattering without a falling background. This is never¬ 
theless a purely psychological effect, since photomotric investigation 

gives an intensity curve of the type anticipated from theoretical 

considerations, the positions of apparent maximum density in the 
diffraction rings corresponding approximately to the inflexions in 

the curve. 

Experimental Methods and Interpretation of Results.—The experi¬ 

mental method in general use is based on that devised by R. Wierl,10 
although important modifications have been made.11 A fine beam 

of electrons, accelerated by a potential of about 50,000 volts, is 

made to pass at right angles through a narrow stream of the gas or 
vapour under investigation, and then falls on a photographic plate. 

The electrons are produced either by a heated cathode in a high- 

vacuum type of discharge tube, or by gas-discharge, in either air 
or hydrogen, using a cold cathode. Although some authors have 

used the latter, at the California Institute of Technology, where 

the most important recent work on electron-diffraction of vapours 

has been done, the hot cathode is preferred.12 The electron- 
accelerating voltage is measured either by an electrostatic (or other) 

voltmeter, or else by a milliammeter in series with a suitable 

resistance; the instrument is calibrated with the aid of electron- 

diffraction photographs obtained through thin gold foil, for which 
the space-lattice dimensions are accurately known,13 or by the use 

of ammonium chloride.14 A method for studying electron diffrac¬ 

tion by gases in which a relatively low voltage, viz., 6,400 volts, is 

employed has been described recently 15; it is not cajmble, however, 

of giving such accurate results as the high-voltage method. 

10 Ann. Physik, 1931, 8, 521. 
u V. E. Coaslett, loc, tit., ref. (8), p. 981; H. de Laszlo, Proc. Roy. Roc., 

1934, Af 146, 672; L. O. Brockway, Rev, Mod. Physics, 1936, 8, 231. 
14 L. O. Brockway, loc. cit.f p. 240. 
19 E. A. Owen and J. Iball, Phil. May., 1932, 13, 1020; M. C. STeuborgor, 

Z. Krist., 1936, 98, 1. 14 H. Boersch, Monatsh., 1935, 65, 311. 
11 P. Q* Ackermimn and J. E. Mayer, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 377. 
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Since the quantity x{j in equation (2) depends on the corresponding 
interatomic distance lip it is evident that the positions of the 
diffraction rings, or the discontinuities in the photometric curve, 

will be related to the various atomic separations within the mole¬ 
cule, and it was shown by Mark and Wierl3 that the electron-diffrac¬ 
tion patterns could be used to determine interatomic distances in 
a molecule. The principle of the method is analogous to that 

previously used in connexion with the scattering of X-rays by 
gases : certain definite configurations are assumed for the atoms 

within the given molecule, and the theoretical scattering curves are 

calculated and compared with the experimental results. The 
configuration for which the best agreement is obtained is regarded 
as being correct, and from this the interatomic distances are 

determined. When the molecule is relatively complex, the calcul¬ 
ations may become laborious, although certain simplifications 

(see below) can be made without involving serious error. 

From equation (4) it may be seen that it is possible to write 

tp = Z<j>, where 

<£ = (1 — F/Z)/[(sin0/2)/X]2 .... (7) 

and consequently, as a first approximation, since F, which is always 

loss than Z, decreases as the scattering angle increases (p. 66), 
equation (1) can be put in the form 

/co. ^ k'^ZiZj (sin .... (8) 
<■ j 

For a simple molecule, e.g., carbon tetrachloride, the configuration 

of which can be taken with confidence as tetrahedral, this 

approximate equation for the coherent scattering can readily be 
written in terms of one parameter, e.g., xc^l9 and of the atomic 

numbers of carbon and chlorine. By taking a series of arbitrary 

numerical values of x, the corresponding values of /co. can be calcul¬ 
ated and the resulting hypothetical scattering curve, showing a 

series of maxima and minima, plotted. From the electron-diffrac¬ 

tion photograph, or from the photometric curve obtained therefrom, 
the actual positions of the maxima and minima of scattering are 

determined and expressed in terms of (sinG/2)/X, since 0 can be 

calculated from the corresponding displacement of these positions 

on the plate and the dimensions of the apparatus, and X from the 

accelerating voltage (equation 3). A comparison of the x values 

for the calculated maxima and minima with the observed (sin 6/2)/X 

values gives an approximate relationship between these two 

quantities which can be used to calculate the atom-form correction 

<f> (equation 7) in terms of x. The approximate /co. values, for 

various distances x, are now multiplied by the corresponding <f> at 
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each point to give the correct coherent scattering intensities, which 

can now be plotted against x; the new values of the latter for the 
maxima and minima are then compared with the corresponding 

observed (sin0/2)/x values, and the distance between the atoms, 

e.g., ?C..C1, calculated by means of equation (2). If the configuration 
chosen for the molecule is the correct one, all the maxima and 

minima should give approximately the same value for the inter¬ 

atomic distance ; should this not be the case, however, the configur¬ 
ation is probably incorrect and a new one must be sought which 

gives more satisfactory constancy. The correctness of any configur¬ 

ation can usually be determined by a general comparison of the 
diffraction rings and the calculated scattering curve for that 

configuration. A further correction for incoherent scattering should 

be made before the final comparison of observed and calculated 
positions of maxima and minima, but as this quantity diminishes 
steadily and has to be add,ed to /co>1 the positions of the inflexions 

in the curve are not appreciably affected. The main objection to 

the inclusion of /jnco. is that its rapidly falling value tends to suppress 
the maxima in the scattering intensity curves and makes their 

identification difficult : this has been overcome to some extent by 

plotting the total intensity multiplied by [(sin 0/2)/X]2 against x, 

when definite maxima and minima appear in the curves.16 

When the configuration of a molecule can only bo expressed in 

/x\ 
terms of two parameters, e.g., for compounds of the type Y AT, 

a 

then it is convenient to chose these as the distance lx_v and the 

valency angle a. The values of Ivo, are then plotted against x for 

different probable values of a, and the general shape of the curve 

is compared either with the actual diffraction pattern or with its 

photometer record; the value of a giving a calculated curve showing 

the best agreement, as far as the positions and intensities of 

maxima and minima are concerned, is assumed to be the correct 

one, and from the corresponding curve the distance /X_Y is cal¬ 

culated. Frequently it is not possible to bo quite certain as to 

which curve gives the best agreement, and then the molecular con¬ 

figuration is in doubt;17 this weakness of the method will certainly 

be overcome in time, as the experimental technique is improved. 

When more than two parameters are required to define the 
dimensions and configuration of a molecule, e.g., in benzene 

derivatives, a large number of calculated intensity curves may have 

16 L. R. Maxwell, S. B. Hendricks, and V. M. Mosley, J. Chem. Physics, 
1935, 3, 699. 

17 See, e.g., L. R. Maxwell, Y. M. Mosley, and L. S. Deming, ibid., 1934, 2, 
331. 
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to be plotted. If something is known about the molecule, as is 
generally the case, then the calculations are limited to the most 

probable configurations in the first place. A number of approxi¬ 

mations can also be made which do not seriously affect the accuracy 
of the final results but greatly simplify the calculations; some of 
these simplifications are mentioned below.18 

One of the main sources of error in the application of the electron- 
diffraction method to the determination of interatomic distances 
lies in the identification of the points on the photometric record 

corresponding to the maxima and minima of coherent scattering in¬ 

tensity. Since the continuously falling background tends to flatten 
out the photometric maxima and makes their accurate identification 

difficult, it is desirable to compensate for the background intensity of 

the photographic plate. One means of achieving this end is to print 
the original plate by allowing the incident light to pass through a 

special revolving sector so designed as to compensate for the steep 

falling off, from the centre outwards, in background blackening of 

the plate :19 this method has the disadvantage that the relative 
intensities of the various maxima and minima are altered, whereas 

a knowledge of such intensities is often of importance in determining 

the correct molecular configuration. An alternative method20 

is to make a special compensating cell having the same shape as 

the photometric background-scattering curve. This cell is filled 

with a dark coloured liquid and light is allowed to pass through it 

and to fall on a photographic plate : the plate will, therefore, 
become fogged and the density of fogging will be almost the exact 

reverse of the background blackening of the original plate. The 

latter and the compensating plate are then placed together and 

printed on to a third plate, giving a series of sharp dark and light 

bands; a photometer record of this shows clear maxima and minima 

of coherent scattering. The compensation process described is 

particularly valuable for giving accurate measurements of the 

positions of the first few maxima, but its use is limited to this 

region; at greater scattering angles the fall in the background and 

the prominence of the maxima above it become so small that it is 

almost impossible to construct a compensation cell that will permit 

of the separation of one from another with any accuracy. It is a 
remarkable fact, however, that the eye is more sensitive than any 
mechanical photometer, and it is possible by direct visual examin- 

18 For full discussion, see L. Pauling and L. O. Brockway, J. Chem. Physics, 
1934, 2, 867. 

ip jre Trendelenburg, Naturwiss., 1933, 21, 173; F. Trendelenburg and 
E. Franz, Wise, Verqff. Siemens-Konz., 1934, 18, 48. 

V. E. Cosslett, loc. cit., ref. (11). 
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ation of the plates to detect ten or more diffraction maxima, as 
well as several minima. Owing to the intense blackening of the 

central spot, caused by unscattered electrons, however, the positions 

of the maxima in the first one or two diffraction rings cannot 
generally be estimated correctly : this is mainly due to the St. John 

effect,21 a physiological phenomenon which militates against the 

accurate estimate of the position of maximum density of a photo¬ 

graphic plate when the rate of decline of the background intensity 

is different on both sides of the maximum. The effect is also 

operative when two diffraction rings are close together; under these 

conditions the photometer and the calculated intensity curves have 
a “ shelf.”22 Measurements liable to be in error because of the 

St. John effect should not be used in the final calculations, although 

the approximate positions of the diffraction maxima may be used 

for purposes of qualitative comparison with the positions in the 

calculated intensity curves, in order to determine which of these 

represents the correct molecular configuration. 

Approximation Methods.—In applying the correction for the 
atom-form factor (equation 7), it is found that the value of <f> 

approaches a constant as the scattering angle increases, so that 

for the higher orders of maxima and minima x(j may be replaced 
by Z, the atomic number, without appreciable error; consequently, 

under conditions such that visual identification of the positions of 

maxima and minima is satisfactory, the approximate equation (8) 
can be used with reasonable accuracy. This simplification was 

introduced by Wierl,4 and it has been subsequently confirmed 
that the use of Z instead of ip does not introduce any appreciable 

error in the calculation of interatomic distances. Although some 
authors use the simple form of the scattering-intensity equation in 

conjunction with the photometric method of identifying the positions 

of inflexions, it has been shown by L. Pauling and L. 0. Brockway,18 
in a very comprehensive study of the visual method of observing 
the maxima and minima in diffraction photographs, that there is 

reason for supposing that because of the nature of the background 

the eye automatically corrects, at least approximately, for the 

difference between Z and if>. Quite accurate results should, there¬ 

fore, be obtained by supposing the scattering factor of an atom to 
be proportional to its atomic number, and finding the positions of 

apparent maxima and minima of scattering, other than the first 

one or two, by visual examination: under these conditions 

incoherent scattering can be neglected in calculating the intensity 
values. The conclusion is borne out by the fact that, using this 

21 E. C. St. John and L. W. Ware, Aatrophya. *7., 1916, 44, 35. 
12 L. O. Brockway and F. T. Wall, J. Amer. Chem. Soc1934, 50, 2373. 
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method, Pauling and Brockway found the C-Cl distance in carbon 
tetrachloride to be 1*76 A., whereas the careful work of V. E. 
Cosslett,31’ 23 who applied corrections for the atom-form factor and 
for incoherent scattering, and also compensated for background 
scattering in determining the positions of the first few maxima 
and minima, led to a value of 1*74 dz 0-02 A. The accuracy of 

interatomic distances obtained by electron-diffraction methods is 
generally stated to be ::j_- 1%. 

A further approximation made by some workers, in order to 

simplify the calculations for molecules containing both light and 
heavy atoms, is to ignore the scattering due to the lightest atoms, 
e.g., hydrogen; this is justified by the fact that the scattering 
factor of an atom is approximately proportional to its atomic, 

number. In halogenobenzenes, for example, the intensity of the 

scattering caused by halogen-carbon and by halogen-halogen is so 
large compared with that due to carbon-carbon, hydrogen-carbon, 
or hydrogen-hydrogen, that the corresponding scattering terms of 
these latter in the intensity equation (8) may be neglected without 

serious error. Using this simplified procedure and the visual 
method of examining the diffraction photographs, H. de Laszlo 24 

obtained 2*05 it 0*01 A. for the C-I distance in <r>di-iodobenzene, 
based on the positions of twelve scattering maxima, whereas 
S. B. Hendricks and his co-workers,25 who studied the photometric 

records of the plates, applied corrections for atom-form factors, 

and took into consideration the scattering from all the atoms, 
gave 2-00 A. (probably, at least, ± 0*05). It may be concluded, 
therefore, that until there is a marked improvement in the technique, 
which permits of more accurate identification than is at present 
possible of the positions of maxima and minima in the electron - 

diffraction photographs, the application of the approximations 

described can be generally justified.26 
Analytic Method.—An analytical procedure which facilitates the 

accurate interpretation of electron-diffraction photographs has been 
proposed by S. H. Bauer 27 : the first step involves the differentiation 
of equation (8) so that the positions of maxima and minima of scat¬ 

tering are given by 

x(j — = 0 ... (9) 
*' i \ xij ' 

23 See also V. E. Cosslett and H. de Laszlo, Nature, 1934, 134, 63. 
24 Proc. Roy. Soc.y 1934, A, 146, 690. 
26 S. B, Hendricks, L. K. Maxwell, Y. L. Mosley, and M. E. Jefferson, 

J. Chem. Physics, 1933, 1, 549. 
26 See, however, L. R. Maxwell et ah, loc. cit. ref. (16). 
27 Loc. cit., ref. (4). 
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As before, a probable configuration is chosen with definite values of 
iij; these are inserted in equation (9) together with a value of 
(47t/x) sin 0/2 representing the position of an observed maximum 
or minimum, and if the parameters chosen are correct, the sum of 
the terms will reduce to zero for every maximum and minimum. 
As it is improbable that the first model tried will be the right one, 

the equations will, in general, lead to a set of residuals, and Bauer 

has shown how by a process of successive approximation it is possible 
to obtain a set of l^ values which satisfy equation (9). These only 

represent the true inter-atomic distances, however, if the values 

chosen arbitrarily at the commencement of the calculation are close 
to the correct ones. Only the positions of sharp, well-defined rings 

may be used in the calculation, and maxima associated with a 
“ shelf” or a low “trough” should be ignored. Although the 
method may be useful in certain cases, the limitations are such as to 

prevent it from being generally applicable until improvements in 
technique permit more complete diffraction patterns to be obtained. 

Radial Distribution Method.—L. Pauling and L. O. Brockway 28 
have described a procedure, known as the “ radial distribution 

method,” for the examination of electron-diffraction rings which is 

related to that used for the interpretation of X-ray diffraction 
patterns obtained with liquids.29 It has the advantage of not re¬ 
quiring any assumption or previous knowledge concerning the con¬ 

figuration of the molecule or of inter-atomic distances. A distribu¬ 
tion function for scattering power is calculated representing, in terms 
of Z, the product of the scattering powers in volume elements, 

instead of by atoms, at a distance l apart. Since the electrons are 
scattered mainly by atomic nuclei, a maximum in the function 

represents an inter-nuclear distance in the molecule equal to the 

corresponding value of l; thus the inter-atomic distance is deter¬ 
mined. The theoretical intensity equation (I) is based on the 
assumption that discrete atoms act as scatterers, but if the scattering 
power is regarded as spread over the molecule as a whole, then 
integration replaces summation, thus 

r __ 7 „ l2D(l) sin si 

Jo ■ IT 
dl . (10) 

where s is used for (4rc/x) sin 0/2, so that si is identical with x. In 

this equation l2D(l) represents the product of the scattering powers 
in all volume elements at a distance l apart. Equation (10) being 

written in the form 

shI~k"j ID(1). sin si. dl .... (11) 

88 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2684. 
28 P. Zemike and J. A. Prins, Z. Physik, 1927, 41, 184, 
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it can be inverted, thus 

W(l) ------ k"'j' s5/ .sin el. <h 

or 

D(l) = k"'j~ 6fi/ - ds . 

(12) 

(13) 

For practical purposes the integral may be replaced very approxi¬ 

mately by a sum 

m = s/» 
n 

sin 
(14) 

in which one term appears for every ring in the diffraction pattern; 
sn is the s value for the wth ring and In is its intensity. The latter 
quantity is estimated visually for each diffraction ring, and s is 

calculated from its position determined by the visual method : it is 

thus possible to evaluate D(l) for a series of l values, generally at 

intervals of 0*1 A. between 0 and 4 A. The positions of the maxima 

in the curve of D(l) against l give the distances apart of important 

scattering centres in the molecule. The method can only be used, 

at present, for the complete analysis of simple molecules in which 

there are few important inter-atomic distances involved, and it 

fails when two of these distances are close together, so that the two 
separate maxima are fused into one broad one. 

Applications.—Bond distances. The interest of electron-diffrac¬ 
tion measurements of gaseous molecules lies mainly in two directions: 

first, for the determination of interatomic distances with the object 

of testing the Pauling-Sidgwick rule 30 of the additivity of covalent 

bond distances and the possibility of throwing light on the type of 

linkage in a given molecule; and secondly, for the investigation of 

molecular configuration and the evaluation of valency angles. 

With simple molecules, for which atomic radii obtained from their 

band spectra are available, it is found that the electron-diffraction 

method gives results in good agreement with those expected, as 
may be seen from the following data for the interatomic distances 
in chlorine,18 bromine,18 iodine,25 and iodine monochloride.18 

Interatomic distances, A. 

Molecule. 
Cl—Cl 
Br—Br 
I—I 
I—Cl 

Electron diffraction. Band spectra. 
2-01 1-99 
2-29 2*28 
2-64 2-66 
2-30 2-31 

80 N. V. Sidgwick and E. J. Bowen, Ann. Reports, 1931, 28, 385; N. V. 
Sidgwick, “The Covalent Link in Chemistry,’* 1933, p. 04; L. Pauling, 
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 1932,18, 293; see also W. H. Rodebush, Trans. Faraday 
Soc., 1934, 80, 778; C. H. D. Clark, ibid., 1935, 31, 1017. 
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The I-Cl distance calculated from the Cl-Cl and the I-I value, on 
the assumption of additivity, is 2 325 A., which differs from the 
observed results by no more than the experimental error. 

Until recently, the C-Cl distance in aliphatic compounds was 25,31 

accepted as T81—1*83 A., approximately the same value being 
found in carbon tetrachloride, aa- and ap-dichloroethane, cis- and 

Jrans-dichloroethylene, tri- and tetra-chloroethylene, and in carbonyl 

and acetyl chlorides; later work 18,20,23,32 has indicated that the 

bond distance is actually somewhat less, viz., 1-70 i 0*02 A., this 

value having been obtained in all four chloromethanes.33 Further 

investigation of the six chloroethylenes has shown that in these 

substances the C-Cl distance is less than in the chloromethanes 
and varies from one compound to another : the following distances 

are given by L. O. Brockway, J. Y. Beach, and L. Pauling34 : 

vinyl chloride, 1*69 A.; aa-dichloro-, 1*69 A.; cts-dichloro-, 1*67 
A.; frans-dichloro-, T69 A.; trichloro-, 1*71 A.; and tetrachloro- 

ethylene, 1*73 A. These results have been interpreted35 as im¬ 

plying resonance involving two states of the type > C~~C—Cl and 

> c-b —Cl, so that the C-Cl distance tends to approach that for a 

double bond; in vin3Tl chloride the shortening should be greatest, 

since there is only one chlorine atom to take part, but in tetra- 
chloroethylene the effect of the double bond is divided amongst four 

chlorine atoms and the bond distance should approach the normal 

single bond value. It may be noted that H. de Laszlo,36 in a 

preliminary communication, has given the C-Cl distance in both 

toms-dichloro- and tetrachloro-ethylene as 1*74 A.; this author 

has also reported the length of the C-Br bond as 1*93 A. in 

carbon tetrabromide, 1*91 A. in Irans-dibromoethylene and in 

tetrabromoethylene, and 1*84 A. in dibromoacetylene; before 

this, an almost constant distance of 2*05 ± 0*05 A. had been 
recorded for the four bromomethanes, tert.-butyl bromide, cis- 

and frarw-dibromoethylenes, tribromoethylene, and carbonyl and 

acetyl bromides.10,37 Similarly, the constant value of 2*28 ± 

31 R. Wierl, locc. cit., refs. (4) and (10); J. Hengstenberg and L. Rrd, 
Anal. FIs. Quint., 1932, 30, 341; S. B. Hendricks et al., loc. cit.y ref. (25); 
R. W. Dornto, J. Amer. Chern. Soc., 1933, 55, 4126; J. Chan. Physics, 1933, 
I, 566. 

32 H. Braun© and S. Knoke, Z. physikal. Chan., 1933, B, 21, 297; C. Degard, 
J. Pi6rard, and W. van der Grinten, Nature, 1935, 136, 142; C. Degard, 
Compt. rend., 1935, 201, 951; Bull. Soc. chim. Belg., 1936, 45, 15. 

88 L. E. Sutton and L. O. Brockway, loc. cit., ref. (4). 
84 J. Amer. Chan. Soc., 1935, 57, 2693. 
88 L. Pauling, L. O. Brockway, and J. Y. Beach, ibid., p. 2705. 
88 Nature, 1935, 135, 474. 
87 R. W, Domte, J. Ghent. Physics, 1933, 1, 630. 
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0-05 A. for the C-I distance in methyl and ethyl iodides, and for 

methylene iodide, 37,38 has now been replaced by 2*12 A. in iodoform, 

2-10 A. in £raw$-di-iodo- and tetraiodo-ethylene, and 2-03 A. in 
di-iodoacetylene. It is clear from these results that further accurate 

investigation on the halogeno-ethylenes and -acetylenes will have 

to be undertaken before the suggestion of resonance involving 

double-bonded halogen can be regarded as proved or disproved : 

it is important to bear in mind that the tendency to form the 

double bond might be expected to increase in the series Cl, Br, I, 
but there, is hitherto no evidence that this is the case. 

In aromatic compounds the carbon-halogen distances are less 

than in the halogenomethanes, as the following results (in A.) show : 

-Cal-X.36-89 Additive. 
X - Cl 1-76 1(59 1-76 

Br 1*93, 1 -91 1-88 1*91 
I 2*12 2*05, 2-00 2-10 

The observed values for the aliphatic compounds are in good 

agreement with those calculated on the assumption of additivity of 
covalent bond distances by using the best data in the literature,40 

but with the aromatic compounds a distinct shortening of the 

bond distance is evident. Here again resonance between two states, 

^>Car.“X and >Car “:X, has been suggested35*41 to account for the 

difference; resonance of this type, however, not only appears to be 

out of harmony with chemical reactivity and other properties of 
aromatic halogen derivatives,42 but the results seem to be capable 

of another interpretation. It may be noted in the first place that 

the > Car-Cl distance recorded is for hexachlorobenzene, in which 

the double-bond character can be divided amongst six atoms : 

the actual shortening should thus be very small. Further, the same 

>Car-Br distances have been found in di-, tri-, and hexa-bromo- 

benzenes, whereas a steady increase might have been anticipated. 
From general considerations, the difference between additive and 

observed bond distances might be expected to increase through the 

series Cl, Br, I, but there is no evidence that it does so. It is not 
impossible that the conjugated resonating system of single and 

double linkages in the benzene nucleus can bring about a “ tightening 

up ” of external bonds, and so produce a small discrepancy from the 

38 L. Brti, Anal. FIs. Quim., 1933, 31, 115. 
89 Unpublished, see L. O. Brockway, loc. cit., ref. (11), pp. 260—261. 
40 Data from N. V. Sidgwiclc and E. J. Bowen, loc. cit., ref. (30), pp. 401, 

402; N. V. Sidgwick, op. cit., ref. (30), Chap. Ill; L. Pauling, loc. cit., ref. (30); 
L. Pauling and M. L. Huggins, Z. Krist., 1934, 87, 205. 

41 See, e.g., H. P. Klug, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 747; N. V. Sidgwick, J., 
1936, 533 (537). 

42 G. Baddeley, G. M. Bennett, S. Glasstone, and B. Jones, J., 1935, 1827. 
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additive carbon-halogen distance; there would then be no necessity 
to postulate resonance and double-bond formation. Some evidence 

for this view is to be found in the fact that the Cai-Car. distance, 
obtained from X-ray observations on crystals of durene and di¬ 

benzyl,43 are 1*47 A. compared with the value of 1*54 A. for the 

Cai~Cai. bond. The electron-diffraction method gives the Cai ~Car. 

distance as T50 A. in di-, tri- and hexa-methylbenzenes,44 which 

is again less than the normal value. The suggestion might be made 
that this was due to resonance 45 involving the structures >C_CH3 

- + 
and>C~CH2H, but if this were so, some difference in the C-C 

distance might be expected according to the number of methyl 
groups substituted in the nucleus. 

The C-F distance in methyl fluoride 46 is T42 A., in excellent 

agreement with the spectroscopic value (T43 A.) and that based on 
additivity (T41 A.), but in carbon tetrafluoride 14,22 the bond length 

is 1*36 A., similar values being found in dichlorofluoromethane and 
dichlorodifluoromethane.4(J It was at one time suggested 22 that 

the shortening of the bond wTas due to the partially ionic character 

of the C-F link resulting from the difference in the electronegativity 

of the two elements. It should be noted, however, that the ionic 

distance C'-F" is about T53 A., which is actually greater than the 

corresponding covalent distance; further, the dimensions of the ions 

are such as to make the structure C4|(F~)4 improbable.47 An 

alternative view has been proposed by L. Pauling,48 who considers 

that, in addition to the single-bonded structure of carbon tetra¬ 

fluoride, the molecule resonates among structures having an F~ ion 

bound electrostatically to a CFg1" ion in which there is a double 

bond, as shown in the inset, so that a shortening of 

* I?; the C-F bond distance, determined by the double¬ 

bond character which should be shared by all four 

bonds, would be observed. This resonance would 

not be possible in methyl fluoride, since only one 

fluorine atom is present. If this explanation for the 
length of the C-F bond in tetrafluoromethane is correct, then, it must 

be pointed out, the shortening of the distance is unexpectedly large. 

This fact is brought out more clearly by considering the bond dis- 

43 J. M. Robertson, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1933, A, 141, 594; 1934, A, 146, 473. 
44 P. L. F. Jones, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1935, 31, 1036. 
46 Compare J. W. Baker and W. S. Nathan, J., 1935, 1844. 
46 Unpublished, soe L. O. Brockway, loc. tit., ref. (11), pp. 260, 261. 
47 N. V. Sidgwick, Ann. Reports, 1933, 30, 118; see also M. L. Huggins, 

Chem. Reviews, 1932, 10, 427. 

48 Quoted by L. O. Brockway and H. O. Jenkins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 
1936, 68, 2036 (2043). 
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tances in SiF4,22 PF3,22 and AsFs,22 which are as follows, the additive 
figures being given below each measured value : 

Si-F 1-54 3?-F 1*52 As-F 1*72 
Additive 1*81 1*74 1*85 

The maximum decrease due to the complete formation of double 
bonds, i.e.y 10% of the single bond distances, would be 0*18, 0*17, and 

0-18 respectively, whereas the actual differences are 0-27, 0*22, and 

0*13. The subject evidently requires further consideration. It has 
been mentioned in a previous Report49 that the discrepancies 

between observed and additive distances in the hexafluorides of 

sulphur, selenium, and tellurium 50’51 have been interpreted as 

implying a tendency towards ionic linkage in all these bonds, but in 
sulphur hexafluoride, at least, it is not possible to accommodate 

six fluorine ions (radius 1-33 A.) about the S6+ ion (radius 0-3 A.) 62; 
even if the latter were extended to 0-55 A., so that the bond distance 
was equal to the measured value, 1*88 A., this would still not be 

possible. Resonance of the typo postulated above, involving the 

electrostatically bound structure SF5^F~, with one fluorine atom 

doubly bound, might account for the results, but again the effects are 

very large. 

With chlorides there appears to be no tendency for ionisation of 

the chlorine, since the C-Cl distance in carbon tetrachloride is 

exactly equal to the additive valuehence the shortening of the 

bond in SiCl4 (0-10 A.),10-22-51 GeCl4 (0*13 A.),10'53SnCl4 (0-09 A.),10*22 
PC13 (0*09 A.),22 and AsC13 (0*04 A.),22 must be explained in another 

manner. It was originally suggested 22 that this might be duo to the 

difference in the electronegativity of the two atoms forming the 

bond, but this view was disposed of by the fact that in the methyl 

derivatives of silicon, germanium, tin, nitrogen, and sulphur the 

distance between each of these atoms and the carbon atom is almost 

exactly equal to the additive value, in spite of the difference of 
electronegativity.54 An alternative explanation is that double¬ 

bond formation can occur between the halogen and the central 
atom, as a result of the latter holding five, or more, pairs of 

electrons.22,64 There is no reason to believe that this increase can 

ocour in the first row of the periodic classification, and for these 

elements the decrease is not found. In fact a discrepancy in the 

opposite direction appears to exist between the observed and the 

49 Ann. Reports, 1933, 30, 93. 
60 L. O. Brockway and L. Pauling, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci,, 1933, 19, 68. 
61 H. Braun© and S. Knoke, loc. tit., ref. (32). 
M For data, see N. V. Sidgwick, loc* cit.$ ref. (47); M. L. Huggins, loc. cit.t 

ref. (47). 
68 L. O. Brockway, J. Amer. Chem. Soo., 1935, 57, 958. 
64 L. O. Brockway and H. O, Jenkins, loc. cit., ref. (48). 
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additive distances for the O-F and the O-Cl bonds in oxygen 
fluoride and chlorine monoxide,66 respectively; the values are as 

follows: 

0~F. 0~C1. 
Observed, A. 1-30 ± 010;66 1*41 ± 0 05 « 1-71 ± 0 02 **; 1-68 i 0 0366 
Additive, A. 1*30 1-06 

The difference in the case of the fluoride may be due to experimental 

error, but it is believed not to be so for the O-Cl bond; L. E. 
Sutton and L. O. Brockway 65 have suggested tentatively that tho 

accepted value for the radius of the singly-linked oxygen atom, 

0*66 A., may actually be low by 0*06 A., but it is nevertheless 
concluded that the rule of additivit}^ of atomic radii is only approx¬ 

imate. It is of interest to note here that the 0-0 distance in 

various compounds 56, 67 has been found to be between 1*42 and 
1*45 A.in good agreement with the additive value 1*43 A.: 

this result lends support to the accepted oxygen radius. The 

Cl-0 distance in chlorine dioxide 58 is 1*53 A., a value not very 

different from that to be expected for a double bond between 

chlorine and oxygen, viz., 1*48 A. The measurements have been 

used to suggest a structure for chlorine dioxide involving two 
• • ••• ••• • • 

resonance states, viz., I O I Cl I O I and I O I Cl I O I; the arguments 

are based on the probable assumption that the O I Cl distance lies 

between those for a single and a double bond, since the three- 

electron linkage is generally equivalent to a single-electron bond. 

The distance between singly linked carbon atoms in aliphatic 

compounds has been found10,37* 59 to be 1-50—1-55 A., whereas 

between adjacent atoms in the benzene nucleus it is 1*39—1*42 
A.io. 18,24.25,44 Q~Q double-bond distance in ethylene deriv¬ 

atives is apparently T38 A.,4>34> 60*61 in agreement with expectation 

(see, however, p. 45). The C=C distance in acetylene10 and 

diacetylene 62 is given as 1-20—1*22 A., the latter figure being 

66 L. E. Sutton and L. O. Brockway, loc. cit., ref. (4). 
66 L, Pauling and L. O. Brockway, loc. cit., ref. (28), recalculated by the 

radial distribution method. 
11 D. C. Carpenter and L. O. Brockway, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1930, 58, 

1270; L. O. Brockway and P. C. Cross, ibid., p. 2406. 
68 L. O. Brockway, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 1933, 19, 303, 874. 
69 B. Wierl, Ann. Physik, 1932, 18, 453; K. W. Dornte, loc. cit., ref. (31); 

L. O. Brookway, loc. cit., ref. (40). 
60 L. O. Brockway and P. C. Cross, loc. cit., ref. (57). 
61 B. W. Dornte, J. Chem. Physics, 1933, 1, 506. 
88 L. O. Brockway, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 1933, 19, 868. 
t The observed distance 1*34 d: 0-07 A. proposed for dimethyl and diethyl 

ethers (L. Brd, Anal. Fis. Quim., 1932, 30, 486) is probably in error. 
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identical with the length generally attributed to this linkage; the 
observed value for the CHN linkage in cyanogen 4*62 and in aceto¬ 
nitrile,63 1*16—1*18 A., is also in excellent agreement with the 

additive distance 1*16 A. The use of additive values for the carbon- 

nitrogen and the nitrogen-nitrogen bond in methyl azide 64 gives 

calculated electron-scattering curves in harmony with the experi¬ 

mental maxima and minima, and the C-N and N-0 distances in 

nitromethane and in a-methylhydroxylamine, respectively, con¬ 
firm the concept of additivity.34 

It has been mentioned that the measured length of the singly- 

linked C—O bond is very close to the additive value, but the measure¬ 

ments on the C—0 bond were at one time confusing, since distances 
of about 1*13 A. were reported in carbonyl and acetyl chloride and 

bromide 65 and in formaldehyde,66 as compared with the expected 
value of 1*28 A. New measurements on carbonyl chloride,34 
however, give the C—O distance as 1*28 A., and a similar result is 

reported from observations on the dimeric form of formic acid.66 

Distances of the same order, 1*25—1*29 A., have been obtained by 

the X-ray study of crystals of carbonates, oxalic acid, urea, and basic 
beryllium acetate 67 : it is somewhat surprising, however, to find 

a distance of 1*14 A. reported for the C—0 bond in solid benzo- 

quinone.68 The carbon-oxygen distance in carbon dioxide 10 and 
in carbon oxysulphideu* 65>69 is 1*13 A., according to electron- 

diffraction measurements, a result in agreement with the value cal¬ 

culated from Raman spectra and from X-ray scattering of the 
former compound. The marked difference between this distance 

and the additive C=0 bond value of 1*28 A. has been attributed 70 

to resonance between the normal state 0—C”0 and the two 

excited states “0—CEEO4 and ' OEEC—0”, for then the carbon- 

oxygen distance would approach that for the 0=0 bond, namely, 

1*13 A. Similar resonating states apparently take part in the 

structure of carbon oxysulphide and of carbon disulphide,68 

although there is less tendency for the formation of the -CEES 

bond, than for the corresponding oxygen link. 

63 L. O. Brockway, J. Arner. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 2516. 
84 L. O. Brockway and L. Pauling, Froc. Nat. Acad. Sci.f 1933, 19, 860; 

see also N. V. Sidgwick, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1934, 30, 801. 
65 R. W. Dornte, J. Arner. Chem. Soc., 1933, 55, 4126. 
88 L. Pauling and L. O. Brockway, Proc. Nat. Acad, Sci., 1934, 20, 336; 

the results differ from those given by L. Hengstenberg and L. Bru, loc. cit., 

ref. (31). 
87 For summary, see H. P. Klug, loc. cit., ref. (41), p. 750. 
88 J. M. Robertson, Proc. Roy. Soc.t 1935, A, 150, 106. 
89 P. C. Cross and L. O. Brockway, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 821. 
70 L. Pauling, loc. cit., ref. (30). 
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The length of the C—H bond as used by different authors varies 
from 1-06 to 110 A. in aliphatic4'37*55>64 and from 1-06 to 1*14A. in 
aromatic substances; 18,25,64 the additive distance is at least 1*06 A., 
and agreement between the results is as good as could be expected, 

especially as the electron scattering of the hydrogen atom is so 
small that it is frequently neglected (p. 72). 

Molecular configurations. Electron-diffraction measurements 
have been applied in a number of different ways to throw light on 

the structures of various molecules. The diffraction pattern of 
methyl azide vapour is quite incompatible with a ring structure 

for the azide group, and a linear structure is indicated : 64 the 

configuration and distances in A. favoured may be represented by 
1-26 1-10 

X// ^ This structure is taken to imply resonance 
H3C 135° ±15°. 

+ - -4-_ 

between the forms —N—N—N and —N—N—N, for the two 
nitrogen-nitrogen bond distances would then approach the values for 

N=N, i.e.} 1*26 A., and NEEN, i.e., T10A., respectively. The 

nitrogen valency angle of 135° i 15° is in reasonable agreement 
with the value of 125° to be expected for a tetrahedral nitrogen 

atom. Striking confirmation of the proposed structure for the 

azide group has been obtained from X-ray measurements on 
crystalline cyanuric azide ;71 the azide group is found to be linear, 

as in alkali azides, the bond distances between successive nitrogen 
atoms being 1*26 A. and Til A. respectively. The nitrogen bond 

angle is, however, stated to be 114°, and the C-N distance is given 

as T38, compared with T47 A. indicated by bond additivity. 

The commonly written ring structure for diazomethane is rejected 

from an examination of the electron-diffraction pattern given by 
the vapour;14 the carbon-nitrogen and nitrogen-nitrogen distances 

of 1*34 and 1*13 A. suggest resonance between the structures 
+ - - +_ 

H2C—N—N and H2C—N=N, As might be expected, azomethane 
is a conventional azo-compound,14 CH3*N~N*CH3, the methyl 

groups being in the £ra?^-position; this formulation is compatible 
with the small dipole moment of pp'-dibromoazobenzene. The 

cia- and Jraws-forms of other substances, e.g., A2-butenes and 

Py-epoxy butanes,60 have been distinguished by means of electron- 

diffraction measurements. 
The carbon-oxygen and carbon-carbon distances in carbon 

suboxide 14,64 have been given as T18—1*20 A. and 1*27—1*30 A. 

respectively, whereas the normal formula CKCICICIO would require 
the double-bond values of 1 -28 and 1*38 A. This result is interpreted 

71 (Miss) I. E. Knaggs, Proc. Roy. Soc.f 1935, A, 150, 576. 
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as implying resonance between the normal state and two excited 

structures OEEC—CEEC—6 and 6—CEEC—CEEO, so that all the 
bond distances would approach the values for trebly-bound atoms. 

Early work 72 on cyanogen and diacetylene indicated a non-linear 
structure for these molecules, but later study 62 has shown this 

conclusion to be incorrect, a result in harmony with ordinary 

stereochemical considerations. The diffraction pattern for 

cyanogen agrees with a carbon-nitrogen distance of 1T6A., the 

same as the accepted additive value for the CEEEN bond, but the 

carbon-carbon distance is only 1-43 A., which is somewhat closer 

to that for C—C than for C~C. This suggests that the normal 

state of cyanogen, NEEC—CEEN, which is the most important, is 
— -f- 4- 

in resonance with other states, e.g., N~C—C—N and N—C~C—N, 

containing doubly-bound carbon atoms. It is of interest to record 

here that the terminal carbon-nitrogen distances in methyl cyanide 
and ^ocyanide have been found to be almost identical 03 (T16 A.), 

+_- 

thus providing strong evidence for the view that the form R'NEErO 

is an important contributor to the structure of isocyanides. The 

structure of diacetylene is believed to be analogous to that of 

cyanogen : the carbon-carbon distances at the two ends of the 

molecule are 1*21 A., as expected for the CEEC bond.62 The dis¬ 
tance between the central carbon atoms is, as with cyanogen, 

1*43 A., a result implying resonance, to some extent, of the 

normal structure JTCEEEC—CEEC*H with the excited states 

H*C—C—C~C*H and H-C=C=CizC-H. 
Electron-diffraction results are incapable of distinguishing73 

between the structures of NNO and NON for nitrous oxide, because 
of the small difference in the scattering powers of oxygen and 

nitrogen atoms, but the first of these formulae is generally favoured 
as being in harmony with the chemical properties, spectrum, and 

dipole moment. The extreme nitrogen-oxygen distance is found73 
to be 2*38 ± 0*06 A., which is in fair agreement with the sum of 

the bond distances for NEEN, i.e., T10 A., and N—0, i.e1*22 A., 

and also corresponds with the known moment of inertia of the 

molecule. The interpretation 70,74 of this result is that in nitrous 
-4- _ + - 

oxide there is resonance between N—N—0 and NzzEN—0. The 
— — + ___ 4 

third possible state N—NrrrO is definitely excluded since this 

would reduce the shorter nitrogen-oxygen distance to 1*07 A., and 

the extreme distance would be 0*21 A. less than actually observed. 
7# R. Wierl, loc, tit., ref. (59). 
78 L. R. Maxwell et al., loc. cit., ref. (17). 
74 L. Pauling, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sti., 1952, 18, 498. 
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The electron-diffraction patterns of nitrogen dioxide, tetroxide, and 

pentoxide have also been examined, but the results are not 
sufficiently precise to permit of an unequivocal interpretation :73 

it is certain, however, that the linear model for nitrogen dioxide is 

not correct, the nitrogen valency angle being between 90° and 120°. 
The evidence for the planar configuration of benzene is so over¬ 

whelming that there is little need for further confirmation : it is 
satisfactory to note, however, that the scattering of electrons by 

benzene derivatives can only bo accounted for on this basis.10,18,24,44 

The compound B3N3H6, known as boron amide, gives an electron- 

diffraction pattern similar to that of benzene, and the molecule is 
evidently a flat, regular hexagon with alternate boron and nitrogen 
atoms round the ring.75 The boron-nitrogen distance is uniformly 

1*47 dz 0*07 A., which is much smaller than that required for the 
singly-linked B—N bond, viz., 1*59 A., but reasonably close to the 
B~N value, 1*43 A.; it is probable that in boron amide, as in 

benzene, there is resonance between two alternative structures of 
the Kekul£ type, so that all the boron-nitrogen bonds are effectively 

double. Mention may be made of the fact that X-ray diffraction 
measurements of crystalline cyan uric triazide 54 indicate that in 

the cyanuric ring alternate carbon-nitrogen distances are 1*38 

and 1*31 A., corresponding approximately to the 0—N and C—N 

bond values, 1*47 and 1*32 A., respectively; in spite of the apparent 

similarity to benzene and to boron amide, there is in this case 

evidently no resonance, the single and double bonds occupying 

fixed positions. Electron-diffraction measurements have been 

used to determine the structure of pentuborane, B5H9 76 ; it 
appears to consist of a square four-membered ring, made up of 

three BH2 groups and a boron atom, the fifth boron group, as BH3, 
being attached to the latter, almost coplanar with the ring. 

The structure of nickel carbonyl, Ni(CO)4, presents an interesting 
problem which has now been solved by means of electron diffraction. 

The dipole moment of this compound is zero, so that it is not cyclic, 

as had been suggested, but the four CO groups must either be at the 

corners of a square, that is planar, or else arranged tetrahedrally. 
The diffraction pattern definitely favours the latter structure,77 

in agreement with Pauling's views. The carbon-oxygen distance 

is 1*15 A., which is close to the value in carbon monoxide and to that 

expected for the C=0 bond; hence the triply linked carbonyl 

structure probably predominates in nickel carbonyl, as it appears 

to do in carbon monoxide. Paraldehyde has been shown to con- 

75 A. Stock and R. Wierl, Z. anorg. Chem., 1931, 203, 228. 
76 S. H. Bauer and L. Pauling, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1936, 68, 2400. 
77 L. O. Brockway and P. C. Cross, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 3, 829. 
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sist of a staggered six-membered ring of alternate oxygen and 
carbon atoms : the angles are all approximately tetrahedral.15'78 

Valency angles. Measurements with carbonyl chloride and 
bromide 65 are in harmony with an angle of 110° 4= 5° between the 
two carbon-halogen bonds in each case; the same result was found 
for the angle between the carbon-carbon and carbon-halogen 
bonds in acetyl chloride and bromide.65 The experimental value 
is close enough to 109° to confirm the tetrahedral configuration of 
the carbon atom concerned; the value of 125° 4- 10° found for the 
angle between the 0— 0 and the other bonds also provides support 
for this arrangement.65,34 The angles between the 0—Cl bonds in 
methylene chloride and in chloroform were at one time believed to 
be markedly in excess of the tetrahedral value :10,79 more recent 
work 65 has shown theso results to be in error, and it now appears 
that the angles are 111° ±2°. 

The oxygen bond angle in chlorine monoxide 55 is 111° 4: 2°, and 
in oxygen fluoride 14,55 it is somewhat less, 105° -j; 5° or 100 4: 3°; 
in dimethyl ether 55,80 the oxygen angle is 111° 4i 4°, allowing for 
free rotation of both methyl groups about the C—O bonds, and a 
closely similar result has been obtained with a-methylhydroxyl- 
amine.34 These results might at first sight be taken as supporting the 
tetrahedral value as the natural oxygen valency angle, but this con¬ 
clusion may not be justified. The distance between the chlorine 
atoms in chlorine monoxide, 2*82 A., is appreciably less than the nor¬ 
mal distance of closest approach of two non-bonded chlorine atoms,81 
viz., 3*7 A.; similarly in dimethyl ether the carbon atoms are 
only 2-39 A. apart, although the minimum distance of approach of 
non-bonded atoms 82 is normally 3-4 A. It is evident that in both 
these compounds there must be considerable repulsion between the 
chlorine atoms and the methyl groups, respectively, so that the 
observed valency angles may well be greater than the “ natural ” 
value. It may be noted that the approach of the methyl groups in 
dimethyl ether is not sufficient to interfere with free rotation, even 
after allowing an envelope 0-5 A. thick 83 round each hydrogen 
atom. The oxygen angle in dioxan is stated to be 110° 4: 5°, and 
the same factor of repulsion of the groups attached to the oxygen 
atom arises here as with the compounds just considered. The 

78 D. C. Carpenter and L. O. Brockway, loc. cit., ref. (57). 
79 L. Bewilogua, Fhysikal. Z., 1931, 32, 865. 
80 The value given by L. Bru, Anal. Fia. Quim., 1932, 30, 486, is probably 

incorrect. 
81 R. G. Dickinson and C. Billicke, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1928, 50, 764; 

M. L. Huggins, Chem. Reviews, 1932, 10, 447. 
82 S. B. Hendricks, ibid., 1931, 7, 430. 
88 N. V. Sidgwick, Ann. Reports, 1932, 29, 70. 
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observations with dioxan show that in the vapour state, at least, 

the Z, or transform predominates; this configuration agrees 

with the zero dipole moment of the liquid. In ^/-di-iododiphenyl 

ether the oxygen valency angle,16 according to electron-diffraction 

results, is 118° ± 3°; as previously indicated,84 a larger angle 

than in aliphatic ethers is not unreasonable. The ordinary method 

for interpreting electron-diffraction data does not permit of a 

determination of the configuration of sulphur dioxide with suffi¬ 

cient certainty to give the sulphur valency angle,69 but by means 

of the radial distribution method the distance between the two 

oxygen atoms, as well as between sulphur and oxygen, can be 

evaluated, at least approximately. The results indicate an angle 

of 124° 15°,28 in agreement with the value obtained from Raman 

and infra-red spectra. This angle and the sulphur-oxygen distance 

suggest that in sulphur dioxide there are at least two resonating 
— + — *4“ 

structures, viz., O-S—0 and 0— S-0. In sulphur vapour itself, 

containing complex molecules, the sulphur angle is about 100°.85 

Apart from the uncertain interpretation of the observations on 

methyl azide (p. 81) and on azomethane, which suggest a value 

greater than the tetrahedral, there is no definite quantitative evidence 

from electron scattering concerning the valency angle of tervalent 

nitrogen ; in PC13, PF3, and AsC13, however, the angles are 100° ± 2°, 

99° i 4° and 101° 4°, respectively.22 According to calculations 

by wave mechanics,86 the bond angles in nitrogen and its congeners 

in the tervalent state should lie between 90° and 109° 28', the 

former value being approached as the atomic weight increases; the 

results quoted above are in general agreement with this expectation, 

since there is reason to believe that the nitrogen angle is close to 

the tetrahedral value.87 In nitromethane the valency angle has 

been found to be 127° ^ 3°; 34 this is in harmony with the structure 

as one of the resonating forms of the nitro-group, the 

nitrogen, in the quadrivalent state, being tetrahedral. 

S. G. 

84 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 132. 
86 L. R. Maxwell, V. M. Mosley, and S. B. Hendricks, Physical Rev., 1936, 

50, 41. 
86 L. Pauling, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1931, 53, 1367. 

87 See, c.g., R. B. Barnos, W, S. Benedict, and C. M. Lewis, Physical R$v,t 

1934, 45, 347. 
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5. Chemical Kinetics. 

Though numerous ideas in the subject of chemical kinetics have 
been profitably pursued again during the current year, we must 

restrict attention in the present report to the major developments in 

the study of thermal reactions in homogeneous systems. The year 
has witnessed important advances in theory and an increased rate 

of accumulation of experimental material. 

The Quantal Theory of Chemical Change.l 

The quantal theory of chemical change, which was briefly out¬ 

lined in last year’s report,2 has been in itself refined and elaborated 
by thermodynamic3,1 and statistical5,6 methods, and has been 

applied with marked success to a number of diversified problems, 

including diabatic unimolecular transformations,7 ternary atomic 

collisions,8 calculation of the energy of triatomic systems,9, 5 re¬ 

actions between hydrogen atoms and molecules,10,5 reactions 

between hydrogen and the halogens,11 the ortho-para conversion 

of hydrogen under the influence of a-particles,12 the radiochemical 
synthesis of hydrogen bromide,13 reactions involving four atoms,14 

and the addition of atomic and molecular halogens to ethylene and 

its derivatives.15 That the theory is capable of accommodating 

such diversity without distortion of its general features is in itself 

significant. 
The object of the quantal theory of chemical change is an 

ambitious one, namely, to predict the absolute magnitude of the 

velocity of chemical reactions of all kinetic orders in homogeneous 

and heterogeneous systems. Though still in its infancy, it may be 
said to have succeeded, at least as far as elementary chemical 

changes are concerned. Its present protases will doubtless be 

1 We adopt the words “ quantal ” and “ quantally,” following the sug¬ 
gestions of C. G. Darwin {Nature, 1936, 138, 908), instead of the cumbrous 
“ quantum-mechanical,” etc. 

2 E. A. Moelyn-Hughes, Ann. Bejnrts, 1935, 32, 89. 
3 M. G. Evans and M. Polanyi, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 1333. 
4 W. H. Rodebush, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 744. 
fi L. Farkas and E. Wigner, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 708. 
6 H. Eyring and numerous collaborators {vide infra). 
7 A. E. Steam and H. Eyring, J. Chcm. Physics, 1935, 3, 778. 
8 H. Eyring, H. Gershinowitz, and C. E. Sun, ibid., p. 786. 
8 J. Hirschfelder, H. Eyring, and N. Rosen, ibid., 1936, 4, 121. 

10 J. Hirschfelder, H. Eyring, and B. Topley, ibid., p. 170. 
11 A. Wheeler, B. Topley, and H. Eyring, ibid., p. 178. 
12 H. Eyring, J. O. Hirschfelder, and H. S. Taylor, ibid., p. 479. 
18 Idem, ibid., p. 570. 
14 W. Altar and H. Eyring, ibid., p. 661. 
*6 A. Sherman, O. T. Quimby, and R. O. Sutherland, ibid., p. 732, 
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replaced by others less drastic, but there can be no doubt that its 

fundamental conception constitutes a permanent acquisition to 
the science of chemical dynamics. The theory treats the approach 
of reactant molecules, their interaction during chemical change, 

and their separation thereafter as a continuous process, depicted by 

the movement, in phase space, of the representative point for the 
system. Occurrence of chemical change coincides with the passage 

of this point over an energy barrier, the height of which corresponds, 

roughly, with the energy of activation. Experiment demands 

that the velocity of chemical change shall generally be expressible 

as the product of two terms [equation (1)], of which the first, if 

not absolutely independent of temperature, is far less dependent 

upon it than is the second term : 

.(1) 

The problem thus resolves itself into a determination of the two 

quantities, A and EA, which, although not strictly separable, may 

conveniently be treated as if they were. EA must be evaluated 
quantally, A either quantally or classically according to circum¬ 

stances. A is determined by the average velocity with which the 

representative point surmounts the col. 
The quantal theory of reaction velocity has been applied in detail 

to reactions between two atoms, reactions between atoms and 

diatomic molecules, and to reactions between two diatomic mole¬ 

cules. In order to illustrate the principles involved, we shall 

select for discussion a reaction of intermediate complexity, namely, 

that occurring between an atom, a, and a diatomic molecule, be ; 

© + ®—® —> ©•*••©••••© —> ®—® + © 
<-->- <- . 

Tab rbe Tab* rbc 

The method of determining the height, Em, of the pass was outlined 

in last year’s report.2 It is due to H. Eyring and M. Polanyi,10 
whose treatment we have now to reconsider, paying attention to 

some of its finer points. For generality, rectangular co-ordinates 
must be replaced by co-ordinates inclined at an angle <£, such that 

sin <j> — — {mamb/{ma + mb)(mb + mc)}* . . (2) 

The resulting model enables us to represent the potential energy 

of the triatomio system, pictorially at least, as a function of a special 
spatial co-ordinate, which is usually termed the reaction path 

(see figure). Now the height (Em) of the summit is the difference 

between the potential energies of the reactants (at the point x) 

and the activated complex (at the point y), both being, of course, 

Z. phyeihal, Chem., 1031, £,<12, 279. 
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static values. According to the quantal theory, both systems 

possess residual energies, which, at the absolute zero of temperature, 
are £$Ztv0 and respectively. If, therefore, we choose to define 

our energy of activation (E0) as the difference between the actual 

energies of reactant and activated systems at T = 0, we have the 

relation 

*o = Ern — (SJAv0 — 2£Av*) .... (3) 

Of the quantities in this equation, v0 and E0 are known experimentally 

from spectroscopic and kinetic data respectively; E/n and v* may 
be calculated from the theory under discussion. 

Since activated complexes usually contain an odd number of 

electrons and are not molecules in the ordinary sense, the vibration 

frequencies which characterise their internal motions are not 

amenable to direct measurement, but must be obtained by indirect 

means. The method commonly adopted16'17,18’8'11'5 is a direct 

application of the classical equations of motion to the movement 
of a point particle in the neighbourhood of the col, where the force 

field is assumed to be expressible by a function of the form 

*V = K/iM2 + /2(*r*)2 + /a(Sa)2] ... (4) 

In this equation, 8 denotes the small difference produced in the 

potential energy (F), in the interatomic separations (rab and rbc) 

and in the deformation angle (a) for systems displaced very slightly 

from the equilibrium system, for which F = Em; rab = r*ab; 

rbc = ; a — 0. The desired frequencies may be calculated 

from a knowledge of the masses and of the force constants (/). 

An important distinction is afforded by this analysis between the 
behaviour of normal triatomic molecules and activated triatomic 

complexes, since one of the / values for the latter is negative, with 

17 H. Pelzer and E. Wigner, ibid., 1932, B, 15, 445. 
18 Cf. the treatment of stable triatomic systems, discussed by W. G. Penney 

and G. B. B. M. Sutherland, Proc, Boy. Soc.t 1936, A, 156, 654. 
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the result that one of the frequencies of transverse vibration (which 
we shall call v_) has an imaginary value. The frequency of 
deformation (v0) and the frequency of the other transverse motion 

(vT) have real values for complexes as for normal molecules. 

Tn order to illustrate the principles involved, we shall consider 

the specific example discussed in last year’s Report,2 attempting, 

at the same time, to show the relation of the new theory to the old, 

and of both to the facts. 

The Kinetics of the Reaction Br + H2—> BrH + H.—(1) 

Experimental facts. The results of M. Bodcnstein and S. 0. Lind 19 

yield the following values for the constants of equation (1) :— 

A = 1-20 x 10 10 c.c. per molecule-second; EA = 17,640 cals./g.- 
mol. Extending the temperature region, and employing a totally 

different technique, F. Bach, K. F. Bonhoeffer, and E. A. Moelwyn- 

Hughes20 found A = 1*17 x 10~10 and EA = 17,740, thus fully 
substantiating the earlier work. In round figures, therefore, and 
for the temperature region T = 576° ± 75°Abs., A has a value of 

1*2 X 10~10 and EA of 17,700 in these units. 
(2) Classical interpretation. According to the collision theory 

in its simplest form, the rate of reaction is equated to the fraction 

of the total number of collisions for which the energy exceeds a 

critical value E, the theoretical expression for the velocity constant 

being Jc* = (ra + rhc)2(SizkTj\x)^e~EUiT. It follows that EA ~E — &RT; 

hence the kinetic value of (ra -f- ^c) is 1*57 A. In this manner, 

M. Trautz 21 found values of the same reasonable order of magnitude 

for the present reaction and for many others, thus establishing the 
classical collision theory for gases. If we regard the energy of activ¬ 

ation as a critical value of the component of the relative kinetic 

energy referred to the line of centres,22 we may proceed one stage 

further along classical lines. The above theoretical expression 

must now be multiplied by the factor (1 + E\RT), so that, to 

within less than 3%, E = EA + IRT. Solving for (ra + Tbc) 
now gives us the value 0*38 A., showing that the greater the imposed 

restriction on the direction of approach, the smaller becomes the 

target area derived from kinetic measurements. Hence the classical 

interpretation is consistent, though inadequate. 

(3) Qua,ntal interpretation. With a constant resonance factor 

of 0T4, we have seen 2 that Em = 22,100 cals. For the sake of 

simplicity, we now assume a strictly linear structure for the three 

atoms throughout the chemical change, i.e.y we take fa of equation 

19 Z. physikal. Chem1906, 57, 168. 
20 lbid.f 1934, Bf 27, 71. 
81 Z. anorg. Chem., 1916, 96, 1. 
22 R. C. Tolman, “ Statistical Mechanics,” New York, 1927. 
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(4) as zero. We then find %hv+ = 2,730 and — |*Av_ =» 160; \hvbc 

is known to be 6,180 cals./g.-mol. Hence, by equation (3), E0 = 

18,650 cals., which, though not directly comparable with EAi lies 

very near to it. From the imaginary frequency v„, we may estimate 

the value of E. Wigner’s factor,23 for quantal transits (“ tunnelling ”), 

which is [1 — i(4^v_/&T)2] = 1*0052. The correction thus 

amounts in the present case to about 0-5%, and can be ignored. 

The application 10*11 of H. Eyring’s general formula24 to the 

present case gives results in agreement with previous treatments,17,5 
and proceeds as follows. The formula for the velocity constant is 

k* <*bc Fttb‘ e- 
®abc Fa-E be 

EpIHT (5) 

Tlie transmission coefficient (*) is the average value of the absolute 

probability that the representative point, having reaohed the ool, 
shall pass over it; its maximum value, according to classical 

theory, is 1/2. Leakage through the potential barrier may increase 

k by an amount given approximately by the Wigner factor, a is 
a symmetry term, which is integral for both reactant and activated 

systems. In the following account, we shall include all these factors 

in the term k*, which must be of the order of magnitude of unity. 

v* is the average velocity of transit over the barrier, and will be 

given the classical value of VSkTjnp*. The partition function, 

Fa, for the atom, a, is duo entirely to translation, and is therefore 
(2nmaJcT)2l2/h3. The corresponding function for the molecule, 

6c, includes additional terms to account for rotation and quantised 

vibrations; Fbc is accordingly 

[2*(mb + VhWf1* 8n2IbrkT 
~ W ~ ti2 ' (1 WbJhTy 

The nine degrees of freedom for the reactive complex, taken in 
order, are three for translation of the complex as a whole, two for 

rotations, one for the symmetrical transverse vibration, two for 

the degenerate deformation, and one for the relative translatory 

motion of the component parts of the decomposing complex, 

referred to the ordinate of decomposition. These motions, con¬ 

sidered as separable, enable us to write 

Fabc ^ [27c(m0 + % + mc)kTf12. Sjf JaoJcT. ^ __ e^hJlT^ x 

(1 _ e~hvaJkTy2 # (2n,\L*kT)* 

23 Z. phijsika!.. Chem., 1932, B, 19, 203. 
84 J. Chem, Physics, 1935, 3, 107. 
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Substituting in equation (5), and combining the result with equation 

(3), we have the theoretical expression for the velocity constant 

(h." )V2*y ma + mh + mc 3/2 Iat,c 

\2*y 1 \JcTj ma(mb + mc) J Ibc 

_sinll ftvfrg__ e-EmlRT 

sinh (3v+ . sinh2 (3v0 * 
(6} 

P is h/2kT. Comparison with equation (1) leads to the following 

relation 5 between the Arrhenius constant, EA, and the height, 

Em> of the mountain pass (N0 being the Avogadro number) : 

Ea — Em — \RT — hNJivbc coth pv6(. + \N0hv+ coth £W, + 
A0/?,vacothpva . . (7) 

Introducing the numerical values quoted above, we obtain the 

following theoretical results: EA = 18,090 cals./g--mol., and 

A s=s Ml X 1(H° c.c. per molecule-second. Both are in good 

agreement with experiment. 
A. Wheeler, B. Topley, and H. Eyring 11 have made calculations 

on the same reaction, assuming the resonance factor to be 0*20, 

and making allowance for the deformation of the triatomic system. 
The theoretical value of A [equation (1)] so obtained is 1-06 X 10“10, 
so that the quantal theory, like its classical predecessor, guarantees 

a fairly reasonable value for the collision frequency. The reason 

in both cases is to be traced to the high magnitude of interatomic 

repulsive forces at low separations. On the other hand, it is now 

found that Em = 25,100 and that hva = 1,309 cals./g.-mol. Sub¬ 

stituting into equation (7), the calculated value of the Arrhenius 

activation energy, EA> becomes 23,630. Thus the present method 

of evaluating the energy of activation is sensitive to the proportion 
of the total potential energy which is ascribed to the Coulombic 

terms—which raises the following questions. Is the London 

procedure for estimating the potential energy of triatomic con¬ 

figurations in itself a sufficiently good approximation ? Can we, as 

one of the authors asks, regard the existence of a dip round the col 

(shown by the dotted line wqz in the figure, p. 88) as a virtue or a 
defect in the Eyring-Polanyi theory? If the activated complex 

suffers marked bending, how far are we justified in constructing 

an energy surface in terms of only two spatial co-ordinates ? While 

these and similar questions must await authoritative answers, the 
method may confidently be applied as a self-consistent, semi- 
empirical procedure, justified a posteriori. 

Reactions in the Gaseous Phase. 

Increasing attention is being paid to simple processes, especially 

those involving free atoms, and to the elucidation of the detailed 
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simultaneous mechanisms which together are responsible for the 
net observed velocity of the decomposition of polyatomic molecules. 

A. Farkas 25 has studied the exchange of hydrogen and deuterium 

atoms between the corresponding molecules and ammonia. The 

rate-determining step is D + NH3 —-> NH2I) 4- H, for which 

Ea = 11,000, and the absolute rate is about 35 times as slow as 
that of the reaction D + H2 —> DH + H. The exchange re¬ 

actions of water and of methane have similarly been investigated 

by A. Farkas and H. W. Melville.20 W. Heller and M. Polanyi,27 
measuring the rate of reaction between sodium atoms and numerous 

inorganic halides, find an instructive parallelism between the velocity 

and the restoring force-constant as estimated from the Raman 

frequency of the halide molecule. EA has a value of about 6,000 
for the reaction 28 0 + Oa —> 202. Atomic mechanisms are very 

common in photochemical reactions, as for example, in the chlorine- 
sensitised oxidation of chloromethane, where the step Cl + CH2012 
—> H01 + CHC12 has been detected.29 

The reaction D2 + HC1 —> 1)1 i + I)C1 proceeds as a homogeneous 
bimolecular process,30 with EA — 27,000. Equally simple examples 
are afforded by the rate of formation 31 and decompositionaicf 

of deuterium iodide, I)2 -f 1;, ^ 21)1. The data for these reactions 

are summarised in Table I. 
M. Bodenstein and W. Kraus have made a complete study of 

the reaction of nitric oxide with oxygen, chlorine, and bromine 

molecules.32 Essentially termoleeular mechanisms control the 
reactions between nitric oxide and hydrogen,33 and between oxygen 

atoms and molecules.28 K. H. Geib’s conclusion (1924) that most 

of the reactions undergone by the hydroxyl radical are termoleeular 

has been confirmed by A. A. Frost and O. Oldenberg.34 
The chain theory has again been applied to a number of reactions, 

including the oxidation of methane,35 pentane,30 acetylene,37 

25 J., 1936, 26. 26 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1930, A, 157, 625. 
27 Trans. Faraday Soe., 1936, 32, 633. 
28 A. Eucken and F. Patat, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 33, 459. 
29 W. Bronschede and H. J. Schumacher, ibid., 1936, A, 177, 245. 
30 P. Gross and H. Steiner, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 165. 
81 K. H. Geib and A. Lendle, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 32, 463. 
81“ J. C. L. Blagg and G. M. Murphy, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 63]. 
82 Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, A, 175, 294. 
38 C. N. Hinshelwood and J. W. Mitchell, J., 1936, 378. 
84 J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 642. 
85 H. Sachsse, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 33, 229; W. A. Bone and J. B. 

Gardner, Proc,. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 154, 297; R. G. W. Norrish and S. G. 
Foard, ibid., 1936, A, 157, 503. 

®* A. Aivazov and M. Neumann, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 33, 319. 
87 E. W. R. Steacie and R. O. Macdonald, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 75. 
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Table I.* 

Ea for RT. In Ea for RT .In 

the H A*n the H &1T / FVL 

Reaction. reaction. k'D N jU.£)* Reaction. reaction. ko N yu 
H + Ha 5,500A 1,050 II + N20 13,800^ 0 
D -f P>a D 4- NsO 
D H- Ea 4,850A 1,160 B + NH3 10,80028 1,230 
D + B3 H + NI)3 
Br + H2 17,70020 1,440 H H- PH3 14,400B 600 
Br + Da U + PH.t 
Cl + H3 ca. 0,000B 1,400 H2 + CjHj 43,100* 1,490 
Cl -f- I)., 4" C2H4 
Na + I1C1 6,100° 300 II2 -f- H2 + NO 45,000s3 0 
Na + DC1 D2 + H2 -f NO 
H, -f I2 42,500 31 580 II 4- H 4- H 0G 0 
b2 + I2 D 4- D 4- D 
HI + HI 40,000 3l« 1,240 
DI + DI 

* After H. W. Melville, Science Progress, 1936, No. 123, p. 499. 

A. A. Farkas and L. Farkas, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 152, 124. 
B. G. K. Rollefson, J. Chem. Physics, 1934, 2, 144. 
C. 0. E. H. Bawn and A. G. Evans, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1935, 31, 1932. 
D. H. W. Melville, J., 1934, 1243. 
E. H. W. Melville and I. L. Bolland, Proc. Roy. Soc., in press. 
F. R. A. Pease and A. Wheelor, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1665. 
G. I. Amdur, ibid., 1935, 57, 856. 

benzene,38 methylamine 39 and silane,40,41,42 and the decomposition 

of alkali azides 43 and divinyl ether 44 
Polymerisation processes formed the topic of a discussion organised 

by the Faraday Society. The kinetic aspects of the general treat¬ 

ment have been discussed by A. Abkin and S. Medvedev; C. E. H. 
Bawn, J. E. Carruthers, and R. G. W. Norrish; H. Postal and H. 

Mark; K. Freudenberg; G. Gee; H. W. Melville and S. C. Gray; 
E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes ; M. W. Perrin; E. K. Rideal; G. Salomon 

and W. F. K. Wynne-Jones.45 The earlier theory of polymerisation 
reactions has been generally developed, and modified46 to allow 

for the specific influence of promoters and inhibitors. 

The decompositions of azomethane,47 ethylene oxide,48 ethyl- 

38 R. H. Griffith and S. G. Hill, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 829. 
33 H. J. Emel6us and L. J. Jolly, J., 1936, 1524, 
40 P. S. Schantarowitsch, Acta Physicochim., U.li.S.S., 1935, 2, 673. 
41 H. Gutschmidt and K. Clusius, 7. physikal. Chem., 1935, B, 30, 265. 
43 H. J. Emel<$us and K. Stewart, J., 1935, 677. 
43 W. E. Garner and D. J. B. Marko, J., 1936, 657. 
44 H. A. Taylor, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 116. 
45 Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, pp. 1—412. 
46 G. Gee and E. K. Rideal, ibid., p. 666; Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 153,' 

116. 
47 D. V. Siokman and O. K. Rice, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 236. 
48 C. J. M. Fletcher and G. K. Rollefson, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 

2129; R. V. Seddon and M, W. Travers, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 156, 273; 
H. W. Thompson and M. Meissner, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 1451. 
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amine49 and diethyl ether 50 have all been carefully re-examined 

under wide ranges of conditions. In connexion with the last 
reaction, L. A. K. Staveley and C. N. Hinshelwood 51 have deter¬ 
mined the conditions under which nitric oxide may act cither as a 

catalyst or as an inhibitor. The reaction F202 —^ F2 + 
proceeds by a simple unimolecular mechanism.52 The kinetics 

of the decomposition of benzylideneazine and w-azotoluene53 

yield values of EA which are consistent with the greater stability 

of the azo-nitrogen bond, compared with the azine bond. The 

homogeneous unimolecular decomposition of silane53a is more 

consistent with the mechanism Sitl4 —>- SiH2 + H2, proposed 

by Kassel (1932), than with the mechanism SiH4 —> SiH3 -f H 
anticipated by analogy from Rice and Dooley’s work (1934). A 

common energy of activation has been found for the homogeneous 

unimolecular decomposition of tert.-butyl and fert.-amyl chlorides.63& 
Two further examples may be added to the not very abundant 

information available54,2 on the direct experimental comparison 

between the kinetics of reactions in the gas phase and in solution. 

The unimolecular racemisation of 2 : 2/-diamino-6 : G'-dimcthyl- 
diphenyl 65 has roughly the same velocity and the same EA value 

in the homogeneous gas phase as in solution in diphenyl ether : 

The same observation applies to the bimolecular addition of 

acraldehyde to eyefopentadiene in the gas phase 56 and in benzene 

solution.67 
Reactions in Solution. 

The greater difficulties in the way of interpreting the kinetics 
of reactions in solution are to some extent offset by the greater 

44 II. A. Taylor and J. G. Ditman, J. Cliem. Physics, 1930, 4, 212. 
60 E. W. R. Steacie, W. H. Thatcher, and S. Rosenberg, ibid., p. 220; 

C. J. M. Fletcher and G. K. Rollefson, loc.. cit., ref. (48). 
61 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 154, 335; J., 1936, 812. 
62 P. Frisch and H. J. Schumacher, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 34, 322. 
53 G. Williams and A. S. C. Lawrence, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 158, 444. 
83« T. R. Hogness, T. L. Wilson, and W. C. Johnson, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 

1936, 58, 108. 
634 D. Brearly and G. B. Kistiakowsky, ibid., p. 43. 
64 E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes, “Kinetics of Reactions in Solution,” Oxford, 1933. 

G. B. Kistiakowsky and W. R. Smith, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 
1042; cf. 0. C. Li and R. Adams, ibid., 1935, 57, 1565; W. H. Rodebush, 
J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 744. 

44 G. B. Kistiakowsky and T. R. Laoher, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936,58, 123. 
47 A, Wassermann, J1936, 1027. 
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wealth of experimental material. Unless we adopt a quasi-thermo¬ 

dynamic approach,2,3< 4'58 we must be content with making step-wiso 

progress, by examining, for example, reactions in groups, selected 

so as to reveal the effect of a single variable factor. When dealing 

with fairly complicated molecules, the homologous groups of organic 

chemistry are eminently suitable. On the other hand, a classific¬ 

ation of chemical reactions based on the nature of the interatomic 

forces concerned 59 offers certain advantages. 

In some respects, the simplest known reactions in solution arc 

the bimolecular reactions between ions and polar molecules, most 

of which have normal velocities.2, 54 Ogg and Polanyi’s method for 
evaluating their energies of activation was described in the last 
report.2 Further instances of great interest have been studied 

by E. D. Hughes, F. Juliusberger, A. D. Scott, B. Topley, and J. 

Weiss,60 by E. Bergmann, M. Polanyi, and A. L. Szabo,61 by D. P. 

Evans,62 and by A. JR. Olson and collaborators,63 who have attempted 
an interpretation of the slight differences in P values for reactions 

involving halide ions in terms of their entropies of solution. J. W. 

Baker and W. S. Nathan have, independently, given a statistical 

explanation of the relative reactivities of halide and nitrate ions 
in terms of their shapes (spherical and planar, respectively), and 

of their absolute dimensions.64 C. K. Ingold and W. S. Nathan,65 
in a study of the hydrolysis of esters, have chosen a series of re¬ 

actions in such a way as to eliminate the direct electrostatic inter¬ 

action between the hydroxyl ion and the carboxylic group, and to 

isolate the induced polar effects. For a series of p-substituted 

derivatives of ethyl benzoate, the P factor remains constant, while 

the absolute velocity varies by a factor of about 5,000, which is 
reflected in a change of Ex values amounting to 5,500 calories. 

The results are in good agreement with Nathan and Watson’s 

rule.66 The problem of hydrolysis has also been studied by W. B. S. 
Newling and C. N. Hinshelwood,67 chiefly from the point of view 

of discovering the comparative behaviour of esters towards acid 

and basic attack. They find that a 10,000-fold change in k is to 

68 E. A. Moelwyn-Hughos, Tram. Faraday &oc., 1936, 32, 1723. 
68 E. A. Moeiwyn-Hughes and A. Sherman, J., 1936, 101. 
80 Ibid., p. 1173. 
61 Tram. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 843. 
82 J., 1936, 785. 

88 A. R. Olson and h\ A. Long, J. Amur. Clum. Soc., 1936, 58, 383; M. J. 
Young and A. R. Olson, ibid., p. 1157. 

88 J., 1936, 236. 
86 Ibid., p. 222. 
60 Cf. 0. N. Hinshelwood, Ann. Re'ports, 1933, 30, 43. 
87 J„ 1936, 1357, 
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be attributed almost entirely to a change in Ea- It is noteworthy 
that (En+ —• Eob~) in aqueous acetone seems to be about 1,000 
calories less than in pure water.68 Another interesting series of 

reactions which have been measured and discussed, by G. N. 

Burkhardt and collaborators,69 is the hydrogen-ion catalysis of 
the hydrolysis of alkyl hydrogen sulphates. An isolated example 
of an unusual kind is afforded by Yun-Pu Liu and Tien-Chi Wei’s 

study 70 of the rate of hydration of methylethylethylene under 

the influence of acids. A theory of reactions between ions and polar 
molecules has been advanced.71 

Continued attention is being paid to the kinetics of reactions 
between two polar molecules. A. W. Chapman and F. A. Fidler 72 

conclude, from a study of the effects of substituents on the Beck¬ 
mann transformation of pi cry 1 ethers in carbon tetrachloride solu¬ 

tion, that the change is an intramolecular conversion of a complex 
formed from the reactant and the catalyst. Cyclisation reactions 

have been studied in great detail by G. Salomon,73 who resolves 

the semi-empirical term, P, into two factors, one of which is quantit¬ 

atively related to the surface energy. This, in turn, is calculated 

from Langmuir’s formula for capillary forces, which differ according 

to the geometric configuration of the halogeno-amine. Further 

examples of the Menschutkin reaction have also been examined by 

J. W. Baker,74 by N. J. T. Pickles and C. N. Hinshelwood,75 and by 

A. Singh and D. H. Peacock,76 while the kindred change involved 

in sulphonium-salt formation has been studied by N. Hellstrom.77 

The theory of reactions between ions in solution has been further 

developed,78 yielding the following relations for the factor P and 
for the variation of EA with temperature and with ionic strength: 

In P = 

Ea ~ E 

zAzBe2L 

kDr 

N|qZaZb£ 

Dr 

Wkl 
p(3 LT 

{LT- 1)(1 

1)* 

■ :]kt) 

ca Cf. Moelwyn-Hughes, op. cit., p. 253. 
«9 G. N. Burkhardt, W. G. N. Ford, and E. Singloton, J., 1936, 17; G. N, 

Burkhardt, A. G. Evans, and E. Warhurst, ibid., p. 25; G. N. Burkhardt, 
C. Horrex, and (Miss) D. I. Jenkins, ibid., p. 164.9. 

70 J. Chinese Chern. Soc., 1936, 4, 297. 
71 E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 157, 667. 
72 J., 1936, 448. 
73 Tram. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 153; Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 743. 
74 J., 1936, 1448. 
76 Jbid.,p. 1353. 
76 J. Physical Chem., 1936, 40, 669. 
77 Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, A, 177, 337. 
78 E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 155, 308. 
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Both equations are in substantial agreement with experiment, 
the former being capable of accounting for the extremely high 
(10+8) and low (10~8) values of P found when the charges of the 

reacting ions are unlike and like respectively. 
The principles and method of the technique for measuring rapid 

reactions have been described in detail by F. J. W. Houghton and 
G. A. Millikan,79 and have been applied by G. A. Millikan 80 to 
determine the rates of combination and dissociation of muscle 
haemoglobin with oxygen and with carbon monoxide. H. von 
Halban and H. Eisner 81 have continued their investigation of 
inorganic reactions by the same method. 

H. M. Dawson has extended his well-known work on individual 
catalytic coefficients to include the influence of temperature on 
the hydrolysis of aqueous solutions of monochloroacetate.82 
Different values of EA have been found for the three simultaneous 
modes of decomposition of ^opropyl bromide in alkaline solution, 
which, according to Ingold’s theory, are denoted by the symbols 

(bimolecular substitution), E 2 (bimolecular elimination) and 
1 (uniinoleeular dissociation).83 A composite mechanism seems 

probable also in the acidolysis of numerous phenolic ethers, which 
have been studied by R. P. Ghaswalla and F. G. Donnan,84 
particularly in view of their discovery that the Arrhenius equation 
is not applicable to the pseudo-unimolecular constants obtained. 

Two modes of decomposition of the ether-hydrogen halide complex 
are thus postulated. 

M. Buboux and It. Farre 85 have supplied further confirmation 

of Bredig and Fraenkel’s standard work on the hydrogen-ion 
catalysis of diazoacetic ester. C. A. Marlies and V. K. LaMer 86 
have added to our knowledge of the catalytic decomposition of 
nitroamine. Catalyses by hydrosulphide ions 87 and in sulphuric 
acid solution 88 have also been the subject of investigation. Among 
more complicated systems must be noted the reaction between 
ferric ions and the oxy-acids of nitrogen,89 and between bromine 

and allyl alcohol.90 E. F. Caldin and J. H. Wolfenden 91 have made 

78 E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes, Proc. Hoy. Soc., 1936, A, 155, 258. 
80 Ibid., 1936, B, 120, 366. 
81 Hdv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 915. 
82 H. M. Dawson and E. R. Pycock, J., 1936, 153. 
83 E. D. Hughes, C. K. Ingold, and U. G. Shapiro, J., 1936, 225. 
84 Ibid., p. 1341. 85 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 1177. 
88 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 1812. 
87 E. Friedmann, J. %>r. Chem., 1936,146, 179. 
88 H. C. S. Snethlage, Rec. trav. chim., 1936, 55, 712, 874. 
88 E. SchrOer, Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft, Leipzig, 1936. 
80 M. Schar and L, C. Riesch, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 667. 
81 «/., 1936, 1239. 
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an interesting study of the cyclisation of a charged molecule. 
R. Livingston and E. A. Schoeld92 have confirmed the work of 

Livingston and Bray (1923) on the reaction between bromine and 

hydrogen peroxide, and have demonstrated the absence of a chain 

mechanism. 

The Influence of Pressure on the Velocity of Reactions in Solution. 

The quasi-thermodynamic treatment of reaction velocity was 

given first by J. H. van’t Hoff.93 Within the restricted limits 

imposed by the suppositions underlying the treatment, it can be 

shown that, just as the increase (AH) in heat content botween 

passive and active molecules may be found from the temperature 
variation of k, so may the increase (AF) in volume between passive 

and active molecules be found from the pressure variation of k. 
The values of the term AF given in the table have been calculated 

directly58 by means of the equation dink/dp = — A V/RT> from 

AF, 
Reaction. Solvent. c.c./g.-mol. 

Hydrolysis of methyl acetate, catalysed by 
jV-HC1 . Water - 90 

Hydrolysis of sucrose, catalysed by JV-HC1 ... Water -|- 2*7 
Reaction between acetic anhydride and ethyl 

alcohol . Ethyl alcohol — 16*5 
,, „ „ ,, Toluene — 12-5 
,, „ ,, „ Hexane — 4*16 

the early data quoted by van’t lfoff, and from the recent and more 

extensive data obtained by E. G. Williams, M. W. Perrin, and R. O. 

Gibson.94 

Reactions involving Deuterium in Solution. 

T. M. Lowry95 proposed the name “ prototropy ” to describe 

chemical changes which may be represented by the migration of 
a proton. Hydrolytic reactions in general come under this category, 

as do also catalyses by acids and bases. Hydrolyses are among 

the most studied and least understood of chemical changes. The 
discovery of deuterium quickened general interest in the problem, 

and, although relatively little quantitative work has yet been carried 

out on deuterolysis,96 it is quite clear that the new isotope is to be 

92 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1244. 
93 ** Vorlesungen iiber theoretischo und physikalische Chemie,” Vol. 1, 

p. 236, Braunschweig, 1901; cf. refs. 2, 6, and 58. 
94 Proc. Roy. 8oc., 1936, A, 154, 684. 
96 Chem. Reviews, 1927, 4, 231. 
96 Following K. F. Bonhoeffer (see below), we shall adopt the terms 

prololyeis and deuterolysis for reactions wherein the molecules BtO and 
l>aO, respectively, are participating. 
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regardod more as a useful tool than as a golden key. We shall 

therefore refer only to some of the established experimental facts. 
When aliphatic oompounds are dissolved in heavy water, there 

occurs a ready exchange between the deuterium atoms of the solvent 

and hydrogen atoms of the solute. M. Harada and T. Titani 97 

have confirmed the findings of Bonhoeffer and Brown (1933) on 
the exchange of deuterium atoms between 1X0 and certain hexoses. 

After establishment of equilibrium, the distribution coefficient 

of deuterium atoms between solute and solvent is 0*87—0*70 in 
the case of acetone,98 0*88 for acety lace tone,90 and 0*78 for nitro- 

raethane.1 The hydroxyl ion is often found to induce, or at least 
to accelerate, the exchange. Thus K. Wirtz and K. F. Bonhoeffer 2 

find that the hydrogen atoms in the hydrogen molecule exchange 

with the deuterium atoms of heavy water in the presence of alkali 
at 100°. They formulate the following mechanism, in conformity 

with the Lowry-Bronsted definition of bases as proton-acceptors; 

jDCr+ Hi—jHT’D OD—> DOH + H—D + OD~ 

Were all the deuterium atoms replaced by protium atoms, the 

change would be described as the alkaline hydrolysis of the hydrogen 

molecule. Other solutes for which exchange has been either 
attempted or effected are chloroform,3 the dihydroxybenzones,4 

and formaldehyde.5 

The ionic product of D20 in the neighbourhood of 25° has been 
determined electrometrically by W. F. K. Wynne-Jones,6 whose 

results, which confirm the earlier value given by E. Abel, E. Bratu, 

and O. Redlich 7 at 21°, are given in the following form : 

(H20); — log10 K =* 14 00 - 0-0331 (t° - 25) + 0-00017(fJ - 25)* 

AH = 13,450 - 42-8 (t° — 25) 

(DaO); — logjo K = 14-71 - 0-0354 (t° - 25) + 0*00017 (t° - 25)a 
AH =» 14,420 - 42-8 (t° — 25) 

The quantity AHx — AH2 is thus 970 calories. At 25°, we have 

AH|o - [H+][OH~] = 1-00 x 10~14; A\0 - [D»]LOD-] = 1-95 X 

97 Bull, Chem. Soc. Japan, 1930, 11, 55. 
98 R. Klar, Z. physikal. Chem., 1934, B, 26, 335; 3. O. Halford, L. C, 

Anderson, J. R. Bates, and R. D. Swisher, J. Amer. Chem, Sqc„ 1935, 57, 
1663. 

99 R. Klar, loc, tit., ref. (98). 
1 O. Reitz, Z, physikal, Chem., 1936, A, 176, 363. 
* Ibid., 177, 1. 
3 J. Horiuti and Y. Sakamoto, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936, 11, 627. 
4 F. K. Milnzberg, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 33, 39. 
5 K. Wirtz and K. F. Bonhoeffer, ibid,, 32, 108, 
6 Tr<ms. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 1397. 
7 Z. physikal. Chem., 1935, A, 173, 353. 
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10~16 (mols./l.)2. The equilibrium constant K = [EtOD][HOH]/ 
[EtOH][HOD] has the value 1*11 at 25°, and the rate at which 
the equilibrium is reached has also been determined.8 

The principal kinetic data on reactions in deuterium oxide refer 
to the following changes. 

(1) Mutarotation of glucose, uncatalysed. E. Pacsu 9 published 

the first datum on the velocity of chemical change in pure heavy 

water. It referred to an 18% solution of glucose at 20°, and, 
although the corresponding velocity in ordinary water under these 

conditions has not been measured, a sufficiently close estimate 

may be obtained by interpolation from the classical work of Hudson 

and Dale. The comparison yields a ratio kD&o/JcBi0 == 0*328. In 
more dilute solutions of glucose in heavy water, a slightly lower value 

of 0-317 was found by E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes, R. Klar, and K. F. 
Eonhoeffer 10 to hold, within the limits of error, over a temperature 

range of 30°. Hence, there is no difference in the two EA values. 

If, however, collisions between solute and solvent molecules deter¬ 

mine the rate, both EA values must be corrected for the temperature 

coefficient of the collision frequency, which has a different value 

for the two solvents. On the simplest basis, 2?n>0 — Ea.i0 becomes 
750 calories. These figures refer, of course, to velocities of mutarot¬ 
ation in the two pure media. For solvents of intermediate com¬ 

position, it seems reasonable to ascribe catalytic efficiency to the 

molecule HOD also. To do so requires a knowledge of the 

equilibrium constant K = [HOD]2/[HOH][DOD|, the values for 
which have been estimated by B. Topley and H. Eyring.11 In 

this way, W. H. Hammill and V. K. LaMer 12 find 1ea0D to have a 

value intermediate between those for &H0H and JcDOl)} while the ratio 
of the latter is concluded to be 1/0-263 at 25°. 

(2) Mutarotation of glucose, catalysed by protons and deuterons. 

With hydrochloric acid as catalyst, the following values have been 

obtained for the ratio of the catalytic coefficients at various 
temperatures : 13 

t . 9-00° 1480° 20-69° 25-19° 30-39° 35-24° 
£d,o+/&h8o+ . 0-53 0-56 0-63 0-64 0-68 0-77 

(3) Inversion of sucrose, catalysed by acids. A ratio kDi0+/k3t0+ 

greater than unity holds for this reaction, and for a number of 

others, discussed below. With sulphuric acid as the source of 

8 W. J. C. Orr, Trans, Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 1033. 
9 J. Amer. Chem. Foe., 1934, 56, 745. 

10 Z. physikal. Chem., 1934, A, 169, 113. 
11 J. Chem. Physics, 1934, 2, 381. 
12 Ibid., p. 891. 
18 E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes, Z. physikal, Chem., 1934, B, 26, 272. 
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protons the ratio 1*66 was obtained 14 for kLhO+lklh0+ at 40°, and 
an approximate value of 1*67 at 30*7°. B. Gross, H. Suess, and 

H. Steiner,15 studying the same system, obtain a value nearer 2. 

The discrepancy may be due, as they note, to the difference in 
concentration of catalyst employed in the two cases. The di¬ 
basicity of the acid introduces complications which may be avoided 

by using HC1 and DC1. With these catalysts,13 the following 

figures are found : 

t . J8-71° 24-27° 30-02° 37-13° 
<x = /o>ao+/^H3o|- . 1-80 1-77 1-75 1-55 

(4) Hydrolysis of esters, catalysed by acids. K. Schwarz 16 found 
that methyl and ethyl acetates were hydrolysed by acids about 

50% more rapidly in heavy than in ordinary water. J. C. Hornel 

and J. A. V. Butler,17 using sulphuric acid as catalyst, have found 
the ratios for the rates of deuterolysis and protolysis of methyl 

acetate to be a = 1-85 at 15° and a = 1*68 at 25°, in striking agree¬ 

ment with the data for the inversion of sucrose, and indicating 

that the term AE is mainly responsible for the difference in rates. 
(5) Decomposition of diazoacetic ester, catalysed by acids. Again 

the heavy isotope has the faster velocity,18 a being about 3. 

(6) Neutralisation of nitroethane. A ratio of 1*5 holds for 

&od-/&oh“ in the case of the reaction between the two ions and 
nitroethane, and a ratio of 10 for the relative rates of reaction of 

the common ion OD~ with oc-nitro- and with a-nitro-aa-dideutero- 

ethane.19 
(7) Enolisation of nitromethane. According to Pedersen (1932), 

the rate of substitution of bromine in nitromethane is governed 

by the rate of conversion from the keto- to the enol form. Bromine 

and chlorine are introduced at the same rate, which is independent 

of their concentration and is proportional to that of any basic 

catalyst. The rate-determining step may thus be regarded as the 

rate of transference of a proton from the substrate to the base. 
O. Beitz 20 finds that, in water at 25°, nitromethane passes on its 

first proton to the acetate ion 6*5 times as rapidly as its trideutero- 
analogue passes on its first deuteron to the same base. Smaller 

values of the same ratio are found when the proton- or deuteron- 
acceptor is the water molecule or the monochloroacetate ion. 

14 E. A. Moolwyn-Hughes and K. F. Bonhoaffer, Naturwiss1934, 11, 174. 
15 Ibid., p. 662; Tram. Faraday Soc1936, 32, 883. 
10 Anzeiger Akad. Wise. Wien, 1934, 26, 4. 
17 J., 1936, 1361. 
18 P. Gross, H. Steiner, and F. Krause, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 

877. 
19 W. F. K. Wynne-Jones, J. Chem. Physics, 1934, 2, 381. 
20 Z. physiked. Chem., 1936, A, 176, 363. 
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(8) Hydrolysis of the monochloroacetate ion. The ratio kJh0/kEio 
appears to be 1*2 in both ordinary and heavy water as media, but 

accurate analysis of the complete reaction presents certain 

difficulties.21 
(9) Hydrolysis of acetal and of ethyl orthoformate, catalysed by 

acids. Hornel and Butler 17 find, for the two reactions respectively, 

the ratios kDjt0 — 2*66 and 2*05, both being independent 

of the nature of the buffer. 
(10) Biochemical 'processes. Interesting information is accruing 

on the rate of growth of moulds in culture media containing D20, 

but we must be content with merely citing the references.22 

Hypothetical energy differences which may be held responsible 

for the difference in rates are shown in the following table : 

Catalysed reaction. RT An ku[JcD (cals./g.-mol.). 
Tat 15° . }- 325 

Mu taro tat ion of glucoses at 25° . + 255 
[at 35° . + 180 

-j T i , • c f at 18° . 
Hydrolysis of sucrose j 

- 340 
- 270 

1 at J 5° 
Hydrolysis of methyl acetate j ^ 0*-0 

- 360 
■ 280 

Neutralisation of nitroetliatie . - 240 
Hydrolysis of acetal. - 570 
Hydrolysis of ethyl orthoformate . 430 

It may be noted that, if k were regarded as proportional to the 

viscosity of the medium, the energy terms would be small positive 

values, increasing with temperature at such a rate as to be com¬ 

parable with the energy terms found for reactions in the gaseous 

phase at high temperatures. 
The mechanism of proton transfer reactions has been discussed 

theoretically from very different standpoints.23 In all discussions, 

however, the importance of Brtfnsted’s empirical relation between 

catalytic coefficient and dissociation constant is fully appreciated. 

The Frequency of Collisions in Liquid Systems. 

In view of the forthcoming discussion which is being arranged by 

the Faraday Society on the kinetics of reaction in solution, it will 

21 O. Reitz, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, A, 177, 85. 
22 A. Farkas, L. Farkas, and J. Yudkin, Proc. Roy. Soc.t 1934, B, 115, 373; 

B. Cavanagh, J. Horiuti, and M. Polanyi, Nature, 1934, 183, 797; K. H. 
Geib and K. F. Bonhoeffer, Z. physikal. Chem.f 1936, A, 175, 459; O. Reitz, 
ibid., p. 257; F. Salzer and K. F. Bonhoeffer, ibid,, 170, 202. 

28 J. Horiuti and M. Polanyi, Acta Physicochim. U.R.S.S., 1936, 2, 505; 
R. P. Bell, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 154, 414; E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes, Acta 
Physicochim. U.R.S.S., 1936, 4, 173; J. C. Hornel and J. A. V. Butler, loc, 
cit., ref. (17). 
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serve no useful purpose to enter into any detail on this highly 

complicated problem. Mention must be made, however, of the 

continued attention which has been paid to it during the present 
year,24 and to the desirability, well exemplified by the work of 

W. A. Wators,2r> of applying as many of the formulas as are extant 
to the new experimental results. E. A. M.-H. 

G. Surface Chemistry and Colloids. 

The vast range of these two subjects has rendered it impossible 

to touch on more than a fraction of the work being published; 

instead of attempting to cover much ground, two restricted fields 

have been selected for this year’s Report, and an attempt made to 

present a readable account of the more important advances during 

the last few years in these fields. The reporter is only too well 

aware that oven in these fields much has been deliberately, and 

perhaps much more inadvertently, omitted. 

Colloidal Electrolytes with Long Hydrocarbon Chains. 

Great advances have been made during recent years in our know¬ 

ledge of aqueous solutions of substances containing, at the end 

of a long hydrocarbon chain, a water-soluble and electrolytically 

dissociated group. Besides the soaps, this class of substance includes 

many with strongly dissociated, non-hydrolysable end groups, giving 

ions such as R-S03', R*OS03', R*NMe3\ These substances have 

lately come into great prominence industrially on account of their 

powerful wetting and detergent action, compounds with many 

different end groups having been synthesised and patented, and not a 

few placed on the market. The whole class, including soaps, has 

recently been called by G. S. Hartley the “ paraffin-chain salts,” 

a name perhaps preferable to the alternative “ long-chain salts,” 

as the latter would be applicable to numerous classes of highly 

polymerised compounds containing long chains with oxygen or 

nitrogen atoms conferring considerable water-attracting power on 

the chains. The peculiar properties of these substances, which 

render them so active as depressants of surface or interfacial tension, 

are due to their unsymmetrical structure, with the very strongly 

hydrophilic group at one end of a great length of hydrophobic 

chain. 

24 B. I. Svesnikov, Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. UM.S.S., 1936, 3, 61; T. S. 
Wheeler, Froc. Indian Acad. Sci., 1936, 4, 291; K. S. G. Doss, ibid., p. 23; 
E. Rabinowiteh and W. C. Wood, Trans. Faraday Soc.f 1936, 32, 1381. 

*• J., 1936, 1014; “Physical Aspects of Organic Chemistry,” Koutledge, 
1936. 
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F. Krafft’s early studies 1 showed that the soaps have such low 
osmotic activity as to be rightly called colloids in aqueous solution. 
J. W. McBain’s recognition 2 in 1913 that their simultaneous high 

electrical conductivity and low osmotic activity require the presence 

of large electrical charges on the micelles ” or colloidal particles 

was the commencement of his well-known researches with many 

collaborators 3 on soap solutions, which have established the ionic 

micelle as perhaps the most characteristic feature of these solutions. 
In the same year A. Roy elder4 independently concluded that 

cetanesulphonie acid forms charged aggregates with the paraffin 

chains in the centre and the sulphonic groups outside, from consider¬ 
ations of the water-attracting power of the different parts of the 

molecules, and in 1921 N. K. Adam 5 assigned the same structure 

to the ionic micelle from considerations of the forces which orient 

molecules of this general constitution at surfaces. 

In a series of papers;6"10<* and one short monograph,31 G. S. Hartley 

and others have established beyond doubt that the ionic micelle is 

formed from the paraffin-chain ions, at dilutions much greater than 

those formerly associated with the ionic micelle, and that its form¬ 

ation is fairly sudden, as the concentration increases, and is accom¬ 

panied by (a) a marked decrease (not an increase, as had previously 

been supposed) in the total equivalent conductivity 12 of the solution, 

(b) an increase in the mobility of the paraffin-chain ions, (c) an 

enormous increase in the solubility of the whole salt in water, and 

certain other changes. A good deal of light has also been shed on 

the structure of the ionic micelles, on the way in which the small 

ions (called the “ gegenions ”) of opposite charge to the paraffin- 

1 Ber., 1894, 27, 1747; 1895, 28, 2566; 1896, 29, 1328, 1344. 
2 Trans. Faraday Soc., 1913, 9, 99. 
3 Cf. J., 1919,115, 1279; 1922,121, 2325; 1923, 123, 2417; J. Amer. Chem. 

Soc., 1920, 42, 426; 1928, 50, ]636; 1933,55, 545,2250,2762; 1035,57, 1905, 
1909, 1913, 1916; Proc. Roy. Roc., 1920, A, 97, 44; 1933, A, 139, 26. 

4 Kolloid-Z., 1913, 12, 283. 
6 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1921, A, 99, 348. 
0 J. Malsch and G. S. Hartloy, Z. physikal. Chem., 1934, A, 170, 321. 
7 R. C. Murray and G. S. Hartley, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1935, 31, 183. 
8 J. L. Moillet, B. Collie, C. Robinson, and G. S. Hartley, ibid., p. 120. 
8 G. S. Hartley, ibid., p. 31. 

10 G. S. Hartloy, B. Collie, and C. S. Samis, ibid., 1936, 32, 795. 
10« G. S. Hartley,Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 58, 2347. 
11 G. S. Hartley, “ Aqueous Solution of Paraffin Chain Salts,” Actual it cs 

Scientifiques et Industrielles, Paris, 1936. 
12 The expression “total equivalent conductivity” is here used instead of 

the more usual “ equivalent conductivity,” to distinguish it from the “ equi¬ 
valent conductivity of the paraffin-chain ions,” a term which Hartley has 
used in place of “ mobility ” as it is more informative; the last two will be 
used interchangeably here. 
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chain ions adhere to the micelles, partially neutralising their charge, 
and on the solvent properties of the interior of the ionic micelles, 
which appear to he almost the same as those of liquid paraffins 

in bulk, and account for the curious solvent properties of solutions 

of soaps. It has also been shown that there is no need to postulate 
“ neutral micelles ” as well as “ ionic micelles ” to account tor 

the properties of these solutions. 

The total equivalent conductivity of a paraffin-chain salt changes 
with increasing concentration in the manner of curve I of the 

figure. The curve given is for cetylpyridinium bromide; similar 
curves were first obtained with all the important details on the alkyl 

sodium sulphates by A. Lottermoser and F. Piischel; 13 the cetane- 

sulphonates, trimethylcetylammonium salts, and some other 

paraffin-chain salts with 16 carbon atoms in the chain show closely 
similar curves. 

The main features are : below about A/IOOO, the curve (plotted 

against the square root of the concentration) is the ordinary linear 

one of a uni-univalent electrolyte; beyond this concentration (A), 
the conductivity falls very sharply; with increasing concentration, 

the fall becomes gradually less steep and finally ceases. At still 

13 Kolloid-Z., 1933, 63, 175. 
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higher concentrations (from N/20 to N/2 usually), the total equivalent 

conductivity increases more often than not; in the particular 

case shown, and in some others, however, there is almost no rise. 

This rise in the conductivity curves at higher concentrations is 

always gradual, and is much smaller than the fall commencing at A. 
Salts with longer or shorter chains give similar curves, but the 

concentrations at which the various features, particularly the sudden 

fall at Ay take place are lower the longer the chain;11,13,14 e.g., 

for a 12-carbon chain A occurs at about JV/100, instead of JV/1000 

for a 16-carbon chain. The specific nature of the end groups 

makes minor differences only; the 44 critical concentration ” A is 
some 30% lower for *OS03K than for *S03K; 15 it is intermediate 

for *NMe3Br. Rise of temperature increases the critical concentra¬ 

tion somewhat.13,14 Bivalent positive gegenions (e.g., in the 

zinc alkyl sulphates) give a decidedly lower critical concentration 

than univalent.13 Addition of ordinary uni-univalent salts to the 

solution lowers the critical concentration, but little quantitative 

evidence is available yet on the amount of this lowering. 

With solutions of soaps, hydrolysis of the end groups complicates 

matters in very dilute solutions, so that the curve rises above the 

linear one for uni-univalent salts at dilutions considerably below 

the critical. The most careful measurements show the presence of 

the discontinuity at A, however.16 

G. S. Hartley brings ample evidence that the discontinuity 

at A is associated with the start of aggregation of the paraffin- 

chain ions into ionic micelles. There are three main consequences 

of this aggregation : (1) a diminished viscous resistance to flow 

of a given number of these ions through the water, by Stokes’s 
law, as McBain pointed out in 1913; (2) a much increased “ braking ” 

effect of the Pebye-Huckel atmospheres of oppositely charged 
gegenions, and (3) a considerable diminution of the total charge 

on the aggregated ions through the adherence of gegenions suffi¬ 
ciently closely to travel with the micelles, in the opposite direction 

to that which they would take if free. Under ordinary conditions, 
(2) and (3) predominate over (1), so the equivalent conductivity 

falls when micelles are formed. 

If, however, the conductivity is measured at extremely high field 
strengths, as in curve II (200 kV./cm.), the conductivity rises 

instead of falling at A A M. Wien has shown that at these high 

field strengths the effects of ionic atmospheres are very much reduced, 

14 0. R. Howell and H. G. B. Robinson, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1930, A, 155, 3S6. 
16 G. S. Hartley, op. tit., p. 30. 

P. K. Ekwall, Acta Acad. Aboenaia (Math. Phys.), 1927, 4, 46; Z. 
physikal. Chem., 1932, A, 161,S195. 
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because the ions move so rapidly that the atmospheres have not 
time to form properly.17 This diminishes (2); and owing to the 

diminished concentration of gegenions near the micelle, the equili¬ 

brium between adherent and free gegenions is probably so altered 
that many of the adherent gegenions leave the micelle, so that effect 
(3) is also much diminished. Consequently the effect (1), the diminu¬ 

tion of resistance to motion resulting from aggregation, now pre¬ 

dominates, and the conductivity rises at the concentration where 
micelles begin to form. The later fall of the curve is due to the 

much increased stability of the ionic atmospheres as the concen¬ 

tration increases, so that theeffects (2) and (3) again predominate, even 
under the maximum field strength attainable short of actual sparking. 

The total equivalent conductivity, including effects due to the 

gegenions equally writh those due to the paraffin-chain ions, is not 

the best quantity to employ for detecting changes in aggregation 

of the latter. Curve III shows the mobility, or equivalent con¬ 

ductivity, of the paraffin-chain ions, obtained as usual from measure¬ 

ments of conductivity and transport number; the latter were 

measured by an interesting new method, the “ balanced boundary ” 

method.18 In all cases yet examined 10, 11 tho mobility of the 

paraffin-chain ions increases suddenly at the critical concentration. 

At the same time, the mobility of the gegenions decreases even more 
markedly than the total equivalent conductivity, and soon becomes 

negative. The change of sign of the mobility of the gegenions can 
only mean that a large proportion of them adhere to the paraffin- 

chain micelles and travel with them in tho opposite direction to 

that which they would take if free. 

The effects due to the ionic atmospheres have been estimated, 
but only semi-quantitatively,9,10 on account of the difficulties 

which the Debye-Hiickel theory presents when applied to ions of the 
very high valency of the micelles. The braking effect is certainly 

much greater than would be found with uni- or bi-valent ions. 
Whether or not there is any sharp distinction between the gegenions 

in the atmospheres and those adhering sufficiently closely to 
move with the micelles is not certain, so perhaps the effects (2) 

and (3) above are not sharply distinguishable; but that adherence 

occurs and that the effective charge on the micelles and their 

current-carrying capacity are very much diminished is beyond 

doubt, on account of the transport-number measurements. 

17 JT. Malsch and M. Wien, Ann. Physik, 1927, 83, 305; M. Wion, ibid., 
p. 327; 1928, 85, 795; 1929, 1, 400; Physikal. Z.t 1927, 28, 834; 1929, 30, 
196; cf. G. Joos, Physikal. Z1928, 29, 755; M. Blumentritt, Ann. Physik, 
1928, 85, 812. 

18 G. S. Hartley, B. Collie, and E, Drew, Trans. Faraday Son., 1934, 30, 048. 
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The number of paraffin-chain ions and gegenions which go to 

make up an ionic micelle can only be provisionally estimated at 

present. The most probable size of the micelle, i.c., the number 

of paraffin-chain ions, may be estimated from considerations of the 

dimensions of the single ions.10, 11 A 16-carbon chain is about 

18 A. long; 3 A. being added for the end group, the length of the 

whole ion is about 21 A. The attraction between the end groups 
and water is so much greater than that between the latter and the 

chains that it is very unlikely the micelles will contain hydrophilic 

end groups in their interior; the largest micelles of 16-carbon-chain 

ions must be 42 A. in diameter, if a sphere; this implies about 50 
paraffin-chain ions. If the micelles are not spherical, but elongated, 

they may be longer than this when they have reached their maximum 

size, and contain more paraffin-chain ions. G. S. Hartley has calcul¬ 
ated that the surface energy of the various parts of these ions is 
more than sufficient to bring this number together against the re¬ 

pulsive electrostatic forces which arise from bringing together the 

charged end groups on the surface of the micelles. 

The number of adherent gegenions could be found from the 

mobilities, if the effects of the Debye-Huckel atmospheres could 

be exactly calculated; an approximate estimate 10 gives, for the 

fraction of the gegenions adhering, in the dilute solutions in which 

they are first formed, about 0-74; this gives as the net charge on a 

micelle of 50 paraffin-chain ions, about 13 units, no fewer than about 
37 gegenions being dragged along with the micelle. 

Me Bain and others 19 had observed some of the curious changes 

in transport number with increasing concentration, and concluded 

from these and other observations that there is present, in addition 

to the ionic micelle, neutral colloid. Their theory involved, origin¬ 

ally, the presence of a certain proportion of uncharged colloid and 

ionic micelle carrying the full number of charges associated with 

the number of single paraffin-chain ions in the micelle. It was, 

unfortunately, worked out without full consideration of the ionic 

atmospheres; and many diagrams of the constitution of soap 
solutions with the proportions of uncharged colloid and entirely 

un-neutralised ionic micelle required by this theory have appeared.20 

G. S. Hartley 10, 21 has shown that these diagrams can be replaced 
by much simpler ones, in which there is no “ neutral colloid,” but 

the ionic micelle is partially neutralised by the adherent gegenions, 

whose number varies somewhat with variation in concentration of 

the solutions. This appears far more probable than that two sharply 

18 Cf. particularly J. W. McBain and R. C. Bowden, «/., 1923, 123, 2417; 
McBain, J, Amer, Chem. Soc,f 1928, 50, 1630. 

10 Cf. “ International Critical Tables,” 1929, 5, 448. 81 Op, dt,t p. 56. 
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distinguished types of colloidal micelle exist simultaneously, one 
uncharged and the other bearing the full charge of all its paraffin- 
chain ions. 

The suddenness of the discontinuity at the critical concentration 
for micelle formation indicates that the proportion of micelles 
increases very rapidly as the concentration increases; this is even 
more striking if the “ differential equivalent conductivity ” dxjdc, 
or X + c. dx jdc, where k is the specific and X the equivalent con¬ 
ductivity, is plotted against concentration (curve V). Consideration 
of the mass-action equilibrium between the single ions and micelles 
containing a large number of single ions shows that there is reason 
to expect 7*22 a very sudden change from infinitesimal micelle 
concentration to a solution consisting almost entirely of micelles, 
if as many as 50 ions unite to form one micelle. If there were an 
infinite number of single ions in the micelles, the change would be 
entirely abrupt, as with any other phase change. G. S. Hartley 
considers that the discontinuity is not quite so abrupt as if nothing 
but 50-ion micelles were formed from the start, and suggests that 
a proportion of smaller micelles, containing perhaps about 10 ions, 
is formed at first. When the concentration has reached from two 
to five times the critical, it is thought that practically the whole 
of the salt is in the form of ionic micelles, with about 50 ions. 

Fairly sudden changes in other properties of the solution, besides 
those associated with the transport of electricity, would be expected 
when micelle formation commences. Perhaps the most remarkable 
of these is in the solubility of the paraffin-chain salts, which changes 
with temperature in a characteristic and very unusual manner. 
Below a certain temperature, which depends both on the length 
of the chains and on the nature of the end group, the solubility 
increases with temperature in a normal manner. Above this 
temperature, the solubility increases extremely rapidly, so much so 
that only 5° or 7° above a temperature at which the solubility is but 
a small fraction of 1%, the paraffin-chain salt may be almost 
indefinitely soluble, solutions of 50% and upwards being easily 
obtainable. This is explained by the ionic micelle’s being extremely 
soluble, whereas the single ions are but slightly soluble; as the 
temperature rises, the solution becomes gradually richer in single 
ions, until a critical concentration is reached at which the equilibrium 
shifts quickly over to the side of ionic micelles, so that there is no 
impediment to very high solubilities. G. S. Hartley and R. C. 
Murray 7 show theoretically that the rate of increase of solubility 
with temperature should be rather less abrupt than the actual 
transition between single ions and micelles. 

a* Op. tit*, pp. 23 ff. 
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C. B. Bury has found appreciable changes in the density and the 

partial specific volume of paraffin-chain salts as the critical con¬ 
centration is passed; 23 this work includes observations on the octo- 

ates and the laurates, Some tendency to micelle formation is 
found even in butyric acid solutions,24 

Another effect of ionic micelle formation is a displacing effeot 

on the equilibrium point of various acidimetric indicators.25 If 
paraffin-chain salts aro gradually added to buffered solutions con¬ 

taining indicators, there is little colour change until the concentration 
is sufficient for micelles to form, whereupon it may change by as 

much as corresponds to 1 or 2 units of pH. The sign of the charges 

on the ionic micelle and the indicator ions determines whether or 

not the equilibrium is displaced; and G. S. Hartley ha.s given 
rules for the choice of indicators not subject to displacement from 

this cause, which leads to considerable errors in pn determination 
by colorimetric methods. 

The activity and osmotic coefficients of the solutions are very 

much lowered, naturally, by micelle formation.20 The aggregation 
reduces the osmotic activity of the paraffin-chain ion to practically 

nil; and that of the gogenions must also be lowered very considerably 
by the Debye-Hiickel effect and the adherence of gegenions to 

the micolles.27 J. W. McBain and M. D. Betz 28 have demon¬ 

strated the very great decrease in the activity of the hydrogen ion 

in solutions of various paraffin-chain sulphonic acids, as the con¬ 
centration rises above the critical; but it should be mentioned that 

here the sharp discontinuity at the critical concentration has been 

missed. No one appears as yet to have obtained sufficiently 

accurate osmotic measurements In dilute solution to detect the 

discontinuity due to incipient micelle formation, except perhaps 
with potassium octoate.29 

It remains to account for the changes in conductivity and mo¬ 

bility at concentrations above those at which the formation of the 

ionic micelle is complete, according to the theory given above. 

With the 16-oarbon chains, the total equivalent conductivity may 

rise a little above Nj20; this rise was, at one stage of McBain’s 

theories, attributed to ionic micelle formation in addition to a 
large amount of neutral colloid. The mobility of the paraffin-chain 

•• D. G. Pavia® and C. R. Bury, J., 1030, 2263; C. R. Bury and G. A. Parry, 
J,t 1935, 626. 

a4 J. Grindley and 0. R. Bury, J., 1920, 679. 
25 G. S. Hartley, Trana. Faraday Soc<t 1934, BO, 444. 
M Cf. McBain et at., ref. (3). 

G. 8. Hartley, B. Collie, and C. 6. Samis, ref. (10), p. 812. 
28 J. Armr. Chem. Soc.t 1935, 117, 1913. 
80 J. W. McBain, M. E, Laing, and A. E. Tittey, */., 1919,115, 1291. 
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ions begins to decrease (see figure) at about 0*005iV, and simul¬ 

taneously that of the gegenions begins to increase, and these changes 

go on steadily up to above Nj 10. Increase of concentration would 

be expected, if no other changes occurred in the solution, to decrease 

the mobility of all the charged particles, owing to the increased 

braking effects of the ionic atmospheres. The observed increase in 

mobility or equivalent conductivity of the gegenions indicates that 

some of the adherent gegenions come off the micelles as they become 

more crowded in the solution. Although conditions in such con¬ 
centrated solutions are so complex that exact calculation seems 

impossible, some effect of this kind seems very probable. At 
N j 10, the micelles occupy some 3% of the total volume, so that close 

approach must occur frequently; and when this takes place, the 

charges on the surface of one micelle will tend to pull off the gegenions 

adhering to the other. 
Soap solutions have, in addition to their emulsifying power, 

considerable solvent power for organic compounds insoluble, or very 

slightly soluble, in water. S. U. Pickering 30 and E. Lester Smith 31 

have called attention to this, which indeed can scarcely be overlooked 

by anyone conducting organic preparations in the course of which 

any quantity of soap is formed. G. S. Hartley makes the most 

interesting suggestion 32 that this solvent property is due to the 

solute’s going into the interior of the ionic micelles, which is almost 

precisely similar to a liquid paraffin in nature. It has been shown 

that the amount of azobenzene which will go into a solution of a 

paraffin-chain salt consisting mainly of micelles is proportional 
to the amount of the salt present. As this substance, and many 

others which dissolve similarly in solutions containing ionic micelles, 

are very soluble in liquid paraffins, but insoluble or very slightly 

solublo in water, and also do not form solid solutions with paraffins, 
it is concluded that the interior of the ionic micelles is a chaotic 

arrangement of hydrocarbon chains possessing all the properties 
of a liquid. 

The very pronounced elastic properties of many paraffin-chain 
salt solutions are ascribed by Hartley,33 following a suggestion of 

A. S. C. Lawrence,34 to adhesion between micelles; as this adhesion 
is by the exterior of the micelles, the nature of the end groups is 

of great importance. Adhesion such as this may perhaps have 
something to do with the explanation of the results of ultrafiltration 

30 1917, 111, 8G. 
81 J. Physical Ch*m.f 1932, 36, 1401, 1672. 
82 Op. ck.f pp. 41 ff. 
88 Ibid., pp. 58 ff. 
84 Trans. Faraday Soc., 1935, 31, 189. 
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measurements of soap solutions carried out by J. W. McBain and 

others.35 
Recent Work on Unimolecular Films. 

The structure of the “ liquid-expanded ” type of unimolecular 

film of long-chain fatty substances on water has been explained 
at last by I. Langmuir,36 who uses the very bold conception that 

the upper, hydrocarbon parts of the molecules adhering to the water 

by their lower, soluble, end groups form a liquid layer with sufficient 

of the properties of a phase in bulk to have both an upper and a lower 

surface tension; the upper surface is supposed to have the same 
tension as that of a paraffin in bulk; the lower is similar to an 

interface between a paraffin oil and water, containing a few fatty- 

acid molecules in addition to the paraffin. Such films form, accord¬ 

ing to Langmuir, the limiting case of an oil caused to spread on water 

through the presence of water-attracting groups in the water-oil 

interface. These films had proved exceedingly difficult of inter¬ 
pretation ; the work of N. K. Adam and G. Jessop,37 in particular, 

having shown that they have an area and a compressibility inter¬ 

mediate between that of the condensed films, in which the molecules 

stand nearly upright and are closely packed, and that of molecules 

lying flat. It was obvious that there was some considerable degree 

of tilt in the molecules; it was supposed that the thermal agitation 

produced a state of chaotic agitation in the hydrocarbon chains, 

but there seemed no reason why the film should cohere, instead of 

spreading to unlimited areas, like the “ gaseous ” type of film, 

or why the area should so often be about times that of the mole¬ 

cules standing upright. Langmuir points out that the relation 

between the outward spreading force or “ surface pressure ” of these 

liquid-expanded films is identical with the spreading force of a thin 

layer of a hydrocarbon oil on water, wlien a certain number of fatty 

acid molecules are present in the interface between the oil and the 

water. The theory appears to meet all the facts, and provides an 

explanation for the failure to spread indefinitely in the cohesion 

of the “ liquid ” layer formed by the hydrocarbon portions of the 

molecules, a liquid layer only some four-fifths of a molecule thick 1 

If a layer of this thickness only can possess the properties of a liquid, 

there can be no objection to the interior of the ionic micelle possessing 

them also, as suggested at the end of the preceding section. 

85 J. W. McBain and W. J. Jenkins, J., 1922,121, 2325; J. W. McBain, Y. 
Kawakami, and H. P. Lucas, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1933, 55, 2762. 

36 J. Chem. Physics, 1933, 1, 756; cf. also 3rd Colloid Symposium Mono¬ 
graph, 1925, 71; Alexander, “ Colloid Chemistry/’ 1926, vol. 1, 525. 

87 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1926, A, 112, 362; cf. also N. K. Adam, W. A. Berry, 
and H. A, Turner, ibid., 1928, 117, 532; N. K. Adam, ibid., 1930, 126, 366. 
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The transition between liquid-expanded and condensed films 

presents some curious features, resembling in some ways, but not 
exactly, a phase change in the surface; Langmuir considers that it 

indicates a condensation of the molecules into surface 4 4 micelles ” 

of from five to thirteen single molecules—the numbers cannot be 

estimated with great accuracy, though they are probably not the 
same for all different types of end group in the molecules—and that 

these micelles have a constant surface vapour pressure, but themselves 
behave as the units in a “ gaseous ” type of film. This part of 

the theory is more difficult to test experimentally than that dealing 
with the expanded films alone, but appears to fit the surface- 

pressure measurements. 
The transition region between the expanded and the condensed 

films appears, liowrever, from measurements of the surface potential 

taken at different parts of the surface, to consist often of at least 

two types of film in patches large enough to give a fluctuating 

potential as the exploring air electrode moves over the surface. 

It will be remembered that the surface potential, or the change 

in contact potential between the water and the air caused by the 

presence of a unimolecular film at the surface, is measured with a 

metallic wire just above the water, the end of the wire being coated 

with a little radioactive material to render the air conducting.38 

A film consisting of patches appears inhomogeneous to a moving 
air electrode. J. H. Schulman and A. H. Hughes 39 found small 

fluctuations with films of myristic acid, and N. K. Adam and J. B. 

Harding 40 found fairly large ones with margaronitrile, in the tran¬ 

sition region. Such patches must be of the order of millimetres 

across, as the air electrode is usually about 1 mm. above the surface, 

and can scarcely be accounted for by micelles consisting of a few 

molecules only. The transition region appears to require further 

investigation, in order to account for this patchy structure. Apart 

from this obscure point, the structure of unimolecular surface 

films of long-chain fatty substances on water now appears to be 
fairly well understood. 

A beginning has been made with the investigation, by F. A. 

Askew and J. F. Danielli,41 by methods analogous to those used for 

insoluble films at water-air surfaces, of films at the interface between 

an aqueous and a non-aqueous, immiscible, liquid. Preliminary 

88 Cf. J. Guyot, Ann, Physique, 1924, 10, 506; A. Frumkin, Z. physikal. 
Ohem., 1925, 110, 486; J. H. Schulman and E. K. Rideal, Proc. Boy. Soc., 
1931, A, 130, 259; N. K. Adam and J. B. Harding, ibid., 1932, 138, 411; 
Trans. Faraday Soc., 1933, 89, 837. 

•• Proc. Boy. Soc., 1932, A, 138, 443. 
40 Ibid., 1933, A, 143, 107. 41 Ibid., 1930, A, 155, 695. 
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results at the interface between bromobenzene and water indicate 
that, for long-chain aliphatic compounds, the lateral adhesion 

in the films, due to hydrocarbon chains, is much less when these are 
immersed in a non-polar or slightly polar liquid than at the water- 

air interface. This is because the chains are moved about among 

the molecules of the liquid; their surface energy does not have to be 
satisfied, as in the case of a water-air surface, by close adhesion to 

the hydrocarbon chains of other molecules in the film, but is satisfied 

by adhesion to the molecules of the non-aqueous liquid, which are in 

constant translator motion. 
As a general rule, mere prevsence at a liquid surface does not appear 

to alter the intrinsic reactivity or energy of activation of a molecule. 

In this respect liquid surfaces differ, of course, from solid. Never¬ 

theless, it has been shown that the rate of reaction of a substance 

at a liquid surface may be influenced by the special conditions pre¬ 

vailing at the surface, through change in the accessibility of the re¬ 
acting groups in the molecules at the surface to reagents in the 

substrate or underlying liquid. A striking instance of this was 

found by A. H. Hughes and E. K. Rideal 42 in the oxidation of 
acids containing a double bond in the middle of the hydrocarbon 

chain, such as oleic or petroselinic acid, by permanganate in the 

underlying water. The rate of oxidation is nearly ten times as 

great when the film is under low compression, so that the molecules 

frequently lie nearly flat, as when the film is highly compressed and 

the double bonds in the molecules have less chance of reaching the 

water. These films are of the expanded type, i.e.y the molecules 
are oscillating in a chaotic manner, so that probably all parts of the 

hydrocarbon chain come into contact with the water at one time or 

another; but the chance of the upper and middle parts of the chains 

reaching the water is much greater if the film is not too highly 

compressed. Similar results have been obtained on the more 

highly unsaturated addition compound of elseostearin and maleic 
anhydride by G. Gee and E. K. Rideal; 43 A. H. Hughes 44 finds 

that snake venoms in the substrate hydrolyse the oleyl chains off 

lecithin in a unimoleeular film on the surface more easily if the 

lecithin film is not highly compressed; i.eif the double bonds in 
the oleyl chains can easily reach the water. 

In all such work, as indeed in all work on surface films, there is a 
risk of changes in the surface being due, not to actual chemical 

changes in the substance originally spread in the film, but to the 

arrival, often accidental, of other substances at the surface from the 

44 Proa. Roy. Soc.t 1933, A, 140, 233; cf. also A. H. Hughes, J., 1933, 338. 
44 Proc. Roy. Soc.t 1935, A, 153, 116. 
44 Biothem. 1985, 29, 437. 
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solution. In this connexion the very slow rates of adsorption of 

dilute solutions of certain paraffin-chain salts may be of interest: 
N. K. Adam and H. L. Shute,45 also R. C. Brown46 by a different 

method, found that the final surface tension in extremely dilute 

solutions may not be reached for days. A curious fact is that, if the 

concentration is high enough for ionic micelles to be present, the 
final tension is reached almost at once. Incidentally, R. C. Brown 

finds that the “ ripple ” method for determining surface tension 
gives values as low as the usual static methods, proving that when 

ripples pass over the surface of an aqueous solution there is no dis¬ 

placement of the solute from the surface. It has been shown by 

J. H. Schulman and A. H. Hughes 47 that some soluble but strongly 
surface-active substances, especially soaps and other paraffin- 

chain salts, will displace such substances as tripalmitin from a 

unimolecular film on the surface, by reason of their own tendency 

to pass from the interior of the solution to its surface. Protein 

films also may be displaced. 

Besides the long-chain fatty substances, the sterols,48 and many 

allied complex ring structures,49' 50, 51 form very stable unimolecular 

films, which have been investigated for several years by N. K. 

Adam, F. A. Askew, J. F. Danielli, and others. Very frequently 

the principal or the only water-soluble group is found at the extreme 

end of the molecule, any aliphatic side chain, if present, being at the 

opposite end; and usually surface films of such substances have the 

molecules standing upright in the surface, closely packed and form¬ 

ing very coherent films. Exceptions do, however, occur, the most 

notable being with coprostenone, the ketone formed by oxidation of 

the sterol cholesterol. The change of the CH(OH) group into CO, 

without any change of position, results in the molecules becoming 

very much tilted to the vertical, and the area increasing by nearly 

50%. Some other substances, particularly ketonic derivatives of 

45 Trans. Faraday Soc., 1935, 31, 204. 
48 Ibid., p. 205; Proc. Physical Soc., 1936, 48, 312. 
47 Biochcm. J., 1935, 29, 1236, 1243. 
48 Sterols : N. K. Adam, Proc. Boy. Soc., 1928, A, 120, 473; N. K. Adam 

and O. Rosenheim, ibid., 1929, A, 126, 25; 1929, B, 105, 422; J. F. Danielli 
and N. K. Adam, Biochcm. J., 1934, 28, 1583; N. K. Adam, F. A. Askew, and 
J. F. Danielli, ibid., 1935, 29, 1786. 

48 Oestrin derivatives : N. K. Adam, J. F. Danielli, G. A. D. Hasl^wood, 
and G. F. Marrian, ibid., 1932, 26, 1233; Danielli, Marrian, and Haslewood, 
ibid., 1933, 27, 311. 

40 Sapogenins : F. A. Askew, S. N. Farmer, and G. A. R. ICon, J., 1936, 
1399, 

61 Resinols: F. A. Askew, ibid., p. 1595; W. D. Harkins, H. E. Ries, and 
B, F. Carman, J. Amer. Ohem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2224; 1936, 58, 1377; J. 
Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 228. 
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sterols, show the same effect in lesser degree. Irradiation of ergo- 

sterol produces the same effect. The cause remains a complete 

mystery, and the fact, with the possibility of tilt of the molecules 
occurring even when there is only one water-soluble group at the 

extreme end of the molecule, renders it much more difficult to make 
deductions as to the constitution of new members of this class of 

compound from surface-film measurements than had been hoped. 

The oestrin group has proved interesting, in so far as derivatives 

of the same parent substance, differing only in the number and 
position of certain water-soluble groups, stand on one or the other 
end of the ring system, in the surface films; and may also, with 

appropriate distribution of water-soluble groups, lie flat in the surface. 
These results are quite simply interpreted in the light of the con¬ 

stitution of the molecules.49 

The surface-film measurements give a measurement of the size 

of organic molecules in certain packings and orientations on the 
water surfaces, and have been used as an aid in determining the 

constitution of various substances; the size and properties of the 

surface films to be expected for a given constitution can often be 

foretold from measurements on nearly related compounds, or even 

on models of the molecules. It was shown by B. C. J. G. Knight,52 

for instance, that batyl alcohol, known to be an ether of glycerol 

with one molecule of octadecyl alcohol, has the long chain on one 
of the terminal hydroxyls in the glycerol, not on the centre one, 

by a comparison of surface films of this substance with those of 
a-monopalmitin; the films are very closely similar, but quite different 

from those to be expected if the long chain were attached to the 
central hydroxyl group. This conclusion, disputed at first, was 

afterwards confirmed by more ordinary methods.53 Surface- 
film measurements on the sterols are quite inconsistent with the 

older formulae, but consistent with the new and now universally 

adopted formulae of 0. Rosenheim and H. King. 

Cellulose derivatives,54 proteins,55'56 and highly polymerised 
synthetic substances containing numerous hydroxyl groups in the 

62 Biodiem. J., 1930, 24, 257; cf. N. K. Adam, J., 1933, 164. 
63 W. II. Davies, I. M. Heilbron, and W. E. Jones, J., 1933, 165; 1934, 

1232. 
64 N. K. Adam, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1933, 29, 90; N. K. Adam and J. B. 

Harding, ibid., p. 837. 
56 E. Gorter and others, Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1925, 28, 

371; 1926, 29, 1262; 1929,32, 770; 1932,35, 838; 1933,36, 922; 1934,37, 
20, 355, 788; J. Oen. Physiol., 1935, 18, 421; Biochem. J., 1935, 29, 38, 48. 

64 A. H. Hughes and E. K. Rideal, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1932, A, 137, 62; A. H. 
Hughes, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1933, 29, 214; J. H. Schulman and A. H. 
Hughes, Biochem. J., 1935, 29, 1236. 
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chains 57 generally lie flat in the surface, if they can be spread at all. 

Complete spreading is decidedly difficult to obtain, and practically 
no spreading is obtained if the protein is first denatured.58 When 

spread, the protein films, and the cellulose films, may be compressed 

or expanded somewhat without collapsing ; in the case of the protein 

films this is considered by A. H. Hughes and E. K. Rideal to be a 
folding of the chains without leaving the surface, similar to those 

caused by stretching protein fibres. N. K. Adam 54 considers that 

the compressibility of cellulose derivatives is due to a tilt of the 

unit glucose rings slightly away from the surface on lateral com¬ 

pression . 

Finally, some interesting work on the transference of oriented 

films of long-chain molecules from water surfaces to solids must be 

mentioned.59 By repeatedly dipping a clean glass, or polished 

metal, plate into water covered by unimolccular films, layers may be 

deposited one by one. Generally, the first layer has the polar 

groups oriented towards the glass or metal, the next lias them 

outwards, and so on alternately. The structure is very similar 
to that of crystals of these paraffin-chain compounds. If the outer 

layer has the hydrocarbon ends of the molecules outwards, the 

surface is not easily wetted by water; but if it has the water-attract¬ 

ing groups outwards, it is perfectly wetted. In certain circum¬ 

stances successive layers can be deposited all with the hydrocarbon 

chains pointing outwards. 
Even one of these layers, as I. Langmuir showed in 1920,60 has 

a considerable lubricating effect on the solid. 

N. K. A. 

7. The Effect of the Solvent in the Measurement of 

Dipole Moments. 

Although it was realised before 1932 that, when determined in 

solution, the dielectric polarisation of a compound possessing a result¬ 

ant dipole moment varied somewhat with the nature of the solvent, 

even when the results were extrapolated to infinite dilution, it was 

generally believed that the differences were not considerable and that 

the dipole moments calculated from data obtained in this manner 

87 W. D. Harkins, E. F. Carman, and H. E. Rios, J. Chew. Physics, 1935, 
3, 692. 

88 H. Neurath, J. Physical Chem1936, 40, 301. 
68 K. B. Blodgett, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1934, 56, 495; 1935, 57, 1007; I. 

Langmuir and V. J. Schaefer, ibid., 1936, 58, 284; G. L. Clark, R. R. Sterrett, 
and P. W. Leppla, ibid., 1935, 57, 330. 

80 Trans. Faraday Soc., 1920, 15, 68. 
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were in good agreement with those derived from measurements on 

the vapour. The results of F. H. Muller1 on the polarisation of 

chlorobenzene in a number of solvents called attention, however, to 

the possibility that the solvent influence might be appreciable, and 

that dipole moments estimated from measurements in dilute solution 

might require reconsideration. In the past three years many 
studies of the solvent influence on dielectric polarisation have been 

made, from both theoretical and experimental points of view, and 

Muller's results have been substantiated and extended. One of the 

objects of this work has been to discover a relationship between the 

moment determined in solution and the true value, it being assumed 

that the latter is given by the vapour-temperature method based on 

the well-known Mosotti-Clausius-Debye equation. The treatment 
may be divided very roughly into three sections : (a) empirical 

methods for correcting for the solvent influence, (6) theoretical con¬ 

sideration of factors not included in the Debye equation, (c) funda¬ 

mental modifications of this equation. It will be assumed, for the 
present, that the deviation from ideal behaviour is to be ascribed 

to electrical interaction between solvent and solute, and that no 
chemical action occurs. 

(a) Empirical Corrections for the Solvent Influence.—In order to 

account for the results with a number of substances, F. H. Muller 2 

proposed the relationship 

= 1 - o-075(s — i)2... (i) 
(x 2 -tl)vapour 

where P2 and It represent the total polarisation and molecular 

refractivity respectively of the solute and e is the dielectric constant 

of the solvent. The value of 00P2 in solution is obtained by extra¬ 

polation to infinite dilution. If the atom polarisation is negligible, 

then equation (1) can be written, to a first approximation, in the 
form 

^ = 1 - 0-038 (e - l)2 . . . . (2) 
gvap. 

This equation implies that the dipole moment measured in solution is 
less than the vapour value, the discrepancy increasing with increasing 

dielectric constant of the solvent. To obtain the true moment 
it is necessary to extrapolate the results in solution to the value 

for a medium of dielectric constant unity. The facts were explained 

qualitatively by supposing that the intense electrical field of a dipole 

molecule produced saturation of the dielectric in its vicinity, so that 

1 Physical. Z.f 1932, 33, 732. 
* Ibid,, 1933, 34, 689; Trans. Faraday &Joe., 1934, 80, 729. 
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the polarisability of the non-polar solvent is decreased below its 

value in the pure state. The decrease in polarisation of the solution, 
which is evident as an apparent decrease of moment of the solute, is, 
according to Milller, due to the solvent. By adapting the method 

employed 8 for the interpretation of dielectric phenomena in electro¬ 

lytic solutions, an expression was deduced for the expected change in 

polarisation of the solvent. It has been pointed out,4 however, that 

the almost exact additivity of refractivities in solution argues against 

the postulate of dielectric saturation. The empirical equation (1) 
is satisfactory for calculating (xvap. in certain instances, but it fails 

in others,8 and in any case it can only have limited applicability, 

since it is now evident that, although for the majority of compounds 
the apparent dipole moment decreases with increasing dielectric 

constant of the solvent, yet for some substances, e.g., alcohols, the 

moment is almost independent of the medium, whereas for others, 
e.g., chloroform, the moment in solution is greater than that of the 

vapour.6 

H. O. Jenkins7 suggested that roP2 in various media is a linear 

function of 1/e, thus 
„P2 = A±Blt.(3) 

where A and B are constants. By altering the sign in front of the 

Bjz term, equation (3) could be used to represent both positive and 

negative solvent effects. This empirical relationship has the advan¬ 

tage of covering a wider range of dielectric constants than equation 

(1) and appears to be applicable to nitrobenzene, chlorobenzene, and 
p-nitroaniline in a number of solvents, both polar and non-polar. 

It fails, however, in certain instances to give the correct value for the 

polarisation when the results are extrapolated to e = 1. In its 
simplest form the relationship proposed by S. Sugden,8 that P2 is a 

linear function of the volume polarisation, may be written 

Pt = A±B{*- l)/M-2) .... (4) 

so that it covers both types of solvent influence: as will be seen 

shortly, an equation of this type has a theoretical basis. It has been 

found to be of the correct form to represent the variation of polarisa¬ 

tion with dielectric constant of the medium for a number of dipolar 

solutes, but it is doubtful if the significance originally attached to A, 

a H. Sack, Physikal. Z.t 1927, 28, 199. 
* F. C. Frank, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 152, 171 (172). 
* C. P. Smyth et al.f J. Chem. Phytice, 1935, 3, 55, 347, 557; E. G. Cowley 

and J. R. Partington, J., 1936, 1184; 1937, 130. 
6 K. Higasi, Bull. Inst. Phys. Chem. Res. Tokyo, 1934, 13, 1167. 
7 Nature, 1934, 133, 106; J., 1934, 480. 
* Nature, 1934, 133, 415; Tram. Faraday Soc., 1934, 30, 720. 
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as the sum of Pj*p- and a small constant, and to B, as the orienta¬ 

tion polarisation (P0) of the solute, can be substantiated either theor¬ 

etically (see below) or from actual measurements. By Sugden’s 
equation the plot of P2 against (e — l)/(e 2) for various solvents, or 

for different concentrations in the same solvent, should be a straight 

line, which on extrapolation to (z — l)/(e f 2) — 0, that is e — 1, 
should give Pxttp, but this procedure does not always yield satis¬ 

factory results.9 F. Fairbrother 10 has tested equation (4) by plot¬ 

ting P2 against (e — l)/(e + 2) for nitrobenzene in solution at several 
temperatures, and found, as required, that straight lines converging 

to a common point for (e — l)/(e + 2) = 1 are obtained. From 
the slope of the lines, assumed equal to P0, the moment was found 

to be 4-24D, in excellent agreement with the vapour value. A com¬ 

prehensive test of equation (4), however, has led H. 0. Jenkins and 

L. E. Sutton 9 to conclude that it is only approximately correct: the 
value of B is often very different from P0, and the agreement ob¬ 
served by Fairbrother for nitrobenzene is regarded as fortuitous. 

Another type of semi-empirical equation is that of R. J. W. Le 

Ffevre,11 viz,, 

Fo/Po' - A'(e" -f 2)/(c' -I- 2) . . . . (;>) 

where P'0 and PQ represent the orientation polarisations for a given 

solute in tw'o media of dielectric constant e' and e", respectively, and 
K is a constant approximately equal to unity for a number of sub¬ 

stances. If one of the solvents is regarded as a vacuum (e" -- 1), 

then it follows that 
pjoiypvap. _ X3/(e + 2) .... (6) 

The use of this equation is restricted by the uncertainty in the value 
of K, and also because it only applies to negative solvent effects, 

that is, when polarisation decreases with increasing dielectric con¬ 

stant. In spite of their limitations, and the fact that they cannot be 

used for accurate extrapolation to e = 1, one or other of the equations 
given above may be employed for interpolation purposes, for ex¬ 

ample, when it is required to compare polarisations of different 
substances under analogous conditions, e.g., in media of the same 
dielectric constant. For this purpose a function of z giving a linear 

relationship against P2 is to be preferred : the volume polarisation 
(e — l)/(e + 2), or its square, appears to be best for this purpose.12 

* H. O. Jenkins and L. E. Sutton, J., 1935, 609; E. G. Cowley and J. R. 
Partington, locc. tit., ref. (5). 

10 J., 1934, 1846. 
11 J., 1935, 773. 
12 D. P. Earp and S. Glasstone, ibid., pp. 1709, 1720. 
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(b) Theoretical Consideration of Factors not included in the Debye 

Equation.—Soon after the publication of Muller's work on the polari¬ 
sation of chlorobenzene, an attempt was made by J. Weigle 13 to 

explain the results theoretically. Two factors not included in the 

.Debye treatment of dipolar molecules were considered, namely, 

(i) the polarisation of the medium by the dipolar molecules of solute, 

and (ii) the orientation of optically anisotropic solvent molecules 

surrounding the dipole. The second of these factors should produce 

a moment Ag', acting in the same direction as the primary moment, 

given by 
Ag' = - a")2//;T .... (7) 

where A is a numerical constant, g is the moment of the dipolar 
molecule, assumed to be spherical, and a is its radius; a' and a" are 

the polarisabilities along the two chief axes of the anisotropic solvent 

molecule, assumed to be an ellipsoid of revolution. Since a' — a" 
is involved, Agr is evidently small, and for most solvents it is pro¬ 

bably of the order of 1% of the primary moment. The main influ¬ 

ence of the solvent is attributed to the polarisation of its molecules 

by the dipoles. If the molecules are spherical, Weigle finds the 
moments induced by the solute in surrounding molecules should 

cancel one another, so that the resultant effect is zero. For non- 
sphcrical solvent molecules, however, the resultant induced moment 

is generally not zero : its value and sign depend on the actual shape 

of the molecules. Weigle considered only the case of a molecule 
consisting of a cone terminating at its point in a spherical surface, 

and found the resultant induced moment Ag, in the direction of the 
primary moment, to be given by the following equation, in which 

small terms have been ignored, viz., 

Ag — B[x(-{-2a").(8) 

where the magnitude and sign of B depend on the shape of the solute 

molecule and v! and a" are the polarisabilities of the solvent. This 

is virtually the form in which Weigle left his deductions, but further 

consideration shows that it can be written in another way so as to 

bring out more explicitly the influence of the dielectric constant of 
the medium. If the difference in a' and a" is not great, equation (8) 

reduces to Ag = 3Uga, where a represents the mean polarisability 

of the solvent molecules, and for a non-polar substance this is given 

by 
M(z - l)/d(s + 2) = 4/3*iVa . . • • (9) 

so that 
A[x = y.C(e - l)/(e + 2) 

or t'-sol./H’vap. = 1 + C( s — l)/(e + 2) . • (10) 

ls Uelv. Phyeica Acta, 1933, 6, 68. 
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where G is a constant, dependent on the shape of the solute molecule. 

The relationship between this and Sugden’s equation (4) is evident. 

K. Higasi 6 has shown that Weiglo’s theory predicts a negative 
solvent effect for molecules elongated along the dipole axis, and a 

positive effect for molecules having their elongation perpendicular 

to this axis. The latter type of molecule should have negative 
Kerr constants, and it was in fact found that with such substances, 

only a limited number of which are known, the dipole moment in 
solution is greater than in the vapour. 

The calculation of the moment induced in the solvent by the di¬ 

polar solute has been extended by F. C. Frank,14 who has given a 

very complete discussion of the solvent effect in the measurement of 

dipole moment, and independently by K. Higasi.16 Frank makes 
use of the relationship / = E(z — 1) /4tc for the induced moment per 

unit volume, where E is the field strength in the given volume 

element : the field strength at any point in the vicinity of the dipole, 
assumed to have no finite length, can be readily calculated. In 

order to obtain the resultant induced moment it is convenient to 

divide the space round the dipolo into elementary shells of uniform 
field, and each of these is further divided into elementary rings in 

which the uniform field is uniformly inclined to the dipolar axis. 

The induced moment is calculated to be 

Ag = A^z - l)/e.(II) 

or tw./nvap. = 1 + -4n(e — l)/e .... (12) 

where A is a quantity determined by the shape of the molecule and 

the position of the dipole within it : the value of A may be positive 

or negative and is evaluated by a process of graphical integration. 
Actual dipolar molecules may be divided roughly into four cate¬ 

gories according to their geometry, with characteristic solvent 

effects, (i) Small molecules with no large group attached, e.g.} HC1, 

H20, for which A is about + 0*1, so that the solvent effect should be 
positive, (ii) Molecules with a radical on the dipole axis, e.g.,CHsCl, 

C6H5*N02, C6H5C1; nearly all the substances considered by F. H. 

Muller fall into this category. The solvent effect is negative, and 

Frank’s calculations give results in approximate agreement with 

Muller’s rule (equation 2). (iii) Molecules with a single radical not 

on the dipole axis, e.g.f CH3,OH; with such substances the effeot 

depends largely on the angle 0 representing the polar co-ordinate of 

the radical with respect to the dipole axis, the position of the dipole 

being the origin. If 0 is less than 55°, Ajx is negative and of appreci- 

14 Loc, cit., ref. (4), p. 171. 
14 Sci. Paper* In*U Pky*. Ckem, Be*. Tokyo, 1930, 28, 284. 
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able magnitude, but if 0 is greater than 55° then Ap tends to become 

positive although it is only appreciable when 6 is about 90°. Tor 

alcohols, the solvent effect might be expected to be small, (iv) Mole¬ 

cules with radicals off the dipole axis but possessing axial symmetry, 

e.g., CH3*0*CH3, (CH3)3N, (CH3)2CO; the induced moment in the 

solvent is, as in case (iii), negative or positive according as 0 is less 
or greater than 55°. For dimethyl ether it should be small, for tri- 

methylamine it should be positive, whereas for acetone it should be 

negative but not large. The anticipations are in general agreement 
with experimental observations. It is of interest to record that 

F. H. Muller and P. Mortier,16 as a result of measurements with a 

number of compounds, have divided molecules into groups corres¬ 
ponding closely to those proposed by Frank from theoretical con¬ 

siderations : the former authors also emphasise the importance 

of the position of the dipole in the molecule, which is determined by 

Frank’s angle 0. Since equation (12) may be written 

gsol./gvap. ^ 1 "f- -4|Xvap. u4gyftp./e . . . (13) 

it follows that the plot of p30i. against 1/e should be linear, and when 

extrapolated to e = 1 the result should give the truo moment in the 

vapour state. As far as the available data are concerned these 

anticipations are only realised very approximately, the extrapolated 

value of pvap. being higher than that observed.17 Although it is 

apparent that the main solvent effect is to be attributed to induced 

polarisation in the solvent molecules, other factors, e.g., distortion 

of the field surrounding the dipole, various forms of interaction be¬ 

tween the molecules of solvent and the solute, and orientation of the 

solvent molecules on account of their anisotropy, must be taken into 
consideration. It may be noted that since P0 is proportional to 

p2, equation (13) reduces to one similar to that of Jenkins [equation 

(3)], if the term involving 1/s2 is neglected. 

The treatment of K. Iiigasi15 is based on the relationship Ap = 

ccE, where a is the polarisability of the solvent molecule, as given by 

equation (9), and E is the field strength. The value of Ap is cal¬ 
culated as 

Ap-p.4(e-l)/(e + 2) .... (14) 
or 

&jul./gva;p. = 1 + Mz ~ !)/(s + 2) . . . (15) 

which is identical in form with that obtainable from Weigle’s treat¬ 
ment : this is to be expected, as Higasi’s method is a direct extension 

of that of Weigle. The sign and value of A depend on the shape of 

the solute molecule, and a number of cases are considered. (I) If 

16 Physikal. Z.f 1935, 36, 371. 
17 See, however, E. G. Cowley and J. R. Partington, J1936, 1184 (1189). 
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the molecule is spherical, then A is zero and gsoi. == gvap.. (II) The 

dipolar molecule has the shape of an ellipsoid of rotation with a 

dipole at its centre along its axis of symmetry : if a is the radius along 
the dipolar axis and c the value at right angles, then there are two 

possibilities, according as (a) a > c (Fig. 1^4) or (b) a < c (Fig. IB). 

For case (a), the value of A is given by 

Ana = . jl - log (k + Vi-2 7:rl)j - i • (16) 

where k is equal to ajc, the ratio of the radii, which is greater than 

unity : the value of Ana is always negative, so that for molecules 

of this type the solvent effect should always be negative. For case 

(b) it is calculated that 

- V-i {• - vi •-- * • <"> 
where k is now less than unity, and Aub is always positive, as also is 

the solvent influence. (Ill) The solute molecule is an ellipsoid of 

rotation but the dipole is not at its centre (Fig. 2): several cases are 

(A) (B) 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

possible, {a) If ax > c and a2 > c, then A11Ja is the sum of two terms 

Ax and A2, where 

a --c2 f , a2 -j-Va^ — c2) i /1 o\ 

v ^i1 - v«y-^Iog -—c-—} ~h ■ (18) 

and A2 has an analogous value with a2 replacing ax : both Ax and A2 

are always negative. (6) If ax > c and a% < c, then Amh is the 
sum of Alf as above, and B2, where 

52 = 
-c2 

sin •i Y^2 
c -i • 
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which is always positive. The actual solvent effect will therefore be 

either negative or positive according as Ax is greater or less than B2. 

(c) If at < c and a2 < c, then 

A me — -j- B2.(20) 

where B2 is as already given and Bi is the corresponding value when 
£*■]_ replaces a2 : both terms are positive, (d) If aL < c and a2 > c, 
then 

Anui — Bx + A2.(21) 

which may be negative or positive, according to the relative values of 
A2 and Bv Provided the dipole is not situated far from the centre 
of the molecule, the results of Higasi may be summarised, in general, 
by the statement 

gsoi. < M-vap. according as a | c 

where a and c arc measured along the dipolar axis and perpendicular 
to it, respectively. The main difficulty in the application of the 
equations given above to determine gvap. from measurements in 
solution lies in the determination of the shape of the molecule and the 
position of the dipole in it. This is done approximately from the 
known atomic dimensions and from stereochemical considerations, 
the molecule being assumed to be equivalent in shape to an ellipsoid 
of rotation. Where the necessary data are available, Higasi has 
shown the calculated values of A a to be in good agreement with 
gaol. — gvap.j and the same conclusion has been reached by E. G. 
Cowley and J. R. Partington,5 who have made measurements on 
benzonitrile, propionitrile, bromobenzene, and ethyl bromide in six 
non-polar solvents. The theory of the electro-optical Kerr effect18 
indicates that positive Kerr constants are, in general, to be expected 
for molecules in which the dipole lies in the direction of the longer 
axis, so that they should show negative solvent effects : most com¬ 
pounds have positive Kerr constants, and hence the dipole moments 
in solution are usually smaller than the vapour values. When the 
Kerr constant is negative, e.g., for chloroform, the solvent effect is 
positive : for such substances the dipole is perpendicular to the longer 
axis of the molecule.6 Before proceeding, attention may be called 
to a difference between the equation of Frank and those of Weigle 
and of Higasi: both the last two involve (s — l)/(e + 2), but the 
first gives Ag as a function of (e — l)/s. Since e for most non-polar 
solvents is about 2, the general results are not very different, but the 
discrepancy requires further investigation. 

An entirely different approach has been outlined by P. Debye,19 

18 See, e.g., H. A. Stuart, “ Molekulstruktur,” 1934, p. 197 et seq. 
19 PhyaikaL Z., 1935, 36, 100; Chem, Reviews, 1936, 19, 171. 
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based on the theory of quasi-crystalline structure of liquids: the 

axis of the dipolar molecule is supposed to rotate relatively slowly, so 
that an additional term is to be added to that of thermal agitation 

hindering the orientation of dipoles in an external field. The expres¬ 

sion for the orientation polarisation per molecule should then be 
written 

Po-(VW.%).(22) 

where F(y) is a function of y ~ EjkT, E being regarded as the coup¬ 

ling energy between solvent and solute molecules which prevents 
rapid rotation. The treatment so far has been qualitative; it 

accounts only for negative solvent effects but does not explain its 
variation with dielectric constant. It has been suggested that the 

theory may prove more useful for polar than for non-polar solvents.4 

(c) Fundamental Modifications of the Debye, Equation.—Unless a 
molecule is optically isotropic*-, i.c.3 equally polarisable in all direc¬ 

tions, neither the Mosotti-Clausius equation nor its extension by 
Debye to polar molecules can be strictly applicable. (Sir) C. V. 

Raman and K. S. Krishnan20 have pointed out that there is much 

evidence to show that actual molecules are not isotropic; they have 
considered the general case of a pure liquid consisting of anisotropic 

molecules and have derived the equation 

e — 1 if 4tc 
e + 2‘ d 

S“ + Jil) + 
3kTJ f cH 

— 1 

I- 2 
AT V -f 

ut) 
(23) 

where Sa — a' + a" + a'", the polarisabilities along three axes, and 

T and 0 give the effects of anisotropy on the induced and the orient¬ 
ation polarisation, respectively, which can be determined, approxi¬ 

mately at least, from measurements of light scattering and from the 

geometry of the molecule.21 The equation has been extended to 
liquid mixtures,22 then becoming 

« — 1 
e + 2* 

(24) 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 stand for solvent and solute respectively. 

M. A. Govinda Rau 23 has considered the special case when one of the 

80 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1928, A, 117, 589. 
81 See (Sir) C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan, Phil. May., 1928, 5, 498; 

K. S. Krishnan and S. R. Rao, Indian J. Physics, 1929—30, 4, 39; M. Raman- 
adham, Proc. Indian Acad, Sci„ 1934, 1, A, 281; H. O. Jenkins and 8. H. 
Bauer, J. Amer. Ch&m. Soc.9 1936, $8, 2435. 

22 D. S. Snbbaramaiya, Proc. hidia,n Acad. Set., 1934, 1, A, 355. 
23 Ibid., 1936, 1, A, 498; see also H. O. Jenkins and S. H. Bauer, loc. cit., 

ref. (21). 
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components, fbe., the solvent, is non-polar, that is = 0 and 0! = 0, 
so that 

1 M,., 

e -f- 2 d'i,2 

f/. 4’a'(2“I+ 

1 
3 

’WT 

e — I 
. z_: aw 

■t) E + 2N(r* + 3M’) ■ ^ 

The molar polarisation of the non-polar solvent in the gaseous state 

is and according to equation (23) this can be put equal to 

£l - 1 M 

-f* 2 d 
further, the molar polarisation of the 

solute in the vapour state is equal to ^ N > ‘so that 

substitution in equation (25) gives 

pv*p._1 /£ ~ ~ J; ^J,J5 __ f C1 ^ 

11 ”/oVM:2 * dh2 Kx + 2 • dj * 
J u;1 fl ( e ^ £1 y_J \ 

I-riK^+sIr) ■ • <2«) 
the first term on the right-hand side being P.*0,\ In very dilute 

solutions it may be assumed that the dielectric constant and the 

density vary in a linear manner with the concentration, thus 

s = si(l + ah) a^d ^i, 2 = ^i(] + ¥2) 

It can then be shown 24 that in the limit as infinite dilution is 

approached, when the first term in equation (26) becomes coP2, the 
3 

second term becomes JVT, .—and in the third e becomes the 
1 tei + 2)z 

value for the solvent, i.e., cv so that 

P?* - - 
A xtei + 2)* 

* AT\y 
. 1 2 

1 0 .N 
f 2 3/cPJ 

(27) 

In this equation the quantity applies to the pure solvent, but 
T2 and 0 are those applicable to the solute molecule in a slate of 
infinite dilution in the solvent, and not those for the pure homogeneous 

solute. Of the correction terms in the square bracket of equation 

(27) the first two are generally small and negative, but the third, 

which is the most important, can be negative or positive according 
as the dipole moment of the solute molecule lies along the axis of 

greatest polarisability or not: that is, according as the solute has a 

positive or negative Kerr constant, the sign of which is opposite to 

84 G. Hedestrand, Z, physikal. Chem,, 1929, B, 2, 428. 
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that of 0.25 This result is, therefore, in qualitative agreement with 

experiment and with Higasi’s treatment. By assuming the solute 

to be represented by an ellipsoidal cavity of the same shape as ben¬ 
zene, M. A. Govinda Rau 23 was able to apply equation (27) to 

measurements 26 on nitrobenzene in various solvents, and thereby 
obtained a value of P2 in good agreement with that observed for the 

vapour : for dioxan as solvent, however, there was an appreciable 

difference. E. G. Cowley and J. R. Partington 5 have tested the 

equation with measurements on benzonitrile, bromobenzene, and 
ethyl bromide; the calculated Pjap- values are of the correct order, 

and almost constant for data from different solvents, but they differ 

somewhat from the experimental vapour values. It is important 

to note that for carbon disulphide as solvent, the molecules of which 

are anisotropic, the discrepancies are considerable. The funda¬ 

mental difficulty in the exact application of equation (27) lies in the 

evaluation of the important quantity © for the solute : not only is 
the basis of its calculation from optical and other data uncertain, 

but the result so obtained is for the pure solute, whereas, as emphas¬ 

ised above, it is the value at infinite dilution in the particular solvent 
which is required. By using experimental Paap- data 0 can be 

calculated, and the results so obtained are different from those 

evaluated for the pure solute; 27 further, the 0 values vary appreci¬ 

ably from one solvent to another.28 The fundamental arguments of 

Raman and Krishnan, upon whose treatment Govinda Rail's 

equation is based, have also been subjected to criticism.29 

(Mrs.) C. G. Le Eevro and R. J. W. Lc Eevrc,30 following E. R. 

Goss,31 have shown that the relationship 

Ft - i . 3®. Llli 
j>vap. - 4:r(JL2 * e + 2 

(28) 

may be derived from the Raman and Krishnan equation for a pure 

liquid, and there is reason to suppose that a similar equation will 
apply if Poq- is replaced by Pj,01- determined from measurements 

26 M. A. Govinda Rau, loc. cit., ref. (23), p. 505; (Mrs.) C. G. Le F&vre 
and R. J. W. Le Fevre, J., 1935, 1747 (1748). 

26 M. A. Govinda Rau and R. N. Narayanaswamy, Proc. Indian Acad. 
Sci., 1935, 1, At 489. 

27 M. A. G. Rau, loc. cit., ref. (23), p. 507; F. C. Frank, Chem, and Ind., 
1936, 55, 37; E. G. Cowley and J. R. Partington, J., 1937, 130. 

28 R. J. W. Le F6vre and P. Russell, ibid., 1936, 491 (492); H. O. Jenkins 
and S. H. Bauer, loc. cit., ref. (21). 

29 H. O. Jenkins and L. E. Sutton, J., 1935, 609 (614); H. Muller, Physical 
Rev1936, 50, 547; H. O. Jenkins and S. H. Bauer, loc. cit., ref. (21). 

80 J., 1935, 1747. 
81 J., 1934, 696. 
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in solution after extrapolation to infinite dilution. It must be 

pointed out, however, that the argument is not exact, since @, p, and 
e in equation (28) for the pure liquid refer to the same substance; 
when the equation is applied to a solution, however, © and p refer 
to the solute and e to the solvent. By making use of the equation 
Pi** = inN[i2/9JcT, it is seen that the relationship of Le Fkvre and 
Le Fkvre is identical with equation (27) with the first two terms in the 

square bracket omitted : it can only be regarded, therefore, as 
approximate. If 0 is assumed to be equal to — 47rp2/3, then equa¬ 
tion (28) becomes identical with the empirical relationship, equation 

(6), with K equal to unity (p. 120). By making the same assumption, 
M. A. Govinda Rau 32 has shown that equation (27) may be reduced 
to the form of equation (4) with A and B having the significance 

attributed to them by Sugden (see p. 119). It has been emphasised, 
however, by F. R. Goss 31 that it is very unlikely that © should be 
equal to — 47rp2/3 ; this only occurs when p is zero. Further, at the 
critical point © vanishes, whereas p retains its normal value. Men¬ 

tion may be made of the fact that, even before Rau had applied the 
Raman-Krishnan equation to dilute solutions, F. R. Goss33 had 

used it to calculate vapour dipole moments from measurements in 

solution : the treatment is, however, not entirely justifiable, since the 
same equation was assumed to apply to dilute solutions as well as to 
pure liquids. It should be noted that Goss, Rau, and Le Fevre have 
all obtained relationships which can be written in the form of 

Sugden’s equation (4), and by utilising the fact that g is proportional 
to VPo they all reduce to the same type as equations (10) and (15) 
of Weigle and of Higasi, respectively, provided small terms are neg¬ 

lected : the constant factor preceding (e — l)/(e + 2) is in each case 

related to the shape of the molecule. 

Apart from the modifications of the Mosotti-Clausius-Debye 
equation described above, attention must be called to a number of 
theoretical investigations; some of these have not yet reached the 
stage of being of practical value, but they may have an important 

influence on future developments. Amongst other factors, the 
Debye treatment neglects the force on a polar molecule due to the 
surrounding molecules being polarised by the molecule considered. 
M. Kubo,34 E. A. Guggenheim,35 and L. Onsager36 have independ¬ 

ently attempted to take into consideration what is called by Onsager 

the “ reaction field,” as distinct from the “ cavity field ” treated by 

338 Loc. tit., ref. (23), p. 508. 
38 Loc. tit., J., 1935, 602, 727; see also F. Fairbrother, J., 1934, 1846, 
84 Sci. Papers Inst. Phys. CJhem. Res. Tokyo, 1936, 27, 296. 
85 Nature, 1930, 137, 469. 
8« J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 68, I486. 
REF.—VOL. XXXIII. E 
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Debye, following Mosotti and Clausius. Kubo has applied his 

argument to gases only, and finds 

£ — 1 M _ 4t: \l2 /- 27T0C{JL2v\ 

r+2,T~T +Wrp). (29) 

♦ 

where v is the number of molecules per c.c., a is the polarisability, 

and p is the radius of the “ sphere of action ” of the molecules. In a 

preliminary report, Guggenheim gives the result of a treatment 

based on the use of a model for polar solutions similar to that em¬ 
ployed by Debye and Hiickel for electrolytes : the solvent molecule is 

assumed to be spherical and the solvent is regarded as a continuous 
medium. It is deduced that 

[(e - e0)2 - (n02 - w2)]/e0 = 4^V3kT . . (30) 

where e and n are the dielectric constant and refractive index of the 
solution, and e0 and n0 are the values for the solvent; is the num¬ 

ber of solute molecules per c.c. of solution, and g is here defined as 

the total electric moment between the plates of a large parallel 
condenser filled with the solvent containing one single molecule of 

solute with its polar axis normal to the plates. The values of \l 

obtained from equation (30) are somewhat lower than those given by 

the Debye formula, but the results are independent of concentration, 

so that the decrease of polarisation often observed with increasing 

concentration cannot be due to association, as has been frequently 

suggested (see below). According to Guggenheim, the variation 
of p with solvent should be given by 

g(e0 + l*i) “ constant .... (31) 

where (e,- — 1)/4tt is the polarisability per unit volume of the solute 
sphere. The treatment is preliminary and is only applicable to 

spherical molecules, for which the solvent correction should, accord¬ 

ing to the views described above, be zero. Onsager has given a 
somewhat fuller report of his deductions : he finds for a pure dipolar 

liquid 

«-l _ '»*- 1 _ ejy + 2) 4 nNv* 
e + 2 w2 + 2 (2e + «2)(e + 2) ‘ 3kT ' 1 ’ 

where the symbols have their usual significance, and |i0 is the dipole 
moment as vapour. For a dilute solution of a polar solute in a 
non-polar solvent the relationship deduced is 

e — n2 MV + g)f 
. 2*, + V _ (33) 

where t and n refer to the solution, and the subscripts 1 and 2 to the 
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solvent and solute respectively. Further, the relationship between 

as measured and gvap. is given by 

p80l. 
__ (2e, + 1 )(w22 + 2) 
" 3(26, -(- V) 

(34) 

According to this equation, the solvent effect for a spherical molecule 
—the deductions so far only apply to such molecules—should be 

negative. It may be pointed out that the treatments of Guggen¬ 
heim and of Onsager should lead to the same equations, and it is not 
yet evident why the discrepancy exists.37 J. G. Kirkwood38 has 

investigated the polarisation of a nonpolar dielectric in a homo¬ 

geneous field from the molecular point of view, and has shown that 

the Mosotti-Clausius equation can hold only if every molecule has 

the same induced moment throughout all phases of its thermal 

motion. Statistical calculations show that the fluctuations from 
the mean value of this moment lead to deviations from ideal be¬ 
haviour, and it is possible to deduce the equation 

(c - 1)1//3d = P[ 1 + (1 + y + «)PdjM + ...]. . (35) 

where P is the polarisation, y is approximately equal to Pji.vm, 
vm being the volume of a single molecule, and a is a correction for 
anisotropy. This may be compared with the ordinary Mosotti- 
Clausius equation written in the form 

(e - l)M/3d - P[1 + Pd/M . . . ] . . (36) 

The treatment has not so far been extended to polar molecules. 

Temperature and Concentration Effects.—Now that it is realised the 

polarisation of a solute frequently de|>ends on the dielectric constant 

of the medium, it is possible to account for the fact that the tempera¬ 

ture method, used for determining the dipole moment of a gas or 
vapour, has not been found applicable to solutions.39 Since the 

dielectric constant of the solvent changes with temperature, an addi¬ 
tional factor is introduced, and it has been found that the product 

P0T, which should be constant if there were no solvent effect, often 
falls off steadily with increasing temperature.40 Further, the marked 

decrease in polarisation sometimes observed with increasing con¬ 

centration of a polar solute in a non-polar solvent, e.gnitrobenzene 
in benzene, and which had been attributed to association of the 

87 Private communication from Mr. E. A. Guggenheim. 
3* J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 692. 
39 Of. C. P. Smyth, ibid,, 1933, 1, 247; C. P. Smyth and K. B. McAIpine, 

ibid,, 1936, 3, 347; H. O. Jenkina, Tram. Faraday Soc.t 1934, 30, 739. 
40 P. H. Muller, Physikal. Z„ 1934, 36, 346; E. G. Cowley and J. K. 

Partington, locc. tit., ref. (6). 
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solute,41 is probably to be attributed almost entirely to an increase 
in dielectric constant. A. E. van Arkel and J. L. Snoek 42 have shown 

that, apart from other considerations, the Debye equation can only 

apply to solutions if vs\jl2<^JcT, where vs is the number of dipole 

molecules per c.c.; for substances having high moments this occurs 

only in very dilute solution, and so it is proposed to apply an em¬ 
pirical correction to the Debye equation, thus 

e — 1 M_4k , T f , g2 

r+‘2 -~d ~ 3 va ~t' 3kT + cv7(x2 
(37) 

where c is a constant. It can be shown 43 that this equation is 

virtually identical with equation (4) for the variation of polarisation 

with the dielectric constant of the medium. It should be noted that 

the remarks made above concerning association do not apply to all 

substances : with the alcohols, for example, it is certain that the 

variation of association with concentration is an important factor.44 
Abnormal Solvent Effects.—The exceptionally high dipole moments 

obtained for aluminium and boron trichlorides in certain solvents 45 

are undoubtedly due to the formation of compounds containing 

semi-polar links, and the results obtained with mixtures of halogeno- 

methanes or -ethanes and ether, acetone, or quinoline are probably 

to be ascribed to some kind of association between the two constitu¬ 

ents.46 It is a striking fact that the dipole moment of ethylene 

dichloride is almost the same in a number of solvents, in spite of the 

possibility of free rotation, but in benzene the value is exceptionally 
high.47 This may also be due to a type of attraction between solute 

and solvent in which other than van der Waals forces are involved. 

Another type of abnormality has been found in connection with the 

hydrogen halides;48 the moments in solution are invariably higher 

41 Cf. J. Kolinski, Physikal. Z., 1928, 20, 658; L. G. Davy and N. V. 
Sidgwick, J., 1933, 283. 

4a Trans. Faraday Soc., 1934, 30, 707. 
43 J. L. Snoek, ibid., p. 721. 
44 See, e.g., K. L. Wolf and W. Herold, Z. physikal. Chem., 1934, Bt 27, 

58; C. Hennings, ibid., 1935, B, 28, 267. 
46 H. Ulich, ibid., 1931, Bodenstein Festband, p. 423; H. Ulich and W. 

Nespital; Z. Elektrochem., 1931, 37, 559; W. Nespital, Z. physikal. Chem., 
1932, B, 18, 153. 

46 O. Hassel and A. H. Uhl, ibid., 1930, B, 8, 187; F. H. Miiller, loc. cit., 
ref. (2); M. Kubo, Bull. Inst. Phys. Chem. Res. Japan, 1934, 13, 1221; D. P. 
Earp and S. Glasstone, loc. cit,., ref. (12). 

47 A. E. Stearn and C. P. Smyth, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1934, 56, 1667; cf. 
also M. A. G. Kau and B. N. Narayanaswamy, Proc. Indian Acad. Sci., 1934, 
1, A, 14; M. Kubo, loc. cit., ref. (46). 

48 F. Fairbrother, J., 1932, 43; 1933, 1541; Trcms. Faraday Soc., 1934, 
30, 862; S. Mizushima, K. Suenaga, and K. Kozima, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 
1935, 10, 167. 
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than for the gas. This has been explained by postulating that the 

solvent brings about a change towards an ionic linkage,49 or by 
assuming that there is a small displacement of the proton,50 but F. C, 

Frank 51 has expressed the view that the observations are adequately 

accounted for by reflex induced polarisation in the hydrogen halide 

molecules brought about by the induced moments in the solvent. 
These will always act in the same direction as, and so will enhance, 
the primary moment. The normal solvent effect for an almost spheri¬ 

cal molecule of hydrogen halide is in any case probably positive. 

The marked increase of moment of iodine chloride in solution has 

also been attributed to an increase in the ionic contribution to the 

linkage,52 but normal solvent effects have not been entirely excluded. 
A number of compounds containing symmetrically situated polar 

groups, e.g., p-nitrobenzene, have appreciable moments in certain 

solvents : this has been explained 53 by assuming that, as a result of 
solvent-solute forces, the moment of each group is not constant but 

fluctuates, independently of the other, about a most probable value. 

The resultant moment is then not zero, and by postulating a Gaussian 

distribution law 54 an expression for the effective moment of the 

molecule, in terms of the most probable value of the group moment, 

can be derived. This explanation requires the period of fluctuation 
to be long in comparison with the time of relaxation of the solute 

molecule in the electrical field, but some preliminary calculations by 

L. E. Sutton and F. C. Frank 55 indicate that this may not be the 

case. A possibility being considered by these authors is that the 

distribution of the solvent around the dipole is affected by the applied 
electrical field in such a way as to influence the measured moment. 

Polar Solvents,—In the theoretical discussion of solvent effects, 

only non-polar solvents were considered : when the solvent is polar 

only a qualitative treatment is possible.56 There are a number of 
results in the literature 57 which suggest that certain polar solvents 

may be used in the measurement of dipole moments, provided a 

correction is made for the dielectric constant of the medium, gener- 

49 F. Fairbrother, locc. cit. 
60 J. D. Bernal, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1934, 30, 872. 
61 Loc. cit., ref. (4), p. 182. 
62 F. Fairbrother, J., 1936, 847. 
58 H. O. Jenkins, ibid., p. 862. 
54 See S. H. Bauer, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 459. 
65 Private communication from Dr. L. E. Sutton. 
66 See, e.g., F. C. Frank, loc. cit., ref. (2), p. 190. 
67 K. Higasi, Sci. Papers Inst. Phys. Chem. Pes. Tokyo, 1934, 24, 57; 

H. O. Jenkins, J., 1934, 480; 1936, 862; K. J. W. Le Fdvre et al., ibid., 
1935, 957; 1936, 491, 496; D. P. Earp and S. Glasstone, loc. cit., ref. (12), 
p. 1719; A. E. Steam and C. P. Smyth, loc. cit., ref. (47). 
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ally by an empirical procedure. It is not certain, however, that the 
general use of polar solvents is permissible. (Mrs.) C. G. Le F&vre 
and R. J. W. Le Fevre 58 have measured the polarisations of 
some non-polar compounds in polar solvents, and have obtained 
values of considerable magnitude, e.g., a moment of 1*5 D is indicated 
for benzene in nitrobenzene solution. The observations have been 
interpreted in terms of induced polarisations brought about by the 
polar molecule of solvent, but the results must be accepted with 
caution until due allowance can be made in the calculations for the 
relatively large change in the dielectric constant of the polar solvent 
resulting from the addition of the non-polar solute.59 An interesting 
qualitative discussion of the influence of polar solvent molecules 
on a polar solute is given by R. J. W. Le Ffevre : 00 if molecules may 
be divided approximately into two types, similar to those considered 
by Iiigasi (p. 124), according as the principal moment lies along the 
axis of maximum polarisability (A) or perpendicular to it (B), then 
it is considered that a solvent of type A will be more effective in 
reducing the polarisation of a solute of its own type than in increas¬ 
ing that of a type B molecule, and a solvent of tj^pe B will cause a 
smaller diminution of polarisation of an A molecule than it will in¬ 
crease tho polarisation of one of the B type. The actual effects will 
depend on the polarisabilities and moments of solute and solvent, 
on the distance apart of the molecules in the solution, and often on 
internal distances between dipoles. S. G. 

N. K. Adam. 

S. Glasstone. 

G. J. Kynch. 

E. A. Moelwyn-Hijghes. 

W. G. Penney. 

G. B. B. M. Sutherland. 

581930, 487. 
69 Soe D. P. Earp and S. Glasstone, loc. cit., ref. (12), p. 1721. 
00 J.t 1935, 1747; 1930, 491. 
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1. Atomic Weights. 

The period which has elapsed since this subject was last reviewed 

for the Annual Reports has seen the redetermination of a number 

of atomic weights by chemical methods. Honigschmid and his 

colleagues have published papers on radium,1 cadmium,2germanium,3 

tantalum,4 molybdenum,5 tungsten,6 and uranium,7 as well as on the 

ratio AgN03: AgCl,8 and American workers have made important 

contributions to this subject dealing with potassium,9 rubidium,10 

gallium,11 carbon,12 arsenic,13 gadolinium,14 and europium.16 In 

addition, investigations have appeared on radiogenic lead,16*17 

erbium,18, terbium,19 protoactinium,20 chromium,21 and neon.22 A 

survey of some of this new work has appeared in the fifth 23 and the 

1 O. Honigschmid and R. Sachtleben, Z. anorg. Chem., 1934, 221, 95. 
2 O. H6nigsc*hmid and R. Schlee, ibid., 1936, 227, 184. 
3 O. Honigschmid, K. Wintersberger, and F. Wittner, ibid., 1935, 225, 81 ; 

O. HOnigschinid and K. Wintersberger, ibid., 1936, 227, 17. 
4 O. Honigschmid and R. Schlee, ibid., 1935, 225, 64; 1934, 221, 129. 
5 O. Honigschmid and G. Wittmann, ibid., 1936, 229, 65. 
6 O. Honigschmid and W. Menn, ibid., p. 49. 
7 O. Honigschmid and F. Wittner, ibid., 1936, 226, 289. 
* O. Honigschmid and R. Schloe, Angciv. Chem., 1936, 49, 464. 
* C. R. Johnson, J. Physical Chem., 1935, 39, 781. 

10 E. H. Archibald and J. G. Hooley, .7. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 70, 618; 
E. H. Archibald, J. G. Hooley, and N. W. F. Phillips, Trams. Boy. Soc. Canada, 
1935, [iii], 29, III, 155. 

11 G. E. F. Lundell and J. L. Hoffmann, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand., 1935, 15, 
409. 

12 G. P. Baxter and A. H. Hale, J. Amcr. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 510. 
18 G. P. Baxter and L. D. Frizzell, ibid., 1936, 57, 851. 
14 C. R. Naoser and B. S. Hopkins, ibid., p. 2183. 
16 E. L. Meyer and B. S. Hopkins, ibid., p. 241. 
16 G. P. Baxter and C. M. Alter, ibid., p. 467. 
17 F. Hecht and E, Kroupa, Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 226, 248. 
18 O. Honigschmid, Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 619. 
18 J. K. Marsh, J1935, 772. 
20 A. Y. Grosse, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1934, 56, 2501 ; Proc. Boy. Soc., 

1935, A, 150, 363. 
21 F. G. Ntifiez, Anal. Pis. Quim., 1935, 33, 533. 
82 A. von Antropoff, Ber., 1935, 68, B, 2389. 
88 G. P. Baxter, O. Honigschmid, P. Lebeau, and R. J. Meyer, Ber., 1935, 

68, A, 73—84. 
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sixth 24 report of the Committee on Atomic Weights of the Inter¬ 
national Union of Chemistry, and in the forthcoming seventh report 

the more recent investigations will be described. In these the reader 

will find a complete account of the chemical methods and the data 

obtained in each investigation, as well as the table of approved 

atomic weight values for the year. It is therefore unnecessary to 
attempt here a complete summary, and attention will be directed 

only to those points which appear to be of special interest and 

importance. 
Some of these new researches are an extension of work mentioned 

already 25 and lead by different ratios to the same atomic weight. 

For example, the ratio TeCl4 : 4Ag: 4AgCi26 gives Te = 127-63, a result 

only slightly higher than that from the corresponding bromide ratios 

which is identical with the figure Te = 127-61 obtained from the 

synthesis of silver telluride.27 Similarly, the new work on tantalum 
chloride 4 confirms the previous value for this element, i.e., Ta = 

180-88, obtained by the analysis of the bromide, which is more than 

0-5 unit lower than the old value of 181-4.28 This and similar work 

on niobium brings the chemical into close agreement with mass 

spectrograph values. The same may now be said of germanium.3’62 

The work of Honigschmid and Menu on tungsten and Honigschmid 

and Wittmann on molybdenum presents many points of interest on 

account of the difficulties which had to be surmounted before anhy¬ 

drous specimens of WC16 and MoC15 could be prepared in a highly 

purified state and a satisfactory procedure devised for titration with 
silver ion. This is the first time that a direct nephelometric com¬ 

parison with silver has been used in determining the atomic weights 

of these two elements and the values W = 183-92 and Mo = 95-95 
obtained both from chemical evidence and from the close agreement 

with Aston’s values are probably very close to the truth. 
Another interesting revision is that of the atomic weight of radium 

carried out by Honigschmid and Saclitleben,1 using as starting 
material 5 g. of radium bromide containing 1-17% of barium bromide 

lent for the purpose by the Union Mini&re du Haut Katanga of 

Brussels. The accepted value for this element was based on the ratios 

RaCl2 : 2Ag : 2AgCl and RaBr2 : 2Ag : 2AgBr determined by Honig¬ 

schmid in 1912 29 with about 1 g. of the chloride supplied by the 

Vienna Radium Institute. The much larger amount made possible a 
24 G. P. Baxter, O. Honigschmid, and P. Lebeau, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 

58, 641—548. 
25 Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 95. 
26 O. Honigschmid and H. Baudrexler, Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 223, 91. 
27 Ann, Reports, 1933, 30, 83. 
28 Ibid., p. 82; 1934,31, 95. 
28 Monatsh., 1912, 33, 263; 1913, 34, 283. 
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more elaborate purification and re crystallisation. The final material, 

after an extensive series of recrystallisations as chloride, was tested 
spectroscopically by W. Gerlach and E. Riedl 30 and found to contain 

a trace only of barium, estimated at 0*002—0*003%. Of this purified 

material 3*5 g. were obtained. Quantities varying from 2 to 3*4 g. 

were dried and converted into the anhydrous salt by heating in 

gaseous hydrogen bromide charged with bromine up to a temperature 

of 750°, the gas being displaced by nitrogen, and this in turn by air. 
After weighing, the bromide was converted into the chloride by 
similar treatment with hydrogen chloride and chlorine, followed by 

nitrogen and air—a method essentially similar to that used first by 
R. Whytlaw-Gray and (Sir) W. Ramsay31 when attempting to 

determine the atomic weight of radium with very small amounts of 

material. 

Difficulties were experienced in weighing the anhydrous radium 
salts on account of the heat evolution. The final value found for the 

atomic weight was 226*05, slightly higher than the older value 

225*97. Success with this element has led Honigschmid and 

Wittner 7 to revise earlier work carried out in Munich on the atomic 

weight of the parent element uranium, and in a comprehensive 

investigation recently published they describe the preparation of 

anhydrous UC14 and UBr4—eveiy precaution being taken to obtain 

perfectly homogeneous materials of definite stoieheioinetric composi¬ 

tion—and their subsequent analysis in terms of silver by standard 

methods. 

The mean values for the nephelometric titrations gave U -- 

238*073 from the chloride and U = 238*076 from the bromide ratios. 

The halides prepared from minerals from different districts and 

of varied geological age gave identical values for the atomic weight. 

Although a number of determinations were also made in which the 

precipitated silver halides were collected and weighed, giving values 

of 238*066 from the ratio UC14: 4AgCl and 238*088 from UBr4 : 4AgBr, 
yet these were not considered so reliable and were rejected in cal¬ 

culating the final mean. Some indication was also obtained that 
fusion of the uranium halides before weighing led to a slight dis¬ 

sociation and so raised the atomic weight. All the sources of error 
indicated by a careful study of the data being taken into account, 

U = 238*07 is advanced as the most probable value, appreciably 

lower than the international figure 238T4. 

At the end of the paper the authors discuss the bearing of their 

results on the uranium-radium series and the origin of actinium and 

are able to show that they accord satisfactorily with physical data. 

80 Z. anorg. Chem1934, 221, 103. 
81 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1912, A, 88, 270. 
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Starting from uranium-lead from Morogoro, the atomic weight of 
which 0. Hftnigschmid, R. Sachtleben and H. Baudrexler found 

some years ago to be 206*03,32 and which G. P. Baxter and C. M. 

Hilton 33 have since confirmed, they point out that this value is 
identical with the mass-spectrograph figure for uranium-lead 34 from 

the same source when the latter is corrected to the chemical standard. 

Aston showed that this lead contained only the isotopes 206Pb(Ra-G() 

and 207Pb(Ac-Z>) in the ratio of 93*1 to 6*9. The atomic weight of 

radium-(7 is hence 205*965, from which, by taking into account the 
energy changes and the a-particles lost in passing from uranium to 

radium and from radium to radium-G, they find the calculated atomic 

weights of uranium and radium to be 238*044 and 226*018, in 
satisfactory agreement with the experimentally found values of 

238*07 and 226*05. 
That uranium consists mainly of 238 U and contains no higher 

isotope but only something less than 1% (0*4% estimated from 

radioactivity measurements) of 235U, the parent of x>rotoactinium, 

seems certain from the work of A. J. Dempster,35 who has recently 

oompared in his mass spectrograph the doubly-charged ions of 
uranium and thorium with the two tin isotopes 116Sn and 119Sn. 

Reducing the values to the chemical scale and taking into account 

the small amount of 235U, he finds U = 238*028 and Th = 232*024. 
No indication of a higher isotope was obtained. Thus Aston’s 

conclusion that 231 is the atomic weight of protoactinium is again 

confirmed. This is in accordance with a direct measurement of 

the atomic weight made by A. V. Grosse 36 by the conversion of 

K2PaF7 into Pa205 by evaporation with sulphuric acid, followed by 

precipitation with ammonia and subsequent ignition. Though the 

quantity of material was small (about 50 mg. of oxide), it showed no 

impurities when examined in an X-ray spectrograph, but the value 

230*6 ±0*5 might well be checked later on by a standard method. 

Pa = 231 appears this year for the first time in the international 

table. 

Important work on fundamental ratios has appeared during 1936 

from the Munich laboratories. It has been found possible to carry 

out the conversion of silver nitrate into silver chloride with gaseous 

hydrogen chloride with the high accuracy required in this class of 
investigation. 

It is obviously an advantage if solution, precipitation, filtration, 

82 Z. anorg. C'hem., 1933, 214, 104; see Ann. Reports, 1933, 30, 34. 
88 J. Amer. Chem. Roc., 1935, 57, 469. 
34 F. W. Aston, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1933, A, 140, 535. 
86 Nature, 1936,138, 120, 201. 
•• Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935,150, 363; Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 146. 
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transference, and the evaporation of large volumes of liquid can be 
avoided, and the reaction carried out in the same vessel with gaseous 
reagents. Dry reactions are, however, subject to errors due to a 

variety of effects such as adsorption and sublimation, but it is inter¬ 
esting to note their increasing use in modern work as exemplified by 

the synthesis of silver sulphide,37 selcnide,38 and telluride,39 the 
reduction of silver nitrate to silver by hydrogen,40 the conversion of 

barium perchlorate info barium chloride 41 bv hydrogen chloride gas, 

of silver iodide into silver chloride,42 and of radium and barium 

bromides into the chlorides 1 in a similar way. Making use of a 

technique similar to that employed in the reduction of silver nitrate, 
O. Honigschmid and R. Schlee 8 obtained for this ratio from eight 

closely concordant experiments a mean value of 1*185241 with a 

maximum divergence of 7 in the last decimal place. International 
atomic weights being used, the calculated ratio is 1*185235. Com¬ 

bining the new ratio with the well-established ratios AgNOs : Ag = 

1*57479 and AgCl: Cl = 4*042592, the following values were obtained: 

Ag = 107*881, Cl = 35*456, N = 14*009, which, taking into account 

the indirect method of calculation, the authors regard as a confirma¬ 

tion of the accepted values Ag = 107*880, Cl = 35*457, N = 14*008, 

which are based on more direct ratios. 

Another example of stoieheiometric work on a standard ratio 

is that by C. R. Johnson 9 on the atomic mass of potassium in which 

the experience gained in previous work on sodium 43 has now been 

applied to this element. The investigation on the ratios NaG: Ag 
and NaCl: AgCl mentioned in the 1934 Report presented a number 

of new features, among others the checking of the equal opalescence 
method of nephelometric titration by potentiometric analyses. In 

the latest work, five samples of highly purified potassium chloride, 

prepared from material from American, German, and Norwegian 

sources, were referred to three independently purified samples of 
silver, and the fifteen determinations gave values for the KC1: Ag 

ratio ranging from 0*691103 to 0*691112,giving a mean of 0*691108 ± 

0*0000005, which, with international values for Ag and Cl, gave 

K — 39*100. This lies midway between the international value 

87 O. Honigschmid and R. Sachtleben, Z. anorg. Chem., 1931,195, 207. 
88 O. HOnigschmid and W. Kapfenberger, ibid., 1933, 212, 198 (see Ann. 

Reports, 1933, 30, 82, 83). 
89 O. Honigschmid and K. Wintersberger, ibid., p. 242 (see Ann. Reports, 

loc. tit.). 
40 O. Honigschmid, E. Zintl, and P. Thilo, ibid., 1927, 163, 65. 
41 O. Honigschmid and R. Sachtleben, ibid., 1929,178, 1. 
42 O. Honigschmid and H. Striebel, Z. physikal. Chem., Bodenstein Fest- 

band, 1936, 283. 
48 J. Physical Chem., 1933, 37, 923; Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 95. 
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K = 39*096, based on the work of G. P. Baxter and W. M. Mac- 

Nevin 44 and of Honigschmid and Sachtleben,45 and the high value 

K = 39*104, found previously by Honigschmid and J. Goubeau,46 

and is identical with the value for potassium appearing in the inter¬ 

national table prior to 1934. No satisfactory reason for the cause of 

these small differences has so far been given, but a suggestive investi¬ 
gation on the ratio of the two main isotopes of this element 39K and 

41K by A. K. Brewer47 shows the importance of a knowledge of iso¬ 
topic composition in stoichciometric work of high accuracy. Brewer, 

using a mass spectrograph of considerable resolving power, has 

measured the 39K/41K ratio in potassium from a large number of 

samples of sea water and found a hardly detectable variation from the 
mean value 14*20; minerals exhibited a slightly greater variation 

(39K/41K = 14*25), whilst in the ashes of plants a change of 15% in 

the 41K content was found. Kelp contained the largest amount of 

41K. The atomic weight of potassium calculated from the sea-water 

ratio, probable values being assumed for the packing fraction and for 

the change to the chemical scale, was 39*094. 

To account for a difference of 0*01 unit in the atomic weight of 

potassium would require the displacement of the abundance ratio of 

1*1 units, which is well within the variation found in potassium of 

vegetable origin, but the author, after discussing the available data, 

rejects this explanation. Brewer’s results seem well founded 
and are in agreement with the values for the same ratio found by 

A. O. Nier 48 who finds 39K/41K = 13*96 and an atomic weight of 

39*096. It may be noted that the rare isotope 40K discovered 

recently by Nier48rt and confirmed by Brewer 49 is probabty the 

source of the [3-radiation of potassium. The suggested degradation 

of 41K to 41Ca has been negatived by recent work of F. W. Aston,50 

who was unable to detect this isotope even in calcium separated from 

very old potassium minerals and which was reported to have a high 

atomic weight: is only present in small amount, and the ratio 

39K/40K is estimated at about 8400/1 and would have no detectable 

effect on the chemical atomic weight. The atomic weight of the 

44 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., ]933, 55, 3185. 
46 Z. anorg. Chem., 1933, 213, 365 (see Ann. Reports, 1933, 30, 85). 
40 Ibid., 1927,163, 93 (see Ann. Reports, ibid.). 
47 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 370, 365. 
48 Physical Rev., 1935, 48, 283. 
48fl Ibid., 1936, 50, 104; see also G. von Hevesy and M. LOgstrup, Z. anorg. 

Chem., 1928, 171, 1. 
49 Physical Rev., 1935, 48, 640; see also O. Klemperer, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, 

A, 148, 638; and H. J. Walke, Nature, 1935,136, 755. 
60 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 149, 399; F. H. Newman and H. J. Walke, 

Phil. Mag., 1935, 19, 767. 
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closely related element rubidium has been redetermined with modern 
refinements by E. H. Archibald and J. G. Hooley and found to be 

85*481. Nier computes the atomic weight at 85*45. 

Until recently it has been assumed that the variation in isotopic 

composition of the elements in chemical and physical processes is, 

with the exception of hydrogen, too small to influence even the most 
accurate of atomic-weight values. Recent physical considerations, 

however, show that on account of isotopic exchange occurring during 

chemical reactions this view may require modification. H. C. Urey 

and L. J. Greiff 51 have calculated from spectroscopic data the equili¬ 

brium constants and enrichment factors of several exchange reactions 

involving isotopes of the lighter elements, and claim that in some 

cases the theoretical limit to precision in atomic-weight determina¬ 

tions has already been reached. They conclude that “ the atomic 

weights of many common elements as determined by known chemical 

methods are not fundamental constants of nature to more than a 

limited precision.” For instance, in a mixture of chlorine and 

hydrogen chloride, when equilibrium is established the chlorine will 

become richer and the hydrogen chloride poorer in the 37C1 isotope 

to an extent which would alter the atomic weight by 0*001 unit. 

So far, enrichment factors have been calculated only for a few 

reactions, but for some of these, experimental confirmation has been 

obtained, as, e.g., the concentration of 180 in carbon dioxide in 
equilibrium with water,52 and 13C from exchange between bicarbon¬ 

ate ion and carbon dioxide.53 
Since oxygen is the standard of atomic weights, the question may 

well be asked : What isotopic composition is to be regarded as nor¬ 

mal ? Oxygen in air has been proved to be heavier than oxygen 

combined in water. M. Dole54 finds a difference of 6 parts per million 
in the densities of the water made by combining these two oxygens 

with the same sample of hydrogen, whilst N. Morita and T. Titani 55 

find 7 p.p.m.; that is, if water oxygen is taken as standard, air 
oxygon has an atomic weight of 16*00012 ; this difference is, however, 

very small, and unless chemical reactions involve a greater isotopic 

separation than has so far been found, it can exert no appreciable 

influence on atomic weights for chemical use.56 

61 J. Amcr. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 321. 
52 L. H. Webster, M. H. Wahl, and H. C. Urey, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 3, 

129. 
68 H. C. Urey, A. H. W. Aten, jun., and A. S. Keaton, ibid., 1936, 4, 623. 
54 Ibid., pp. 268, 778. 
55 Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936, 11, 414; see also C. H. Greene and R. J. 

Voskuyl, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 693. 
68 See also W. Bleakney and J. A. Hippie, jun., Physical Rev., 1936, [iij, 

47, 800. 
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It does, however, seem important to have an invariable standard 

for chemical work, if only to be able to detect any considerable iso¬ 

topic exchanges which may occur in chemical operations and also 
to check atomic weights from physical data. It is obviously 

desirable, too, that fundamental chemical ratios should bo deter¬ 

mined with material of known isotopic composition. Since the 
preparation and purification of chemical substances are usually 

carried out in aqueous solution, the isotopic ratio of oxygen in fresh 
water, which appears from numerous measurements from different 

localities to be remarkably constant, might well be taken as normal. 

Turning now from chemical to physical methods, progress has 

been rapid in the determination of the exact masses of isotopes and 
the computation of atomic weights from the abundance ratios. 

Since the survey of the rare earths which revealed some remarkable 

discrepancies in the chemical values that have in some cases been 

explained by revision on the chemical side (terbium,39 erbium,18 

gadolinium14), F. W. Aston 57 has applied his methods to titanium, 

zirconium, calcium, gallium, silver, nickel, iron, hafnium, indium, 

cadmium, carbon, thorium, and rhodium. Good agreement with 

chemical values was obtained for the first seven elements, the silver 

value agreeing within the limits of error of the instrument with 

the chemical. With hafnium, indium, and cadmium the agreement 

was not so good, and for the last element has led to a revision by 

chemical methods 2 which has confirmed the international value 

112*41 and exceeds the physical figure by 1 part in 557. Thorium 

and rhodium were found to be simple elements. Recently, A. 0. 

Nier 48a has studied cadmium with a mass spectrograph of high 

resolving power, and has found somewhat different values for the 

proportions of the nine isotopes, leading to 112*37 for the atomic 
weight. Gold, one of the four elements which has withstood all 

Aston’s attempts at analysis, has recently been resolved by A. J. 

Dempster.68 He finds it to consist of only one species of atom 197, 

and its chemical atomic weight 197*2 is very probably too high. 

One section of last year’s Report 59 drew the attention of chemists 

to the remarkable developments in nuclear physics which enable the 

masses of atoms to be calculated with a surprising degree of accuracy 

from a knowledge of the energy changes accompanying nuclear 

transformations. It described how a study of the mass equivalents 

of the energy released when light atoms are disintegrated by proton 

and deuteron bombardment has brought to light an error in the mass- 

spectrograph value for helium which was subsequently corrected. 

Since then Aston,60 using his third mass spectrograph, has obtained 

67 Loc. citp. 396. 68 Nature, 1936, 136, 05. 
•• Ann, Reports, 1935, 32, 17, 18. 60 Nature, 1936, 137, 357, 613. 
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new and more accurate values for a number of isotopes, and the 

study of nuclear energy changes is extending with such rapidity that 

exact values for a large number of atomic masses will soon be avail¬ 

able. Already a number of computations of values for the lighter 

atoms have been made61"64 either from nuclear transformations 
alone or from a combination of the two methods. The values so 
obtained show a close concordance. 

The great significance of the new work in the interpretation of 
nuclear stability and structure is dealt with in another section. 

These advances promise to furnish chemistry with a table of atomic 

weights of an accuracy as great as, if not greater than, that attained 

so far in a fewr of the fundamental ratios. At present, however, 

atomic-weight values of high accuracy can be calculated only (a) for 

simple elements, (b) for elements whose isotopic composition has been 
measured with sufficient precision.65 For example, although the 

atomic masses of 35C1 and 37C1 66, 67 are now known with a probable 

error of ± 0*0008 unit, the estimated uncertainty in the latest value 

for the 35C1 /37G1 ratio 68 gives an error ten times as great in the atomic 

weight, i.e., ± 0*008 unit. In addition, the change from the scale 

160 to that of chemical oxygen involves a slight uncertainty, for 

even with this element the limit of accuracy of the 160/180 ratio 

is still an open question. Recent work in America 69 points to a 
slightly higher figure for the conversion factor (1*000275) than the 

usually accepted value of R. Mecke and W. H. J. Childs 70 (1*00022). 

The difference, however, is only about 1 part in 20,000. At the 

moment, on account of these uncertainties, and also because the most 
accurate of the chemical values are not those of the lighter elements, 

a comparison except in a few cases is valueless. In the appended 

table values for the atomic weights of helium, oxygen, deuterium, 
carbon, and nitrogen are given and compared with the international 

values. They are taken from Aston’s latest measurements 60 and 

from H. A. Wilson’s values 63 deduced from nuclear reaction energies 

alone without the use of mass-spectrograph results. For the mixed 

61 M. L. Oliphant, A. E. Kempton, and (Lord) Rutherford, Proc. Hoy. Soc.t 
1935, A, 150, 241. 

fia H. Bethe, Physical Rev., 1935, 47, 633. 
63 H. A. Wilson, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 154, 560; see also L. Isakov, 

Compt. rend. Acad. Set. U.R.S.S., 1935, 3, 301. 
64 T. W. Bonner and W. M. Brubaker, Physical Rev., 1936, 50, 308. 
65 O. Hahn, Ber.t 1936, 69, 5. 
66 F. W. Aston, Nature, 1936, 138, 1094. 
67 K. T. Bainbridge, Physical Rev., 1933, 43, 348. 
68 A. O. Nier and E. E. Hanson, ibid., 1936, 50, 722. 
** S. H. Manian, H. C. IJrey, and W. Bleakney, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1634, 

56, 2610. 
70 Z. Physik, 1931, 68, 362. 
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elements hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen the isotopic ratios chosen 

are those which appear to be the most reliable. Mecke and Childs’s 
conversion factor has been used. 

Element. 

Protium, 1H . 
Deuterium, D(2H) . 
Hydrogen . 
Helium. 
Carbon . 
Nitrogen . 
Fluorine . 

Atomic Weights. 

Mass spectrum. 

1- 00790 ± 0-00004 
2- 01426 ± 0-00007 
1-00808 
4-00303 ± 0-00016 

12-0118 
14-0080 
19-0003 -1 0-0006 

Nuclear Internatioi 
energy. value. 
1*00769 — 

2-01372 — 

1-00787 1-0078 
4-00254 4-002 

12-0118 12-00 
14-0081 14-008 

— 19-000 

H. A. Wilson’s values for 1H, D, and He appear to be on the low 

side. Probably the most reliable values for the atomic masses are 

those recently advanced by M. L. Oliphant 71 and by E. Pollard and 

C. J. Brasefield 72 by combining both methods. The values found by 

A. L. Vaughan, J. H. Williams, and J. T. Tate 73 for the isotopic 

ratios with a mass spectrograph were used in computing the values of 

nitrogen and carbon. 

For the proportion of deuterium in normal hydrogen, a mean value 

taken from the recent researches of H. L. Johnston,74 of N. F. Hall 

and T. O. Jones,75 and of N. Morita and T. Titani 76 was used, which 

gave H/D = 5550/1. The higher value for lH explains to a great 

extent the discrepancy between the chemical and the mass-spectro¬ 

graph atomic weights mentioned in the 1934 Report.77 The inter¬ 

national value is based on results obtained with electrolytic hydrogen, 

and hence of low deuterium content—probably about 1 part in 

25,000.78» 66 

It has been recognised for some years that the chemical value for 
carbon approximates to 12-01. The new physical values confirm 

this, and are in close agreement with W. Cawood and H. S. Patter¬ 

son’s determinations of the limiting density of ethylene and of carbon 

dioxide, which lead to 12-0108. A full account of this work, which 

gives as well as carbon, nitrogen = 14-007 and fluorine = 18-996, 

has now appeared.79 It may be noted that the value for carbon 

71 Nature, 1936, 137, 396. 
74 Ibidp. 943. 
78 Physical Rev., 1934, [ii], 46, 327. 
74 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 67, 484. 
78 Ibid., 1936, 58, 1915. 
78 Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936, 11, 404. 
77 Ann. Reports, 1934, 81, 98. 
7# W. Bleakney and A. J. Gould, Physical Iicv., 1933, 44, 266; see also 

E. Moles, Anal. Fis. Quint., 1935, 33, 721. 
78 Phil. Trans., 1936, A, 236, 77. 
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becomes 12-008 if Aston’s value of 140/1 is taken for the 12C/13C ratio 
instead of the value 91-6/1 of Vaughan, Williams, and Tate. 

E. Moles 80 and his collaborators contend that C = 12-009 is a 

closer approximation, and some very interesting though preliminary 

work by G. P. Baxter and A. H. Hale 12 on combustions in oxygen 

of the aromatic hydrocarbons chrysene, pyrene, triphenyl benzene, 
and anthracene supports this figure. 

R. W.-G. 

2. Fluorine and its Compounds. 

When Moissan isolated fluorine in 1896 he opened a new chapter in 
inorganic chemistry, for the new element had many curious properties 

and above all, an amazing reactivity unique amongst the chemical 

elements. Moreover, it was soon realised that this new substance 

could produce compounds of the highest theoretical value. For 

forty years this element has continued to excite the liveliest interest, 

and quite recently A. Damiens 1 and 0. Ruff,2 distinguished workers 

in the field of fluorine chemistry, have each told the fascinating story 

of fluorine and its compounds as it stands to-day. Although in 

previous Reports references have been made to isolated discoveries 

as they have arisen, the Reporters consider that no apology is 
needed for bringing together now, as a connected account, some of 

the important facts about fluorine and its derivatives. 

The demand for the element itself has led to the elaboration of new 

methods of preparation, with the result that the original method of 

Moissan is now very little used. Nevertheless, in surveying these 

new methods it will be noticed that they are all based on Moissan’s 

fundamental idea of making hydrogen fluoride electrolytically 
conducting by the addition of an appropriate metallic fluoride, and 

differ from it only in the proportions and nature of the fluoride 

added. It will be recalled that Moissan’s process required a platinum 

or copper vessel with platinum electrodes and a solution containing 
1 g.-mol. of potassium fluoride to 12 or more g.-mols. of hydrogen 

fluoride cooled to —- 30°. Nowadays two main processes are in 

use. The first employs the molten acid fluoride, KHF2 (m.p, 227°), 
in an apparatus of copper,3 graphite,4 silver,5 magnesium,6 or Monel 

80 Monatsh., 1936, 69, 342. 
1 Bull. Soc. chim., 1936, [vj, 3, 1. 2 Ber., 1936, 69, [A], 181. 
* W. L. Argo, F. C. Mathers, B. Humiston, and C. O. Anderson, ,7. Physical 

Chem., 1919, 23, 348; K. C. Denbigh and K. Whytlaw-Gray, J. Soc. Chem. 
Ind.t 1934, 63, 139. 

4 F, Meyer and W. Sandow, Ber., 1921, 54, 759; F. Fiuhter and K. 
Humpert, Hclv. Chim. Acta, 1926, 9, 467. 

6 K. Fredenhagen, D.R.-P., 1928, 493,873. 
6 N. C. Jones, J. Physical Chem., 1929, 33, 801. 
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metal,7 using a graphite anode, as first proposed by Mathers and Ids 
collaborators in America.3 The second process, due to P. Lebeau 
and A. Damiens,8 uses the salt KF,3HF (m.p. 65°) as electrolyte in 

a copper apparatus with an anode of iron or preferably nickel. 

K. Fredenhagen 9 advocates the use of an electrolyte containing 

1 g.-mol. of potassium fluoride to about 1*8 g.-raols. of hydrogen 
fluoride, whilst F. C. Mathers and P. T. Stroup 10 have found a 

system approximating to CsF,2HF (m.p. 19°) as a satisfactory 

electrolyte in a magnesium cell. There is a marked difference 

between the type of cell employed by some workers and that used by 

Moissan. For example, Moissan’s U-shaped copper or platinum 

vessel is replaced in Lebeau’s 8 process by a cylindrical vessel of 

copper, magnesium or Monel metal with a copper or magnesium 

diaphragm. Mat here’s process,3 likewise, uses a cylindrical vessel 

of graphite, copper or magnesium with a diaphragm. In the 

electrolysis the fluorine never separates from the anode without some 

alteration of the anode surface. When platinum was employed as 

anode in Moissan’s apparatus, a layer of platinous fluoride was 

formed, and over it the platinic salt. The latter dissolved in the 

fluoride bath, with formation of the difficultly soluble K3PtF6, so 

that appreciable quantities of platinum were lost in this way (about 

5—6 g. of platinum for 1 g. of fluorine produced 2). In Lebeau’s 
apparatus a layer of nickel fluoride forms on the nickel anode, but 

this is so thin that a P.D. of 6 volts may be employed. Here again, 

in fluorine liberation an intermediate formation of a higher fluoride, 
possibly NiF3, may take part. When graphite is employed as an 

anode, fluorine is absorbed on the surface and causes an expansion 

of the crystal lattice of the graphite.11 As a result, the P.D. in 

special circumstances may increase from 8 to 110 volts. Thereby 

the anode temperature rises until finally an almost explosive decom¬ 

position of the surface layers again frees the surface. W. T. Miller 

and L. A. Bigelow,12 using a heavy nickel U-tube and graphite 

electrodes, with potassium bifluoride as electrolyte, have recently 
shown that fluorine of 94—99% purity can be obtained. 

Amongst the remarkable compounds which fluorine forms with 

other elements those with the halogens are of considerable interest. 

N. V. Sidgwick has discussed these interhalogen compounds in a 
previous Report,13 and it will be found that if the halogen combining 

7 W. C. Schumb and E. L. Gamble, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1930, 52, 4302. 
* Compt. rend., 1925, 181, 917. 
• K. Fredenhagen and O, T. Krefft, Z. Elektrochcm., 1929, 35, 670. 

10 Trans. Electrochem. Soc., 1934, 66, 113. 
11 See ref. 30. 
** J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1585. 
18 Arm. Reports, 1933, 30, 128. 
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with fluorine is its neighbour, then this halogen has covalencies of 

one and three (C1F, C1F3). If, however, one member of the series 
separates the combining halogens, covalencies of 1, 3 and 5 are 
shown (BrF, BrF3, BrF5), and finally when two members intervene 
a covalency of seven is attained (IF7). Much of the data relating to 

these substances is based on the masterly researches of O. Ruff and 
his collaborators. 

In recent years three oxygen fluorides OF2,14 02F2,15 and OF15 

have been prepared and their properties described, but the question 
whether oxy-acids of fluorine exist or not is still under discussion. 

It is noteworthy that although OF2 is very slightly soluble in water, 

yet it fails to produce hypofluorous acid. It must not be inferred 
from this, however, that the acid cannot exist. It should be remem¬ 
bered that hyponitrous acid (H2N202) is well known, yet it cannot 

be synthesised from water and nitrous oxide. The reaction of OF 
with water has not been fully investigated, and as 02F2 is only 

stable below — 64°, a consideration of its action with water does not 

arise. L. M. Dennis and E. G. Rochow16 have examined the 

action of fluorine on a concentrated solution of sodium hydroxide at 
— 20° and obtained a solution which is relatively stable, liberates 
iodine from potassium iodide, and has a high oxidising power which 

is not due to potassium ozonate, ozone, hydrogen peroxide, or the 
oxygen fluoride OF2. They express the opinion that it contains 

either hypofluorous acid or more probably fluoric acid. Moreover, 

these workers state that by the electrolysis of a molten mixture of 
potassium hydroxide and fluoride in a silver crucible with a carbon 

anode, they have isolated a silver salt which has the formula AgFOs. 

However, G. H. Cady 17 does not accept the interpretation which 

Dennis and Rochow place upon their experiments, and suggests an 
alternative explanation which does not involve the existence of any 
oxy-acids of fluorine. Ruff 2 considers that the silver salt may be 

the complex compound AgOF3. 
The literature contains references to a number of sulphur fluorides : 

SFe, SF4, SF2, S2F2, S2F10. That SFe exists is incontestable, for 

it has been prepared and its properties examined by a number of 
investigators since H. Moissan and P. Lebeau 18 obtained it from the 

reaction between sulphur and fluorine. Moreover, there is no doubt 
that S2F10 is another product of this reaction.19 This is proved by its 

molecular weight of 256. In the case of the other fluorides, how- 

14 P. Lebeaii and A. Damiens, Compt. rend., 1927, 185, 652. 
16 O. Ruff and W. Menzel, Z. anorg. Chem.f 1933, 211, 204. 
16 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1933, 55, 2431. 
17 Ibid., 1934, 56, 1647. 
18 Compt. rend., 1900, 180, 865. 
19 K. G. Denbigh and R. Whytlaw-Gray, J1934, 1347. 
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ever, the published data are very confusing. Ruff 2 and his collabor¬ 

ators in 1905 attempted to prepare lower fluorides of sulphur by 

the reaction between sulphur nitride, N4S4, and hydrogen fluoride, 
but without success, and they were also unsuccessful when they tried 

to decompose sulphur chlorides with certain fluorides. Twenty 
years later, however, O. Ruff and E. Ascher 2 observed the formation 

of a gas from cobaltic fluoride and sulphur, and a detailed investig¬ 

ation led J. Fischer and W. Jaenckner20 to the conclusion that the 
liberated gas was SF4. Their analysis gave S : F = 1 : 3-8 or 3*9, 

and a molecular weight 107 (SF4 requires 108). Unfortunately, this 

result was not reproducible, but a very recent re-examination of the 

reaction by W. Luchsinger21 has clarified the matter. He has 

shown that pure SF4 is not liberated, and that in all reactions of 

metallic fluorides and sulphur, the fluorides SF6, SF4, S2F2, and often 

also SF2 result in varying proportions according to the kind and 
amount of the metallic fluoride and the velocity of the reaction. 

The lower fluorides S2F2 and SF2 can be removed from the reaction 

products by shaking with mercury, the SF6 can then be fractionated 

out, and the gas which remains is practically pure SF4. This 

constitutes the evidence for SF4. What data are available for the 

lower fluorides ? In 1923 M. Centnerszwer and C. Strenk 22 obtained 

a colourless gas from the reaction between silver fluoride and 

sulphur. It had a varying molecular weight (93—98) depending on 

the temperature of the reaction, and it contained S, 64; F, 35 

(S2F2 requires S, 62*8; F, 37*2%). Although, as the authors say, 

“ the agreement is not ideal,” yet they conclude that their substance 

is disulphur difluoride. Recently, M. Trautz and K. Ehrmann 23 

have repeated this work and isolated a gas with a molecular weight of 

98*8 and containing S, 60*98; F, 39*54%. They consider that their 

product is a mixture of two fluorides : S2F2, 90%, and SF2, 10%. 

Up to the present, therefore, the experimental evidence shows that 

no one has handled either pure S2F2 or pure SF2. Ruff 2 states that 

he and his collaborators have obtained a gas containing 90—95% of 

S2F2, but it is decomposed by light with the separation of sulphur 

and the formation of SF2. Moreover, the exceptional reactivity of 

both these fluorides, even with the quartz of the walls of the con¬ 

taining vessels, rendered isolation of the pure gases impossible. 

Ruff 2 is of opinion that pure S2F2 and pure SF2 will be obtained if 

the experimental work is conducted exclusively in platinum vessels. 

80 Z. angew. Chem., 1929, 42, 810. 
21 Diss., Breslau, 1936. 
28 Ber.t 1923, 56, 2249; 1925, 58, 914. 
28 J. pr. Chem., 1935, [ii], 142, 79. 
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Many attempts have been made to bring about direct combination 

of fluorine and nitrogen, but so far without success. Nevertheless, 

in 1928 O. Ruff, J. Fischer, and F. Luft24 succeeded in isolating NF3 

as a colourless gas (b.p. — 120°) by the indirect method of electro¬ 

lysing NH4HF2. The yield of NF3 was small and it was accompanied 

by small quantities of NH2F, some NHF2, and possibly a second 

nitrogen fluoride NF2. These compounds, when associated with 

NF3, apparently bestow on the trifluoride explosive properties, for 

if the crude gas is led over manganese dioxide the explosive com¬ 
pounds are destroyed and the NF3 is quite stable. In this respect 

NF3 offers a marked contrast to the highly explosive NC13. When¬ 

ever NF2 or NHF2 was present under a pressure higher than ca. 

350 mm. it exploded, and Ruff 2 emphasises that these substances 

have not yet been obtained pure in spite of prolonged research. 

He also states that the claims of 0. T. Krefft 25 to have prepared 
pure NH2F cannot be admitted. Nitrogen trifluoride is very 

reactive and when sparked with hydrogen a shattering explosion 

takes place, 
2NF3 + 3H2 = N2 + GHF + 336K, 

and with water vapour a flame travels through the reaction vessel, 

filling it with deep brown fumes, 

2NF3 + 3H20 - 6HF + N203. 

In 1890 Moissan described several fluorides of carbon, obtained by 

the direct union of the elements, but it is only in the last decade that 
pure compounds have been isolated.26,27 On passing fluorine over 

carbon, spontaneous combination takes place with considerable 
development of heat. The gaseous products of the reaction are 

cooled in liquid air and subsequently fractionated, whereby the 
following have been obtained : CF4, C2F6, C3F8, and other 

homologues up to C6F14. These carbon fluorides are extremely 

stable to heat and most chemical reagents. Even moderately 

heated sodium does not decompose them. An ethylene analogue, 

G2F4, has also been identified 28 in the reaction products; and this 

is also formed when carbon tetrafluoride is repeatedly subjected to an 

electric arc discharge between carbon electrodes. It forms C2F4Br2 
with bromine-water; but, apart from such reactions, which depend 

upon its unsaturated character, it is very indifferent to most reagents. 

A solid compound, carbon monofluoride,29 CF, is also formed during 
24 Z. anorg. Chem., 1928, 172, 417. 
26 D.R.P., 1932, 448,929. 
26 P. Lebeau and A, Damiens, Compt. rend., 1926, 182, 1340. 
27 O. Ruff and R. Keim, Z. anorg. Chem., 1930, 192, 249. 
88 O. Ruff and O. Bretschneider, ibid., 1933, 210, 173. 
29 F. Ebert, see idem, ibid., 1934, 217, 1. 
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the interaction of fluorine and carbon, particularly at low pressures 

and high temperatures, e.g., carbon in the form of norit at 420° and 

25 mm. or of graphite at 420° and 760 mm. The maximum yield in 
relation to the other fluorides is about 3% of the carbon converted. 

Carbon monofluoride is a grey solid, insoluble in ordinary solvents 

and indifferent to most reagents. It can, however, be reduced by 
zinc dust and acetic acid, yielding the original form of carbon from 

which it was derived. 

0 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 $ 70 11 12 

Fig. 1. 

The X-ray analysis 29 (Fig. 1) shows that the introduction of the 

fluorine atoms takes place without any appreciable alteration in the 

distance of the carbon atoms in the basic planes of the graphite 
lattice. The insertion of the fluorine atoms, however, occurs be¬ 

tween the basic planes and expands the carbon lattice in a per¬ 

pendicular direction from 3*40 A. to 8*17 A. On regeneration, it 

shrinks to its original size. This enormous distortion of the lattice 
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is sometimes the cause of an explosion in the formation of CF, and 

the authors 29 have investigated the conditions for its avoidance. It 

is not surprising, therefore, that carbon monofluoride is formed 

when carbon electrodes are used as anodes in the electrolysis of 

fluorides, and considerable expansion is usually observed.30 The 
specific electrical resistance of CF is over 3000 ohms as compared 

with 0-03 ohm for graphite, and considerable passivity effects are 

thereby set up. O. Ruff31 considers that the structure of carbon 
monofluoride closely resembles that of graphite oxide, described by 

U. Hofmann,32 in which oxygen atoms are inserted between the 

carbon basic planes of graphite. 

Amongst interesting new metallic fluorides the isolation of ReF0 
has already been mentioned in an earlier Report,33 but attention 

should be directed to an investigation undertaken with the object of 

isolating a higher fluoride of copper and silver.34 No fluoride of 

copper higher than CuF2 could be prepared, but the existence of 

AgF2 is now well established.35 This compound has been prepared 

by the action of fluorine at 150—200° on a silver halide, or molecular 

silver prepared by reducing silver oxide with formaldehyde, or on 

fine silver gauze. It is a dark brown powder which with water gives 

oxygen containing ozone. The fluorine is relatively firmly bound, 

for only at 440° does the dissociation pressure of argentic fluoride 
reach 1 atmosphere. This fluoride is strongly paramagnetic, as is 

to be expected from its electronic structure. It is an excellent 

fluorinating agent and in many cases can act as a substitute for 
fluorine. 

Some extraordinary mistakes by earlier observers are disclosed in 
recent publications on the acid fluorides of the metals. In 1905, 

E. Bohm 36 recorded the preparation of acid fluorides of cobalt, 
nickel, and copper of the general formula MF2,5HF,5 or 6H20. 

Sixteen years later, F. H. Edminster and H. C. Cooper 37 published 
their conclusions from a reinvestigation of these substances. They 

stated that the correct formula was MF2,5HF,6H20, where M could 

be Co, Ni, Cu, or Mn, but added that “ It was a surprise to obtain 

the acid fluoride by recrystallisation from water.** However, a 

30 See ref. 11. 
31 Angew. Chem., 1933, 47, 739. 
32 Ber., 1932, 65, 1821; U. Hofmann, A. Frenzel, and E. Csaldn, Annalen, 

1934, 570, 1. 
38 Ann, Reports, 1933, 30, 91. 
34 O. Ruff and M. Giese, Z. anorg. Chem., 1934, 219, 143. 
36 Idem, Ibid,; M. S. Ebert, E. L. Rodowskas, and J. C. W. Frazer, J, 

Amer, Chem. Soo., 1933, 55, 3056; Naturwiss., 1934, 22, 561. 
8® Z. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43, 326. 
37 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1920, 42, 2419. 
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recent investigation by A. Kurtenacker, W. Finger, and F. Hey 38 

leads to a very different conclusion. They find that the so-called 

acid fluorides of the type MF2,5HF,xH20 do not exist, but that they 

are really fluosilicates and must be eliminated from the literature. 

The story, however, does not end here. According to an early 

investigator, I. E. Wilhn,39 an acid fluoride HT1F2 exists, but in 

1920 J. Barlot 40 re-examined the compound and concluded that it 

was H2T1F3. 0. Hassel and H. Kringstad 41 then took up the matter 

in 1932 and proved that the formula was really H2T1F3,0-5H20, 
and that the substance was isomorphous with a compound 

H2(NH4)F3,0-5H2O which they prepared. This year C. Finbak and 

0. Hassel 42 published an account of a reinvestigation of a number 

of so-called acid fluorides. They agree with Kurtenacker and his 

collaborators that the recorded acid fluorides of nickel, cobalt, 

manganese, and copper are really fluosilicates and, what is par¬ 

ticularly interesting, find that the acid fluorides of thallium also do 

not exist but are actually fluosilicates. Moreover, a mercurous 

compound Hg2F2,4HF,4H20, described by E. Bohm 36 in 1905, is 

found to be Hg2SiF6,2H20. It is obvious that the greatest care is 

necessary in investigations where hydrofluoric acid is employed. 

It is noteworthy that quite recently J. Meyer and W. Taube 43 

state that they have prepared RbHF2 and RbH2Fa, but that these 

substances are commonly contaminated with fluosilicates. 

Attention should be directed to an ingenious method for deter¬ 

mining critical temperatures which has been applied with success to 

anhydrous hydrogen fluoride by P. A. Bond and D. A. Williams.44 

A tube of Monel metal is charged with the pure hydrogen fluoride 

and heated in an air-bath above its critical temperature. This 
tube, in an inclined position, is mounted on knife edges and con¬ 

nected at one end by a fine platinum wire to the beam of a balance. 

The system is then cooled slowly and the critical temperature is 

clearly indicated by a sudden change in the balance-beam when the 

continuous phase passes to a system of vapour and liquid, with 

consequent displacement of the centre of gravity. The critical 

temperature thus determined is 2302°. 

S. R. C. 

W. W. 

38 Z. anorg. Chem., 1933, 211, 83. 
38 Ann. Chvm. Phys., 1805, [iv], 5, 5. 
4(1 Compt. rend., 1920, 171, 1143. 
41 Z. anorg. Chem., 1932, 208, 382. 
42 Ibid., 1936, 226, 175. 
43 Ibid., 1936, 227, 337. 
44 J, Amer. Chem. Soc.f 1932, 54, 129. 
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3. Metallic Carbides. 

Results of great value have been obtained during recent years by 

the application of X-ray methods to the structure of the carbides. 

These substances have long presented a problem in molecular 

structure of the very highest interest, for the attention of chemists 
has always been arrested by the extraordinary differences in 

behaviour exhibited by the metallic carbides in their reactions both 
with water and with acids. In certain cases the reaction products 

are of unexpected complexity, and many explanations have been 

advanced to account for these results. 

There is evidently some connection between the behaviour of a 
carbide and its position in the periodic table. Those of the first and 
second groups, with the exception of beryllium carbide, give; with 

water, acetylene only. Beryllium carbide, BeX, and aluminium 

carbide, A14C3, yield pure methane, but manganese carbide, Mn30, 
gives a mixture of methane and hydrogen in equal volumes. Car¬ 

bides of yttrium, lanthanum, cerium, and the other rare earths, also 

those of uranium and thorium, are attacked by water and yield a 

complex mixture of gaseous, liquid, and sometimes solid hydro¬ 

carbons. 

In seeking an explanation of these results some early workers on 

the carbides did not hesitate to represent them by graphic formuke, 

but others, more cautious, endeavoured to reconcile the formula* 

of the carbides with the valency of the constituent elements. During 

recent years, as a result of the work of M. von Staekelberg and his 
collaborators, the constitution of a number of metal carbides has 

been disclosed by the use of X-ray methods, and the relationship 

between chemical reaction and structure made clear for the first 

time. 

The well-known reaction of calcium carbide with bromine, and 
further, its decomposition witli water, have convinced chemists that 
in this carbide the two atoms of carbon must be joined : 

CaC2 + 4Br2 = CaBr2 + CBr3-CBr3 

In 1930 von Staekelberg 1 studied the acetylides of the alkali metals, 

and the carbides of the alkaline-earth metals and the rare-earth 

metals. The structure which he finally assigned to CaC2, UC2, 

LaC2, PrC2, and NdC2 is most conveniently described as a face- 
centred cubic lattice or sodium chloride lattice made up of metal 
atoms and C2 groups. 

1 Z. physikal. Ohem.p 1930, Bt 9, 437. 
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As Mg. 2 shows, the C2 groups are all arranged parallel to one edge 
of the cube, which is thereby extended in this direction. The distor¬ 

tion may be expressed by an axial ratio 
cja of 1*15—1*20. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that acetylene is liberated 
as a primary product from the decom¬ 
position with water, for already in 
the crystal lattice a OO bond is present. 
Prom the fact that acetylene is the 
sole gaseous product in the case of 
calcium carbide, it must be concluded 
that the energy conditions are favour¬ 
able for the evolution of this gas. With 
the carbides of uranium and of the 
rare earths, acetylene is evolved but 
it is accompanied by saturated and 
unsaturated hydrocarbons of great 
complexity. The composition (%) of 

the gases evolved from some of these carbides is given by H 

Moissan 2 as follows : 

La. Co. Pr. Nd. Sm. Y. Th. 
C2H2 ... . 71 75-6 67-9 66-3 70-6 717 47-7 
C2H4 ... . 1-5 4-2 30 6*3 7*9 4-6 5'8 
CH4. . 27-9 20-3 29-1 27-6 215 18-9 29-4 
Ha . . — — — — — 4-7 171 

Later investigations,3 whilst not confirming these analytical results 
in detail, have only served to emphasise the complexity of the 
gaseous mixtures. In a recent communication N. G. Schmahl4 
has put forward a theory of carbide hydrolysis based on these 
results of Moissan. Schmahl considers that the following reaction 
occurs in the decomposition of the rare-earth metal carbides by 
water : 

4XC2 + 6H20 = 2X203 (hydrated) + 3C2H2 + CH4 + CH2 

According to Schmahl this CH2 radical is changed into ethylene and 
propylene or to methane and ethane, depending on the heat of the 
reaction. J. Schmidt 5 has examined this suggestion, and pointed 
out that SchmahTs theory demands the formation of acetylene and 
methane in a ratio 3:1, which would be lowered in those cases where 
the CH2 radical is reduced to methane. Actually, if the figures 

* Ann. Chim. Phys1896, [vii], 9, 302. 
* A. Damiens, Compt. rend., 1913, 157, 214; P. Lebeau and A. Damiens, 

ibid., 156, 1987. 
4 Z. Elektrochem., 1934, 40, 68. 
* Ibid., p. 170. 
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given by Moissan are examined, it will be seen that the ratio 

C2ff2: CH4 is sometimes greater than 3 and sometimes less. Above 
all, however, Schmahl’s theory fails to recognise that in the crystal 

lattice a C~C bond' is already present. In Schmidt’s view the 

suggestion of Schmahl is untenable, and there appear sound grounds 

for this conclusion. Instead, Schmidt considers that the difference 
in the reaction products from calcium carbide and the rare-earth 

metal carbides is due to the different valencies of the metal atoms. 
If the metal atom, M, is bivalent, as in calcium carbide, then the 

carbon is bound as acetylene and the metal as the hydroxide 

M(OH)2. If, however, the metal is in the tervalent state, hydrogen 

is liberated, and it is the further reactions between the acetylene and 

this hydrogen which produce the complicated mixture of hydro- 

—■—lw 
BBwmmbh 

Fig. 3. 

carbons. Schmidt is of opinion that methane itself is a side product 

of such reactions. He considers that his views are supported by 
the carbides of the tervalent elements aluminium and cerium. 

Carbides of these elements can be prepared of the general formula 
X2(C EE C)3 in which the metal atom has a valency of three.6 On 

hydrolysis, acetylene alone is liberated, because the metal atoms 
concerned do not undergo a valency change but are stable as 

A1(0H)3 and Ce(OH)3. Reference to the preceding table will show 

that the composition of the gaseous products from the hydrolysis 

of thorium carbide, ThC2, offers a striking contrast to that from the 

other carbides included. It might be anticipated, therefore, that 
this difference in chemical behaviour would be reflected in the 

structures of these carbides, and it is interesting to find that this is 

so. The structure of ThC2 (Fig. 3), although similar to that of the 
6 J. F. Durand, Bull. Soc. chim1924, 35, 1141; L. Damiens, ibid.t 1914, 

15, 370. 
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CaC2 type, has the C2 groups all parallel to a cube face but with their 

axes in two mutually perpendicular directions. The distortion 
produced gives rise to a tetragonal lattice with an axial ratio 

c : cl = 0-903. 
Particularly interesting are the detailed structures which have 

been evolved for the carbides of aluminium and beryllium, A14C3 
and Be2C, for they explain in a most convincing way why methane 

is the sole hydrocarbon produced by hydrolysis. Beryllium car¬ 

bide, Be2C,7 has been shown to have an antifluorite structure, in 

which each beryllium atom is surrounded by four carbon atoms and 

each carbon atom has eight beryllium atoms as neighbours. The 

C~C distance is 3-06 A., and Be-C is 1*9 A. This separation of the 
carbon atoms in the crystal lattice, combined with the bivalency of 

the beryllium atoms, explains most effectively why methane results 

from the hydrolysis. The detailed structure of aluminium carbide 8 
is complicated, and is best understood by reference to the diagrams 

in the original publication. However, it can be described as a layer 

lattice in which three layers of carbon atoms are interleaved with 

four layers of aluminium atoms so that each unit has the composition 

(A^CgJoo and is, in itself, saturated with regard to valency. Each 

aluminium atom is surrounded by four carbon atoms at a distance 

of 1*9—2-0 A., while the carbon atoms have either 5 or 6 aluminium 

atoms as neighbours. With such a structure the formation of 
methane, by hydrolysis of the carbide, would be expected. It is 

well established that hydrogen and a number of hydrocarbons are 
produced when either Ni3C or Fe3C is treated with hydrochloric acid. 

To explain this result, J. Schmidt 5 assumes that the CH2 group is 

formed initially, and it then undergoes hydrogenation to methane 

or polymerisation to ethylene. This ethylene can then be further 

changed by hydrogenation or renewed polymerisation or reaction 
writh a new' CH2 group. In the decomposition of Fe3C, polymeris¬ 

ation must occur to a marked degree, for in addition to gaseous 
hydrocarbons, liquid and solid hydrocarbons may be formed.9 

H. A. Bahr and T. Bakr 10 state that they observed the formation 

of liquid hydrocarbons in the decomposition of Ni3C with hydro¬ 
chloric acid, but J. Schmidt could not confirm this. Incidentally, 

the decomposition of Fe3C is complicated by the separation of 

elemental carbon, which is accelerated by ferrous ions.11 A carbon 
separation can also take place when Ni3C is decomposed, but it has 

7 M. von Stackelborg and F. Quatram, Z. physikal. Chem., 1934, B, 27, 50. 
8 M. von Stackolberg and E. Schnorrenberg, ibid., p. 37. 
9 E. D. Campbell, Amer. Chem. J., 1896, 18, 836. 

10 Bar., 1928, 61, 2177. 
11 R. Schenck and R. Stenkhoff, Z. anorg. Chem., 1927, 161, 287. 
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not yet been demonstrated that it can be influenced by concentration 

of nickel ions.5 
An X-ray investigation of these carbides does appear to throw 

some light on their behaviour with acids, for it indicates that the 
individual carbon atoms in the lattice of Fe3C and Ni3C 12 are separ¬ 

ated from one another, and this implies the possibility of the 

formation of a primary CH2 group. This is especially so in Fe3C, 

for its method of preparation and its existence in equilibrium with 

iron (ferrite) indicate that the metal in the carbide is in the lower 

state of oxidation, i.e., bivalent. By analogy one might assume a 

similar method of decomposition for Mn3C but, as is well known, 

methane and hydrogen are the only products. The crystal structure 
of Mn3C is not known accurately, but evidently it must be funda¬ 

mentally different from that of Fe3C. F. Fischer and F. Bangert13 

have prepared a manganese carbide of a different type by the 

reaction of manganese oxide and methane. When it was decomposed 
with water, the evolved gas contained 2-5% of unsaturated hydro¬ 

carbons, 45% of saturated hydrocarbons, and 52*5% of hydrogen. 

The unsaturated hydrocarbons contained on an average at least 
four carbon atoms. This carbide agrees with the formula (Mn5C2)fi. 

A. Westgren 14 has recently examined the crystal structure of a 

manganese carbide to which he assigns the composition Mn7C3. 
A magnesium carbide, Mg2C3, is known to give pure allylene 

CH3 — C hh CH on hydrolysis but its crystal structure is unknown.15 

The fact that only one hydrocarbon is formed suggests, by analogy 

with the carbides of the CaC2 type, that the C-C-C bond is already 
present in the crystal lattice. 

S. R. C. 
W. W. 

4. Co-ordination Compounds. 

The old idea that the term co-ordination compound is restricted 

to the well-known cobalt, chromium, and platinum ammines is 
undoubtedly disappearing, and it is being realised that these complex 

salts represent only a special section of an exceedingly wide and 

diverse class of substances. In an introduction to the symposium 

on complex inorganic compounds arranged by the American 

Chemical Society, L. F. Audrieth 1 pointed out how recent develop- 

12 B. Jacobsen and A. Westgren, Z. physikal. Chem., 1933, B, 20, 361; 
J. Schmidt, Z. anorg. Chem., 1933, 216, 85. 

18 Brennstoff-Chem., 1929, 10, 261. 
14 Jemk. Ann., 1935, 118, 231. 
1 Chem. Reviews, 1936, 19, 55. 

16 See N. G. Schmahl, ref. (4). 
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ments in theoretical chemistry and in research technique had given 

new prominence to this field of investigation. The Brfinsted concept 

of acid-base equilibria has directed attention to complex ions in the 
development of acidic and basio properties in solution, whilst the 

ever-changing theories of atomic structure have demanded investiga¬ 

tion of the physical and chemical properties of compounds char¬ 
acterised by the covalent link. Interest in the modern theories of 

optical activity has stimulated investigations of the optical properties 

of complex inorganic compounds, whilst improved apparatus and 

the development of new research technique, such as are available in 
X-ray and electron-diffraction methods and in measurements of 

dipole moments, have thrown a flood of light on the detailed 

structure of co-ordination compounds. 
A few years ago it was quite true to say that the available evidence 

indicated that the arrangement of the valencies of 4-covalent atoms 

was almost always tetrahedral. This was the general conclusion 
arrived at by the classical methods of stereochemistry and it was 

supported by a substantial mass of physical data. In the discussion 

on modem stereochemistry, held by the Chemical Society, S. Sugden2 

reviewed recent work on 4-covalent complexes of bivalent nickel, 

palladium, platinum, and copper, and showed that in the case of 

these elements there is definite evidence for the frequent occurrence 

of a planar configuration. Sugden 2 pointed out that there arc now 
three main lines of evidence which lead to this conclusion in the cases 

of nickel,3 palladium,4 and platinum.5 First, there is the occurrence 

of cis-trans-isomerides when two unsymmetrical chelate groups are 

attached to the metallic atoms. Examples of this are found in the 
isomeric nickel derivatives of benzylmethylglyoxime and the 

isomeric glycine derivatives of palladium and platinum (I) and (II). 
Secondly, there is the evidence provided by the resolution of 

(I.) 
CH2-NH2n 

co—O' 

NHvCH. 
ypt^ T o—00 

CO-0 NH,-CH., 

I >P< I “ (II.) 
CHo-NH/ o—CO 

4-covalent compound of bivalent platinum. This work of W. H. 

Mills and T. H. H. Quibell 6 was discussed in the Report last year. 

Finally, there are the X-ray studies by E. Cr. Cox, W. Wardlaw, and 

collaborators 7 who, in the last two years, have demonstrated a 

2 Nature, 1930, 137, 543. 
8 S. Sugden, J., 1932, 246. 
4 F. W. Pinkard, E. Sharratfc, W. Wardlaw, and E. G. Cox, J., 1934, 1012. 
5 A. A. Grunberg and B. W. Ptizyn, J. pr. Chem.f 1933, [»], 186, 143. 
6 J., 1935, 839. 
7 See E. G. Cox, F. W. Pinkard, W. Wardlaw, and K. C. Webster, «/., 

1935, 459; E. G. Cox, W. Wardlaw, and K, C. Webster, J.9 1935, 1475. 
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planar configuration in no less than 14 derivatives of nickel, palla¬ 
dium, and platinum. Thus there is, in Sugden’s view, abundant 
evidence for planar structures in co-ordination compounds of 
4-covalent nickel, palladium, and platinum. 

Obviously there must be a theoretical explanation why in certain 
cases the structure is tetrahedral, and in others planar, and the 
reader will probably recall that in 1931 L. Pauling 8 put forward a 
theory to explain this. In connection with this theory it should be 
noted that the electrons in an octet are divided into two sub-groups 
of 2 and 6, and those of an 18 group into three sub-groups of 2, (>, 
and 10. The values of the second quantum number for these sub¬ 
groups are h = 1, 2, 3, and the spectroscopic designations of the 
three are 8, p, and d respectively. Pauling accepts the idea that a 
bond involves two electrons, and he lays down that when the links 
are tetrahedrally distributed these bonds are compounded of 
electrons in s and p levels. Generally, it might be said that the 
links are of the form sp3. When however one d level is used and the 
links are of the type sjrd, Pauling predicts an arrangement of four 
bonds at 90° in one plane. Such vacant d levels, with energies 
comparable with s and p levels, are found in the atoms of the 
transition elements. Moreover, since the d electrons are chiefly 
responsible for the magnetic moment of the atom, sharing of them 
should reduce this property so that bivalent nickel, which is para¬ 
magnetic in its simple salts, should become diamagnetic in its 
4-covalent planar compounds. It is interesting to find that the 
recorded magnetic evidence for nickel agrees with Pauling’s theory, 
for all the planar compounds investigated have proved to be 
diamagnetic. With palladium and platinum, the magnetic evidence 
does not appear to be so significant, for all simple and complex salts 
of these elements are diamagnetic, but the diamagnetism of the 
planar compounds is in accord with Pauling’s views. Sugden 
indicates, however, that a real discrepancy arises with certain cupric 
compounds. E. G. Cox and K. C. Webster 9 have found from X-ray 
studies that the cupric derivatives of (3-diketones have a planar 
configuration. These compounds are paramagnetic, and there is 
not a vacant 3 d level in the cupric ion. This is readily seen from the 
electron distributions for nickel and copper atoms, which show that 
the difference between nickel and copper is not merely the addition 
of an electron in the nickel atom but a change in the number of 
electrons in the d level: 

m (At. no. 28) . la* 2s* 2p° Xs* 3pa M* 4s* 
Cu (At. no. 29) . Is* 2s* 2p« &»2 3pa 3d10 4sl 

• J. Amer. Chem. tioc,, 3931, 68, 1367. 
• J.p 1936, 731. 
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The planar configuration for 4-covalent cupric compounds is now 

firmly established. J. M. Robertson 10 found that in the phthalo- 
cyanines of nickel, platinum, and copper the metal atom and the 

four surrounding nitrogens lie in one plane. Again, an X-ray 
investigation of the crystal structure of cupric chloride dihydrate, 

CuC12,2H20, by D. Harker,11 shows that each copper atom is 
attached to two chlorine and two oxygen atoms by covalent linkings 

directed to the corners of a square. To illustrate how X-ray results 

can give evidence of this planar structure in simple derivatives of 
4-covalent copper, details of a recent investigation 12 of CuCl2py3 

may be given. This substance, which crystallises well from 

methyl alcohol, was prepared under a variety of experimental 
conditions with the object of discovering the theoretically possible 

cis- and £ra?w?-isomerides. Under all conditions it was found to 

crystallise in the same Jrantf-pJanar form. It is evident that 4- 

covalent copper compounds of cis-configuration, like those of 
palladium, are generally unstable when chelate groups are absent. 

That CuCl2py2 has a trcms-planar configuration follows from a 
consideration of its cell dimensions as determined by X-ray methods. 

The short length of the c axis (3-84 A.) shows that the pyridine rings 
must be coplanar (or very nearly so), since this value is of the same 

order as the distance of approach of “CH— groups in different 
organic molecules (ca. 3*7 A.). Reference to a model shows that 

this can only be so in a molecule of tfrarw-planar configuration (Fig. 2) 

for with a as-planar configuration the parallel arrangement of the 

pyridine rings shown in Fig. I is impossible on account of the 

10 J.y 1935, 613. 11 Z. KrisL, 1936, 93, 136. 
» E. G. Cox, E. Sharratt, W. Wardlaw, and K. C. Webster, J., 1936, 120. 
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proximity of the two rings (minimum distance 1*9 A. instead of 
3*7 A.)* In order to obtain the requisite clearance between the 
rings in a -planar structure they must be rotated about the 
N-Cu bonds through approximately 40°, thus increasing the thick¬ 
ness of the molecule and necessitating a c-axis of at least 4-5 A. 

!Me!NO ^ 

‘Et*N\—' 
OH 

(III.) 

This is impossible in view of the experimenta] datum that c is 3-84 A. 
On the same grounds, a molecule in which the distribution of copper 

valencies is tetrahedral is excluded. Since the 
distribution of valencies in nickel and copper 

L>M 4-covalent compounds may be planar, and the 
metal atoms are not greatly different in radius, it 
is to be expected that corresponding nickel and 
copper compounds will sometimes be iso- 

morphous. This has proved to be the case with the methylethyl- 
glyoxime derivatives (III).12 In view of Sugden’s findings 13 that 
the nickel derivatives of unsymmetrical glyoximes are planar, this 
result adds additional weight to the conclusion that 4-covalent 
copper may be planar in its cupric compounds. 

In a paper on the stereochemistry of the metallic phthalocyanines, 
R. P. Linstead and J. M. Robertson 14 have shown that bivalent 
4-co-ordinate beryllium, manganese, iron, and cobalt, like nickel, 
copper, and platinum, all exhibit planar symmetry in the crystals 
of their phthalocyanine derivatives (see Fig. 3). The fact that 
cobalt is tetrahedral15 in the group CoCJ4" makes the result with the 
phthalocyanine derivatives particularly interesting, and provides 
the first example of this metal exhibiting planar symmetry. The 
most remarkable of these results, however, is provided by beryllium, 
for which a tetrahedral symmetry is well established by both 
chemical and physical considerations. Beryllium is tetrahedral 

» H. J. Cavell and S. Sugden, 1935, 621. 
“ J., 1936, 1736. 

H. M. Powell and A. F. Wells, J., 1935, 359. 
HEP.—VOL. XXXUI. F 
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in its benzoylpyruvic acid derivative 16 and in basic beryllium 

acetate,17 and BaBeF4 is isomorphous with BaS04.18 That the 
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very simple atom beryllium, which normally contains no d electrons, 

should adopt a planar distribution of valencies, appears inexplicable 

on Pauling’s theory. Linstead and Robertson point out that the 

theoretical difficulty can be avoided by the assumption that in 

beryllium phthalocyanine the metal is combined with only two 

nitrogen atoms, but there seems no justification for arbitrarily 

differentiating between this compound and the other covalent 

metallic phthalocyanines which resemble it so closely in crystalline 

form. The general conclusions from these facts are : (1) that in the 

metallic phthalocyanines, and probably also the corresponding 
porphyrins, the rigid planar organic portion of the molecule imposes 

its steric requirements upon the metal, and (2) that there is more 

tolerance in the distribution of valencies about 4 co-ordinate-metal 

atoms than has hitherto been realised. 

The work already surveyed has shown that many 4-covalent 

complexes of copper, nickel, palladium, and platinum actually 

possess a planar configuration, and that this configuration is 

maintained even when considerable changes are made in the nature 

of the co-ordinate groups. On the other hand there is definite 

evidence that a change in the principal valency of the metal may 

lead to a change in the spatial distribution of the bonds. For 

example, trimethylplatinie chloride, Pt(CJE£3)3Cl, in which platinum 

is 4-covalent but also quadrivalent, has been shown 19 to be non- 

planar and is most probably tetrahedral. Again, nickel carbonyl, 

Ni(CO)4,20 in which the nickel has no principal valency, possesses a 

W. H. Mills and R. A. Gotts,1026, 3121. 
17 (Sir) W. Bragg and G. T. Morgan, Proc. Boy. Soc., 1923, A, 104, 437. 
18 N. N. R&y, Z. anorg. Vhe?n.t 1931, 201, 289. 

E. G; Cox and K. C. Webster, Z. Krist., 1935, A, 90, 561. 
10 L. O. Brockway and P. C. Cross, J, Chem. Physics, 1936, 3, 828. 
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tetrahedral structure. Recent investigations have provided addi¬ 
tional examples of this change of structure with change in the 

principal valency of the central element. For instance, in striking 

contrast to the planar 4-covalent derivatives of bivalent copper, it 

has been proved that some 4-covalent cuprous compounds are 
tetrahedral. Similarly, silver has been found to be planar when 

bivalent and tetrahedral when univalent. Prior to this year, the 

only evidence on the configuration of either 4-covalent cuprous or 

argentous derivatives was that of F. Hein and II. Regler, who, in a 
preliminary note,21 claimed to have effected a partial resolution 

of an argentous derivative of 8-hydroxyquinoline. Since then, 

these authors 22 have described their work in detail, and state that 

by the use of bromocamphorsulphonate they have obtained 

evidence that their silver compound is optically active and must 

therefore have a tetrahedral disposition for the valency bonds of the 

silver atom. They were unable however to retain the activity 

when the optically active acid was removed. 

+ HNO, Ag 
* \ 
N 9H 

NO, 

E. G. Cox, W. Wardlaw, and K. C. Webster 23 have examined by 

X-ray methods potassium cuprocyanide, K3[Cu(CN)4], and the 
isomorphous substances tetrakis-thioacetamide cuprous and 

argentous chlorides fas (IV)]. In each of these substances a tetra¬ 
hedral valency distribution has been found, and it will be noted that 

in every case the effective atomic number of the metallic atom is 

that of an inert gas. It is also noteworthy that the complex ion 

Cu(CN)4'" has exactly the same number of electrons, and pre¬ 
sumably the same electronic distribution, as the neutral complex 

Ni(CO)4, which has been shown to be tetrahedral. This tetrahedral 
distribution of valencies in a co-ordinated cuprous complex has also 

been found by F. G. Mann, D. Purdie, and A. F. Wells 24 in the 

molecule [Et3As->CuI]4. Silver, with a principal valency of two 

21 Naturwiss., 1935, 23, 320, 
82 Her., 1936, 69, 1092. 
>* J., 1936, 775. 
M Ibid., p. 1503. 
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and a covalency of four, has proved 23 to be planar as a result of an 
X-ray examination of the argentic derivative of picolinic acid. This 

result is based on the high birefringence of the compound and its 
isomorphism with the corresponding copper derivative, which has 
been shown to be tfrawrS-planar as in (V). Further, E. G. Cox and 
K. C. Webster 25 have demonstrated that potassium auribromide, 
K[AuBr4],2H20, in which gold is tervalent, possesses the ion AuBr4' 
with a planar configuration. The X-ray evidence shows that the 
water in the auribromide is held mainly as water of crystallisation, 
and that the substance does not contain the sexacovalent complex 
[AuBr4,2H20]\ This appears to be the first example of a tervalent 
metal with a planar distribution for its four valency bonds. It 
will be realised that a definite advance in the stereochemistry of 
these so-called currency metals has been made. Some years ago 
R. Dickinson 26 investigated the complex cyanides of potassium 
with zinc, cadmium, and mercury of the type K2[X(CN)4], and found 
that the co-ordinated cyanogen groups had a tetrahedral arrange¬ 
ment around the central metal atom. W. H. Mills and R. E. D. 
Clark 27 have prepared compounds of the type (VI), where M == Hg, 
Cd, and Zn, in order to investigate the stereochemistry of these 

(v,'> 

metals in the 4-covalent state. Various alkaloid salts were in¬ 
vestigated, but in no case could direct evidence of their optical 
resolution be obtained. Nevertheless, other results of great interest 
were recorded, but as these cannot be satisfactorily summarised, 
the original papers must be consulted. 

Outside the range of the transition elements, the stereochemistry 
of 4-covalent tin and lead has been considered. A tetrahedral 
distribution for the four valencies of stannic tin is firmly established 
by chemical and physical methods. An optically active compound 
of tin was prepared by W. J. Pope and S. J. Peachey 28 in 1900, and 

as J., 1936, 1636. 
a® J. Amer. Chcm. Soc„ 1922, 44, 774. 
27 J., 1936, 176. 
88 P., 1900, 16, 42, 116. 
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this tetrahedral configuration was also revealed in the four atoms of 

iodine which surround the metal in stannic iodide.29 Until recently, 

however, no attempt had been made to determine whether this 
tetrahedral distribution also holds for 4-covalent compounds of 

stannous tin. The preliminary results of an investigation of 

K2[SnCl4],2H20 have been published,30 and they show that in 

contrast to Snl4 the complex ion SnCl4" is planar. The X-ray 

results plainly prove that the tin is 4-eovalent, and not sexacovalent 

as the presence of the two molecules of water might suggest. Other 

stannous compounds lead to a similar conclusion. Further, lead, 

which is tetrahedral in the 4-covalent and quadrivalent lead 

compound, PbPh4,81 proves to be planar in its bivalent and 4-coval¬ 

ent derivatives Such as lead benzoylacetonate, lead salicylate, and 
PbCl2,2CS(NH2)2.30 This short summary indicates that investig¬ 

ations on 4-covalent compounds are yielding results of considerable 

interest and value. 
Although the structure of compounds of the type AB5 has not 

yet been determined, suggestions have been made as to possible 

configurations. Iron pentacarbonyl, Fe(CO)5, is a substance of 

this type, and two possible structures have been advocated. The 
first is a tetragonal pyramid in which the apical carbon monoxide 

molecule is further removed from the central atom than the other 

four; such is the structure advanced by W. Graffunder and G. Hey- 

mann 32 to explain the small dipole moment. The second, which 

J. S. Anderson 33 considers more probable, is a trigonal bi-pyramid. 

It provides the closest packing possible in a 5-covalent arrangement, 

and affords a satisfactory explanation of the ready formation of 
Fe2(CO)9 as formulated by N. V. Sidgwick and R. W. Bailey 34 and 

described in a previous Report.35 
Anomalies in the parachor of co-ordination compounds were 

observed by S. Sugden,36 who found that beryllium in the basic 

propionate Be40(C2H5,C02)G and the acetylacetonate appeared 
to have a variable negative parachor. Co-ordination compounds of 

thallium and aluminium displayed a similar anomaly, and in last 

year’s Report attention was directed to some results of F. G. Mann 

and D. Purdie,37 who found that in certain series of organic metallic 

29 R. G. Dickinson, J, Arner. Chem. Soc., 1923, 46, 958. 
30 E. G. Cox, A. J. Shorter, and W. Wardlaw, Nature, 1937, 139, 72. 
81 W. H. George, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1927, A, 113, 585. 
32 Z. physikal, Chem., 1932, B, 16, 377. 
38 J., 1930, 1283. 
84 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1934, A, 144, 521. 
85 Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 104. 
88 “ Parachor and Valency,” London, 1930, p. 145. 
87 J., 1935, 1549. 
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compounds, both simple and complex, the metal atom showed an 

apparent parachor which fell steadily as the homologous series was 

ascended. For example, in the homologous series PdCl2,2R2S the 

parachor of palladium fell from 36 for the methyl to — 7 for the 
tt-amyl compound. Sugden sought to obviate the anomaly in the 

compounds of beryllium, thallium, and aluminium by a singlet-link 

theory of co-ordination; in the case of palladium derivatives, 

however, the deficit cannot be explained by substituting a singlet 

linkage for the co-ordinate linkage, but must be regarded as a real 

effect. Mann and Purdie suggested that the effect might be 

explained, in part at least, as due to the molecular shape, since the 

toms-planar arrangement of groups about the palladium confers a 

molecular configuration which might well be Associated with 

anomalous packing effects. This explanation may account in some 

measure for the results of the parachor in the homologous series 

considered by Mann and Purdie, but it cannot be regarded as 

complete in view of some now results by J. S. Anderson 33 on the 

parachors of metal carbonyl compounds. These compact, non- 

planar molecules show a large anomaly in their parachors. Nickel 

carbonyl, which is tetrahedral,20 and has a close-packed structure, 

gives a parachor which is a few units greater than four times the 
observed parachor of carbon monoxide. For iron pentacarbonyl the 

observed total parachor is less than four times that of carbon mon¬ 

oxide. In the carbonyls the available evidence indicates that 

the carbon-oxygen linkage differs very little from that in carbon 

monoxide, so that the assumption that the parachor of co-ordinated 

CO is the same as that of free carbon monoxide should give an 
approximate value for the parachor of the metal atom. The 

parachors of the tricarbonylnitrosylcobalt, Co(CO)3(NO), and 

dicarbonyldinitrosyliron, Fe(CO)2(NO)2, have also been determined. 

The assumption is made that as NO must be closely related to CO 
in the nitrosocarbonyls, it is therefore reasonable to calculate the 

parachor on the relation PNo — Poo = Pn — Pc- The parachors 
of the metals calculated in this way are given in the following 

table : 

Ni(CO)4. Co(CO)3NO. Fe(CO)a(NO)2. Fe(CO)5. CO. 
P . 256-3 249-8 252-5 300-0 61*6 
Apparent P of metal 8-9 —8-9 —18*5 —7*4 

From Sugden’s atomic number-parachor curve, iron, cobalt, and 

nickel should have nearly equal atomic parachors of about 50 

(Cr — 54-3, Cu = 46). It is plain that all four substances show a 

large deficit,* just as do the co-ordination compounds of beryllium or 

palladium. No adequate explanation of this anomaly has yet been 
advanced. 
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Iii the most stable derivatives of cuprous copper the co-ordination 
number appears to be four, as, e.g., in K3[Cu(CN)4]. It is interesting 

to find, therefore, that cuprous and silver iodides form compounds 24 

with tertiary phosphines and arsines analogous to the well-known 
non-ionic aurous chloride derivatives, R3P(As)->AuCl, and that 

many members of this series possess considerable stability in spite 

of the fact that the metal atom has apparently a co-ordination 
number of 2. Actually, one would have expected the stable com¬ 
pounds to be of the type (PR3)3CuI, where copper would have an 

atomic number of 36 and thereby attain the electronic structure of 

krypton. X-Ray analysis 24 of the arsine compound shows that the 
true molecule is not R3As->CuI, but that it really consists of four 

simple units (Et3As->CuI)4, and this is in accordance with molecular- 

weight determinations by the cryoscopic method. The phosphine 

derivative Et3P->0ul is strictly isomorpkous with the triethyl- 

arsine compound and has therefore the same structure. The detailed 

structure shows that the four cuprous atoms are arranged at the 

apices of a regular tetrahedron and the four iodine atoms lie each 

at the centre, but above the plane, of one face of the tetrahedron. 

Beyond each cuprous atom is an arsenic atom lying on the elongation 

of the axis joining the centre of the tetrahedron to the copper. 

The three ethyl groups are then joined to each arsenic atom, so that 

the tetrahedral angle is subtended both at the arsenic and at the 

first carbon atom of the ethyl groups. The stability is conferred by 
each iodine atom, in addition to being covalently linked to its 

original copper atom, also being joined by two co-ordinate links to 

the other two copper atoms of the same tetrahedral face. Each 

copper atom acquires seven electrons and is identical, therefore, in 

both co-ordination number and electronic structure, with that in 

K3[Cu(CN)4J. 

Berizoinoxime, as is well known, is one of a number of organic 
reagents employed in the detection and estimation of metals. The 

copper derivative, discovered by E. Feigl,38 is a deep green amorphous 
compound, insoluble in water and organic solvents, to which formula 

(VI1) was assigned. Until recently, however, this structure could 

not be regarded as fully established. It is unusual to find the 

hydrogen atom of the secondary alcoholic group replaced by 

copper; moreover, benzoinoxime is a reducing agent, and one 

would expect it to reduce a proportion of the cupric salt to the 

cuprous state. From the analytical data, structure (VIII), which 

is that of a cuprous compound, is a possible alternative to (VII). 

Convincing evidence that the structure is (VII) has been obtained 

by treating Feigl’s compound with alcoholic hydrogen chloride. A 

11 J3er., 1923, 56, 2083. 
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green crystalline salt (IX) then separates with a molecule of alcohol 
of crystallisation. With hot water, two molecules of hydrogen 
chloride are eliminated from (IX) and the original compound (VII) 
is produced. A compound of formula (VIII) on treatment with 

CHPh"(\ 

(’PhrNo/ 
(VII.) 

Cu 

H 
CHPh-CX 

I /Cu 
CPh=N^() 
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CHPlrO. 

X 
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on ir xi i 

l)Ph—I 
M 

(XI.) 

alcoholic hydrogen chloride would give the derivative (X). Whilst 
Feigl’s compound must therefore have structure (VII), there is, at 
present, no direct evidence whether the ring is five- or six-membered. 
It has also been shown 39 that nickel, palladium, and platinum give 
covalent compounds of the type (XI), where M = Ni, Pd, or Pt, 
and it has also been demonstrated that in the case of nickel the 
oxime may function as a chelate group attached by two co-ordinate 
links. It will therefore be seen that benzoinoxime forms co¬ 
ordination compounds with a number of metals and can act as a 
chelate group in three ways. In Feigl’s compound it may be 
attached to a copper atom by two principal valencies; with other 
bivalent metals it may be associated either by one principal valency 
and one co-ordinate link as in (XI), or by two co-ordinate links. 

When anhydrous cupric chloride reacts with a glyoxime, such as 
dimethyl- or benzylmethyl-glyoxime, in ethyl-alcoholic solution, 
green crystalline co-ordination compounds (XII) are produced of a 
type different from the more familiar nickel derivatives. In these 

<^MeIN*OH~ 

_CH—N*OH_ 
+ CuCJ2 = 

f CMelN-OH 
X 

Cu< 

CH-N*OH 

Cl 

Cl 
(XII.) 

(XII) + EtOH + J02 - H20 + 

CMe—N-OH ' 

i >< 
C(OEt):N-OH C1 

(XIII.) 

copper compounds the oxime is functioning as a chelate group 
attached by two co-ordinate links. When methylglyoxime is 
employed, not only is a co-ordination compound of type (XII) 
obtained, but a second product of entirely different constitution 

J. S. Jennings, E. Sharratt, and W. Wardlaw, J,t 1935, 818. 
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(XIII) may be produced. A new chelate group is formed 40 in the 
reaction. This methylalkoxyglyoxime may readily be distinguished 
from the familiar dialkylglyoximes by the colour of its nickel deriva¬ 
tive, For example, the dimethylglyoxime of nickel is crimson, but 
the methylethoxyglyoxime (XIV) is orange. 

Although gold may be tervalent, there is no evidence that a 
tervalent gold ion can exist. However, when suitably co-ordinated, 
this metal can form part of a tervalent cation as in (Au ei^JB^, 
where gold has a covalency of four.41 This covalency of four is 
also exhibited in the dialkyl compounds of tervalent gold, which 
have been shown to have the symmetrical constitution (XV), 

Rx 

R7 

Bi\ 
/Au( 

Br7 

/R 

R 

(XV.) 

and tribromogold is similarly formulated.42 When these dialkyl 
compounds are treated with ethylenediamine there is an interesting 
difference between the behaviour of the diethyl and the di-n-propyl 
derivative. Diethylbromogold43 yields directly the co-ordination 
compound (XVI), but the di-n-propyl compound44 gives the inter¬ 
mediate derivative (XVII), which in chloroform slowly yields a 
mixture of the original di-n-propylbromogold and the di-w-propyl 
analogue of (XVI). When diethyl- or di-rt-propyl-bromogold is 

Et NT‘] 
EV xNH2-CH2 I 

(XVI.) 

Br 

Br Br 

I I 
Pr—Au ^NH,-C2H4-NH2->Au—Pr 

Pr (XVII.) I'r 

heated with silver cyanide,45 the corresponding cyano-compound 
is obtained as a colourless crystalline non-electrolyte which proves 
to be tetrameric in freezing bromoform. Reactions with ethylene¬ 
diamine lead to crystalline salts R2Au*CN,en,CN,AuR2. In the 
Report for 1933 it was stated that C. S. Gibson 46 had announced the 
preparation of two auric derivatives of unusual type (XVIII) 

b' |XVm'» 

40 E. Sharratt and W. Wardlaw, «/., 1936, 563, 
41 C. S. Gibson and W. M. Colles, J.f 1931, 2410. 
43 A. Burawoy and C. S. Gibson, J., 1935, 217. 
43 C. S. Gibson and J. L. Simonson, J., 1930, 2531. 
44 A. Burawoy and C. S. Gibson, J., 1935, 219. 
45 A. Burawoy, C. S. Gibson, and S. Holt, ibid., p. 1024. 
46 Nature, 1933, 131, 130. 
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and (XIX). He now states 47 that in the light of further experi¬ 

mental work the constitutions of these compounds must be corrected 
to (XX) and (XXI) respectively. 

CH <y^^2'CH2>. * ^CH2*CH2n 
LK2<cH2.CH2>yi<(;H;-CH2- 

(XIX.) nh2 nii2 

ch2—ch2 

(XX.) 
r OHyOH., NH.,*CH.,~] 
|ch2( )Au( ‘ “ 

ClIa*CH2 nu2-ch,._ 

CH2-[CH2yCH2 nh2-oh2 
1 /All i 

CH2-[CH2]3-CH/ xnh2-cii2 
(XXI.) 

Br 

Br 

Br 

It will be recalled that a few years ago H. Carlsohn,48 by a simple 

but ingenious reaction, prepared a nitrate of iodine, co-ordinated with 

one or two molecules of pyridine. A solution of iodine in chloroform 
was added to silver nitrate dissolved in a chloroform-pyridine 

mixture; silver iodide was precipitated and dipyridine iodine 
nitrate IN03,2py crystallised from the filtrate. A molecule of 

pyridine was lost, when the compound was left in a desiccator over 
sulphuric acid. More recently,49 the bromine analogue has been 

prepared by a similar method. H. Carlsohn obtained it as a hygro¬ 

scopic substance by adding bromine in chloroform to silver nitrate 
in a chloroform-pyridine mixture, removing the silver bromide, and 

adding the filtrate to ether containing a little pyridine. A dipyridine 
bromine perchlorate has also been isolated. Apparently co-ordina¬ 

tion with pyridine is necessary for the isolation of these interesting 
substances. 

The fundamental principles of Werner's theory are now so firmly 
established that it can be asserted with confidence that when a 

substance is formulated at variance with these principles then the 
formulation is incorrect. In the course of his researches on 
ruthenium, A. Joly 60 prepared its trichloride, RuC13, and noted that 

it would absorb ammonia with the formation of an amrnine, which 

was stated to be Pvu2C16,7NH3. By the action of water it yielded an 

intense violet-red solution from which was obtained a crystalline 

hydroxy-compound, to which the formula Ru2Cl4(0H)2,7Nff3,3H20 
was assigned. This hydroxy-compound, also obtained by the action 

47 J.f 1936, 324. 
48 Habilitat. Schrift., 1932 (S. Hirzel, Leipzig). 
49 M. I. Uschakov and V. O. Tchistov, Her., 1935, 68, 824; H. Carlsohn, 

ibid., p. 2209. 
60 Compt. rend., 1892, 114, 291; 116, 1299. 
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of ruthenium trichloride on aqueous ammonia, is known as 

“ ruthenium red ” and dyes animal fibres in red shades. Both 

formulae seem unlikely in the light of modern ideas on molecular 

structure, and an investigation by G. T. Morgan and F. H. Burstall 61 
has shown that the Ru2Clc,7NH3 is not a simple substance but a 

mixture of amminated chlorides, probably including the hexammine 

[Ru(NH3)6]Cl3. Moreover, “ruthenium red” proves to be the 

co-ordination compound [Ru(0H)C1(NH3)4]C1,H20, in which 
ruthenium has the usual co-ordination number six. With hydro¬ 

chloric acid it gives the yellow salt [RuC12(NH3)4]C1,2H20. It is 
interesting to find that when the ammonia molecules are replaced 

by cthylenediamine, ethylamine, or pyridine, the tinctorial power 

is greatly reduced. Morgan and Burstall suggest that a possible 

explanation lies in the fact that ammonia may induce a different 
distribution of the hydroxy- and chloro-groups from that of these 

other ammines. It is obvious in the octahedral arrangement shown 

by “ ruthenium red ” and its analogues that the hydroxy- and chloro- 
groups may occupy cis- or tfnms-positions relative to one another. 

F. H. Burstall 62 has recently described a series of very stable red 

co-ordination compounds [Ru 3dipy]X2,jyH20 which have been 

obtained by the action of 2 : 2'-dipyridyl on ruthenium salts. By 

the interaction of this diamine and ruthenium trichloride at 250°, 

an almost quantitative yield of the complex chloride 

[Ru 3dipy]Cl2,6H20 

may be isolated from the reaction products : 

2RuCl3 + 8C10H8N2 = 2[Ru 3dipy]Cl2 + C20Hl4N4 + 2H01 

The stability of these tris-2 : 2'-dipyridylruthenous salts is remark¬ 

able; they can be boiled with concentrated (50%) potassium 

hydroxide solution without destruction of the complex cation. As 
the base, dipyridyl, forms a chelate ring in the same way as ethylene- 

(I.) (II.) (HI.) 

diamine [cf. (I)], these trisdipyridylruthenous salts should be capable 
of resolution. With the aid of d- and Z-ammonium tartrates, the 

complex [Ru 3dipy] has been resolved into optically active forms 

(II) and (III), and the optically active bromides isolated. These 

81 J.t 1930, 41. M Ibid., p. 173. 
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gave [a]^! + 860° and — 815°. In 1931 R. Charonnat 53 obtained 

d- and Z-forms of the complex salt R[Ru(N0)(C5H5N)(C204)2], 
where R is NH4 or C5H6N. Here the ruthenium is present as a 
complex anion. H. Gleu and K. Rehm 54 record that they have 

obtained luteo- and purpureo-salts of ruthenium. The former are 

the stable hexammines, [Ru(NH3) J2(S04)3,5H20 and 

[Ru(NH3)6]H(S04)2, 

and the latter are the pentammines [Ru(NH3)6Br]Br2 and 

[Ru(NH3)5C1]C12. 

These compounds are analogous with the corresponding well-known 

cobalt and chromium ammines, but the hexammines of ruthenium 

are colourless like those of rhodium. All the compounds are 

paramagnetic, with a moment of 2 Bohr magnetons at 20°. 

The heats of formation and solution of some isomeric cobaltam- 

mines have been determined by T. C. J. Ovenston and H. Terrey.65 

The method adopted was to decompose the ammine with an excess 
of iH-sodium sulphide. The reaction can be represented for the 

tetrammine salts by the equation 

2[Co(NH3)4C12] Cl + 3Na2S = Co2S3 + 8NH3 + GNaCl + 2Q cals. 

If the heats of formation, in solution, of sodium sulphide and 

chloride and ammonia (or other amine) and the heat of formation 

of solid cobaltic sulphide are substituted in the equation, then the 

required heat of fbrmation can be calculated from Q. The results 

are summarised below : 

Heat of formation, Heat of solution, 
cals. cals. 

*ran*-[Co(NH3)4Cl2]Cl . 214,800 -8290 
cis- „ ' „ . 214,170 -9510 
tran8-[Co en2CloJCl . 171,920 —5340 
cis- „ . 172,830 -8010 

Although much work has been done on the vapour tensions of 

ammines, mention should be made of a very interesting series 

of results obtained by G. Spacu and P. Voichescu.56 In a study of 
certain ammoniates of the thiocyanate, formate, acetate, chromate, 

glycoljate and other salts of the ion Cu21, the strength of the bond 

between the metal ion and ammonia was found to be inversely 
proportional to the base strength of the anion of the salt, under 

otherwise comparable conditions. 

In his papers reporting the discovery of unusually stable com- 

68 Ann. Chim., 1931, 16, 126. 
64 Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 227, 237. 
55 1936, 1660. 
56 Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 226, 273. 
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plexes with o-phenanthroline (IV), F. Blau 57 draws attention to the 
existence of two different ferric complexes. The blue one is 
obtained only by oxidation of the ferrous complex whose formulation 
is well established as [Fe(C12H8N2)3]24’; analysis of its chloroplatinate 
showed it to be [Fe(C12H8N2)3]3f. By contrast, direct reaction of 
o-phenanthroline and ferric salts led to the formation of brown 
solutions from which Blau isolated no solid compounds. A. Gaines, 
L. P. Hammett, and G. H. Walden 58 have now obtained from these 
brown solutions an interesting crystalline salt of definite composition 
whose properties correspond to the formula of a tetraphenanthroline- 
dioldiferric chloride (V). The iron atoms have a covalency of 6 

(IV.) 

H 

(C12H8N2)2Fe(o)Fe(C12H8N2)2 

H 
(V.) 

Cl* 

and the unusually low magnetic susceptibility of the new complex 
suggests the partial neutralisation of the magnetic moments of the 
two atoms, and is additional evidence of a polynuclear structure. 
There is nothing repugnant in this formulation. The ease of 
formation and stability of the double “ ol ” bridge are well estab¬ 
lished for cobaltic and chromic ammines and are basic features of 
the theories of colloidal oxides which E. Steasni 69 and A. W. 
Thomas 60 have developed. 

Many facts have come to light from a study of the rotatory power 
of complex inorganic compounds, with a covalency of six. Studies 
of such compounds have been made by F. M. Jaeger,61 J. Lifschitz,62 

C. H. Johnson,63 R. Samuel,64 and many others. A. Werner,65 it 
will be remembered, carried out many transformations involving 
optically active compounds in his efforts to find a relationship 
between configuration and direction of rotation. Typical of these 
investigations are the following : 

Z-[Co en2Cl2]Cl + K2C03 d-[Co en2C03]Cl + 2KC1 
Z-[Co en2Cl(SCN)]Cl + NaN02-> cZ-[Co en^NO^SCN^Cl + NaCl 
Z-[Co en2Cl(N02)]Cl + KCNS-> Z-[Co en2(NOa)SCN]Cl + KC1 

67 Monateh., 1898, 19, 647. 
68 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1668. 
68 Collegium, 1932, No. 751, 902. 
60 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1934, 56, 794. 
81 “ Optical Activity and High Temperature Measurements,’ ’ New York, 1930. 
62 Z. phyeikal. Chem., 1923, 105, 27; 1925, 114, 485; Rec. trav. chim., 

1922, [iv], 41, 13. 
68 Trane. Faraday Soc., 1932, 28, 845; 1933, 29, 626. 
84 Ibid., 1935, 31, 423. 60 Ber1912, 45, 1228. 
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He assumed that no change in configuration took place during these 
reactions and formulated the structures in accordance with this 

assumption. The complex salts [Co en2Cl(SCN)]Cl, [Co en2Cl(N02)]Cl, 

and [Co en2(N02)(SCN)]Cl were then resolved as broraocamphor- 
sulphonates. Werner now assumed that the complex ions of the 

same configuration form, in each case, the less soluble salt with the 

active acid. The experimental results obtained agreed with those 

based on his first assumption, for the /-[Co en2Cl(SCN)]1, 
J-[Coen2Cl(N02)]f, 

and d-[Co en2(N02)(SCN)]i' ions crystallised as bromocamphor- 

sulphonates in the first fractions. Werner’s views have been 
criticised by F. M. Jaeger,60 who states that these rules are quite 

illusory and that a much better criterion of analogous spatial 

configurations is based on a comparison of the crystal form. J. P. 

Mathieu,67 on the other hand, from studies of the optical absorption 

and rotation of many optically active complex salts, finds some 

support for Werner’s rule relating configuration and solubility of the 

diastereoisomerides. W. Kuhn and K. Bern68 have deduced 

absolute configurations of inorganic compounds from the theory of 

the origin of optical rotation. J. C. Bailar and R. W. Auten 69 have 

recently shown that Werner’s assumj)tion that atoms or groups in 

the complex ion are always displaced by others without change of 

configuration cannot be maintained. They proved that when 

silver carbonate reacts with l-[Co en2Cl2]Cl it gives /-[Co en2C03]Cl, 
whereas potassium carbonate gives the dextrorotatory product. 

A more recent study 70 has demonstrated that an excess of silver 
carbonate gives the laevo- and a deficiency the dextro-rotatory salt. 

Potassium carbonate always gives a dextrorotatory product. Of 

the mechanisms suggested for the Walden inversion, on the basis of 

the reactions of organic molecules, is one 71 which states that 
inversion accompanies every reaction. This means that every 

reaction which involves a single step in the substitution of one group 

by another on a tetrahedral atom should lead to inversion. Accord¬ 

ingly if the over-all reaction takes place in an odd number of steps 
the product should be the enantiomorph of the original material. 

The object of some recent work by J. C. Bailar, J. H. Haslam, and 

E. M. Jones 72 was to see if this theory might be applied to 6-covalent 

66 Kef. 61, pp. 93, 139. 
67 Compt. rend., 1934, 199, 278; 1935, 201, 1183. 
68 Z. anorg. Chem., 1934, 210, 321. 
68 J. Amer. Chem. Boc., 1934, 50, 774. 
70 J. C. Bailar, F. G. Jonelis, and E. H. Huffman, ibid., 1930, 58, 2224. 
71 A. R. Olson, J. Chem. Physics, 1933, 1, 418; E. Bergmann, M. Polanyi, 

and A. Szabo, Z. physikal. Chem., 1933, B, 20, 161. 
78 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 2220. 
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inorganic compounds. The case selected was the reaction of 
ammonia with /-[Co en2Cl2]Cl. At — 77° or — 33° with liquid 

ammonia, the product was /-[Co en2(NH3)2]Cl3, but at 25° and 

higher it was the d-form. These investigators argue that the two 
chlorine atoms in the complex ion must be attached to the cobalt 

atom in exactly the same way, and occupy ]ike positions in the 

molecule. They assume, therefore, that the same mechanism 

functions in their displacement from the complex. If this is correct, 

then the conversion of the dichloro-salt into the diammino-derivative 

must take place in an even number of steps, and the theory men¬ 
tioned would allow no inversion. Actually, the reaction does lead 

to an inversion, for the product at low temperatures is lsevo- and 

that at higher temperatures is dextro-rotatory. Tho authors 72 

point out, however, that it is possible for the displacement in the 
complex of a chlorine atom by a molecule of ammonia to produce 

such a profound change in the complex ion that the second step of 

the reaction does not follow the same mechanism. E. Bergmann 72fl 

has recently stated that the theory mentioned above71 is concerned 

expressly with substitutions of ions for polar bonds and the reaction 

studied by Bailar is not of this type. 

R. Tsuchida, M. Kobayashi, and A. Nakamura 73 have reported 

that when solutions of certain racemic complex compounds are 

shaken with powdered quartz, it preferentially adsorbs one antipode, 

compounds of the same configuration being preferentially adsorbed by 
quartz of a given sign of rotation. As an example, when a solution 

of chloroamminobisdimethylglyoxime cobalt [Co(dm)2Cl(NH3)], 

Hdm being dimethylglyoxime, is shaken with the quartz powder the 

supernatant liquid is optically active. This method, it is claimed, 

may be used to determine whether a given compound is cis- or trans 

In the case just cited, the complex compound must be of cis- 
configuration, for the trans- would be incapable of resolution. 

Y. Shibata 74 and his colleagues have studied the catalytic oxidation 
of certain racemic amino-acids in the presence of optically active 

complex compounds, and state that one isomeride of the amino- 
acid is oxidised faster than the other. They explain this as being 

due to an “ enzyme-like action ” of the inorganic complex. J. C. 
Bailar 76 suggests as an alternative explanation that one form of the 

amino-acid becomes part of the complex while the other does not, 

72« J. Amer. Chun. Soc., 1937, 59, 423. 
78 J. Chun. Soc. Japan, 1935, 56, 1339; Jlull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936, 

11, 38. 
74 Y. Shibata and R. Tsuchida, ibid., 1929, 4, 142; Y. Shibata, Y. Tanaka, 

and S. Goda, ibid., 1931, 6, 210. 
74 Chem. Reviews, 1936, 19, 82. 
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and subsequent oxidation might destroy one or the other. C. E. M. 

Pugh's results 76 are not in entire accord with those of Shibata. 

An interesting account by N. F. Hall77 of the acid-base properties 
of complex ions has appeared. He summarises the results on the 
acid strength of various ammino-cations from the work of Lamb, 

Werner, and Bronsted. As would be expected, those cations with 

the greatest tendency to liberate ammonia should be the weakest 
acids, and this is, in general, the case. It is also interesting to 

notice from Werner's work 78 on 6-covalent-metal cations that the 

central atom confers acid strength in the diminishing order 

Pt4+, Ru4), Cr3h, CWK 

In connection with complex anions, A. Hantzsch remarked that 

among the oxygen acids those with the most oxygen were in general 
the strongest, and that, as a rule, complex anions tend to be weak 

bases. In two recent papers, I. M. KolthofF and W. J. Tomsicek 73 

have brought forward the striking fact that, although [Fe(CN)6]3 ~ 
and [Mo(CN)8]4~ are weak bases, yet [Fe(CN)6]4~ is about as strong 

a base as the benzoate ion. 
An important extension to the chemistry of the metal carbonyls 

has been made by W. Mane hot and W. J. Manchot.80 They have 
isolated Ru(CO)5 as a very volatile crystalline compound (m. p. 

— 22°) by the action of carbon monoxide on finely divided ruthenium 

at 180° and a pressure of 200 atmospheres. Moreover, by the action 

of light, or better, by heating its benzene solution, they have pre¬ 

pared from the pentacarbonyl another derivative, Ru2(CO)9, as 

orange-yellow crystals which in the absence of air only decompose at 

200°. By the action of the halogens on this enneacarbonyl, they 

have formed compounds of the type RuX2(CO)2 and have also 

obtained a nitrosyl compound, Ru(NO)4 or Ru(NO)5, from the 
interaction of nitric oxide and Ru2(CO)9. These results emphasise 
the periodic relationship which is found between iron and ruthenium. 

The three carbonyls Cr(CO)6, Mo(CO)6, and W(CO)6 have been the 
subject of an extensive investigation by W. Hieber, E. Romberg, 

and F. Miihlbauer.81 These carbonyls prove to be isomorphous, all 

forming colourless, strongly refracting, volatile, orthorhombic 
crystals, readily soluble in inert organic solvents. Compared with 

other metal carbonyls they are very stable, the vapour decomposing 
slowly only above 120°. The boiling points (abs./l atm.) are Cr(CO)G 

76 Biochem. J., 1933, 27, 480. 
77 Chem. Reviews, 1936, 19, 89. 
78 “ New Ideas on Inorganic Chemistry,” London, 1911, p. 201. 
78 J. Physical Chem., 1935, 39, 945. 
80 Z. anorg. Chem„ 1936, 226, 385. 
81 Ibid., 1935, 221, 321, 332, 337, 349. 
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420*5°, Mo(CO)e 429*4°, W(CO)6 448*0°. As in the eases of the 
nickel, cobalt, and iron carbonyls, it is possible to replace the co¬ 

ordinated CO group by suitable organic units. For example, by 

the use of pyridine, the derivatives Cr(CO)3 3py, Mo(CO)3 3py, and 
W(CO)3 3py have been prepared. Derivatives of similar type have 
been obtained by the use of such chelate groups as ethylenediamine, 

o-phenanthroline, or aa'-dipyridyl. 
There is no doubt that at present most chemists consider that the 

electron-pair theory of the co-ordinate link offers the best explan¬ 

ation of the many properties of co-ordination compounds. The 

formation of complex compounds of the olefins with metallic salts 

supplies an interesting test of the application of the lone-pair bond 

theory. The first compound of this series was obtained in 1831 by 

Zeise,82 who isolated a substance with the empirical formula 

K[PtCl3,C2H4J,H20 from a reaction mixture of chloroplatinic acid 

and alcohol. Later, K. Birnbaum 83 prepared similar compounds 
with propylene and amylene, and C. Ohojnacdki84 obtained 

K[PtBr3,C2H4], This series of substances is obviously derived 

from a platinous derivative of the general type PtX2Y, where X is 

a halogen atom and Y a molecule of a hydrocarbon. Substances of 
this type are bimolecular, but it seems most unlikely that Zeise’s 

salt is other than unimolecular, for it has the covalency of 4 which is 

normally associated with bivalent platinum. Now if the ethylene 
molecule is associated in the usual way with the central metal atom, 

a “ lone pair 99 of electrons must be available. These are not 

apparent in the usual formulation for ethylene and allied molecules. 

One possible mechanism 85 supposes that the lone pair is produced 

by an electromeric change, R*CH—CHR R*CH—CHR. This 
involves (a) an opening of the double bond, and (6) leaving one of 
the carbon atoms—that which bears the residual positive charge— 

with a sextet of electrons. Discussing this possibility in the forma¬ 

tion of K[PtCl3,C2H4], J. S. Anderson 86 states that it is not alto¬ 
gether free from objection on physical grounds. The hypothetical 
polarised state of the bond concerned, supposing as it does the 

complete transfer of one electron, represents an excited state of the 

molecule and could be represented at room temperature by only a 
very low probability of occurrence. Alternatively, it might be 

supposed that rearrangement takes place in the field of the adjacent 

platinum atom which possesses a high electron affinity. In either 
82 Pogg. Ann., 1831, 21, 497. 
83 Annalen, 1868, 145, 67. 
84 Jahresber., 1870, 23, 510. 
85 G. M. Bennett and G. H. Willis, J., 1929, 256. 
•• J.t 1936, 1042. 
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case the reactions concerned should involve a high energy of 
activation. There are no data available as to the energy of activ¬ 

ation either for the reactions of the type involving formation of 

complex compounds of olefins with metallic salts or for addition- 

compound formation by aromatic hydrocarbons, but reactions of 

both kinds proceed either very rapidly or fairly rapidly at room 

temperature. Anderson concludes that, on the evidence so far 

available, any attempt to formulate compounds 

such as Zeise’s salt in terms of the electron-pair 

bond theory possesses a certain artificiality. T. 

A. Ashford and M. S. Kharasch 87 have proposed 
for compounds of the type PtCl2,C2H4 a structure 

which embodies the idea of the electron-pair bond 

but appears to imply a change in the valency of 
the platinum from two to four. This is difficult 

to reconcile with their statement that it is well 

these compounds are derivatives of platinous 

platinum. It should be mentioned that R. 1\ Hunter and R. 

Samuel88 believe that the conception of the lone pair of electrons as 

an agent for true chemical linkage is in direct contradiction to the 

results of band spectroscopy. 

Much work of value has been omitted from this report owing to 

limitations of space, but the Reporter has attempted to deal with a 

variety of topics in the hope that this course will make the report 

of wider interest. 
W. W. 

Ck /Cl 
MV 

a k 
\ 
V./ 

-R 
R 

CK \C1 

established that 

5. The Rare Earths. 

As a general rule, chemists now recognise that the elements 
of the rare earths are not a confused collection of metals but sub¬ 

stances of the highest scientific interest. It is, of course, quite 
true that there are members of the group so scarce and so difficult 

to separate that they are little more than names in the list of known 

chemical elements. Nevertheless, it is not always realised that the 

group as a whole is as plentiful in nature as lead, zinc, or cobalt, 
and that cerium, the most abundant member, is more plentiful than 

silver, gold, or platinum. The following table 1 gives the estimated 
occurrence of the elements in the earth’s crust : 

Element La Co Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tin Yb Lu 
At. No. f>7 58 50 60 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 
% x 10* 7 31 5 18 7 0-2 7 1 7 J-2 6 1 7 1-5 

87 J. Amer. Chem. tioc., 1036, 58, 1733. 88 Nature, 1036, 138, 411. 
1 V. M. Goldschmidt and L. Thomassen, V idem leaps.Skrifter, I, Matemat.■ 

Nature. Klasse (Krietiania), 1924, No. 5, p. 49. 
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It shows that the elements of even atomic number are always more 
abundant than their neighbours of odd atomic number, and this 

suggests that their stability is closely related to their detailed atomic 
structures. 

At one time the metals of the rare earths were supposed to have 

an invariable valency of three, so that cerium, being quadrivalent, 

was considered an intruder. Although it is still correct to say 
that the characteristic valency of the group is three, yet it is now 

firmly established that both higher and lower valencies are possible. 

For instance, cerium, praseodymium, and terbium can be quad¬ 
rivalent, and samarium, europium, and ytterbium may be induced 

to show a valency of two. G. Jantsch and W. Klemm,2 prominent 

workers on these anomalous valencies, have published a diagram 

which shows the results of recent investigations. In this diagram 

(see figure) lines above the central horizontal line represent quadri- 

valency, and lines below show bivalency. The length of the line 

Bcl* Sm Eu^ 

La Ce PrNd 61 

Yb 

Gd Tb DyHoEr Tu Cp Hf 

4-Valent 

3-Valent 
2-VaJent 

[Cp = Lu (at. no. 71) and Tu ~ Tm] 

gives an approximate measure of the stability, and the size of the 

point denotes the relative stability of the electronic configuration 

of the Me3f ion. There is evidence in the cases of lanthanum, 

gadolinium, thulium, and lutecium that the lower-valency compounds 
exist, but these have not yet been obtained in a form capable of 

detailed study. Lanthanum was stated 3 to form an oxide of the 

quadrivalent element, but this could not be confirmed by G. 
Jantsch and E. Wiosenberger.4 

These variable valencies are proving most useful in making 

possible new methods of separation. Cerium, for example, has 

long been separated from its neighbours by boiling an oxidised 
solution containing them, whereby ceric salts are readily hydrolysed 
and precipitated as basic compounds. The new processes, however, 

utilise a valuable observation first made by Jantsch and his col¬ 
laborators,5 that when the rare-earth metals become bivalent, 

2 Z. anorg. Chem1933, 216, 80. 
* I. M. Kolthoff and R. Elmquist, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1931, 63, 1230. 
4 Monat8h.t 1932, 60, 1. 
5 G. Jantsch, H. Alber, and H. Grubitsch, Monatsh., 1929, 63-64, 305. 
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the solubilities of their sulphates resemble those of barium and 

strontium. 
This fact led L. F. Yntema 6 to explore the possibility of separ¬ 

ating europium from other rare earths by electrolytic reduction 
in the presence of the sulphate ion. He dissolved a mixture of 

the oxides of samarium, europium, and gadolinium in hydrochloric 

acid, added a small amount of dilute sulphuric acid, and electrolysed 
this solution in a two-compartment cell with a mercury cathode 
and platinum anode. As the electrolysis proceeded, colourless 

europous sulphate, EuS04, separated. A spectrographic examin¬ 

ation of this material showed only a trace of samarium. This 

method successfully accomplishes one of the most difficult separ¬ 

ations in the field of analytical chemistry. A. Briihl 7 states that 
if the material contains less than 2% Eu203 there is a greater 
difficulty.in effecting a separation, but co-precipitation with the 

isomorphous strontium sulphate is helpful. He confirms that the 
electrolytic method gives good yields of europous sulphate of high 
purity. R. W. Bell and L. F. Yntema 8 have shown that bivalent 

ytterbium sulphate may similarly be precipitated from an acid 

solution by electrolytic reduction in the presence of the sulphate 

ion. In this way ytterbium may be separated from yttrium, 
erbium, and thulium. The precipitate has the variable composition 

YbS04,#H20 and is a very light green crystalline compound. W. 

Prandtl 9 has used this method to prepare pure ytterbium, but 

states that it is not always successful. D. W. Pearce,10 however, 

has found it satisfactory for the separation of ytterbium from 
thulium and from lutecium fractions. H. N. McCoy 11 has shown 

that reduction by zinc, in a modified Jones reductor, changes 

EuC13 into the dichloride. Investigators 9'11 on the sulphates of 

ytterbium have all commented on the reaction of the yellowish- 
green YbS04 with the dilute acid as soon as the current is stopped : 

2YbS04 + 2H* = 2Yb- + 2S04" + H2 

It appears that the order of decreasing stability amongst the sul¬ 
phates of the bivalent rare-earth metals is europium, ytterbium, 

samarium. 
During recent years several attempts have been made to evolve 

methods of separation depending on partial thermal decomposition 

of rare-earth metal sulphates. For example, H. H. Willard and 

G J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1930, 52, 2782. 
7 Angew. Chem., 1936, 49, 159. 
8 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1930, 52, 4264. 
9 Z. anorg. Chem., 1932, 209, 13. 

10 Thesis, Illinois, 1934. 
11 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1577. 
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R. D. Fowler 12 determined the products formed in such decom¬ 

positions and also the dissociation pressures of the pure anhydrous 

sulphates at definite temperatures. They then attempted to 

maintain the partial pressure of sulphur trioxide above the heated 
isomorphous sulphates at a value intermediate between those 

of the constituents, and thus bring about complete decomposition 
of one compound to the insoluble oxide without affecting the 

others. By adopting these principles, a separation of cerium from 

other earths was achieved. Cerous sulphate ignited readily to 

ceric oxide, whilst the associated rare-earth metals remained 

as the sulphates. It was found that the separation of praseodymium 

from lanthanum was not completely successful, because the sulphate 

of the former ignited only partially to the higher-valency oxide, 

and the success of the separation requires the formation of this 
higher oxide of praseodymium. Similar work has been carried 

out recently by L. Wohler and K. Flick.13 Attempts to separate 

rare earths which did not oxidise on ignition were unsuccessful, 
because the decomposition products formed solid solutions with no 

appreciable solubility differences between the constituents. ]). W. 

Pearce 14 mentions that he and Kalischer have determined the 
temperatures at which certain nitrates of the rare-earth metals 

lose some or all of their water of crystallisation. When certain 

mixtures of carefully heated, partly dehydrated nitrates are ex¬ 

tracted with anhydrous ether at low temperatures separations 
are obtained. 

The magnetic susceptibilities of the rare-earth metals, with 

anomalous valencies, afford an interesting approach to the study 
of the electronic structures of the rare-earth metal ions. The large 

paramagnetism of these metals and their salts is well known. 

Susceptibility determinations of praseodymium and cerium in 

the quadrivalent state were described in 1925,15 and later investiga¬ 
tors 16 have examined compounds of bivalent samarium, tervalent 

gadolinium, and both bi- and ter-valent europium and ytterbium. 
The results from the various researches bear out the law that 

the susceptibility* of a quadrivalent rare-earth metal ion approaches 

that of the ion of a metal with atomic number one less, but having 

a valency of three. Also the susceptibility of a bivalent rare- 

earth metal ion approaches that of the ion of a metal with atomic 

12 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1932, 54, 496. 
13 Ber., 1934, 67, 1679. 
14 Chem. Reviews, 1935, 16, 121. 
18 S. Meyer, Physikal. Z., 1925, 26, 51, 479. 
16 W. Klemm and J. Bockstroh, Z. anorg. Chem., 1928,176, 181; W. Klemm 

and W. Schuth, ibid., 1929,184, 352; P. W. Selwood, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1933, 
55, 4869; 1934, 56, 2392; G. Hughes and D. W. Pearce, ibid., 1933, 55, 3277. 
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number greater by one, but with a valency of three. These facts 
must mean that, on reduction, the third electron—the one not in 

use for valency purposes—is suppressed and becomes associated 

with the 44 orbital groups. On oxidation this inner group then 
gives up the olectron as a valency unit. For example, the difference 

between ytterbium (at. no. 70) in the bivalent and in the tervalent 

state is expressed by the electronic distribution : 

K. L. M. N. 0. 

Yb*r . . 2 8 18 18 + 13 8 
Yb2f . 2 8 18 18 + 14 8 

In view of the fact that the rare-earth metals differ, as far as the 

orbital electrons are concerned, only in the distribution in the fourth 

quantum group, it might be expected that the colour of their salts 
would be due mainly to the degree of incompleteness of this shell. 

Thereby colour relations might be thought to bo periodic, but this 

idea is not substantiated by the facts, as the following table shows. 

Colours of tervalent ions. 

57 La 71 Lu Colourless 
58 Ce 70 Yb 9t 
59 Pr 69 Tm Green 
60 Nd 68 Er lied 
62 Sa 66 Dy Yellow 
63 Eu 65 Tb Faint rose 

04 Gd Colourless 

This interesting colour sequence has been discussed by various 

writers, e.g., L. F. Yntema 17 and J. D. Main Smith,18 but it cannot 
yet be considered as fully explained. There is, incidentally, an 

interesting resemblance in colour in the cases of certain bi- and 
ter-valent ions : 

At. No. 62 03 69 70 
Ion . Sm31 Eu21 Tm3 > Yb2 ■ 
Colour. Pale yellow Colourless Green Green 

It should be mentioned that magnetic susceptibilities, when care¬ 
fully measured, afford a most accurate means of analysis, because 

the magnetic susceptibilities of mixtures of rare-earth compounds 
are additive. 

The strengths of the rare earths as bases have very frequently 

been determined, and the results show that there are considerable 
differences in this property among the various members of the 

group. B. S. Hopkins 19 has produced a table which gives the 

17 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1926, 48, 1598. 
» Nature, 1927, 120, 583. 
19 J. Chem. Educ., 1936, 18, 363. 
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relative strength of any rare earth, where the strength of Y(OH)3 

is taken as unity. 

At. No. 30 57 59 60 62 04 60 
Eloment . Y La Pr Nd Sm Gd Dv 
Rel. basicity. 1 1500 80 47 8 3-4 6-5 

It is safe to say that lanthanum hydroxide is the strongest tervalent 
base known. It is also important to notice that lanthanum is eleven 

times as basic as praseodymium, while neodymium is nearly six 

times as basic as samarium. The order of decreasing basicity 

becomes a matter of importance, because some of the most useful 

methods of separation are based upon the differences in this property. 

The latest investigations of G. Endres 20 and of B. >S. Hopkins 21 

and his collaborators lead with great certainty to the results that 

the order of decreasing basicity throughout the rare-earth group 

is exactly the order of increasing atomic number. If yttrium (at. no. 

39) were included in the rare-earth group it would form an exception, 

for Hopkins 19 states that in basicity it falls between illinium 

(at. no. 01) and samarium (at. no. 02), and G. Endres 20 places it 

between gadolinium (04) and dysprosium (00). 

J. Newton Friend 22 lias carried out a series of solubility investiga¬ 
tions on the selenates, nitrates, and double magnesium nitrates 

of lanthanum, praseodymium, and neodymium, largely with 

the object of facilitating the separation of these rare-earth metals. 

Finally, mention should be made of the interesting results obtained 

by G. Jantsch and his collaborators,23' 24 who have prepared the 

almost complete series of the chlorides, bromides, and iodides, 

and determined their melting points. If will be seen from the 
figure given by Jantsch 24 that the melting points are arranged 

very regularly, and it is noteworthy that in the first half of the 
series the chlorides possess the highest melting points, and in the 

second half the iodides. W. Klemm 25 suggests that this is due to 

the fact that in the second half of the group another lattice type 

occurs. 

From this short summary of modern work on the rare earths 

it will be clear that the study of this group is far from exhausted. 

Much still remains to be done on the chemistry of anomalous valencies 

in spite of the work of investigators in different parts of the world, 

20 anorg. Chem., 1932, 205, 321. 
21 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1933, 55, 3117, 3121. 
22 J., 1928, 1820; 1930, 1633, 1903; 1931, 1802; 1932, 707, 1083; 1935, 

356, 824, 1430. 
83 Z. anorg. Chem., 1929, 185, 49; 1931, 201, 207. 
24 Ibid., 1932, 207, 357. 
14 Angew. Chem., 1934, 47, 21. 
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and the group of elements as a whole presents many fresh problems 
to the courageous and resourceful investigator. 

S. R. C. 
W. W. 

0. Some Elements and Compounds. 

There has been a considerable output of interesting and important 
work, although in the main the year’s work has followed closely 
along established lines. Again, full use has been made of the 
facilities provided by modern chemical equipment and methods. 

P. W. Schenk and H. Platz 1 have announced the preparation of a 
hitherto unknown peroxide of phosphorus. On passing a mixture 
of the vapour of phosphoric oxide (P205) and oxygen at a pressure of 
ca. 1 mm. of mercury through a hot discharge tube, a bluish-violet 
product separated behind the discharge zone and was stable for a 
day at room temperature, if moisture was excluded. Its aqueous 
solution was colourless, and slowly liberated iodine from potassium 
iodide. The product is considered to contain about 2% of a new 
peroxide of phosphorus of the empirical formula P03. 

The hydrides of phosphorus have recently been subjected to 
renewed investigation and some important facts have been disclosed. 
To the liquid hydrogen phosphide which accompanies gaseous phos¬ 
phine when phosphorus is acted on by aqueous potassium hydroxide, 
the formula P2H4 (M. W. 66) has been generally ascribed, although 
the molecular weights of 74-4—77-0, found by L. Gattermann and 
W. Hauskneeht,2 are by no means in good agreement with it. The 
discrepancy has usually been attributed to the presence of higher 
homologues. Liquid hydrogen phosphide has now been carefully 
prepared by P. Royen and K. Hill 3 in a pure state, and density 
determinations are in satisfactory agreement with the formula 
P2H4. Moreover, a careful search for other homologues has demon¬ 
strated their absence. A solid yellow hydride of phosphorus is also 
produced during the action of aqueous potassium hydroxide on 
phosphorus. The empirical formula, P2H, has long been ascribed to 
this substance, as the result of the work of P. Thtfnard,4 and of 
Gattermann and Hauskneeht,2 who regarded its formation as due to 
a breaking up of the P2H4 molecule : 

5P2H4 - 6PH3 + 2P2H 

1 Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 651. 
2 Ber., 1890, 23, 1179. 
3 Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 229, 97. 
4 Ann. Chim. Phys., 1845, [iiij, 14, 5; Annalen, 1845, 55, 27. 
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A cryoscopic determination of molecular weight by R. Schenck 

and E. Buch 5 raised the formula P2H to P12H6. Direct estimations 

of phosphorus and hydrogen in the solid hydride, made by R. 

Schenck 6 and by A. Stock,7 indicated a composition varying between 
Pi2H5.46 and P12H6.4, the difference being due, presumably, to 

experimental errors. P. Royen and K. Hill,3 however, have now 

reinvestigated this substance and consider that the yellow hydride 

is not a definite compound, but that it arises from adsorption of PH3 
on amorphous yellow phosphorus, these products having been formed 

by the decomposition of liquid hydrogen phosphide : 

3P2H4 - 2P + 4PH3 

It is pointed out that the analytical methods employed for the 
determinations of phosphorus and hydrogen are very exact (accuracy 

for hydrogen, ±0*03%) and the variations found are due simply to 

the different amounts of phosphine adsorbed according to the 
experimental conditions. 

Royen and Hill 8 consider that they have substantiated their 

sorption theory by the artificial production of a similar substance by 

bringing phosphine into contact with amorphous phosphorus, although 
a product of composition higher than P12H412 was not obtained. 

Very little is known about the modifications of phosphoric oxide, 

or phosphorus pentoxide, as it is frequently called. Reference to 
any standard text-book reveals the conflicting nature of the available 

data. It seems agreed, however, that there is a form without a 

recognisable crystalline structure, and a vitreous form. Other 

forms, of more or less doubtful existence, are a crystalline form (a), 

produced by distillation at comparatively low temperatures, say 

350°, and a second crystalline form (6), stated to be produced from 
the vitreous modification by prolonged heating and having a melting 

point of 569°. A third crystalline form (c), stable above 570°, is 
thought to exist in the absence of the lower-melting form. A. N. 

Campbell and A. J. R. Campbell9 have investigated the amorphous, 

the vitreous, and the low-temperature crystalline form (a), produced 

from the amorphous form at any temperature between 350° and 600°, 
provided the heating be not prolonged. These workers have deter¬ 

mined densities, solution tensions, and solubility in chloroform, and 
conclude that, of the three modifications, the only homogeneous form 

is the vitreous. This is the most stable, since it has the lowest 

6 Ber., 1904, 37, 915. 
6 Ibid., 1903, 36, 991, 4202. 
7 Ibid., 1909, 42, 2849. 
8 Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 229, 369. 
• Trans. Faraday Soc., 1935, 31, 1567. 
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solubility and the highest density. It is suggested that, as the 
vitreous form is produced from the amorphous modification, a true 

solution of amorphous in vitreous is formed as an intermediate 

product. It is also pointed out that, if the two allotropes are 
sufficiently stable to form a true solution, their structural units must 

be very different. 
The nitrides of the non-metals are very diverse in character and 

include a group distinguished by the most extraordinary stability. 

Prominent in this group are the nitrides of phosphorus, and although 

in the past much research has been done on these and allied sub¬ 

stances, they still continue to excite the marked interest of many 

investigators. Published work dealing with the nitrides of phos¬ 

phorus has appeared in recent years from H. Moureu 10 and his 

collaborators, P. Kenard,11 V. F. Postnikov and L. L. Kuzmin.12 
Phosphorus pentanitride, P3N5, can be obtained in good yield by 

A. Stock’s method 13 from ammonia gas and P2S5, but H. Moureu 

and P. Rocquet14 have described another method which uses the 
chloronitride of phosphorus, discovered by Liebig and prepared from 

phosphorus pentachloride and ammonium chloride. The simple 

reaction may be expressed thus : 

C12PC13 + H.jN - (C12PN) + 3HC1 

but the chloronitride is really the polymer (PNC12)3. By the action 

of liquid ammonia, the chloronitride is changed into phospham, 
probably by the reaction 

PNC12 2NH.J PN(NH2)2 + 2HC1 

When phospham is heated in a vacuum at 380° it yields PN2H by the 

reaction PN(NH2)2 = PN2H NHa, and if the temperature now 

rises above 400°, pure PaN5 is obtained from the decomposition 

3PN2H — P3N5 + NH3. The pentanitride is a light amorphous 
powder, insoluble in cold water and the usual solvents. It is 

attacked only very slowly by concentrated sulphuric acid, but it is 

quantitatively converted into orthophosphorie acid and ammonia 
by sulphuric acid at the boiling point: 

2P3N5 + 5H2S04 + 24H20“ 6H3P04 + 5(NH4)2S04 

It is therefore conveniently analysed by the Kjeldahl method.12 

When heated to 730° in a vacuum, P3N5 yields PN, which sublimes. 

10 H. Moureu and A. M. de Ficquelmout, Compt. rend., 1934, 198, 1417; 
also refs. (14), (15), and (16). 

11 Ibid., p. 1159; Bull. Soc. chim., 1933, [iv], 63, 692; Ann. Chim., 1935, 
xi], 3, 443. 

li J» Appl. Chem. Russia, 1935, 8, 429. 
18 A. Stock and B. Hoffmann, Ber., 1903, 30, 314. 
14 Compt. rend., 1934,198, 169U 
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This, according to H. Moureu and P. Rocquet,1,r* can exist in two 
forms. The more stable red form reduces warm concentrated 

sulphuric acid, but this reaction is very slow in the cold. The other 

form obtained from P3N5 at temperatures in the neighbourhood of 
720° is yellow, and is readily soluble in sulphuric acid, reducing it 

even at room temperature. Neither form shows crystal structure 

when examined by X-rays. H. Moureu and G. Wetroff 10 have 
added a new nitride to the list. When the products of the reaction 

of phosphorus trichloride on liquid ammonia are heated in a vacuum 

at 550°, a white, insoluble, non-volatile substance is obtained, spon¬ 
taneously inflammable in air. This nitride, P4N6, heated above 

750° in a vacuum, gives PN, which condenses in a pure state. 

Until recently, the heats of formation of the metallic nitrides 

have been derived indirectly. Now B. Neumann, C. Kroger, 
and their collaborators 17 have evolved a method whereby these 

measurements can be made from the direct union of the metal and 

the gas, and their work has disclosed some very interesting facts 
about this chemical reaction. Certain of the metals studied would 

unite with nitrogen under a pressure of 5—25 atmospheres and a 

temperature of 500—1000° with sufficient velocity to give a measur¬ 
able rise of temperature within one or two minutes. Manganese, 

chromium, and lithium would do this, but aluminium, beryllium, 

and magnesium required a catalyst, of which sodium fluoride 

proved to be the best. The reactions of a number of metals such as 

nickel, cobalt, aluminium, and beryllium were catalysed by lithium 

nitride. It was found that thorium must be very pure to react with 

nitrogen and, curiously, its reactivity was not improved by sodium 
fluoride. In all cases the nitrogen must be oxygen-free. A relation¬ 

ship has been established between the heats of formation of the 
nitrides and the atomic numbers of the metallic elements, and on 

the basis of this the authors have deduced values for the nitrides of 

other elements such as scandium, vanadium, and tungsten. As the 

ease with which a metal takes up nitrogen varies very much with its 

condition, this has been studied for molybdenum-iron alloys and 

for molybdenum by A. Sieverts and his collaborators.18 

In 1909, A. Hantzsch 19 determined the molecular weight of 

chamber crystals (HO’SOg’ONO) cryoscopically in sulphuric acid 

and obtained values varying from 70-8 to 72*5, compared with the 

15 Bull. Soc. chvm., 1936, [v], 3, 1801. 
18 Compt. rend., 1936, 201, 1381. 
17 Z. anorg. Chem., 1931, 196, 66; 1932, 204, 81 ; 207, 133, 145; 1934, 218, 

379. 

18 A. Sieverts and K. Brtining, Arch. Eiaenhuttenw1933—34, 7, 641; 
A. Sieverts and G. Zapf, Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 220, 161. 

18 Z. phyeikal. Chem., 1909, 65, 67. 
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calculated value of 127 for HNS05. He concluded, therefore, that 
this substance behaves as an electrolyte, and suggested that dissocia¬ 

tion into NO1 and HS04“ ions took place. Twenty-one years 
later, from an examination of the conductivity of nitrosyl perchlorate 
in nitromethane, Hantzscli and K. Berger 20 deduced that nitrosyl 

perchlorate, like nitrosyl sulphate, exists as a salt-like compound 

[NOJ'fX]-, where X = C104 or S04. A recent investigation by 
W. R. Angus and A. H. Leckie of the Raman spectrum of nitrosyl 

sulphate (chamber crystals),21 and nitrosyl perchlorate 22 has given 

results which can be interpreted only on the assumption that these 

substances have an ionic structure. 

In order to substantiate the deductions from Raman measurements, 

electrolytic experiments 23 were undertaken. A qualitative demon¬ 

stration that nitrosyl sulphate has an ionic structure was made by 

electrolysing a solution of nitrosyl sulphate in sulphuric acid between 

a platinum anode and an iron cathode. The lower portion of a 

glass U-tube was filled with a concentrated solution of nitrosyl 
sulphate in sulphuric acid, and the upper portion of each limb filled 

up with more sulphuric acid; the electrodes were dipping into the 

acid. The iron cathode provided a source of ferrous sulphate in the 

cathode limb where NO would be discharged. After the current 
had passed for some time, an intense brown colour developed in the 

cathode limb, which suggests that NOh ions are discharged at the 

cathode to give the well-known brown FeS04,N0. The authors 

conclude that, although, unfortunately, quantitative conductivity 

measurements have not yielded results of high accuracy, they have 

indicated that nitrosyl sulphate and nitrosyl perchlorate are electro¬ 

lytes. No salts of nitrosylsulph uric acid could be isolated in spite 

of several attempts. This fact supports the view that the substance 

is a salt, and actually the salt-like configuration is the ionised form 
of the structure hitherto accepted by most chemists, S02(0H),0N0. 

The authors also discuss the theoretical possibility of the existence 

of such a radical as NO1. The most important criterion is the 

ease with which a neutral molecule can lose an electron and become 
positively charged. To bring this about, a certain ionisation poten¬ 

tial is required, and it follows that the lower the ionisation potential 

the greater the probability of the existence of that particular ion. 

For nitric oxide the ionisation potential is 9*5 volts.24 The ionisa¬ 

tion potential of N2 —N2+ is very considerably higher, and that 

20 Z. anorg. Chem., 1930, 190, 321. 
21 Proc. Boy. Soc., 1935, A, 149, 327. 
22 Ibid., 1935, A, 150, 615. 
23 W. R. Angus and A. H. Leckie, Trans. Faraday Soc.r 1935, 31, 958. 
84 J. T. Tate and P. T. Smith, Physical Rev., 1932, 30, 270. 
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for 02 —> 02+ also very much higher than that for NO —> NO+. 
The value for the ionisation potential of 02 is given by R. S. Mulliken 

and D. S. Stevens 25 as 12*2 volts. It is clear that for the nitric oxide 

molecule the ionisation potential is decidedly low, as in general for 

diatomic molecules the value is above 10 volts. This may arise from 

the fact that nitric oxide is an odd-electron molecule, having 15 extra- 

nuclear electrons. When it becomes ionised it is isoelectronic with 

carbon monoxide and nitrogen. Since isoelectronic structures 

exhibit many similar properties, it is possible that the NO+ radical 

is a relatively stable one. 

Although nitrosoamine, NHyNO, is probably not stable at room 

temperature, there is good evidence to show that R. Schwarz and 

H. G-iese 26 have obtained this compound by the interaction of solid 

anhydrous ammonia and solid dinitrogen trioxide, N203, at low 

temperatures. The reaction was conducted at the melting point of 

anhydrous ammonia, and the experiments exhibit some novel 

features. Liquid anhydrous ammonia (ca. 00 c.c.) was poured into 

a quantity of liquid air contained in a large porcelain dish, which was 

covered with a loosely fitting wooden lid. The ammonia soon solidi¬ 

fied, and after the workers’ hands had been suitably protected with 
gloves, the ammonia and liquid air were ground with a pestle into a 

thin paste. Dinitrogen trioxide in a smaller amount (1—2 g.) was 

similarly crushed in liquid air, and the two reagents were transferred 

to a wide-necked flask which was rapidly connected, through a 
ground joint, to a pump, and the excess of liquid air removed. The 

reaction mixture was shaken and allowed to warm somewhat, where¬ 

upon the light blue colour of the mass changed into the orange-red 

colour characteristic of the nitrosoamine. After the whole of the 

ammonia had melted, a clear red solution remained. (Some nitrogen 

was evolved, and this was swept out by ammonia gas and collected 
in an azotometer containing dilute acid.) The ammonia was care¬ 

fully distilled off, and the solution gradually assumed a deep purple- 

red colour. This is probably the real colour of the nitrosoamine, and 

the orange-red appearing in its preparation with dinitrogen trioxide 
may be due to admixture with nitric oxide, which has a yellow 

colour when dissolved in liquid ammonia. The authors represent 

the formation and decomposition of nitrosoamine thus : 

N2Oo + 2NHo = (NH4)N02 + H2N-NO 

2H2N*NO = (NH4)N02 + N2 

Nitrosoamine cannot be obtained in any solvent other than liquid 
anhydrous ammonia, for it at once breaks up into ammonium nitrite 

556 Physical Rev., 1934, 44, 720. 
20 Ber., 1934, 67, 1108. 
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and nitrogen. The nitrosoamine was also formed when the dinitrogen 
trioxide was replaced by nitrosylsulphuric acid, [N0]HS04, 

nitrosyl perchlorate, [N0]C104, or nitrosyl chloride, NOC1. The 

proposed formulation of the nitrosoamine is further supported 

by the fact that methylaniline and dinitrogen trioxide at 

— 5° yield X-nitrosomethylaniline, NPliMe*NO; also that nitric 

oxide under pressure acts on potassium amide in solid ammonia to 

give the nitrosoamine : 

ICNH2 -| 2NO - KNO [ NH/NO 

The authors suggest two possible structures for the nitrosoamine, 

H2N N—0 and H—N~N—OH, of which the latter is in accordance 

with its deep colour, whilst the former is more consistent with its 

mode of formation. Probably the two forms are in tautomeric 

relation to one another. 

In their study of the decomposition products of carbon suboxide 

(0302), A. Klemene, It. Wechsberg, and G. Wagner 27 have made the 

fascinating observation that carbon may probably exist in a gaseous 
form, as dicarbon C2. The reaction is considered to be 0302 C02 + 

C2 and these authors state that at 200° the equilibrium constant K = 

Pco . PcJPc^ is ca. 10’7. The equilibrium is constantly disturbed 
by the polymerisation process, 02(gas) -> graphite. Dicarbon is a 
carmine-red gas, soluble in w^ater. It rapidly polymerises to a 

purplish-red, finely divided carbon, which gives an X-ray diagram 

identical with that of graphite. In the early stages of the decom¬ 

position of the suboxide C;i02, the head of the Swan band at 4737 A. 

is clearly visible, and this is known to be characteristic of C2. The 
formation of dicarbon may be an intermediate stage in the oxidation 

of carbon. H. G-. Grimm 28 has calculated that the change from 

dicarbon gas to solid carbon, as diamond, is strongly exothermic, 

and is 100,000 cals. The absorption spectrum of gaseous carbon 
suboxide has been recently studied in detail by H. W. Thompson 

and N. Healey.29 

In a paper on the chemical nature of graphite, A. E. Balfour, H. L. 
Riley, and R. M. Robinson 30 bring forward several considerations 

which, in their opinion, show the aromatic character of the carbon 

hexagon planes in pure graphite. N. K. Adam 31 pointed out some 
time ago that, if one of the carbon atoms in a hexagon plane of the 

graphite lattice is selected, then the three valency bonds lead to 

27 /j. Elektrochcm., 1934, 40, 488; Z. phyeikal. Chem1934, 170, A, 97. 
28 Z. Elektrochcm1934, 40, 461. 
2» Pror. Boy. Soc., 1936, A, 157, 331. 
30 J., 1936, 456. 
31 Trane. Faraday Soc.t 1934, 30, 57. 
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three aromatic hexagons, suggesting a similarity, “ though this 

may be only superficial/* between the structure of graphite and 

triphenylmethyl. Riley and his co-workers believe that this 
formal similarity is reflected in a very fundamental way in the 

chemical properties of these two substances. A. Frenzel and U. 

Hofmann32 prepared graphite bisulphate in which the carbon 

hexagon planes remained intact, the hydrogen sulphate ions having 

penetrated between them, increasing their distance apart. Graphite 

monofluoride (see p. 149) is a similar type of compound, though 

much more stable. In these compounds, Riley states, the hexagon 
planes are playing the part of macro-positive radicals. The analogy 

between graphite and triphenylmethyl is emphasised from the fact 

that in liquid sulphur dioxide triphenylmethyl chloride is an electro¬ 
lyte, and contains the ions Ph30 and Cl~. On the other hand, 

K., Fredcnhagen and G. Cadenbach 33 and K. Fredenhagen and H. 

Suck 34 have prepared the compounds C8K and CJGK, and A. Schleede 
and M. Wellmann 35 have shown that in these compounds the alkali- 
metal atoms have penetrated, and formed layers between, the hexa¬ 

gon carbon planes. These compounds, according to Riley, are 

obviously analogous to the alkali-metal triphenylmethyls, and the 
hexagon planes are acting as macro-negative radicals. Other 

arguments are brought forward to support this interesting idea. 

In the literature many methods are given for the preparation of 

cuprous oxide, but the colour of the product varies widely : it may 
be yellow, orange-yellow, orange, red, and even dark reddish-brown. 

There are marked differences of opinion as to whether the pre¬ 
parations with yellow and red colours should be considered as 

identical. In many older and also in some newer text-books, the 

red product is regarded as the oxide Cu20 and the yellow and orange 

compounds as cuprous hydroxide. F. Gebhardt, R. Kohler, and 
E. Korner 36 have shown that the yellow compound obtained by 

reduction of Fehling’s solution with glucose, gelatin, or sugar, at 

boiling heat, is identical with the red crystalline oxide. In order to 
settle the question, M. Straumanis and A. Cirulis 37 have prepared 

cuprous oxide by a wide range of methods and at various temper¬ 

atures, and submitted the products to an X-ray investigation. The 

red product was obtained in a high state of purity by reduction of a 

solution of cupric hydroxide in concentrated ammonia with hydrazine 

32 7j. Elektrochem., 1934, 40, 511. 
33 Z. anorg. Chcm., 1927, 158, 249. 
34 Ibid., 1929, 178, 353. 
36 Z. physikal. Chem., 1932, B, 18, 1 
36 Kolloid-Z., 1933, 63, 257. 
37 Z. anorg. Chem., 1935, £84, 107. 
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hydrate in a hydrogen atmosphere. The yellow product was isolated 

from the reaction between cupric nitrate in ammoniacal solution 

and hydrazine and 2X-potassium hydroxide in a nitrogen atmosphere. 

The yellow product was also obtained by other methods. The 

identity of the red and the yellow oxide was established from the 
fact that they had identical lattice dimensions. The yellow 

passes into the red modification on growth of crystallites, e.g., on 

ignition, as is shown by the increase in sharpness and number of 

diffracted Rontgen lines with the redness of the material. 
Lead monoxide, as is well known, occurs naturally in two crystal¬ 

line forms, yellow and red. These can also be prepared in the 

laboratory by artificial means. The difference between the forms 

has been attributed to polymorphism, the red being regarded as the 

more stable form at the ordinary temperature and at all temperatures 

up to the transition point. Some years ago the existence of these 

two forms was in dispute, but M. P. Applebey and R. D. Reid 38 

isolated the varieties in well-crystallised forms and brought forward 

evidence derived from solubility measurements and examination 

of crystalline structure which showed clearly that the two modi¬ 

fications were polymorphic forms. E. Rencher and M. Bassiere 39 

now report the results of an X-ray investigation of two forms of the 
monoxide a- and p-PbO. The a-form was obtained as an orange- 
yellow compound by the dehydration of lead hydroxide (produced 

from a lead salt and alkali) at 130°, and also by heating lead carbon¬ 

ate to 260°. An investigation of this modification in a dilatometer 

gave a sharp contraction at 530°, indicating a transition into a new 

form, a lemon-yellow power, which they designate p. These two 

forms gave distinctive X-ray diagrams. When the p-form was 

melted and allowed to solidify, the X-ray diagram showed that it was 

still p, so presumably a p —> a transition did not occur. The thermal 

decomposition of lead dioxide or red lead always led to a-lead oxide, 

provided that the temperature was below 530°. If a sodium hydr¬ 

oxide solution of concentration above 30 % acted on lead hydroxide 

at 20° a greenish-yellow p-lead oxide was formed. After long 

standing, this p-form slowly changed into a carmine-red a-form. 
S. S. Bhatnagar and G. S. Bal 40 consider that pure nickel oxide, 

NiO, is green, and that black samples owe their colour to adsorbed 

oxygen. They also state that their magnetic-susceptibility deter¬ 
minations, made at 25—366°, show that the high values of x for 

NiO recorded in the literature are due to traces of nickel formed by 

reduction during its preparation. On the other hand, W. Klemm 

88 J., 1922, 121, 2129. 
8» Compt. rend., 1930, 202, 765. 
40 J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1934, 11, 603. 
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and K. Haas 41 express the view that the variable values for the 

magnetic susceptibility of nickel oxide, NiO, are due to partial 

splitting up into nickel and a higher oxide at temperatures above 
400°. In an earlier Report, attention was directed to some work by 
(Miss) W. R. A. Hollens and J. F. Spencer 42 on the supposed sub¬ 
halide of cadmium, Cd40l7, and the so-called cadmous hydroxide and 
oxide, Cd20. The cadmium atom (at. no. 48) has the electronic 

structure 2, 2.6, 2.6.10, 2.6.10.0, 2, from which it is seen that the 
atom has two 5-electrons in the Ox shell and the bivalent cadmium 
ion a complete Nni shell. Both cadmium and the Cdf + ion must be 
diamagnetic, but the Cd1 ion with one odd electron will be para¬ 
magnetic. Thus if solutions of cadmium in molten cadmium chloride 

contain cadmous chloride, CdCl, in appreciable amount the system 

will be paramagnetic. Measurements of the solid systems, made by 
Hollens and Spencer, show these to be diamagnetic; hence the existence 

of a sub-chloride, CdCl, has to be excluded. This result has been con¬ 
firmed by J. Farquharson and E. Heymann.43 These authors point 

out, however, that the measurements do not exclude the existence of 

a bimolecular sub-chloride, Cd2Cl2, because such a substance would 

be diamagnetic. A definite verdict on this matter is given by the 
work of R. E. Hedges and H. Terrey,44 who have examined by X-ray 
methods the so-called sub-halide, Cd4017, prepared by solution of 
cadmium in molten cadmium chloride, and find that the structure is 

identical with that given by the normal chloride, OdCl2, and the metal. 

Powder photographs of the so-called cadmous oxide, Cd20, prepared 

from Cd4Cl7 by decomposition with water, were taken, and com¬ 
pared with those from the normal oxide. It was then quite evident 

that the so-called sub-oxide is merely a mixture of the normal 
oxide with very finely divided metal. These findings are in har¬ 
mony with the results obtained from other physical measurements 

on the solid product, e.g., density, heats of solution, etc., and it must 
be concluded that the sub-halides and sub-oxides of cadmium are 
incapable of existence as solid phases. 

It has always been questionable whether the formula for the higher 
oxides of the alkali metals M204 is not better halved. F. Ephraim 45 

expresses the opinion that there is little to be said against the 
formulation M02. Nevertheless, the double formula is possibly 
easier to construct from the usual valency considerations. L. 
Pauling has recently raised the question whether the potassium 

41 Z. anorg. Chem., 1934, 219, 82. 
42 J., 1934, 1062. 
43 Trans. Faraday Soc1935, 31, 1004. 
44 Ibid., 1936, 32, 1614. 
46 “ Inorganio Chemistry,’* Gurney and Jackson, London, 1926, p. 341. 
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oxide should not be K02 instead of K204. E. W. Neumann,40 at 

the suggestion of L. Pauling, studied the magnetism of this peroxide, 

found the paramagnetism of the expected magnitude for the simpler 

molecule, and concluded therefore that K02 was really present. 
W. Klemm47 has discussed the exact measurements, and states 

that here is a case where such measurements cannot decide between 

the two formulae and that we must await further investigations, 
especially those of the lattice structure, before a final opinion can be 
given. This year the structure of potassium tetroxide has been 

determined by X-ray methods, by V. Kassatochkin and V. Kotov,48 
and they state that the formula K02 is supported. 

J. P. Spencer and (Miss) G. T. Oddie 49 have successfully prepared 
lithium alum, despite the fact that the probability of its existence 

has been denied. To prepare the alum, molecular proportions of 

lithium sulphate monohydrate and the octadecahydrate of alumin¬ 

ium sulphate were dissolved in the minimum quantity of cold water. 

The solution was concentrated considerably by evaporation on a 

sand-bath, and cooled in a freezing mixture of ice and salt with 
vigorous stirring, whereupon it crystallised suddenly and deposited 

a mass of small crystals. The mother-liquor after a further slight 
concentration deposited small transparent crystals on keeping 

in the freezing mixture. Both crops of crystals contain H20, 49-0 

[Li2S0fAl2(S04)3,24H20 requires H20, 48*93%]. The crystals are 
isotropic, a combination of cube and octahedron. M. Mousseron 

and P. Gravier 50 conclude from solubility, density, viscosity, and 

dilatometric measurements that sodium alum is stable only between 
11° and 39°. The heat of formation of A12(S04)3,18H20 and 

Na2S04,10R>0 is —3980 g.-cals., and the heat of dissolution in water 
—8500 g.-cals. A stable hydrate containing 4H20 has also been 

obtained at 15° in a vacuum. In the literature it is generally stated 

that two alums are known containing tervalent titanium, 

Rb2S04,Ti2(S04)a,24H20 and the caesium analogue. J. Meyer and 

H. Meissner 51 have recently attempted to extend the series, but 
their attempts to prepare titanium-potassium, -ammonium, and 

-thallous alums failed. They state that pure RbTi(S04)2,12H2() 
could not be obtained. 

In a continuation of the studies of the phosphates, H. Bassett, 
W. L. Bedwell, and J. B. Hutchinson 62 have examined the pyro- 

40 J. ('hem. Physics, 1934, 2, 31. 
47 Angew. Chem., 1935, 48, 617. 
48 J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 458. 
48 Nature, 1936, 138, 169. 
r>0 Bull. Soc. chim., 1932, [iv], 51, 1382. 
51 J. pr. Chem., 1935, [ii], 143, 70. 
M J; 1930, 1412. 
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phosphates of some bivalent metals, and have noted that there is a 

marked tendency for the formation of solid solutions containing 

sodium, although definite double salts also occur. They make the 

important suggestions (a) that the water molecules are distributed 

so as to give cations with even co-ordination numbers, and (6) that 

replacement of [M(H20)4]‘* by [Na2(H20)2r or [M(H20)2],# by 2Na’ 
occurs owing to approximate equality of molecular volumes. In 

support of this view it is mentioned that the Na4P2O7,10H2O which 

separates in large transparent crystals from solutions containing 

magnesium, cobalt, nickel, or zinc pyrophosphate contains a small 

amount of these in solid solution. This is explicable on the basis of 

the above theory and indicates that Na4P2O7,10H2O is probably 

[Na(H20)jr [Na2(H20)2]"[P207J"". 
Although indium is present in minute amounts in a number of 

minerals, it is one of the rarest of metals, and its scarcity has restricted 

the investigation of its chemistry. In an arc-spectrographic deter¬ 

mination of indium in minerals, F. M. Brewer and (Miss) E. Baker 63 

have rnado the valuable observation that indium is present in un¬ 

usually large amounts in the mineral cylindrite. This mineral, 

obtained from the Santa Cruz mine, Poopo, Bolivia, is a sulphide of 

lead, antimony, and tin, and has been shown to have an indium 

content estimated at 0*1—1%. Brewer and Baker 64 have also 

found that indium is present in large traces in some chalcopyrites 

and as a general impurity in metallic tin, and they have described its 

extraction and concentration from these sources. 

The subject of the nomenclature and classification of inorganic 

compounds is one of great and ever-increasing difficulty, and for 

nearly twenty years chemists of many countries have been trying 

to devise a systematic international nomenclature. In his lecture, 

delivered before the Chemical Society this year, C. Smith 55 gave 

an account of the agreement that has been reached, and as modern 

chemical nomenclature is a subject of the deepest concern to all 

chemists, this address deserves the closest study. 

Finally, attention should be directed to the recent publication by 

(Sir) G. T. Morgan and F. H. Burstall,56 which gives a survey of 

modern developments in inorganic chemistry. 
S. R. C. 

w. w. 
S. R. Carter. 

W. Wardlaw. 

R. Whytlaw-Gray. 

63 J936, 1280 . 64 Ibid., p. 1290. 66 Ibid., p. 1007. 
66 “ Inorganic Chemistry,” Heffer, Cambridge, 1936. 



CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 

The change from biennial to annual publication of the report on 

Crystallography occurs appropriately at a time when attention has 

been focused on the subject by Sir William Bragg’s presidential 

address 1 to the Royal Society summarising many of the recent 

advances in crystal analysis. The past history of structure deter¬ 

mination has also been brought nearly up to date this year by the 

appearance of the long-awaited second volume and part of the third 

volume of the “ Strukturbenefit,’’2 the first volume of which has 

meanwhile become a classic. The main lines of Vol. I have been 

followed, and the results so far available include all inorganic 

structures, but not alloys, organic compounds, and fibres. 

As it is impossible to cover all phases of crystallography adequately 

in this survey, some subjects which appear to be more suitable for 

biennial treatment have been left over for consideration in later 

Reports. This applies particularly to metals, which have been 

discussed at length in the two preceding Reports. 

1. The Technique of Structure Analysis. 

For all kinds of crystal structure work, more powerful X-ray tubes 

are highly desirable, and a notable advance in the design of rotating 

anode tubes has now been made by V. Linnitzki and V. Gorski.3 

They have combined the anode with a molecular pump so that the 

rotation of the anticathode, which formerly introduced, many 

difficulties in construction and maintenance, is now turned to 

positive advantage. As far as the recording of the X-ray reflections 

is concerned, there are three main types of instrument that can be 

considered. G. Kellstrdm’s 4 new value for the viscosity of air may 

be taken to show, inter alia, the reliability of the X-ray method for 

the measurement of e, and there is therefore the more justification 

for continued work on precision measurements of lattice spacings, 

1 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 157, 697. 

2 Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft m.b.H., Leipzig, 1936 : Vol. II (1928— 
32) by C. Hermann, O. Lohrmann, and H. Philip; Vol. Ill (1932—35) by 
C. Gottfried and F. Schossberger. 

* Tech. Phys. U.S.S.R,, 1936, 3, 220. 
4 Physical Rev., 1936, [ii], 50, 190. 
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particularly by powder methods.5 M. J. Buerger’s new Weissenberg 

goniometer 6 is likely to prove useful for the more general examin¬ 

ation of a crystalline species, and other cameras have also been 

devised,7 including some for work at high and low temperatures 8 
and low pressures.9 It does not appear to be generally recognised, 

however, that many of the advantages of a vacuum can be attained 
more simply by filling the X-ray camera with hydrogen. Finally, 

for the exact measurement of intensities a new automatic ionisation 

spectrometer has been designed by W. A. Wooster and A. J. P. 

Martin.10 The use of electrometer triodes (in conjunction with an 

ionisation chamber) is well established; a further advance which 

has been proposed 11 is the replacement of the ionisation chamber 
or photographic plate by a Geiger-Mtiller counter. 

The introduction of the Patterson method of synthesis was de¬ 
scribed in last year’s Report and it is already taking a definite place 

as a first stage in the determination of many crystal structures. 

One example of its use is that of silver uranyl acetate.12 D. Harker 13 

has pointed out that improvements may be introduced by making 

full use of the symmetry of the crystal under investigation. In the 

general case the Patterson series is of the form 

P(xyz) = 5aS*Si|P(AW)|2 cos (hx + ley + Iz) . . . . (1) 

the maxima in the function P representing interatomic distances. 
To be manageable, however, this must be reduced to a two- 

dimensional series 

Q(xz) — SAS/|JT(MZ)|a cos (hx -f- Iz).(2) 

in which, since the P’s of one zone only are used, the resolution 

of the peaks is not very good. If, however, the b axis is a two¬ 

fold axis of symmetry, two equivalent atoms have co-ordinates 
(xyz) and (xyz) and the vector between them has components (2x,0,2z) 

5 J. W. M. duMondand Y. L. Bollmann, ibid., pp. 383, 524; W. Kossel, 
Ann. Physik, 1936, [vj, 26, 533; M. Straumanis and A. levins, Z. Physik, 
1936, 98, 461; E. R. Jotto and F. Foote, J. Chern. Physics, 1935, 3, 605; M. U. 
Cohen, Z. Krist., 1936, 94, 288, 306. 

6 Ibid., p. 87. 
7 M. J. Buerger, Amer. Min., 1936, 21, 11; E. Sauter, Z. Krist., 1936, 93, 

93; O. Kratky and G. Krebs, ibid., 95, 253. 
8 R. L. McFarlan, Rev. Sci. Instr., 1936, [ii], 7, 82. 
9 E. Frank©, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 31, 454. 

10 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 155, 150. 
11 W. Van der Grinten and H. Brasseur, Nature, 1936, 137, 657; D. P. 

le Galley, Rev. Sci. Instr., 1935, 6, 279 ; M, Pahl and A. Faessler, Z. Physik, 
1936, 102, 562. 

13 I. Fankuehen, Z. Krist., 1936, 94, 212. 
13 J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 381. 
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and is represented by a maximum value of P in the plane y = 0. 

Evidently, in such a case, the x and the y co-ordinates of all the 
atoms can be determined by measurements of P for y = 0 only; 

(1) then becomes 

P(.rOz) = £/,!!/ cos (hx + Iz) . (Y,k\F(hkl)\2).(3) 

a two-dimensional Fourier series which can readily be computed. 

This series (3) has two advantages over (2) : it gives greater resolu¬ 

tion because all the P’s are used, and it shows only interatomic 
vectors perpendicular to the symmetry axis, so the risk of over¬ 

lapping is reduced. Similar improvements can be introduced where 

the crystal has other elements of symmetry, and in one of these 

cases the method has been applied by I). Harker to determine the 

crystal structure of proustite and pyrargyrite. 

These methods render it necessary to carry out Fourier syntheses 

in the very first stages of the analysis instead of once at the end; 

but by means of calculating devices, such as those of J. M. Robert¬ 

son 14 and A. L. Patterson 15 and the sine and cosine strips now 

made available by C. A. Beevers and H. Lipson,16 a two-dimensional 

Fourier synthesis can be carried out in little more than a day. 

Robertson 17 has also described simplifications of the calculations 

necessary in the case of non-centrosymmetrical projections and 

successfully used them on the structure of resorcinol. A further 
valuable contribution to the literature of crystallography is Struc¬ 

ture Factor Tables ” by (Mrs.) K. Lonsdale.18 In these, the 

necessary data for Fourier synthesis and for the calculation of the 

structure factors have been presented for each of the 230 space 
groups in the form in which they can most readily be applied in 

actual practice. The most laborious part of structure analysis 

(after the experimental data have been obtained) is still the calcu¬ 
lation of structure factors, both to derive an approximate structure 

by “ trial and error ” and to determine the phases of the coefficients 

in a Fourier series; the labour involved can be considerably lightened 

by the adoption of W. L. Bragg’s proposal19 to use contoured graphs 

from which phase factors can be read off directly when the co¬ 

ordinates of the atoms are given. Since it is usual to investigate 

only special planes of the type (hfcO), the total number of graphs 

14 Phil. Mag1936, 21, [vii], 176. 
15 Ibid., 1936, 22, 753. 
]0 Proc. Physical Soc.f 1936, 48, 772; Nature, 1936, 137, 825. 
17 Ibid., 138, 683. 
18 “ Simplified Structure Factor and Electron Density Formulas for the 230 

Space Groups of Mathematical Crystallography,” Bell and Sons, 1936. 
19 Nature, 1936, 138, 362 ; W. L. Bragg and H. Lipson, Z. Krist1937, 95, 

383. 
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required is not very great, about twelve (for all values of h and k 

up to h + k = 8, say) for each of the seventeen plane groups being 

sufficient. Fig. 1 shows the graph for the plane (230) in any space 
group of the tetragonal classes 42m, 4mm, 42, and 4/mmm. The 

contours give the value of the function 

S = cos 4tzx . cos Qny + cos Grrx . cos 4iiy 

for all values of x and y between 0 and 1; the heavy lines are 

contours with S ~ 0, and negative contours are dotted. Thus 

0 a?. 10 
Contours of fi — cos inx . cos Qrry 4* cos Qnx . cos 4ny. 

the quantity S (multiplied by a power of 2 according to the space 

group) read oS for the co-ordinates (x, y) is the contribution of an 

atom in the general position (xyz) and of all the atoms in the cell 

related to it by the symmetry elements of the space group to the phase 

factor of that particular plane. The contribution to the structure 
factor is then simply 2nSf0. One very valuable feature of the method 

is that it is possible to determine by inspection of the appropriate 
graph how the co-ordinates of an atom or atoms must be altered to 

obtain a desired change in the phase factor for any plane; this 

shortens considerably the time necessary for trial and error analyses. 
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A complete set of graphs is being prepared and subjected to practical 
tests in various laboratories. 

Several workers 20 have directed their attention to the determin¬ 

ation of the exact form of the /-curves for various atoms, viz., nickel, 

copper, zinc, cadmium, aluminium, silver, palladium, and sulphur. 

In the case of the hexagonal metals, cadmium and zinc, the atomic 

scattering factor has a low or high value according as the plane from 

which reflection occurs is nearly parallel or perpendicular to the 

basal plane. This is interpreted by G. W. Brindley 21 as being due 

to asymmetry of lattice vibrations—a view which, though contested 

by H. Hermann,22 receives support from the work of C. Zener.23 

Zener has investigated the dependence of the Debye-Waller temper¬ 

ature coefficient erM upon reflection plane orientation for the case 
of metals of hexagonal symmetry, and finds that the ratio of M for 

vibrations perpendicular to and parallel to the c-axis is 1*80 and 

1*73 for zinc and cadmium respectively. Other work on zinc,24 

while showing that the anomalous /-values are chiefly due to the 

anisotropy in the thermal vibrations, suggests that Hermann’s view 

that the atoms themselves are anisotropic may be partly correct. 

Other supposed cases of anisotropic thermal vibrations are men¬ 
tioned elsewhere in the Report. A critical test of atomic symmetry 

might be possible through the use of polarised X-rays as developed 

by W. H. George.25 

Optical and magnetic methods have now definitely established 

themselves as aids to structure determination, particularly in the 

field of aromatic compounds, and in favourable cases it appears 

possible to fix the direction cosines of the plane of the molecules in 
the lattice to within 1°. Somewhat uncritical use has, however, 

sometimes been made of magnetic data, and a detailed discussion 

by (Mrs.) K. Lonsdale and K. S. Krishnan 26 of the precise relation¬ 

ships existing between molecular susceptibilities and those of the 

crystal as a whole is welcome. L. Pauling 27 has also discussed the 

20 J. Laval, Compt. rend., 193.5, 200, 1605; E. Naliring, Z. Physik, 1935, 93, 
197; C. M. Kotin and T. Losada, Anal. FIs. Quhn., 1935, 33, 597; P. d© la 
Cierva and J. Palacios, ibid., p. 34; G. W. Brindloy, Phil. Mag., 1936, [viij, 
21, 778; G. W. Brindloy and F. W. Spiers, ibid., 20, 865. 

21 Proc. Leeds Phil. Soc., 1936, 3, 200; Phil. Mag., 1936, [vii], 21, 790; 
Nature, 1936, 138, 290. 

22 Ibid., p. 290. 
23 Physical Iiev., 1936, [iij, 49, 122; C. Zener and S. Bilinsky, ibid., 1936, 50, 

489; see also idem, ibid., p. 101. 
24 G. E. M. Jauncey and W. A. Bruce, ibid., pp. 408, 413; It. D. Miller and 

E. S. Foster, ibid., p. 417. 
26 Pivc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 150, 96. 
26 Ibid., p. 597. 
27 J, Chem, Physics, 1936, 4, 673. 
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diamagnetism of aromatic molecules, and the relation between 
optical anisotropy and structure has been treated by M. Ramanad- 

ham 28 and K. N. Sundararajan.29 Although it is unlikely, in viewr 
of the greater accessibility of other properties, that thermal con¬ 

ductivity will be used as an aid to structure determination, yet it is 

of great importance that the relationship of this property to crystal 
structure should be understood; a first step in this direction has 
been made by W. A. Wooster,30 who has collected the available 
data and attempted a correlation of thermal anisotropy with 

structure. The possibilities and advantages of orienting molecules 
or particles of markedly anisotropic form by streaming or similar 

methods have long been realised ; an interesting example is afforded 

by the orientation of tobacco mosaic virus “ molecules ” in quite 

dilute solutions by flow through a Lindemann glass capillary tube,31 

and a new procedure, viz., sedimentation from an aqueous solution 

in an alternating electric field, has been applied successfully in 

obtaining highly oriented preparations of wool cells.32 Such 

methods are capable of extension to many other imperfectly 

crystalline substances. 

Two other applications of X-rays not concerned with structure 

analysis may be mentioned. One is the determination of particle 

size, which has been carried out particularly on graphite 33 from 

different sources and also applied to the colloid chemical behaviour 
of vanadium pentoxide 34 and gold sols.35 By measurements on 

counted layers of fatty acid films on water, G. L. Clark and P. W. 
Leppla 36 have been able to obtain a direct test of the Laue oquation 

connecting the broadening of X-ray lines with film thickness. The 

agreement is very satisfactory down to distances corresponding to 
only three or four fatty acid layers. 

Several papers have dealt with the systematic application of 
morphological crystallography to the identification of chemical 

individuals.37 X-Ray methods provide both a simpler and a more 

28 pr0Ct Indian Acad. Set., 1936, 3, A, 43. 

23 Z. Krist., 1936, 93, 238. 30 Ibid., 95, 138. 
81 J. D. Bernal and I. Fankuchen, Nature, 1936, 138, 1051. 
82 H. J. Woods, Proc. Leeds Phil. Sac., 1935—6, 3, 132. 
33 U. Hofmann, JD. Wilm, and E. Csalan, Z. Elektrochem1936, 42, 504; 

G. R. Levi and A. Baroni, Z. Krist., 1936, 93, 156; P. Corrier, Compt. rend., 
1936, 202, 59; N. Ganguli, Phil. Mag., 1936, [vii], 21, 355; cf. G. I. Finch arid 
H. Wilman, Nature, 1936, 137, 271; Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 155, 345. 

34 J. A. A. Ketelaar, Nature, 1936, 137, 317.' 
36 J. B. Haley, K. Soltner, and H. Terrey, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936,32,1304. 
36 J. Arner. Chern. Soc., 1936, 58, 2199. 
87 A. K. Boldirev and V. Y. Dolivo-Dubrovolski, Z. Krist., 1936, 93, 321; 

C. Weygand, Angew. Gheni., 1936, 49, 243; B. N. Delone, Ann, Sec, Anal, 
Phys. Ohim., 1936, 8, 91 ; A, F. Kapustinski, ibid., p. 103. 
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delicate means, and several attempts have been made to classify 
certain groups of compounds by means of powder photographs. 

One such “ finger-print system,” developed mainly for industrial 

purposes,38 includes 4000 patterns from over 1000 inorganic sub¬ 

stances, and there are several examples of its use.39 Among organic 

compounds, onty the method of direct, ad hoc comparison of two 

compounds suspected of being the same has been employed to any 

extent, as in the identification of tetrahydroartimisia ketone,40 the 
barium salts of the pterins,41 the hydrocarbon “ C21H16 ” from cholic 

acid 42 the phrenosinic acids,43 and others 44 
E. G. 0. 

D. M. 0. 

2. Crystal Chemistry. 

Metals.—Precision measurements of the lattice constants of 
aluminium,45 beryllium,46 cadmium, osmium, and ruthenium47 
and of tantalum and vanadium 48 have been made. In addition to 

his usual annual survey 49 of lattice constants and other properties 
of the elements, M. C. Neuburger 50 has published “ Die Allotropie 

der chemischen Elemente und die Ergebnisse der llontgcnographic.” 
This monograph contains a critical discussion of the allotropy of all 

the chemical elements and is notable for a list of over 1000 references. 

During the past year new results have accumulated regarding the 
allotropy of titanium, calcium, and boron. Titanium, like zir¬ 
conium, might be expected to occur in an a- and a p-form, hexagonal 

close-packed and cubic body-centred respectively; no convincing 
evidence for this had previously been obtained, however, the 

38 J. D. Hanawalt and H. W. Rinn, Ind. Eng. Chcm. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 244. 
39 A. W. Waldo, Amer. Min., 1935, 20, 575; J. N. Antipov-Karataev and 

B. K. Brunowski, Kolloid-Z1936, 75, 325. 
49 L. Ruzicka, T. Reiehstoin, and R. Pulver, Hdv. Chini. Acta, 1936, 19, 

646. 
41 C. Schdpf and E. Becker, Annalen, 1936, 524, 49. 
42 W. E. Bachmann, J. W. Cook, C. L. Hewitt, and J. Iball, J., 1936, 54. 
43 A. C. Cliibnall, S. H. Piper, and E. F. Williams, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 

100; (Miss) D. M. Crowfoot, J., 1936, 716. 
44 H. J. Backer, J. Strating, and A. J. Zuithoff, Rec. trav. chim., 1936, 55, 

761; M. P. Wolarowitsch, G. B. Rawitsch, andK. F. Gussjow, Kolloid-Z., 1936, 
76, 338. 

45 A. levins and M. Straumanis, Z. phyaikal. Chem., 1936, B, 33, 265. 
46 E. A. Owen and T. L. Richards, Phil. Mag., 1936, [vii], 22, 304. 
47 E. A. Owen and E. W. Roberts, ibid., p. 290. 
48 M. C. Neuburger, Z. Krist., 1936, 93, 312, 314. 
49 Ibid., p. 1. 
69 Sammlung chemischer und eheraische technischer Vortrage, F, Enke, 

Stuttgart. 
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irregularities in the resistance-temperature curve for the metal 
being attributed to impurity taken up at high temperatures. J. H. 

de Boer, W. G. Burgers, and J. D, Fast 61 have now shown that 

impurities are indeed taken up, but that the effect of these is to mask 

the transition which occurs (quite sharply in the absence of air) at 

nearly the same temperature as for zirconium (882°). X-Ray 

examination confirms that p-titanium has an A2 structure with 

a *= 3-32 A. 
Calcium is known to occur in three forms, with transitions a —> p 

at 300° and p-y y at 450°, the a- and the y-structure being cubic 
and hexagonal close-packed respectively. The p-form was formerly 

considered to be of lower symmetry, but the measurements of 

A. Schulze 52 indicate that it may possess an A2 lattice. The 
diamond-like and the graphitic form of so-called crystalline boron 

formerly described have probably beon aluminium boride or boro- 

carbide ; S. von Naray-Szabo,53 however, now reports an adamantine 
tetragonal boron with a = 12*55 and c = 10*18 A., and a graphitic 

or orthorhombic form with a — 17-G4, b = 25*0, and c = 10*26 A. 
No outstanding advances have been made in the study of alloys 

or in the theory of metallic structures generally; a number of 
binary and ternary systems have been studied and further work has 

been done on order-disorder transformations and related topics, 

but the results are deferred for more comprehensive discussion in 
subsequent reports. An excellent and very full account of the 

quantum theory of metals, covering conduction, cohesion, magnetic 
and optical properties, and crystal structure is given by N. F. Mott 

and H. Jones in “ The Theory of the Properties of Metals and 

Alloys,” 54 and W. Hume-Rothery 55 has written a most lucid review 

of the subject from a more descriptive point of view which should 
be of the utmost value to chemists and metallurgists. 

Oxides.—J. A. A. Ketelaar 56 has determined the structure of 

vanadium pentoxide. The structure contains chains of oxygen 
tetrahedra linked by shared corners, accounting for the formation 

of elongated micelles in solution. 
Structures of the spinel type have been the subject of several 

investigations. A. E. van Arkel, E. J. W. Verwey, and M. G, van 
Bruggen 67 have shown that various ferrites (M0,Fe203) are able to 

81 Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1936, 39, 515; W. G. Burgers and 
F. M. Jaeger, Z. Kristy 1936, 94, 299. 

88 Z. Metallic., 1936, 28, 55, 
63 Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 77. 
64 International Monographs on Physics, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1936. 
05 “ The Structure of Metals and Alloys,*’ Institute of Metals, 1936. 
60 Z. Krist., 1936, 95, 28. 

flee. trav. c/dm., 1936, 55, 331, 340, 
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dissolve excess Fe203 without change of (spinel) structure. This is 
explained by the stability of the anion framework, which is the 

same for y-Fe203 as for the ferrites, the former having on the average 
21 vacant cation positions per unit cell. In a solid solution of 

Fe203 in ferrite the number of vacant positions diminishes, with 

consequent stabilisation of the y-Fe203 structure. These workers 

show that the maximum in the magnetisation curve corresponds 

to the maximum solubility; the dissolved Fe203 takes up the ferro¬ 

magnetic y-lattice, but when the solubility limit is transcended, the 
system becomes a two-phase conglomerate containing non-magnctic 

a-Fe203 so that the total magnetisation of the mixture is lowered. 
The coincidence of the solubility limit in certain cases with the 

composition 2M0,3Fe203 is probably accidental, and is apparently 

not due, as has been suggested,58 to the formation of a new type of 

ferrite. 
Trirnanganese tetroxide, Mn304, and ferric oxide, Fe203, form 

(above 800°) a continuous series of solid solutions from 100% to 

14% of the former with a gradual change of structure from the 

tetragonal (distorted spinel) structure of Mn304 to the true spinel 

lattice; at lower temperatures solid solution still occurs but with 
the structure of Mn203 (O-modification of the sesquioxides). The 

solubilities in ferric oxide of oxides with the sodium chloride 

structure were also studied; Fe0-Fe203 mixtures have only a very 

limited range of homogeneity, but NiO and MgO appear to form 

solutions over a wider range. Some ferrites have rhombohedral 

symmetry; 69 they may possibly possess structures of the haematite 

type. The dominating influence of the anion arrangement is 
illustrated by some observations of R. Mehl and E. L. McCandless 60 

on the orientation of oxide films on iron. Fe304 films formed by 

the decomposition of ferrous oxide have identical orientation with 

the parent crystal; the same relation holds when ferrous oxide 
is obtained on the surface of the magnetite crystals by reduction. 

E. J. W. Verwey and J. H. de Boer 61 suggest that, whereas Mn304 
and Co304 have true spinel structures MIVM2n04 (the former being 

distorted tetragonally on account of the lower symmetry of the 

MnIvion),yetFe3()4 is a solid solution Fe0,Fe203 or FeIIT(FeIIFeIII)04, 

half the tervalent cations occupying tetrahedral positions in the 

spinel structure, and the other half sharing the octahedral positions 

at random with the ferrous ions. Bond distances and .X-ray 

88 R. S. Hilpert and R. Scheveinhagen, Z. physikal. Chern., 1935, if, 31, 1. 
59 W. Soller and A. J. Thompson, Physical Rev.y 1935, [ii], 47, 644; A. 

Krause, A. Ernst, S. Gawrych, and W. Kocay, Z. anorg. Chem1936, 228, 352, 
60 Nature, 1936, 137, 702. 
61 Itec. trav. chim.t 1936, 55, 531, 
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reflection intensities are considered to support these views, although 

it seems doubtful whether either can be relied upon to distinguish 

unequivocally between the very closely similar structures in question. 

With the proposed distribution of ions in magnetite, an electron 

passing from Fe++ to Fe+++ is in the same energy state finally as 
initially, and the probability of a transition is therefore reasonably 

high, in agreement with the high conductivity of Fe304 as compared 

with Co304 or Mn304. It is of interest to enquire whether these 

considerations can be applied quantitatively to other compounds, 

e.g., nickelous and ferrous oxides and ferrous, cobaltous, and cuprous 

sulphides, in which there is normally a cation deficiency, and there¬ 

fore presumably a proportion of cations in higher valency states. 
Although experiments 62 suggest that there is a close relation be¬ 

tween cation deficiency and conductivity, the results for Fe304 and 

Co304 are very similar, and the conductivity of the latter is appar¬ 

ently not so greatly inferior to that of magnetite as Verwey and 

de Boer have supposed; moreover, the necessity of assuming 

quadrivalent cobalt ions is a weakness in their hypothesis. More 

quantitative measurements of conductivity (and also of magnetic 
susceptibility) in relation to composition, radius ratios, and other 

factors appear to be necessary before the structures of these oxides 

can be regarded as fully elucidated. 

Oxides of tungsten [W4On, W4O10(OH)2, and W12032(0H)2] in 

which the metal appears to be present with a lower valency than 

six have been obtained by F. Ebert and H. Flasch 63; it is difficult, 

however, to exclude the possibility of the presence of hydrogen ions 

in these compounds. Their cell dimensions show that they are very 

closely related to W03. 

It has been suggested64 that quartz assumes a new crystalline 

form below —183*5°, but other workers 65 have not confirmed this. 

Further work also appears to be necessary before the statements 66 

that the lattice of a-quartz is deformed to the extent of 2—3% in 

agate and finely ground sand can be accepted. B. E. Warren and his 

co-workers,67 continuing their studies of oxide glasses, have obtained 

much more precise results by the application of a generalised Fourier 

62 C. Wagner, Z. tech. Physik, 1936, 16, 327; C. Wagner and E. Koch, Z, 
physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 32, 439. 

63 Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 226, 65. 
64 H. Osterberg, Physical Rev., 1936, [ii], 49, 652. 
65 H. Dobberstein, Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 414; L. Balamuth, F. Rose, and 

8. L. Quimby, Physical Rev., 1936, [ii], 49, 703. 
66 N. A. Sehischakow, Compt. rend. Acad. Sci. U.R.S.S., 1936, 1, 19. 
67 B. E. Warren and O. Momingstar, Physical Rev., 1936, [ii], 47, 808; 

B. E. Warren, H. Krutter, and O. Morningstar, J. Amer. Ceram. Soc., 1936,19, 
202. 
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method; the existence of tetrahedral networks in silica with 

Si-0 = 1*60 A. is definitely confirmed, and vitreous boric oxide is 

shown to consist of a network in which each boron is surrounded by 
three oxygens at 1*39 A. as in crystalline borates. In both cases 

the oxygen atoms are shared between only two cations, thus con¬ 

ferring a considerable degree of flexibility upon the network, so that 

the irregular glass structure has a configuration almost as stable as 

the crystalline arrangement. N. A. Schischakow 66 and N. Valenkof 
and E. Porai-Koschitz 68 have studied the transition from vitreous 

silica to cristobalite. 

Silicates.—Further work has been done on clay minerals; the 

structures previously assigned to dickito and kaolinite have been 

confirmed by C. J. Ksanda and T. W. Barth 69 and by S. B. Hen¬ 
dricks 70 respectively, and the latter has also studied anauxite. 

J. W. Gruner 71 has shown that glauconite has a mica-typo of 

structure with a higher Si: A1 ratio; some silicon may possibly 
occupy 6-co-ordinated cation positions. F. A. Bannister and 

M. H. Hey 72 have continued their studies of zeolites with measure¬ 
ments on scolecite, metascolecite, and ettringite; the first is shown 

to be iso-structural with natrolite and its transition to meta¬ 

scolecite has been investigated. The cubic mineral pollucite 

(Cs2Si4Al2012,H20) appears to be related to the zeolites.73 

E. Podschus, V. Hofmann, and K. Leschewski74 have made a 

detailed study of ultramarine-blue and several related substances. 

The highly symmetrical structure proposed for the ultramarines 

by F. M. Jaeger,75 although undoubtedly correct in essentials, was 
not entirely satisfactory from the point of view of interatomic 

distances or of X-ray reflection intensities. The structure now 

determined is analogous to that of hauyne and noscan 76 and is less 
symmetrical and less rigid than that suggested by Jaeger, account¬ 

ing in a satisfactory manner for the variation in cell dimension when 

the sodium of ultramarine-blue is replaced by other alkalis. 

Leschewski and his co-workers consider it unnecessary to assume 

that the sodium ions and sulphur atoms are mobile; for the sodium, 

they emphasise that careful analyses never show more than eight 

ions per unit cell, and these can be located definitely on eight threc- 

64 Nature, 1936, 137, 273; cf. G. Peyronel, Z. Kriet., 1936, 95, 274. 
64 Amer. Min., 1935, 20, 631. 
70 Z. Kriat., 1936, 95, 247. 
71 Amer. Min., 1935, 20, 699. 
72 Min. Mag., 1936, 24, 324; idem, ibid., p. 227. 
73 H. Strunz, Z. Krist., 1936, 95, 3. 
74 Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 228, 305. 
74 'Trans. Faraday Soc., 1929, 25, 320. 
76 F. Machatschki, Centr. Min., A, 1934, 5, 136. 
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fold positions in the lattice. The sulphur is best accounted for (in 
agreement with the chemical evidence) by dividing it into (a) 

sulphur ions and (b) S2 molecules, distributed statistically over the 
twelve-fold positions; a sharp distinction between the two is not 
possible. There is some evidence from these compounds that the 
thermal vibrations of the alkali ions may have the symmetry of 
their environment.77 The colour of ultramarine-blue is attributed 
to the S2 groups. 

Sulphides.—That close crysta l lo-chemical relationships exist 
between germanium and silicon is well known; 78 attention was 
drawn in last year’s Report (p. 209) to the new type of fibrous 
structure exhibited by SiS2, and the determination of the structure 
of GeS2 by W. H. Zachariasen 79 is therefore of considerable interest. 
As in SiS2, each cation is surrounded by four sulphur atoms in a 
slightly distorted tetrahedron, the Ge-S distance being 2*19 A. 
(cf. 2-26 from sum of tetrahedral radii, and 2*47 in the monosulphide), 
but the linking of tetrahedra is three-dimensional, giving rise to a 
structure which is much more like that of Si02 than that of SiS2. 
The sulphur bond angle is 103°. 

The high-temperature modifications of the cuprous and argentous 
sulphides, selenides, and tellurides have one of two structures,80 
according as the cation/anion radius ratio is greater or less than ()*G. 
Tn the former category are a-Ag2S and a-Ag2Sc, in which the silver 
ions are distributed statistically in the interstices of a cubic body- 
centred arrangement of anions, whereas in the unit cells of a-Ag2Te, 
a-Cu2Se, and a-Cu2S four anions and four metal ions form a zinc- 
blende structure, with the remaining cations distributed statistically. 
a-Cuprous telluride is not cubic, and cuprous sulphide is deficient 
in copper, its formula being approximately Cu9S5. Similarly 
cobaltous sulphide (nickel arsenide type) is said 81 to be stable only 
when slightly deficient in cobalt; in both these cases it is note¬ 
worthy that the radius ratio is very near the limiting value for the 
structure concerned. Two other sulphides of cobalt, Co6S5 and 
Co9S8, are reported; both are based on a cubic close-packing of 
sulphur, and have similar cell dimensions. Photographs of Co9S8 
arc almost identical with those of pentlandite,82 suggesting the 
formula (Ni,Fe)9S8 for the latter, in better accord with the observed 
density. The transition from y-NiS (millerite) to p-NiS (nickel 

77 See p. 200. 
78 E.gW. Schiitz, Z. physical. Chem., 1930, 1i, 31, 292. 
79 J. Chem. Physics, 1930, 4, 618. 
80 P. Rahlfs, Z. physikcU. Chem., 1930, B, 31, 157. 
81 H. Htilamann, F. Weibke, and K. Meisel, Z. anorg. Chem., 1936, 227, 113. 
88 M. Lindqvist, D. Lundqviat, and A. Westgren, Svensk Kem. Tidskr., 1936, 

48, 156. 
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arsenide type) has been studied by G. R. Levi and A. Baroni,83 
and by W. Biitz et al.8i; the transition temperature is 396°. W. 
Biltz and J. Laar 85 have confirmed the existence of Pd4S, Pd5S2, 
and PdS2, and a study of hauerite 86 (MnS2) has been made. M. J. 
Buerger 87 has discussed the arsenopyrite structure in detail, and 
shows how it may be regarded as a superstructure based on the 
marcasite type ; several new examples of this structure are recorded. 

I). Harker has applied his modified Patterson’s method of 
analysis 88 to proustite, Ag3AsS3, and pyrargjnrite, Ag3SbS3. The 
two structures, which arc almost identical, contain continuous 
(AgS)^ groups in the form of trigonal spirals, the bond angles for 
sulphur and silver being 83° and 165° respectively, while the length 
of the Ag-S bond is 2-40 A. Each arsenic (or antimony) is bonded to 
three sulphur atoms in a flattened pyramid. W. V. Mcdlin 89 has 
used B. E. Warren and E. Gingrich’s method 90 to find the radial 
distribution of atoms in realgar, AsS, and orpiment, As2S3. The 
results, which are remarkably similar for the two compounds, are 
interesting as showing the possibilities and limitations of results 
based on visual estimation of intensities in powder photographs; 
for these two substances the first two or three peaks in the distribu¬ 
tion curve can be related to the appropriate atomic distances without 
difficulty, but in other cases (e.g.y CaHgBr4) interpretation is more 
difficult. 

A study of berthierite, FeSb2S4, has been made.91 
Halides.—By means of a modified I)ebye-Scherrer method 

M. Straumanis and A. levins 92 have determined the cell dimensions 
of NaCl and rock-salt with, it is claimed, greater accuracy than any 
yet attained. The value for rock-salt (5-62768 di 0*00005 A.) 
differs by 0-00032 A. from that obtained by Siegbahn. 

Radium fluoride has the fluorite structure 93; the radius of the 
radium ion (C.N. = 6) is 1-52 A. On the other hand, thallous 
fluoride 94 has a new type of (orthorhombic) structure which may 
be regarded as a deformed sodium chloride lattice, and the iodide 96 

83 Z. Krist., 1936, 92, 210. 
84 Z. anorg. (Jhem., 1936, 228, 275. 
86 Jbid., p. 257. 
88 W. Biltz and F. Wiechrnann, ibid., p. 268. 
87 Z. Krist., 1936, 95, 114. 
88 See p. 197. 
89 J. Amer. Chem. Soc.f 1936, 58, 1590. 
90 Physical Rev., 1934, 46, 368. 
91 M. J. Buerger, Amer. Min., 1936, 21, 442. 
92 Z. Physik, 1936, 102, 353. 
98 G. E. R. Schulze, Z. physiJcal. Chem., 1936, B, 32, 430. 
94 J. A. A. Ketelaar, Z. Krist., 1935, 92, 30. 
95 L. Helmholz, ibid., 1936, 95, 129. 
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is also orthorhombic with a semi-layer lattice in which each ion 
has five near neighbours. 

G. Wagner and L. Lippert96 have studied transformations 
between the sodium chloride and the caesium chloride lattice; 
rubidium chloride when condensed from vapour on a surface at 
— 190° has the latter type, reverting to the normal former type at 
room temperature. A thermodynamic study of the transformation 
of ammonium bromide at —39° has been made,97 and J. Weigle and 
H. Saini98 have shown how its tetragonal structure below this 
temperature is obtained by slight deformation of the normal cubic 
structure. The energy relations of super-lattices in mixed crystals 
have been discussed by H. O’Daniel99 with special reference to 
alkali halides; he concludes that both NaCl-AgCl and TlCl-CsCl 
should give rise to super-lattice structures, but the experimental 
results are not in agreement with the theory. 

Hydrous Oxides and Salts.—Although there is a tendency in some 
quarters to ignore the distinction between the true hydrogen bond 
and the less symmetrical hydroxyl bond, the significance of these 
linkages is now generally appreciated, and examples of both in 
hydrated compounds continue to accumulate. A wave-mechanical 
treatment of the problem 1 shows that both symmetrical and 
unsymmetrical states of the system O-tL-O must exist. 

Manganite, Mn(0H)0, as anticipated, has a structure of the 
diaspore type, but the lattice now determined 2 is monoclinic, with 
a larger cell than that formerly proposed. As in diaspore, the close 
approach of oxygen atoms (2*65 A.) indicates the existence of 
hydroxyl bonds, which, however, link the structure together in 
sheets, giving rise to (010) cleavage. The octahedron of oxygens 
around each cation is so much distorted that the manganese has 
square co-ordination rather than octahedral. Unfortunately, it is 
difficult to judge the accuracy of the parameters in this interesting 
structure from the published qualitative comparison of intensities. 

Sb204, Sb6013, and Sb205 are all known to possess structures 
which are essentially that of senarmontite, and it is therefore not 
surprising to find that Sb205,H20 has the same space group and 
similar cell dimensions to Sb203.3 It is noteworthy that the higher 

•fi Z. phyaikal. Chew., 1936, B, 31, 263; 33, 297. 
97 A. Smits, J. A. A. Ketelaar, and G. T. Muller, ibid., 1936, A, 175, 359. 
88 Hdv. Physica Acta, 1936, 9, 515. 
99 Z. Krist., 1935, 92, 221. 
i R. H. Gillette and A. Sherman, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1135; cf. 

M. L. Huggins, J. Physical Chem., 1936, 40, 723. 
* M. J. Buerger, Z. Krist., 1936, 95, 163; cf. J. Garrido, Bull. Soc. franc* 

Min., 1935, 58, 224. 
8 G. Natta and M. Bacoaredda, Gazzetta, 1936, 66, 308. 
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oxides of antimony as usually prepared contain a considerable 
amount of water, which probably plays a part in stabilising the 

oxygen-rich senarmontite structures by making possible the form¬ 

ation of hydroxyl bonds. 

The dihydrate of boron fluoride has almost identical coll dimen¬ 
sions with ammonium perchlorate, from which it is concluded 4 that 
its structure is (OH3)+(BF3OH)~ ; also, from the resemblance of the 

powder diagrams of nitric acid monohydrate and phosphoric acid it 

is inferred 6 that the former may be orthonitric acid, H3N04. 

Substances of the type M(Hal)2,3M(OH)2 (M — Co or Ni) have 

simple layer lattices in which there is a statistical distribution of 
halogen and hydroxyl.6 Space groups of three hydrates of sodium 

pyroborate, Na2B4D7, have been determined.7 

Complex Ions.—Linear ions. V. Kassatochkin and V. Kotov 8 

report that “ potassium tetroxide,” K02, has the same structure as 

strontium and barium peroxides (CaC2 type). This substance is 

thus definitely not K204 but contains the singly charged 0% ion ; the 

0-0 separation is given as 1-28 A., a value which appears slightly 
high by comparison with the distance 1*31 A. in the peroxides, since 

0<T is presumably a resonance structure between 0~0 and "0—0~. 

A preliminary note 9 on the structure of NH4ClBrI suggests that it 
is closely similar to that of ammonium di-iodide; the BrICI” ion is 

linear, with the iodine at its centre. L. K. Frevcl 10 has made 

quantitative studies of several azides, and finds that the N-N 

distances in the potassium, sodium, and ammonium salts are 1*145, 
1*150, and 1*166 A., respectively. These distances are in agreement 

with the accepted formulation of the linear azide ion; if it is assumed 

that the empirical function of L. Pauling, L. 0. Brockway and 

♦J. Y. Beach 11 can be applied to variations between N—N and 
NEEN, 1*15 A. corresponds to about 30% of triple-bond function, 

and 1*165 A. to about 24%. Tt is noteworthy that although the 
radius of NH^ is considerably greater than that of KH, each ammonium 
ion in ammonium azide is surrounded tetrahedrally by four azide 

nitrogens at exactly the same distance (2*96 A.) as the shortest K-N 

distance in the potassium salt; this relative shortening of the 

cation-nitrogen distance indicates the formation of hydrogen, or 

4 L. J. Klinkenberg and J. A. A. Ketelaar, Bee. trav. chim.t 1935, 54* 959. 
6 E. Zintl and W, Haucke, Z. physikal. Ghem., 1935, 174, 312. 
G W. Feitknecht, Heir. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 467; W. Feitknechfc and A. 

Collet, ibid.y p. 831. 
7 W. Minder, Z. Kristy 1936, 92, 301. 
8 J. Chem. Physics, 1930, 4, 458. 
* R. C. L. Mooney, Physical B«v., 1935, [ii], 47, 807. 

10 J. Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1936, 58, 779. 
11 lbid.t 1935, 57, 2706. See this vol., p. 45. 
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rather “ imino,” bonds. Silver azide contains linear azide ions with 
N~N = 1*18 ± 0*04 A.12 

AX3 Ions. The cell dimensions 13 of potassium hydrogen car¬ 

bonate suggest that its structure is related to that of the sodium 
salt, but the proposed orientation of the carbonate ions is very 

different, and earlier magnetic measurements 14 show that the COs 

groups are considerably inclined to each other. Sodium carbonate 

monohydratc has also been studied 15 by the Patterson method; 
the oxygen-water separation is given as 2*09—2*72 A. 

AX4 Ions. The cell dimensions of the anhydrous and the mono- 

hydrated sulphates of the magnesium series have been determined 

from powder photographs by F. Hammel,16 and the first case of 

isomorphism between tellurates and sulphates (potassium salts) has 

been recorded.17 W. Schiitz 18 has demonstrated the isomorphism 

of the ions [Ge04]4~ and [GeFfi]2- with [Si04]4~ and [SiF6]2~ 

respectively. 

The structure of silver phosphate, Ag3I>04, has been determined 

in greater detail by L. Helmholz,39 who finds the P-0 distance to 

be 1*61 A. This is greater than in dipotassium hydrogen phosphate 
and is attributed to the formation of covalent bonds between oxygen 

and silver (Ag-0 = 2*34 A.). In order to obtain satisfactory agree¬ 
ment between observed and calculated intensities, it was necessary 
to assume the thermal vibrations of the silver atoms to have tetra¬ 

gonal symmetry, and the ratio of the amplitudes along and per¬ 
pendicular to the tetragonal axis was calculated (cf. the work of 

Brindley and others, p. 200). 

Strong forces between anion and cation are suggested also in the 

structure of hydrated cadmium sulphate, 3CdS04,8H20,19a where 
the oxygen-oxygen linkages on the whole are weak. 

C. Finbak and O. Hassel 20 have studied the cubic high-tempera¬ 

ture forms of the alkali perchlorates and borofluorides. By assum¬ 
ing rotation of the [C104]~ and [BF4]~ ions, they deduce a structure 

for which both the interatomic distances (Cl-0 — 1*55 and B-F = 

1*48 A.) and the agreement between observed and the calculated 

intensities are more satisfactory than for the structures previously 

32 M. Bassi6ro, Bull. Soc. frang. Min., 1935, 58, 333; Compt. rend., 1935, 
201, 735. 

13 J. Dhar, Current Sci., 1936, 4, 867. 
14 A. Mookherjee, Physical Rev., 1934, [ii], 45, 844. 
35 J. P. Harper, Z. Krist., 1936, 95, 266. * 
10 Compt. rend., 1936, 202, 57, 2147. 17 M. Patry, ibid., p. 1516. 
18 Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 31, 292. 
19 J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 316. 
19« H. Lipson, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 156, 462. 
20 Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 32, 130, 433. 
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proposed. They conclude that rotation of the anions also occurs 

in the cubic hexafluorophosphates. 
The hydrates of calcium sulphate have been the subject of several 

investigations during the past year. The structure of gypsum has 

been worked out in detail by W. A. Wooster;21 it is built up of 

layers of sulphate and calcium ions parallel to the cleavage plane 
(010), linked together by layers of water molecules. Each water 

molecule forms two hydroxyl bonds (length 2-70 A.) with oxygen 

atoms of sulphate groups in successive layers and one ionic link 

with a calcium atom (2-44 A.). A structure proposed for calcium 
sulphate hemihydrate 22 is based on cell dimensions and symmetry 

different from those previously found,23 and is not in agreement 
with the work of H. B. Wciser, W. O. Milligan, and W. C. Eckholm,24 

who found that the water is not zeolitic, and that the dehydration 

product has a lattice which, although closely similar to, is not 

identical with that of the hemihydrate. It appears still to be 

uncertain whether the “ soluble anhydrite ” first prepared by 

van’t Hoff by the action of nitric acid on gypsum is identical with 

the dehydrated hemihydrate. 
[AX6] Jons. J. Beintema,26 from a study of the antimonates of 

magnesium, nickel, and barium, concludes that part of the water 

with which these compounds crystallise goes to form the 

octahedral complex [Sb(OH)6]~. A. F. Wells 26 has shown that 
in Ag[Co(NH3)2(N02)4], contrary to the chemical evidence, the 

complex ion has a tfrans-configuration. The structure is a dis¬ 

torted cubic close-packing of the octahedral complexes as in trans- 

[PtCl4(NH3)2]27 with the cations in the interstices. 

As a result of the approximately spherical form of the large 

[RX6] ion, most structures involving it are based on cubic close¬ 

packing. Thus in many substances of the type AnM[RX6] (A — 
alkali metal; n — 0,1, or 2) the metals M and R occupy the positions 

(000) and (£00) of sodium and chlorine in a rock-salt lattice, the 
alkali ions being at the centres (£|£) of small cubes formed by 4M 
and 4R. Recent examples of this are afforded by complex nitrites 

(e.g., K2Pb[Ni(N02)6])28 and by Prussian-blue and related sub- 

21 Z. Krist., 1936, 94, 375. 
28 W. A. Caspari, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 155, 41. 
28 P. Gallitelli and W. Biissem, Per. Min., 1933, 4, 1. 
24 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1261; cf. P. Gaubert, Bull. Soc. franc. Min., 

1934, 57, 252. 
25 Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1936, 39, 241, 652. 
86 Z. Krist., 1936, 95, 74. 
27 E. G. Cox and G. H. Preston, J., 1933, 1089. 
28 L. Cambi and A. Ferrari, Qaazetta, 1935, 85, 1162; M. van Driel and H. J. 

Verweel, Z. KrisU, 1936,137, 577. 
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stances.29 In the latter case the rock-salt structure of the 
Fe[Fe(CN)e] system appears to be particularly stable; ferrous 

alkali ferrocyanides, A2Fen[Fen(CN)6], readily lose half their alkali, 
and with very little change of the remainder of the lattice are oxidised 

to Prussian-blue, AFe[Fe(CN)6], which again can be oxidised to 

Berlin-blue, FeIII[Fem(CN)6], without serious alteration in the 
structure other than loss of alkali. Analogous compounds in which 

ruthenium or copper replaces part of the iron have been prepared 

and have similar structures. It should perhaps be pointed out that 

the X-ray evidence available does not distinguish between the 

formulae AFeIT[Fcm(CN)6] and AFem[Fen(CN)6]; a further point 

of interest is that, in the ferrous ferrocyanide and Berlin-blue, all the 

iron atoms appear to be equivalent. This might be taken to 
indicate that individual hexacovalent ferro- or ferri-cyanide groups 

do not exist in the crystal as such, and that a continuous three¬ 
's/ \/ 

dimensional network “Fe~CN“Fe~ extends through the lattice. 
/\ /\ 

This view, while attractive in many respects, is not without its 

difficulties (e.g., the same crystallographic equivalence of atoms is 

observed in the mercury atoms of K2Hg[Hg(N02)6]), and the more 

detailed analysis of these interesting compounds must be awaited 

before any certain conclusions can be drawn. 
Co-ordination complexes. In many cases the analysis of co¬ 

ordination compounds has been carried far enough to determine 

the configuration of a central metal atom only; in others, complete 

structure determinations have been made. It is probable, however, 

that the study of such compounds will in future be more frequently 

pursued to completeness, not only for stereochemical reasons, but 

also in order to determine the structure of organic molecules, owing 

to the technical advantages resulting from the presence of a 
symmetrically placed metal atom. 

Much additional information on the distribution of the valencies 

of quadricovalent metal atoms has been obtained and there is 

increasing evidence in favour of the view that bond distribution and 

principal valency are closely connected, the configuration of the 

bonds in many cases changing from tetrahedral to planar as the 

state of oxidation of the atom alters. The implications of this 

would seem to merit attention from a theoretical point of view. 

In addition to the complete structure determinations by J. M. 
Robertson on metal derivatives of phthalocyanins (see p. 215), 

several reasonably detailed analyses have been carried out. 

D. Harker 30 has shown that cupric chloride dihydrate, CuC12,2H20, 

29 J. F. Keggin and F. D. Miles, Nature, 1936, 137, 577, 

£. grist,f 1936, 93, 136, 
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is a true quadrioovalent compound in which, in agreement with 

earlier work, the copper valencies are coplanar. From a com¬ 

parison of interatomic distances, Harker was led to suggest that 

the CuC12,2H20 complex occurs in K2CuC14,2H20, which should 

therefore be written K2[CuC12,2H20]C12. An analysis31 of 

(NH4)2CiiC14,2H20 gives interatomic distances which confirm this. 

On the other hand, the water molecules in K[AuBr4],2H20 are not 

co-ordinated to the metal atom.33 

H. Brasseur and A. de Rassenfosse,32a continuing their investiga¬ 

tions of complex cyanides and related compounds, have shown 

that barium cadmichloride tetrahydrate, BaCdCl4,4H20, and the 

corresponding cadmibromide have cell dimensions very closely 
similar to those of barium platinocyanide tetrahydrate. Their 

inference that the ion [CdCl4]" has nearly the same form and 

dimensions as [Pt(CN)4]" must await confirmation by more detailed 

studies, since it is quite possible that the anions in these compounds 

are of the form [MX4(1120)2]''. 

The higher hydrate of 12-phosphotungstic acid, H3 PW12O40,29 H20,33 

is of special interest. The anions (PW12O40)-3 (which are identical 

with those found by J. F. Keggin in the pentahydrate) arc held 

together almost entirely by water molecules; anions and groups 

of 29H20 lie on interpenetrating diamond lattices. A noteworthy 

feature is the constancy of both the H20-0 and the H20-H20 

distance, which scarcely vary by more than the experimental error 

from the value 2*86 A. This is the more remarkable since a water 

molecule may be attached by three, four, or seven such bonds to 

neighbouring oxygen atoms or water molecules. 

Other co-ordination compounds are discussed in the Report on 

Inorganic Chemistry.34 

E. G. C. 

3. Molecular Crystals. 

Until this last year exact X-ray analyses of organic compounds 
have always depended on some preliminary knowledge of the 

struoture of the molecules concerned. J. M. Robertson has now 
achieved in his work on the phthalocyanines 1 the first absolutely 

direct analysis of an organic molecule, and one which does not 

involve even the assumption of the presence of discrete atoms. 

11 A. Silberstein, Compt, rend., 1938, 202, 1196. 
88 See this vol., p. 104. 
'*• Z. KrUt., 1936, 95, 474; Bull. Soc. roy. Sci. Liege, 1930, No. 6, 125; 

Nos. 8-10, 199. 
88 A. J. Bradley and J. W. Illingworth, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 157, 113. 
88 $ee this vol., p. 157. * J., 1936, 1195, 
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The success of this analysis depends upon the fulfilment of two con¬ 

ditions. In the first place the phthalocyanines crystallise in a 
molecular arrangement having centres of symmetry at which, by 
chemical means, different metal atoms can be inserted without 

appreciably disturbing the crystal structure. The F values directly 
calculated from the intensities of the X-ray reflections observed with 

the metal-free compound and nickel phthalocyanine were conse¬ 

quently known to differ only by the contribution of the nickel atom, 

which geometrically had to be equal to the structure factor for 

Fig. 2. 

Projection along the b axis, showing one co7nplete ph thalocyanine molecule. The 
plane, of the molecule is steeply inclined to the plant of the projection, the M 
direction making an angle of 46° with the b axis, and the L direction 2*3°. 
Each contour represents a density increment of one electron per A.2, the one- 
electron line being dotted. 

nickel at the angle of reflection. A plot of the sums and differences 
of the observed F values for the two compounds against sin Q/X 

showed a congregation of certain values about the theoretical curve 

of the nickel scattering factor. These values fixed the phase con¬ 

stants of the reflected rays, and therefore a Fourier synthesis could 
be formed directly from the measured F values. 

The Fourier synthesis of the (hOl) terms gave a projection of the 

structure on (010) which shows clearly resolved a pattern of atoms 
joined in six-membered and five-membered rings united together 

(see Fig. 2). This pattern may be said to provide the first purely 
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physical demonstration of the truth of organic chemistry. It illus¬ 
trates also the second condition necessary for the success of this 

determination of chemical structure—that the projection obtainable 

should be one in which little overlapping of atoms occurs, so that 

an unambiguous view may be obtained of the pattern as a whole. 

For example, the projection of the phthalocyanine structure along 
the c axis shows no (dear resolution and could alone give no direct 

chemical information. 

The method of direct determination of the phase constants of the 

Fourier terms by isomorphous replacement of metal atoms has 
already been used by J. M. Cork 2 and 0. A. Bee vers and H. Lipson 3 

in their investigations of the alums. Owing to the peculiarly 

favourable chemical and crystal structure of the phthalocyanines 

the results are here much more striking, and it would seem worth 

while to explore further in the field of organic chemistry for other 
compounds which may possess this particular combination of 

characteristics. For most structures it will be necessary, of course, 

still to use the trial and error method—with the renewed confidence 

now given for its results. 
The exact X-ray analyses discussed last year proved that the 

method was capable of giving purely chemical information of two 
kinds : (1) the actual determination of the mutual orientation of 

the atoms in the molecule, and here Robertson's analysis provides 
us with a notable advance; (2) the diagnosis of the nature of the 

chemical bonds present from the measured interatomic distances. 
In this both theory and experiment are still far from complete, but 

the function described by L. Pauling, L. O. Brockway, and J. Y. 

Beach4 of the relation between bond length and single-bond- 

double-bond resonance does at least provide us with a new empirical 
standard with which to compare the experimental values. 

Simple Molecular Compounds. 

The crystal structures of most of the simplest quasi-spherical 
diatomic and triatomic molecules have already been measured, and 

the remaining types are likely to prove more complicated. E. 

Pohland 5 has found, for example, that solid hydrogen cyanide, nitric 
oxide, and sulphur dioxide are all doubly refracting. More compli¬ 

cated types of X-ray goniometer are needed for further work in the 

low-temperature region,6 and with one of these W. H. Keesom and 

2 Phil. Mag., 1927, 4, 688. 
* Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 148, 664. 
4 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2705. 
6 Angew. Chem., 1936, 49, 482. 
6 W. H. Keesom and K. W. Taeonis, Physica, 1935, % 463; R, L, Me Parian, 

Rev. Sci. Instr., 1936, [iij, 7» 8-r 
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K. W. Taconis have studied y-oxygen 7 and chlorine.8 y-Oxygen 

is cubic in agreement with the work of L. Vegard,9 and chlorine 

crystallises at — 185° in the tetragonal system with eight (non¬ 

rotating) molecules in the unit cell. The Cl-Cl distance calculated 

from the rather limited X-ray intensities available is 1-99 in each 

molecule, and 2-79 A. between molecules. The lattice constant and 

X-ray intensities of solid hydrogen sulphide do not appear to change 

through a wide temperature? range, though transitions, probably of 
rotation and orientation of the molecules, are indicated by other 

data, e.g., dielectric constant.10 That some orientation of the 

molecules does exist at liquid-air temperatures has been suggested 

to account for the Raman spectrum of the solid.11 

In a number of crystals of this class, where rotating forms com¬ 
monly occur, entropy calculations suggest that equilibrium is 

frequently not established at low temperatures. Tetramethyl- 
methane has a zero-point entropy of 8 e.u. which may be due to 
random orientation,12 and the residual entropy of ethane can 

similarly be correlated with a form of incomplete rotation.13 The 

structure of ice is perhaps the most important example, since the 

difficulties of placing the hydrogen atoms in all varieties of ice so 

far measured have led many authors to describe the structures as 

ionic.14 The Bernal-Fowlcr model15 requires definite orientation of 

the hydrogen atoms between the water molecules forming hydrogen 

bonds, each hydrogen atom remaining still most closely associated 

with one oxygen, and although it is possible to form such a structure 

in a regular way, yet there is no evidence of any superstructure in 
the X-ray results. L. Pauling calculates that if the orientation is 

random, the residual entropy would be 0-805 e.u., compared with 

the observed value of 0-87 e.u.16 
The structure of the different polymorphic forms of ice should be 

of particular interest for a further test of these theories. From 

time to time in the literature measurements have been reported 

suggesting that ordinary ice, ice-J, is rhombohedral, which might 

be due to a correctly oriented form of the Bernal-Fowler type. 

N. Seljakow 17 has, however, now shown that if distilled water is 

7 Physica, 1936, 3, 141. 8 Ibid., p. 237. 
9 Z. Physik, 1935, 98, 1. 

10 E. Justi and H. Nitka, Physikal. Z., 1936, 37, 435. 
11 S. C. Sirkar and J. Gupta, Indian J. Physics, 1936, 10, 227. 
12 J. G. Aston and G. H. Messerly, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 391. 
18 J. D. Kemp and K. S. Pitzer, ibid., p. 749. 
14 Cf. W. H. Barnes, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 1935, [iii], 29, III, 53. 
15 J. Chem. Physics, 1933, 1, 515. 
lfl J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2680. 
17 Compt. rend. Acad. Sci,. U.R.S.S., 1936, 1, 293; 2, 227. 
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frozen from the surface in the open air, two quite different modi¬ 

fications may be obtained. Ordinary ice-I, a-ice, appears when the 

temperature of crystallisation is between 0° and — 8° and gives the 

usual hexagonal Laue photograph. Below — 8°, i.e., with some 

degree of supercooling, P-ice is formed, which shows a quite different 
rhombohedral Laue pattern and appears to be pseudo-cubic 

(c/a = 1*33). 

The high-pressure forms of ice, ice-II18 and ice-III,19 according to 
R. L. McFarlan, have orthorhombic structures of some complication. 

Both the molecular arrangements suggested show oxygen atoms 

surrounded by four nearest neighbours at 2-71 A., very little different 

from the distance in ice-I, 2*74 A. The higher densities imposed 

by the higher pressure, 1*2 in ice-11, 1T05 in ice-111, are attained in 

both by different distortions from the regular tetrahedral arrange¬ 

ment of nearest neighbours shown by ice-I, which permits the 

next neighbour distance to decrease from 4*47 

A. in ice-I to about 3*4 A. in ice-II and ice-III. 

It does not seem necessary to correlate this 

distortion with a truly ionic structure, since 

such alterations of the valency angle may 

occur under strain even with homopolar 

bonds such as those in diphenyl ether— 

where the C-O-C angle is about 128°.20 In 
many hydrates the water molecules are sur¬ 

rounded by similarly distorted tetrahedra of 
oxygen atoms, and the most significant 

feature seems at present to be, not the dis¬ 
tortion, but the even approximately tetrahedral nature of the 

co-ordination. 

Aliphatic Compounds. 

Fig. 3. 

Dimensions of the Oxalic 
Acid Molecule. 

To the complete structure determinations in the aliphatic series 
we may now add that of oxalic acid dihydrate by J. M. Robertson.21 

The approximate structure found by W. H. Zachariasen showed the 

two oxygen atoms to be differently situated with respect to the 

water molecules and suggested therefore that these were different in 
character. The results now obtained by the use of absolute 

intensities and double Fourier syntheses fully confirm and extend 

this. The two C-0 distances are found to be different, 1*24 and 
1*30 A., and though neither corresponds to pure double-bond or 

single-bond distances, they may be correlated with links mainly 

18 J, Ohem. Physics, 1936, 4, 60. 
18 Ibid., p. 253. 
10 L. E. Sutton and G. C. Hampson, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1935, 31, 945. 
11 J., 1936, 1817, 
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C—O and C—OH respectively. The C-C distance as measured is 
considerably shorter than that first proposed, viz., 1*43—145 A., 
which corresponds to 30—25% double-bond quality. According to 
calculations of J. E. Lennard-Jones,22 such a shortening is to be 
expected in a single link between two doubly-bound carbon atoms, 
as, e.g., in a conjugated chain. Here, it seems that it could take 
place through the co-operation of the water molecules forming 
hydrogen and hydroxyl bond chains through the structure as 
suggested by J. D. Bernal and (Miss) H. D. Megaw 23 (Type B). 

Exactly opposite effects appear to occur with the oxalate ion, 
particularly in ammonium oxalate monohydrate.24 Here the dis¬ 
tance between the central carbon atoms is 1*58 A., longer than that 
expected for a normal single link. The lengthening might be due 
to repulsion between the negative parts of the C02 ions, and there 
certainly seems no allowance for a partial double-bond character of 
the central link. Also, the two C02 groups are found to be no longer 
eoplanar, but inclined at an angle of about 28° to one another, a 
result which seems most reasonable if there is a pure single link 
at the centre, about which free rotation should be possible. In 
most other oxalates studied, e.g., those of potassium, sodium, and 
rubidium, the ion is planar within a probable experimental error of 
± 10° 25 The difference in ammonium oxalate may partly be due 
to a new system set up by possible hydrogen-bond formation 
between the ammonium ions and oxygen atoms of the oxalate ion. 
The interatomic distances in ammonium and potassium oxalates 
show relations similar to those of ammonium azide compared with 
potassium azide26 (see p. 210). Calcium oxalate dihydrate is 
tetragonal, and it is interesting that this occurs with calcium citrate 
in deposits at the bottom of the Weddell Sea.27 

Investigations have begun on a number of the homologues of 
oxalic acid.28 These crystallise commonly in two different poly¬ 
morphic modifications, a and p, the a being the stable form for acids 
of more than nine carbon atoms, the p for those of less. The change 
is probably associated with the differential effective interaction of 
the carboxyl groups : below C9 the crystals are hard and shining; 
above, platy and waxy. Of several tartaric acid derivatives de¬ 
scribed,29 tartramide seems most promising for further exact 

22 private communication to J. M. Robertson. 
23 Proc. Roy. Soc1935, A, 151, 384. 
84 S. B. Hendricks and M. E. Jefferson, J. Chcm. Physics, 193G, 4, 102. 
25 S. B. Hendricks, Z. Krist., 1935, 91, 48. 
26 L. K. Frevel, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 779; Z. Krist., 1936, 94, 197. 
87 F. A. Bannister, Discovery Reports, 1936, XIII, 60. 
28 F. de la Tour, Compt. rend., 1936, 202, 1935. 
•• J. Wyart and Y. Ki-Heng, ibid., 208, 95. 
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information. A number of measurements are recorded on long- 

chain acids and salts,30 and also the a-monoglycerides,31 which have 

interesting liquid-crystal properties. The choleic acids are some¬ 
what of a mystery, since the same X-ray photographs are obtained 

with considerable variation in fatty acid present.32 
The measurements on oxalic acid and oxalates provide us with a 

series of C~0 distances which can be described as due to varying 

single-bond-double-bond mixtures. That in metaldehyde probably 

represents the pure single link and is givnn as 1-43 ± 0*02 A.33 Met¬ 

aldehyde crystallises in the tetragonal system, each molecule having a 

fourfold axis of symmetry. The molecule consists of a puckered 

eight-membered ring of alternate oxygen and carbon atoms, similar 

Fig. 4. 

Metaldehyde. 

Fig. 5. 

Resorcinol. 

to the six-membered ring of paraldehyde,34 the methyl groups here 
lying approximately in the plane of the ring (Fig. 4). A Fourier 

projection along the four-fold axis has been obtained, but the 

parameters at right angles to this are not so accurately fixed. 

The whole series of C-0 distances hitherto found in organic 

compounds, including that in resorcinol (p. 221), are shown in the 
table. 

Interatomic 
Main bond type. Compound. distance, A. 

C-O-C Metaldehyde 1*43 
*C-OH Resorcinol 1-36 
*C-OH Oxalic acid diliydrate 1*30 
C-O"' Ammonium oxalate monohydrate 1*25 

*C~0 Urea36 1*25 
*C=0 Oxalic acid dihydrate 1*24 
C— O Benzoquinoru)36 1*14 

* Probably most accurate values. 

80 P. A. Thiessen and J. Stauff, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, 176, 397; with 
W. Wittstadt, Angew. Chem., 1936, 49, 641; R. Brill, ibid., p. 643. 

81 T. Malkin and M. R. el Shurbagy, J., 1936, 1628. 
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Aromatic Compounds. 

The exact structure of the molecule of resorcinol37 is shown in 
Fig. 5. The most interesting feature of this crystal structure is the 

spiral method of packing, which is able to bring the hydroxyl groups 

within that distance of each other, viz. 2*66—2-74 A., associated 
with hydroxyl-bond formation without placing the carbon atoms 
nearer than the customary 3*5 A. Both theory and experiment 

now show that in the type of hydrogen- and hydroxyl-bond form¬ 
ation common in organic compounds there is not usually complete 

degeneracy, hydroxyl and koto-groups still preserving individual 

characteristics. This is true in oxalic acid (above) and also, 

apparently, in quinhydrone, where more exact work shows that the 
symmetry first found is a pseudo-symmetry, and that the bcnzo- 

quinono and the quinol molecules can actually be distinguished in 

the crystal cell.38 Their mutual arrangement is necessarily almost 

exactly the same as that first put forward, and the lines of attraction 

between them are still those of the CIO .. . HO bonds running through 

the whole structure. In isatin, the question of a difference of this 

kind is bound up with the old problem of a distinction between the 
lactim and the lactam structure. E. G. Cox, T. H. Goodwin, and 

(Miss) A. I. Wagstaff 39 find an orientation of the molecules in the 

crystal unit which indicates a hydrogen bond between the nitrogen 

atom and the carbonyl group of neighbouring molecules; but 

whether this is to be written mainly as of the type NH . . . QIC 

(lactam) or =N . . . HOC (lactim), only a complete analysis can 

decide. The present work implies that to a certain degree the 
structure is intermediate between the two. 

In the phthalocyanine molecule there appears to be the first 
example of an internal hydrogen bond. The exact molecular 

structure found (see p. 215) is illustrated in Fig. 6. The direct 
Fourier projection first obtained showed that the ring system is 

somewhat inclined to the plane of projection, but the regularity of 
the pattern proves that the molecule is essentially planar. The 

angle of inclination adopted agrees with the observed intensities. 

82 Y. Go and O. Kratky, Z. Krist., 1936, 92, 310. 
83 L. Pauling and D. C. Carpenter, J. Amer. Chcm. Soc., 1936, 58, 1274. 
84 D. C. Carpenter and L. O. Brockway, ibid., p. 1270; P. G. Ackermann 

and J. E. Mayer, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 377. 
86 R. W. G. Wyckoff and R. B. Corey, Z. Krist., 1934, 89, 462. 
86 J. M. Robertson, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, A, 150, 106. 
87 Idem, ibid., 1936, A, 157, 79; cf. (Mrs.) K. Lonsdale, Nature, 1936, 

137, 826. 
88 J. Palacios and O. R. Foz, Anal. Fis. Quim., 1935, 33, 627; J. Bijvoet, 

private communication. 
* 88 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A, 157, 399. 
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Chemically the structure is that assigned by R. P. Linstead,40 but 

the interatomic distances indicate the additional regularity of a 

complete resonance system. There are no systematic differences, 

e.g., in the C-C distances of the benzene ring that might indicate 

either o-quinonoid forms or fixation of one of the Kekul6 modes by 

the fusion of the fivo-membered ring; but the molecule as a whole 
shows a slight departure from tetragonal symmetry, the central 

nitrogen atoms being drawn more closely together along two out of 
the four possible lines. The distance between them, viz., 205 A., 

Fig. 6. 

Dimensions of the Pkthalocyanine Molecule. 

suggests that this is due to hydrogen-bond formation and the 

hypothesis is being tested by further examination of the metallic 

derivatives.41 

It is comparatively rarely that the full symmetry of a molecule is 

shown in that of the crystal if the symmetry is at all high. In the 

phthalocyanines this is due to the molecules being packed with the 

planes of neighbouring ring systems slanting at a considerable angle 

to one another; and this behaviour appears to be common among 

the many aromatic compounds of which preliminary measurements 

40 See Ann. Deports, ] 935, 32, 360. 
41 J. M. Robertson,1936, 1736. 
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arc recorded this year 42 and also in reduced ring systems such as 

those of the sex hormones.43 One exception is hexabromomethyl- 
benzene which crystallises in a very simple rhombohedral structure 
with one molecule in the unit cell.44 This molecule must crystallo- 
graphically possess a three-fold axis of symmetry, and the near 

identity of the intensities of equatorial and layer-line reflections 

shows that all the atoms fall nearly into a single plane. A planar 

character is shown also in the crystal structure of hexaethylbenzene,45 
which is, however, triclinic like hexamethylbenzene. Molecular 
centres of symmetry can more readily appear than axes, e.g., in 

dibenzanthracene,46 rubrcne,47 and quaterphcnyl 48 In the optic¬ 

ally active substituted diphenyls 48 the crystal centre of symmetry 
disappears, as -would be expected. 

The exact analyses described show several examples of slight 

distortions of the external valency angles of the benzene carbon 

atoms towards substituent atoms. That in resorcinol is very small 
and may not be real, and that in the phthalocyanines is forced by 

the fusion of the five-membercd ring. Both these distortions are 
in the plane of the ring, but in two other structures examined, 

p-toluidinc 49 and fluorene,50 preliminary calculations of intensities 

suggest that deviations also occur at right angles to this plane. In 

fluorene, however, where such a distortion would seem most 
plausible, the dipole moment of the solution indicates a planar 
structure,51 and it is evident that further work is necessary to 

establish with certainty the correct configuration in the solid. 

42 J. Iball, Z. Krist., 1936, 92, 293; 93, 47; 94, 7; 96, 282; J. Dhar and 
A. C. Guha, ibid., 1936, 91, 123; M. Milone, ibid., 1936, 93, 113; M. Prasad 
and J. Shanker, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1936, 13, 123; with M. P. Lakhani, 
ibid., p. 619; R. Hultgren, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 84; E. Hertel and 
H. W. Bergk, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 33, 319; L. Rivoir and R. Salvia, 
Anal. Fis. Qulm., 1935, 33, 314; B. K. Blount and (Miss) D. Crowfoot, J., 
1936, 414; J. M. Robertson, M. Prasad, and (Miss) I. Woodward, Proc. Boy. 
Soc., 1936, A, 154, 187. 

48 J. D. Bernal and (Miss) D. Crowfoot, Z. Krist., 1936, 93, 464. 
44 H. S. Backer, Iiec. trav. chim., 1936, 54, 745; J. Beintema, P. Terpstra, 

and W. J. van Weeden, ibid., p. 962. 
48 H. K. Pal and A. C. Guha, Z. Krist,, 1936, 92, 392; N. Ganguli, ibid., 

93, 42. 
48 J. Iball, Nature, 1936, 137, 361. 
47 W. H. Taylor, Z. Krist., 1936, 93, 151; cf. E. Bergmann and E. Her- 

linger, J. Chem. Physics, 1936, 4, 532. 
48 L. W. Pickett, J. Ame,r. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 2299. 
48 J. Wyart, Bull. Soc.JranQ. Mm., 1935, 58, 281. 
68 »T. Iball, Z. Krist., 1936, 94, 397; J. W. Cook and J. Iball, Chem. and 

hid., 1936, 467. 
61 E. D. Hughes, (Mrs.) C. G. Le F6vre, and R. J. W. Le F6vre, ibid., 

pp. 545, 581. 
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Fibre Structures. 

The most important contribution of the first application of X-ray 
crystallography to the problem of fibre structures was the demon¬ 

stration that the patterns obtained corresponded to units within 
the molecule many times smaller than the estimated molecular size.52 

Most subsequent work has concentrated on the examination of these 
small repeating units, and with the introduction of such methods of 

analysis of fibre diagrams as that proposed by E. Sauter this 

year,53 it is to be hoped that still more accurate information will be 

made available along this line. With synthetic polymers, however, 

such as the polyoxymethylenes, two types of X-ray interference 
can be obtained, one due to the fibre repeat unit and the other to 

small angle reflections corresponding to the molecular length.54 

Most natural polymers have very much larger molecules than these, 

and long spaeings due to regularity in chain length would be much 

more difficult to observe; but the constant reports of long spaeings 

in the literature—particularly on proteins 55—suggest that a more 

comprehensive search should be made in the region of small angle 
scattering. This has been now initiated by It. W. G. Wyckoff and 

R. B. Corey, using for their first attempt apparatus capable of 

showing spaeings up to 150 A.55a They find that, on the basis of 

the scattering visible at small angles, the compounds examined fall 
into three classes, of which rubber, cellulose, and the proteins may 

be taken as typical. 

For stretched rubber, Wyckoff finds no scattering at all at small 

angles, which is not surprising since, even if chains of a single length 

were present, it would be unlikely that the orientation produced 

by stretching would be sufficient to demonstrate them. However, 

in p-rubber, in which a rather different configuration of the chain 

appears, a spacing of 115 A., 24 times the simple identity period, 

has been observed.56 This may, of course, represent no more than 

a purely crystallographic superstructure. The exact configuration 
of the residues in ordinary, “ crystalline/’ a-rubber has been 

reinvestigated by K. H. Meyer and W. Lotmar,67 who find a 

monoclinic cell in which the chains themselves have a twofold 

62 Cf. J. R. Katz, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936, 32, 77. 
« Z. Krist., 1936, 93, 93. 
54 H. Sfcaudinger, H. Johner, R. Signer, G. Mie and J. Hengstenberg, Z. 

physikal. Chem., 1927, 126, 425. 
56 See Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 241; W. T. Astbury, Nature, 1936, 137, 803. 
550 J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 114, 407. 
66 G. W. Pankow, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 221. 
67 Sitzungsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1936, 115, 145, 721; Arch. Sci. phys. 

not., 1936, [v], 18, Suppl., 61. 
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screw axis of symmetry, the crystal being essentially a racemate of 
right- and left-screwed molecules. The density found is still rather 
lower than that calculated for the measured unit, but it seems 

probable that this is due to holes between the rubber crystallites. 
The same discrepancy appears with the “ inorganic ” rubber, 
phosphonitrile chloride.58 In this, too, the crystal structure 
suggests long chains formed on a screw-axis pattern, the space 

group here being orthorhombic. Both rubber and phosphonitrile 
chloride give very similar X-ray scattering curves in the amorphous 
state. That of rubber has now been submitted to a Fourier analysis, 
and the radial density found is in good agreement with the con¬ 
figuration of the rubber chain suggested for a-rubber.59 The 
strongest peak at 5 A. corresponds to distances between neigh¬ 
bouring chains and moves out to 6*15 A. in phosphonitrile chloride. 
In thin rubber films the a-rubber structure again appears, but may 
be rather differently oriented on stretching.60 

Cellulose, according to Wyckoff, shows diffuse scattering at small 
angles but no definite lino pattern. This is contrary to many 

previous reports of long spaeings, but some at least of these have 
been proved by W. A. Sisson, G. L. Clark, and E. A. Parker 61 to 

be actually not diffraction lines but absorption edges, and results 

might differ with cellulose from different sources. G. L. Clark and 
A. F. Smith 62 have also investigated chitin and various deriv¬ 

atives such as its nitrate and chitosan, with which, again, long 
spaeings seem to appear. For the repeat structure of chitin, their 
results agree with those of K. H. Meyer and G. W. Pankow,63 the 

unit cell being similar in dimensions to that of cellulose, and larger 

than that put forward by A. N. J. Heyn; 64 but the latter’s work 
does show the orientation of the chitin chains in the sporangiophore 
of the fungus phycornyces. It is interesting that plant and animal 
chitin appear identical,65 whereas among the starches from these 
two sources there are marked differences. Glycogen has been made 
to give only a single amorphous ring, and the patterns from several 
vegetable starches show a number of Debye lines and differ from 

58 K. H. Moyer, W. Lotmar, and G. W. Pankow, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 
19, 930; K. H. Meyer and G. W. Pankow, Arch. Sci. phys. nat., 1936, [v], 
17, 139. 

69 G. L. Simard and B. E. Warren, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 607. 
60 K. I. Krilov, Phyaikal. Z. Sovietunion, 1935, 8, 136. 

J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1635. 
64 J. Physical Chem., 1936, 40, 863. 
63 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 589. 
64 Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1936, 39, 132. 
65 K. H. Meyer and W. Lotmar, Arch. Sci. phys. nat., 1935, [v], 17, 287; 

with G. van Iterson, Rec. trav. chim., 1936, 55, 61. 
REP.—VOL. XXXIII. H 
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plant to plant.66 The actual laying down of these fibres in plants is 
a fascinating problem.67 In Valonia, protoplasm streams can be 

observed running nearly at right angles to the primary cellulose 

fibre axis,68 and these probably determine the orientation of the 
secondary axis as found by X-ray studies. Perhaps the time is not 

far off when X-ray cinematographs will be taken of this process. 

They have already been successfully made by M. Mathieu for the 

nitration of cellulose,69 and could obviously bo applied widely, 
especially in the many other cellulose reactions awaiting elucidation.70 

In the nitration of cellulose with gaseous nitrogen pentoxide, the 

whole process can be observed in the course of one hour from the 

first disappearance of regularity in the direction of the cellulose 

fibre axis to the final appearance of the new fibre period, 25*1 A., of 

trinitrocellulose. 

In the third group, the proteins, more and more evidence appears 

of a surprising degree of natural orientation and complexity of 

structure.71 The only natural protein fibre to show an almost 

amorphous state appears to be “ byssus ” or silk of oysters, which 

may be a mixture of different chains.72 In most cases the oc-keratin 
oriented state appears even in the actual arrangement of the protein 

in cell walls,73 e.g., of wool cells, 74 and the structures present may 

be much more complicated than this, as the patterns obtained from 

tendon, collagen, quill, and feather keratin show.55 In ad these, 

spacings over 100 A. long have been observed, and the roil fibre 

repeat of tendon is probably at least 330 A. Truly crystalline 

Debye-Scherrcr patterns are given by both the Bence Jones prote'n 75 

and chymotrypsinogen 55 suspended in water, but the most interest¬ 

ing results of all have been obtained on the tobacco mosaic virus. 
The preparation of biologically active crystals was first effected by 

69 F. May and L. Graf, Z. Biol., 1936, 97, 167. 
67 W. Wergin, Angew. Chcm., 1936, 49, 843; W. A. Sisson, J. Physical 

Chem., 1936, 40, 343; W. K. Farr, Paper Trade J., 1936, 101, T.A.P.P. I. 
Sect, 183; F. Worschitz, Magyar Chem. Pol., 1934, 40, 60; T. Fujiwara and 
Y. Imanaka, J. Sci. Biroshina Univ., 1936, A, 6, 237. 

98 G. van Iterson, Nature, 1936, 138, 365. 69 Ibid., p. 824. 
70 M. Mathieu and (Mdlle.) T. Petitpas, Compt. rend., 1936, 202, 46; A. J. 

Barry, F. C. Peterson, and A. J. King, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 68, 333; 
K. Hess and C. Trogus, Z. Elektrochem., 1936, 42, 696, 706, 710; J. B. 
Calkin, J. Physical Chem., 1936, 40, 27; G. Natta and M. Baccaredda, Aiti 
B. Accad. Lincei, 1936, [vi], 23, 444; M. Isihara, J. Soc. Chem. Ind. Japan, 
1936, 39, 62, 65, 68, 70; A. Frej-Wyssling, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 901. 

71 Cf. W. T. Astbury, Nature, 1936, 187, 803. 
72 G. Centola, Qazzetta, 1936, 66, 71. 
73 A. Giroud and G. Champetier, Bull. Soc. Chim. biol., 1936, 18, 666. 
79 H. J. Woods, Proc. Leeds Phil. Soc., 1935—36, 3, 132. 
74 A. Magnus-Levy, K. H, Meyer, and W. Lotmar, Nature, 1936, 137, 616. 
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W. M. Stanley,76 and the Debye-Scherrer pattern obtained from a 

{suspension of these by R. W. G. Wyckoff 77 and R. B. Corey is 

similar to, though somewhat more complicated than, those of other 
crystalline proteins. This is true both of preparations obtained by 

the usual methods of protein fractionation and of 4 4 crystalline ” 

pellets isolated directly by centrifuging clear juice pressed from 

virus-infected plants.78 The most remarkable effects are shown 

by the highly purified protein solutions prepared by F. C. Bawden 

and N. W. Pirie.79 These separate on standing into two layers; 

the lower layer, which may be water-clear, is liquid-crystalline, 

whereas the upper layer shows to a high degree the phenomenon of 

anisotropy of flow. On drying, at first a 44 wet gel ” is formed with 

a much higher birefringence than the liquid but this gradually 

shrinks by about 50% to form a “ dry ” gel. J. D, Bernal and 

I. Fankuchen 79 have obtained X-ray patterns both from the wet 

and the dry gel, and from the liquid down to 13% concentration 

oriented by flow. All show approximately the same large angle 

scattering, which can be correlated with that given by the crystals 

—a protein pattern of some complexity with a repeat unit of 

3 X 22-2 A. This must be due to the internal structure of the 
protein molecule. There is also an inner pattern corresponding to 

a hexagonal packing of long rods; and the unit of the long spacing 

here varies from 131*8 A. in the dried gel to 398 A. in the liquid, 

and corresponds to distances between the protein molecules. The 

relations between the various patterns permit Bernal and Fankuchon 
to deduce the presence of rods 100 A. across roughly triangular in 

section. Both the sharpness of the X-ray reflections and the shape 

of the lenticels formed in the liquids suggest a length for those rods 

of at least 1000 A., which would agree with Svodborg’s molecular 

weight of about 17,000,000; 80 but there is no X-ray evidence at 

present against tho rods being quite indefinite in length. Crystallo- 

graphically, the gel and the liquid structures may be assigned to 

C. Hermann’s liquid-crystal class R D RD,81 there being regularity 

within the long rods and in their arrangements normal to their 

length without accurate co-ordination between the two; but the 

observation of such regularities is indeed an achievement in a 

molecule of such a high molecular weight and with at least a suspicion 

of life. D. M. C. 
E. G. Cox. 

D. M. Crowfoot. 

76 Science, 1935, 81, 644; J. Biol. Ghem.{ 1936, 115, 673. 

77 imna, si. 
78 Science, 1936, 84, 513. 79 Nature* 1930, 138, 1051. 
80 J. Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1936, 58, 1863. 81 Z. Krist1031, 79, 186. 
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1. Stereochemistry. 

Deutero-compounds.—A number of attempts have been made to 

ascertain if a compound CHDRR' could exhibit optical activity 

owing to the difference between hydrogen and deuterium. H. 

Erlenmeyer and H. Gartner 1 failed to resolve a partly deuterated 

P-phenylpropionic acid, C6H218D282*C2H1.62D238,C02H, and later2 

phenylpentadeuterophenylacetic acid, C6D5*CHPh*C02H. E. Biil- 

man, K. A. Jensen, and E. Knuth 3 at first concluded that decomposi¬ 

tion of Z-bomylmagnesium chloride with deuterium oxide gave a 

slightly active 2-deuterocamphane, but repetition4 of this work 

showed that water and deuterium oxide gave products which were 

stereochemically indistinguishable. M. T. Leffler and R. Adams 6 

reduced Z-bornylene with hydrogen and with deuterium, and found 

that, although 2 : 3-dideuterocamphane had a higher density than 

camphane, it had the same optical rotation as the latter. The same 

authors 6 also reduced ethyl maleate and ethyl fumarate catalytically 

with deuterium, and obtained from both the same ethyl aa'-dideutero- 

succinate, and this was found to be saponified to a single acid, the 

alkaloid salts of which showed no mutarotation. Similarly, J. B. M. 

Coppock and S. M. Partridge7 reduced y-phenyl- a-methylallyl 

alcohol with hydrogen and with deuterium, and failed to observe 

any optical difference between the products. All the above authors 

concluded, therefore, that the formally “ asymmetric ” carbon 

atom in CHDRR' does not give rise to optical activity.8 

On the other hand, G. R. Clemo and A. McQuillen9 have claimed 

the resolution of pentadeuterobenzhydrylamine, C6D5*CHPh*NH2, 

prepared by reducing the oxime of pentadeuterobenzophenone, 

obtained by a Friedel-Crafts reaction from hexadeuterobenzene. 

The d- and the Z-hydrogen tartrate of the base were described as 

1 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936,19, 145, 331. 
a Ibid., p. 1169. 
* Ber., 1936, 69, 1031. 
4 E. Biilmann, K. A. Jensen, and B. Bak, Ber., 1936, 69, 1947, 
6 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1555. 
8 Ibid., p. 1551. 
7 Nature, 1936, 137, 907. 
8 Compare also R. Schoenheimer and co-workers, J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 111, 

163, 169, 175, 183. 
• J., 1936, 808. 
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having [a]D d: 13*2° (solvent not stated), but the observed angles 
recorded for the two antimeric bases were only + 0-041° and 
— 0-136°, leading to [a]l>6B + 5-0° and 5-7°, respectively. The 

hexadeuterobenzene used in this work appears to have had a freezing 

point of — 1-0° approximately,10 whereas the pure substance 11 melts 
at + 6-8°, and the resolution thus becomes inconclusive, from the 

point of view of deciding whether the undoubted activity was due to 

the difference between hydrogen and deuterium. It seems impro¬ 
bable that this difference could ever give rise to pronounced dis¬ 

symmetry. The preparation and resolution of such a compound 

as C6D5*CHMe'OH, and comparison of the specific rotation with that 
of phenylmothylcarbinol, would make a useful contribution to the 
subject. 

In this connexion, it may be noted that H. Erlenmeyer and H. 
Schenkel12 have crystallised Z-mandelic and d-atrolactic acid from 

water and from deuterium oxide, the second crystallisation causing 

partial replacement of hydrogen by deuterium to give the compounds 

OI>CHPh*CQ2D and OD*CPhMe*C02D, respectively. Determina¬ 

tion of [aJD in acetophenone solution gave the following results : 

[a]H.°/[a]g.°. 

Mandelic acid ex water. —179-10°0*13° 1 
ex D20 . -173-27 ± 0-13 

Atrolactic acid ex water . -}- 37-98 d; 0*1 . 
ex D2() .’.. -f 36-79 ± 01 

In a previous paper with A. Epprecht,13 the same authors described 
the replacement, in Z-mandelic acid, of hydrogen by deuterium under 

two sets of conditions, one in which racemisation is excluded and one 

in which it goes to completion (51 hours at 140° in a closed vessel). 

In both instances the same two hydrogen atoms are replaced by 
deuterium, and it is concluded that enolisation is not a necessary 

intermediate stage in racemisation, even in presence of alkali, 

although here it is one of two alternative simultaneous processes. 

The explanation of F. Hund,14 based on quantum mechanics, is 

preferred. 
Optically Active Allene Hydrocarbon.—The resolution of an allene 

hydrocarbon by P. Maitland and W. H. Mills was reported last 

year.16 Full details of this work have now been published.16 The 

10 Idem, J., 1935, 851. 
11 H. Erlenmeyer, H. Lobeck, H. Gartner, and A. Epprecht, Helv. Chim. 

Acta, 1936,19, 336; C. K. Ingold, C. G. Raisin, and C. L. Wilson, J., 1936, 915. 
12 Hdv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 1199. 
w Ibid. p. 1053. 
14 Z. Rhysik, 1927, 43, 805. 
15 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 243, 
!• J., 1936, 987. 
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mechanism of the dehydration of ay-diphenyl-ay-di-l-naphthylallyl 
alcohol by d (or Z)-camphorsulphonic acid, resulting in the formation 
of unequal amounts of d- and i-diphenyldinaphthylalleno, is given as 

follows; 

C10H7-9Ph-CH:CPh-C10H7 
OH 

H 

-> C10H7-CPh-CH:CPh-C10H7 
/ O-SO8-C10H16O 

fC10HT*CPh ~C -:~CP}r010H711 [ SO3*C10H15O 
Violet carbonium ioii 

4 4 
c10H7-cPh:o:cPh-o10H7 + h t so3*o10h1bo 

It is pointed out that the configuration of the ester necessary for 

£/Ym$-elimination of camphorsulphonic acid is (I), in which the cam- 

phorsulphonate group is surrounded by three rigid and large aromatic 

ajELjcO-SO- 
Pll 

/C10H7 

Hx. 

fr 0 
■<\ ^ 

SO/C,0H15O 

(T-) 

(II.) j/C10H7 

hV°n» 

I 1 
groups, which have restricted powers of movement. This results 

in close definition of the position of the camphorsulphonate group, 

and the dissymmetry of this group must cause its relationship to its 
immediate environment in the molecule to be considerably affected 

by an interchange of the phenyl and the naphthyl group on the asym¬ 

metric carbon atom. The rate of tfrans-elimination should therefore 

be greater in one of the antimeric forms of the alcohol than in the 

other. In the configuration (II) necessary for as-elimination, the 

camphorsulphonate group is far less sterically enveloped, and there¬ 

fore an interchange of phenyl and naphthyl groups would be much 

less likely to cause an appreciable difference in the rate of elimination 

of the camphorsulphonate ion. The optically active alien© possesses 
great optical stability, being little affected after nine hours’ heating 

in decalin solution at 190°. 

Dissymmetry of Phenoxarsines.—A third example of optical activ¬ 

ity in the phenoxarsine series has been provided.17 10-Phenylphen- 

oxarsine-2-carboxylie acid possesses high optical stability, but oxida¬ 

tion of •As* in an active specimen to •AsO* was accompanied by loss 

17 (Miss) M. S. Losslie and E. E. Turner, J.$ 1936, 730. 
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of activity, although the oxide contains an “ asymmetric arsenic 

atom.” 
Optically Active Flavanone.—In continuation of previous work,18 

dl-demethoxymatteucinol (III) has been resolved 19 by means of 

Z-menthoxyacetyl chloride.20 7-Hydroxyflavanone also was resolved 
by a similar method. It is suggested that, although flavanones 

capable of being optically active are usually found to be inactive 

when isolated from plants, this is due to racemisation during removal 

of the sugar residue from the glucosido. If natural Z-demethoxy- 

matteucinol, having [a]D — 50*0°, is converted into its Z-menthoxy- 

acetate and the latter is saponified, the recovered flavanone has only 

(«]D - 32-1°. 
Geometrical Isomerism.—G. Heller 21 concludes that the published 

work 22 of A. Binz and K. Schadel indicates the possibility of indigotin 
assuming the c/.s-form on the fibre of dyed materials, its reactions 

being different under these conditions from those obtainable with 

the free substance, which is admittedly the trans-form.23 
The work of O. L. Brady and F. P. Dunn24 suggested that the 

inter-conversion of a- and (3-oximes by means of concentrated 

hydrochloric acid led to an equilibrium. W. Theilaeker and L-H. 

Chou 25 now find that this is true for the 2 : 6-dichloro-3-nitrobenzald- 

oximes. Treatment of either the a- or the (3-form with concentrated 

hydrochloric acid produces a mixture containing 75—76% of the 

[3-oxime. On the other hand, T. S. Patterson and his co-workers20 
concluded that the change produced only one of the two forms. 

Patterson's method of investigation depends on the fact that when 
a- and (3- (optically inactive) oximes are dissolved in an optically 

active solvent, they influence the specific rotation of the latter to 

different extents, so that any stereoisomcric change can be followed 
polarimetrically. Theilaeker and Chou have now studied the a- and 

18 Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 256. 
19 S. Fujise and A. Nagasaki, Ber., 1936, 69, 1893. 
20 A. E. Knauf, P. It. Shiidneck, and K. Adams, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1934, 

56, 2109. 
21 Ber., 1936, 69, 563. 
22 Ber., 1912, 45, 586. 
28 I. Posner, Ber., 1926, 59, 1799. 
2* J., 1913, 103, 1621. 
25 Annalen, 1936, 523, 143. 
28 J., 1907, 91, 504; Ber., 1907, 40, 2564; J., 1912, 101, 26, 2100; 1929, 1895. 
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P-anisaldoximes by the Brady-Dunn method (mixed melting point 

curve) and shown that in this case also an equilibrium exists. A 

solution of either the a- or the p-oxime in ethyl (/-tartrate contained, 

after equilibration, 7% of p- and 93% of a-oxime. 
Optically Active Metal Complexes.—F. Hein and H. Regler27 

have obtained a complex silver salt (IV), the (i-a-bromocamphor-7T- 

sulphonate of which could be separated into fractions having [a]J}9° 

from -\- 37*4 ± 0-5° to + 47*8 ± 0*5°. Removal of the sulphonate 
left an inactive base, but the results are regarded as indicating that in 

these compounds the valencies of the silver atom are tetrahedrally 

disposed. Silver complexes of 8-hydroxyquinoline have also been 
investigated by Y. Nakatsuka.28 

W. H. Mills and R. E. D. Clark 29 have prepared spirocyclic deriv¬ 

atives of the type (V), in which R is methyl or chlorine, the metal is 

mercury, cadmium or zinc, and B may be a univalent metal or alka¬ 
loid + hydrogen. The quinine salt of the mercury complex (R = Cl), 

when prepared by heating equimolecular quantities of /-chloroben¬ 

zene-3 : 4-dithiol and quinine in chloroform solution with mercuric 

oxide, is obtained as an a-form, sparingly soluble in chloroform, but 

soluble in acetone. The acetone solution soon deposits a p-form, 

which is soluble in chloroform, but the solution so obtained rapidly 
becomes a jelly, owing to the separation of the a-form. It was con¬ 

cluded that the a- and the p-form are the two possible diastereoiso- 

merides, IBdA and IBIA, but in spite of the use of an apparatus 

specially designed to permit of the polarimetric examination of a 

substance within about twenty seconds of its being brought into 

solution, no mutarotation could be detected at temperatures as low 
as - 35°. 

Optical Activity in Relation to Tautomeric Change.—In 1933, 

C. K. Ingold and C. L. Wilson 30 began a series of investigations in 

27 Ber., 1936, 69, 1692; see also this vol., p. 163. 
28 Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936, 11, 46. 
29 J1936, 175. 
30 J.t 1933, 1494. 
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order to see if optical activity survived such a change as that of 

(VI) ^ (VII): 

R\* /R3 
(VT.) 

R2' R‘ 

UK M3 
>A~B C< 

K3' W 
(VII.) 

[X| (XJ 

The only example then known31 of an isomeric change involving 

movement of the single centre of asymmetry responsible for optical 
activity was the conversion of linalyl acetate or formate into the 

corresponding optically active a-terpinyl ester. This change is, 

however, more complex than, and of a different type from, that 

generalised above, and specifically investigated with the pair 

(VIII) =s== (IX): 

Me, xPh 
!—N“C< 

Ph/ I \o6H4C1(?) 
[HJ (VIII.) 

Me * /Pii 
\c=N—o< 

Ph" | \C,H4C1 (p) 
(ix.) [H] 

The change (VIII) (IX) is promoted by sodium ethoxide in 

alcoholic solution, and was studied with inactive and with active 

(VIII). The second set of experiments led to inactive (IX). 

Later,32 the same authors measured the velocity of racemisation of 

(VIII) and also its speed of tautomeric change and the corresponding 

equilibrium constants. It was found that the velocity of racemisation 

was not measurably different from the rate of isomerisation, the two 

rates being measurable, of course, by independent methods. Race¬ 
misation could have occurred in two ways. In the first, optical 

activity could have been retained in the intermediate ions, and lost 

on formation of (IX). In the second, optical activity could have been 

lost in the ions. The second alternative is shown to involve assump¬ 

tions of unlikely coincidental disturbing factors, and it therefore 

appeared to follow that mesomcric ions generally should be able to 

retain at any rate some of the optical activity of the compound giving 
rise to them. In the bromination of an optically active ketone33 the 

mesomeric keto-enol anion can similarly retain optical activity 
whilst being attacked by the bromine. An example of this kind was 
studied by lngold and Wilson,34 who brominated 2-o-carboxybenzyl- 

indan-1 -one 35 (X). Again the rates of racemisation and bromination 

were found to be the same. Later, a return was made36 to the 

31 I. Stephan, J. pr. Chern., 1898, 58, 109; O. Zeitschel, Ber., 1906, 39, 1780. 
38 J., 1934, 93. 
33 H. Leuchs and J. Wutke, Ber., 1913, 48, 2420. 
34 J\, 1934, 773. 
86 H. Leuchs and D. Radulescu, Ber., 1912, 45, 189; 1913, 46, 2420. 
33 S. K. Hsti, 0. K. Ingold, and C. L. Wilson, J., 1935, 1778. 
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azomethines, in order to deal with the coincidental factors referred 
to above [e.g., that all the intermediate ion passes into (TX) and 

(X.) 

/\ r GCk 

CH—CH 

nch* 

does not re-form (VIII)]. Two new examples were chosen : 

CHPhMe-NICPho ^ CPhMe:N-CHPh2 and 
(pJPh-CoH^CHPh-NrCHPh w=±= (p)Ph-C6H4-CPhIN-OH 2Ph 

The results obtained confirmed those of previous observations, and 
it was thus established that, if the seat of dissociation of the proton 
is asymmetric, then the intermediate mesomeric anion is optically 
stable. On the other hand, from their experimental work, the 
authors conclude, in agreement with the requirements of the quan¬ 
tum mechanics of the mesomeric effect, that the intermediate anion 

never becomes kinetically free. It is thought that a modification of 
T. M. Lowry’s view 37 of the mechanism of prototropy is nearer the 

truth than the view of C. K. Ingold, G. W. Shoppee, and J. F. 

Thorpe.38 
R. II. Kimball39 has made simultaneous measurements of the rate 

of raoemisation and of enolisation of Z-menthyl a-phenylacetoacetate, 
in presence of piperidine as a catalyst : CH3• C0• OHPh• 0O2C101Ix9 

CH3*C(OH)ICPh'CO2C10H19. Racemisation is much quicker 
than enolisation, which therefore involves an intermediate stage, 
in which nearly two-thirds of the racemisation occurs, only one-third 

involving actual transformation to the enol form. Two explanations 

are offered : (1) that asymmetry is lost at an intermediate anion 
stage and (2) that there is reversible formation of a small amount of 
open-chain enol, followed by a slower accumulation of chelated enol. 

The anion passes into the keto-form twice as fast as it does into the 
enol form, that is, the keto-form ionises more rapidly than the enol 

form, owing to chelation of the latter, with consequent restriction 

of proton mobility. 
Asymmetric Synthesis.—H. W. J. Hills, J. Kenyon, and H. 

Phillips40 found that(—) ay-dimethylallyl alcohol (XI) was converted 

by phosphorus trichloride into (+) ay-dimethylallyl chloride (XII), 
the latter being hydrolysed by a cold aqueous suspension of calcium 
carbonate to a dextrorotatory form (XIII) (?) : 

OH-CHMe-CH—CHMe ■ 
(-> <+) 

(XI.) 

-> ^HMeCl-CH—CHMe 

(XII.) 

(XIII.) 

OH-CHMe-CH- CHMe 
<f> 

87 J.t 1927, 2554. 
88 J. Amer. Chetn. Soc.f 1936, 58, 1963. 

38 J., 1926, 1477. 
40 1936, 576. 
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Yet, whilst catalytic reduction of (XI) gave optically pure (—) 
methyl-w-propylcarbinol, that of (XIII) gave the dZ-carbinol. 
Continuation of this work 41 showed that (XI) gave a (-f) dibromide 
(XIV), oxidised to the (+) ketone (XV), whereas (XIII) gave an 
inactive dibromide, which was oxidised to an inactive ketone : 

(XI) —>■ OH-CHMe-CHBrCHMeBr —> COMo-CHBr-falMeBr 
(XIV.) (XV.) 

The authors point out that these results are inconclusive, since 
(XIII) has not been shown to be structurally identical with (XI), 
but extension of the work to y-phenyl-a-methylallyl alcohol has led 
to results of unusual interest. This (-]-) alcohol (XVI) combines with 
bromine to give a mixture of two dibromides, which may be (a) 
oxidised to a ( —) ketone (XVII) or (b) separated by crystallisation 
into (+) and ( —) isomerides : 

( + ) CHPhBr-CHBr-CHMe-OH (+) CHPhBr-CHBr-CHMe-OH 
in.p. 112° m.p. 88° 

A 

( + )CHPh:CH-CHMe-OH (-) CHPhICH-CHMe-OH 
(XVI.) m.p. 61° rn.p. 127° m.p. 61° (XVI.) 

(-} ) CIIPhBr-CHBr-COMe 

(-) CHPhBr-CHBr-COMe 
m.p. 127° (XVII.) 

K 

(-) CHPhBr-CHBr-CHMe-OH (-) CHPhBr-CHBr-CHMe-OH 
m.p. 88° m.p. 112° 

(+-)( + ) (m.p. 112°) (4 ) (m.p. 127°) 

Ph Ph 

/Ph 

Sfi/ 
Ak 

H 
Mox \0H 

(+) 
'XVI.) 

H- 
H- 
H—I 

-Br 
-Br 
-Me 

H- 
H- 

-Br 
-Br 

OH 
COMe 

(XVn.) 

Ph Ph 

Br- 
Br- 
H- 

-H 
l-H 

Me 

Br- 
Br- 

-H 
-H 

COMe 
OH 

(+>(-) (m.p. 88°) <-) (m.p. 127°) 

41 J. Kenyon and S. M. Partridge, J.t 1936, 1313. 
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Although this is not an asymmetric synthesis as defined by A. 
McKenzie,42 it is a similar type of process, since the original asym¬ 

metric centre responsible for “ inducing ” dissymmetry elsewhere in 

the molecule is removed, and optical activity is found in the product 

or products. The new type of process invites elaborate extension, 
and it is to be hoped the investigators will exploit it fully, and thereby 

give us more information from which to form views as to the physical 

basis of the inducing mechanism. In this connexion, reference 

should be made to a paper by C. K. Ingold and C. L. Wilson, which 

is dealt with elsewhere.30 
J. T. Thurston and R. C. Shriner 43 have continued their studies on 

asymmetric synthesis, and now show that 2-bromofluorene (XVIII) 
with d-sec.-octyl nitrate in presence of potassium ethoxide gives the 

potassium salt (XIX) of 2-bromo-9-nitrofluorene, which is feebly 

but definitely dextrorotatory : 

Br + CcH13-CHMe-0*N02 

(XVIII.) (xix.) 
no2k 

The activity of the potassium salt is attributed to the presence of 

some (XX) in equilibrium with the inactive (XXI) : 

Restricted Rotation.—An interesting study has been made 44 of the 

relative rates of racemisation, in boiling glacial acetic acid, of a series 

of optically active amides (XXII). The results obtained are as 

follows : 

R, R', 
Period of half 

racemisation (hours). Ratio. 
H H 4* 1-2 
Me Me 3J 1 
Et Et 19| 5*2 
H Me 45 12 
H Et 156 42 

The fact that 'C(>NH2 is more effective than**CONMe2 suggests that 

the tautomeric form *C(OH)!NH may be responsible, and for this 

reason it would be interesting to know the relative rates of race- 

42 See, for example, “ Ergebnisse der Enzymforschung,” 1936, V, 58. 
48 J. Amer. Ghem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2163. 
44 C. Y. Hsmg and R. Adams, ibid., 1936, 58, 587. 
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misation of the two amides in which R and R' were, respectively, 
H and Pra, and H and Pr^. 

2:2'- and 3 :3'-Dichlorodiphenyl have electric moments of 
1*91 D and 1*80 D, respectively. The high moment of the former 
compound is attributed45 to London dispersion forces between the 
chlorine atoms. 

The reporter has pointed out46 that optical activity due to re¬ 
stricted rotation should be demonstrable in suitably di-ortho- 
substituted benzenes, such as (XXIII), where R is a large atom such 
as iodine or a group with a large “ dynamic effect.” Attempts to 
obtain evidence that such optical activity is possible have been 

OMe OMe 

(™ o—o 
OONRR' OChNRR' 

gabb>X (XXIII.) 

described.47 The cinchonine salt of N-benzenesulphonyl-6-nitro-2 :4- 
dimethylaniline showed no mutarotation. 

Stereochemistry of Tervalent Nitrogen and Arsenic.—Attempts 
continue to be made 48 to resolve tervalent nitrogen derivatives, and 
G. Kamai49 has endeavoured to resolve certain tervalent arsenic 
compounds. So far no success has been achieved with either type. 
In connexion with tervalent nitrogen, it may be noted that two new 
types of cyclic compounds have been synthesised, the stereochem¬ 
istry of derivatives of which would be worth investigating. V. Prelog 
and E. Cerkovnikov50 have prepared bicycb-[I : 2 : 2]-azaheptane 
(XXIV), the lower homologue of that attractive substance, quinu- 

clidine, and G. Menschikov51 has obtained 2-methylpyrrolizidme 

L. Pauling,52 from infra-red absorption results, concludes that 
pyrrole probably consists of two kinds of moleoules, in one of which 

45 G. C. Hampsonand A. Weissberger, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 68, 2111. 
46 Chemical Society Discussion, Jan. 16th, 1936. 
47 H. C. Tuan, T. T. Hsu, and E. I. F. Hsii, J. Chinese Chem. Soc., 1936, 4, 

131. 
48 E. V. Menon and D. H. Peacock, J. Indian Chem. Son., 1936, 13, 104; 

J. Kenner and F. S. Statham, Ber., 1936, 69, 187. 
49 Ber., 1935, 68, 1893. 
60 Annalen, 1936, 626, 292. 
81 Ber., 1936, 69, 1802. 62 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 94. 
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the imino-hydrogen is in the plane of the ring, in the other (XXVI) at 
an angle to it. The first kind can havo four variations (XXVII— 
XXX), and all of these are in resonance with (XXVI): 

/H H 
:n <T(+) 

—- (—}.•—-■ 
(XXVI.) (XXVII.) 

H 
N(+) 

(XXVIII.) 

H H 
N(+) N( + ) 

- - 
(XXIX.) (XXX.) 

Ill carbazolo and tetraphenylpyrrole the number of “ ionic ” forms 
is so much larger that the proportion of non-planar molecules 
becomes vanishingly small. 

“ St eric Course of Addition and Substitution Reactions—A series 
of very interesting papers have appeared with this title, and under 
the authorship of K. Alder and G. Stein. In Part 11 it is pointed out 
that the polymerisation of cycZopentadiene gives the endo-compound 
(II) at the ordinary temperature and the cxo-compound (I) at higher 
temperatures : 

V" 

The addition product of maleic anhydride to ct/cZopentadiene leads 

only to the endo-compound (III). This is proved in the following 
way: When the product (III) is treated with bromine in aqueous 
solution, (IV) is formed, and this, in presence of acetyl chloride, gives 
the lactone (V). The change (IV) —>- (III) is effected by means of 
zinc-copper couple, and therefore a configurative change at this stage 
is improbable. Further evidence of configuration is that (V) with 
alcoholic alkali gives the dilactone (VI). 

BrH 

OH 

H 
H> \ 

(Vi.) 

o— CO 
o-CO 

,io2J 
CIO,H 

H 

,H 

(IV.) 

H 

H 
C02H 

3/\. 
OH 

0 

H 
(VII.) 

-CO 

1 Annalen, 1934, 514, 1. 
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It may be noted that this dilactone oan be distilled unchanged, 

although it melts at 266°. It is unaffected by hot concentrated 
nitric acid, but sodium methoxide converts it into the lactone- 
hydroxy-acid (VII) (endo OH; exo C02H), which is, as would be 
expected, acetylated, but not lactonised, by boiling acetic anhydride. 

The stereoisomeric lactone-hydroxy-acid (VIII) is obtained from 
the cyclic ether (IX). The acid (VIII) also is merely acetylated by 
boiling acetic anhydride. Completely opposed to the dilactone (VI) 
is the acid (X), obtainable from (III) by Wagner oxidation. 

HO 

H, 
C02H P 

H 
H 

H 

O -CO 
(VIII.) 

H 

C02H 

H 

HO 

HOs 

C02H 
(IX.) 

I A H 

H 

”/\(J02h 

co,h 
(X.) 

Another method of investigating configurations of the cyclo- 
pentadiene-maleic anhydride adduct was treatment with 50% 
sulphuric acid, which causes addition of the elements of water across 
the ethylenic linkage. Three acids were taken : (XI = III), the 

straightforward adduct (cndo-cis acid); (XII), its frYms-isomeride, 
obtained from it; and (XIII), the exo-cis-acid obtained from the di¬ 
bromide of (XI) by a series of reactions. These three acids, when 
hydrated, behaved as shown below : 

(XI.) dL 

H 

M302H 

J\ co2h 

V 

co2h 

hJ 
h 
\/ 

II 
NaOMn or 
--> T4 

»>otm% 
naso4 j 

Hi.!\ 

co2h 

CO~H. 

(XII.) 

HO 
H 

C02H 

0- —-CO 
(XIV.) 

X_ 

o—.—co 
(XV.) 

C02H 

C0.H 

(xm.) 

Wagner transformation (hot 50% H,S04) 

C°.H p. 
co2h HOxX I I 

H 

J H 
C°*H (XVII, 

H 

C02H 
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The configuration (XVIII) of the adduct of maleic anhydride to 
methyl cycfopentadiene-l -carboxylate was established by similar 
methods: 

Me02Cx/H 

/'• H 

Me02CXyH 
BrH 

yo 
(xviii.) CO-O 

Br„H#0 it > 

->• H\|/ 

\ 

I 
o- 

H 

\co2h 
alkali 
-^ 

-co 

so that this addition also occurs sterically in one direction. 
In Part II,2 the authors discuss the addition of acrylic acid and of 

acraldehyde to cycfopentadiene, the former giving 2 : 5-endomethyl- 
ene-A3-tetrahydrobenzoic acid (XIX). The adduct in the case 
of the acid is mainly crystallino, but part is an oil. The crystalline 
form is proved to be the endo-compound (XX), and the oil is probably 
the exo-compound. 

CII 

CH iv 
CH J 

CH I CH-CO.H 

CH (xix.) (XX.) 

If the adduct is treated with 50% sulphuric acid, the lactone (XXI) 
is formed, showing that the carboxyl group was in the eficfo-position. 
Reduction of (XX) gives (XXII), and since this is also formed by 
reducing the adduct of acraldehyde and cycfopentadiene, and 
oxidising the product, this adduct also must possess the endo- 
configuration (XXIII). 

The addition of crotonaldehyde and that of trans-crotonyl chloride 
to cycJopentadiene is less easily worked out. It is not certain whether 

2 Annalen, 1934, 514, 197. 
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crotonaldehyde obtained by dehydrating aldol is pure trans- (XXIV) 
or contains some cis-isomeride (XXV), for F. Kaufler3 found that 
oxidation gave mainly crotonic acid, but also appreciable quantities 

(XXIY.) 
H——Me 

CHO—C—H 

H—C—Me 

H—C—CHO 
(XXV.) 

of zsocrotonic acid. Crotonaldehyde and cycfopentadiene combine to 
give two adducts, cis and trans. trans-Crotonic acid does not com¬ 
bine with cycZopontadiene, nor does fumaric acid. Fumaryl chloride, 
on the other hand, combines readily with the diene to give trans- 
3 : 6-e?idomethylerie-A4-tetrahydrophthalic acid. Similarly, trans- 
crotonyl chloride readily combines with e?/cfopentadiene, the possible 
products, after hydrolysis, being (XXVI) or (XXVII). Since the 
(only) product is converted by 50% sulphuric acid into the lactone 

//, 
H 

'Yj- co2H 
Me 

H 
(XXVII.) 

6-CO 
(XXVIII.) 

(XXVIII), the hydrolysed adduct is (XXVI) and not (XXVII). 
Again, one of the crotonaldehyde-c^/cfopentadiene adducts must be 
(XXIX), since, when it is reduced (ethylenic linkage), and then 
oxidised, it gives an acid (XXX) which is also formed by reducing 

/' 
\/M- 

(XXIX.) —-1 ̂ "/\H H/- ^/\H <xxx 

CHO co2h 

trans -2:5- ericfomethylenc - G - methyl(cxo)tetrahydrobenzoic acid 
(endo) (XXVI). 

In Part III,4 the authors apply their methods to the relationship 
between bomeol and isoborneol. It is pointed out that, when an 
ester (XXXI) is treated with sodium methoxide, the sodium enoxide 
(XXXII) may, on acidification, give (XXXI) or (XXXIII), as a 

Ri\ 

R» 

H 

(XXXI.) 
^C02R 

Rr 

R2' 
C(ONa)(OR) 

(XXXH.) 

RXx /COoR 

R/ H 
(XXXIII.) 

general rule. The endo-cis-methyl fo'cycZoheptanecarboxylate 
(XXXIV), when submitted to this process, gives only the trans-form 

* Monatsh., 1929, 53, 119. * Anncdm, 1934, 514, 211. 
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(XXXVI) through the monoenoxide (XXXV), an effect due to the 
influence of the un-enolised carbomethoxyl group. On the other 

H 

HVh 
1-k^-C(ONa)(OMe) 

C02Me (XXXV.) 

(XXXVII.) 

hand, the enoxide of (XXXVII) is reconverted entirely into 
(XXXVII). 

The simplest example of this type is that of (endo) 2 : 5-endo- 
methylene-hexahydrobenzoic acid (XXXVIII), the neighbouring 
carbon atom (CH2) being symmetrical, so that the only factor which 
could affect the result of sodium methoxide treatment is the con¬ 
figuration of the bicyclohepta,ne system itself. It is found that tho 
product of this treatment is at least 70—80% exo ester (XXXIX). 

(XXXVIII.) (XXXIX.) 

The endo-acid (XXXVIII) has been converted 3 by the Hofmann and 
Curtins methods into norbornylamine (C02H—NH2). The 
exo-acid, similarly treated, gave rise to a second base. It is known 
that in these degradations configurational changes are unusual, and 
the two bases, from (XXXVTII) and (XXXIX), are therefore, res¬ 
pectively, (XL) (endo) and (XLI) (exo). The physical properties of 
endo- and exo-types may be determined, and the accumulated data 
used for determination of configuration in cases where chemical 
methods cannot be applied. 

Komppa and Beckmann treated the endo-amine (XL) with nitrous 
acid, and obtained an alcohol, (3-norborneol, of unknown configura¬ 
tion, and different from the a-norborneol obtained by reducing 
norcamphor (XLII). Both alcohols are oxidised to the latter, and 
are therefore diastereoisomerides (XLIII; XLIV). It was found by 
Alder and Stein that the new exon orb orny lam ine (XLI), when treated 

8 <J. Komppa and S. Beckmann, ArmcUen, 1934, 512, 172. 
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with nitrous acid, gave the same alcohol as the endo-amine (XL), one 
amine therefore undergoing this change with complete inversion of 

(XLJ.) * (XL.) 

configuration. By analogy with the change of the endo-acid 
(XXXVIIr; Me = II) into the ero-acid (XXXIX; Me = H), it is 

assumed that the endo-ammo (XL) will undergo inversion in passing 
into the alcohol and that the cxo-amine (XLI) will not. The alcohol, 
p-norborneol, produced from both amines, is then the e^o-compound 
(XLIV), and a-norborneol is the endo-compound (XLIII). This con¬ 
clusion is supported by other considerations (see also below). 

Komppa and Beckmann had already concluded that a-norborneol 
was configuratively related to isoborneol, and (3-norborneol to bor¬ 
neol, since the last two substances showed similar resistance to 
dehydration. In spite of the fact that (3-norborneol is dehydrated to 
norbornylene and borneol to camphene (Wagner rearrangement), 
Alder and Stein regard the above conclusion as sound, tsoborneol 
having the endo OH and borneol the exo OH arrangement. 

Parts IV and V 0 of this series of papers deal with phenylazide 
reactions, and will not be of general interest, but in Part VI7 the 

Annalen, 1935, 515, 165, 185. 7 Ibid., 1936, 525, 183. 
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authors return to the study of acids and to borneol and isoborneol. 
It is shown that catalytic reduction, under various conditions, of 
3 : 6-ewcfomethylene-A1:4~dihydrophthalic acid (XLV), or of its 
methyl ester, gives the endo-cis-acid (XLVI; see XXXIV). The 
trans-acid (XLVII) is formed only in traces, and the exo-cis-acid 
(XLVIII) is not formed at all. It therefore follows that addition of 
hydrogen occurs almost exclusively cis and exo to the bridge. Simi¬ 
larly, catalytic reduction of 2 : 5-cndomethylene-A1:8-dihydroben- 
zoic acid (XLIX) gives mainly (XXII). 

co2h 
(XLIX). (LI.) CH2*OAc 

exo-Hydrogenation also occurs with a semi-cyclic ethylenic bond 
(L—> LI). 

Another interesting study is that of the reduction of trans- 
3 : 6-endomethylene-4-ketohexahydrophthalic acid (LII), which, 
when acetylated, gives (LIII), the latter giving (LII) by thermal 
decomposition. Catalytic reduction, or reduction by means of 
sodium and alcohol, of (LII) also takes place exo to the bridge, the 

trans-lactone (LIV) being the chief product. Had erado-addition of 
hydrogen occurred, the hydroxy-acid formed would not have lac- 
tonised. 

eso-Addition of hydrogen also occurs with exo-cis-3 : 6-endo- 
methylene-4-ketohexahydrophthalic anhydride (LV). 
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Similarly, norcamphoroxime (LVI) is catalytically reduced exo, so 
that endonorbornylamine (XL) is formed. The exo mode of addition 

is therefore characteristic of the bicyclohepttme system, and this fact 

may be made use of for determination of configuration. For example, 

since norcamphor (XLII) is reduced to a-norborneol, the latter 

is almost certainly the eiido-hydroxy-compound (XLIII), and p-nor- 
borneol the exo-isomeride (XLIV). This confirms the configurations 

suggested above. 
In Part VII8 the authors show that application of the above 

methods proves that in isobomeol and neobornylamine on the one 

hand, and in borneol and bornylamine on the other, the hydroxyl 

and amino-groups are similarly spaced, 

E. E. T. 

2. Carbohydrates. 

Monosaccharides, Disaccharides, and Glycosides. 

Some interesting observations have been recorded on the reactions 

between glucose and bases, marked differences being apparent in 

the course of the transformations brought about respectively by 

calcium hydroxide and by sodium hydroxide. In the former 

case the intermediate product decolorises dichlorophenolindophenol 

and reacts with iodine in acid solution at a stage when mannose, 

but no appreciable amount of fructose, can be isolated from the 
reaction mixture. On the other hand, with sodium hydroxide 

the unstable intermediate product reacts neither with acid iodine 
nor with dichlorophenolindophenol, and fructose, but not mannose, 

can be isolated after the reaction has proceeded at pB 12 for 24 
hours at 30°. The explanation advanced is that with calcium 

hydroxide the enolic form is producod without rupture of the 

pyranose ring, whereas the less stable enol formed in the presence 

of sodium hydroxide has the open-chain structure.1 
Studies have been made of the synthesis of d-fructose and 

d-sorbose from d-glyceraldehyde under the influence of N/100-barium 

hydroxide. It appears that the first stage involves the slow trans¬ 
formation of d-glyceraldehyde into dihydroxyacetone, followed 

by a more rapid condensation between the latter and d-glyceralde- 
hyde. The product is essentially a mixture, in equal proportion, 

of d-fructose and d-sorbose, d-psicose and d-tagatose being absent. 

This indicates that there is preferential formation of those products 
in which the hydroxyl groups attached to the third and the fourth 

carbon atom have opposite configurations. The configuration 

i A. Kusin, Ber.9 1936, 69, 1041. * AnncUent 1936, 525, 221. 
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of the d-glyceraldebyde is not affected and aldol condensation 
with dihydroxyaeetone must therefore occur immediately, and before 
formation of any dZ-glyceraldehyde from the intermediate enolic 
form. Further evidence on this point is provided by the observation 
that, if the production of dihydroxyaeetone is stopped by using 
d-glyceraldehyde monoacetone in place of ^-glyeeraldehyde, such 
condensation as takes place involves C2 of the second reacting 
molecule and leads to the formation of branched-chain sugars.2 
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Several papers concerned with the oxidation of sugars and sugar 
derivatives have been published. One of the most remarkable of 
these deals with the oxidation of a-methylmannopyranoside and 
a-methylglucopyranoside by periodic acid and by barium hypo- 
bromite. The reaction with periodic acid had been shown previously 
to involve fission of the molecule at some point other than between 
C5 and C6 3 and it is now shown 4 that the successive application 
of periodic acid and bromine water results in the complete elimination 
of C3 with fission of the molecule between C2 and C3 and between 
C3 and C4. A similar series of changes takes place when barium 
hypobromite is used. The product (II) from a-methylmannoside (I) 
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after hydrolysis by hot water and oxidation by bromine gives rise 
to oxalic acid and d-glyceric acid. The substance (II) is also obtained 

* H. O. L. Fischer and E. Baer, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 519. 
• P. Karrer and K. P/aohler, ibid., 1934, 17, 766. 
4 E. L. Jackson and C. S. Hudson, J. Amer. Chew. Soc.t 1936, 58, 378. 
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by oxidation of a-methylmannopyranoside or a-methylgluco- 

pyranoside by periodic acid, followed by bromine. It will be 
apparent that the isolation of ^-glyceric acid in these reactions shows 

that the oxygen of the ring must be attached to C5 and further 
corroborative evidence is thus provided of the presence of the 

pyranose ring in the stable form of a-methylmannoside and a-methyl- 

glucoside. 

It is probable that fission between C2 and C3 occurs in other 
oxidative degradations of methyl glycopyranosides. For instance, 

treatment of a-metbylglucopyranoside with lead tetra-acetate gives 
glyoxal and glycollic acid with only a trace of formaldehyde, the 

suggested explanation being that the primary products of the re¬ 
action are those shown as (III) above.5 Lead tetra-acetate continues 

to have useful applications in the sugar group and one of the latest 
examples is its use in the preparation of d-threose, which can be 

readily isolated as its monoacotone derivative (IV) after oxidation 

of benzylidene arabitol by lead tetra-acetate.6 The same reagent 

can be employed in certain cases to determine whether or not the 

primary alcoholic group is esterified in sugar phosphoric acids, no 

formaldehydo being produced if the primary group is united with 

phosphoric acid.7 
Another example of oxidative degradation may be cited in 

which fission of the pyranose ring takes place between two of the 
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carbon atoms, leaving the oxygen of the ring untouched. This 

occurs during the oxidation of [i-fructosediacetone (V) to the mono¬ 

acetone derivative of a dicarboxylic acid, named by the authors 

5 P. Karrer and K. Pfaehler, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1934, 17, 363. 
0 M. Steiger and T. Reiehstein, ibid., 1936, 19, 1016. 
7 H. von Euler, P. Karrer, and B. Becker, ibid., p. 1060. 
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furtondicarboxylic acid. In alkaline solution the oxidation of (V) 

proceeds normally, the primary alcoholic group being oxidised to 

carboxyl, but in neutral solution the oxidant attacks preferentially 

the OH linkings of the etherified hydroxyl groups and then breaks 

the CMJ link between the fourth and the fifth carbon atom. The 

constitution of the product (i.sopropylidene furtondicarboxylic* 

acid ; VI, R - H) has now been proved by a study of its transform¬ 

ation products. For example, the silver salt of (VI, R II) 

gives on methylation the lactone (VII), and the latter in turn on 

treatment with methyl-alcoholic hydrogen chloride gives in 90% 

yield hydroxytetrome acid. Methylation of (VI, R = H), besides 

yielding (VII), gives rise also to the fully methylated derivative, 

methyl y - methoxv - ot^ - isopropylidenedioxy - p - carbomethoxy - 

inethoxy-w-butyrate (methyl ester of VI, R = Me), which de¬ 

composes after hydrolysis with formation of glycollic acid, 
CH2(0H)*C02H, acetone, carbon dioxide, and (probably) dihydroxv - 

methylacetone. It follows therefore that (VI) has the constitution 

indicated above.8 
Considerable attention continues to be paid to partly substituted 

derivatives of the sugars and a few examples of recent results will 

now be mentioned. The properties of glucose 4-phosphate (obtained 

from 1:2:3: G-tetra-aeetyl p-glucose by phosphorylation and 

subsequent deacetylation) have been studied and differences 

between the behaviour of the 3-, 4-, and 6-glucose phosphates have 

been noted.9 The 5-methyl ether of glucose has been obtained by 

the following procedure : glucose diacetone 3-p-toluenesulphonate 
is converted into the corresponding monoacetone derivative, from 

which by means of benzoyl chloride 6-benzoyl 3 -p - to! u enes u lph ony 1 

glucose 1 : 2-monoacetone is obtained. The 5-methyl derivative 
is then readily formed and after alkaline hydrolysis, followed by 

acetylation, 5-methyl 3 : 6-diacetyl glucose monoacetone is obtained. 

The last substance gives in turn 5-methyl glucose monoacetone and 

removal of the acetone residue leaves 5-methyl glucose. The 

question of a possible Walden inversion during removal of the 
^p-toluenesulphonyl group is considered by the author, and evidence 

adduced against its occurrence. The final product (5-methyl 
glucose) displays remarkable properties which require further 

investigation. It reduces Fehling’s solution and permanganate 

in the cold and appears to exist partly in the aldehyde form, since 

it gives a colour immediately with Schiff’s reagent.10 With regard 

to other monomethyl ethers of the hexoses it is now stated that 

8 H. Ohle and N. Senger, Ber.t 1936, 69, 160. 
9 A. L. Raymond, J. Biol. Chein., 1936, 113, 37.r>. 

19 L. von Vargija, Her., 1936, 69, 2098. 
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Pacsu’s supposed 4-methyl galactose 11 is really 6-methyl galactose 
and that this author’s claims concerning the corresponding 4-methyl 

mannose cannot be substantiated.12 

A new type of glucose derivative ((jL-thiolglucoxazoline) (VII1) 

has been obtained by treating glucose with potassium thiocyanate 
in the presence of 12A-hydrochloric acid. This does not reduce 

Fehling’s solution, but appears to form a salt with sodium hydroxide. 

It is readily decomposed by phenyl hydrazine with formation of 

glucosazone. With alkaline hydrogen peroxide the thiol group 

is removed and replaced by hydroxyl, the resulting substance, 

p-hydroxyglucoxazolinc, being now capable of reducing Fehling’s 

solution.13 

The use of acetone derivatives of the sugars as a means of preparing 

partly substituted sugars is further exemplified by the recent work 

of H. Ohle and his collaborators, who have made a special study 

of 5 : 6-anhydroglucose 1:2- monoacetone. The 5 : 6-anhydro- 
ring can be opened by a variety of reagents and numerous 6-sub- 

stituted glucoses are thereby obtainable. Amongst these may be 

mentioned 6-thioglnoose monoacetone (obtained by the action 

of hydrogen sulphide and barium hydroxide on the anhydro- 

compound), from which 6-thioglucose is obtainable.11 In addition 

various sulphides, sulphonic acids and 6-haIogenohydrins may be 

prepared from the anhydro-substance. Furthermore, 6-amino- 

derivatives (including, z.g., 6-glucosylpiperidine) 15 are produced 

when amines are used to open the anhydro-ring, and by a similar 
procedure the 6-phthalimide derivative is obtained.16 

Interesting and unexpected results have been encountered 

in a study of the condensation products of o-nitrobenzaldehyde 
with sugars and glycosides. Glucose, mannose, find galactose each 

give rise to a di-o-nitrobenzylidene derivative, one of the benzylidene 
groups being united through the 4 : 6 positions. Those derivatives 

contain one hydroxyl group, but resist acylation, and are otherwise 

noteworthy in that under the influence of light they isomerise, 

giving 4-o-nitrosobenzoates in place of 4 :6-o-nitrobenzylidene 
derivatives. 4 : 6-o-Nitrobenzylidene derivatives of methylglyco- 

sides are found to behave similarly. That the high reactivity of the 

o-nitro-group is responsible for these transformations is shown by 

11 E. Pacsu and A. Lftb, Her., 1929, 62, 3104; E. Paesu and C. von Karry, 
Her., 1929, 62, 2811. 

12 J. Munro and E. G. Y. Percival. J., 1936, 640. 
13 G. Zemplen, A. Gerecs, and M. Kudos, Her., 1936, 69, 748. 
14 H. Ohle and W. Martens with, in part, M. Andr^e and E. Euler, Her., 

1935, 68, 2176. 
16 H. Ohle, E. Euler, and W. Malerczyk, Her., 1936, 60, 1636. 
34 H. Ohio and E. Euler, ibid., p. 1022. 
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the fact that the corresponding m-nitrobenzylidene derivatives 

are stable to light. The behaviour of these substances appears to 
be yet further complicated by the occurrence of Walden inversions 

during the isomerisation, but full understanding of the mechanism 

involved is at present incomplete on account of the difficulties 

experienced in removing the nitrobenzylidene and nitrosobenzoyl 

residues.17 

NO 

O CH^-CO/ \ 

-> l~9h 

OH,/OH 

Several papers have been published on the chemistry of the 

open-chain or aldehydo-forms of sugars. Experiments carried out 

by M. L. Wolfrom and L. W. Georges show that d-mannose displays 
a pronounced tendency to react in the open-chain form. For 

example, penta-acetyl aldehydo-d-mannoseoxime (obtained by the 

action of oxalic acid in methyl alcohol on the corresponding hexa- 

acetate) is converted by the action of nitrous acid into aldehydo- 

d-mannose penta-acetate (IX). The last-named substance reacts 

with semicarbazide in the usual way, giving a semicarbazone identical 
with the product obtained by acetylating mannosesemicarbazone 

with acetic anhydride and pyridine in the cold. The penta-acetate 
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(IX) reacts with mercaptan in the presence of zinc chloride, giving 

the corresponding penta-acetyl d-mannose diethylmercaptal,18 

which may also be obtained from mannose diethylmercaptal.19 

In last year’s Report (p. 275) reference was made to the isolation 

of a hepta-acetyl derivative of dZ-galactose.20 General methods 

for the preparation of these hyper-acetylated derivatives have now 

been described and applied in the preparation of hepta-acetates of 

lf I. Tanasescu and E, Craciunescu, Bull, Soc. chim.f 1936, [v], 3, 581, 
1511, 1517. 

18 M. L. Wolfrom and L. W. Georges, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1781. 
N. W. Pirie, Biochem. J„ 1936, 30, 374. 

80 E. Micheel, H. Kuhkopf, and F. Stickfull, Ber., 1935, 08, 1523. 
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rZ-galactosc (X), d-glucose, and (2-man nose and hexa-acetatcs of 

Z-arabinose, Z-rhamnose and d-xylose.19,22 These hyper-acetates 
are much more stable than the free aldehydo-sugars. Somewhat, 

surprisingly, the hepta-aeetate of <ZZ-galactose has been encountered 

as an acetolysis product of agar.21 Since hydrolysed agar on acetyl¬ 

ation gives rise only to sugar acetates with a ring structure, these 

results suggest that in intact agar the dZ-galactose portion occurs 

in a form other than that with a furanose or pyranose ring (probably 

the open-chain form) and that the hepta-aeetate is derived from 
agar by processes in which acetylation has proceded hydrolysis. 

The results of Micheel,20 according to which a (/-galactose derivative 
is converted into the hepta-aeetate of c/Z-galactose, render it to some 

extent uncertain whether the isolation of c/Z-galactose from agar 

can by itself be regarded as proof of the pre-existence of both 

forms of galactose in the complex molecule. In this instance, 
however, there is independent evidence of the presence of /-galactose 

in the products of hydrolysis of agar. 

Another class of open-chain sugar compounds is now available 

for investigation. These compounds are the open-chain analogues 

of the cyclic halogeno-sugar acetates, e.g.y acotobromoglucose. 

In the open-chain series the halogeno-derivatives are prepared by 

the action of the appropriate halogen compound (acetyl bromide, 

etc.) on the hemi-acetal (XI) of the acetylated aldehyde-sugar. 

In this way the 1-chloro- (XII), 1-bromo- and 1-iodo-derivatives 

of hexa-acetyl aldehydogalaetose are obtained. The same acetylated 

halogeno-com pounds are produced also by the interaction of acetyl 

chloride and acetyl bromide on aldehydogalaetose penta-acetate.22 

The tendency of galactose to yield furanose derivatives is demon¬ 

strated in a novel way by the formation in good yield of (3-ethyI- 

galactofuranosido when the diethyl or the dibenzyl mereaptal 

of galactose is treated with ethyl alcohol and mercuric chloride at low 

temperatures in the presence of mercuric oxide.23 

Observations in the disaccharide series show that maltose- 

semiearbazone and cellobiosesemicarbazone and their acetyl deriv¬ 

atives possess ring structures and by successive oximation and 
acetylation of cellobiose hepta-aeetate a cellobioseoxime nona- 

acetate, also containing a ring structure, is formed. If, however, 

cellobioseoxime is acetylated in the cold, a nona-acetate of the 
aldehydo-form is obtained. From the latter by partial hydrolysis 

with oxalic acid in methyl alcohol the corresponding octa-acetate 

is produced and finally by the action of nitrous acid on the octa- 

21 N. W. Pirie, Biochem. J.t 1936, 30, 369. 
22 M. L. Wolfrom, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 57, 2498. 
23 E. Pacts u and J, W. Green, ibid., 1936, 58, 1823. 
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acetate there is obtained the octa-acetate of aldehydocellobiose. 

In this series of changes it is to be noted that the behaviour of 
the cellobiose derivatives on acetylation is the reverse of that of 

the corresponding glucose compounds.24 
Benzoyl derivatives of aldehydo-sugars have been further in¬ 

vestigated. For example, M. L. Wolfrom and C. C. Christman 25 
treated arabinose diethylmercaptal with triphenylmethyl chloride 

and then with benzoyl chloride. To the resulting substance the 

structure 2:3: 4-tribenzoyl 5-triphenylmethyl Z-arabinose diethyl¬ 

mercaptal is ascribed. Successive removal of the triphenylmethyl 
group and the mercaptal residues yields a tribenzoyl Z-arabinose 

which probably possesses a pyranose ring structure. The latter is 

readily benzoylated to the tetrabenzoyl derivative, which is 

obtainable also by direct benzoylation of arabinose. The above 
tribenzoyl derivative may be obtained also from the tribenzoyl 

Z-arabinosidyl bromide produced by the action of hydrogen bromide 

in acetic acid on arabinose tetrabenzoate. Whilst the above 

reactions are considered to support the pyranose struct ures of the tri- 

and tetra-benzoates, the possibility of acyl group migration renders 

the argument somewhat inconclusive. For data concerning 

numerous benzoates, both open-chain and ring forms, of galactose, 

mannose and glucose the original paper should be consulted. 

Further investigations of the extraordinary changes undergone 

by glucosone and its derivatives are reported by K. Maurer and 

R. Bohme.20 These experiments are concerned principally with 
2:3:4: 6-tetrabenzoyl glucosone, the preparation of which from 

benzobromoglucose via tetrabenzoyloxyglucal has been described 

previously.27 This substance (XIII), unlike the corresponding 
acetyl derivative, does not give a hydrate and the ethylene oxide 

ring o|>ens with extreme difficulty except in the presence of halogen 
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acid. The ensuing change involves the elimination of two molecules 

of benzoic acid with formation of a non-reducing substance (XIV) 

’* M. L. Wolfrom and S. Soltzberg, Amcr. ('hem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1783; 
M. L. Wolfrom, L. W. Georges, and S. Soltzberg, ibid., 1934, 56, 1794. 

** Ibid., 1936, 58, 39. *• Ber., 1936, 69, 1399. 
” K. Maurer and W. Pitscb, Ber., 1933, 66, 996. 
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containing a double bond. The halogen in (XIV) cannot be re¬ 
placed by hydroxyl, but reacts readily with many organic sub¬ 
stances, being replaced by OMe, OEt, SEt, NHPh, etc. All 

such substances (XV) lose the residue R on treatment with phenyl- 

hydrazine and give the same osazone (XVI). The rotations of the 
halogen sugars (XIV) are strongly positive and those of the derived 
substances (XV) strongly negative. These halogen sugars are 

therefore the first recorded examples of halogeno-osones, comparable 

with the ordinary aceto-halogeno-sugars in that they give rise 
to a series of p-glucosonides, which are the analogues of the p-methyl- 

glycosides. These halogen derivatives (XIV) and also the glucoson- 
ides (XV) are readily convertible into dibenzoylkojic acid (XVII), 
a reaction which is used as ovidence in support of the view that the 

double bond in (XIV) and (XV) lies between C4 and C6. 

It has been known for miny years that the dilactone of manno- 
saccharic acid possesses exceptional properties in that it reduces 

Fehling’s solution and yields iodoform when allowed to react with 

sodium hypoiodite. The cause of this behaviour and the detailed 

structure of inannosaccharodilactono are still the subjects of 

investigation and hitherto this substance has been the only one 

of its kind known to possess such properties. It is of special 

interest therefore to find that the corresponding dilactone of sac¬ 
charic acid behaves in precisely the same way.28 The preparation 

of saccharodilactone is beset with special difficulties and can bo 

achieved only by making use of highly purified samples of the well- 

known monolactone of saccharic acid. The latter substance is 

purified by recrystallisation from ether in a continuous extraction 

apparatus—a process which requires many weeks. The purified 
monolactone is then slowly dehydrated over phosphoric oxide. 
In aqueous solution the dilactone mutarotates rapidly and the 

solution neutralises sodium hydroxide immediately. For this 

reason it is suggested that one of the lactone rings is of the 8-variety. 
This, however, cannot be regarded as definitely certain and, besides 

the above-mentioned peculiarities, other anomalies such as the 
requirement of more than two molecules of alkali for complete 

neutralisation still await explanation. The chemistry of these 

dilactones offers problems of special importance and their further 

investigation will be awaited with interest. 

Progress is being made in various directions in the study of both 

natural and synthetic nucleosides. J. M. Gulland and E. R. 

Holiday29 have compared the absorption spectra of adenosine 

(from yeast nucleic acid) and of inosine (obtained by deamination 

K. Rehorst and H. Seholz, Her., 1936, 69, 620. 
*• 1936, 765. 
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of adenosine) with the absorption spectra of methyl derivatives of 

adenine and hypoxanthine. The absorption shown by adenosine 
closely resembles that of 9-mothyladenino but differs from that 

of 7-methyladenine, and the absorption spectrum of inosine is 
similar to that of 9-methylhypoxanthino but different from that of 

7-methylhypoxanthine. It is argued therefore that the ribose 
residues in adenosine and inosine aro attached to position 9 of 

the adenine molecule (XVIII). Furthermore, since muscle adenylic 

acid gives adenosine under the influence of bone phosphatase and the 
spectra of adenylic acid and 9-mothyladenine are closely similar, 

it is highly probable that adenylic acid is adenine-9-riboside- 

5-phosphoric acid. This conclusion differs from the one usually 
put forward, according to which the ribose residue is regarded as 

attached to the 7-position. It is of special interest in that a parallel 

is thereby found between these nucleosides and flavine, in which the 

ribityl residue is attached to the corresponding nitrogen atom.30 
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Experiments bearing on the mode of union of the four mono¬ 

nucleosides in yeast nucleic acid have been instituted. By gentle 

hydrolysis of yeast nucleic acid guanine-uridylic acid is obtainable. 

This is monobasic and contains no free amino-group. Union 

of the guanine and uridylic acid must therefore take place through 

the phosphate and amino-groups. For these reasons II. Bredereck 
and G. Richter31 suggest the formula (XIX) for guanine-uridylic 

acid. 

Investigations of synthetic nucleosides have led to the preparation 

of substances of the pyranose and furanose series, the latter being 

of special interest on account of the occurrence of ribofuranose 
residues in the natural products. Acetobromoglucose and 2 : 4-di- 

ethoxypyrimidine give a condensation product having the glucose 

residue in position 1 and this on treatment by alcoholic ammonia 

30 H. von Euler, P. Karrer, M. Malmberg, K. SchCpp, F. Berg, B. Becker, 
and P. Frei, Heir. Chim. Actn, 1935, 18, 522; R. Kuhn, K. Reinemund, 
F. Weygand, and R. 8tr5bele, Ber.t 1935, 88, 1765. 

31 Bcr., 1936, 69, 1129. 
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yields 1 - cZ - gl u eopyr anoaidocytosine.32 In tho furanose series the 

synthesis of theophylline 5-methyl-Z-rhamnofuranoside has been 

achieved by P. A. Levene and J. Compton.33 This work has in¬ 

volved the preparation and characterisation of both 5-methyl 

Z-rhamnofuranose and 4-methyl Z-rhamnopyranose, concerning which 
there has previously been some confusion. The a- and p-forms of 

methyl 5-methyl Z-rhamnofuranoside are obtained from the two 
forms of Zsopropylidene Z-rhamnose and give on hydrolysis the free 

sugar, which shows no observable mutarotation but is not an alde- 
hydo-sugar. 4-Methyl Z-rhamnopyranose is available from the 

mixture of 4- and 5-substituted derivatives obtained when iso- 

propylidene rhamnose is methylated by the method of P. A. Levene 
and I. E. Mu skat 34 The acetobromo-derivatives of 4- and 5-methyl 

Z-rhamnose combine with silver theophylline in the usual way and 

the authors are enabled to compare in detail tho behaviour of 

the theophylline glycosides of 4-methyl Z-rhamnopyranose and 

5-methyl Z-rhamnofuranose. 

Another rhamnoside discussed during the period under review 

is kaemplierol-Z-rhamnosidc (XX), which is now shown to be 
obtained by enzymic fission of robinine. In addition the hydrolysis 

gives rise to a new disaccharide, robinobiose, which is Z-rhamnosido- 

(Y-galactose. Since robinine can be hydrolysed, giving a tri- 
saccharide (robinose), it is highly probable therefore that the sequence 

of raonoses in robinose is in the order rhamnose, galactose, rhamnose.35 

In the disaccharide group new syntheses of gentiobiose and 
of 1-p-glucosidofructose have been reported. The former follows 

from the interaction of acetobromoglucose with 3 : 5-benzylidene 

1 : 2-isopropylylcne glucose. Catalytic hydrogenation of the re¬ 
sulting mixture left the newly formed disaccharide unchanged but 

removed the benzylidene group of the starting material, thus per¬ 

mitting ready separation of tetra-acetyl 6-p-glucosido 3 : 5-benzyl¬ 

idene 1 : 2-Zsopropylidene glucose. The acetyl groups were removed 

by Zemplen’s method and thereafter treatment with dilute mineral 

acid removed the benzylidene and acetone groups and gave rise to 

gentiobiose. This synthesis in itself proves the presence of a free 

hydroxyl group at C6 in the 3 : 5-benzylidene 1 : 2-monoacetono 

glucose, and other experiments are described in the same paper 

substantiating the structures assigned to the latter substance and 

to Levene’s 5 : 6-benzylidene 1 : 2-monoacetone glucose.36 When 

82 G. E. Hibbert and E. F. Jansen, J. Amer. Chern. Soc., 1936, 58, 60. 
M J. Biol. Chern., 1936, 114, 9. 84 Ibid., 1934, 105, 431. 
36 G. Zempl6n and A. Gerecg, Ber., 1935, 68, 2054; ci. C. Charaux, Bull. 

Soc. Chim. biol1926, 8, 915. 
86 P. Brigl and O. Widmaier, Ber,, 1936, 69, 1219. 
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dibenzylidene fructose, the benzaldehyde residues of which are shown 
to be in the 2:3, 4 : 5-positions, is condensed with acetobromo- 
glucose, the tetra-acetyl dibenzylidene derivative of l-P-glucosido- 
fructose (XXI) is obtained. The acetyl groups are eliminated by 
alcoholic ammonia, and the benzaldehyde residues by catalytic 
hydrogenation.3 6 
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K. Freudenberg and K. SofT37 have studied the action of accto- 
bromoglucose on 4 : O-benzylideno-a-methylglucoside. Union of 
the glucose residues takes place through the second carbon atom of 
the latter substance, giving, after removal of the benzaldehyde, 
followed by acetylation, 2-p-glucosido-a-methylglueoside hepta- 
acetate. Transformation of this substance into the free sugar 
involves the difficult operation of removing the methylglucosidic 
group without disturbing the glycosidic link between the two 
glucose residues. This was accomplished by the following method, 
which should be generally suitable for the isolation*of bioses from 
methylbiosides. The hepta-acetyl mothylbioside was allowed 
to react with acetic anhydride and sulphuric acid under carefully 
controlled conditions and subsequent treatment with hydrogen 
bromide in acetic acid gave the acetobromobiose. This with 
thallium acetate yielded the octa-acetate and the latter in turn 
was hydrolysed by ZompleiTs method to the free sugar. Positions 
2 and 3 are available for condensation in the initial reaction with 
benzylidene methylglucoside, but the observation that the free sugar 
yields glucosazone at once with phenylhydrazine establishes the 
structure as 2-(3-glucosido-a-glucose (XXII). 

Polysaccharides, 

Starch and Cellulose.—In a comprehensive paper,38 Staudinger 
attempts to elucidate the constitution of starch on the basis of 

87 Ber., 1936, 69, 1245; cf. K. Freudenberg and K. Soff, Ber., 1933, 06, 19. 
88 H. Staudinger and H. Filers, Ber., 1936, 69, 819. 
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a comparison between the viscosities and osmotic pressures of 
solutions of a series of starch dextrine. On the grounds that 
in different solvents (formamide, formic acid, water) a starch 
dextrin shows practically the same specific viscosity; that in 
any given solvent there is only a small decrease of viscosity with 
rise of temperature; and that the viscosity of a starch dextrin 
before acetylation and after deacetylation is the same, Staudinger 

regards the starch colloidal particle as being a macro-molecule 
rather than a micelle or aggregate of smaller molecules held by van 
der Waals forces. If this thesis be accepted, then the particle 

weight determined by some physical method such as the osmotic 
pressure method will also be the normal molecular weight and a 
comparison of the molecular weight so determined with that de¬ 

termined viscosimetrically from the relation = KmM 
will evaluate the constant Km. A series of such comparisons 
carried out on various dextrins (the osmotic pressure figures of 
W. Biltz 39 were employed) gave for Km the value of roughly 1 x Iff4. 
By analogy with the similar relationship between the cellodextrins 
and cellulose, it was assumed that this new value of Km for the 

starch dextrins would hold also for starch itself. It is concluded 
from these results that the constant Km for the starch series is only 
one tenth of that for the cellulose series and that the cellulose 

constant (10 X 10 4) may not be used to evaluate the molecular 
weight of starch. The new constant for the starch series is derived 

from somewhat inadequate data, but if it be confirmed and the 
Staudinger principle of the relationship between molecular-length 
and viscosity be accepted, the interesting deduction is made that the 

length of the starch macromolecule is only one-tenth of the length 

of a cellulose macromolecule of equal molecular weight. Otherwise 
expressed, starch of molecular weight 50,000 behaves in solution 
as if it were of the same length as a cellulose of molecular weight 

5000. It is suggested, in explanation, that whereas the cellulose 
molecule consists of a straight chain of glucose units, the molecular 

chain of glucose units in starch takes a spiral form and that it is 
the length of this spiral which determines the viscosity of starch 
solutions. It is pointed out that such a spiral formation would be 

favoured by the a-glucosidic linkages in the starch molecule. The 
physical properties of starch compared with those of cellulose and of 
cellodextrins are also cited as evidence in favour of this view; 
in particular, the insolubility of starch in Schweitzer’s reagent is 

ascribed to residual valency linkages between the hydroxyl groups 

in the spiral. 
In a recent article 40 W. N. Haworth summarises the position 

»• Ber., 1913, 46, 1532. 40 Monatsh., 1936, 69, 314. 
REP.—VOL. xxxm. I 
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with regard to present conceptions of the size of polysaccharide 

molecules. It cannot yet be regarded as established that the starch 

colloidal particle consists of a single macromoleculo of glucose 

units united by principal valencies as Staudinger postulates. The 

amount of tetramethyl glucose obtainable on hydrolysis of methyl¬ 
ated starch indicates a chain length of some 24—26 units only unless 

the hypothesis of branching chains is invoked (this has always 

been envisaged as a possible alternative to the simple straight 
chain hypothesis) and there does not seem as yet sufficient evidence 

to justify the conclusion that the colloidal particles may not indeed 

be aggregates of this simple unit. It is, for instance, well known 
that derivatives (such as the acetates) which show different degrees 
of polymerisation according to the method of formation, may be 

prepared from one and the same dextrin or starch and, moreover, 

that the original polysaccharide may be regenerated from such 

derivatives. 

Further application of physical methods to the determination 

of the particle size of the polysaccharides yields results varying 

over a very wide range. S. R. Carter and B. R. Record 41 have 
measured the osmotic pressure of acetyl and methyl derivatives 

of a number of polysaccharides. Two samples of methylated 

starch from different sources show osmotic pressures corresponding 

in particle sizes to values of 630 and 140 glucose units, and the 

surprisingly large values of 3400 and 5400 glucose units are found 

in the case of methylated glycogen. O. Lamm,42 using a diffusion 

method, records a particle weight of 4 x 106 for starch dispersed 
in zinc chloride solution, and H. B. Oakley and F. G. Young43 

find that methyl glycogen gives osmotic pressures indicating a mean 

particle weight of 2 x 106 in dilute calcium chloride solution, 

and of 3*4 x 106 in benzene. Examination of various celluloses 

by the ultra-centrifuge method has been made by J. K. Chowdhury 

and T. B. Bardhan.44 Cotton, jute and bamboo celluloses in 
Schweitzer’s reagent have particle weights representing degrees of 

polymerisation of 978, 516, and 189 glucose units respectively 
and the viscoses prepared from these celluloses show particle 

weights of the same order. A. von Ekenstein 46 uses phosphoric 
acid in preference to Schweitzer’s reagent as a solvent for cellulose, 

in which solvent the high value of 157,000 (970 glucose units) is 

found viscosimetrically for the particle weight of Swedish filter 

41 J. tioc. Chem. Ind.f 1938, 218. 
42 Naturiviss., 1936, 24, 508. 
43 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 868. 
44 J. Indian Chem. Soc.t 1936, 13, 240. 
46 Ber1930, 69, 549. 
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paper. Native cellulose is apparently degraded rapidly and at a 
constant rate in phosphoric acid until the molecular size of a hydro- 
cellulose is attained, after which the rate of degradation is much 
reduced. It is claimed 46 that intensive grinding of cellulose under 
water causes degradation of the thread molecules. Thus, after 
twelve hours, the material shows a mean degree of polymerisation 
of 300. An attempt is made by W. A. Richardson, R. S. Higgin¬ 
botham, and F. D. Farrow47 to determine the particle weights 
of starches on the basis of their copper numbers and these authors 
arrive at figures indicating chain lengths varying from 460 to 1470 
glucose units. 

Little doubt now remains that both starch and cellulose consist 
of glucopyranose residues united in the first case entirely by 
a-glucosidic links and in the second by p-glucosidic links. Freuden- 
berg 48 amplifies his observations on the reaction kinetics of starch 
hydrolysis and confirms his previous conclusions as to the uniformity 
of the glucosidic linkages. A similar study of the polarimetric 
curves of the hydrolysis of the Schardinger dextrins reveals the fact 
that the postulated hevo-glucosan closure in these substances 
is no longer tenable and the possibility of large closed rings is 
cautiously suggested. Further studies of this type on cellulose and 
its oligosaccharides are reported.49 A monomethyl cellulose 
(described as hemimethyl cellulose) has been preparod by R. 
Piwonka 60 by the treatment of ramie cellulose with caustic soda 
and copper chloride and methylation of the product with methyl 
sulphate. Hydrolysis yields a monomethyl glucose and evidence is 
adduced to show that the methyl group is at position 3. 

The significance of the phosphoric acid which is associated with 
certain starches still remains a matter of conjecture. T. Posternak,61 
by the acid hydrolysis of potato-, sago-, or arrowroot-starches, 
isolated a glucose monophosphate which was shown to be glucose- 
6-monophosphate, i.e., Robison’s ester. By amylolytic hydrolyses 
of these starches a tetrasaccharide monophosphate was prepared 
and the latter on further hydrolysis with acid yielded the Robison 
ester. The author concludes from his studies that, whereas in the 
starches stored in rhizomes the phosphorus is combined in ester 
form with the starch, in the cereals the phosphorus is not directly 
linked to the starch but rather is present in the form of lecithins. 

48 H. Staudinger and E. Dreher, Ber., 1936, 69, 1091. 
47 J. Text. JnsL, 1936, 27, T 131. 
48 K. Freudenberg and K. Soft', Ber., 1936, 69, 1252; K. Freudenberg, 

G. Blomquist, L. Ewald, and K. Soff, ibid., p. 1258. 
49 K. Freudenberg and G. Blomquist, ibid., 1935, 68, 2070. 
M Ber., 1936, 69, 1965. 
“ Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 1351. 
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Recent investigations of J. Barsha and H. Hibbert 62 on the 
celluloses from spruce- and maple-pulps support the view that no 
chemical distinction is to be drawn between wood cellulose and cotton 

cellulose. The former, dispersed in acetone, is methylated with 
ease and methyl cellulose containing 44*5% of methoxyl is obtained. 

The assumption of a “ resistant portion ” in wood cellulose appears 

to be unwarranted. 

Mannans.—Considerable interest attaches to the function of 

mannose polysaccharides in plant metabolism and to their relation¬ 
ship with the universally distributed glucose polysaccharides. 

Mannose and glucose polysaccharides are frequently found together; 

indeed, in Konjak-mannan53 the polysaccharide is composed 

apparently of glucose intramolecularly combined with mannose. 

Ivory nut, on the other hand, contains in essentials mannans 

only,54 and Tubera Salcp contains a mannan (30%) which is 
associated with starch (30%) and a dextrin material (13%), possibly 

a mixture of mannose and glucose dextrins. The natural Salep- 

mannan is extractable with cold water and is proved 55 by methyl- 
ation and hydrolysis to be composed of mannose units combined 

through the glucosidic groups in the same way (1:4) as the glucose 

units are united in starch or cellulose. The basal chemical structure 

of Salep-msamsm is thus the same as that of the mannans A and B 

of ivory nut.54 The yield of tetramethyl mannose from the 

hydrolysis of methylated Salep-mannan indicates a chain length 

of some 60 mannose units (mol. weight 12,000). The viscosities, 

however, of the mannans and of their derivatives are low in com¬ 

parison with those of the starches and, if the smallest value of the 

Km constant given by Staudinger for starch be utilised in calmiiating 

the particle weight of mannan, a value (5,000—10,000) is obtained 

which is less than that given by the end-group method. In order 

that the two methods of determination of the molecular weight 

should give the same value, the Km constant for the mannan series 
would need to be of the order 4 x 10~5. The Salep-mannan is 

fairly soluble in water, but the ivory nut mannans are insoluble, 

a state of affairs difficult to reconcile with the low molecular weight. 

The authors suggest that in the latter some measure of lateral 

coupling of the polysaccharide chains occurs so that the particle 

approaches more nearly to the spherical form, with a consequent 

reduction of the viscosity. Such a structure would, of course, be 

less soluble than the free macromolecule. 

62 J. Amcr. Chem. Soc.t 1936, 58, 1006. 
« K. Nishida and H. Hashina, Chem. Zentr., 1932, II, 2633. 
64 F. Klages, Annalen, 1934, 509, 159; 512, 185. 
69 F. Klages and R. Niemann, ibid., 1936, 523, 224. 
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Galactans.—A polysaccharide is obtained 56 from a red alga, 

which apparently is a monosodium sulphate ester of galactan. 
It gives a diacetyl and a dimethyl derivative, and is hydrolysed 

by either acid or alkali to galactan. The galactan is methylated 

to a trimethyl ether and hydrolysis of the latter with hot hydro¬ 

chloric acid yields a trimethyl galactose. The experiment was 

not quantitative and no attempt was made to discover any tetra- 

methyl sugar. The trimethyl galactose did not give an osazone 
and it was oxidised to give arabohydroxydimethoxyglutaric 

acid. On this basis, the sugar is considered to be 2 : 3 : 6-trimethyl 

galactose and the following structure is postulated for the original 

polysaccharide (the glucosidic link is not specified as a or p). 

Varianose, prepared by the action of Penicillium varians G. 
Smith, has been investigated by W. N. Haworth, H. Itaistrick and 

M. Stacey.57 The trimethyl ether of this polysaccharide is hydro¬ 
lysed by methyl-alcoholic hydrogen chloride to give 2 : 3 : 4 : 6- 

tetramethyl methylglucopyranoside (11%), 2:3: 6-trimethyl 
methylgalactopyranoside, and a trimethyl hexoside (14%). The 

last is considered to be a derivative of either cZ-idose or Z-altrose. 

Hence varianose is regarded as a chain of 6 to S p-galactopyranose 

units (1:4 glucosidic linkages) with a glueopyranose unit at one 

end of the chain and a unit of either Z-altrose or cZ-idose at the reducing 
end. 

Immuno-poly saccharides.—The observation in 1917 by A. R. 
Dochez and O. T. Avery 58 that the Pneumococcus during the early 

stages of its growth forms a readily soluble substance which diffuses 

into the culture medium, and the demonstration by M. Heidelberger 

and 0. T. Avery 69 of the polysaccharide nature of this substance 

(to which the immunological specificity of the organism was 

ascribed) opened a new chapter in the history of carbohydrate 

chemistry. In recent years, workers in many fields have given 
their attention to this aspect of the metabolism of micro-organisms, 

with the result that it is apparent that the elaboration of specific 

polysaccharides by micro-organisms is a phenomenon by no means 

56 W. Z. Hassid, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2046. 
67 Biochem. J., 1935, 29, 2668. 
60 J. Exp. Med., 1917, 26, 477. 
«• Ibid., 1923, 38, 73. 
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restricted to Pneumococcus. Thus, specific polysaccharides have 1 
been demonstrated in Friedlander’s bacillus,60 tubercle bacillus,61 

Streptococcus viridans,62 Shiga’s bacillus,63 Gonococcus,64 Meningo- 
coccus,65 Staphylococcus,66 Cholera vibrio*1 typhus bacillus,68 bacillus 

aertrycke 69 and anthrax bacillus.70 
It is not within the province of this Report to discuss the bacterio¬ 

logical aspects of this type specificity and it will simply be pointed 

out that, although some of these polysaccharides may be capable 
of conferring active immunity,69 the majority are at present regarded 

as haptens in the Landsteiner sense, that is, as substances which 

do not possess complete antigenic power but are able to precipitate 

immune-sera prepared against the whole antigen.63 
The chemical investigation of bacterial polysaccharides is aitended 

by technical difficulties, particularly in their isolation from the 

culture media, and it is principally in regard to the specific poly¬ 

saccharides of Pneumococcus that sufficient insight has been gained 

to warrant the present discussion. It seemed at one time that 

material for such investigation was to be obtained from a purely 

plant source, namely from gum arabic. A product was obtained 71 

by the partial hydrolysis of gum arabic which was comparable in 

precipitating activity for Types II and III antipneumococcus 

serum with the bacterial polysaccharides themselves. This was 

regarded as due to the degraded polysaccharide of gum arabic, 

particularly as the aldobionic acid obtained by further hydrolysis 
resembled that obtained by the hydrolysis of the specific poly¬ 

saccharide of Type III. The aldobionic acid from gum arabic was 

shown by S. W. Challinor, W. N. Haworth, and E. L. Hirst72 to 

be 6-glycuronosido-galactopyranose. More recent work, however, 

principally by Ulilenhuth,73 suggests that the immunising activity 

•° M. Heidelberger, W. F. Goebel, and O. T. Avery, ibid., 1925, 42, 701. 
« P. P. Laidlaw and H. W. Dudley, Brit. J. Exp. Path., 1925, 6, 197; 

.1. H. Muollor, J. Exp. Med., 1926, 43, 1, 9; E. Chargaff and W. Schaefer, 
J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 112, 393. 

02 Lancefield, J. Exp. Med., 1925, 42, 377. 
63 W. T. J. Morgan, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 909. 
04 S. Mutermilch and A. Grunberg, Compt. rend. Soc. Biol., 1935, 120, 587. 
65 H. W. Seherp and G. Rake, J. Exp. Med., 1935, 61, 753. 
«« L. A. Julianelle and C. W. Wieghard, ibid., 1935, 62, 11. 

R. W. Linton et al., Indian J. Med. Res., 1935, 22, 617. 
A. Spanedda, Boll. Soc. ital. Biol, sperim., 1936, 11, 21. 

M II. Raistrick and W. W. C. Topley, Brit. J. Exp. Path., 1934, 15, 113. 
70 J. Tomcsik and H. Szongott, Z. hnmunitdt., 1932, 76, 214. 
71 M. Heidelberger, O. T. Avery, and W. F. Goebel, J, Exp. Med., 1929, 

49, 847. 
72 J., 1931, 258. 
73 P. Uhlenhuth and E. Remy, Z. ItmnunitcU., 1934, 82, 229; 1935,85, 328. 
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may be associated with a nitrogen constituent of gum arabic rather 

than with the carbohydrate itself, since continued removal of the 
nitrogen weakens the antigenic effect. 

The combined work of Heidelberger, Avery and Goebel on the 

Pneumococcus has made possible a tentative suggestion for the 
constitutions of the specific polysaccharides of the Pneumococcus. 

An admirable summary is given in a recent paper by M. Heidel¬ 

berger, F. E. Kendall and H. W. Scherp.74 The earlier methods 

of isolation of the polysaccharides involved the use of alkali and it 

has since been shown that during the process an acetyl group 

associated with Type I polysaccharide was removed. In the 

modified method described in the paper cited,74 the polysaccharides 
were isolated from culture filtrates without the use of heat, strong 

acid or alkali. The filtrates were concentrated in a vacuum, 

repeatedly precipitated with alcohol in the presence of acetic acid 

and sodium acetate; the proteins removed by denaturation with 
butyl alcohol and chloroform (following the mefjtod of M. G. 

Sevag 76), and starch or glycogen by amylolysis. The products 
were isolated as colourless neutral sodium salts, which yielded 
solutions of high viscosity. The earlier conception that these 

polysaccharides were heat-stable needs now to be modified in that 

heat is shown to bring about a diminution of particle size and also a 
decrease in the amount of antibody precipitated from homologous 

rabbit anti-sera. 

Type I specific polysaccharide contains nitrogen, acetyl and 

uronic acid. For a molecular weight of 600 there are present 
two atoms of nitrogen, one acetyl group and two uronic residues. 

About half of the nitrogen is free amino-nitrogen, which is acetyl- 

ated when the polysaccharide is treated with acetic anhydride and 

sodium carbonate. The original material is amphoteric but, in 

contrast, the acetylated product titrates sharply with phenol- 

phthalein as indicator and shows an acid equivalent of 319. It 

would seem that the uronic carbox}7! groups are free and that none 

of the nitrogen is present as acid amide. The earlier suggestion 76 

that the uronic acid is galacturonic acid is now confirmed by the 

isolation of crystalline methyl d-galacturonide methyl ester mono¬ 

hydrate formed by the hydrolysis of the polysaccharide with 

methyl-alcoholio hydrogen chloride. The hypothesis is therefore 
put forward that the basic unit of the molecule is a trisaocharide 
containing two molecules of ^-galacturonic acid and an unidentified 

substance containing two atoms of nitrogen. 

74 J. Exp. Med., 1936, 64, 557. 
75 Biochem. Z.t 1934, 273, 419. 
7« J. Exp. Med., 1925, 42, 727. 
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The Type IV polysaccharide resembles that of Type I in that it 
contains nitrogen, but, whereas the latter contains no acetylated 

nitrogen, in the former the whole of the amino-nitrogen is acetyl¬ 

ated. Further, the Type IV polysaccharide appears not to contain 

uronic acid.77 Acid hydrolysis yields an amino-sugar and acetic 
acid only. In this it bears some relationship to chitin. 

Type II and Type III polysaccharides are again different from 
those of Types I and IV in that their nitrogen content is so small 

as not to be considered an integral part of the molecule. Investiga¬ 

tion has been carried furthest with the polysaccharide of Type III, 

which yields, on hydrolysis with mineral acid, glucose (9-5%) 

and an aldobionic acid (85%).78 The latter is regarded as the basal 

unit of the polysaccharide in the same sense as maltose is regarded 

as the basal unit of starch. The aldobionic acid is monobasic, 

reduces Fehling’s solution and on oxidation with alkaline iodine 
gives a dicarboxylic acid. The latter gives the naphtharesorcinol 

test, showing tjie persistence of the uronic residue. It is further 

hydrolysed by prolonged boiling with acid, and glucose is detected 

among the products of hydrolysis, the oxidation of which yields 
saccharic acid but no mucie acid. On this basis it is conjectured 

that the aldobionic acid is a disaccharide acid formed of glucose 

and glycuronic acid, the linkage engaging the reducing group of the 
latter. The methyl ester of the aldobionic acid gives a hopta- 

acetate (m. p. 249—250°; [a]Jf* + 40 0° in chloroform) which 

shows no depression of melting point in admixture with a similar 

derivative from the polysaccharide of pneumococcus Type VIII.79 

The position of the glucosidic bridge on the glucose residue as yet 

has not been determined. Goebel 80 has synthesised the methyl 

ester of hepta-acetyl gentiobiuronic acid by the condensation 

of 1:2:3:4-tetra-acetyl (3-glucose with the methyl ester of 

1-bromo-triacetyl glycuronic acid. The product, a derivative 

of 6-glycuronosido-(3-glucose, is converted into the a-isomeride 
by the action of zinc chloride in acetic anhydride. It remains to be 

seen whether this a-isomeride (m. p. 201—202°; [ocjjf* + 48*4°) 

is identical with the corresponding derivative of the aldobionic 

acid under discussion. It is of interest to note at this point that 

Goebel has also synthesised by a similar method the aldobionic 

acid of gum arabic.81 

77 M. Heidelberger and F. E. Kendall, J. Exp. Med., 1931, 53, 625. 
78 M. Heidelberger and W. F. Goebel, J. Biol. Chem., 1926, 70, 613; 1927, 

74, 613. 
78 W. F. Goebel, ibid., 1935, 110, 391. 
80 R. D. Hotchkiss and W. F. Goebel, Science, 1936, 83, 353. 
81 Idem, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 858. 
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The nitrogen-free Type II polysaccharide has been much less 
fully investigated. It has been established that the chief product 

of its hydrolysis is glucose 68 and it was at first thought that uronio 

acid was absent. Determinations carried out on the polysaccharide 

isolated by the method of Heidelberger already described 74 reveal, 

however, the presence of about 20% of uronic acid.82 

Reviewing the evidence presented as to the constitution of the 

Pneumococcus polysaccharides, it has to be admitted that no 
common constituent is discoverable. The specific polysaccharides 

of Types I, II, 111, and VIII contain uronic acid groups, but these 

are apparently absent from Type IV. Further, the presence of 

amino-sugars in the molecule is not essential for the development 

of immunological specificity, since the polysaccharides of Types II, 

III and presumably VIII contain only traces of nitrogen. The 

part played by acetyl is peculiar. The acetyl polysaccharide of 
Type I is actively immunising, whereas the de-acetylated poly¬ 

saccharide (which was isolated by the alkaline extraction method) 

is not actively immunising although it precipitates homologous 
anti-sera.83 

Mention is made at this point of the blood-group specific carbo¬ 

hydrates, since they have been shown to bear a relationship to the 

Pneumococcus polysaccharides.84 K. Freudenberg and H. Eichel 85 
examined the mixture of specific carbohydrates isolated from the 

urine of individuals of the blood group A and showed it to contain 

galactose and A-acetylglucosamine. Elimination of the acetyl 
group results in loss of specificity, which is regained by re-acetyl¬ 

ation. A small amount of uronic acid is also present. 

Other bacterial polysaccharides which have been investigated 

chemically include that of Cholera vibrio W. 880, which is said to 
contain arabinose and an aldobionic complex of galactose and 

glycuronic acid,86 and that of the B. dysentence of Shiga. The 

latter has been submitted to a careful study by W. T. J. Morgan.63 
The purified specific polysaccharide was rigidly tested for homo¬ 

geneity ; acetylation or benzoylation, followed by its regeneration 

by treatment with alkali, yielded the specific substance unchanged 

in all the chemical and immunological properties examined, and 

fractional precipitation of the polysaccharide from a variety of 

solvents failed to reveal any heterogeneity. The polysaccharide 

82 M. Heidelberger, W. F. Goebel, and O. T. Avery, J. Exp. Med., 1925, 
42, 727. 

83 W. F. Goebel and O. T. Avery, ibid., 1933, 58, 731. 
84 E. Witebsky, E. Neter, and H. Sobotka, ibid., 1935, 61, 703. 
86 Annalen, 1935, 518, 97. 
8# R. W. Linton, D. L. Shrivastava, and B, N. Mitra, Tndmn J. Med, Res., 

1934, 22, 309. 
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yields 97% of reducing substances, calculated as glucose, after acid 

hydrolysis; it has an acid equivalent of 9000 and contains 1*6% 

of nitrogen and 5% of acetyl. None of the nitrogen is liberated 

by the prolonged action of nitrous acid, the polysaccharide behaving 

in this respect more like a derivative of A-acetylglucosamine 
than of free glucosamine. The analytical figures support the 

view that the whole of the nitrogen is present as an acetylated 

amino-group. The evidence accumulated suggests that the basal 

unit of the polysaccharide consists of four hexose molecules and 
one A-acetyl-aminohexose molecule and that this unit is repeated 

six times in the polysaccharide molecule. Colorimetric tests for 

A-acetylhexosamine indicate that this residue does not constitute 
the end group of the basal unit. 

E. L. H, 

S. P. 

3. Natural Resins. 

General. 

The usefulness of the isoprene hypothesis in connection with the 
structure of abietic acid and other diterpene resin acids has been 

referred to in these Reports.1 Later work illustrates the applic¬ 
ability of the hypothesis to the diterpene resinols and continued 

use has been made of it in attempts to overcome the difficulties 

presented by the triterpene derivatives. 

An examination of the structure of natural products reveals the 

frequent association of the hexose (C6) and triose (C3) units. The 

application of the C6—C3 and C6—C3—C6 units to the chemistry 
of the alkaloids and plant pigments has been discussed 2 and it is 

now evident that the C6—C3 unit plays an important part in the 

formation of resin acids and resinols. Propylbenzene derivatives 

such as safrole and eugenol occur in essential oils, acids such as 

cinnamic, ferulic and caffeic are common constituents of resins, and 

coniferyl alcohol is a fesinol constituent of gum benzoin. The im¬ 

portance of the C6—C3 unit is emphasised by the structural relation¬ 

ships of the more complex phenols which are frequently present in 

resins. Recent work has shown that many of these phenolic resinols 

are representatives of a class of compounds, the structures of which 

may be derived from two C6—C3 units, and in all cases of established 

structure the union is effected at the (3-carbon atom of the triose 

chain. On account of the frequent occurrence of the substances in 

1 Arm. Reports, 1927, 24, 124; 1932, 20, 159. 
* R. Robinson, Proc. Univ. Durham Phil. Soc., 1928, 8, 3, 15. 
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wood, the generic term “ lignane ” is introduced to include all mem¬ 

bers of this rapidly growing class.3 

Reference is made to the phytochemical views of Th. Weevers,4 

who points out that substancos such as terpenes and resins, which 

are found in various unrelated families of plants, must have origin¬ 

ated from products of metabolism of general occurrence, and the 

botanical evidence suggests that a modification of the lignin metabol¬ 

ism is responsible for the formation of terpenes, C6—C3 derivatives 

and resins. K. Freudenberg’s formula 5 (I) is cited as chemical 

support for this view. Structure (I), in which several molecules of 

coniferyl alcohol are polymerised by union of the fi-carbon atom of 

the triose chain with phenolic groups, is unproved, but all theories 

concerning the structure of lignin,6 beginning with those of Cross and 

MeO OII-CH, 

ho<;'^>ch2-ch- 

MoO OH-OH, 

~0 Vch2-ch- 

MeO 

-O c 

(I-> 

h^h 
Qh2 

OH 

Bevan in 1893, are expressed in formuke composed of C6—C3 units. 

Attempts to trace a chemical relationship betweon (I) and the 
terpenes are unconvincing. 

This report deals -with the main advances in the chemistry of the 

diterpene resin acids and resinols since they wero last reviewed in 

1932; the lignanes are discussed in detail and a summary of recent 

work on ammoresinol, in which the C6—C3 unit is associated with 

the isoprenc unit, forms an appropriate conclusion. A review of 

triterpene chemistry would be unprofitable at this stage on account 

of the structural uncertainty in the field. 

Diterpcnes. 

The primary resin acids of the oleo-resins form the subject of 

several publications. These acids contain labile substances which 

are converted into abietic acid by the action of heat or acids, and in 

1885 Vesterberg isolated d- and the labile Z-pimaric acids from French 

colophony. In 1924 Ruzicka and Balas proved that d- and 

8 A few Ce—Ca compounds, e.g., tropic acid, contain a branched triose 
chain; the structure of vulpinio acid—a lichen acid—is derived from the 
/bunion of two such branched Ce—Ca units. 

4 Proc. K. Akad. Welensch. Amsterdam, 1934, 37, 183; Pharm. Weekblad, 

1934, 71, 62. 
5 Annalen, 1935, 518, 62. The value of 5—10 is suggested for %; compare 

H. Staudinger and E. Dreher, Per., 1936, 69, 1729. 
• See M. Phillips, Chem. Reviews, 1934, 14, 103; Tschirch and Stock, “ Die 

Harze ” (1935), Band II, 527. 
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Z-pimaric acids were structural isomers, related to the pimanthrene 
and retene hydrocarbons respectively, and the substitution of the 

name sapietic acid for Z-pimaric is now advocated.7 A third isomeric 

primary resin acid, proabietic acid, has been isolated from French 

and American turpentine.8 Spectroscopic data indicate that the 

two double bonds of sapietic and proabietic acids are conjugated, and 

the facile conversion of the acids into abietic acid establishes the 

carbon framework. Examination of the aD-time curves suggests 

that proabietic acid is an intermediate product in the conversion of 

sapietic into abietic acid. 

The position of the double bonds in abietic acid is still uncertain. 
L. Ruzicka and collaborators 9 prepared a maleic anhydride addition 

product of abietic acid and suggested (II) as the most probable ar¬ 

rangement. Recently 10 it has been shown that abietic acid and 

maleic anhydride do not react appreciably below 130°, but tho same 
addition product is readily obtained at room temperature by the 

action of maleic anhydride with the primary acids of Scots pine 

(Pinus silvestris). The primary acids also react additively with 
benzoquinone which does not combine with abietic acid, and the 

conjugation of double bonds demanded by structure (II) is incon¬ 

sistent with spectroscopic and refractivity measurements made on 

abietic acid and its ethyl ester. 

2 H(j>-OH 

•12^Me 
2 

9h:ch2 (v.) 

CH2 139—oh 

W*e 
7 T. Hasselstrom and M. T. Bogert, ,7. Amcr. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2118. 
8 F. Vocke, Annalen, 1933, 508, 11; K. Kraft, ibid., 1935, 520, 133; 1936, 

524, 1. 
8 L. Ruzicka, P. J. Ankersmit, and B. Frank, Helv. Chim, Acta, 1932, 15, 

1289; L. Ruzicka, H. Waldmann, P. T. Meier, and H. Hosli, ibid., 1933, 10, 
109. 

10 Ii. Wienhaus, H. Ritter, and W. Sandermann, Ber., 1936, 09, 2198, 
2202. 
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The constitution of the monoethylenic tertiary diol, sclareol 
(III),11 has been confirmed during an investigation 12 of the dicyclic 
resinols of the New Zealand pines. The monoethylenic manoyl 

oxide (IV) and the diethylenic tertiary alcohol, manool (V), have 

been isolated from the silver and pink pines (Dacrydium colensoi and 

D. biforme) respectively. The formation of 1:2:5-trimethyl- 

naphthalene and 1:2: 8-trimethylphenanthrene by dehydrogenat¬ 

ing manoyl oxide with selenium suggests that the carbon framework 

of (IV) is identical with that of agathic dicarboxylic acid and sclareol 

(III). The oxide ring of (IV) is readily ruptured and cold ethereal 

hydrogen chloride converts (III), (IV), and (V) into the same tri- 

hydrochloride. Manoyl oxide and manool therefore represent cyclic 
ether and olefinic dehydration products respectively of sclareol. 

When tetrahydromanool is dehydrated, a mixture of two inseparable, 
isomeric, dicyclic hydrocarbons is obtained, which on ozonolysis 

gives a ketone, Cl8H3204, and an acid, C36H2802, and consequently 

the hydroxyl group of manool is attached to C13. Ozonisation of 

manool eliminates the methylene and vinyl groups and an oily ketone 
(VI) is obtained, which is readily isomerised to the keto-alcohol 

(VII) . With excess of methylmagnesium iodide, the keto-alcohol 

gives a product which is converted into 1 : 7-dimethylphenanthrene 
by selenium treatment. It follows that C7 is attached to a mothylene 

group in manool, to one of the tertiary hydroxyl groups in sclareol, 

and to the oxide ring in manoyl oxide. These three substances there¬ 

fore represent the diterpene analogues of a-terpineol, terpin hydrate 

and cineole. 

The resin of the silver pine also contains 3-ketomanoyl oxide, 
which is converted into (IV) by the Wolff-Kishner process. The 

position of the carbonyl group is determined by condensation with 
methylmagnesium iodide and dehydrogenation of the product with 

selenium; 1:2:5: 7-tetramethylnaphthalene and an unidentified 

hydrocarbon, probably 1:2:6: 8-tetramethylphenanthrene, were 

isolated. 

'Xi2 VyX12 
(VI.) (VII.) (VIII.) 

11 Ann. Reports, 1932, 29, 163; M. Janot, Ann. Chim., 1932, [x], 17, 5. 
12 J. R. Hosking and C. W. Brandt, Ber.t 1934, 67, 1173; 1936, 68, 37, 

280, 1311; 1936,69, 780. 
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During investigations 13 on the resin of the Japanese cypress 
(see p. 273) a diol, hinokiol, has been isolated. The proposed 
structure (VIII), C19H2802, is uncertain, but the relationship of 
hinokiol to the diterpenes is inferred from the nature of the dehydro¬ 
genation products, which include retone, hydroxyreteno (by eli¬ 
mination of the nuclear hydroxyl group), and a phenol, dihydroxy- 

retene. 
Lignanes. 

Many lignanes have been isolated from the wood or exuded resin 
(Uberwallungsharz) of the Coni ferae, but their occurrence is not con¬ 
fined to this family and representatives have been obtained from the 
wrood, rhizomes, roots, seeds, oils and exuded resins of other unre¬ 
lated plant families. The lignanes are characterised by the carbon 
framework (IX) which, in some cases, is modified to the 1-phenyl- 
naphthalene form (X). Hydroxy-, methoxy-, and methylenedioxy- 
groups are present in the aromatic nucleii and considerable variation 
occurs in the central portion of the molecule. In the case of guaiar- 
etic acid, the aliphatic chain is composed of carbon and hydrogen 
only, but this portion of the molecule is usually associated with two 
or three oxygen atoms of alcoholic, aldehydic, ethereal or carboxylic 

function. 
ch2 

(TX.) (X.V (XL) 

Guaiaretic Acid.—This phenol is the principal constituent of 
guaiacum resin, obtained from the hear (wood of Gvmacum officinale. 

Formula (XI), representing a dimeride of Zsoeugenol, was suggested 
in 1918 ;14 the carbon skeleton of this structure has been proved by 
the synthesis of JZ-dihydroguaiaretic acid dimethyl ether,16 and a 

synthesis of the diethyl ether16 establishes the position of the phenolic 

groups. 
Matairesinol, Arctigenin, and Hinokinin.—These substances con¬ 

stitute a closely related group of lactones. The heart wood of matai 

13 y. Yoshiki and T. Iahiguro, J. Pharm. Soc. Japan, 1933, 53, 11; S. 
Keimatsu and T. Ishiguro, ibid., 1935, 55, 45. 

14 G. Schroeter, L. Lichtenstadt, and D. Irineu, Bcr., 1918, 51, 1587. 
18 R. D. Haworth, C. R. Mavin, and G. Sheldrick, J., 1934, 1423. 
16 R. D. Haworth and T. Richardson, «/., 1935, 120. 
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(Podocarpus spicaius) is rich in Z-matairesinol, which was isolated and 
characterised by T. H. Easterfield and J. Bee,17 who suggested the 
molecular formula C^H^Og. This has been modified to C20H22OG by 
later work18 and constitution (XII) has been established. The pres¬ 
ence of two vanillyl groups is proved by the isolation of 60% yields 
of 3-methoxy-4-othoxybenzoic acid by oxidising tho diethyl ether 
with permanganate. When matairesinol dimethyl ether is treated 
with lead tetra-acetate, it undergoes cyclo-dehydrogenation and 
yields two isomeric lactones (XIII) and (XIV) in which the carbon 

framework of the resinol is preserved. Identification of the lactones 
with synthetic products obtained by the methods (A) 19 and (B) 20 
outlined below leads to formula (XII). 

Method (A). 

CH 

3HO CHa-COaNa MeO/\/\>COaH 
/CHa Me(i) /CHa 

CO <Ac,0) v (<0 <CH,0) 
I 7* I ^ 

17 1010, 95, 1028. 
18 R. D. Haworth and T. Richardson, J., 1935, 633; L. H. Briggs, D. A. 

Peak, and J. L. D, Woolloxall, J. Proc. Roy. Soc. NJ3.W., 1935, 69, 61. 
18 R. D. Haworth, T. Richardson, and G. Sheldriok, J., 1935, 1576. 
80 R. D. Haworth, T. Richardson, and W. Kelly, J.t 1936, 725. 
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Method (B). 

By condensing O-methyleugenol oxide with methyl 3 : 4-dimeth- 
oxybenzyl-a-cyanoacetato (XVI) and hydrolysing the product, 
d/-matairesinol dimethyl ether has been prepared (method C).20 
The absorption spectra of dl- and Z-matairesinol dimethyl ether are 
identical, but the synthetic lactone does not yield the lactones 
(XIII) and (XIV) with lead tetra-aeetate. Structure (XII) allows 
for two inactive resolvable forms 45 and it is suggested that stereo¬ 
chemical differences are responsible for the discrepancy. 

MeOf 
MeOl 

(JN 

|—CH2-0H-CO2Me 

(XVI.) 

Z-Arctigenin, C21H2406, which occurs as a glueoside in the seeds 
of the burdock (Arctium lappa) contains a phenolic and three meth- 

21 See R. D. Haworth and G. Sheldrick, J., 1935, 636. This earlier synthesis 
establishes the 1-phenylnaphthalene structure of (XIV), and for this and other 
reasons, structure (XV) is preferred to an alternative obtained by condensation 
of the acetoacetate with the cu-carbon atom of the oxide. 
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oxyl groups. As methylation gives Z-matairesinol dimethyl ether,22 
arctigenin must be a monomethyl ether of matairesinol, and con¬ 

clusive proof of constitution (XVII; R = H) has been obtained.23 
The absorption spectra of the JZ-lactone (XVII; R — Et), syn¬ 
thesised by method C, and Z-arctigenin ethyl ether are identical. 
cycZoDehydrogenation of Z-arctigenin ethyl ether gives (XVIII) 
and (XIX), which have been identified with synthetic lactones pre¬ 
pared by methods A and B. 

Z-Hinokinin, isolated by Y. Yoshiki and T. Ishiguro 13 from the 
resin of the Japanese cypress (Cupressus obtusa 24), is the optical 
antipode of cZ-cubebinolide (see p. 274) 13> 25 and the methylenedioxy- 
analogue of matairesinol. Constitution (XX) is proved by the con¬ 
version of Z-hinokinin into {-matairesinol dimethyl ether by alkaline 
hydrolysis of the methylcnedioxy-groups and subsequent methyl¬ 
ation.26 

Synthetic (ZZ-hinokinin has been prepared in two ways.20*27 

Cubebin.—This aldehydic lignane, occurring in the unripe fruit of 

Piper cubeba, was studied by E. Mameli,28 who established the mole- 

23 J. Shinoda and M. Kawagoe, J. Pharm. Soc. Japan, 1929, 49, 94, 183; 
T. Omaki, ibid., 1935, 55, 9. 

R. D. Haworth and W. Kelly, J., 1936, 998. 
34 The recommendations of W. Dallimore (Report of the Conifer Conference, 

1931) concerning nomenclature of conifers are adopted in this Report. 
26 L. H. Briggs, J. Amer. Chetn. Soc., 1935, 57, 1383; E. Mameli, Gazzetta, 

1935, 65, 877, 886. 
24 8. Keimatsu and T. Ishiguro, J. Pharm. Soc. Japan, 1936, 56, 19, 6J. 
27 Idem, ibid., 1935, 55, 185. 
38 Gazzetta, 1907, 37, 183; 1909, 39, 477, 494; 1912, 42, 546, 551; 1921, 

51, 353. 
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cular formula C20H20O6 and showed that cubebin was converted into 

d-cubebinolide by a variety of mild oxidising agents. The identi¬ 

fication of cubebinolide with hinokinin indicates the carbon frame¬ 

work of cubebin, but the nature of the aliphatic oxygen atoms has 

been the subject of controversy. Mameli suggested the presence 

of two alcoholic groups, but ZerewitinofF determinations reveal the 
presence of one hydroxyl group only. The isolation of a semicarb- 

azone and methyl cycZoacetal prove the presence of a carbonyl 

group, and structure (XXI) recently suggested29 is in harmony 

with the properties of cubebin. 

Conidendrin.—The name conidendrin, suggested by H. Erdtman,30 

is adopted for the substance previously known as “ sulphite-liquors 

lactone ” and tsugaresinol. It was isolated in 1892 by J. B. Lindsay 

and B. Tollens31 from waste liquors, and in 1934 H. Emde and H. 

Schartner 32 proved that tsugaresinol, obtained by J. Kawamura 33 

from the wood of Japanese hemlock (Tsuga sieboldii), was identical 
with the Lindsay-Tollens lactone and also with a lactone isolated 

from the wood of European spruce (Picea abies). The lactono has 

Iso been obtained from Matai resin.19,34 

The molecular formula and the function of the six oxygen atoms 
were established by the earlier researches of B. Holmberg,35 who 

prepared two important acids by oxidation of conidendrin dimethyl 

ether. H. Erdtman 36 identified these acids as 2-veratroylveratric 

acid and (XXII); constitution (XXII), in which the carbon skeleton 

of conidendrin is preserved, was proved by dehydrogenating the 

dimethyl ester -with lead tetra-acetate to the anhydride (XXIII), 

38 T. Ishiguro, J. Phartn. Soc. Japan, 1936, 56, 68: K. D. Haworth and 
W. Kelly, Chem. and lnd.t 1936, 55, 902. Attention may be drawn to the 
resemblance between tho cycloacetal form of (XXI) and the leucoanthocyanidin 
structure. 

80 AnncUen, 1935, 516, 162. 
31 Ibid., 1892, 287, 353. 
88 Naturwisa., 1934, 22, 743; Uelv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 344. 
33 Bull. Imp. Forestry Exp. Stat. Tokyo, 1932, 31, 73. 
84 L. H. Briggs and D. A. Peak, J., 1936, 858. 
83 Svenak Kcm. Tidskr., 1920, 32, 56; Jber.t 1921, 54, 2389, 2406; Ann. 

Acad, Scimt. Fmnicae, 1927, A, 29, Nr. 6. 
3« Annalen, 1934, 513, 229. 
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which was compared with a synthetic specimen.21 Rigid proof of 

(XXIV) for conidendrin has been obtained. The position of the 
phenolic groups is established by oxidation of conidendrin diethyl 

ether to acid (XXV) and the arrangement of the lactonic group 

is proved by dehydrogenating the dimethyl ether to lactone (XIII) 
(p. 271 ):21 

Me0/VCH2X9H-~C0 

hov>/ch-ch* 

(XX1V'> Hone 
OH 

>0 

Podophyllotoxin.—The work of Borsche, Spath, and Robertson on 

podophyllotoxin (XXVI), the crystalline lactone obtained from the 

resin of Indian and American podophyllin, was reviewed in these 

Reports for 1932 (p. 191). During the course of their experiments, 

Spath and his collaborators dehydrated and dehydrogenated picro- 

podophyllin (XXVII) to the lactone (XXVIII). The identity of this 
lactone with a synthetic product, obtained by method B,37 provides 
rigid proof of the carbon framework and the position of the carboxyl 

and primary alcoholic groups, and indirect proof of the position of 
the secondary alcoholic group in podophyllotoxin. 

Olivil and isoOlivil.—The dialcoholic cyclic ether structure (XXIX) 

has been advanced for Z-olivil,38 which occurs in the resin of the olive 

(Olea europea). The phenolic groups may be mono- or di-alkylated 

and the identity of the methyl-ethyl and ethyl-methyl ethers in¬ 

dicates the presence of an axis of symmetry in the molecule. An 

oxygon atom must be attached to the carbon atom adjoining the 
aromatic nucleii in order to account for the formation of veratroyl- 

formic acid together with veratric acid by the oxidation of olivil 

dimethyl ether.89 Z-Olivil is isomerised to d-^oolivil (XXX) by the 

87 R. D. Haworth and T. Richardson, J., 1986, 348. 
38 B. L. Vanzetti and P. Droyfuss, Gazzelta, 1934, 64, 381. 
38 B. L. Vanzetti, ibid., 1929, 59, 373; Monatoh., 1929, 59, 163. 
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action of formic acid,39 and as permanganate oxidation of isoolivil 

dimethyl ether yields 2-veratroylveratric acid, the corresponding 

phthalide 38,39 and a dibasic acid, C22H2409,4° probably (XXXI), 

MeOf 
H 

(XXIX.) 

CHX 
X \9h-ch2*oh 

ch2-oh 

JOMe Me 
2: !H. 

MeO,/ 
MeOl 

VYn Hnl , 9H‘CiV011 1 >Me 

/\ (XXX.) 

OH 

JOMe 

r 
\9h-co2h 

myCE-COfi 

(XXXI.) 

the phenylnaphthalene structure and the presence of two primary 

alcoholic groups in tsoolivil are inferred. The position of the phenolic 

groups has been established by oxidising isoolivil diethyl ether to the 

keto-acid (XXV),38 and the isolation of lactone (XIV)41 from chromic 

acid oxidation of the dimethyl ether is consistent with structure 

(XXX) for isoolivil 

Eudesmin, Pinoresinol, Sesamin, and Asarinin.—The aliphatic 

portion of these closely related substances contains two ethereal 

oxygen atoms, probably in the form of a dicyclic ether. 

/-Eudesmin 42 was isolated in 1895 by J. H. Maiden and H. G. Smith 

from the kinos of the cineole-pinene oil bearing species of Eucalyptus, 

e.g., E. hemiphloia. It was characterised by R. Robinson and H. G. 

Smith,43 who showed that it contained four methoxyl groups and 

gave 70% yields of 4 : 5-dinitroveratrole with boiling concentrated 

nitric acid. Eudesmin therefore contains two veratryl groups, and 

an oxygen atom must be attached to the carbon atoms adjoining the 

y \ R-^H 9H2 
(a) 9H-9H (6) 

CH, CHR 

\o/ 
(XXXII.) 

R-CH yHR 

9H—-9H 

OH, CH. 

No/ 
(XXXIII.) 

/°\ 
R-CH CH, 

9H-—9H 

oh-ch2 ch2r 

(XXXIV.) 

40 B. L. Vanzetti, Rend. Fac. Sci. Univ. Cagliari, 1934, 4, 15. 
41 P. Dreyfuss, Oazzetta, 1936, 66, 98. 
42 The nomenclature of members of the lignane class is, in many cases, 

unfortunate; eudesmin and the sesquiterpene, eudesmene, are chemically 
unrelated. 

48 J, Proc. Roy. Soc. N.S.W., 1915, 48, 449. 
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aromatic nucleii. Several alternative structures including (XXXII) 

and (XXXIII) (R = 3 : 4-dimethoxyphenyl) were advanced. 

H. Erdtman 3a 44 demonstrated that d-pinorcsinol, isolated by M. 

Bamberger in 1894 from the Uberwallungsharz of the pine (Pinua 

nigra) and spruce (Picea abies), yields a dimethyl ether which is the 

optical antipode of Z-eudesmin. Proof that pinoresinol contains two 

vanillyl groups has been obtained in two ways 45 Nitration of pino¬ 

resinol diethyl ether in cold acetic acid gives a mixture of dinitro- 

pinoresinol diethyl ether and 4-nitroguaiacol ethyl ether and the 

yield of the latter is 00% when allowance is made for the diethyl 

ether undergoing substitution. Secondly, the methylation-ethyl- 

ation procedure, discussed in connection with olivil, establishes the 
equivalence of the two phenolic groups in pinoresinol. Assuming the 

[^-linkage of the triose chains, structure (XXXII) or the anhydro- 
olivil formula (XXXIII) (R = 4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl) is 

possible for pinoresinol, the former being preferred because pino¬ 

resinol has not been converted into a phenylnaphthalene as in the 

case of olivil. 
H. Erdtman 45 has pointed out that the presence of an axis of 

symmetry limits the configurations of pinoresinol to two d- and 

two Z-forms of (XXXII) or (XXXIII). Although diastereoisomerism 

has not been realised with pinoresinol, it is probably displayed 
in the case of the methylenedioxy-analogues. d-Sesaminy46 which 

occurs in sesame oil, contains two methylenedioxy-groups, resembles 

eudesmin in its behaviour with nitric acid, and is therefore formulated 

as (XXXII) or (XXXIII) (R = 3 : 4-methylenedioxyphenyl). 
Recently an isomer, Z-asarinin, showing similar chemical properties 

has been isolated from Asarum sieboldii 47 By heating Z-asarinin 

44 Svensk Kem. Tidskr., 1934, 46, 229. 
45 Ibid., 1936, 48, 230, 236. It may be noted that the optically active 

forms of (XXXIII) require the tfrana-fusion of two five-membered rings, but 
the active forms of (XXXII) arise from the strainless cis-fusion of the rings. 
This may be used as a further argument in favour of (XXXII), and the failure 
to dehydrate olivil (XXIX) to (XXXII) may be due to the instability of the 
optically active forms of this dicyclic system. The reduction of cubebin 
(XXII) to an optically active diol (lshiguro 29) proves, in the absence of 
optical inversion, that matairesinol, hinokinin, and arctigenin are trans¬ 
forms. The synthetic dZ-lactones mentioned on pp. 272, 273 are probably 
the ci£-isomers. An extension of the stereochemical relationships suggests 
that olivil and lignanes of the 1-phenylnaphthalene type are trans-forms, 
and pinoresinol and lariciresinol cis-forms. The terms cis and trans refer 
to the atoms corresponding to those marked (a) and (b) in (XXXII). 

46 S. H. Bertram, J. P. K. van der Steur, and H. I. Waterman, Biochem. 
Z., 1928, 197, 1; J. Btteseken and W. D. Cohen, ibid., 1928, 201, 454; J. 
BOeseken, W. D. Cohen, and C. J. Kip, Bee. trav. ehim., 1936, 55, 815. 

47 T. Kaku, N. Kutani, and J, Takahashi, J, Pharm< Soc, Japan, 1936, 

56, 80, 
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with alcoholic hydrogen chloride, it is partly converted into Z* 

sesamin, and in a similar manner d-sesamin is converted into 
d-asarinin. It is concluded that sesamin and asarinin are diastereo- 

isomeric forms of (XXXII) or (XXXIII), but structural isomerism, 

e.g(XXXII) and (XXXIII), has not been rigidly excluded. 
Unpublished work of the reporter and W. Kelly suggests that 

lariciresinol, obtained in 1897 by M. Bamberger from the Uberwal- 

lungsharz of the larch (Larix decidua), is represented by structure 
(XXXIV; R = 4-hydroxy-3-methox}rphenyl). 

Ammoresinol.—Structure (XXXV), in which the C6-C3 unit is 

combined with a sesquiterpene chain, has been advanced for the 

resinol obtained from Dorema ammoniacum. Ammoresinol therefore 
exhibits an interesting relationship with osthol and ostruthin (see 

these Reports 1934, 257) in which the C6-C3 unit is associated with 

the C5 and the C,0 unit respectively. 
K. Kunz, H. Weidle, and K. Fischer 48 established the molecular 

formula and demonstrated the presence of three ethylenie linkages 
and two hydroxyl groups. The existence of the resorcinol nucleus 

is proved by the frequent isolation of (3-resorcylic acid and resaceto- 
phenone derivatives from pyrogenic and oxidation re¬ 

actions.48, 49, 501 61 When ammoresinol is heated in a vacuum, 
it yields resacetophenone and the coumarin (XXXVI), which was 
identified with a product synthesised from the chloride of diacetyl 

(3-resorcylio acid and ethyl sodiometbylmalonate.49 The resorcinol 

HOl 

AcO 

OH 
Me Me 

\cH2-CH:C-[CH2]2-CH:C-[CH2]2-CH:CMe2 
CO 

HOI (XXXV.) 

OAc 

Vch2-cho 
o 

Me Me 
(XXXVI.) 

Me2CH-[CH2]3-Cn-[CH2]3-CH*[CH2]3-C02H 
(XXXVII.) (XXXVIII.) 

is therefore present in a coumarin ring. Ozonolysis of diacetyl- 

ammoresinol leads to the aldehyde (XXXVII),61 identified by con¬ 

version into the corresponding acid, which gave (3-2 :4-dihydroxy- 

« J. pr. Chem., 1934, 141, 350. 
49 E. Spath, A. F. J. Simon, and J. Lintner, J3er., 1936, 69, 1656. 
60 H. Raudnitz, F. Petru, E. Diamant, K. Neurad, and K. Lannar, ibid., 

p. 1956. These authors consider further proof is required of the positions 
of the double bonds; see E. Spath and E. Zajic, ibid., p. 2448. 

81 K. Kunz and L. Hoops, ibid., p. 2175. 
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benzoylpropionic acid on ketonie hydrolysis. The formation of 
(XXXVI) and (XXXVII) indicates the point ot attachment of the 

side chain, the nature of which is disclosed by further oxidation 

experiments. In addition to (XXXVII), ozonolysis of diacetyl- 

ammoresinol yields acetone,50 laevulaldehyde 51 and 2-methyl-A2- 
hepten-6-one,4fl by scission at the double bonds in (XXXV). Oxid¬ 
ation of diacetyl hexahydroammoresinol with permanganate 

in acetone gives hexahydro-^-ionone,60 whilst with aqueous perman¬ 

ganate, the acid (XXXVIII) was obtained49 and identified by 

means of its y;-xenylamide with an acid, previously obtained from 

phytol by R. Willstiitter, 0. Sehuppli, and E. W. Mayer.52 

R. D. H. 

4. Aromatic Compounds. 

It is some years since a section of the Annual Reports was devoted 
to aromatic compounds, but the writer is able to deal with only a 

few aspects of the subject in the limited space at his disposal. In 

particular he has been unable to include an account of the many 
mainly theoretical papers dealing with aromatic character and 

theories of substitution, since these are not suited for brief report. 

Benzene. 

Structure of Benzene.—A comprehensive investigation of the fine 

structure of benzene has been undertaken by C. K. Ingold and his 

co-workers,1"9 using the methods of long-wave spectroscopy, com¬ 

bined with the possibility of changing the atomic masses and hence 

the vibration frequencies within the molecule by replacing the 

nuclear hydrogen atoms by deuterium. By assuming some 
molecular model, numerical relationships between the frequencies 

of corresponding normal vibrations in the two isotopically related 

molecules can be calculated, and then compared with the observed 

frequency shifts. Since the frequency changes depend on the model 

assumed, that model which always gives the correct relations is 

62 Annalcn, 1919, 418, 144. 
1 W. R. Angus, C. R. Bailey, C. K. Ingold, and C. L. Wilson, J., 1936, 912. 
a C. K. Ingold, C. G. Raisin, and C. L. Wilson (appendix by C. R. Bailey 

and B. Topley), ibid., p. 915. 
8 W. R. Angus, C. K. Ingold, and H. A. Leckie, ibid., p. 925. 
4 C. R. Bailey, J. B. Hale, C. K. Ingold, and J. W. Thompson, ibid., p. 931. 
6 C. K. Ingold and C. L. Wilson, ibid., p. 941. 
• Idem, ibid., p. 955. 
7 W. R. Angus, C. R. Bailey, J. B. Hale, C. K. Ingold, H. A. Leckie, C. G. 

Raisin, J. W. Thompson, and C. L. Wilson, ibid., p. 966. 
* Idem, ibid., p. 971. 
» C. L. Wilson, ibid.,Ip. 1210. 
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proved to be correct. The work has, so far, only been applied to 

benzene and hexadeuterobenzene; the latter has been obtained in 
a high degree of purity by an exchange reaction which is discussed 

later in this section of the .Report. 
For both benzene and hexadeuterobenzene the authors have 

investigated in detail the Raman spectra in the liquid state,3 the 

infra-red absorption spectra in the vapour and the liquid state,4 

the fluorescence spectra,5 and the resonance emission spectra.6 

Certain frequencies had been previously reported to occur both in 

the Raman and in the infra-red spectra, which, according to selection 

rules, could not be the case if the benzene molecule were a plane 

regular hexagon possessing a centre of symmetry. These suggested 
coincident frequencies are discussed 7 in the light of the new experi¬ 

mental results, and no evidence can be obtained for the absence of a 

centre of symmetry in benzene. In a final discussion of the assign¬ 

ment of vibration frequencies of benzene and hexadeuterobenzene,8 
the authors conclude that all the evidence supports the plane, 

regular hexagonal model which explains all the salient features of 

the spectra. The Kekule structure is incapable of explaining the 

facts, and there is no evidence indicative of a trigonally puckered 

molecule. 
Heats of Hydrogenation.—Important work on the accurate 

measurement of the heats of hydrogenation of unsaturated com¬ 

pounds has been carried out by G. B. Kistiakowsky, J. R. Ruhoff, 

H. A. Smith, and W. E. Vaughan.10-13 Of particular interest to the 

present section of the Report are the results recorded for the dienes 
and benzene, and especially the values of the heats of hydrogenation 

of the first double bond in these systems, which is given by the 

difference between the value for the ethylene and that of the corre¬ 

sponding diene, and in the case of benzene by the difference in the 

values for benzene and 1 : 3-cycZohexadiene. The following figures 

for the heats of hydrogenation of the first double bond are recorded 

in gram-calories per molecule : 

Allene + H2 . — 41,165 1 : 3-q/cZoHexadieno 
1 : 3-Butadiene + H, ... - 26,720 + Ha . - 26,700 
1 : 4-Pentadiene -f H2 ... — 30,660 ci/cfoPeritadiene -f Ha ... — 22,200 
1 : 5-Hexadiene -j- H2 ... —* 30,400 Benzene + H, . -j- 5,570 

The values for 1 :4-pentadiene and 1 : 5-hexadiene are identical, 

showing that there is no interaction between the double bonds, the 

10 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 146. 
11 G. B. Kistiakowsky, H. Romeyn, J. H. Ruhoff, H. A. Smith, and W. E. 

Vaughan, ibid., 1935, 57, 65. 
12 G. B. Kistiakowsky, J. R. Ruhoff, H. A. Smith, and W. E. Vaughan, 

ibid., p. 876. 
38 Idem, ibid., 1936, 58, 135. 
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values being, in fact, almost identical with that for a compound 

such as propylene. The strongly exothermic reaction with allene is 

not unexpected owing to the strained state of the molecule, but the 

values for both 1 : 3-butadiene and 1 : 3-cycZohexadiene show the 

mutual stabilisation of the conjugated double bond system, an 
effect which is still more pronounced in the case of cycZopentadiene. 

The most striking result is the fact that the hydrogenation of the 

first double bond of benzene is an endothermic reaction to the 

extent of 5570 calories, a result which shows the great “ resonance ” 
energy of benzene. These resonance energies are calculated as 

1800 calories for 1 : 3-cycZohexadiene, 3400 for 1 :3-butadiene, 

6400 for cycZopentadiene, and 36,000 for benzene. It is obvious 

that these results afford a valuable method for measuring the extent 

of the interaction of double bonds and the relative degrees of aromatic 

character of cyclic systems. Further work will be awaited with 

interest, especially in the case of compounds such as hydrindene 

(discussed below) where the resonance energy may be expected to 

be less than in the case of benzene owing to the fixation of the 

double bonds. 

Benzene Derivatives containing Fixed Links.—Hydrindene deriv¬ 

atives. Considerable interest was aroused in 1930 by a paper by 

W. H. Mills and I. G. Nixon 14 in which it was shown that hydrindene 

would be in a less strained condition when a single bond was common 

to the two rings as shown in (I), and that in tetralin the preferred 

Kekul6 configuration would probably be that with a double bond 

common to the two rings (II). 

(III.) 

Experimental support for these conclusions was that diazo¬ 

coupling and bromination of the hydroxy-derivatives (I) and (II) 

took place solely at the positions indicated by the arrows, i.e.y only 

at those carbon atoms which were considered to be doubly bound 

to the carbon atoms bearing the activating hydroxyl groups. It 
was, however, pointed out by Mills and Nixon that o-4-xylenol 

(III) is attacked chiefly in position 5, which could mean that the 

chemical influence alone of the hydrindene ring might be sufficient 

to explain the observed reactions in the case of the hydroxy- 
hydrindene (I), and hence the only real evidence for the postulated 

14 J.t 1930, 2510; Ann. Reports, 1930, 27, 131. 

A 
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effect was the different behaviour of G-hydroxy tetralin (II). Further 
difficulties in the way of accepting the results as proof of the original 
hypothesis were, first, that the argument in the case of the tetralin 
derivative rested upon a number of assumptions difficult of direct 
proof, and, secondly, because of doubts as to the validity of 
arguments based on the formation in preponderating amount of 
one product in a chemical reaction in cases where two isomers 

might be expected.15 
Evidence has now been forthcoming from two separate sources 

to show that in the case of hydrindene the “ Mills-Nixon effect ” 
is a real one, but that there is no such effect in the case of tetralin 
derivatives. The first of these is the work of N. V. Sidgwick and 
H. D. Springall on the dipole moments of bromohydrindenes and 
bromotetralins.16 Their argument is briefly that, if the bonds are 
fixed in hydrindene, then in 5 : 6-dibromohydrindene (IV) the angle 
between the two C-Br valencies should be appreciably greater 
than that in o-dibromobenzene and the resulting dipole moment of 
the group Br-C-C-Br should be measurably smaller in the former 
case. The observed dipole moment of 5 :G-dibromohydrindene 
(IV) was found to be in very close agreement with the moment 

calculated on the assumption of a fixed double bond between 
carbon atoms 5 and 6. The moments of the system Br-C-C-Br in 
the compounds o-dibromobenzene, 4 : 5-dibromo-o-xylene and 
6 : 7-dibromotetralin were found to have the values 2 12 D, 

(IV.) (V.) (VI.) 

2-13 P, and 2*11 D, whilst the value in the case of 5 : 6-dibromo- 
hydrindene (IV) was only 1-78 D. These results clearly indicate a 
fixation of the links in a hydrindene derivative in a resting state 

of the molecule (as distinct from a possibly activated form detected 
by chemical reaction), but free resonance of the aromatic system in 
tetralin and o-xylene. 

The second evidence is of a chemical nature, but is a much more 
severe test of the Mills-Nixon hypothesis than the original chemical 
evidence. L. F. Fieser and W. C. Lothrop 17 prepared the two 
hydrindene derivatives (V) and (VT) in which one of the two ortho¬ 

positions with respect to the hydroxyl group in each case is blocked 

16 L. E. Sutton and L. Pauling, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1935, 31, 939. 
16 Chem. and Ind.f 1936, 66, 476; J., 1936, 1532. 
17 J, Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1936, 68, 2060. 
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by a methyl group. If fixation of the links is permanent, then 
(V) should be incapable of coupling with diazo-compounds, while 
(VI) should couple normally. This was actually found to be the 
case, and the refusal of (V) to give azo-derivatives is particularly 
striking when compared with the behaviour of ^-cumenol (VII), 
which couples with diazo-compounds in the usual manner. 

(VIT.) (VIII.) (IX.) 

The two tetralin derivatives (VIII) and (IX) both coupled readily 
with diazotised amines, and thus gave no indication of the Mills- 
Nixon effect in the tetralin series. 

Finally it has been suggested that the stability and ease of 
formation of certain o-quin ones derived from hydrindene are due 
to the fixation of the links in the aromatic nucleus in the position 
required by the o-quinonoid structure.18*18a 

Chelate Compounds.—The view that certain simple benzene 

derivatives might possess fixed double bonds owing to chelation was 
advanced by W. Baker in 1934.18 The two isomeric 2 : 4- and 
4 :6-diacetylresorcinols (I and II respectively) differ widely in 
their physical properties, the former exhibiting the characteristics 
(volatility, solubility in hydrocarbon solvents, small depression of 
the melting point under water, mordant dyeing properties, etc.) of 
a chelate compound such as o-hydroxyaeetophenone, and the 
latter closely resembling a non-chelate compound such as 
p-hydroxyacetophenone. The differences between the two isomers 

(I.) (II.) (III.) 

was ascribed to the necessity for the o-hydroxy and carbonyl 

groups to be united to mutually unsaturated carbon atoms 

*• W. Baker, J.t 1934, 1680. 
l8<* C. H. Fisher, R. W. Furlong, and M. Grant, J. Amer. Ghem. Soc., 1936, 

58, 820. 
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before chelation could occur, a conclusion which is upheld by 
a comparison of the physical properties of certain pairs of 
aliphatic compounds, e.g., the enolic form of acetylacetone, 
CH3*C(OH)ICH*CO*CH3, and 2-hydroxy-4-ketopentane, 

CH3-CH(OH)-CH2-CO-CH3. 
Owing to this requirement double chelation can occur in (I), but not 
in (II), which must contain a free hydroxyl group. The necossity 
for the double bond was originally ascribed to the electromeric 
effects of OH and CO, but is now regarded as due to the nature of 
the hydrogen bond, the resonance hybrid derived from the two 
extreme forms (Ilia and b) requiring the fixation of the remaining 
two double bonds in the benzene ring.19 

A method was devised for detecting the fixation of double bonds 
in o-hydroxyacetophenones based on the fact that a 4-substituted 
resorcinol almost invariably undergoes further substitution in the 
symmetrical position 6, and not in the alternative position 2 (certain 
exceptions are mentioned below). Thus it was known that 
2-0-acetylresacetophenone (IV) when treated with aluminium 
chloride gave 4: 6-diacetylresorcinol (II), but in the isomeric 
4-O-acetylresacetophenone (V), if the aromatic links are fixed, then 
the reaction should give 2 : 4-diacetylresorcinol (I); this was actually 
the main product of the reaction in spite of the complicating factor 

OH OAc o-ch,-ch:ch2 o-ch2-ch:ch2 
/V A/ x. 

0 o 

\i /OAo II 1 \/\rt \A0 ^ )oMe 
COMe __ 1 ? _ 1 v dOR 

MeCvX H R-CvX H 

(IV.) (V.) (VI.) (VII.) 

introduced by the aluminium chloride. The same effect was 
observed more clearly in the thermal intramolecular rearrangement 
of the allyl derivatives (VI; R == Me) and (VII; R *=■ Me), the 
allyl group migrating solely to the positions indicated by the arrows 
in accordance with expectation, since chelation fixes the bonds in 
(VI; R = Me), but chelation is prevented in (VII; R = Me) by 
methylation.20 Precisely the same result has been obtained with 
the aldehyde derivatives (VI and VII; R = H) and the propio- 
phenones (VI and VII; R = Et).21 The direct formation of 

19 See N. V. Sidgwick, Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 41; the writer has never 
stated that a chelate six-membered ring might cause fixation of a double bond 
by a “ MiUs-Nixon ” strain effect—see G. E. Hilbert, O. R. Wulf, S. B. 
Hendricks, and U. Liddel, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 548. 

20 W. Baker and (Miss) O. M. Lothian, J1935, 628. 
21 Idem, ibid., 1936, 274. 
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2 :4-disubstituted resorcinols (dinitroso, dialdehydo, diacetyl and 

bisdiazo) may be explained by chelation and by the occurrence 

of o-quinonoid forms.18 
Infra-red Absorption.—Recent work of more general interest to 

the study of the interaction of ortho-substituents is that concerned 
with the infra-red absorption of organic compounds.22 Organic 
molecules containing free OH and NH groups show characteristic 

absorption in the infra-red in the region of 6500—7500 cm.-1, and 

its occurrence may be used to show the presence of such groups in 

an organic molecule. In certain ortho-substituted phenols, how¬ 

ever, this characteristic OH absorption is absent and this may be 

taken as evidence for the presence of a hydrogen bond in a chelate 

ring system. In general it is found that compounds which are 

regarded as being chelated fail to exhibit OH absorption, and that 

those compounds which cannot form a hydrogen bond do exhibit 

the expected absorption. For example, the following types of 
compound do not show OH absorption : (3-diketones, o-hydroxy- 

benzaldehj^des, salicylic esters, o-hydroxy-ketones of the benzene, 
naphthalene and benzophenone series, 1-hydroxyanthraquinones, 

o-nitrophenols, and 2-nitroresorcinol. The following do exhibit OH 

absorption : (3-hydroxybutaldehyde (aldol), a- and p-benzilmon- 

oximes, benzoin, a- and p-benzoinoxime acetates, esters of tartaric 

acid, catechol and derivatives, guaiacol, o-cresol, 1 : 8-dihydroxy- 

naphthalene, o-halogenophenols, etc. 
According to the American authors the conditions necessary for 

the formation of a hydrogen bond are (1) the distance between the 

two oxygen atoms, or the oxygen and the nitrogen atom, sharing 

the hydrogen bond must be about 2*6 A., (2) the ring should be 

relatively free from strain, (3) a limited number of bonds in the 

ring about which there could be freedom of rotation, (4) correct 

electron affinities of groups sharing hydrogen bonds, (5) the possi¬ 

bility of resonance usually associated with a conjugated system of 

double bonds. In connection with condition (1) it is interesting to 

note that o-hydroxybenzonitrile (I) exhibits OH absorption, since, 

owing to the linear nature of the -CEEN group, the distance N to 0 

is greater than 3 A. and a hydrogen bond cannot be formed. 

2-Nitroresorcinol exhibits no OH absorption and thus appears to be 

doubly chelated (II), a conclusion which was also drawn from its 

physical properties; 18 structurally analogous is the anion of 

** G. E. Hilbert, O. R. Wulf, S. B. Hendricks, and U. Liddel, Nature, 1935, 
135, 147; O. R. Wulf and U. Liddel, J. Amer. Chem. Soc„ 1935, 57, 1464; 
G. E. Hilbert, O. R. Wulf, 8. B. Hendricks, and U. Liddel, ibid., 1936, 58, 648, 
1991, 2287; J. Errera and P. Mollet, Compt. rend., 1935, 200, 814; J. Phye. 
Radium, 1936, 6, 281. 
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2 :6-dihydroxybenzoie acid, and the abnormally high dissociation 
constant of this acid (K = 5 X 10-2) may be due to the double 

H 
/ 

(I.) (IT.) (III.) (IV.) 

chelation and consequent increased stability of the anion.23 The 

non-chelation of aldol is of particular interest in connection with the 

properties of the isomeric 2 : 4- and 4 : 6-diacetylresorcinols discussed 

above, but in the case of these actual compounds the conclusions 

drawn from their infra-red absorption are at variance with the 

conclusions which have been drawn from a study of other of their 

physical properties, since neither is stated to exhibit OH absorption 

bands. There are, moreover, other cases where evidence of chelation 

drawn from infra-red absorption does not agree with evidence drawn 

from volatile, solubility, etc.; e.g., by ordinary tests both 2 : 4- 

and 4 : 6-dinitroresorcinol are but very feebly chelated, but both 

fail to give OH absorption. It is thus clear that caution must be 

exercised in accepting the results from infra-red absorption, since 

absence of characteristic OH absorption might be due to causes 

other than chelation, e.g., molecular association. Nevertheless, the 

essential agreement between the conclusions drawn from the usual 

methods of detecting chelation and from the infra-red absorption is 

sufficiently close to enable use to be made of the new method in 

certain structural problems. 

Thus interesting results have been obtained in connexion with the 

configuration of the oximes. E. P. Kohler and W. F. Bruce23a 
have prepared the two geometrical isomers of 2-hydroxybenzo- 

phenoneoxime and their two acetyl derivatives (III) and (IV), and 
configurations were assigned to the two compounds on the basis of 

a tfrarcs-migration of groups during the Beckmann rearrangement. 

It has now been found 24 that in accordance with this evidence the 

syn-acetate (III) gives the infra-red absorption characteristic of a 

hydroxyl group, while in the anti-acetate (IV) this absorption is 

absent. Again salicylaldoxime acetate shows no OH absorption, 

and must possess the anti-configuration. 

23 W. Madelung, Annalen, 1922, 427, 87; W. Baker, Nature. 1930,187, 230. 
2a* J. Amer. Chan. Soc1931, 53, 1509. 
24 S. B. Hendricks, O. R. Wulf, G. E. Hilbert, and U. Liddel, ibid., 1930, 

58, 1992. 
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An interesting paper by L. Pauling 25 discusses the interpretation 
of the infra-red absorption of catechol and related compounds from 

the point of view that owing to resonance with the benzene ring the 

C-0 link in phenols partakes to a certain extent of the nature of a 

double bond, so that an ortho-substituted phenol should exist in 

cis- and transforms with the hydrogen atom lying in the plane of 

the rest of the molecule. o-Chlorophenol is believed to contain 

about 91% of the m-form owing to the tendency for interaction 

between the H and Cl atoms. Examples of this type are discussed 

by 0. R. Wulf, U. Liddel, and S. B. Hendricks.26 

A remarkable case of the alteration of the position taken up by 

an entering substituent in the benzene nucleus with change in the 

nature of the entrant radical is recorded by W. A. Silvester and 

W. P. Wynne.27 Sulphonation of 2 : 3-dichlorotoluene gives 89% 

of the 6- and 11 % of the 5-sulphonic acid, whilst nitration gives only 

a 10% yield of the 6-nitro-derivative, and a 90% yield of the 4-nitro- 

derivative. Another interesting case of orientation is described by 

P. L. Harris and J. C. Smith,28 who find that bromination of sodium 

benzoate with sodium hypobromite at 35° for 7 days gives almost 

equal quantities of the o-, ra-, and p-isomers. This result may be 

compared with the chlorination of sodium benzoate, where the 

relative amounts of the isomers are in the order o>ra>p.29 

Naphthalene. 

The Structure of Naphthalene.—The structure of naphthalene as 

deduced from its chemical reactions is reviewed by L. F. Fieser and 

W. C. Lothrop,30 who conclude that the symmetrical formula, as 

in (I), is the only one consistent with the experimental evidence. 

They call attention to familiar facts indicating a double bond 

between carbon atoms 1 and 2, and a single bond between carbon 

atoms 2 and 3, such as the reactivity of p-naphthol or (3-naphthyl- 

amine only in position 1; to the rearrangement of (3-naphthyl ally 

ether to give the 1-allyl derivative, and the failure of the reaction 

when position 1 is blocked by an alkyl group; to the ring closure 

of (3-substituted naphthalenes at position 1, and to the failure of 

2 : 3-dihydroxynaphthalene to yield a quinone on oxidation. Other 

evidence in favour of a structure (I) is the effect of substituents on 

the etherification of p-naphthol with an alcohol and a mineral acid, 

85 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 94. 
28 Ibidp. 2287. 
87 J., 1930, 692. 
88 Ibid., p. 168. 
*• J. C. Smith, J., 1934, 213. 
80 J. Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1935, 57, 1469. 
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which is prevented by an alkyl group in position 1 but not in 

position 3, and the refusal of a l-halogeno-2-naphthol to react 
normally with halogens, which, instead of attacking position 3, 

attack the keto-fonn of the naphthol, again in position 1, to give a 

ketohalogenide. 

^\<^\oH ii r ii f r ] f M 
\A^ x/%/ 

(X.) (II.) (III.) 

These facts may be explained both by the symmetrical structure 

(I) and also by the unsymmetrical structure (II), although in the 

latter case it would be difficult to account for the failure of the 

substance to react in the alternative asymmetrical form (III). In 

order to obtain an indication of the bond structure of both rings 

Fieser and Lothrop investigated the behaviour of 2 : 7-dihydroxy- 
1 : 8-dialkylnaphthalenes (IV). Such compounds completely failed 

hoAAoh 

vV 
(IV.) 

R 

H0/\ 

w 

R 

^\oH 
H(i 

A/\)h 

(V.) (VI.) 

to react with diazotised amines, and their allyl ethers would not 

undergo thermal rearrangement; such reactions should occur if the 

asymmetrical structure (V) were a possible one. A similar chemical 

inertness was found in the 2 : 6-dihydroxy-l : 5-dialkylnaphthalenes 

(VI), The authors believe that the reason for the fixed symmetrical 

distribution of the double bonds in naphthalene is the tendency for 

each ring to approach as nearly as possible the stable condition of 

an isolated benzene ring, which must result in the suppression of 

oscillation. They further regard the enhanced reactivity of the 
a-positions of naphthalene as probably due to the same causes which 

are operative in diphenylbutadiene, Ph*CH*CH*CH!CHPh, which is 

reactive at the two ends of the conjugated aliphatic system, 

naphthalene being regarded as a benzo-1 : 4-butadiene. 

In contrast to this view of the structure of naphthalene V. N. 

Ufimzev31 explains the reactivity and the orientation phenomena 

in naphthalene by assuming an equilibrium between the symmetrical 

and the asymmetrical form corresponding to (I) and (II). 

The results obtained by E. Bergmann and J. Hirshberg 32 on the 
dissociation constants of naphthoic and chloronaphthoic acids also 

indicate the inequality of the bonds in the 1 : 2- and the 2 : 3-positions 

31 Ber., 1936, 69, 2188. aa J,t 1936, 331. 
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in naphthalene. It was found that the influence of a chlorine atom 
in the 1-position on the dissociation constant of 2-naphthoic acid is 
the same as that of a 2-chlorine atom on 1-naphthoic acid. On the 

other hand, a chlorine atom in position 3 has a smaller influence on 
the dissociation constant of 2-naphthoic acid. 

Evidence of an entirely different nature indicating the presence 
of a central double bond in naphthalene is afforded by a comparison 
of some physical properties of o-divinylbenzene (VII) and 
naphthalene.33 If there is a tendency for the unsaturated side , 

€H2*C02H 

(VII.) (VIII.) 

chains to draw one of the nuclear double bonds into conjugation, 
then of the two possible structures for o-divinylbenzene, that shown 

in (VII) should be the stable form. Comparison of the absorption 
spectra, molecular refractivities and dispersions of (VII) and 
naphthalene shows that the compounds are remarkably similar, and 
differ appreciably from a-phenylbutadiene. Similarly benzene is 
spectrochemically very different from Aoyf-hexatriene. The 
authors conclude that no “ optical neutralisation of valencies ” takes 
place in passing from (VII) to naphthalene. According to K. W. F. 

Kohlrausch 34 the infra-red and the Raman spectra of naphthalene 
are in harmony with symmetrical structures such as in (I), but not 
with unsymmetrical structures as in (II). 

Evidence as to the structure of naphthalene from dipole moment 
measurements, however, is inconsistent with any molecule containing 
rigid bonds. G. C. Hampson and A. Weissberger 36 have measured 
the dipole moments of a- and fi-chloronaphthalene, and the ten 
isomeric dichloronaphthalenes. Both 1 :5- and 2 :6-dichloro- 
naphthalene have zero moments, but 1 : 4-diehloronaphthalene has 

a moment of 0*48 D, which is interpreted as being due to an induced 
moment in the molecule at right angles to the C-Cl bonds, which 
are regarded as directed from the centre of the ring. They conclude 

that, if there is any fixation of the single and double bonds in 
naphthalene, it is not revealed in the direction of the substituents. 

A neat confirmation of the equivalence of the 1- and the 5-position 
in naphthalene, which must also be assumed to possess a centre of 

symmetry, is afforded by the preparation of naphthalene-1 :5-di- 

88 K. Fries, H. Bestian, and W. Klauditz, Ber.t 1936, 69, 715. 
M Ber., 1935, 68, 893. 
86 J., 1936, 393. 

REF.—VOL. XXXIII. K 
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sulphinyiacetie acid (VIII) in a meso- and a raoemic form, the centres 

of asymmetry being the sulphur atoms.36 
A detailed study of the sulphonation of naphthalene has been 

carried out by R. Lantz.37 This commercially important reaction, 

first studied systematically by V. Merz and W. Weith in 1870,88 
yields mainly either the a- or the (3-acid according to the experimental 

conditions. The transformation of the a- into the (3-acid is shown 

to be due to the fact that, although both acids are formed in the 
* sulphonation, the a-acid is hydrolysed some fifty times more quickly 
than the p-acid, and this difference between the two acids becomes 

more marked with rise of temperature and/or concentration of 

sulphuric acid, so that increase in temperature or in concentration 
of acid favours the production of the p-sulphonic acid. With 

sulphuric acid of the correct strength under the appropriate con¬ 

ditions it is possible to hydrolyse the a-sulphonic acid to naphthalene 

without causing p-sulphonation. 

Anthracene. 

L. F. Fieser and W. 0. Lothrop 39 havo extended their work on 

the structure of naphthalene to the case of anthracene. They are 

of the opinion that there is no valid evidence to show that anthracene 
is not composed of rings of the Kekule type, and they have attempted 

to decide between the two possible structures, which would possess 

the arrangements of bonds shown in (I) and (II). 

fYV 
\/\f 

R 

“<y%X/ pl’ 
Structure (1) was regarded as the more probable owing to its more 

completely aromatic character. The 1 : 5-dimethyl and 1 : 5-diallyl 
derivatives of 2 : 6-dihydroxyanthracene were prepared (I and II; 

R = Me and C3H5) and their power to couple with diazotised bases 

was investigated. If they possess structure (I), which contains no 
ortho-position doubly bound to the hydroxylated carbon atoms, 

they should be incapable of coupling with diazotised amines, but if 

they possess structure (II) or if the bond structure is capable of 
tautomeric change to (II), then coupling should occur. Experiment 

showed that both these 1 : 5-dialkyl-2 : 6-dihydroxyanthracenes 

were incapable of coupling reactions, and the authors conclude that 
anthracene possesses the immobile bond system (I). 

a* F. Gazowczyk and J. Susko, Bull. Acad. Polonaise, 1935, A, 349. 
37 Bull. Soc. chhn1935, [v], 2, 2092. 
38 Ber., 1870, 3, 195. 38 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 749. 
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Aromatic Deuterium Compounds. 

Hexadeuterobeuzone was first prepared by polymerisation of 

dideuteroacetylene,40 the reaction being conveniently catalysed by 

tellurium.41 It has also been prepared from benzene by interaction 
with deuteritim oxide in presence of nickel,42 and from benzene and 

deuterium chloride in presence of aluminium chloride.43 A further 

method is the decomposition of calcium mellitate with calcium 

deuteroxide.44 

The transference of deuterium to benzene without the use of 
heterogeneous catalysts was first rocorded by C. K. Ingold, C. G. 

Raisin, and C. L. Wilson,45 who found that a ready exchange of 
hydrogen for deuterium took place when benzene was treated with 

heavy sulphuric acid. Further details of the method have now 

been recorded 2 in connexion with the preparation of hexadeutero- 

benzene containing hydrogen corresponding to only 1% of penta- 
deuterobenzene. Pure benzene is shaken for 3—4 days with a 

solution of heavy sulphuric acid in heavy water containing 51 

mols. % of heavy acid. Under these conditions a small amount of 
sulphonation takes place, but with an acid of 40 mols. % strength 

sulphonation is entirely avoided and yet the exchange still occurs, 

though at a lower rate. 

Hexadeuterobenzene differs appreciably from benzene in its 

physical properties. 

iu. p. jl>. jj. u-2S*» a** • nj, . 
Hexadeutorobonzeno . 6-8° 79 3° 0 9458 0-9429 1-49779 
Benzene . 5-5° 801° 0-8760 0-8735 1-49982 

Its vapour pressure is slightly greater than that of benzene. 
With regard to the mechanism of tho exchange employed by 

Ingold and his co-workers it is definitely shown that it does not 

consist in successive sulphonation and desulphonation, since a small 

portion of partly deuterated benzenesulphonic acid (normal with 

respect to the hydrogen isotope in the sulphonic acid group), when 

introduced into an exchange experiment with “ light ” benzene and 

“ light ” sulphuric acid, did not result in the equilibrium benzene 

40 J. W. Murray, C. F. Squire, and D. H. Andrews, J. Chem. Physics, 1934, 
2, 714. 

41 G. R. Clemo and A. McQuillen, J., 1935, 851. 
48 P. I. Bowman, W. S. Benedict, and H. S. Taylor, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.f 

1935, 57, 960. 
48 A. Klit and A. Langeeth, Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, 176, 65. 
44 H. Erlenmeyer and H. Lobeck, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 1464; H. 

Erlenmeyer, H. Lobeck, £L G&rtner, and A. Epprecht, ibid., 1936,19, 336. 
45 Nature, 1934, 134, 734. 
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containing any more than the normal amount of deuterium. These 
authors formulate the exchange in the following way, 

+ D->OS03D < V >oso3d 
/ IV C6H5D + HO-SOaD 

involving a one-point addition 46 and not a two-point addition as 
postulated by J. Horiuti and M. Polanyi.47 Polarisation of the 

benzene nucleus is supposed to take place and also polarisation of 

the sulphuric acid in a direction corresponding to the normal 
ionisation of the acid, the resulting reaction being undetectable 

except by the use of an isotopic indicator. The “ abnormal ” 

polarisation of the sulphuric acid H0<-S03H is involved in the 

ordinary process of sulphonation. This exchange mechanism 
requires that the deuteration of substituted benzenes by acidic 

reagents should follow the familiar rules for orientation and velocity 
in aromatic substitution, and should take place the more readily 

with increase in the proton- or deuteron-donating power of the 

reagent.48 These requirements are borne out by experiment. 

With regard to the latter point the deuterating powers of reagents 
-! 

should be in the order D2S04>D30>D0Ac>D20, which is actually 

found. With benzene exchange only takes place with the first, with 

anisole with both the first and the second. With anisole the exchange 
proceeds at first very rapidly but only with respect to three positions, 

probably the two o- and the p-hydrogen atoms, and thereafter at a 

very much slower rate. With phenol one hydrogen atom, doubtless 

that of the hydroxyl group, is rapidly exchanged with water alone,49 

and in presence of alkali three more hydrogen atoms, presumably 

those of the o- and p-positions, become exchangeable.49® 

Such exchange reactions should afford a valuable method for the 

estimation of active hydrogen atoms in organic compounds 60 when 

sufficient preliminary work has been carried out with compounds of 

known structure. In this connexion the results obtained by 
F. K. Miinzberg 61 in the exchange reaction between polyhydroxy- 

46 Idem, Nature, 1934, 134, 847. 
47 Ibid., p. 847. 
48 C. K. Ingold, C. Gr. Raisin, and C. L. Wilson, J., 1936, 1637. 
49 See M. Harada and T. Titani, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1935, 10, 554; 

1936, 11, 465. 
490 See also P. A. Small and J. H. Wolfenden, J., 1936, 1811. 
60 See H. Erlenmeyer, A. Epprecht, H. Lobeck, and H. Gartner, Helv. Chim. 

Acta, 1936,10, 354; H. Erlenmeyer, A. Epprecht, and H. Lobeck, ibid., p. 543. 
61 Z. physikal. Chem., 1936, B, 33, 23, 39. 
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benzenes and heavy water are of considerable interest. In the 

case of resorcinol the two hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl groups 

are immediately replaced by deuterium, followed by a much slower 

exchange of two further hydrogen atoms, and there is little indication 

of further reaction. This same degree of displacement occurs in 
about one-eightieth of the time in iVyiO-alkaline solution. The 

behaviour of orcinol is similar. The author suggests that in these 

two compounds the double bonds are fixed and that the two nuclear 
hydrogen atoms are replaced by way of an enol-keto transformation. 

Such a conclusion is difficult to reconcile with the well-known 

reactivity of resorcinol,18 which normally undergoes substitution 

with extreme ease in positions 4 and 0, and finally 2, the formation 
of such products requiring the alternation of the double bonds. It 

is remarkable that three nuclear hydrogen atoms are not replaced 

with almost equal ease. In the case of quinol the rapid replacement 
of the two hydroxylic hydrogen atoms is followed by a very slow 

replacement of all four remaining hydrogen atoms, the reaction 

being appreciably hastened in N/10-alkaline solution, this observ¬ 

ation being parallel with the known reactivity of the quinol nucleus; 

there seems no good reason for believing with the author that there 

are only two double bonds in the nucleus of quinol. In the case of 

pyrogallol the rapid replacement of the three hydroxylic hydrogen 

atoms is followed by a slower exchange of two of the nuclear hydrogen 

atoms, and in phloroglucinol all six hydrogen atoms are rapidly 

replaced; both these results are to be expected. 

The equilibrium between aniline hydrochloride and heavy water 

is established at 60° after 3 hours with production of C0H2D3'ND3C1.62 

Ready exchange of one hydrogen atom occurs in aniline, pyrrole, 

benzoic acid, and benzyl alcohol.53 Crystallisation of the nitrates 

of strychnine and vomicine from deuterium oxide indicates the 

presence of one and three replaceable hydrogen atoms respectively, 

one of which is, of course, the hydrogen of the nitric acid jn each case, 

so that strychnine itself contains no replaceable hydrogen atoms, 

and vomicine contains two.54 Other results found by the exchange 

method are that barbituric acid contains four replaceable hydrogen 

atoms, and phenacetin contains one.55 
Pentadeuterobenzoic acid has been prepared from hexadeutero- 

benzene through the stages pentadeuterobromobenzene and penta- 

62 M. Harada and T. Titani, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936, 11, 554. 
53 Idem, ibid., 1936, 11, 465. 
64 H. Erlenmeyer, A. Epprecht, and H. Lobeck, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936,19, 

543; ef. Zerewitinoff determination, H. Wieland and F. Hdlscher, Annalen, 
1933, 500, 70. 

68 H. Erlenmeyer, H. Lobeck, and H. Gartner, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 
354. 
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deuterophenylmagnesium bromide; 56 its melting point is 0*8° 
lower than that of benzoic acid, and its solubility in water 0*06 g. 

in 100 c.c. of water at 18° greater than that of benzoic acid. Two 

methods are available for the preparation of partly deuterated 

benzenes of known orientation; the first is the distillation of the 

calcium salts of the appropriate benzenecarboxylic acids with calcium 

deuteroxide, by which method monodeuterobenzene,67 o- and 

ra-dideuterobenzenes,58 and 1:3: 5-trideuterobenzene 69 have been 
prepared, and the second is by the deuteration of a substituted 

benzene, giving a partly deuterated product of known orientation, 

and subsequent elimination of the original group. 
W. B. 

5. Dehydrogenation in the Determination of 

Structure. 

The use of dehydrogenation * in the examination of natural 

products of complex hydroaromatic structure has increased very 

greatly during the past fifteen years, and many results obtained in 

this way have been recorded in these Reports. During this period 

information has gradually been accumulating on the control of the 

various dehydrogenation processes by the study of substances of 

known structure. A large and scattered literature on this subject 

has grown up, and it seems advisable at the present state of develop¬ 

ment to attempt a connected account, although there are still many 

problems unsettled. The litorature is in some respects conflicting, 

owing, no doubt, to differences in the experimental conditions used 

by various investigators and (in the case of catalytic dehydrogenation) 
to variations in the method of preparation of the catalyst. Some of 

the conclusions stated below are therefore tentative, but they serve to 

indicate the present limitations of the method. 

The principal dehydrogenating agents are (1) sulphur, (2) selenium, 

(3) catalytic metals. Other methods, such as exhaustive bromin- 

ation 1 and the use of manganese dioxide and acid,13 have not found 
general application. 

56 H. Erlenmeyer, H. Lobeck, and A. Epprecht, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 
19, 793; H. Erlenmoyor and A. Epprecht, ibid., p. 1056. 

67 N. Morita and T. Titani, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1935, 10, 557. 
68 O. Redlich and W. Stricks, Monatsh., 1936, 68, 47, 374. 
68 L. H. P. Weldon and C. L. Wilson, Nature, 1936, 137, 70. 

1 See, e.g., A. von Baeyer and V. Villiger, Ber., 1899, 32, 2429. 
* The term “ dehydrogenation '* is limited in this section to the conversion 

of alicyolic compounds into their aromatic counterparts by removal of hydrogen 
(and also in some cases of other atoms or groups). This is the only reaction 
involving dehydrogenation which has been generally used for the determination 
of structure. 
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(1) Sulphur. 

Normal Dehydrogenations.2—The early work has been reviewed 

by L. Ruzicka.3 The formation of aromatic hydrocarbons from 

natural products by heating with sulphur was first observed by Paul 
Curie 4 * and W. Kelbe 6 for colophony and by A. Vesterberg 6 for 

purified abietic acid (which yielded retene), and W. B. Markownikoff 
and J. Spady 7 had obtained m-xylene from a petroleum 4 naphthene.* 

The first dehydrogenation of a pure compound of known structure 
by sulphur was the preparation of naphthalene from tetralin, 

mentioned by J. von Braun and G. Kirschbaum.8 The main develop¬ 

ment of the subject commenced with the work of L. Ruzicka on the 
dehydrogenation of the sesquiterpenes. As is well known, it was 

found 9» 10 that all the known dicyclic sesquiterpenes could be con¬ 
verted by the action of sulphur at about 200° into one of two deriv¬ 

atives of naphthalene, either cadaleno (Cl6H.18) or eudalene (C14H16). 

The structure of these was shown by their synthesis.11 In control 

experiments, it was shown that the simple terpenes, limonene and 

terpinene, on similar treatment gave p-cymene,12 so that there was 
no rearrangement of the carbon skeleton. It is significant that the 

yield of p-cymene from terpinene, in which both double bonds are 
contained in the cyclohexane ring, is greater than that from limonene, 

in which one double bond is exocyclic (50 against 15%). The form¬ 

ation of p-cymene from limonene involves an effective hydrogenation 

of the isopropenyl side chain, accompanying the dehydrogenation 

of the ring. We shall return to this point later. 

In 1927, L. Ruzicka and E. A. Rudolph 13 noted that dehydro¬ 

genation of tetralin with sulphur gave a 70% yield of naphthalene. 
In general it appeared that the further removed a compound was 

from the aromatic state, the lower was the yield on dehydrogenation. 

Thus dihydronaphthalenes were very easily dehydrogenated,3 but 

the fully hydrogenated tetrahydrocadinene (I) yielded no aromatic 
hydrocarbon on treatment with sulphur at 200—260°.10 Similarly, 

2 J,e., those in which no carbon-to-carbon bond is broken or formed. 
3 Fortachrittc der Chem. Phys1928, 19, Heft 5, 1. 
4 Chem. News, 1874, 30, 189. 
6 her1878, 11, 2174. 
0 Ibid., 1903, 36, 1903. 
7 Ibid., 1887, 20, 1850. 
8 Ibid., 1921, 54, 609. 
9 L. Ruzicka and J. Meyer, Helv. Chinn. Acta, 1921, 4, 505. 

10 L. Ruzicka, J. Meyer, and M. Mingazzini, ibid., 1922, 5, 345. 
11 L. Ruzicka and C. F. Seidel, ibid., p. 369; L. Ruzicka and M. Stoll, ibid., 

p. 923. 
19 Compare G. Austerweil and L. Penfaillit, G.P. 414,912 of 1925. 
13 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1927, 10, 915. 
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R. Weiss and K. Woidich 14 found that l-(r-naphtliyl)c2/cZohexene 

(II) gave 1 -phenylnaphthalenc readily on treatment with sulphur, 
whereas J. W. Cook and C. A. Lawrence obtained only a poor yield 

from the corresponding saturated hydrocarbon.15 M. D. Bodroux 16 
has successfully dehydrogenated 2-cycZohexyl naphthalene with 

sulphur to 2-phenylnaphthalenc, so that the presence of an (unfused) 

aromatic ring may assist the reaction. 

The general technique of the process is described by L. Ruzicka.3 
It is customary to use only the theoretical amount of sulphur required 

to bring the compound to the aromatic state; thus, for a sesquiter¬ 

pene, 

C15H24 + 3S —> 015H18 + 3H2S 

By the use of a deficiency of sulphur a partial dehydrogenation can 
be achieved. Thus J. von Braun and G. Irmisch converted dodeca- 

hydrochrysene (III) into oetahydrochrysene 17 (IV). 

/Y) AA/ 

(IV.) 

The reaction is usually carried out at a temperature of 180° to 250°, 

without a solvent, but naphthalene has been used as a solvent in 

the dehydrogenation of q/cZohexanone,18 and quinoline in that of 

tetrahydrobenzpyrene.19 
Recently the principal applications of sulphur in dehydrogenation 

have been to oxygenated compounds. G. Darzens and his collabor¬ 

ators 20 have used it widely for the conversion of carboxylic acids 

derived from tetralin and tetrahydrophenanthrene into the aromatic 

state. These dehydrogenations were usually carried out under 

reduced pressure. The carboxyl group was not generally affected, 

but in the case of 1-methyltetralin-4-carboxylic acid it was elimin¬ 

ated with the formation of 1-methylnaphthalene.21 L. F. Fieser and 

E. B. Hershberg observed a particularly rapid dehydrogenation of 

the anhydrides of dihydronaphthalene- and dihydrophenanthrene-o- 

1* Mormtah., 1925, 46, 456. 
i* J., 1936, 1431. 

Ann. Chim., 1929, [x], 11, 511. 
17 Ber.t 1932, 65, 883. 
18 G. Darzens and G. L6vy, Compt. rend., 1932, 194, 181. 
19 A. Winterstein, H. Vetter, and K. Sch6n, Ber., 1935, 68, 1079. 
98 See p. 326. 
81 G. Darzens and A. Levy, Compt. rend., 1934, 199, 1131. 
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dicarboxylic acids.22 Various dehydrogenations by means of sulphur 
of hydroaromatic acids containing the carboxyl group at the end of 

a side chain have been recorded.23’24 G. Haberland 24 reports a 

reaction in which the use of an equivalent amount of sulphur gives a 
nearly quantitative yield, but some sulphur remains unattacked; 

it is suggested that the action may be partly catalytic. On the 
other hand, L. Ruzicka and E. A. Rudolph 13 observed a complete 

decomposition of the sulphur in the dehydrogenation of tetralin. 
The dehydrogenation of ketones without secondary decomposition 

is more difficult than that of acids, as there is a simpler path for the 

elimination of the oxygen. G. Darzens and G. Levy,18 however, 

have succeeded in preparing phenol and a-naphthol from cydo- 

hexanone and a-tetralone respectively, and L. F. Fieser, E. B. Hersh- 

berg, and M. S. Newman 26 obtained a 19% yield of pure hydroxy- 

benzpyrene by the rapid action of sulphur on the ketone (V). Esters 
have been successfully dehydrogenated by the same two schools,26 

and an aromatic methoxyl group has been found to be unaffected by 

sulphur dehydrogenation.22*24,26 

Abnormal Dehydrogenations.—-As is well known, in the dehydro¬ 

genation of selinene (VI) and the corresponding alcohol, eudesmol, 

one carbon atom is eliminated from the molecule, with the production 

of 1-methyl-7-zwpropyInaphthalene (eudalene, VII) in place of the 

dimethylisopropylnaphthalene (cadalene) obtained from the cadin- 

ene group of sesquiterpenes. Ruzicka 10«11 interpreted this as an 

elimination of a quaternary methyl group as methyl mercaptan and 

placod this labile methyl group in the angular position (as in VI). 

(V.) (VI.) (VII.) (VIII.) 

Here again the unsaturated side chains become reduced during the 
dehydrogenation. A similar change is believed to underlie the 

22 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 1851; compare L. F. Fieser and H. L. 
Holmes, ibid., 1936, 58, 2319. 

23 N. N. Chatterjee, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1935, 12, 591; I. R. Sherwood, 
W. F. Short, and J. Woodcock, J., 1936, 322. 

24 G. Haberland, Ber., 1936, 69, 1380. 
25 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 1509. 
8* G. Darzens and A. h&vy, Compt. rend., 1935, 200, 469; L. F. Fieser and 

(Mrs.) M. Fieser, J. Amer. Chem. Soc,, 1935, 57, 1679. 
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conversion of abietic acid (probably VIII) info rotene (l-methyl-7- 
isopropylphenanthrone).6’27 So far the elimination of an angular 

methyl group by sulphur dehydrogenation of a synthetic compound 

of known structure does not appear to have been accomplished. 

Ruzicka and Rudolph 13 have, however, shown that ionene (IX) 
eliminates one methyl group from its quaternary carbon atom to give 

1 : 6-dimethylnaphthalene. The yield (10%) is similar to that of 

oudalene from the eudesmol group of sesquiterpenes. The yield of 
aromatic hydrocarbon is generally lower with these more complic¬ 

ated reactions. As Ruzicka failed to detect the presence of lower 
homologues from normal dehydrogenations, he concludes that the 
elimination of methyl only occurs from a quaternary carbon atom, 

when otherwise dehydrogenation would not be possible. 

Thefichtelite (X)of fossil resins yielded retenewith sulphur at 180— 
250°, with elimination of a methyl group.27 The dehydrogenation 

of this compound is noteworthy, as it is fully saturated. Curiously 

enough, it is reported28 that I : 1-diinethyltetralin, the lower 

homologue of (IX), is not dehydrogenated by sulphur at 221°. 

Turning from the breaking of carbon bonds to their formation 

under the conditions of sulphur dehydrogenation, it may be noted 
that the monocyclic zingiberene (XI) readily yields cadalene 

(XII).10’29 Such cyclisations are uncommon; the isomeric 

bisabolene shows no sign of yielding a naphthalene derivative under 
the same conditions 29 The majority of tricyclic sesquiterpenes also 

are not dehydrogenated to naphthalene derivatives; 30 an exception 

is copaene, which yields cadalene with sulphur.31 Ruzicka correlates 

the tendency of mono- and tri-cyclic sesquiterpenes to yield naphthal¬ 

ene derivatives on sulphur dehydrogenation with their ability to 
isomerise readily into hydronaphthalenes on treatment with acids.3 

An even more remarkable ring closure was that observed by 

27 L. Ruzicka, F. Balas, and H. Schinz, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1923, 6, 692. 
28 M. T. Bogert, D. Davidson, and P. M. Apfelbaum, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 

1934, 56, 959. 
29 L. Ruzicka and A. G. van Veen, Annalen, 1929, 468, 133. 
80 L. Ruzicka and M. Stoll, Ilelv. Chwi. Acta, 1923, 6, 853; G. G. Henderson, 

R. O. O. MoCrone, and J. M. Robertson, J.t 1929, 1368. 
81 G. G. Hondorson, W. M’Nab, and J. M. Robertson, J„ 1926, 3077. 
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H. Berger,32 who prepared phenanthrene by heating di-o-tolyl 
(XIII) with sulphur at 250°. 

V'x 
(XIII.) 

/\ /\ 

> s\. 
I i: . 

An unusual rearrangement of the carbon skeleton would appear to 
underlie the formation of phenanthrene by sulphur dehydrogenation 
of 1 -cycfopentylhydrindene.33 

(2) Selenium. 

The discovery that selenium could be used in place of sulphur for 
dehydrogenations is due to 0. Diels, who in 1927 published an 
account of the action of this reagent on cholesteryl chloride and 
cholesterol 34 There is a general resemblance between the behaviour 
of sulphur and selenium, but the new reagent gives, on the whole, 
better yields and less side-reaction. The temperature used in 
selenium dehydrogenation is invariably higher than that used with 
sulphur, 280—350° being the usual range. Higher temperatures, as 
will be seen, may cause rearrangements. 

O. Diels and (Frl.) A. Karstens 35 reported that selenium was 
preferable to sulphur for the dehydrogenation of cadinene tocadalene, 
and of abietie acid to retene; and could also be applied to the pre¬ 
paration of triphenylene from its dodecahydro-derivative. L. 
Ruzicka and A. G. van Veen 36 also found that selenium was able to 
convert elemol and elemene into eudalene, which was not possible 
by the use of sulphur, and the new reagent rapidly passed into 
general use for the dehydrogenation of both natural and synthetic 
substances. 

Normal Dehydrogenations.—It was soon found that synthetic 
hydroaromatic compounds containing no quaternary carbon atoms 
passed very readily into their aromatic counterparts. The yields 
were good, particularly when the compounds already contained one 
or more aromatic rings. The evidence on these points comes mainly 
from the work of L. Ruzicka, R. D. Haworth, I. M. Heilbron, J. W. 
Cook, R. Robinson, and their co-workers and need not be detailed. 

32 J. pr. Chern., 1932, [ii], 133, 331; compare W. F. Short, H. Stromberg, 
and A. E. Wiles, J., 1936, 319. 

83 R. Robinson, J., 1936, 80; J. D. Fulton and R. Robinson, J., 1933, 1463. 
84 O. Diels, W. Grtidke, and P. Kbrding, Annalen, 1927, 450, 1. 
3*» Ber., 1927, 60, 2323. 
36 Annalen, 1929, 476, 70. 
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As in the case of sulphur, fully saturated rings resist dehydrogen¬ 
ation. For example, (/raws-)decalm was practically unaffected by 

selenium at 340—360°, but yielded naphthalene at 370—390°,37 

and 2-benzyl4ran,?-decalin was not dehydrogenated at 320—330° 38 

(in contrast, 2-benzyl 4ratts-octalin yielded 2-benzylnaphthalene in 

very good yield at 320°).38»39 2-Methyldecalin gave a poor yield of 

2-methylnaphthalene at 320—350°.40 

Cliolestane and perhydro calciferol were stable to selenium 
at 300—320° and cholestane was only partly dehydrogenated at 

340—350°.38 Perhydrophenanthrene was not dehydrogenated at 
300—320°.41 It appears, therefore, that most fully saturated 
compounds are first dehydrogenated by selenium at about 350° 

and that this critical temperature varies slightly with different 

compounds. When a fully reduced cyclohexane ring is present in a 

molecule containing an aromatic ring, the loss of hydrogen is often 
easier. Thus, hexahydrofluorene 38 and 2-cyeZohexylnaphthalene 42 

both yield the corresponding aromatic substances with selenium 

at 300—320°. 
If dehydrogenation is to give a reliable diagnosis of structure, it 

is fundamentally important that alkyl groups (other than those 

attached to quaternary carbon atoms) should not migrate or be 
eliminated during the reaction. This is generally true, as is shown, 

for example, by the fact that many alkyl naphthalenes and phen- 

anthrenes made by processes involving a final selenium dehydrogen¬ 

ation are identical with those synthesised by other methods. Never¬ 

theless, it would be premature to consider the non-migration of 

alkyl groups as fully proved. Conflicting results have been dis¬ 

covered by It. D. Haworth, C. R. Mavin, and G. Sheldrick.43 For 
example, the hydrocarbon (XIV), prepared by an apparently un- 

Mej' 

(xiv.) s\S\ 
kxJ 
Me 

f ii ,i 
\/ Mc (XV.) 

equivocal method, yielded mainly 1 : 8-dimethylphenanthrene (XV) 

and only a little of the expected 1 : 5-isomeride. Some of the re- 

87 L. Buzicka and C. F. Seidel, Helv. Chvm. Acta, 1936, 19, 424. 
38 J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett, J., 1936, 70. 
38 J. W. Barrett and B. P. Linstead, J., 1936, 611. 
40 J. W. Barrett, A. H. Cook, and B. P. Linstead, J., 1935, 1065. 
41 P. S. Pinkney, G. A. Nesty, B. H. Wiley, and C. S. Marvel, J. Amert 

Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 972. 
42 J. W. Cook and C. A. Lawrence, J., 1936, 1431. 
48 J.t 1934, 454. 
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arrangements occurred with material prepared by the Bardhan- 
Sengupta method (see p. 304). In such cases it is possible to explain 

the discrepancies as being due to rearrangement at the stage of 
dehydration during the synthesis; but this explanation is not 

generally valid and there is no direct evidence in its favour. All the 
migrations observed by Haworth, Mavin, and Sheldrick were from 

the 4- to the 1-carbon atom, during the dehydrogenation of a tetra- 

hydrophenanthrene (such as XIV), but the exact structural require¬ 
ments are unknown. L. Ruzicka, K. Hofmann, and J. Frei44 

state that during selenium (and palladium) dehydrogenation up to 

350°, no alkyl migrations have been observed from the 1- to the 2- 
position in naphthalene, or from the 3- to the 4-position in phen- 

anthrene, providing no neighbouring substituent is eliminated. 

L. Ruzicka and co-workers have examined the behaviour of a 

number of simple cyclic hydrocarbons containing rings other than 
6-membered.45’37 It was found that derivatives of hydrindene, 

cycfoheptane and cycfooctane resisted the action of selenium at 350°, 

although rearrangements occurred at higher temperatures (see 

below). It is clear that evidence obtained from dehydrogenation 

above 350°, though it may be of some service, must be interpreted 

with discretion. Even this temperature is dangerously close to that 
(ca. 420°) which enables alkyl groups to migrate from the a- to the 

p-position in naphthalene, over such catalysts as silica gel; and 

phenyl groups migrate even at 350°.45a 

Two side reactions may be mentioned. The hydrogenation of 
unsaturated side chains, or of cyclic double bonds, by the action of 

selenium at high temperatures has been frequently observed, e.g., 
in experiments on oleanolic acid,46 cholesterilene,47 hydrocarbons 

containing allyl side chains,48 and various indenes.45 These re¬ 

ductions probably result from a disproportionation of hydrogen, 

similar to that observed with 1-naphthylcycZohexene, which gives a 
mixture of phenyl- and cycfohexyl-naphthalenes on treatment with 

selenium.42 J. von Braun and G. Irmisch 17 observed a partial 

dehydrogenation of dodecahydrochrysene with selenium at 320°, 
and J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett obtained a mixture of 1:2- 
benzanthracene and a tetrahydro-derivative similarly from dode- 

cahydrobenzanthracene ,49 

44 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 386. 
45 L. Ruzicka and E. Peyer, ibid., 1935, 18, 676. 
46a F. Mayer and R. Schiffner, Ber., 1934, 67, 67. 
46 L. Ruzicka, H. Hftsli, and L. Ehmann, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1934,17, 442. 
47 C. Dor6e and V. A. Petrow, J.t 1934, 1129. 
48 A. Cohen, J. W. Cook, and C. L. Hewett, J., 1935, 1633; J. W. Cook and 

G. A. D. Haslowood, ibid., p. 767. 
44 J.t 1934, 370. 
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Abnormal Dehydrogenations.—The selenium dehydrogenation of 
various sterols8A*36 leads to the well-known C18Hlfi hydrocarbon 

of Diels, now known to be 3-methylcyctopentenophenanthrene. 
The dehydrogenation of cholic acid according to O. Diels and A. 

Karstens 35 yielded chrysene, whereas L. Ruzicka and his collabor¬ 
ators obtained the C18H1G hydrocarbon.50 There were further differ¬ 

ences between the observations of the two schools on the composition 

of the pentacyclic compounds isolated as by-products. From the 
available evidence,61 it appears that the differences must be due to 

the higher temperatures involved in the experiments of Diels; for 

Ruzicka and co-workers obtained chrysene from cholic and chola- 

trienic adds readily at 420°. The following changes are involved 

in those selenium dehydrogenations : elimination of one angular 

methyl group, elimination of the long sido chain from Cl7 (sterol 

numbering), and migration to this atom of the second angular methyl 
group (from C13). For the formation of chrysene a ring enlargement 

from 5- to 6-carbon must occur. We shall consider below how far 

these reactions are paralleled among synthetic compounds of known 

structure. 

In Ruzicka’s experiments, already mentioned,37’46 it was found 

that a- and p-methylhydrindenes yielded naphthalene with selenium 
at 450°. Curiously enough, hydrindenes with more complex side 

chains also gave naphthalene, not alkylnaphthalenes, but in worse 
yield (palladised charcoal gave similar results). cycio-Heptane and 

-octane yiolded toluene and p-xylene at 440° and 400° respectively. 

Obviously the results with a-methylhydrindene provide a model for 

the formation of chrysene in place of methylcycfcpentenophenan- 

threne in dehydrogenations of bile acids and sterols. The elimin¬ 
ation of an angular methyl group by selenium at the customary 

temperatures (ca. 320°) has been substantiated with the synthetic 

compounds prepared by G. A. R, Kon, J, W. Cook, L. Ruzicka, and 

their co-workers.62 C. K. Chuang, V. L. Tien, and C. M. Ma have 
converted 9-methyloctalin into naphthalene with selenium at 430°.53 

Fully saturated dicyclic compounds containing quaternary carbon 

atoms resist selenium dehydrogenation at about 300—350°,63 >64 

but ionene gives a good yield of 1 :6-dimethylnaphthalene with 
elimination of a methyl group.64 

80 L. Ruzicka and G. Thomann, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1933,16, 216; L. Ruzicka, 
M. W. Goldberg, and G. Thomann, ibid., p. 812. 

81 L. Ruzicka, G. Thomann, E. Brandenberger, M. Fur tar, and M. W. 
Goldberg, ibid., 1934,17, 200; L. Ruzicka and M. W. Goldberg, ibid., 1935, 
18, 434; cf. O. Diels and H. Klare, Ber1934, 87, 113. 

88 For references, see p. 823 et »eq. 
88 Ber., 1936, 69, 1494. 
88 G. R. Clemo and H, G. Dickenson, J., 1935, 735. 
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The remaining feature of the dehydrogenation of the sterols and 
bile acids is the change in ring D which may be symbolised : 

Me 

There is every reason to believe that the migration of the methyl 
group is closely bound up with the elimination of the side chain,65 
but no synthetic compounds are as yet available which will provide 
exact comparison. In the degradation of natural products L. 
Ruzioka has observed the migration of a methyl group to accompany 
the elimination of a neighbouring hydroxyl. Such a change must 
account for the formation of sapotalin (1 : 2 : 7-trimethylnaphthal¬ 
one) in the dehydrogenation of the pentacyclic triterpenes.46’56 
Another example of a methyl migration has been encountered in the 
degradation of alantolactone,57 but in this case it is probably in¬ 
dependent of dehydrogenation. 

Several examples of the formation of now rings under the con¬ 
ditions of selenium dehydrogenation have been observed, but 
usually only at very high temperatures. Thus 1 : 2-diethylc2/cfo- 
hexene yielded naphthalene at 420°,4 5 whereas 1:1: 3-trimethyl-2-n- 
butylq/cZokexane (XVI) at 390—400° reacted as follows : 87 

A/C*H* 
I II 
\/\Mo 

Me 

+ ‘ II 

(The elimination of the large side ohain without migration of a neigh¬ 
bouring tertiary methyl group is noteworthy.) A more complicated 
example is the formation of pentacyclic hydrocarbons in the dehydro¬ 
genation of sterols and bile acids; 34« 35> 60»51 this is a secondary 
reaction due to the presence of the labile side chain.58 

An interesting rearrangement was realised by G. R. Clemo and 
J. Ormston in the dehydrogenation of the spiro-ketone (XVIa) and 

65 See, e.f/., A. Cohen, J. W. Cook, and C. L. Hewett’s study of the reaction 
(J., 1935, 448). 

86 L. Ruzicka, K. Hofmann, and J. Frei, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 386; 
L. Ruzicka, K. Hofmann, and H. Schellenberg, ibid., p. 1391. 

87 L. Ruzicka, P. Pieth, T. Reiohstein, and L. Hhmann, ibid., 1933,16, 268. 
88 J. W. Cook, C. L. Hewett, W. V. Mayneord, and (Miss) E. Roo, J.t 1934, 

1734. 
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the derived hydrocarbon (XVII} to naphthalene at 280—320°.59 
L. Ruzicka and H. Waldmann point out 60 that this can be inter¬ 
preted as a fission of one bond at the quaternary carbon atom and 

(XVII.) 

recyclisation of the four-carbon side chain at the adjacent carbon 
atom. Another possibility which has to be borne in mind is that of 
a retro-pinacolic change during the reduction of the ketone (XVIa) 
either during its direct dehydrogenation, or in the Clemmensen 
reduction to the hydrocarbon. Some further examples of the 
rearrangement of spiranes during selenium dehydrogenation are re¬ 
corded by J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett.61 

Oxygenated Compounds.—Selenium is particularly prone to elimin¬ 
ate oxygen-containing groups during dehydrogenation. A number 
of examples of the survival of an aromatic methoxyl group are on 
record,62 although G. A. R. Kon and F. C. J. Ruzicka observed 63 
that the methoxyl group of (XVIII) was only retained if the tem¬ 
perature of dehydrogenation was kept below 300°. 

The elimination of a carboxyl group, particularly when sub¬ 
stituted on a hydroaromatic side chain, is common; 64 and angular 
carbethoxyl groups are also eliminated,65 naturally enough. 

There are many examples of the reduction of a cyclic keto-group 
during selenium dehydrogenation, for example, in the formation of 

phenanthrene (from the ketone XIX),66 of benzpyrene,66*67 and of 

59 J., 1933, 352. 60 Helv. Chim. Acta,, 1933, 16, 842. 
91 J., 1934, 365. 
98 See, e.g., P. Hill, W. F. Short, and (Miss) A. Higginbottom; W. F. Short, 

H. Stromberg, and A. E. Wiles, J., 1936, 317, 319. 
98 J., 1936, 187. 
94 G. Darzens and A. L4vy, Compt. rend., 1934, 199, 1131; 1935, 201, 730; 

1936, 202, 427. 
66 J. C. Bardhan and S. C. Sengupta, J., 1932, 2520, 2798; L. F. Fieser and 

H. L. Holmes, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 2319. 
89 J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett, J., 1933, 403. 
67 A. Winterstein and H. Vetter, Z, physiol. Chem., 1934, 280, 169. 
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chrysene68 from ketonic hydro-derivatives. L. Ruzicka69 has 
recently succeeded in dehydrogenating £ratt$-(S-decalone and 1- 

methyl-A hcycfohexen- 3 - one to (3-naphthol and ra-cresol respectively 

at a comparatively low temperature (260°), but the yields are rather 

poor. At an even lower temperature (230°), C. Doree and V. A. 

Petrow 70 made the interesting observation that cholesterol with 
selenium yields cholestanone, cholestanol and cholestenone. 

Perhaps the most remarkable reaction of selenium with oxygenated 

compounds is that observed by A. Windaus and W. Thiele,71 who 

obtained 2 : 3-dimethylnaphthalene from the dihydro-derivative of 

the maleic anhydride adduct of vitamin-Z>2 (XX). This was inter¬ 

preted as a fission of the 6 : 7-bond, followed by reduction of the 

anhydride ring to two methyl groups. This has been confirmed by 

W. Thiele and G. Trautmann’s observations 72 that naphthalene-2 : 3- 

dicarboxylic anhydride was converted by treatment with selenium 

and a hydrogen donor (p-cycZohexylphenol) at 320—325° into 2 : 3- 

dimethylnaphthalene. By somewhat similar treatment, one of the 

carboxyl groups of 1 : 8-naphthalic anhydride was reduced and one 

eliminated with the formation of 1 -methylnaphthalene. L. Ruzicka 69 
has obtained an analogous result, and has also succeeded in dehydro¬ 

genating esters of hydroaromatic acids to the corresponding free 
aromatic acids with loss of the ester group but no decarboxylation. 

(3) Catalytic Metals. 

The catalytic dehydrogenation of hydroaromatic substances of 
known structure has been fairly fully studied, but the method has 

not perhaps been so generally used for structural determination as 

has that involving the use of selenium, although there are signs that 
it is now beginning to come into favour. The most fully investigated 

catalysts are platinum, palladium, and nickel, of which the first two 

are the most satisfactory, as the use of nickel may lead to deposition 

of carbon on the catalyst, elimination of hydrocarbon fragments and 
other side reactions.73 Between the two noble metals there is a 

general resemblance in behaviour and only minor differences in 
activity. Some preliminary experiments have been made on the 

use of rhodium and iridium.74 Platinum and palladium catalysts 

for dehydrogenation are normally prepared by reduction of aqueous 

68 I). A. Peak and R. Robinson, J., 1936, 760. 
•• Hdv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 419. 
70 J.t 1935, 1391. 
71 Annalen, 1935, 521, 160. 
72 Ber., 1935, 68, 2245. 
73 For a recent examplo of this, see V. N. lpatiev and V. I. Komarevski, 

J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 922. 
74 N. D. Zelinski and M. B. Turova-Pollak, Bcr., 1925, 58, 1298. 
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solutions of salts of the metals by hydrogen, formaldehyde 75 or 

formic acid,76 if necessary in the presence of a carrier such as charcoal, 

asbestos, etc. The activity of the catalyst may depend to a con¬ 

siderable extent on the presenoe of traces of impurities, such as 

alkali metals, or halogen compounds. K. Packendorif and L. Leder- 
Packendorff 77 have made an interest ing study of the selective poison¬ 

ing of a catalyst for hydrogenation, while leaving the dehydrogenat¬ 
ing properties unimpaired. The catalytic dehydrogenation of the 

simpler compounds is usually carried out in tho vapour phase in an 

atmosphere of hydrogen or an inert gas, sometimes under reduced 

pressure. Many natural products of more complex structure have 
been dehydrogenated in the liquid phase. 

Normal Dehydrogenation.—The use of the noble metals as de¬ 

hydrogenating catalysts is largely due to N. D. Zelinski and his co- 

workers. Following P. Sabatier’s demonstration78 that nickel 

catalysed the hydrogenation of benzene at about 180°, and the de¬ 
hydrogenation of c?/cZohcxane at 250—300°, Zelinski 79 observed that 

tho dehydrogenation activity of noble metals on cf/cZohexane and its 

homologues became appreciable at about 170° and was maximal at 
300°, whereas rapid hydrogenation of benzene in hydrogen over the 

same catalyst occurred at 100°. Moreover, it was found that under 

dehydrogenating conditions q/cZopentane derivativeswereunaffected, 
so that mixtures of the two types of alicyclic compounds could be 

separated by selective dehydrogenation over platinum at 300°.80 

Recent work has shown that there is a tendency for the reductive 

fission of c^cZopentane rings under these conditions, but this does not 

affect the general principle. Other ring systems also undergo 

alterations of carbon skeleton (see later), but the 6-membered ring 
is unique in dehydrogenating normally. 

A kinetic study of the dehydrogenation of Cf/cZohexane over noble 

metals was made by N. D. Zelinski and N. Pavlov.81 The method 

has been applied successfully to various alkyl derivatives such as 
hexahydroxylenes,82 menthane,82 and cadinene.83 There is no 

evidence for the migration of alkyl groups, except in cases when a 

76 See, e.g., O. Loew, Ber., 1890, 23, 289; N. D. Zelinski and P. P. Borissov, 
ibid., 1924, 57, 150. 

78 See, e.g., N. D. Zelinski and N. Glinka, ibid., 1911, 44, 2305; H. Wieland, 
ibid., 1912, 45, 486. 

77 Ibid., 1934, 67, 1388; compare K: W. Rosenmund and collaborators, 
ibid., 1921, 54, 425, 638, etc. 

78 For example, ibid., 1911, 44, 1984. 
78 Ibid., p. 3121. 
80 N. D. Zelinski, ibid., 1912, 45, 3678. 
•i Tbid., 1923, 56, 1250. 88 N. D. Zelinski, ibid., p. 787. 
83 L. Ruzicka and M. Stoll, Hdv. Chim. Ada, 1924, 7, 84. 
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neighbouring substituent (such as hydroxyl) is eliminated.®4 

Unsaturated side chains are reduoed in the usual way.®3*®6 Generally 
speaking, there is no difficulty in dehydrogenating fully saturated 

mono- or poly-cyciic compounds catalytically, unless they contain a 

quaternary carbon atom. Decalin gives naphthalene easily,86*®1 

and, for example, hexahydrozingiberene,87 2-benzyldecalin,88 and 

hexahydrofluorcne 88 all give their aromatic counterparts. Hexa- 

hydrohydrindene yields hydrindene.89 The general method has 

been applied to the dehydrogenation of the “ naphthenes ” of petrol¬ 
eum 90 and of tar oils.91 

Disproportionation of Hydrogen.—It has been said that fully 
reduced aromatic derivatives are readily dehydrogenated over 

noble metals; the reaction with partly reduced compounds, such 

as cyclohexene and cycfohexadicnes, is more complicated. In the 

presence of platinum and palladium at high temperatures substances 

of these types rapidly undergo a disproportionation of hydrogen 
with the formation of a mixture of aromatic and fully saturated ali- 

cyclic compounds, thus : 
C02Me 

/x /x /\ /\ 
3 || I — > 2 |1 Iff] II II (XXI-) 

X/ \x \/ v/ 
C02Mc 

Reactions of this type were first observed by E. Knoevenagel and 

his collaborators 92»93 in 1903. Of particular interest in the present 

connection is the discovery93 that A2;5-dihydroterephthalic ester 
(XXI) yielded a mixture of terephthalic ester and its cis- and trans- 

hexahydro-derivatives when heated with palladium-black at 140° 
and above. Little hydrogen was evolved under these conditions. 

This important observation was extended by the work of N. T>. 
Zelinski and N. Glinka,94 and M. Wieland.®5 Wieland noticed 

inter alia that when dihydronaphthalene was treated with oxygen- 

84 See, e.g., L. Kuzicka, K. Hofmann, and J. Frei, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 

19, 386. 
88 J. W. Cook and G. A. D. Haslewood, J., 1935, 767. 
88 N. D. Zelinski, Ber., 1923, 56, 1923. 
87 L. Ruzicka and A. G. vaa Veen, Annalen, 1929, 468, 133. 
88 J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett, J., 1936, 62. 
88 N. D. Zelinski and I. N. Titz, Ber., 1929, 68, 2869. 
»« N. D. Zelinski, ibid., 1923, 56, 1718. 
87 H. Kafier, ibid., 1924, 57, 1261. 
88 E. Knoevenagel and W. Heekel, ibid., 1903, 36, 2816; E. Knoevenagel 

and J. Fuehs, ibid., p. 2848; E. Knoevenagel and B. Bergdolt, ibid., p. 2961. 
83 E. Knoevenagel and B. Bergdolt, ibid., p. 2957. 

81 Ibid., 1911, 44, 2305, 3121. 
88 Ibid., 1912, 45, 486. 
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free palladium-black, it was converted into naphthalene and tetralin, 
with evolution of heat. J. Boeseken 96 commented upon the fact 
that the heats of combustion of rpcZohexene and cycZohexadiene were 

appreciably lower than those of equivalent mixtures of Cf/cZohexane 

and benzene, and observed that cyclohexene was metastable even at 

room temperature in presence of palladium. The disproportionation 
of these compounds over noble metals has been more fully studied by 

N. D. Zelinski and his collaborators.97 It was observed that one 

passage of the vapour of cyc/ohexene or cycZohexadienes over the 
catalyst effected a complete conversion into cyclohexane and 

benzene. The reaction also occurred in the liquid phase. Moreover, 
it was found 98 that the various methylcycZohexenes and methylene- 

cycZohexane alike gave a mixture of raethylc?/cZohexane and toluene. 

Similar results have been obtained among terpenes and related 

compounds. Limonene over platinum at 180° yields a mixture of 

p-cymene and menthane; 99 pinene gives pinane and (?) cymene over 

palladium at 190°; 1 piperitone gives menthone and thymol over 
nickel2 or over palladium; 3 allyl-A1-cycZohexene yields w-propyl- 

benzene and w-propylc?/cZohexane.4 Many of these changes involve 
the hydrogenation of an extracyclic double bond, and this suggests 

that in general the essential reaction is the hydrogenation of double 
bonds by activated hydrogens from the same or surrounding mole¬ 
cules. In this connection it is interesting that S. Akabori and 

T. Suzuki 5 were able to transfer hydrogen from tetralin to various 

unsaturated compounds in the presence of palladium-black. 

Abnormal Dehydrogenations.—Substances containing a quaternary 

carbon atom offer considerable resistance towards catalytic dehydro¬ 

genation, and in many cases the reaction cannot be realised. For 

instance N. D. Zelinski 6 was unable to dehydrogenate 1 : 1-di- 

methylq/cZohexane : this result has recently been confirmed with a 

very active catalyst.7 Moreover, G. R. Clemo and H. G. Dickenson 

94 Rec. trav. chirn., 1918, 37, 255; cf. Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 
1913, 492. 

97 N. D. Zelinski and N. Pavlov, Ber., 1924, 57, 1066; 1933, 66, 1420; 
N. D. Zelinski, ibid., 1925, 58, 185. 

98 N. D. Zelinski, ibid., 1924, 57, 2055. 
99 Idem, ibid., p. 2058. 

1 Idem, ibid., 1925, 58, 864. 
2 W. Treibs and Harry Schmidt, ibid., 1927, 60, 2335. 
a J. Read, A. J. Watters, G. J. Robertson, and R. S. Hughesdon, J., 1929, 

2068. 
4 R. J. Levina and D. M. Trachtenberg, J. Gen. Chem. Russia, 1936, 6, 

764. 
5 Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo, 1929, 5, 255. 
6 Ber., 1923, 56, 1716. 
7 N. D. Zelinski, K. Packendorff, and E. G. Chocklova, ibid., 1935, 68, 98. 
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were unable to dehydrogenate 9-methyldecalin over platinum.8 
On the other hand the generalisation sometimes made, that metallic 
catalysts are unable to bring about dehydrogenations involving 
the elimination of an angular methyl group, is incorrect. L. Ruzicka 
and H. Waldmann 9 obtained a yield of no less than 90% of retene 
by dehydrogenating abietic acid (VIII) with palladised charcoal, and 
one of 85% from fichtelite (X).10 The gas evolved was in each case 
a mixture of hydrogen and methane. Fichtelite yielded a mixture 
of about 8 volumes of hydrogen to 1 of methane, which represents a 
fair approximation to the 6 : I ratio required for the equation 

C19II34 = C18H18 + CH4 + 6H2 

There is therefore strong evidence that the elimination of a tertiary 
methyl group can occur during catalytic dehydrogenation. The 
reason for the difference between the natural and the synthetic 
compounds is not apparent. 

A similar elimination underlies 0. Diels and W. Gadke’s classical 
preparation 11 of chrysene from cholesterol and palladium, although 
here the reaction is complicated by a ring enlargement. L. Ruzicka 
and E. Peyer 12 describe an analogous rearrangement in the form¬ 
ation of naphthalene from a-methylhydrindene over palladised 
charcoal at 450°. C. D. Nenitzescu and E. Cioranescu 13 similarly 
obtained a small yield of naphthalene from a-methylhydrindene and 
a-methylhexahydrohydrindene by passage over platinised charcoal 
at 310—350°. 

Rings other than Six-membered.—N. D. Zelinski and R. J. Levina 14 
investigated the behaviour of terpenes containing cyclopropane and 

cycZobutane rings towards dehydrogenating catalysts. It was 
found that such rings were opened with the formation of an unsatur¬ 
ated isomeride, the subsequent behaviour of which depended upon the 
structure. Thus carane (XXII) yielded p-cymene by the above route 

8 J., 1935, 735; for another negative example see J. W. Cook, G. A. D. 
Haslewood, and (Mrs.) A. M. Robinson, J., 1936, 667. 

8 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1933, 16, 842. 
« Idem, ibid., 1935, 18, 611. 
11 Ber., 1925, 58, 1231; 1927, 60, 140. 
12 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 676. 

Ber.t 1936, 69, 1040. 14 Annalen, 1929, 476, 60. 
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whereas thujane (XXIII) isomerised to a cycZopentene derivative 
(such as XXIV) which resisted dehydrogenation. Pinano yielded 

some p-cymene by a process involving fission of the cycZobutane ring, 

but compounds containing five-membered rings were stable and 

suffered neither dehydrogenation nor disproportionation. A few 
experiments have been carried out with rings larger than six- 

membered.16 L. Ruzicka and C. F. Seidel16 found that 1:1:2- 

trimethylcycZoheptane (XXV), with palladised charcoal at 420°, 

yielded a hydrocarbon oxidising to hemimellitic acid and hence 
having the structure (XXVI). 

N. D. Zelinski and M. G. Friemann 37 observed that cycZoootane, 

after passing over a platinum catalyst at 300°, suffered a fall in 

boiling point, density and refractivity, but the product was not 

identified. 
The behaviour of the cycZopentane ring is, in contrast, well estab¬ 

lished. As has already been mentioned, the early work of Zelinski 

showed that simple cycZopentane compounds were unaffected by 

metallic catalysts. Apparont exceptions were found 18 in “ cyclo- 

hexyl-cycZopentane ” and “ cycZohexyl-mcthylcycZopentane ” which 

yielded diphenyl. The alicyclic hydrocarbons were made by reduc¬ 

ing, with zinc and hydriodic and acetic acids, the carbinols obtained 

from cyc/ohexylmagnesium bromide and cycZopentanone or methyl- 

cycZopentanone. Reinvestigation showed that the diphenyl origin¬ 

ated in dicycZohexyl formed during the preparation of the Grignard 
compound.19 The need for caution in the choice of synthetic 

methods is also illustrated in investigations of the dehydrogenation 
of dicycZopentyl 20 (XXVII). When this was made by the Wiirtz 
reaction from cycZopentyl bromide, it resisted dehydrogenation, but 

material made by reducingthe pinacol from cycZopentanone (XXVIII) 

gave naphthalene on treatment with platinised charcoal. It was 
deduced that only the fir&t material was authentic and that re- 

15 See in particular A. St. Pfau and P. Plattner’s important investigations 
on the formation of azulenes from derivatives of 0 : 3 : 5-bicyelodeceLne (Helv. 
Chim. Acta, 1936, 19* 868). Considerations of space prevent a full discussion 
of these interesting substances in this Report. 

16 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 424. 
17 Ber., 1930, 63, I486. 
is N. D. Zelinski, ibid., 1926, 68, 2756. 
» N. D. Zelinski and I. N. Titz, ibid., 1931, 64, 183. 
90 N. D. Zelinski, I. N. Titz, and L. Fatajev, ibid., 1926, 69, 2680. 
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arrangement to dccalinB must have accompanied the reduction of 
the pinacol. 

(XXVII.) (XXVTIT.) 

A number of other examples of the inertia of c?/cZopentane rings 

towards dehydrogenation have recently been recorded.19,20" 

J. W. Barrett and R. P. Linstead 21 find that cis-Q : 3 : 3-bicyclo- 

octane (formed by or^o-fusion of two such rings) is stable to platinum 

at 310°. N. D. Zelinski, B. A. Kazanski, and A. F. Plate 22 have, 

however, observed that c^/cZopentane is hydrogenated in an atmosphere 
of hydrogen at 300° over platinised charcoal to yield n-pentane, and 

other examples of the hydrogenation of the five-membered ring have 

since come to light.23 This extension of the series commenced by 

the comparatively easily reducible three- and four-membered rings 

is of considerable interest. A further complication is introduced by 

the recent work of B. A. Kazanski and A. F. Plate,24 who announce 

that w-butylcs/cZopentane and similar hydrocarbons on passage over 

platinised charcoal in hydrogen or an inert gas at 300—310° yield a 

mixture of aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons. The aromatic 

hydrocarbons could be formed either by cyclisation of the side chain 

and fission of the five-membered ring, or by the formation and 

subsequent cyclisation of aliphatic hydrocarbons. In support of 

the second hypothesis, they find that aromatic hydrocarbons can be 
formed by the cyclo-dehydrogenation of various aliphatic hydro¬ 

carbons, for example, ^-xylene from diZsobutyl and m-cymene from 
diwamyl. The yields of aromatic substances in this work are, 

however, low. 
The formation of new rings under the conditions of catalytic 

dehydrogenation is not a new phenomenon, although no such striking 

results as the above have previously been obtained. N. D. Zelinski, 

I. N. Titz, and M. V. Gaverdowskaja 25 observed the formation of 

fluorene from diphenyl- or dicycZohexyl-methane and of phenanthrene 

from a(3-diphenylethane over platinised charcoal at 300° and analo¬ 

gous cyclo-dehydrogenations of alcohols have been achieved.26 

20« N. 1>. Zelinski, S. E. Michlina, and M. S. Eventova, Ber., 1933, 66, 1422. 
21 J., 1936, 611. 
22 Ber., 1933, 66, 1415. 
23 N. D. Zelinski and B. A. Kazanski, Compt. rend. Acad. Sri. TJ.R.S.S., 

1934, 3, 168; J. I. Denissenko, Ber., 1936, 69, 1353. 
24 Ibid., p. 1862. 

Ibid., 1926, 59, 2590. 
2fl N. D. Zelinski and M. V. Oaverdowsknja, ibid., 1928, 61, 1049. 
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From further work,27 N. D. Zelinski and I. N. Titz have come to the 

general conclusion that six-mcmbered rings can be involved in the 
formation of new rings by dehydrogenation, but the same is not true 

of cyclopent&nc rings. 

Oxygenated Compounds.—Although there is naturally a decided 

tendency for the reduction of ketonic and alcoholic groups during 

catalytic dehydrogenation, there are a number of examples in which 

the oxygen is preserved with the formation of a phenol. Of these we 

may mention H. Honigmann’s preparation of debydroneoergosterol 
from neoergosterol (Ft at 270°);28 L. Ruzieka arid E. Morgeli’s 

dehydrogenation of 7-methyl-1-tetralone to 7-mctliyI-l-naphthol, 
in (30% yield (Pd at 310°) 29; and J. W. Cook, C. L. ITewett, and 

C. A. Lawrence’s conversion of octahydro-9-phenanthrol into 

9-phenanthrol (Ft at 300°).30 Methoxyl groups on aromatic rings 

survive catalytic dehydrogenation.31 Angular carboxyl groups are 
eliminated.32 

General.—The above is a largely empirical review of the main 

facts. Comparatively little is known with certainty of the mechan¬ 

isms of the various processes, and it would be premature to discuss 
this at any length. The catalytic and 4 4 chemical ” processes must 

be essentially different. It is probable that the fundamental stages 

in catalytic dehydrogenation are (i) activation of hydrogen by the 

metal, followed by (iia) elimination of this hydrogen as such, or 

(ii6) its addition to an unsaturated centre (but not to an aromatic 

centre) in the same or a neighbouring molecule. On the other hand, 

dehydrogenation by means of sulphur or selenium presumably 

involves (i) an addition of the reagent to an unsaturated or aromatic 

centre, followed by (ii) an elimination of hydrogen sulphide or selenide. 
Such a difference in mechanism would account inter alia for the fact 

that saturated hydroaromatic compounds are dehydrogenated readily 

over catalysts, but not by sulphur or selenium under normal con¬ 

ditions. R. P. L. 

6. Synthesis of Polycyclic Hydroaromatic Compounds. 

The sudden concentration of research in a large number of centres 

on this field has been one of the features of organic chemistry during 

27 Ber.y 1929, 62, 2869; 1931, 64, 183. 
28 Annalen, 1934, 511, 292. 
28 Helv. Chinn. Acta, 1936, 19, 377. 
30 J., 1936, 71. 
31 See, e.g., L. Ruzieka, H. Httsli, and K. Hofmann, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 

19, 370. 

32 See, e.g., L. Ruzieka, L. Ehmann, M. W. Goldberg, and H. HOsli, ibid., 
1933, 16, 833. 
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the past four years. The driving force has of course been the 
discovery that a large and important class of natural products 
contains condensed alicyclic structures. The synthesis of some of 
the natural products themselves is a distinct possibility and provides 
a clear objective, for example, that of the hormone cquilenin (I). 
In other molecules, e.g., cholesterol (II), the stereochemical com¬ 
plications are such that the prospect of a total synthesis is more 
remote. But besides the synthesis of actual natural products with 
a view to confirmation of structure, much work is necessary on the 
reactions, stereochemical relationships, and biological activity of 
compounds of the general type. For this purpose synthetic 
compounds of known structure are required. 

Progress in the chemistry of the natural products themselves is 
dealt with in another section of these Reports. The present 
review is concerned with a correlation of the synthetic work. It 
would be possible to systematise this in several ways : (a) In terms 
of the type of ring structure synthesised, e.g., hydrophenanthrene; 
(b) in terms of the natural product aimed at, e.g., cquilenin; (c) in 
terms of physiological activity, e.g., oestrogenic or carcinogenic 
compounds. A more fundamental chemical division is that based 
on the methods actually involved in the formation of the polycyclic 

* General note on formulae. For the sake of clarity, the following conven¬ 
tion is adopted throughout this section of the Report. Aromatic rings are 
written in Kokule forms with the double bonds in full, and simple hexagons 
denote cyclohexane rings. Side chains are represented by straight lines, 
each corner representing a carbon atom, and a single straight line a methyl 

group. Thus p-cymene becomes —^_^~\ and tlie formula (H) above 

represents the full molecule : 

3 

3 
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structure. This is adopted in the present Report-, the methods 

being divided as follows : * 

(1) Reduction of aromatic rings. 

(2) Cyclisation involving two double bonds in the same molecule; 
cyclo-dehydration of unsaturated alcohols. 

(3) Cyclisation involving a double bond and an aromatic nucleus; 
cyclo-dehydration of aromatic alcohols. 

(4) Cyclisation involving double bonds in different molecules 
(diene synthesis). 

(5) Cyclo-dehydration of ketonic esters and diketones. 
(6) Formation of cyclic ketones from monocarboxylic acids and 

their derivatives. 
(7) Formation of cyclic ketones from dibasic acids. 

(1) Reduction of Aromatic Rings. 

This, logically the first method of approach, is of little practical 

value and cannot, of course, be applied to the synthesis of substances 

containing an angular methyl group. Its principal drawback lies 

in the difficulty of separating the reduction products and in the 

stereochemical complications. The course of the hydrogenation of 

naphthalene and its simple derivatives is now clear, thanks mainly 

to the work of G. Schroeter 1 and W. Hiickel.2 The pressure 

hydrogenation of phenanthrene in the liquid phase over nickel has 
been investigated by Schroeter,3 who finds that normally the sym¬ 

metrical octahydro-derivative (V) is formed but that under suitable 

conditions the 1:2:3: 4-tetrahydro- (IV) and 9 : 10-dihydro- (ITT) 

compounds 4 can be isolated. 

Separation of these is possible because (IV), which alone possesses 

an intact naphthalene group, is the only reduction product capable 

of forming a picrate, whilst (V) yields an insoluble monosulphonic 

acid and (III) a soluble disulphonic acid. These three compounds 

are crystalline solids; many of the oily hydrophenanthrenes of the 
literature 6 must be impure. The structures of (IV) and (V) have 

been confirmed by their oxidation by chromic acid to monoketones 
(mainly 1-keto- from V, and, curiously enough, 4-keto- from IV) 

1 Annalen, 1922, 426, 1. 
3 Ann. Reportsy 1935, 32, 307. 
3 Ber., 1924, 67, 2025. 
4 G. Schroeter, H. Mtiller, and J. V. S. Huang, Ber.y 1929, 62, 045. 
6 Reviewed by Schroeter, ref. 3. 
* The period under review is essentially 1933—1930, but some earlier 

work is included to make a connected account. Only partly or fully reduced 
aromatic substances are dealt with, purely aromatic syntheses not being 
considered. A correlation between the reduced compounds and their arom¬ 
atic analogues will be found in the section on Dehydrogenation (p. 294). 
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which have been independently synthesised.3,4 The structure of 
(III) has been proved by synthesis.4 The optical properties of (V) 
are in agreement with the location of the eight hydrogen atoms on 
the outside rings.6 More recently it has been found that hydro - 

(HI.) (TV.) (V.) 

genation of phenanthrene over the mixed oxides of copper, chromium 
and barium yields the 9 : 10-dihydro-compound (III),7 whilst the 
use of Raney nickel leads to the $.-octahydro-derivative,8 in good 
yields. A complete hydrogenation to perhydrophenanthrenes over 
Raney nickel under vigorous conditions has also been reported.9 
The hydrogenation of anthracene has also been studied by 
G. Schroeter, whose results 10 differ in many respects from earlier 
work.11 It is instructive that in the presence of hydrogen¬ 
activating catalysts the only partial reduction products which 
appear capable of isolation are those containing one or more intact 
aromatic rings and no superfluous double bonds. 

(2) Cyclisation involving Two Double Bonds in the Same Molecule ; 
Cydo-dehydration of Unsaturated Alcohols. 

Cyclisations of this class are fairly common in the early literature 
of terpene chemistry. The first recorded was that of geraniolene 
(VI) into a mixture of a- and p-q/c/ogeraniolenes (VIII and VII) by 

J v_ _KV _J/\_ 1 
__OH V_ 

V - 
.> ij . t 1 II 

\/ 
(VI.) (VII.) (VIII.) (IX.) 

the action of sulphuric acid,12 and a number of similar reactions 
were soon discovered.13 This is a typical cyclisation of a diolefin; 

6 K. von Auwors and F. Krollpfeiffer, Annalen, 1922, 430, 253. 
7 A. Burger and E. Mosettig, J. Amer. Ghem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2731. 
8 J. van de Kamp and E. Mosettig, ibid,, p. 1107. 
9 P. S. Pinkney, G. A. Nesty, R. H. Wiley, and C. S, Marvel, ibid., 1936, 

58, 972. 
10 Ber., 1924, 57, 2003. 
11 Godchot, BuU. Soc. chim., 1907, [iv], 1, 121, 701. 
12 F. Tiemann and F. W. Semmler, Ber., 1893, 86, 2727; F. Tiemann 

Ber., 1900,* 33, 3711; O. Wallach and M, Franke, Annalen, 1902, 384, 101. 
» E.g„ F. W. Semmler, Ber., 1894, 87, 2520. 
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closely allied is the cyclo-dehydration of olefinic alcohols, for example, 

the conversion of the dimethvlheptenol (IX) into a-q/cZogeraniolene 
(VIII) by phosphoric acid.14 The mechanism of these reactions 

need not be discussed; it is sufficient to note that under the con¬ 

ditions of reaction the diene and unsaturated alcohol are more or 

less equivalent. Cyclisation between two double bonds has been 

observed among compounds containing the aldehyde,15 ketone,16 

and acid 17 groups. The well-known cyclisations of linalool and 
geraniol to terpineol and allied compounds also belong to this type. 

Whether a cyclic alcohol or a mono-olefinic cyclic hydrocarbon is the 

actual product is determined by the structure and the conditions 

of the reaction. The addition of the elements of water (or acetic 
acid, etc.) may follow the actual cyclisation. 

The structural conditions necessary for the cyclo-dehydration 
of olefinic alcohols have recently been investigated by D. C. Hibbit 

and It. P. Linstead.18 It was found that the methylheptenol (X), 

containing a terminal double bond, readily yielded the corre¬ 

sponding dimethylcyclohcxcno (XI), but when the double bond 

was nearer the alcohol group no cyclisation occurred. The 

formation of cyc/opentene rings was not observed. 

(X.) > <xi-> 

\/ 
The first direct synthesis of dieyclic compounds from the corre¬ 

sponding olefins was that of L. Ruzicka and E. Capato.19 It had 

previously been observed20 that dehydration of farncsol (XII) 

with potassium hydrogen sulphate yielded the aliphatic sesqui¬ 

terpene famesene (XIII), which with hot formic acid yielded a cyclic 

isomeride. It was then found that the easily synthesised 20 nero- 

lidol (XIV) was dehydrated by acetic anhydride to an acyclic 
hydrocarbon (probably farnesene), which yielded the monocyclic 

a-bisabolol (XV) on treatment with acetic and sulphuric acids. 

When, however, nerolidol was boiled with formic acid, a double 

cyclisation occurred with the formation of a hydrocarbon con- 

14 C. D. Harries and R. Weil, Ber., 1904, 37, 848; compare C. D. Harries, 
Annalen, 1905, 343, 362. 

16 F. Tiemann, Ber., 1900, 33, 3719. 
16 F. Tiemann and P. Kriigor, ibid., 1893, 26, 2675. 
17 F. Tiemann and F. W. Seinmler, ibid., p. 2725. 
48 J., 1936, 470. 
« Helv. Ghim, Acta, 1925, 8, 259. 
20 L. Ruzicka, ibid., 1923, 6, 490. Other early examples of the same 

reaction are the formation of polycyclic hydrocarbons from a-camphorene 
(L. Ruzicka, ibid., 1924, 7, 279) and from squalene (I. M, Heilbron, E. O. 
Kamm, and W. M. Owens, J„ 1926, 1630). 
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taining hexahydrocadalene (XVI, position of double bonds 
unknown). The presence of the naphthalene skeleton was shown 
by the dehydrogenation of (XVI) to cadalene. 

Simpler examples of the formation of a hydronaphthalene have 
recently been realised by D. C. Hibbit, R. P. Linstead, and A. F. 
Millidge21t 18,22 in the cyclisation of 1-methyl-2-Av-butenyl- 
cycZohexanol (XVII) and its isomeride (XVIII) to 9-methyl-A2- 
octalin (XIX). The cyclising reagents were phosphoric acid and 
its anhydride. The formation of the dicyelic hydrocarbon was 
proved by its degradation through 8-methylhydrindanone to 
l-methylcycZohexane-l-carboxylic-2-acetic acid (XX), which was 

(XVII.) (XVIII.) (XIX.) 

/\/C02h 

\/\ch2-co2h 
(XX.) 

independently synthesised.23 The cyclisation of a compound 
containing a Av-butenyl side chain was independently examined 
by A. Cohen, J. W. Cook, and C. L. Hewett,24 who found that 

2-methyl-l-Ay-butenyl-3 : 4-dihydrophenanthrene (XXI) yielded a 
tetracyclic isomeride with sulphuric-acetic acids, which could be 
dehydrogenated to chrysene. The cyclisation of the tricyclic diene 

21 R. P. Linstead, Che7n. and Ind., 1935, 54, 315. 
23 D. C. Hibbit, R. P. Linstead, and A. F, Millidge, J., 1936, 476. 
28 R. P. Linstead and A. F. Millidge, ibid., p. 478. 
2* J„ 1935, 1633; J. W. Cook, Chem. and Ind.t 1935, 54, 315. 
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(XXII) to a hydrochrysene lias also been achieved,*6 but is 
complicated by resinification. 

An interesting extension of the method is to hydrocarbons 
containing two double bonds and one triple bond. In an extension 
of previous work,26 it is reported 9 that the compound (XXIV), 
obtained by dehydrating the acetylenic glycol (XXIII), yields a 
ketododecahydrophenanthrene (XXV) on treatment with formic 

(XXIII.) (XXIV.) (XXV.) 

acid or acetic-sulphuric acids. The hydrocarbons obtained by the 
reduction of (XXV) resembled known hydrophenanthrenes in 
physical properties, but the structures have not yet been confirmed 
by dehydrogenation. 

To summarise : Only six-membered rings can be formed by this 
method. It can be applied to the synthesis of compounds con¬ 
taining an angular methyl group. The exact structural requirements 
are not fully known, but in general two double bonds at the ends 
of a chain of six carbon atoms, or two equivalent groups, appear to 
be necessary. 

(3) Cydimlion involving a Double Bond and an Aromatic Nucleus ; 
Cyclo-dehydration of Aromatic Alcohols. 

This is a widely used method for the formation of partly reduced 
polycyclic aromatic compounds. It differs from the method (2), 

just discussed, in that one of the unsaturated centres is replaced by 
an aromatic nucleus. Typical cyclisations, involving an olefin and 
an alcohol respectively, are the formation of tetralin (XXVI) and 
1-methyltetralin (XXVII) observed by M. T. Bogert, D. Davidson, 
and their collaborators : 27 

(XXVI.) (XX VII.) 

The use of an aromatic fragment limits the value of the method for 
the actual synthesis of natural products, for example, of those 

26 J. W. Cook and A. Danai, J.t 1935, 500. 
26 A. T. Blomquisfe and 0. S. Marvel, J. Amer. Chem. Soc1933, 55, 1655; 

D. T. Mitchell and C. 8. Marvel, ibid., p. 4276. 
27 Summarised in J. Amer. Chsm. Soc., 1935, 57, 151. 
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containing an angular methyl group. On the other hand, the inter¬ 

mediates are generally more accessible than those of method (2) 

and the cyclisations proceed more readily. The process has found 

particular application in the synthesis of the dehydrogenation 
products of naturally occurring substances. 

The first recorded cyclisation of this type seems to be that of 

bcnzylmenthol into raethylisopropylhexahydrofluorene by O. Wal- 

lach,28 and the formation of phenylindenes from various open-chain 

derivatives has also been known for some time.29 The first general 

synthetic work was that of G. Darzens.29® His experiments, 

however, were concerned with unsaturated acids and lactones, and 

it will be convenient to consider first the cyclisation of unsaturated 

hydrocarbons and the corresponding alcohols. 

The ease of conversion of phenyl olefins into dicyclic hydrocarbons 

is reflected in E. Bergmann’s investigations 30 of the polymerides 

of as-diphcnylethylene and a-methylstyrenc. It was known that 

both these hydrocarbons formed unsaturated liquid dimerides and 

saturated solid dimerides. Bergmann identified the former as 

substituted diphenylpropylencs (XXVI11) and the latter as the 

isomeric derivatives of indane (XXIX). The ring closures were 

brought about by stannic or aluminium chloride. 

R 
6=ch2 

R 

U' OH, 
11 - 

R Ph 

R 

■</ 

CH 

'th 

(XXVIII.) 

R Ph 

(XXIX.) 

The cyclisation of aryl olefins and the corresponding alcohols has 

recently been widely utilised by a number of workers for the synthesis 

of hydrophenanthrenes and more complex structures. In an 

important paper in 1932 J. C. Bardhan and S.C. Sengupta 31 first 

described the conversion of a derivative of (3-phenylethylcyc/oliexane 

into a hydrophenanthrene. The formation of dicyclic compounds 

28 Ber., 1896, 29, 2962; Annalcn, 1899, 305, 261. 
89 D. Vorl&ndor and C. Siebert, Ber., 1906, 39, 1030; E. P. Kohler, Amer. 

Chem, J., 1908, 40, 217; A. Orekhov and M. Tiffeneau, Bull. Soc. chim. 
1922, [iv], 31, 253; cf. (Mrs.) O. Blum-Bergmann, J., 1935, 1020. 

a®« Oompt. rend., 1926, 183, 748, and subsequent papers. 
80 E. Bergmann and H. Weiss, Annalen, 1930, 480* 49; E. Bergmann, 

H. Taubadel, and H. Weiss, Ber., 1931, 64, 1493; compare W. Schlenk and 
E, Bergmann, Annalen, 1930, 479, 65. 

81 J„ 1932, 2520. 
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(tetralin and indanes) from phenyl olefins followed a few years later. 
It will, however, be convenient to deal with this first. 

This section of the subject has been thoroughly investigated by 
Bogert, Davidson, and their collaborators,32 who have studied the 
conversion of a large number of phenylbutanols, phonylpentanols, 
olefins of associated structure, and similar compounds, into the 
corresponding tetralins and/or indanes. Their main results can 
be summarised as follows : Benzene derivatives with an unbranched 
side chain of five to seven carbon atoms, containing a double bond 
or hydroxyl group, will give a tetralin on treatment with sulphuric 
acid except when the hydroxyl group or double bond adjoins the 
phenyl group, in which case polymerisation occurs. Larger rings 
than six-membered are not formed. When the side chain carries a 
methyl group on C3 (phenyl on CA), derivatives of both indane and 
tetralin are formed. 

As regards mechanism, it is concluded that unsaturated hydro¬ 
carbons generally, but not invariably, intervene as intermediates. 
It is noteworthy that five-membered rings can be formed from these 
aromatic intermediates, which has not so far been found possible 18 
from the non-aromatic compounds considered under method (2). 
This indicates the greater reactivity of hydrogen substituted in the 
aromatic ring. 

Bardhan and Sengupta’s synthesis31 of hydrophenanthrenes 
proceeds in a typical case as follows : 

Ph-CH2-CH2Br + 

(XXX.) (XXXI.) 

82 M. T. Bogert and D. Davidson, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1934, 56, 185; 
M. T. Bogert, D. Davidson, and R. O. Roblin, ibid., p. 248; M. T. Bogert, 
D. Davidson, and P. M. Apfelbaum, ibid., p. 959; R. O. Roblin, D. Davidson, 
and M. T. Bogert, ibid., 1935, 57, 151. 
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\X \/ 
(XXXII.) (XXXIII.) 

The cyclo-dehydration was carried out by the use of phosphoric 
oxide at 140°. The structure of the product (XXXII) was shown 
by dehydrogenation to phenanthrene and by its independent 
preparation by the reduction of P. Babe’s33 diketo-octahydro- 
phenanthrene (XXXIII). The method was applied to the synthesis 
of various alkyl hydrophenanthrenes, and thence alkyl phenan- 
threnes, including retene.34 The ketonic fission of keto-esters such 
as (XXX) is often difficult or impossible. In such cases, the keto- 
ester itself can be reduced and the hydroxy-ester cyclised to give a 
liydrophenanthrene containing an angular carbethoxyl group. This 
group is eliminated in dehydrogenation. Another method35 of 
obviating this difficulty is to hydrolyse the keto-ester to the 
corresponding pimelic acid and recyclise. 

A similar and rather simpler synthetic method was reported 
independently and practically simultaneously by M. T. Bogert 36 
in America and J. W. Cook 37 in London, and has been widely applied 
by Cook and his collaborators. Bogert found that 1-P-phenyl- 
ethylcycfohexanol (XXXIV), isomeric with Bardhan and Sen- 
gupta’s alcohol, and easily prepared from [3-phenylethylmagnesium 
bromide and cyclohexanone, could be dehydrated by mild reagents 
to the olefin (XXXV), but this with concentrated sulphuric acid 
yielded os.-octahydrophenanthrene (XXXII). Experimental details 

(XXXIV.) (XXXV.) 

of this and similar syntheses have recently appeared.37® To bring 
about the same changes J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett 38 employed 

83 Ber.f 1898, 81, 1896. 
34 «T. C. Bardhan and S. C. Sengupta, J., 1932, 2798. 
86 G. A. R. Kon, J., 1933, 1081. 
88 Science, 1933, 77, 289. 
87 Ghem. and Jnd., 1933, 451. 
37a D. Perlman, D. Davidson, and M. T. Bogert, J. Org. Ghem., 1936, 

1 288. 
88 J., 1933, 1098. 

rep.—vol. mm. L 
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a number of reagents, the most usual eyclising agent (XXXV —> 
XXXII) being aluminium chloride in carbon disulphide. The 
tricyclic product yielded phenanthrene on dehydrogenation. 

as.-Octahydrophenanthrene (XXXII) can exist in two racemic 
forms (cis- and trans-). The separation of two compounds, believed 
to be these stereoisomerides, by fractional distillation of the cyclo¬ 
dehydration product of 1-p-phenylethylcycZohexanol (XXXIV) has 
recently been reported.39 Bogert 40,37a has, however, advanced 
convincing evidence that the lower-boiling isomeride is actually the 
spiran (XXXVI), the higher-boiling being the octahydrophenan- 
threne (XXXII). The formation of this spiran is precisely analo- 

(xxxvi.) (xxxvn.) (XNXvm.) 

gous to that of the indane (XXIXa), mentioned on p. 320. The 
structure of this octahydrophenanthrene has been confirmed by its 
oxidation41 by means of chromic acid to the ketone (XXXVII), 
which was independently synthesised from 2-phenylcycZohexylacetic 
acid (XXXVIII). The ketone obtained in this oxidation was 
contaminated with an isomeric product, probably derived from 
the spiran (XXXVI). 

The new method was applied by J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett38, 42 
to the preparation of tetracyclic compounds. Here again it was 
found that the cyclisation product was a mixture of the desired 
hydrophenanthrene derivative and a spiran. Thus (3-1-naphthyl- 
ethylcycZopentene (XXXIX) on treatment with aluminium chloride 

(XXXIX.) (XL.) (XLI.) 

yielded cycZopentanotetrahydrophenanthrene (XL), containing the 
setiocholane skeleton, and a sptro-hydrocarbon, apparently (XLI). 
On dehydrogenation these yielded cycZopentenophenanthrene and 
1-methylpyrene respectively. Similar results were obtained 42 from 

8# J. van de Kamp and E. Mosettig, J. Amer. Ghem. Soc,t 1936, 68, 1063. 
40 M. T. Bogert, Science, 1936, 84, 44. 
41 J. W. Cook, C. L. Hewett, and 0. A. Lawrence, J.t 1936, 71. 
« J., 1934, 365. 
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the related c^cZohexene derivatives, and the method was further 
extended to the preparation of a hydrogenated 1 : 2-benzanthracono 
from 2- p-phenylethyl-Zra?i«s-octalin. 

An application of the Bardhan-Sengupta method in these fields 
was made at the same time by G. A. R. Kon.35 It was found that 
the reaction could be applied to the preparation of substances 
containing an angular methyl group; for example, 1-methyl- 
2-P-phenylethylcycZohexanol (XLII) was dehydrated to the corre¬ 
sponding hydrophenanthrene (XLIII), which on dehydrogenation 
yielded phenanthrene. Spiran formation complicates this method 

(XL1J.) 

also. Thus, dehydration of the alcohol (XLIV) led to cycZopentano- 
tetrahydrophenanthrene (XL) and the spiran (XLV). (XL) gives 
cycZopentenophenanthrene on dehydrogenation,38 whilst the spiro- 
hydrocarbon yields chrysofluorene 42 (XLVI). 

(XLIV.) 

~> (XL) + /\/\ 
II 

(XLV.) (XLVI.) 

In subsequent experiments,43 Kon and his collaborators applied 
the BogerL-Cook method to the synthesis of numerous tetracyclic 
hydrocarbons. These included the important C18H16 hydrocarbon 
of 0. Diels,44 which was also prepared by a different method by 
E. Bergmann and H. Hillemann 46 The side reactions were pre¬ 
vented by the introduction of o-methyl groups into the c^cZopentane 
ring, cyclisation on to the methylated carbon proceeding to the 
exclusion of spiran formation.43 Thus : 

R1 R1 

/v 
s\/^° 

(XLVII.) 

r ii t i Y 
(XL VIII.) (XLIX.) 

(R2 = H, R1 = H or Me) 

48 S. H. Harper, G. A. R. Kon, and F. C. J. Ruzioka, J„ 1931, 124; D. J. C. 
Gamble and G. A. R. Kon, J., 1935, 443; D. J. C. Gamble, 0. A. R. Kon, 
and B. Saunders, ibid., p. 644. 

44 Ann. Reports, 1933, 30, 214. “ Ber., 1933, 66, 1302. 
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This was also observed by A. Cohen, J. W. Cook, C. L. Hewett, and 
A. Girard46 in their synthesis of the important 7-methoxy-l : 2- 
c?/dopentenophenanthrene (XLIX), the dehydrogenation product 
of methoxyoestratriene. In this case the cyclisation (XLVII —> 
XLVIII; R1 — H, R2 = OMe) by aluminium chloride went 
exceedingly well; the synthesis was completed by dehydrogenation 
of (XLVIII). 

Essentially the same synthetic method has been used for the 
synthesis of other dehydrogenation products related to bile acids 
and hormones; for example, (L) derived from oestrone,47 and 
L. Ruzieka’s C21II16 hydrocarbon from cholic acid 48 (LI). These 

(R) 

MeCK\/\^ 

/V" 
(LI.) 

syntheses involved dehydrogenation of the hydroaromatic compounds 
as the last stage. A number of pentacyclic hydrocarbons related 
in structure to (LI) have also been prepared similarly, in efforts, as 
yet unsuccessful, to synthesise the compound C25H24 obtained by 
0. Diels from cholesterol 49 

An interesting variant of this reaction was discovered by L. 
Ruzicka and H. Hosli 50 in experiments on the cyclisation of the 
olefin (LII) derived from p-phenylethylmagnesium bromide and 
a-tetralone. When this was boiled with aluminium chloride in 
carbon disulphide, it evolved hydrogen chloride and yielded chrysene 
(LIII) directly. This involves an effective loss of six atoms of 
hydrogen. Picene was synthesised similarly. As dibenzyl was 

found to yield phenanthrene under the same conditions, and di- 
naphthylethane to yield picene, it appears probable that the 
formation of chrysene and picene by cyclo-dehydrogenations in¬ 
volves the intermediate formation of phenylnaphthylethane and 
dinaphthylethane respectively,61 thus : 

/vCO 
(LII.) (LIII.) 

48 J., 1934, 663. 
47 A. Cohen, J. W. Cook, and C. L. Hewett, J., 1936, 446. 
48 W. E. Bachmann, J. W. Cook, C. L. Hewett, and J. Iball, J., 1936, 64. 
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The structures of the aromatic dehydrogenation products of the 
compounds obtained in these syntheses are in most cases certain. 
From these and from the method of synthesis it is possible to 

arrive at the probable composition of the main constituents of the 

hydroaromatic material. In only a few cases, however, have these 
been proved independently. The investigation of as.-octahydro- 

phenanthrene indicates the need for caution in this field, and this is 

also evident from J. W. Cook and 0. L. Ilewett’s study of the 
dehydration of 1-benzylcycZohexanol. It had been found38 that 

treatment of this with phosphoric oxide at 160° yielded a saturated 

and hence tricyclic hydrocarbon. This was thought to be a hexa- 
hydrofluorene, although it could not be dehydrogenated to fluorene. 

Later work,52 however, showed that authentic hexahydrofluorene 

readily yielded fluorene on treatment with selenium or platinum, 

and the tricyclic hydrocarbon was found to be benz-1 : 3 : 3-bicyclo- 
A2-nonenc (LIV). The cf/cZohexane ring had become fused to 

benzene by the 3- and not the 2-carbon atom. 

Another possible complication in such syntheses lies in a molecular 

rearrangement of the carbon skeleton.* Thus the condensation of 

P-phenylethylmagnesium bromide and cyclohexene oxide was first 

thought to yield 2-P-phenylethylci/cZohexanol, and the chloride of 

this with aluminium chloride was thought to give as.-octahydro- 

phenanthrene,52a Later investigation showed that the original 

alcoholic product was actually (LphenylethylcycZopcntylcarbinol.41,52f> 

Complete failures to cyclise by the method are rare, but 

1-1'-naphthyl-A1-cycZohexcne was quite unchanged by the action 
of aluminium chloride in cold carbon disulphide, although a methyl 
derivative gave evidence of a little cyclisation.53 

Compounds containing Negative Groups.—It is convenient to con- 

49 J. W. Cook, C. L. Hewett, W. V. Mayneord, and (Miss) E. Roe, J., 1934, 
] 727. 

60 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1934, 17, 470. 
51 Compare J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett, J., 1934, 3G9. 
62 J. W. Cook and C. L. Hewett, J., 1936, 62. 
a2a J. D. Fulton and R. Robinson, J„ 1933, 1463. 
52i R. Robinson, J., 1936, 80. 
63 J. W. Cook and 0. A. Lawrence, ibid., p. 1431. 
* It appears to the Reporter that in view of Meerwein’s observations of 

the rearrangements accompanying the dehydration of 2 : 2-dimethylcycZo- 
hexanol, the formulae given above for dehydration and cyclo-dehydration 
products of disubstituted alcohols of this type are open to suspicion, unless 
confirmed by some analytical method. 
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aider under this heading the cyclisation or attempted cyclisation, 
by the same general method, of compounds containing carbonyl, 
carboxyl, carbethoxyl and similar groups. As has already been 
stated, the main advances in this field are due to G. Darzens and 
his collaborators, particularly A. L6vy. The typical Darzens 
synthesis 54 proceeds as follows : Benzylallylmalonic ester, prepared 
by successive benzylation and allylation of malonic ester, is 
hydrolysed and decarboxylated to benzylallylacetic acid (LV, 
R = H). This, on treatment with 78% sulphuric acid below 45°, 
yields a mixture of the corresponding acid derived from tetralin 
(LVI, R = H) and the lactone (LVIT, R — H), both of which are 
isomeric with (LV). It was at first thought that the lactone 

yv) 
%/\y\CQM 

(LV.) 

y\A 
(LVI.) (LVII.) 

(LVII, R — H) could not be cyclised similarly, but later 55 it was 
found that 65% sulphuric acid at 120° slowly converted it into the 
dicyclic acid (LVI). As a corollary the unsaturated acid gives an 
excellent yield of (LVI) under these conditions. The method is 
well adapted for the synthesis of acids derived from alkyl tetralins 
and naphthalenes and of alkyl naphthalenes. Thus the acid (LVI, 
R = H) on dehydrogenation with sulphur and decarboxylation 
with lime yields successively l-methyl-3-naphthoic acid and 
1 -methylnaphthalene. 

The reaction (LV —> LVI) appears to be general for this type of 
unsaturated acid. It has been observed in the cases when R Me,60 
CHMe2,67 CMe3,58 and OMe,59 and also 60 in the cyclisation : 

COoH 

(LVIII.) (LIX.) 

There were minor differences in the conditions (time, concentration 
of acid, temperature) used for the cyclisations of the various acids 
and lactones, but the products were of the same type and could be 
degraded to alkyl naphthalenes in the same manner. 

64 G. Darzens, Compt. rend,, 1920, 183, 748, 1110. 
66 Ibid., 1930,190, 305. 
60 G. Darzens and A. Heinz, Compt. rend., 1927, 184, 33. 
67 G. Darzens and A. IAvy, ibid., 1932, 194, 2050. 
*• Ibid., 1934,199, 1420. 
M Ibid., 1935, 200, 409. 60 G. Darzens, ibid., 1030,190, 1502. 
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In this way the product (LVI, R = CHMe2) yielded eudalene,57 
the dehydrogenation product of the eudesmol group of sesqui¬ 
terpenes. The only acid of the type which failed to cyclise by this 
reaction was (LX).61 It is instructive to contrast this with the 

(LXT.) (LXII.) (LXIII.) 

behaviour of the alcohol (LXI), which yields 1-isopropyltetralin on 
cyclo-dehydration.2 7 The carboxyl group appears to inhibit 
cyclisation. 

Although the reaction has been mainly observed with compounds 
containing the acid group in the p-position, one such cyclisation 
of an a-acid (LXII —>- LXIII) occurs, although slowly.02 The 
reaction has also been applied to syntheses of hydrophenanthrene 
derivatives,03 and from these 1-methyl- and 1 : 9-dimethyl-phen- 
anthrenes have been prepared. 

Some of the lactonisations of the unsaturated acids encountered 
in the course of this work were interesting. For instance, the acid 
(LVIII) lactonised so readily that it had no sharp boiling point. 
This contrasts with the parent acid, allylacetic acid, which shows 
little tendency to lactonise at the boiling point.64 In certain 
instances,57,59 treatment of the unsaturated acid with sulphuric 
acid yielded as by-product not only the y-laetone (type LVII) but 
the isomeric S-laetone (type LXIV). Unlike the y-lactones, the 
5-lactones failed to cyclise to tetralin derivatives. The formation 
of a 5-lactone also provides a difference from allylacetic acid, which 
yields only a y-lactone.64 

Some of the syntheses of Bardhan and Sengupta 31 involve the 
cyclo-dehydration of esters of aromatic hydroxy-acids, for example, 
(LXV—> LXVI): 

(LXIV.) (LXV.) (LXVI.) 

01 G. Darzens and A. L6vy, Gompt. rend., 1930, 191, 1455. 
62 G. Darzens and A. Uvy, ibid., 1934, 199, 1131. 
68 Ibid., 1935, 200, 2187; 1936, 202, 427. 
64 R. P. Linstead and H. N. Rydon, J„ 1933, 580. 
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Similar cyclisations of esters are to be found in the work of It. D. 
Haworth and his collaborators.65 These reactions involve essentially 
the ring closure of a compound with the double bond ap (or py) to 
the functional group, as against the yS-compounds of Darzens. 

Against these positive results we may set the apparent inability 
of many unsaturated l^droaromatic ketones to cyclise, for example, 
(LXVII),38 (LXVIII) and similar ketones.66 The hydroxy-ester 

(LXIX) resists cyclisation by a variety of reagents.67 On the other 
hand, a number of aromatic diketones and ketonic esters, probably 
functioning as unsaturated hydroxy-ketones and unsaturated 
hydroxy-esters, form polycyclic compounds with ease (see Method 5). 

(4) Cyclisations involving Double Bonds in Different Molecules. 
Diene Synthesis. 

A logical extension of methods (2) and (3) is the union of two 
separate unsaturated molecules to form a ring. The only effective 
method of carrying this out is by the diene synthesis. This has 
already been reviewed in these Reports and we shall mention only 
its application to hydrophenanthrene and hydroanthracene systems. 

The condensation of dienes with quinones, discovered by H. von 
Euler and K. O. Josephson,68 and extensively investigated by 
0. Diels and K. Alder,69 can be applied to the preparation of poly¬ 
cyclic compounds containing angular methyl groups. Thus Erich 
Adler 70 condensed p-xyloquinone with butadiene in benzene at 
160—170° to dimethyloctahydroanthraquinone (LXX), but the 
yield was poor and there seems no doubt that methyl groups 
inhibit this type of condensation.71 

The main application of the diene synthesis to the hydro¬ 
phenanthrene and related fields is due to L. F. Fieser and his 
co-workers. It was first found 72 that benzoylacrylic acid (LXXI), 

65 E.g., R. D. Haworth, C. R. Mavin, and G. Sheldrick. J., 1934, 454. 
66 A. Cohen and J. W. Cook, J., 1935, 1570. 
67 R. Robinson and J. Walker, ibid., p, 1530. 
08 Bet., 1920, 53, 822. 
69 See Ann. Reports, 1930, 27, 88. 
70 Arkiv Kemi, Min., Qeol„ 1935, 11, B, No. 49, 1. 
71 Cf. C. K. Chuang and C. T. Han, Ber., 1935, 68, 876. 
72 L. P. Fieser and (Mrs.) M. Fieser, J. Amer. Chem. &foe., 1935, 57, 1679. 
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which is easily obtained from benzene and maleic anhydride, con¬ 
densed smoothly with butadiene in alcohol at 100° to yield benzoyl- 
tetrahydrobenzoic acid (LXXII). This substance and its deriv- 

/\ AXK 

XC( 

(LXX.) 

CO. 

11 ^ +'^i / / 4 J 
co2h " 

(LXXI.) 

CO. 

V" 

/ \ 

X) V CO; 
(LXXII.) 

atives do not cyclise readily, but after dehydrogenation with sulphur 
(in the form of esters) yield o-benzoylbenzoic acids, which, as is well 
known, give anthraquinones with great ease. Only one successful 
formation of a hydrophenanthrene derivative from a p-naphtha- 
quinone has been reported,73 but the ‘ maleic anhydrides * of the 
hydronaphthalene series, such as (LXXIII), react smoothly with 
dienes,74 thus : 

R 

(LXXIII.) 

(R = H, Me) 

The dimethyl ester corresponding to the product (R = Me) is 
exceedingly resistant to hydrolysis. Treatment of the unsaturated 
anhydride with selenium appears to lead to a reversal of the diene 
synthesis. Decarboxylation by alkali at a high temperature yields 
a mixture of hydrophenanthrenes. The method is not suitable for 
the production of pure hydrophenanthrenes, but is well adapted to 
the preparation of their aromatic dehydrogenation products. 

The corresponding chrysene derivatives have also been synthesised 
and similar condensations have been effected with cyclic dienes.75 
The scope of the process has been extended 76 by the development 
of a method for the preparation of the necessary intermediates of 
type (LXXIII). This is described later. An even milder reaction 
has been realised by L. F. Fieser and H. L. Holmes,77 who have 
succeeded in adding dienes to esters of dihydronaphthalene mono- 
carboxylic acids. Condensation is slow, but the products (LXXIV) 
can easily be isolated owing to their resistance to hydrolysis and can 
be dehydrogenated to phenanthrenes. 

73 L. F. Fieser and A. M. Seligman, J. Atmr. Ctiem. Soc., 1934, 56, 2690. 
74 L. F. Fieser and E. B. Hershberg, ibid., 1936, 57, 2192. 
76 L. F. Fieser, M. Fieser, and E. B. Hershberg, ibid., 1936, 58, 1463. 
76 L. F. Fieser and E. B. Hershberg, ibid., p. 2315. 
77 Ibid., p. 2319. 
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The reverse of this method, namely, the addition of maleic 
anhydride or a similar compound to a dicyclic or potentially dicyclic 
hydrocarbon containing a diene unit, has been used by E. de Barry 

R 

(LXXIV.) 

Barnett and C. A. Lawrence 78 and by E. E. Gruber and R. Adams.79 
The English workers dehydrated the pinacol derived from cyclo- 
hexanone to the diene (LXXV), which yielded additive products of 
the usual type with maleic anhydride, benzoquinone and a-naphtha- 
quinone. Gruber and Adams independently studied the addition 
of maleic anhydride and of acraldehyde to this diene. A. Cohen 80 
has examined the parallel route (LXXV! —x LXXVJI —>■ 

(LXXV1.) (LXXVII.) (LX XVIII.) 

LXXVIII), but the process is not general. The unsubstituted 
compounds oyclised in the manner shown, but the methoxy- 
derivatives gave polymerio products. More reoently, the same 
author81 has reported similar condensations from 1-vinyl- 
naphthalene and its 6-methoxy-derivative. These with maleic 
anhydride yield the corresponding dihydroplienanthrenedicarboxylic 
anhydrides. One of the particular objects of this work has been 
the preparation of synthetic oestrogenic compounds. 

(5) Cyclo-dehydration of Ketonic Esters and Diketones. 

(a) Ketonic Esters.—There have been two distinct lines of 
development, that leading to the fusion of two alicyclic rings and 
that involving one aromatic ring. The basis of the first method is 
the formation of a dicyclio dihydroresorcinol by the Michael addition 
of malonio ester to a cyclio unsaturated ketone (or of acetoacetio 
ester to a cyclic unsaturated ester), followed by the spontaneous 
closure of the second ring, under the conditions of reaction, and by 

78 J., 1935, 1104. 
79 J. Amer. Ghem. Soc.t 1935, 57, 2555. 
80 </., 1935. 429. 
81 A. Cohen, Nature, 1935, 136, 869. 
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hydrolysis. The first application of this method was P. Rabe’s 
synthesis of a diketo-octahydrophcnanthrene,33 and the simplest 
example is the preparation of 1 : 3-diketodecalin by G. A. R. Kon 
and M. Qudrat-i-Khuda : 82 

Acetylcyclo- 
hexene -f- 
flodio- 
malonic 
ester 

C02Et CO,Et 
(LXX1X.) 

This method was further studied by L. Ruzicka, D. R. Koolhaas, 
and A. H. Wind,83 who used it for the preparation of various alkyl 
decalins allied to the hydrogenated sesquiterpenes of the selinene 
class. The natural products, however, contain a ci^-locking of 
the rings, the synthetic, a tram-locking; for example, the diketone 
(LXXIX) yields oxidation products undoubtedly belonging to the 
toms-series.82, 84 More recently 85 this diketone has been isolated 
in both cis- and £r<m?-forms. It appears that the initial addition 
yields a cis-keto-ester, that mild hydrolysis of this gives a cis- 
diketone, whereas hydrolysis with hot alkali causes an isomeric 
change to the tram-diketone. The corresponding compounds con¬ 
taining a 9-(angular) methyl group have also been investig¬ 
ated.83,86,87 Here again there is evidence from oxidation of 
the existence of cis- and £ra?w-isomerides.87 The corresponding 
dione of the hydrindane series appears to be stable in the aVform,88 
in agreement with theory. 

The pioneer work on the preparation of polycyclic compounds 

by the dehydration of ketonic esters of the aromatic series was that 
of J. Bougault 89 and K. von Auwers and K. Moller.90 Bougault 
discovered that the condensation product from p-phenylpropionic 
ester and oxalic ester yielded the diester of indene-1 : 2-dicarboxylic 
acid when treated with sulphuric acid. Von Auwers and M6lter 
applied the method to the hydronaphthalene series as follows : 

othyl- 
-COoEt oxalate, 

COC02Et 9°2Et 

\-CO.Et A/\cO,Et 
KOEt 

(LXXIXa.) 

82 J., 1926, 3071. 83 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1931, 14, 1151. 
81 J. W. Barrett, A. H. Cook, and R. P. Linstead, J., 1935, 1066. 
88 C. K. Chuang and Y. L. Tien, Ber., 1936, 69, 25. 
88 Q. R. Clemo and H. G. Dickenson, J., 1935, 735. 
87 R. P. Linstead and A. F. MiUidge, J., 1936, 478. 
88 C. K. Chuang, 0. M. Ma, and Y. L. Tien, Ber., 1935, 68, 1946. 
88 Corrupt, rend., 1915, 169, 745. 88 J. pr. Chem., 1925, [ii], 109, 124. 
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If the final cyclisation were carried out at room temperature, the 
anhydride corresponding to (LXXIXa) was obtained. The a-formyl 
and acetyl derivatives of y-phenylbutyric ester were condensed 
similarly to (LXXX) and (LXXXI) respectively.90 Such reactions 

A/W 

(LXXX.) 
) kA. 

ho<r 
yC02H VVx 

R 

b 
iC—X 

(LXXXI. 

may be considered as cyclo-dehydrations of the onolic forms of the 
keto-esters, as shown in a generalised form above, where X == C02Et 
and R = H, Me or C02Et. 

The first use of such a reaction for the synthesis of substances 
with a sterol-like skeleton was that of L. Ruzicka, L. Ehmann, 
M. W. Goldberg, and H. Hosli.91 They condensed p-1-naphthyl- 
ethyl bromide with Cf/cZohexanone-o-carboxylic ester and cyclised 
the product (LXXXII) by boiling 50% sulphuric acid to the hydro¬ 
chrysene ester (LXXXIII), which yielded chrysene on dehydro¬ 
genation. The method was also used for the synthesis of cyclo- 

C02Et COoEt 

(LXXXII.) 

/\/y \/ 
1 I i %/\s 

x 
(LXXXITI.) 

r " 

pentenophenanthrene derivatives. The use of stronger acid led to 
removal of the carbethoxyl group and some dehydrogenation. 

An ingenious application of the method is due to J. C. Bardhan,92 
who has condensed naphthylethyl bromide with the sodio-derivative 
of p-ketoadipic ester and cyclised the product (LXXXIV) to di- 
hydrophenanthrene-1-propionic-2-carboxylic acid (LXXXV). The 
advantage of this process is that it leads to the synthesis of an 
a-ketone (such as LXXXVI), resembling equilenin (LXXXVII). 

A method similar to that of Ruzicka has been used by J. W. Cook 
and his collaborators for the preparation of naphtha(T : 2' : 2 : 3)- 
fluorene,93 and for that of cholanthrene from 1-iodoacenaphthene 94 

91 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1933, 16, 833. 
92 Nature, 1934, 134, 217; Chem. and Ind.t 1936, 65, 879; J„ 1936, 1848. 
98 J. W. Cook, A. Dansi, C. L. Hewett, J. Iball, W. V. Mayneord, and 

(Mies) E. Koe, J., 1936, 1319. 
94 J. W. Cook, G. A. D. Baslewood, and (Mrs.) A, M, Robinson, J., 

1936, 667. 
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In the latter synthesis, the concentration of sulphuric acid used in 
the cyclisation was very critical, and the process has its limitations.93 

The Bougault reaction has been studied by L. F. Fieser and 
E. B. Hershberg.95'96 By condensing y-1- and -2-naphthylbutyric 
esters with oxalic ester and cyclising the products, they were able 

rvv 
\//\f (LXXXVI.) 

to prepare the anhydrides of two dihydrophenanthrene-o-dicarb- 
oxylic acids.88 Various methoxyl derivatives of dihydronaphtha¬ 
lene- and phenanthrene-dicarboxylic acids have been prepared by 
essentially the same process.99,97 For the preparation of sub¬ 
stituted dihydronaphthoic esters, required for condensation with 
dienes (see Method 4), L. F, Fieser and H. L. Holmes 98 modified the 
reaction as follows : The oxalyl ester (such as LXXXVIII) was 
hydrolysed by 15% sulphuric acid to the corresponding glyoxylic 
ester (LXXXIX). This on treatment with 65% acid yielded the 
dicyclic ester (XC). 

COCCXjEt 

*Y\ Vc02Et 
\/\/ 

(LXXXVIII.) 

COC02Et 

V 
(LXXXIX.) 

C02Et 

Rx/\A w 
(XC.) 

(b) Diketones.—The developments in tills field are mainly due 
to the work of R. Robinson and his collaborators. 

The first synthesis of a dicyclic compound involving the cyclisation 
of a 1 : 5-diketone seems to be that recorded by J. W. Barrett, 
A. H. Cook, and R. P. Linstead,84 who observed that ethyl sodio- 
acetoacetate reacted with acetylcycZohexene to yield, by Michael 
addition and subsequent cyclisation, the unsaturated dicyclic 

86 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 1851. 
86 Ibid., 1936, 58, 2315. 
87 A. Cohen, J, W. Cook, and C. L. Hewett, J„ 1936, 52. 
88 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 2319. 
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ketone (XCI, R = H), together with its carbethoxyl derivative 
(R = C02Et). The products belonged to the tram-series. 

(XC1T.) (XCI11.) (XCIV.) 

In a most ingenious scries of experiments, R. Robinson and 
E. Schlittler 99 condensed the chloride of y-r/i-methoxyphenylbutyric 
acid * with ethyl sodio-a-acetylglutarate to yield a product hydro¬ 
lysing to the 8-keto-acid (XCII). The methyl ester of this yielded 
the corresponding dihydroresorcinol (XCII1) with sodium ethoxide. 
This, on dehydration with phosphoric oxide, was cyclised to the 
unsaturated mono-ketone (XCIV). The corresponding alcohol on 
dehydrogenation and methylation yielded 1 : 7-dimethoxyphenan- 
threne. The cyclisation of this 1 : 5-diketone resembles the Bougault 
reaction, and presumably, like it, involves the dehydration of an 
enol. C. L. Hewett1 has obtained the same ketono (XCIII) by 
direct substitution of dihydroresorcinol and has confirmed its cyclo¬ 
dehydration. Unfortunately, O-alkylation complicated this method 
of preparation. 

R. Robinson and J. Walker2 have extended the Robinson- 
Schlittler method to the preparation of (XCVII), the methyl 
derivative of (XCIV), from the corresponding 5-keto-ester (XCV). 

99 1935, 1288. i J., 1936, 50. * 1936, 192. 
* The best method of preparing this important intermediate, first obtained 

by Henry W. Thompson (J1932, 2310), is in doubt. See ref. (99), and 
C. K, Chuang and Y. T. Huang, Ber.t 1936, 69, 1505; E. L. Martin, J. Amer> 
Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1438. 
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The position was consolidated by the cyclo-dehydration of the keto- 
ester (XCV) by cold sulphuric acid to the dihydronaphthalene 
derivative (XCVI). The corresponding acid chloride gave the same 
unsaturated ketone (XCVII) on cyclisation with stannic chloride. 
The reduction of (XCIV) has been examined by the same in¬ 
vestigators,3 who have succeeded in converting it, by oxidising 
the corresponding saturated alcohol with Beckmann’s mixture, into 
the important l-keto-7-methoxytetrahydrophenanthreneof A. Bute- 
nandt and G. Schramm (see later). The decalin system present in 
the reduction products of (XCIV) has been obtained in both cis- 

and Zrans-forms. 
Another line of attack used by the same school consists in the 

addition of the sodio-derivative of a saturated ketone to an ap-un- 
saturated ketone with the formation of a 1 : 5-diketone, followed by 
spontaneous cyclo-dehydration of the latter, following H. Stobbe.3® 
Thus, sodiocycZohexanone condenses with styryl methyl ketone to 
give first a saturated 1 : 5-diketone (XCVIII), and then an un¬ 

saturated dicyclic ketone (XCIX). The reaction is general; 
acetylcycfohexene and cycbhexanone yield as final product the 
dodecahydrophenanthrone4 (C), and 6-methoxy-l-tetralone and 
acetylc^cZohexene, the chrysene derivative (I). The tetrahydro- 
derivative of (I) is an alcohol and X-ray analysis 6 supports its 
formulation as a hydroxyhydrochrysene. The keto-hydrochrysenes 
similarly obtained from a-tetralone and acetylcycZohexene have been 
investigated in detail by D. A. Peak and R. Robinson,6 and the 
corresponding hydroc?/cZopentenophenanthrene derivatives have 
also been examined,7 

3 J., 1936, 747. 3« Jm VTm chem., 1912, 86, 209. 
4 W. S. Rapson and R. Robinson, J1935, 1285. 
* (Miss) D. Crowfoot, W. S. Rapson, and R. Robinson, J., 1936, 757. 
6 Ibid., p. 769. 
7 J. R. Hawthorne and R. Robinson, ibid,, p. 763. 
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A modification of the Knoevenagel synthesis of cycZohexenones 
has been described,8 in which the keto-ester (II) is prepared either 

by condensing ethyl furfurylideneacetoaeetate with a-tetralone or, 

better, from 2-furfurylidene-a-tetralone and ethyl acetoacetate. 

The dihydro-compound of this can be methylated to the keto-ester 

(III). The function of the furyl radical in this work is to act as 
the source of a carboxyl group or of a side chain terminated by 

carboxyl. 

These interesting researches probably represent the nearest 

approach as yet realised to a synthesis of oestrone. Some further 

methods now under investigation are outlined by R. Robinson in 

the fifth Pedler Lecture.9 

(6) Formation of Cyclic Ketones from Monocarboxylic Acids and 
their Derivatives. 

In this group is considered the formation of cyclic ketones by 
the dehydration of acids, or by loss of hydrogen chloride from acid 

chlorides. The most important examples are those in whicli an 

aromatic ring provides the centre which is attacked by the acid or 
acid chloride group. In the latter case the reaction is an internal 

Friedel-Crafts condensation. Recently it has been found that 

alicyclic rings can undergo a similar reaction; this aspect is 

considered later. 
It will be impossible to enumerate all the applications of the 

reaction in the aromatic field; the following are the most important 

from the present point of view. The typical reaction is the form¬ 

ation of a-hydrindone from (3-phenylpropionyl chloride discovered 

by F. S. Kipping. The process was soon applied to the synthesis 
of a-ketotetrahydronaphthalenes (a-tetralones). Thus G. Schroeter, 

L. Lichtenstadt, and D. Irineu 10 prepared (3-methyl-a-tetralone (V) 
by the representative series of reactions : 

Ph'CH2*CH2Br —> Ph-CH2-CH2*CH(C02Et)2 

methylation, 
hydrolysis, 
decarboxylation 

co2h co 
S\ \/ Alcl*ors ^\/\/ 

(IV,) k/X/ <v-) 
F. Krollpfeiffer and W. Schafer 11 prepared this and similar tetra- 

lones, using sulphuric acid for the final ring closure. The necessary 

8 D. A. Peak, R. Robinson, and J. Walker, J., 1930, 752. 
8 «/., 1936, 1079. 10 Ber., 1918, 51, 1599. 

11 Ber., 1923, 66, 620; compare a series of papers by A. Stevenson, J. F. 
Thorpe, and co-workers, J., 1923, 128, 1755, etc. 
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phenylbutyric acids were made by Clemmensen reduction of the 
corresponding benzoylpropionic acids, themselves prepared by the 
condensation of succinic anhydrides with aromatic hydrocarbons or 
of sodiomalonic esters with bromo-ketones such as <i>-bromoaceto- 
phenonc.12 The fundamental structural aspects of the reaction were 
examined by J. von Braun and G. Manz.13 They found that, in 
competitive reactions, the tetralone system was formed more 
readily than the hydrindone, and this, more readily than the benz- 
suberone. The methods described in these papers have provided 
the basis for one well-recognised method for the synthesis of aromatic 
compounds. For this purpose it is usual either to reduce the 
hydroaromatic ketone and dehydrogenate the product, or to subject 
the ketone to the Grignard reaction and dehydrogenate the 
tertiary alcohol so obtained, or its dehydration product. In this 
way a large number of substituted naphthalenes and phenanthrenes 
have been prepared, particularly by L. Ruzicka, R. D. Haworth, 
and their collaborators.14 

The first application to the tricyclic series was due to 
G. Schroeter,15 and tetracyclic compounds were first prepared by 
E. Beschke,16 and J. von Braun and G. Irmisch.17 Beschke 
applied the Reformatsky reaction to benzil and performed a double 
ring closure on the dibasic acid (VI). Von Braun and Irmisch 
obtained the mexo- and racemic forms of the diketohexahydro- 
chrysene (VIII) by internal Friedel-Crafts reactions on the acid 
chlorides of meso- and racemic Py-diphenyladipic acids (VII). 

(VI.) (VII.) (VIII.) 

More recently it has been found that the two saturated acids or 
their esters are readily cyclised by hot 85% sulphuric acid.18 The 

12 Comparo also F. Mayer and G. Stamm, Ber1923, 56, 1424. 
13 Annalen, 1929, 468, 258; and other papers by von Braun; compare 

also A. F. Titley, J., 1928, 2571, etc. 
14 Ann. Reports, 1932, 29, 152; for recent work see L. Ruzicka, H. Hosli, 

and K. Hofmann, Helv. Chim, Acta, 1936, 19, 370. 
16 Ber., 1924, 57, 2003, 2025; G. Schroeter, H. Muller, and J. V. S. 

Huang, ibid., 1929, 62, 645. 
*• Annalen, 1911, 884, 143. 
17 Ber., 1931, 64, 2461. 
18 G. R. Ramage and R. Robinson, J., 1933, 607. 
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ketones are stable and yield homogeneous hexahydrochry senes on 
reduction, both of which yield chrysene with selenium.18 The 
configurations of the parent acids are known,10 and from this the 
cis- and £ra?w-arrangements of the two central rings follow. This 
work has been followed up by H. J. Lewis, G. R. Ramage, and 
R. Robinson; 20 but the main difficulty is the preparation of suitably 
substituted Py-diphenyladipic acids, for the yield of theBe from the 
bimolecular reduction of substituted cinnamic esters is poor. 

Two important syntheses have been carried out by the general 
route by A. Butenandt and his co-workers. In the first 21 1 : 2-di- 
methylphenanthrene was prepared by the Schroeter-Haworth 
method, and was found to be identical with that obtained by the 
degradation of oestrone and setiobilianic acid. The second 22 was 
concerned with the preparation of 1-keto-7-hydroxy-1 : 2 : 3 : 4- 
tetrahydrophenanthrene (XI), which will probably prove to be a 
key-intermediate in the synthesis of equilenin. A novelty in this 
process was the method used for the introduction of the butyric acid 
side chain. The Grignard compound of l-iodo-6-methoxynaphthal- 
ene (IX) was condensed with succinic half-aldehyde, half-ester, or 
with the product formed from the addition of methylmagnesium 
iodide to succinic acid ester. This yielded the methoxynaphthyl- 
butenoic acid (X), from which the desired phenolic ketone (XI) was 
obtained by reduction, cyclisation (with stannic chloride), and 
demethylation. The general interest attaching to these compounds 

—> ✓yOw —^ ^yCj)co 
MeCK%/\./ Meo\/\^ HOVV 

(IX.) (X.) (XI.) 

is reflected in the fact that three other preparations of the methoxy- 
dcrivative of (XI) have since been reported. A slightly modified 
preparation is described by A. Cohen, J. W. Cook, and C. L. Hewett,23 
and Robinson and Walker's synthesis of the same compound has 
already been mentioned.2 G. Haberland’s recent synthesis24 differs 
from that of Butenandt and Schramm mainly in the use of tetralin 
derivatives in place of naphthalene. 6-Methoxy-l-tetralone (XII) 
was subjected to the Reformatsky reaction and the unsaturated 
esters so obtained were reduced by the Bouveauit-Blanc process to 

19 (Miss) M. Oommon and A. I. Vogel, J., 1930, 2148. 
20 J.t 1935, 1412. 
21 A. Butenandt, H. A. Weidlich, and H. Thompson, later., 1933, 66, 601. 
22 A. Butenandt and G. Schramm, Ber., 1935, 66, 2088. 
28 J., 1936, 53. 

Ber., 1936, 69, 1380. 
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the corresponding ethanol (XIII). The bromide of this by the 
malonic ester synthesis gave the acid (XIV), which on dehydro¬ 
genation with sulphur yielded 6-methoxynaphthylbutyric acid 
(dihydro-derivative of X). The cyclisation of this to the methoxy- 
ketone was achieved with 90% sulphuric acid. 

(XII.) (XIII.) (XIY.) 

An interesting paper 25 by J. W. Cook, C. L. Hewett, and C. A. 
Lawrence deals with the preparation of stereoisomeric 2-phenyl- 
cycfohexylacetic acids (XV) from 2-phenylc2/cZohexanone and their 
cyclisation to keto-octahydrophenanthrenes (XVI), and with 
analogous experiments on the cyclisation of hexahydrobenzyl- 
bcnzoic% acids to koto-octahydroanthracenes (XVII—>-XVIII). 

Diphenyl-2-acetio acid itself yields 9-hydroxyphenanthrene on 
cyclo-dehydration.26 

Among miscellaneous syntheses which have involved this method 
of cyclisation are three in the 1 :2-cyc/opentonophenanthrene- 
series,45,27,27a that of 1 : 2-benzpyrene*,28 and that of octahydro- 
dibenzanthrone.29 Two different syntheses of cholanthrene by its 
use have been reported.30 The use of veratrole as a starting 
material has beon explored.31 A promising route appeared to be 

26 J„ 1936, 71. 
26 N. N. Chatterjoe, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1935, 12, 591; compare I. R. 

Sherwood, W. F. Short, and ,T. Woodcock, J„ 1936, 322. 
27 W. E. Bachmann, J. Amer. Chem, Soo., 1935, 57, 1381. 
27« H. HiUemann, Ber„ 1936, 69, 2610. 
28 A. Winterstein, H. Vetter, and K. Schdn, Ber.f 1935, 68, 1079. 
28 E. do B. Barnett, N. F. Goodway, and 0. A. Lawrence, J„ 1935, 1684, 
30 J. W. Cook and G. A. D. Haslewood, J,, 1935, 767, 770. 
31 R. Robinson and P. C. Young, ibid., p. 1414. 
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blocked when it was found 32 that, although the dicarboxylic acid 
(XIX) could be cyclised to the keto-acid (XX), the ester of this 
failed to undergo the Reformatsky reaction. The synthesis of a 

compound containing the skeleton of the revised (tricyclic) formula 
for vitamin-I>2 is reported.33 Two methylmcthoxyphenanthrenes 
have been prepared by the Schroeter-Haworth process.34 

Cydisation involving Non-aromatic Rings.—It is well known that 
G. Darzens demonstrated that acid chlorides could be condensed 
with unsaturated alicyclic hydrocarbons by a reaction resembling 
that of Friedel and Crafts. This at once indicates the possibility of 
the internal condensation of or Se-unsaturated acids, or their 
chlorides, to unsaturated ketones. Nevertheless it is not to be 
expected that the reaction will proceed so smoothly as its aromatic 
counterpart because of the danger of polymerisation and 
lactonisation. 

Cyclisations of this type were first realised independently by 
J. W. Cook and C. A. Lawrence,35 and R. Robinson and J. Walker.2 
The latter work has already been mentioned; the former consisted 
in the preparation of A-9:10-a-octalone (XXII) from A 1-cyclo- 
hexenylbutyric acid (XXI). The ketone was identical with that 
prepared by W. Hiickel and H. Naab36 by the oxidation of 
A9:10-octalin. An interesting paper by C. K. Chuang, Y. L. Tien, 
and C. M. Ma37 describes the synthesis of a-ketones containing 

(XXI.) (XXII.) (XXIII.) (XXIV.) 

angular methyl groups by the same process. Thus, 8-methyl- 
1-hydrindenone (XXIY, position of double bond uncertain) was 
prepared from 2-methyl-A1-c?/c^hexenylpropionic acid (XXIII). 

82 W. S. Rapson and R. Robinson, J., 1935, 1533. 
83 S. Natelson and S. P. Gottfried, J. Amer. Chem. Soc1936, 58, 1432. 
88 P. Hill, W. F. Short, and (Miss) A. Higginbottom, J„ 1936, 317; W. F. 

Short, H. Stromberg, and A. E. Wiles, ibid., p. 319. 
88 J.t 1935, 1637. 
86 Annalen, 1933, 602, 153. 
87 Ber.t 1936, 69, 1494. 
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Reduction of the latter gave the corresponding saturated ketone, 
the structure of which was shown by its oxidation to methylc^cZo- 
hexane-l-carboxylic-2-acetic acid, which had already been synthe¬ 
sised.38'87 A similar synthesis of 9-methyl-1-decalone has been 

reported,37 but in this case the structure of the product has not yet 
been proved. 

(7) Formation of Cyclic Ketones from Dibasic Acids. 

The formation of cyclic ketones from dibasic acids can be effected 
by distillation of the barium salts, distillation of the acids with 
acetic anhydride or with a trace of baryta, or from the esters by 
the Dieckmann reaction. These processes have been widely used 
in the preparation of dicyclic ketones 39 but have not so far been 
of much service in more complex cases. We need only mention 
here F. Vocke’s valuable study of the pyrolysis of reduced diphenic 
acids,40 the synthetic experiments of J. C. Bardhan and S. K. Banerji 
in the cadinene group of sesquiterpenes,41 and the unusual keton- 
isation observed by A. E. Bradfield, E. R. Jones, and J. L. 
Simonsen.42 

Owing to the rapid growth of the subject and the large number of 
workers involved, the Reporter has been conscious of unusual 
difficulty in trying to preserve a proper balance between the various 
developments and in assigning priority. The literature has been 
reviewed up to and including December, 1936. 

R. P. L. 

7. Natural Products of the Sterol Group. 

(Continued from Ann. Reports, 1933, 30, 198; 1934, 31, 206.) 

Investigations of natural products derived from c?/ck>pentanoper- 
hydrophenanthrene have shown undiminished activity, and early 
in 1936 two excellent monographs lr 2 were published. To these 
reference should be made for more detailed information. 

Sterols. 

The preparation of an interesting series of isomerides of cholesterol 
(I) has now been completed. R. Schoenheimer and E. A. Evans 3 

38 C. K. Chuang, Y. L. Tien, and Y. T. Huang, Ber.y 1935, 68, 864. 
39 See Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 305. 40 Annalen, 1934, 508, 1. 
41 J.y 1935, 476. 42 J., 1936, 1137. 

1 L. F. Fiesor: “ The Chemistry of Natural Products related to Phen- 
anthrone.” American Chemical Society Monograph Series, No. 70. 

8 H. Lettr6 and H. H. Inhoffen: “ Cher Sterine, Gallensauren und ver- 
wandte Naturstoffe.” Verlag von Ferdinand Enke in Stuttgart. 

3 J. Amer. Chem. Soc.f 1936, 58, 182; J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 114, 567. 
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hare shown that the substance to which the structure of 
aZZocholesterol (III) was formerly attributed is a mixture of (I) and 
(III). By reduction of cholestenone (V) with aluminium tsoprop- 
oxide, these authors obtained an addition compound of alio- 
cholesterol with ejtn&ZZocholesterol (IV). As only the former is 
precipitated by digitonin, both (III) and (IV) could be isolated in 
the pure state. The properties of pure aZZocholesterol are quite 
different from those inferred from a study of the mixture of (I) and 
(III), which led, for example, to the erroneous conclusion 4 that 
aZZocholesterol is easily isomerised to cholesterol. Finally, epi- 
cholesterol (II) has been obtained 5 by the action of oxygen on a 
Grignard solution prepared from cholesteryl chloride. This gave 
a mixture of cholesterol and epicholesterol, from which the latter 
was isolated by precipitating the cholesterol with digitonin. 

Cholesterol and epicholesterol are hydrogenated to cholestanol and 
epicholestanol (trans-fusion of rings 1 and II), respectively, whereas 
aZZocholesterol gives coprosterol (coprostanol) (cis-fusion of rings I 
and II) and epiallocholesterol gives a mixture of epZcholestanol and 
epZcoprostanol. A striking property of all of the three new isomerides 
of cholesterol (II, III, and IV) is the ease with which they become 
dehydrated by dilute alcoholic hydrochloric acid. This leads, in 
the case of (III) and (IV) to A2'• 4-cholestadiene, the absorption 
spectrum of which resembles that of ergosterol, although the bands 
are displaced farther into the ultra-violet. The influence of the 
A6:6-double bond on the ept-hydroxyl group of epicholesterol is 
very remarkable; it was found independently by J. H. Beynon, 
I. M. Heilbron and F. S. Spring 6 that a similar lability is shown 

4 A. Windaus, AnncUen, 1927, 453, 101. 
5 R. E. Marker, T. S. Oakwood, and H. M. Crooks, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 

1936, 68, 481; R. E. Marker, O. Kamro, T. 8. Oakwood, and J. F. Laucius, 
ibid., p. 1948. 

6 J., 1936, 907, 
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by ethers of epicholesterol, but not of cholesterol. The methyl, 
ethyl, and benzyl ethers of ejncholesterol (II) underwent replace¬ 
ment of their alkoxy-group by halogen under the influence of halogen 
adds or bromine at room temperature. In the latter case, of course, 
addition to the double bond also occurred. The hydroxyl group of 
neoergosterol (XIII) is also very labile.7 

The capacity of a sterol derivative to form an insoluble compound 
with digitonin is determined by the cia-configuration of the hydroxyl 
group at C3 with respect to the methyl group at Oj0 (see numbering 
given in formula I).* There are scarcely any exceptions to the 
generalisation that compounds which have this cia-configuration 
give insoluble compounds, whereas the trans-compounds do not. 
This applies not only to the sterols with intact side chain, including 
the phytosterols, but also to derivatives with degraded side chains 8 
and to the male hormone group. However, profound modification 
of the side chain may prevent the formation of an insoluble digitonide. 
T. Wagner-Jauregg and L. Werner 9 showed that “ (S-cholesterol,” 
which arises by the reduction of cholestenone with sodium and 
alcohol, is a molecular compound of cholestanol with a sterol which 
is not precipitated by digitonin. This second component has now 
been shown 10 to be eptaZfoeholesterol (IV). 

Several investigations have been published dealing with 
brominated sterols and sterol-ketones.11 One of the underlying 
objects was doubtless the chemical transformation of ring I of 
cholesterol to the aromatic state with a view to the conversion of 

7 J. W. Cook and G. A. D. Haslewood, Chem. and Ind., 1934, 53, 507; 
K. Bonstedt, Z. physiol. Chem., 1929, 185, 165. 

8 E. Femholz, Z. physiol. Chem., 1935, 232, 97; F. Reindel and K. Nioder- 
l&rider, Annalen, 1936, 522, 218. 

• Z. physiol. Chem., 1932, 208, 72, 
10 E. A. Evans and R. Schoenheimer, J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 115, 17. 
11 H. H. Inhoffen, Ber., 1936, 69, 1134, 1702, 2141; Y. Urushibara and 

T. Ando, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936, 11, 434; A. Butenandt and G. 
Schramm, Ber., 1936, 69, 2289; A. Butenandt, G. Schramm, A. Wolff, and 
11. Kudszus, ibid., p. 2779; L. Ruzicka, W. Bosshard, W. H. Fischer, and 
H. Wirz, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936,19, 1147; E. Dane, Y. Wang,and W. Schulte, 
Z. physiol. Chem., 1936, 245, 80. 

* Note on Nomenclature. R. Schoenheimer and E. A. Evans {J. Biol. Chem., 
1936, 114, 567) have commented on the difficulty introduced by the nomen¬ 
clature proposed by L. Ruzicka, H. Briingger, E. Eichenberger, and J, Moyer 
(Helv. Chim. Acta, 1934, 17, 1407) whereby the configuration of the hydroxyl 
group is defined with respect to a hydrogen atom at Cs, which is of variable 
configuration and in many cases is non-existent. Schoenheimer and Evans 
suggest that the methyl group at C10 furnishes a more suitable standard of 
referonoe. This convention has been adopted in the present Report, with the 
reservation that the absolute configurations assigned to the hydroxy] group 
at C3 still require proof. 
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this sterol into oestrone. So far this object has not been achieved. 
A convenient method for the preparation of A4-cholestenone (V) 
lias been described by R. Schoenheimer,12 who used sodium iodide 
for the denomination of the ketone (VI) formed by oxidation of 
cholesterol dibromide. By this method, as with zinc and acetic 
acid,13 denomination is accompanied by migration of the double 
bond. By carrying out the debromination in neutral solution with 
zinc and an alcohol, A. Butenandt and J. Schmidt-Thom6 14 have 
shown that migration does not occur, A5-cholestenone (VII) being 
obtained from (VI). By brief warming with dilute acid the A6-com- 
pound is rearranged to the A4-ketone. 

This observation has been utilised in the preparation of A5-pregnene- 
3 : 20-dione,15 isomeric with the hormone of the corpus luteum, and 
As-androsten-17-ol-3-one,16 isomeric with the male hormone testo¬ 
sterone (p. 358). The high degree of structural specificity of the corpus 
luteum hormone is illustrated by the fact that A5-pregnenedione 
showed no indication of physiological activity in the doses employed 
(0*6 and 2*0 mg.). Evidently the organism is unable to transform 

the A5-compound into progesterone* (A4-pregnenedione)/although 
the transformation is readily effected by dilute mineral acid, even 
in the cold. The new isomer id e of testosterone is 2 J times less 
active than the hormone. 

The stereochemical configuration of the molecule with respect to 
the junction of rings I and II (i.e., of the hydrogen atom at C5) 

has been shown to have a marked influence on the position of 
bromination of ketones related to the sterols.17 Compounds of the 

ia J. Biol. Chcm., 1935, 110, 461. 
18 See, for example, L. Ruzicka and A. Wottstein, IIdr. (Jhirn. Acta, 1935, 

18, 986. 
Ber., 1936, 69, 882. 

15 U. Westphal and J. Schmidt-Thom6, Ber., 1936, 69, 889. 
18 A. Butenandt and G. Hanisch, ibid., p. 2773. 
17 A. Butenandt and J. Schmidt, Ber., 1934, 67, 1901; A. Butenandt and 

L. Mamoli, Ber,, 1935, 68, 1850, 1854; A. Butenandt and A. Wolff, ibid., 

p. 2091; A. Butenandt and H. Dannenberg, Ber., 1936, 69, 1158. 
* Workers in the field have agreed to adopt this name for the pure crystalline 

hormone of the corpus luteum (progestin, luteosterone). The polymorphic 
forms, m. p. 128° and 121°, are termed a- and ^-progesterone, respectively 
(W. M. Allen, A. Butenandt, G, W, Corner, and K. H. Slotta, Nature, 1935, 
136, 303), 
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Zrawa-series (cholestanone, 3-ketobisnoraJZochoIanic acid, allopvog- 
nanedione, androstanedione) give 2-bromo-compounds (VIII), 
whereas the corresponding cis-compounds (coprostanone, 3-keto- 
bisworcholanic acid, pregnanedione) give 4-bromo-derivatives (IX). 

Analogous behaviour is shown in the oxidation of such ketones, 
for coprosterol and the bile acids (cis-series) give mainly bilianic 
acids (XT), whereas cholestanol (trans-series) gives, by opening of 
ring I and degradation of the side chain, ^solithobilianic acid (X).18 

(X.) 
ho2c 
ho2c 

Mel 

H 

H2(^ 
ho2c 

/CHr 

C02H/ 1\ 
H 

(XT.) 

The difference in reactivity between the ketones of the two stereo- 
isomeric series is doubtless determined by a tendency for the enolic 
double bond to take up the 2 : 3-position in the trans-series and the 
3 : 4-position in the cis-series. 

The correspondence in structure and configuration between 
cholesterol and its homologue sitosterol, C2DH50O, has been estab¬ 
lished by degradation of dihydrositosterol to the same 3-hydroxy- 
17-Eetioa/Zocholanone obtained from dihydrocholesterol.19 The 

same ketone has been obtained from the dihydro-derivative of 
cinchol, the sterol of cinchona bark.20 Evidence is also forthcoming 
that sitostanol (both natural sterol and dihydrositosterol) is identical 
with stigmastanol 21 and also with fucostanol 22 and ocstreastanol ,23 
Furthermore a-dihydrofucosterol appears to be identical with the 
sitosterol of wheat germ oil, with a double bond at positions 5 : 6.22 
Fucosterol differs from the isomeric stigmasterol in the position 
of the second double bond, which is in the side chain (a22:23) 24 
of stigmasterol, and in the nucleus of fucosterol.25 Thus there is a 

18 H. Wieland, E. Dane, and C. Martins, Z. physiol. Chem., 1933, 215, 18; 
It. Langer, ibid., 1933, 216, 189. 

10 L. Ruzieka and E. Eichenbergor, Hdv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 430. 
20 W. Dirscherl, Z. physiol. Chem., 1935, 235, 1. 
21 B. E. Bengtsson, ibid., 1935, 237, 46. 
22 D. H. Coffey, I. M. Heilbron, and F. S. Spring, ./., 1936, 738. 
23 W. Bergmann, J. Biol. Chem., 1934, 104, 317, 553. 
24 A. Guiteras, Z. physiol. Chem., 1933, 214, 89. 
2a I. Heilbron, R. F. Phipers, and H. R. Wright, J., 1934, 3572. 
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surprisingly close structural relationship between the characteristic 
sterols of molluscs (oestreast-erol 23), algae (fucosterol), and the 
plant sterols (stigmasterol, sitosterol, sitostanol). These all differ 
from cholesterol (I) by the presence of an ethyl group at C24 of the 

side chain. 
Lanosterol, the chief constituent of the “ isocholesterol ” of 

wool-fat,26 appears to belong to the group of triterpene resin alcohols, 
as its selenium dehydrogenation gives 1 : 2 : 8-trimethylphenan- 
threne, and not 3'-methyl-l : 2-c?/cZ0pentenophenanthrene.27 

The hypothesis that vitamin E, the vitamin necessary for fertility 
in animals, is related to the phytosterols is supported by the isolation 
from wheat germ oil of an alcohol, C29H50O2, which has the physio¬ 
logical activity of the vitamin.28 This alcohol was not obtained 
crystalline, but was characterised by its crystalline allophanate and 
p-nitrophenylurethane; the alcohol shows selective absorption 
with a maximum at 2980 A., and a secondary band, slightly less 
intense, at 2920 A. It is doubtless the compound present in a 
highly active concentrate obtained by J. G. Drummond, E. Singer, 
and R. J. Macwalter,29 who found that neither the biological activity 
nor the selective absorption is influenced by hydrogenation. 

Ergosterol.—The structure (XII) of this important sterol has now 
been completely elucidated. The evidence for the nature of the 
side chain and the ring system, and for the position of the hydroxyl 
group has been reviewed already.30 Tho location of the nuclear 
double bonds in ring II was established by H. Honigmann’s81 

H*C 
OH—CH=CH—CH~ 

(«2) (23) (24) 

9h3 9h3 
-CH -OH , 

(XII.) 

HQ/ 

/ 

(XUI.) 
H(AvA^ 

(XIV.) 

dehydrogenation of neoergosterol (XIII) 32 to a phenol (XIV) con¬ 
taining a naphthalene system. This shows that ring II and not 

80 Compare A. Windaus and R. Tschesche, Z. physiol. Chem., 1930,190, 51. 
87 H. Schulze, ibid.y 1930, 238, 35; see also C. Dor6e and V. A. Petrow, ,/„ 

1936, 1562. 
28 H. M. Evans, O. H. Emerson, and G. A. Emerson, J. Biol. Chem., 193G, 

113, 319. 
89 Biochem. J.$ 1935, 29, 456. 
80 Ann. Reports, 1933, 30, 210; 1934, 31, 211. 
81 Annalen, 1934, 511, 292. 
82 H. H. Inhoffen, ibid., 1932, 497, 130. 
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ring III is the aromatic ring of neoergosterol, and hence contains 
the nuclear double bonds of ergosterol, a conclusion which is 
supported by the spectroscopic examination of three hydrocarbons 
related to neoergosterol.33 The chemical properties of ergosterol 
and its ultra-violet absorption34 require that the nuclear double 
bonds should be conjugated, so the choice of structures becomes 
limited to (XII) and (XV). The decision in favour of (XII) was 
made by A. Windaus, H. H. Inhoffen, and S. v. Reichel,35 who 
showed that treatment of ergosterol with perbenzoic acid, followed 
by hydrolysis, gives an ergostadienetriol which is hydrogenated to 
the ergostanetriol (XVI) of I. M. Heilbron, A. L. Morrison, and 
J. C. E. Simpson.36 This triol is oxidised to a hydroxy-diketone 
(XVII), which is dehydrated to ergostenedione (XVIII) and this is 

(XVIII.) (XIX.) (XX.) 

reduced to ergostane-3 : 6-dione (XIX), the constitution of which 
follows from its reaction with hydrazine to give a pyridazine deriv¬ 
ative (XX). These transformations of ergostanetriol (XVI) are 
exactly parallel to those effected with cholestane-3 : 5 : 6-triol,37 
of which the constitution is certain, and there is complete corre¬ 
spondence in chemical properties between the intermediate products 
in the two series. A similar method had already been used to 
establish the position of the 5 : 6-double bond of stigmasterol.38 
The 5 : 6-position of one of the double bonds of ergosterol was shown 
independently by J. L. Dunn, I. M. Heilbron, R. F. Phipers, K. M. 
Samant, and F. S. Spring.39 

33 G. A. D. Haslewood and (Miss) E. Roe, J., 1935, 465. 
34 Compare K. Dimroth and G. Trautmann, Ren, 1936, 69, 669. 
36 Annalen, 1934, 610, 248. 
34 J.t 1933, 302. 
37 A. Windaus, Ber., 1907, 40, 257; R. H. Pickard and J. Yatos, J., 1908, 

93, 1679; T. Westphalen, Ren, 1915, 48, 1064; A. Windaus and E. Kirchner, 
Ren, 1920, 63, 614. 

38 Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 210. 38 J., 1934, 1576. 
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The reduction of the double bond in the side chain of ergosterol 

without disturbance of the nuclear system was accomplished in an 

elegant manner by A. Windaus and R. Langer.40 The adduct of 

ergosteryl acetate and maleic anhydride was reduced to the dihydro- 

compound,41 which underwent thermal dissociation to give the 
acetate of 22-dihydroergosterol (XXI). Reduction of (XXI) with 

sodium and alcohol gives y-ergostenol (XXII), which is isomerised 

by a palladium or platinum catalyst to the well-known a-ergostenol, 

containing an “ inert ” double bond.42 Formula (XXIII) is now 
favoured for a-ergostenol43 and on the basis of selenium dioxide 

oxidation experiments R. K. Callow 44 has derived an analogous 

structure for the stereoisomeric a- and p-apocholic acids. 

(XXI.) (XXII.) (XXIII.) 

p-Ergostenol, which arises by isomerisation of a-ergostenol with 

hydrochloric acid,45 has now been shown to have the stnicture 

(XXIV). p-Ergostenyl acetate was ozonised, and the ozonide 
submitted to reductive fission, followed by thermal decomposition. 

In this way 40 opening of ring IV was followed by splitting of! of the 

side chain as an unsaturated aldehyde, C12H220, with the production 

of the acetate of a keto-alcohol, the structure of which (XXV) 

follows from its dehydrogenation with selenium to 2-methyl- 

phenanthrene 43 

40 Annalen, 1934, 508, 105. 
41 H. H. Inhoffen, ibid., p. 81. 
42 Compare F. Reindel and E. Walter, ibid., 1928, 400, 214; S. v. Roichel, 

Z. 'physiol. Chem., 1934, 226, 140. 
43 F. Laucht, ibid., 1935, 237, 236. 
44 J., 1936, 462; compare H. Wieland, E. Dietz, and H. Ottawa, Z. physiol. 

Chem., 1936, 244, 194. 
46 I. M. Hoilbron and D. G. Wilkinson, J., 1932, 1708; compare F. Reindel, 

E. Walter, and H. Rauch, Annalcn, 1927, 452, 34. 
46 Th. Achtermarm, Z. physiol. Chem., 1934, 225, 141. 
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The Vitamin D Problem. 

There have been developments of outstanding importance in this 
field, and although it is evident that the problem is more complex 

than was formerly suspected, we now have fairly precise knowledge 

of the chemistry of at least some of the natural antirachitic vitamins. 

The main outlines of the chemistry of the photoisomerides of 

ergosterol have been established; the structure of calciferol has been 

elucidated; new vitamins and provitamins have been prepared 

artificially from sterols, and the isolation of natural vitamins and 

provitamins has been accomplished. 

Lumisterol, the first of the series of ultra-violet irradiation pro¬ 

ducts of ergosterol, appears to be stereoisomeric with ergosterol.47 

It contains intact the tetracyclic sterol ring system, as it is dehydro¬ 

genated to 3'-methyl-l : 2-cycZopentenophenanthrene,48 but unlike 

ergosterol it gives no insoluble precipitate with digitonin, although 

by epimerisation of their hydroxyl groups isolumisterol, dihydro- 

lumisterol, and lumistanol are converted into isomerides which are 

precipitated by digitonin.49 Dehydrolumisterol, obtained by mild 

dehydrogenation of lumisterol with mercuric acetate,47 was shown 
by K. Dimroth 50 to give a perhydro-derivative which differs from 

lumistanol and also from ergostanol, but is identical with perhydro - 

pyrocalciferol (p. 351). If dehydrolumisterol (like dehydroergosterol) 

is correctly represented by formula (XXVII), the difference between 

these two perhydro-compounds lies solely in the configuration of C^, 

and the experimental results are consistent with Dimroth’s con¬ 

clusion that the conversion of ergosterol into lumisterol (XXVI) 

consists solely in the inversion of configuration of ^io- 

H. Lettr6?s 51 observation that calciferol (vitamin D2) gives no 

3'-methyl-l : 2-c?/cfopentenophenanthrene when dehydrogenated 

with selenium led him to a further study of tachysterol, which is 

intermediate between lumisterol and calciferol in the series of 

irradiation products of ergosterol. This was shown to contain not 

47 I. M. Heilbron, F. S. Spring, and P. A. Stewart, J., 1935, 1221. 
48 K. Dimroth, Her., 1935, 68, 539. 
49 A. Windaus, K. Dithmar, and E. Fernholz, Annalcn, 1932, 493, 269; 

G. Ahrens, E. Fernholz, and W. Stoll, ibid., 1932, 500, 109. 
60 Her., 1936, 69, 1123. 
41 AnncUen, 1934, 511, 280. 
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three, but four double bonds (three of them conjugated). Hence 
tachysterol is tricyclic, which means that ring fission has occurred, 
and Lettr6 suggested that its structure is (XXVIII) or (XXIX). 

Me Y»H17 

Mo|| 

\/' 
(XXIX.) 

axy\y%/ 

The essential accuracy of this conception has been demonstrated 
by investigations which have established the structure (XXX) for 
calciferol (vitamin D2), the succeeding member in the photochemical 
series. I. M. Heilbron, K. M. Samant, and F. S. Spring 62 obtained, 
by oxidation of calciferol with chromic acid, an unsaturated aldehyde 
C2iH340 (XXXI), the formation of which can only be interpreted 
by the assumption that fission of ring II has occurred in the con¬ 
version of ergosterol (XII) into calciferol. The location of the 
double bonds was elegantly shown by A. Windaus and W. Thiele,53 
who dehydrogenated the adduct of calciferol with maleic anhydride 
(XXXII), and obtained p-naphthoic acid with palladised charcoal, 
and 2 : 3-dimethylnaphthalene with selenium. Further, a saturated 
ketone, ClfiH340 (XXXIII), was obtained by ozonisation of the 
di hydro-derivative of this maleic anhydride adduct: 

OTMe-C02H 

*_J <XXXIV.) 

'xAj 
i 
(XXXIII.) 

62 Nature, 1935, 135, 1072. 63 Annatm, 1935, 521,160. 
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Finally, Heilbron and his collaborators 64 and A. Windaus and W. 

Grundmann 55 isolated a keto-acid, €23112003 (XXXIV), from the 

products of direct ozonolysis of calciferol (XXX). The chemical 

evidence appears conclusive, although J. D. Bernal and D. Crow¬ 

foot 66 find difficulty in reconciling the X-ray crystallographic data 

with this formulation. 
In connexion with these investigations the degree of unsaturation 

of calciferol and its derivatives has been re-examined. Although 

only three double bonds could be detected in calciferol by perbenzoio 

acid titration,67 microhydrogenation has demonstrated68 the 

presence of the four double bonds required by the tricyclic structure 

(XXX) of the vitamin. Furthermore, dihydrocalciferol,69 which 
may also be obtained by reduction of tachysterol,60 has been shown 

to contain three double bonds by perbenzoic acid titration 61 and 

by refractometric measurements.60 In the thermal transformation 

of calciferol to pyrocalciferol and “ tsopyro vitamin ” 62, 63 the 

tetracyclic sterol system is re-formed (compare p. 349), 3'-methyl- 

1 :2-q/cZopentenophenanthrene being formed by subsequent 

selenium dehydrogenation.60 The epimerides of di- and hexa- 

hydropyrocalciferol are precipitated by digitonin.63 Suprasterols I 

and II, which arise by further irradiation of calciferol, are also 

tetracyclic, but give no crystalline products on dehydrogenation.60 

In the meantime, it became apparent on biological grounds that 

calciferol is not the only antirachitic vitamin. For instance, 

J. Waddell 64 showed that irradiated cholesterol and cod-liver oil 
are more effective in curing rachitic chicks than irradiated 

ergosterol, compared on the basis of the same number of rat units.65 

64 I. M. Heilbron, R. N. Jones, K. M. Samant, and F. S. Spring, J., 1936, 

905. 
55 Annalcn, 1936, 524, 295. 
68 Chem. and Ind., 1935, 54, 701. 
67 A. Windaus, O. Linsert, A. Llittringhaus, and G. Weidlicb, Annalcn, 

1932, 402, 226. 
68 R. Kuhn and E. F. MOller, Angew. Chem., 1934, 47, 145. 
68 E. Fernholz, Annalen, 1932, 499, 198. 
88 M. Mtiller, Z. physiol. Chem., 1935, 233, 223. 
81 S. v. Reichel and M. Deppe, ibid., 1936, 239, 143. 
88 F. A. Askew, R. B. Bourdillon, H. M. Bruce, R. K. Callow, J. St. L. 

Philpot, and T. A. Webster, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1932, B, 109, 488. 
88 P. Busse, Z. physiol. Chem., 1933, 214, 211. 
84 J. Biol. Chem., 1934, 105, 711; for a discussion of M The Multiple Nature 

of Vitamin D ” see C. E. Bills, Cold Spring Harbor Symposia on Quantitative 
Biology, 1935, 3, 328. 

86 See also O. N. Massengale and M. Nussmeier, J. Biol. Chem., 1930, 87, 
415, 423; A. F. Hess and G. C. Supplee, Proc. JSoc. Exp. Biol. Med., 1930, 87, 
609; M. J. L. Dole, Z. Vitaminforsch., 1936, 5, 161; A. Black and H. L. 
Sassaman, Amer. J. Pkarm., 1936, 108, 237. 
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The double bond in the side chain of calciferol is evidently not 
essential for activity, for 22-dihydroergosterol (p. 348) acquires 

antirachitic properties on irradiation.40 This led to the suggestion 66 

that the analogous derivative of cholesterol, without the additional 

methyl group of the side chain, might be the provitamin normally 
present in cholesterol. This compound (XXXVI), for which the 

term 7-dehydrocholesterol was suggested by C. E. Bills,64 was 

prepared from cholesterol by A. Windaus, H. Lettr6, and Fr. 

Schenk 67 by oxidation of cholesteryl acetate to the 7-keto-compound 

(XXXV), followed by reduction with aluminium zsopropoxide, and 

pyrolysis of the dibenzoate of the resulting A5-cholestene-3 : 7-diol. 

In a similar manner sitosterol 68 and stigmasterol 69 have been 

converted into 7-dehydro-derivatives. In its absorption spectrum,67 

its photochemical oxidation and dehydrogenation, and its con¬ 

version into a seriesof dihydro-compounds, y-, a-, and p-cholestenols,70 

7-dehydrocholcsterol shows a very close resemblance to ergosterol 

and 22-dihydroergosterol, and it acquires powerful antirachitic 

properties on irradiation. The vitamin so formed has been isolated 

in the pure state by A. Windaus, Fr. Schenk, and F. v. Werder 71 
and has been termed vitamin D3. Moreover, the irradiation pro¬ 

ducts of both 22-dihydroergosterol and 7-dehydrocholesterol arc 

just as effective in curing rachitic chickens, on the basis of the 

number of rat units which they contain, as the vitamin I) of cod- 

liver oil and irradiated crude cholesterol.72 Irradiated 7-dehydro- 

sitosterol has antirachitic properties, but is less active than irradiated 
ergosterol, and it is remarkable that the antirachitic activity of 

irradiated 7-dehydrostigmasterol is either feeble or nil; for this 
sterol differs from ergosterol only by the presence of an additional 

methyl group in the side chain. 

The isolation from natural sources of the provitamin 7-dehydro¬ 

cholesterol (XXXVI), and also its irradiation product vitamin D3, 

66 R. K. Callow, Sci. J. Roy. Coll. Science, 1934, 4, 41. 
87 Annalm, 1936, 620, 98. 
68 W. Wunderlich, Z. physiol. Chem., 1936, 241, 116. 
69 O. Linsert, ibid., p. 126. 
70 Fr. Schenk, K. Buchholz, and O. Wiese, Ber., 1936, 09, 2696. 
71 Z. physiol. Chem., 1936, 241, 100. 
72 W. Grab, ibid., 1936, 243, 84. 
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has now been achieved. Using the method of chromatographic 
adsorption on alumina and working with a cholesterol of unspecified 
origin, containing as much as 4-5% of provitamin D, estimated from 
the intensity of its characteristic ultra-violet absorption, A. G. Boer, 

E. H. Iteerink, A. van Wijk, and J. van Niekerk 73 isolated pure 
7-dehydrocholesterol. Actiniasterol, a sterol isolated in the previous 

year by E. KJenk and W. Diebold 74 from the fat of the sea anemone, 
shows very close resemblance in its recorded properties to 7-dehydro- 

cholesterol, except that the optical rotations, measured in different 
solvents, show considerable divergence. Vitamin D3, which has 

almost the same absorption spectrum as calciferol (XXX) and 
presumably has an analogous structure, was isolated from tunny- 
liver oil by H. Brockmann.75 This is clearly not the only natural 
vitamin, however, as A. Windaus and 0. Stange 76 have now 

isolated ergosterol from cholesterol prepared from egg-yolk, although 
these authors point out that ergosterol is not necessarily synthesised 

by the hen, as there is evidence,77 which they could corroborate, 
that ergosterol, fed to hens in small quantities, is gradually absorbed 

and appears again in the eggs. There is evidence of the existence 
of other antirachitic vitamins of a type chemically distinct from 

calciferol and vitamin D3.78 

Bile Acids. 

The stereochemical relationships of the bile acids have been to 

some extent elucidated. Both lithocholic acid 79 and hyodeoxy- 
cholic acid 80 have been shown to belong to the ep^coprosterol series 
(hydroxy-group at C3 in the tram-position with respect to the methyl 

group at C10; cis-fusion of rings I and II). Presumably this is also 

true of the other bile acids. By analogy with the varying capacities 
of lactonisation shown by stereoisomeric hydroxy cycfohexanecar- 
boxylic acids H. Lettr6 81 concluded that the hydroxyl group at C7 
of cholic and chenodeoxycholic (= anthropodeoxycholic) acids is in 

the tfrcms-position to the methyl group at C10. The validity of this 

78 Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1936, 39, 622. 
78 Z. physiol. Chem.y 1936, 236, 141. 
76 Ibid., 1936, 241,104; see also E. J. H. Simons and T. F. Zucker, J. Amer. 

Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 2655. 
78 Z. physiol. Chem., 1936, 244, 218. 
77 R. Schoenheimer and H. Dam, ibid., 1932, 211, 241; W. Menschick and 

I. H. Page, ibid., p. 246. 
78 O. Rygh, Nature, 1935, 136, 552. 
79 L. Ruzicka and M. W. Goldberg, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 668. 
80 O. Dalitoer, F. v. Werder, H. Honigmann, and K. Heyns, Ber., 1935, 68, 

1814. 
81 Ibid., p. 766. 
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argument is supported by recent work on ursodeoxycholic acid, 

which is shown to be stereoisomeric with chenodeoxycholic acid, 
differing from it in the configuration of the hydroxyl group at C7.82 

Hypobromite oxidation of chenodeoxycholic acid (XXXVII) gives 
a hydroxy-tricarboxylic acid which readily passes into a lactonic 

acid,83 but the hydroxy-tricarboxylic acid similarly formed from 

ursodeoxycholic acid (XXXVIII) shows no tendency to lactonise 82: 

C02H 

The isolation of new bile acids has been recorded,84 and by a 

convenient new method F. Cortese and L. Bauman 85 have prepared 
the naturally occurring conjugated bile acids, glycocholic and 

glycodeoxycholic acids. Recognition that the hydroxyl group at 

C3 of the bile acids has the opposite configuration from that in the 

sterols has led to speculation concerning the possible mode of bio¬ 

logical conversion of cholesterol into the bile acids. The fact that 
cholestenone is hydrogenated to coprostanone and then, in neutral 

solution, to epfcoprosterol86 supports the view that these ketones, 
which have not been isolated from natural sources, are concerned 

in cholesterol metabolism.87 In attempting to secure evidence on 
this point R. Schoenheimer and his collaborators have adopted the 

interesting device of “ labelling ” the molecule by introducing 
deuterium. Cholestenone (V) was reduced with deuterium, and 

82 X. Iwasaki, Z. physiol. Chem., 1938, 244, 181. 
88 A. Windaus and A. van Schoor, ibid., 1926, 157, 181. 
88 H. Wieland and S. Kishi, ibid., 1933, 214, 47; W. Gumlioh, ibid., 1933, 

215, 18; E. Fernholz, ibid., 1935, 232, 202; S. Kiahi, ibid., 1936, 288, 210. 
88 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 1393; J. Biol. Chem., 1936,113, 779. 
88 L. Buzicka, H. Brtmgger, E. Eichenberger, and J. Meyer* Helv. Chim. 

Acta, 1934, 17, 1407. 
87 Compare O. Rosenheim and T. A. Webster, Nature, 1935, 188, 474. 
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when the resulting coprostanone-4 :5-d2 was fed to animals they 
excreted coprosterol containing deuterium,88 in confirmation of the 

view that cholestenone and coprostanone are intermediates in the 

transformation of cholesterol into coprosterol. However, when tho 

same coprostanone-4 : 5-d2 was injected into dogs with bile fistulas, 
the cholic acid subsequently recovered from the bile contained no 

deuterium, so coprostanone had passed through the liver without 

the formation of cholic acid.89 Naturally, this negative evidence 

does not prove that the bile acids are not formed in the body from 

cholesterol, with oxidative removal of three carbon atoms from the 

side chain. Of interest in this connexion is scymnol, present in 
the bile of sharks, for which formula (XXXIX) is probable.90 If 

the hydroxyl group at C3 is correctly placed, a point which has not 

been established with certainty, this alcohol would appear to 

represent an arrested stage in the transition from cholesterol to the 
bile acids. A compound of somewhat similar type, containing an 

oxidised ergosterol side chain, is trillydroxybufosterocholenic acid 
(XL) isolated from the winter bile of toads; this acid was ozonised 

9h3 ch3 

HO 9H-CH2-CHa-CH-C-CH2-OH 

xO/ 

HO 

CH3 CHs 9H3 

h<j> ct-ch:ch-ch-ch-oo2h 

] (XL.) 
/J2\ 

TV 
OH 

to 3 : 7 :12-trihydroxybisnorcholanic acid,91 which was also obtained 

by “ Wieland degradation ” of cholic acid. H. Wieland and 

G. Hanke 92 have commenced a study of the weak acids of ox-bile 

and have isolated an acid of the probable formula C29H4603, which 
they term sapocholic acid. The properties of this interesting acid 

are very similar to those of pyroquinovaie acid,93 particularly in 

respect to the reaction with bromine, which is characteristic of the 

88 R. Schoenheimer, D. Rittenbcrg, and.M. Graff, J. Biol, Chem., 1935, 111, 
183. 

88 R. Schoenheimer, I), Rittenberg, B. N. Berg, and L. Rousselot, ibid., 
1936, 115, 635. 

80 A. Windaus, W. Bergmann, and G. K6nig, Z. physiol. Chem., 1930, 189, 
148; R. Tschesche, ibid., 1931, 203, 263. 

81 T. Shimiza and T. Oda, ibid., 1934, 227, 74; T. Shimiza and T. Kazuno, 
iHd., 1936, 244, 167. 

83 Ibid., 1936, 241, 93. 
83 H. Wieland, A. Hartmann, and H. Dietrich, Anncden, 1936, 522, 191. 
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triterpene sapogenins such as hederagenin and oleanolic acid. It 

may be that the triterpenes have a closer structural and biogenetic 

relationship to the sterol group than has hitherto been demonstrated. 

Sex Hormones. 

It is now recognised that the terms “ male and female hormones ” 

are unfortunate, as both groups of hormones are present in both sexes, 

and the biological effects of a hormone are not restricted to the 

reproductive organs of one sex. Moreover, the same compound 

may give rise to the characteristic biological effects of both male and 

female hormones. In general, however, the male hormones are 

understood to be those compounds of which the essential function 

is to promote growth of the secondary male organs, e.g., the comb 

in tho capon or the seminal vesicles of castrated male rats, and the 

female hormones are those which are highly potent in promoting 

the normal activities of the female reproductive organs, e.g., oestrus 

and uterine enlargement in rodents. An extraordinarily large 

number of physiologically active compounds have been prepared 
by the methods made available by the work of Ruzicka,94 and many 

interesting studies have been made of the effect of changes of 

structure and configuration on the biological activity.95 The results 

here reported must be restricted largely to an outline of the structural 
features of the natural hormones. 

The oxidation of epicholestanol to androsterone was followed by 

the oxidation of sitosterol,96 cholesterol,97,3 and stigmasterol 98,3 
to the dehydroandrosterone which Butenandt 99 had isolated from 

male urine. During oxidation of the sterols the hydroxyl group was 

protected by acetylation, and the double bond by addition of 

bromine. These degradations showed that dehydroandrosterone 
(XL1), unlike androsterone, has the cis-configuration of the hydroxyl 

group with respect to the methyl at C10, a conclusion already drawn 

by W. Schoeller, A. Serini, and M. Gehrke 1 from the fact that 

dehydroandrosterone, but not androsterone, gives an insoluble 

compound with digitonin. Hence androsterone cannot be formed 

in the body by direct reduction of dehydroandrosterone. epiDehy- 

94 Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 207. 
96 See, for example, E. Tschopp, Arch, internat. Pharm. Thirap., 1936, 52, 

381; R. Deanesly and A. S. Parkes, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 291. 
96 B. Y. Oppenauer, Nature, 1935,135, 1039. 
97 L. Ruzicka and A. Wettstein, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 18, 986; E. S. 

Wallis and E. Femholz, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1935, 57, 1379, 1504; I. A. 
Remesov, Compt. rend. Acad. Set. U.R.S.S., 1936, 1, 261. 

98 L. Ruzicka, W. Fischer, and J. Meyer, Helv. Chvm. Acta, 1936, 18, 1483. 
99 A. Butenandt and H. Dannenbaum, Z. physiol. Chem., 1934, 229, 192. 

1 NaturuHss1936, 23, 337. 
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droandrosterone has recently been obtained by L. Ruzicka and 

M. W. Goldberg2 as a product of partial hydrogenation with a 

nickel catalyst of A5-androstenedione (compare formula VII). 

The unsaturated chloro-ketone which is formed from dehydroandro- 

sterono by the action of hydrochloric acid used in the course of 

isolation "*3 has also been prepared from cholesteryl chloride4 

and directly from dehydroandrosterone.5 

Certain biological and chemical discrepancies rendered it unlikely 

that the hormone present in testicular extracts was either andro- 

sterone or dehydroandrosterone. The biological evidence depended 

upon differences of activity towards capons and rats 6 and was of a 

similar nature to that which led to the conclusion that calciferol was 

not the vitamin D of irradiated crude cholesterol (p. 351). Moreover, 

T. F. Gallagher and F. C. Koch 7 showed that the active principle of 

the testis is destroyed by boiling alkali. This suggested an afi-un- 

saturated ketone and led to the preparation of androstene-3 : 17- 

dione (XLII),8 which had the expected high activity in rats. When, 

shortly afterwards, the testicular hormone (testosterone) was isolated 

in the crystalline state and shown not to be androstenedione,9 

the alternative structure of A4-androstcn-I7-ol-3-one (XLIV) came 
into consideration; it was known already that reduction of the 

17-keto-group of androsterone results in a three-fold increase in 

biological activity.10 This structure was rapidly confirmed by the 

2 Hdv. Chim. Acta, 1930, 19, 1407. 
3 A. Butcnandt, H. Dannonbaum, O. Hardsell, and H. Kudszus, Z. physiol. 

Chcm., 1935, 237, 57. 
4 R. E. Marker, F. C. Whitmore, O. Karam, T. S. Oakwood, and J. M. 

Blatterman, J. Arncr. Chan. Soc., 1930, 58, 338. 
6 A. Butenandt and W. Grosse, Ber., ]936, 69, 2770. 
6 See, for example, E. Dingomanse, J. Freud, and E. Laquour, Nature, 

1935, 135, 184. 
7 Endocrinology, 1934, 18, 107; J. Biol. Chcm., 1934, 104, 611. 
8 L. Ruzicka and A. Wettstoin, Hdv. Chim. Acta, 1935,18, 980; A. Buten¬ 

andt and G. Haniseh, Ber., 1935, 68, 1859; E. S. Wallis and E. Fernholz, 
J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 3935, 57, 1511. 

9 K. David, E. Dingomanse, J. Freud, and E. Laquour, Z. physiol. Chem., 
1935,233, 281. 

10 L. Ruzicka, M. W. Goldberg, and J. Meyer, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 
210. 
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oxidation of testosterone to androstene-3 : 17-dione (XLII)11 and 
by the preparation of testosterone from dehydroandrosterone, in 
accordance with the following scheme 12 : 

The yields were subsequently much improved by the use of mixed 
esters of A5-androstene-3 : 17-diol (XLI1I).13 This diol was shown 
by A. Butcnandt14 to have pronounced oestrogenic activity as well 
as male-hormone action; thus a single molecule has two types of 
biological activity which are in some respects mutually antagonistic. 
Even more striking is the influence of the position of a double bond 
on the activity of androstenedione, for, whereas the A4-compound 
(XLII) has powerful male-hormone activity but no oestrogenic 
activity, the isomeric A1-compound (XLV) is fairly strongly oestro¬ 
genic but has no male hormone action.15 

(XLV.) 

A Ogata and S. Hirano 16 isolated from testicular extracts a 
crystalline male hormone which differs in its properties from testo¬ 
sterone. L. Ruzicka and A. Wettstein 12 have suggested that this 

11 K. David, Acta Brev, Nierl., 1935, 5, 85. 
12 A. Butenandt and G. Hanisch, Ber„ 1935, 68, 1859; L. Ruzicka and 

A. Wettstein, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 1264. 
18 L. Ruzicka, A. Wettstein, and H. Kagi, ibid., p. 1478. 
14 Naturwisa., 1936, 84, 15. 
16 A. Butenandt and H. Dannenberg, Ber., 1936, 69, 1158. 
11 J. Pharm. Soc. Japan, 1934, 54, 199. 
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is androstane-3 :17-dione (XLVI), which can be prepared by oxid¬ 
ation of androsterone.10*17 

The most active natural male hormone is testosterone (XL1V), 
which shows high activity both in capons and in rats. It was shown 
by Laqueur and his collaborators 9 that testosterone displays its 
maximum biological activity only in the presence of an “X-sub- 
stance ” present in testicular extracts, and consequent upon investiga¬ 
tions in which it was shown that many fatty acids can replace this 
“ X-substance ” 18 it was shown that by esterification of testosterone 
its activity may be much enhanced and also considerably prolonged. 
This is especially so with the esters of the lower fatty acids and the 
most active of these esters is the propionate,19 which is now available 
for clinical use under the name of “ perandren.” It is evident that 
the function of the fatty acid or the “ X-substance ” is to promote 
absorption of the testosterone, the optimum effect being shown by 
an ester of testosterone which is slowly hydrolysed with constant 
production of biologically effective quantities of the hormone. This 
view is confirmed by the observation that, although 17-methyl- 
testosterone is highly active, its acetate, which contains a very 
difficultly liydroly sable tertiary ester group, is completely 
inactive.20 

In attempts to isolate cortin, the hormone of the adrenal cortex 
necessary for the maintenance of life, E. C. Kendall, T. Reichstein, 
and O. Wintersteiner, and their respective associates21 have 
isolated several crystalline compounds, some of which are apparently 
related to the pregnane (C21) group of sterol derivatives. One of 
Reichstein’s compounds, adrenosterone, was an ap-unsaturated 
diketone, C19H2403 or C19H2603, having comb-growth promoting 
activity. Reichstein also showed that three of his other compounds 
could be degraded to the same saturated diketone, C19H2603 or 
Ci9H2803, which had strong male hormone action in the capon test. 
This diketone, for which a structure of type (XLVII) is suggested, 
was reduced to 17-androstanone (XLVIII) and androstane. 

17 A. Butenandt and K. Tscheming, Z. physiol. Chem.t 1934, 229, 185. 
18 K. Miescher, A. Wettstein, and E. Tschopp, Schweiz, med. Woch., 1936, 

06, 310; Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 1970. 
18 L. Ruzicka and A. Wettstein, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 1141; K. 

Miescher, A. Wettstein, and E. Tschopp, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 1977; A. S. 
Parkes, Lancet, 1930, 231, 674. 

20 Statement by Dr. K. Miescher at the meeting of the Biochemical Society 
on December 11th, 1936. 

81 H. L. Mason, C. S. Myers, and E. C. Kendall, J. Biol. Chem.t 1936, 114, 
613; 110, 267; T. Reichstein, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 29, 223, 402, 979, 
1107; T. Keichstoin and A. Goldschmidt, ibid., p. 401; O. Wintersteiner and 
J. J. Pfiffner, J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 111, 599; 1930, 116, 291. 
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A compound, C21H2805, isolated by both Kendall and Winter- 
steiner, was stated to have qualitatively the biological action of 
eortin by Kendall, who degraded it to a ketone, C19H2403, having 
male hormone activity. This and other observations support the 
view that eortin belongs to the pregnane-androstane group.* Of 
interest in this connexion is the isolation from the urine of a man 
with an adrenal tumour of relatively large amounts of an unsaturated 

ketone, Cl9H260, which was hydrogenated to 17-androstanone 
(XLVIII).22 The unsaturated ketone has since been shown (un¬ 
published experiments) to be A3:5-androstadien-17-one. This 
compound could be formed, during the acid hydrolysis used in its 
isolation, by dehydration of cptdehydroandrosterone (compare 
p. 342). 

In view of the confusion introduced into the earlier literature 

dealing with the oestrogenic hormones by the use of many names for 
the same substance it is satisfactory that the European repre¬ 
sentatives at the Second Conference on Standardisation of Sex 
Hormones agreed 23 to adopt the following nomenclature for these 
hormones : hydroxy-ketonic form = oestrone; trihydroxy-form = 
oestriol; dihydroxy-form = oestradiol. The structures of these 
hormones, and also of equilin and equilenin, have been established 
in every detail.24 When, for instance, the methyl ether of oestradiol 

22 H. Burrows, J. W. Cook, and F. L. Warren, Chem. and Ind., 1936, 55, 
1031. 

23 Quart. Bull. Hlth. Org., League of Nations, 1935, 4, 625; see also J. Amer. 
Med. Assoc., 1936, 107, 1221. 

2* A. Cohen, J. W. Cook, and C. L. Hewett, J., 1935, 445; W. Dirscherl and 
F. Hanuseh, Z. physiol. Chem., 1935, 233, 13; 236, 131; J. W. Cook and 
K. Roe, Chem. and Ind., 1935, 54, 501. 

♦ One of Reichstein’s compounds (“ substance H **) was stated to be an 
a/5-unsaturated ketone, C1BHg304 or C23H3g06 (Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 
1107). This has now been freed from a small amount of higher-melting 
contaminant, and the pure ketone, m. p. 180—182°, was found to have in a 
very high degree the biological activity of the cortical hormone (P. de Fremery, 
E. Laqueur, T. Reichstein, R. W. Spanhoff, and I. E. Uyldert, Nature, 1937, 
139, 26). It is stated in this important paper that the constitution of the 
hormone has been elucidated except for a few details, and it is evident from 
the name, corticosterone, which these authors give to the compound, that they 
are satisfied that it is a ketone of the sterol group. 
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(XLTX) was dehydrated, and the product dehydrogenated, there 
was formed 7-methoxy-3'-methyl-l : 2-c?/cfopentenophenanthrene 
(L), identical with a synthetic specimen. 

By these and similar reactions in which dehydration of carbinols 
of type (XLIX) is accompanied by methyl migration it was shown 
that the carbonyl group of oestrone, cquilin, and cquilenin must be at 
Cl7, and the quaternary methyl group at Cl3. The other structural 
features had been proved already,25 with the exception of the 
position of the ethylenie linkage of equilin, which is now placed at 
C7 8 (compare formula XLIX). 

The degradation of ergosterol (XU) to oestrone (LII) has been 
accomplished by R. E. Marker, 0. Kamm, T. S. Oakwood, and 

J. F. Laucius,26 who reduced Honigmann’s dehydroneoergosterol 
(XIV) to a tetrahydro-compound (LI) in which the phenolic hydroxyl 
group is still present, so that, contrary to all analogies, ring II has 
been reduced. 

„ O 
¥e i i 

HO 
J II 1 

(LIT.) 

Oestrone (LII) was isolated after oxidation of the acetate of (LI) 
with chromic acid. These reactions demonstrate only a partial 
stereochemical correspondence between the sterols and the oestro¬ 
genic hormones, for it is possible (though unlikely) that the con¬ 
figurations of the carbon atoms 8 and 9 of (LII) are different from 
those found in the original ergosterol. 

Both stereoisomeric oestradiols (XLIX), m.p.’s 172° and 209°, 
which are formed by reduction of oestrone (LII),27 have been isolated 
from mares’ urine.28 One of these (the principal reduction product, 

28 Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 214. 
26 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1503; see, however, A. Windaus and M. 

Deppo, Ber., 1937, 70, 76. 
27 E. Schwenk and F. Hildebrandt, Nalurwiss., 1933, 21, 177. 
*8 O. Wintersteiner, E. Schwenk, and B. Whitman, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. 

Med., 1935, 32, 1087; see also O. Wintersteiner, E. Schwenk, H. Hirschmann, 
and B. Whitman, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 2652. 
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m.p. 172°) has been isolated from tho liquor folliculi of sows’ ovaries 29 
and is evidently the true follicular hormone. Its oestrogenic activity 

is several times that of oestrone. 
It is unlikely that the sex hormones arc present in urine in the 

free state, and the water-soluble complex of oestriol has been 
isolated and shown to be probably a monoglucuronio acid 30; tho 
glucuronic acid of pregnandiol 31 has also been isolated from human 

pregnancy urine.32 

An unexpected development in the field of oestrogenic hormones 
was the isolation from ovarian tissue by R. H. Andrew and F. 

Fenger33 of a crystalline nitrogenous compound which gave a 

delayed but prolonged oestrous response in rats in doses of 10~6 mg. 

(i.e., about 1/50 of the dose of oestrone necessary for oestrogenic 

action). If the formula CgoH^OgJST suggested by analysis is correct, 

this compound cannot be a tetracyclic sterol derivative. 

Cardiac Aglycones. 

The chemistry of these substances was reviewed in these Reports 

in terms of the modern structures in 1934, and more recent work, 
mainly by II. Tschesche, has amply confirmed the main structural 

features, and has filled in many of the details. 

Digoxigenin, a digitalis aglycone containing one tertiary and two 

secondary hydroxyl groups, has not been correlated with the other 

members of the group, but resembles digitoxigeniri very closely. 

Structure (LIII) is favoured for digoxigenin, the secondary hydroxyl 

group being placed at Cn mainly because no other position can be 

readily reconciled with the chemical properties.34 

R. Tschesche 35 has shown that thevetigenin differs from uzarigenin 

29 D. W. MacCorquodale, S. A. Thayer, and E. A. Doisy, Proc. Soc. Ex]). 
Biol. Med., 1935, 32, 1182; J. Biol. Chem., 1930, 115, 435. 

90 S. L. Cohen and G. F. Marrian, Biochem. J.f 1936, 30, 57; S. L. Cohen, 
G. F. Marrian, and A. D. Odell, ibid., p. 2250. 

81 See Ann. Reports, 1931, 28, 237. 
32 E. M. Venning and J. S. L. Browne, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 1936, 34, 

792. 
88 Science, 1936, 84, 18; Endrocrinology, 1936, 20, 563. 
84 S. Smith, J., 1935, 1305; R. Tschesche and K. Bohle, Bar., 1936, 09, 793. 
86 Ber., 1936, 69, 2368. 
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(LIV) only in the configuration of C5; in thevetigenin there is a 

cis-fusion, and in uzarigenin a £r<ms-fusion of rings I and II, and in 
both genins the hydroxyl group at C3 occupies the cw-position with 

respect to the methyl at Digitoxigenin differs from them in 
the latter respect; the C3 hydroxyl group is trans to the methyl 
at C10, and there is a as-locking of rings I and II. These stereo¬ 
chemical relationships suggested that the low biological activity 

of uzarin is due to the tfrarw-fusion of rings I and II, and as W. A. 

Jacobs and R. C. Elderfield 36 had suggested a similar configuration 
for strophanthidine and probably also periplogenin, the latter 

question was reconsidered by R. Tschesche and K. Bohle.37 By 

submitting dihydrostrophanthidine to the cyanohydrin synthesis, 
W. A. Jacobs and R. C. Elderfield 38 had obtained a hydroxy-acid 

which readily undergoes lactonisation involving the hydroxyl at 

C5. Tschesche and Bohle infer from models that such a lactone (LV) 
can only be formed if there is a as-fusion of rings I and II. 

(LV1I.) 

It is concluded that both strophanthidine and periplogenin have 

as-fusions of rings I and II, and that this configuration is present 

in all the highly active heart poisons of the digitalis group. 
Sarmentogenin,39 a genin from the seeds of Strophanthus sar- 

mentosus, and other species of Strophanthxis which have not been 

identified with certainty, has been converted by R. Tschesche and 
K. Bohle40 into a saturated lactone identical with that similarly 

obtained from digitoxigenin by A. Windaus and G. Stein.41 As 

sarmentogenin gives no precipitate with digitonin, the hydroxyl 

group assumed to be at C3 should be trans to the methyl group at 

C10. The corresponding diketone, sarmentogenone, like digoxi- 

genone, contains a non-reactive carbonyl group, which is likewise 

36 J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 108, 506. 
87 Ber., 1936, 69, 2443. 
38 J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 113, 625. 
89 W. A. Jacobs and M. Heidelberger, ibid., 1929, 81, 765; R. Tschesche, 

Ber., 1935, 68, 423. 
40 Ber., 1936, 60t 2497. 41 Ber., 1928, 61, 2436. 
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placed at C11? and it is inferred that sarmentogenin is a stereo- 

isomeride of digoxigenin (LIII), differing only in the configuration 

about C9. It is considered likely that in digoxigenin the con¬ 

figuration of C9 is that of the sterols, since the genins of the glycosides 

digitoxin and gitoxin, from the same plant, have this configuration, 
and that sarmentogenin has the opposite configuration. If this 
conception be correct, sarmentogenin is unique among the natural 

products related to the sterols, in that rings II and III would be 

locked in the cis-position. 
The anomalous position of scillaridin-A has been partly removed 

by the demonstration42 that this aglycone contains 24 carbon 
atoms in its molecule and not 25 as previously supposed, and that 

a-scillanic acid is identical with cdZocholanic acid.43 

Correlation of the toad poisons with the plant heart poisons has 

been established by the dehydrogenation of cinobufagin to 3'-methyl- 
1 : 2-c?/c/opentenophenanthrene 44 Molecular weight determinations 

of cinobufagin and two derivatives, employing X-ray crystallo¬ 

graphic measurements, have shown45 that this genin has the 

formula C26H3406, in close relationship to bufotalin 
Chrysene has been obtained by selenium dehydrogenation of 

bufotalin,46 and a provisional structure (LVI or LVII) has been 
assigned to bufotalin by H. Wieland, G. Hesse, and R. Huttel,47 

who discuss its relationship to the other toad poisons. Essentially 

the same formulation has been proposed for cinobufagin by R. 

Tschesehe and H. A. Offe,48 who leave open the position of the 

acetoxy-group and the additional double bond. 

Saponins. 

These are glycosides of plant origin which have the property of 
forming colloidal aqueous solutions which foam on shaking. In 

addition, they are able to effect haemolysis of the red blood cells, 
even in high dilution. Few of them are known in the pure state, 
but the sapogenins which result from their hydrolysis have been 

well characterised. These fall into two groups, of which one 

contains such triterpenes as hederagenin and oleanoMc acid; these 
are dehydrogenated by selenium to mixtures of naphthalene and 

42 A. Stoll, A. Hofmann, and J. Feyer, Iielv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 1247. 
43 A. Stoll, A. Hofmann, and A. Halfenstein, ibid., p. 044. 
44 H. Jensen, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2733; R. Tschesehe and 

H. Olio, Ber., 1935, 68, 1998. 
45 D. Crowfoot, Chem. and Ind., 1935, 54, 568; D. Crowfoot and H. Jensen, 

,J. Airier. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 2018. 
4G H. Wieland and G. Hesse, Annalen, 1935, 517, 22. 

47 Ibid., 1936, 584, 203. 
48 Ber., 1936, 69, 2361. 
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picene homologues, and do not come within the purview of this 

report. The other group contains sapogenins which are related 

in structure to the cardiac aglycones and sterols; some of the 
corresponding saponins occur with the cardiac glycosides in the 

leaves of Digitalis purpurea. The most important genins from 

digitalis are digitogenin, C27H4405, gitogenin, C27H4404, and tigo- 

genin, C27H4403, derived from digitonin, gitonin, and tigonin, 

respectively.49 Sarsasapogenin, C27H4403,49 from sarsaparilla root, 

has also been extensively investigated. An isomeric compound, 
smilagenin, has recently been described.50 It is surprising that these 

genins should be related to the characteristic animal sterol, 
cholesterol (C27H460), rather than to the phytosterols, which contain 
29 carbon atoms in their molecules. 

W. A. Jacobs and J. C. E. Simpson showed that both sarsasapo¬ 

genin 61 and gitogenin 62 give, on dehydrogenation with selenium, 

3'-methyl-l : 2-cycZopentenophenanthrene and a ketone, C8H160, 
not methyl isohexyl ketone, which evidently represents a side chain 

common to these genins. The close structural relationship between 

the three digitalis genins was shown by R. Tschesche,53 who found 

that chromic acid oxidation of both gitogenin and tigogenin leads, 

by opening of ring I, to gitogenic acid, which was also obtained by 

Wolff-Kishner reduction of the keto-dicarboxylic acid arising from 

the oxidation of digitogenin. Digitogenin, gitogenin, and tigo¬ 

genin contain respectively three, two, and one secondary hydroxyl 
groups, the remaining two oxygen atoms being present in oxide 

rings.54 
The relationship of the genins of the digitalis group to the sterols 

was completely demonstrated by R. Tschesche and A. Hagedorn,65 
who degraded the side chain of tigogenin (LVI1I) and reduced the 
hydroxyl group in ring I (assumed to be at C3) with the formation 

of aotioaZZobilianic acid (LIX). F. A. Askew, S. N. Farmer, and 

G. A. R. Kon 60 conclude, on the basis of surface film measurements, 
that the hydroxyl group of sarsasapogenin is also at C3, and not at 

Cn as originally suggested by J. C. E. Simpson and W. A. Jacobs,66 

49 For revision of empirical formulae, see J. C. E. Simpson and W. A. Jacobs, 
J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 109, 573; R. Tschesche and A. Hagedorn, Ber., 1935, 
68, 1412. 

60 F. A. Askew, S. N. Farmer, and G. A. R. Kon, J., 1936, 1399. 
61 J. Biol. Chem., 1934, 105, 501. 
69 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1934, 56, 1424. 
63 Ber., 1935, 68, 1090; see also W. A. Jacobs and J. C. E. Simpson, J. Biol. 

Chem., 1935, 110, 429. 
84 Compare W. A. Jacobs and E. E. Fleck, ibid., 1930, 88, 545; A. Windaus, 

Z. physiol. Chem., 1925, 150, 205; Nach. Oes. Wise. Gottingen, 1935, 89. 
85 Ber., 1935, 68, 1412. 
88 J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 109, 573. 
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a conclusion since supported by chemical evidence.57 Using the 

method of Tschesche and Hagedorn, Kon and Farmer68 have 
degraded sarsasapogenin to aetiobilianic acid, a result which proves 

that sarsasapogenin is a coprostane derivative, and indicates that it 

is stereoisomeric with tigogenin (LVIII), differing from it in the 
configuration with respect to C6. 

(LVIII.) (LIX.) 

The oxidation of gitogenin to gitogenio acid shows that the second 

hydroxyl group of this genin is at C2 or C4, and as the same acid is 

formed by oxidation of tigogenin (LVIII) belonging to the cholestane 

series, opening of the ring should occur between C2 and C3 (see 

p. 345). This and other evidence leads to the conclusion that the 
second hydroxyl group of gitogenin is at C2. Both tigogenin 59 

and sarsasapogenin 50 are precipitated by digitonin, so that the 
hydroxyl group at C3 has the same configuration (cis to methyl at 

C10) as in the sterols. Incidentally it is of interest that neither of 

the epimeric 4-cholesterols gives an insoluble compound with 

digitonin.69 

The third hydroxyl group of digitogenin is placed at C6. The 

earlier work on the degradation of this genin is reviewed by R. 

Tschesche and A. Hagedorn,60 who interpret the reactions in terms 

of formula (LX). Thus the keto-dicarboxylic acid, digitogenic acid 
(LXI), resulting from the chromic acid oxidation of digitogenin 61 

may be further oxidised by permanganate to a keto-tricarboxylic 

acid (LXII) in which ring II is opened. This is a P-keto-acid which 

readily eliminates a molecule of carbon dioxide, and by thermal 

decomposition loses a second molecule of carbon dioxide. These 
changes are expressed by the following partial formulas, analogies 

for the later stages being given by the experiments of H. Lettr6,62 

67 Private communication from Dr. Kon. 
68 Chem. and Ind., 1936, 55, 925. 
68 R. Tschesche and A. Hagedorn, 1hr., 1935, 68, 2247. 
60 Ber., 1936, 69, 797. 
61 See, for example, H. Kiliani, Ber., 1916, 49, 701; 1918, 51, 1613; A. 

Windaus and K. Weil, Z. physiol. Chem., 1922, 121, 62; A. Windaus and 
U. Willerding, ibid., 1925, 143, 33. 

62 Ibid., 1933, 218, 67; 221, 73. 
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who, for example, obtained an unsaturated hydrocarbon by 

pyrolysis of a keto-acid of typo (LXIII) formed by oxidation of 

A5-cholestene : 

The evidence for the structure of the side chain present in this group 

of sapogenins (see formula LVIII) has been summarised by L. F. 

Fieser1 (p. 341), in which connexion reference should also be made 

to the critical discussion by Tschesche and Hagedom.60 

By no means the least interesting development in the chemistry 

of the sterol group is the recognition that there is a class of alkaloids 

containing the sterol ring system, the side chain at C17 being utilised 
in the formation of heterocyclic systems containing nitrogen. 

Reference to these compounds is made in another section of this 

Report. 

J. W. C. 

8. Heterocyclic Compounds. 

Large Oxygen Rings.—Large rings containing oxygen have been 

prepared for the first time by M. Stoll and W. Scherrer.1 The mono¬ 

sodium derivative of tetradecane-1 : 14-diol was treated with one 

equivalent of benzenesulphonyl chloride, and the resulting ester (I) 

was treated with sodium in boiling benzene (the sodium, to be effec¬ 

tive in this reaction, must be very finely divided, and the authors 

prepared it by passing strictly dry ammonia into a mixture of sodium 

and toluene, cooled in ether and solid carbon dioxide. When the 

metal had dissolved, the ammonia was allowed to evaporate; the 

sodium slowly formed very reactive, minute crystals). Under these 

conditions, the benzenesulphonyl derivative passes into its sodium 

derivative (II), which partly cyclises to 1 : 14-oxidotetradecane 
(oxact/cZopentadecane) (III). Since (II) can only be formed slowly, 

1 Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 735. 
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(I) has plenty of time to undergo side reactions, e.g., to give (IV). 

As a result, the yield of (III) is poor. 

OH-[CH2]14-ONa + Ph-S02Cl —> 0H-[CH2]14-0*S02Ph (I.) 

CH» 
Ph-S03Na + [CH2]12<^g2>0 (in.) 

Na0-[CH2]14-0-S02Ph 
(II.) Na0-|CH2]14-0-[CH2]14-0-S02Ph (IV.) * 

20H-[CH2]14-0-S02Ph — 
OH-[CH2]14-OH + Ph-S02-0-[CH2]14-0-S02Ph (IV) 

A second method was to begin as follows : 

OH-[CH2],-O-[CH2]10-CO2Me —> Cl[CH2VO-[CH,]10-CO2Me —> 

(CO2Et),CH-[CH2]3-O-[CH2]10-CO2Me—> 

CO“2H-[CH2]4-O-[CH2]10-CO2H (V.) 

Distillation of the cerium salt of the acid (V) gave 1 : 15-oxidopenta- 
decan-5-onc (VI), and this was reduced by the Wolff-Kishner process 

'[CH2]4- 
<«■> «[ChS0>co 

(VII.) 

to 1 : 15-oxidopentadecane (oxacycZohexadecane) (VII). The two 

oxaciycZocompounds are low-melting solids, with a very feeble musk¬ 

like odour; the oxide-ketone (VI), which is isomeric with “exalto- 

lidc ” (£-liydroxypentadecoic acid lactone),2 has a powerful odour of 
musk, although of a modified type. 

G. Salomon 3 has considered the kinetics of the formation of large 

rings of the cyclic imine and lactone series. 

Naturally Occurring Oxygen Ring Compounds.—Psoralene, from 

the oil of Psoralea corylifolia seeds, is (VIII), since the usual degrada- 

tive methods (methylation; oxidation ; methylation)4 lead to methyl 

4 : 6-dimethoxytsophthalate (IX). A substance, ficusin, apparently 

identical with psoralene, has been extracted by K. Okahara 6 from 

the leaves of Ficus carica. 

'%/X 

YXXY 
bo 

(VIII.) 

C02Mc. 

OMel 
,COaMe 
lOMe 

(IX.) 

Xanthotoxin, isolated from Fagara xanthoxyloides and various 

Rutaceae, is the methoxy-derivative (X) of psoralene (ficusin).6 

2 L. Ruzicka and M. Stoll, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1928, 11, 1159. 
5 Ibid., 1936, 19, 743. 
4 E. Sp&th, B. L. Manjunath, M. Pailer, and H. S. Jois, Ber.y 1936, 69, 

1087. 
6 Bull. Chtm. Soc. Japan, 1936, 11, 389. 
6 E. Sp&th and M. Pailer, Ber.t 1936, 69, 767. 
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H. Raistrick, R. Robinson, and D. E. White 7 have investigated a 

yellow pigment, ravenelin, produced during the metabolism of the 

plant Helminthoaporium Ravenelii, Curtis, and of H. Turcicum, 

Passerini. The pigment is shown to bo 1:4:8-trihydroxy-3- 

methylxanthone (XI), and is the third hydroxyxanthone to be isol¬ 

ated from natural sources, euxanthonc and gentisin being the other 
two representatives of this class. 

Phenoxthionin.—It has been shown 8 that bromination, sul- 

phonation, and condensation with acyl chlorides (Friedei-Crafts) 
occurs in the 2-position in phenoxthionin (XII), the orienting effect 
of the oxygen thus outweighing that of the sulphur. 

Reduced Dipyridinobenzenes.—Some interesting results have been 

obtained by P. Ruggli and A. Staub.9 When ra-phenylenediacrylic 
acid is nitrated, 4-nitration occurs (contrast cinnamic acid). Re¬ 

duction of the nitro-compound (XIII) is unaccompanied by cyclis- 

ation, suggesting that the amino-acid (XIV) has the trans-configur¬ 

ation. Methyl ra-phenylenediacrylate also gives only one 

nitro-derivative (as Xfll), which, catalytically reduced, (a) in the 

cold, gives the methyl ester of (XIV), and (6) in the warm, gives 

methyl 2-ketotetrahydroquinoline-6-propionatc (XV), ring closure 
occurring spontaneously. 

In order to introduce a second nitro-group at the outset, it was found 

necessary to reduce the ra-diaerylic ester to the ra-dipropionic ester. 
The latter was readily dinitrated to give (XVI). Reduction of this 

ester, curiously enough, produced (XVII), and in order to effect 

7 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 1303. 
8 C. M. Suter, J. P. McKenzie, and C. E. Maxwell, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 

1936, 58, 717. 
• Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 439. 
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ring closure in the 6 : 7-positions it was necessary to heat (XVII) to 
260°, or to treat it with boiling hydrochloric acid for some time. The 
product (XVIII) was unaffected by distillation with zinc dust, and 

the well-known method of reduction, starting with NH'CO —> 
NICC1, could not be applied. Recourse was made to the classical 
reduction with phosphorus and hydriodie acid under pressure, 
but even this reaction only gave good results within a very narrow 

temperature range. The reduced dipyridinobenzene (XIX) obtained 

is a crystalline solid. 
E. E. T. 

9. Alkaloids. 

Peganinc (Vasicine).—The optical resolution of peganino was 
effected by E. Spath, F. Kuffner, and N. Platzer,1 who thought the 
alkaloid probably existed in the active condition in Peganum 
harmala, but did not succeed in isolating it as such. A. D. Rosenfeld 

and D. G. Kolesnikov 2 found that the active alkaloid can be ex¬ 
tracted from the plant, and in their later paper regard their product 
as probably identical with the Z-peganine isolated by E. Spath and 
F. Kesztler 3 from Adhatoda vasica, Nees. 

A simple synthesis of peganine (I) has been described : 4 

The interesting work of Schbpf and his co-workers on syntheses 
‘‘under physiological conditions ” has been extended to vasicine.6 

It is found that o-aminobenzaldehyde, allylamine, and formaldehyde, 
1 Her., 1935, 68, 1384. 
8 Sixth MendeUeff Congress, 1932; Ber., 1936, 69, 2022. 
3 Ber., 1936, 69, 384. 
4 E. Spath and N. Platzer, ibid., p. 255. 
* C. Schopf and F. Oechler, Annalen, 1936, 593, 1. 
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when left together in aqueous solution for three days at 25°, condense 
as in the annexed scheme, the product (II) being isolated in 73% 
yield as the picrate : 

CH-OH 

iCho , nh2-ch2-ch:ch2 
INH2 + CH20 

HC OH 

n-ch2-ch:ch2 

ch2 

gCH,CH:CH2 (nj 

NH 

The synthesis begins at pn 4-8 and ends at pu 5*2, and proceeds 
similarly in phosphate-buffered solution at 7. The constitution of 
(II) is proved by the oxidation of its picrate to the picrate of 3-ally 1- 
4-quinazolone, prepared independently from isatoic anhydride : 

under physiological conditions, by using potassium ferricyanide 
and a phosphate buffer at pB 7 at the ordinary temperature. 

It is concluded that the actual bio-synthesis of vasicine probably 
occurs between o-aminobenzaldehyde and y-amino-a-hydroxybut- 
aldehyde : 

CH-OH 
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Since the aminohydroxybutaldehyde is unknown, the authors carried 
out the analogous synthesis (citrate buffer, 4 days, pR 5) : 

'iCHO , NH2 9H2 
JnH, + (EtO)2CH CH2 

CH, 

CH 
OH 

NH7 

(HI.) 

^-9H2 
CH CHo 

CH9 

and obtained (III) in 75—78% yield, as the picrate. Its constitution 
was established by its oxidation to the known compound 6 (IV). 
Further, if a condensation mixture containing (III) was shaken with 
palladium and hydrogen, the originally yellow solution was decolor¬ 

ised and deoxyvasicine (V) could be isolated in 18% yield, suggesting 
that biogenetic synthesis probably proceeds along these lines. The 
authors think it likely that the precursor in the plant of the o-amino- 
benzaldehyde is tryptophan, and that of the y - amino-a-hydroxybut- 
aldehyde is hydroxy ornithine : 

C02H-CH(NH2)*CH(0H)-CH2-CH2-NH2 

X X 
CHO*CH(OH)*CH2-CH2-NH2 CH0*CH(0H)-CH2-C02H 

C. Schopf and G. Lehmann 7 had already suggested that the 
bydroxytropine (VI) isolated by 0. Wolfes and H. Hromatka 8 from 
coca leaves owed its biogenetic synthesis to malic dialdehyde, and this, 
and the aminohydroxybutaldehyde, would both come from hydroxy- 
ornithine. This may be compared with the derivation of hygrine 
and cuskhygrine from ornithine. 

Lupin Alkaloids.—in 1931, G. R. Clemo and G. R. Ramage 9 
synthesised octahydropyridocoline (VIII) by performing a Dieck- 
mann condensation on (VII). The product was not identical with 
norlupinane (A) obtained from lupinine.10 Later,11 however, 

6 R. C. Morris, W. E. Hanford, and R. Adams, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 
57, 951. 

7 Annalen, 1935, 518, 1. 
8 Mercka Jahreaber., 1934, 47, 45. 
9 J., 437; Ann. Reports, 1931, 174. 

30 G. R. Clemo, G. R. Ramage, and R. Raper, J., 1931, 437, 3190. 
11 Idem, J., 1932, 2959. 
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CH9 

(VII.) 
<?h2 !H>C09Et 

CH2 N-CH2*CH2-CH2-C02Et 

CH2 

ch2 ch2 ch2 ch2 

(VIII) Vh 9h* , 9h2 9h 9h2 ax) 

ch2 ch2 

373 

oh2 mi ch2 

CI-I9 0H9Br 

norlupinane (A) was obtained by cyclisation of (IX) and more 
recently 12 as follows : 

CH2 

, /\cH2-0H2-C02Et H , dH2>H-OH,-CH,-CO,Et 
<*•> L >«Mv* —*■ ch! kwni 

s V2I| 
CIi9 

2 

ill 07H, 

ch2 ch2 

?H2 >H—9Ha ^ 9H, CH V, 
{XL) OH, N OH, (VUJ) noi CH, N 6o 

\V\/ \V\/ 
CHo CHMe CHo CH9 

This dismisses the possibility that norlupinane (A) is (XI), and sub¬ 
stantiates the cis-trans relationship of the two octahydropyridoco- 
lines (VIII) obtained from (VII) and from (IX) or (X). It has been 
established by synthesis 13 that dl-oxysparteine is (XII). 

K. Winterfeld and H. E. Ronsberg,14 by oxidising a-didehydro- 
sparteine with chromic anhydride, have isolated P-aminopropionic 
acid, which is regarded as indicating the presence (see XIII) of a 
4 : 5-ethylenic linkage in the norlupinane ring of sparteine. When 
didehydrosparteine is treated with benzoyl chloride and alkali, an 
unstable benzoyl derivative is formed, suggesting that the second 
ethylenic linkage is in the a p-position to a nitrogen atom, and is 
joined to a tertiary carbon atom. This corresponds with unsatur¬ 

ation at C9—Cu or Cu—C12. 

12 G. R. Clemo, W. McG. Morgan, and R. Raper, J.t 1935, 1743. 
13 Idem, J., 1936, 1025. 
i* Arch. Pharm., 1936, 274, 48. 
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n.nn m 

Ergot Alkaloids (continued from Ann. Reports, 1935, 345).—In an 

examination of their proposed constitution of lysergic acid, W. A. 

Jacobs and L. C. Craig15 synthesised 3:4:5: 6-tetrahydro-4- 

carboline-5-carboxylic acid and 3-phenyl-4-methyltetrahydro-4- 

carboline-5-carboxylic acid. These substances did not respond to 

tests characteristic of lysergic acid. Later,16 a new formula was 

suggested for this substance, since the tribasic acid, c14h9o8n, 

previously described 17 gave quinoline when it was distilled with 

soda-lime. The same authors 18 have confirmed their previous 

conclusion 19 that ergotamine, and therefore ergotaminine, are de¬ 
rived from ergine, proline, phenylalanine and pyruvic acid. They 

have also isolated d-proline (as its methyl ester) by hydrolysis not 
only of ergotamine but also of ergotoxine. Ergoclavine is given the 

new formula C25H30O4N4. It is possible that this alkaloid is built up 

from ergine, Z-leueine and pyruvic acid, but very little is really known. 

S. Smith and G. M. Tirnmis 20 have shown that ergometrinine, 
like ergometrine, is lysergic acid hydroxy^opropylamide. The same 

authors 21 have obtained from ergot a new alkaloid, ergosinine, 

16 Science, 1935, 82, 421. 
18 Ibid., 1936, 88, 38. 
17 J. Biol. Ghent., 1932, 97, 739. 
18 J, Org. Ghent., 1936, 1, 245. 
18 Science, 1935, 81, 256. 
*° J., 1936, 1166. 
81 Nature, 1936, 187, 111, 1075. 
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CgoHggOgNg, which is converted by acids into the isomeric 
ergosina. 

R. L. Grant and S. Smith 22 have found that ergometrine exists in 
two physical forms. 

G. W. Holden and G. R. Diver 23 have isolated from ergot yet 
another alkaloid, ergomonamine, C19H1904N, and an acid (citergic), 

which may be aa(3y-tetrahydroxy propane-apy-tricarboxylic acid. 

It is now agreed 24 that ergometrine, ergotocine, ergobasine and 

ergostetrine are identical. 
S. Smith and G. M. Timmis25 have used conditions (hot alcoholic 

phosphoric acid) under which ergotinine changes into ergotoxine 

for the conversion of ergine ([a]6461 + 635°, in pyridine) into the new 
isomeric base, &oergine ([a]54fll + 25°), and conclude that the physio¬ 

logically active (laevorotatory) alkaloids ergotoxine, ergotamine, 

and ergometrine contain the isoergine structure. They further 

showed that alkalis rapidly isomerise ergine and isoergine to an 
equilibrium mixture. Again, using the conditions (action of pyrid¬ 

ine, or hot methyl alcohol, or hot ethyl alcohol, or sodium hydroxide) 

effecting the change of ergotoxine into ergotinine, or, better, by the 

action of hot water, the authors have succeeded in converting lysergic 

acid into an isomeride, fsolysergic acid. The latter has [a]6461 -f 

305°, as compared with [a]5461 + 49° for lysergic acid. Possible 

partial formulae are suggested for lysergic acid, based on one put 

forward, but since rejected, by W. A. Jacobs and L. C. Craig.26 

W. A. Jacobs and L. C. Craig 27 also point out that the existence 

of the pairs of ergot alkaloids depends on the ethylenic linkage in 

lysergic acid, since, while methyl lysergate mutarotates in warm 

methyl-alcoholic solution, its dihydro-derivative does not. A fresh 

method of attacldng the problem is described by these authors, who 

have obtained one and the same lysergic acid by hydrolysing any 

of the alkaloids, whether of the dextro- or of the lsevo-rotatory class. 

On the other hand, reduction (2H) of the lsevorotatory alkaloids 

ergotoxine, ergotamine, and ergometrine, followed by hydrolysis, 

gave a laevorotatory acid, called a-dihydrolysergic acid; similar 

treatment of the dextrorotatory alkaloids ergotinine and ergota- 

minine and also of ergine gave a dextrorotatory acid, y-dihydroly¬ 

sergic acid. Lysergic acid is not a mixture, but when it is reduced, 

23 Nature, 1936, 137, 154. 
28 Quart. J. Pharm.y 1936, 9, 230. 
24 M. S. KJmrasch, H. King, A. Stoll, and M. R. Thompson, Nature, 1936, 

137, 403; Science, 1936, 83, 206; Ann, Reports, 1935, 349. 
2* J., 1936, 1440. 
26 J. Biol. Ohem.y 1936, 113, 771. 
27 Ibid., 115, 227. 
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% 
/ (XTV.) 

[H 

it gives a mixture of the above a- and y-dihydro-derivatives. The 

authors conclude that in this reduction new centres of asymmetry 

are produced, and suggest that lysergic acid is 
di2* < •C02H (XIV), since this best accounts for the pro- 

CH NMe duction of two dihydro-derivatives, and for the 
\ 2 / stability of lysergic acid in presence of alkali. 

The above a-dihydro-acid (from ergotoxine) 

/ \ / 2 was identical with that previously obtained 
/s' ^ by reducing lysergic acid with sodium and 
\ (XTV.) amyj alcohol; its methyl ester, on reduction 

with sodium and butyl alcohol, gave a-di- 

hydrolysergol; but methyl y-dihydrolysergate, similarly reduced, 

gave a new substance, y-dihydrolysergol, different from the 
P-dihydrolysergol obtained previously from ergotinine. Neither 

methyl a- nor y-dihydrolysergates gave (i-dihydro]ysergol on 

reduction. 
Aconitine.—Some advance has been made in the chemistry of this 

difficult alkaloid. A. Lawson 28 has oxidised aconitine writh chromic 

anhydride in acetone solution, and obtained a new substance, 

aconitolinc, C17H160(NMe)(0H)(0Me)3(0Ac)(0Bz). The author’s 

results support the formula C32H43012N of E. Spilth and F. Galinov- 

sky 29 for oxonitin. W. Freudenberg and E. F. Rogers 30 showed 

that dry distillation of aconitine hydrochloride with barium hydr¬ 

oxide gave hydrocarbons, methylamine, and Z-ephedrine, the struc¬ 

ture of the last therefore probably being present in aconitine. It 

has usually been assumed that aconitine contains the NMe group, 
but it is now found 31 that when aconitine hydrochloride is fused with 

potassium or barium hydroxide, ethylamine is formed, and when 

aconitine is heated with hydriodic acid ethyl as well as methyl iodide 
is obtained. It is thought that the NEt group is affected when aconi¬ 

tine is oxidised to oxonitin. This would fit in with the observed 

formation of acetaldehyde during this oxidation. W. Freudenberg 32 
has also identified ethylamine among the products of distilling 

aconitine with barium hydroxide, and gives the alkaloid the formula 
C19H19(NEt)(OH)3(OMe)4(OAc)(OBz). 

Veratrum Alkaloids.—B. K. Blount 33 showed that the verine of 
C. R. A. Wright and A. P. Luff 34 was identical with cevine (veratrid- 

ine being veratroylcevine), and that cevine, when dehydrogenated 

28 J., 1936, 80. 
28 Ber.y 1930, 63, 2994; 1931, 64, 2201. 
80 J. Amer. Chetn. Soc1936, 68, 533. 
81 W. A. Jacobs and R. C. Elderfield, ibid., p. 1059. 
82 Ber.t 1936, 69, 1962. 
88 J., 1935, 122. 
34 «/., 1878, 33, 341. 
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with selenium, gave a base, cevanthridine, possibly a phcnanthrklinc 
derivative. In conjunction with (Miss) D. Crowfoot 35 the same 

author isolated cevanthrol, a phenol, from the dehydrogenation 

mixture, and concludes further, from X-ray crystallographical 

examination, that cevanthridine contains a benzphenanthrene (XV) 
or benzanthracene (XVI) structure. The authors regard the con¬ 

ditions employed in the dehydrogenation as insufficiently drastic to 

be conducive to ring enlargement, that is, they appear to have con¬ 

sidered, but rejected, the idea that cevanthridine might contain a 

methyl cy/cZopentenoplienanthrene skeleton. 

Veratrum album (white hellebore) contains the alkaloid jervine, 

NHIC2r>H3.J(0H)(CH202I), and amorphous materials of various kinds 

from which both angelic and tiglic acids have been isolated.36 

Heliotropium and Senecio Alkaloids.—G. Menschikov 37 isolated 

from Heliotropium lasiocarpum an alkaloid heliotrine, ClfiH2705N, 

which by the action of barium hydroxide gave heliotric acid, 

0H*C6H11(0Mc)(C02H) (a saturated aliphatic acid), and heliotridine, 

C8H1302N. The latter38 contains two hydroxyl groups, replace¬ 

able (thionyl chloride) by two chlorine atoms. The (unstable) 
dichloro-compound was converted by a series of simple reactions 

into heliotridan, C8H15N. Later work showed that heliotrine was 

reducible to hydroxyheliotridan, which was probably a tertiary 

alcohol,39 and that heliotridan contained a pyrrolidine ring.40 The 

same author, with V. Rubinstein,41 has also isolated from Tri- 

chodesma incanum the alkaloid trichodesmine, Ci8R2706N. This 

with alkali gave methyl isobutyl ketone, dZ-laetic acid, and a sub¬ 

stance, C8H1302N, trichodesmidine, which was not identical with 

heliotridine, but was convertible by simple reactions into helio¬ 

tridan. Heliotridine and trichodesmidine therefore differ in the 
position of the hydroxyl group and possibly also that of the ethylcnic 

linkage. Later 42 it was found that lasiocarpine, a second alkaloid 

35 J., 1936, 414. 
38 K. Saito, H. Suginome, and M. Takaoka, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1934, 

9, 16; K. Saito and H. Suginome, ibid., 1936, 11, 168; K. Saito and M. 
Takaoka, ibid., p. 172. 

37 Ber., 1932, 65, 974. 
38 G. Menschikov, Ber., 1933, 66, 876. 
33 Ber., 1935, 68, 1051. 
40 Ibid., p. 1555. 41 Ibid., p. 2039. 
42 G. Menschikov and J. Schdanowitsch, Ber., 1936, 69, 1110. 
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from Heliotropium lasiocarpum, was hydrolysed by alkali to angelic 

acid and heliotridine. In heliotrine, only one hydroxyl grcmp of 

heliotridine is esterified (with hcliotric acid), whereas in lasiocarpine 
one hydroxyl group of heliotridine is esterified with angelic acid and 

the other with lasiocarpic acid, C8li1605 : this is an unsaturated acid 
containing two hydroxyl and two methoxyl groups. 

Senecio plcityphyllus contains two alkaloids, platyphylline, 

C18H2705N, and seneciphylline.43 Platyphylline on alkaline hydro¬ 
lysis gave platynecic acid, 0H*C9H12(>C02H, and platynecine, 

C8H13N(OH)2. The two hydroxyl groups can under certain con¬ 

ditions be replaced by chlorine, and by simple reactions the authors 
converted the dichloro-compound into hcliotridan. Apparently 

seneciphylline is also derived from this substance. The Boraginacece 

(Heliotropium) and Senecio alkaloids therefore contain the same 

C8H15N skeleton and differ in their degree of unsaturation, the 

position of the hydroxyl groups, and the nature of the attached 
acids. 

Solanum Alkaloids.—Solanidine-^ (from the potato, Solanum 

tuberosum), when heated with selenium, gives phenanthrene, chry¬ 

sene, and pyridine, together with other compounds.44 A. Soltys and 

K. Wallenfels 46 have shown that solaneino, described as occurring 
with solanine, solanidine, and solanthrene in S. tuberosum, is a 

mixture of solanidine and solanine. Having found that solanidine 

gives a flocculent precipitate with digitonin in alcoholic solution, a 
reaction characteristic of sterols, they further found that selenium 

dehydrogenation of solanidiene (obtained by elimination of water 

from solanidine) gave methyleycZopentenophenanthrene. From 
this, it follows that solanidine-^ is (XVII), and the authors think 

that a possible formula for the alkaloid is (XVI11). 

Me 

Solanidine-*, from 8. sodomoeum, contains structure (XIX),46 a 

fact which explains the formation of “ tetra-acetylsolanidine ” when 

48 A. Orekhov, Ber.t 1935, 68, 650; A. Ordkhov and R. Konovalowa, 
ibid., p. 1186; R. Konovalowa and A. Orekhov, Ber„ 1936, 69, 1908. 

44 H. Dieterle and H. Rochelmeyer, Arch. Pharm1936, 873, 532. 
46 Ber., 1936, 69, 811. 

46 G. Oddo and G. Carolina, ibid., p. 283. 
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the alkaloid is treated with a mixture of glacial acetic acid, acetic 

anhydride, and concentrated sulphuric acid : 

c16h2 

(XTX.) 

CXH 

\CH-0H 

mi 
^16^26' 

CXH>CH(OAc)2 

■NAco 
, AcOH. 

Solarium pseudocapshum (winter cherry) may, like other Sola?turns, 

contain a gluco-alkaloid, but this is not settled. The new alkaloids, 

solanocapsine, 025H4202N2 or 02flH4402N2, and solanocapsidine, 

probably C26H4204N2, have been isolated from it, and the former has 

been investigated.47 Solanocapsine contains NH, NH2, and OH 
(probably as ;OOH), the second oxygen probably being a member of 

a heterocyclic ring. With nitrous acid, the NH is nitrosated, the 

amino-group becomes hydroxyl, one hydroxyl group, probably the 

one originally present, is eliminated as water, and an etliylenie 

linkage is formed. Selenium dehydrogenation of solanocapsine 

gives hydrocarbons, pyridine bases, and methylcyclopentcnophonr 

anthrene. This suggests that the structure of the alkaloid is approx¬ 

imately expressed by formula (XX). 
The position of the ring oxygen atom recalls the oxygen bridge in 

certain saponins of Digitalis,48 Solangustidine, C27H4302N,49 differs 

from solanidinc4 in having an extra oxygen atom, and in solano¬ 

capsine this difference is increased by an additional nitrogen atom 

(amino-group). 
I. Z. Saiyed and D. D. Kanga 50 have isolated from Solarium 

xanthocarpum a sterol, 036H54O (carpesterol), an alkaloid, solan- 

carpidine, C26H4303N, and a gluco-alkaloid, solancarpine, 

C44H77019N, which, oil hydrolysis, gives solancarpidine, glucose, 

rh am nose, and (probably) galactose. 

Indole Derivatives.—A base, gramine, was isolated from a chloro¬ 

phyll-defective strain of barley by H. von Euler and H. Hellstrom.51 

47 G. Barger and H. L. Fraenkel-Conrat, J.f 1936, 1537. 
48 Cf. J. C. F. Simpson and W. A. Jacobs, J. Biol. Ghem., 1935, 109, 573; 

R. Tsehesche and A. Hagedorn, Ber., 1935, 68, 1412; 1936, 69, 797. 
48 F. Tutin and H. W. B. Clewer, J.} 1914, 106, 559. 
60 Proc. Indian Acad. Sci.t 1936, 4, 283. 

Z. physiol. Chem.t 1933, 217, 23. 
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It was later thought to be identical with donaxine, isolated 52 from 
Arundo donax, and regarded as (XXI), but no proof of constitution 
was put forward. T. Wieland and C. Y. Hsing 53 have synthesised 
5-methoxy-3-dimethylaminomethylindole (XXII), which appears to 
be identical with gramine, although the methiodide has a much 
higher melting point than that of the natural substance : 

-|~ CN-CH2-NMe2—> CN-Mgl 

CH2*NMe2 
(XXII.) 

Tobacco Alkaloid.—Myosminc (XXI11), one of the tobacco alka¬ 
loids, has been synthesised 54 as follows : 

S2-^2 + AC0*Et / y€0-CF[-Cir2 notnoj. 
L U ^ rio ' I 1 -l ! oo dr-y 

-CO-9K-91-T, Irotn0, 

<■? 9h2— 

-C0—9H—9H0 
co2h ch2 

I ^ (XXIII.) 

NH 

iso Quinoline Alkaloids.—A synthesis has been recorded 55 of dl- 
bicuculline (XXIV), the d-form of which was isolated by K. H. F. 
Manske 66 from Dicentra cucullaria, Adlumia fungosa, Corydalis 
sempervire?is, and C. aurca. 

(XXIV.) (XXV.) (XXVI.) 

62 A. Or6khov and S. Norkina, Ber., 1935, 68, 436. 
£3 Annalen, 1936, 526, 188. 
64 E. Sp&th and L. Mamoli, Ber., 1936, 69, 757. 
**° P. W. G. Groenewoud and R. Robinson, J., 1936, 199. 
fi6 Canadian J. JRes.f 1932, 7, 258, 265; 1933, 8, 142. 
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It has been stated 67 that the compound obtained “ under physio¬ 

logical conditions ” by G. Hahn and 0. Schales 68 is not (XXV) but 

(XXVI). The last-named authors59 have, however, replied 

satisfactorily to the criticism. 

Tropinone Derivative.—Although there are many recorded cases 

in which Claisen condensations between carbonic esters and ketones 

or ketonic esters have given very indifferent yields, it has now been 

found 60 that tropinone reacts vigorously with methyl or ethyl 

carbonate in presence of sodium or potassium, preferably when benz¬ 
ene or xylene is used as a medium. It thus becomes possible to 

prepare tropinonecarboxylic esters quickly and in good yields. 
E. E. T. 

10. Vitamin B1 (Aneurin) and Thiochrome. 

Vitamin Bx (I) has been synthesised by R. R. Williams and J. K. 

Cline1, according to the scheme : 

C02Et-CH2-CH2-0Et --^V C02Et*CH(CH0)*CH2*0Et 

^NH,‘CMe:NTr 

N N N 

Mer^NH, Me/\ci joa, Mo/NOH 
^ jql hu-GEt Nl^yCHa-OEt otT N'^JCHjs-OEt 

\ N 
Me/\NH3}Br 

Nlx JcH2Br 
CH C-CHvCH,-OH I ! II & i 
N-CMe 

S 

<!•) MnQ^H3)B: 
CH C-CHo-CHo-OH 

,r • i it A & 
N-CMe 

!H/ Br 

The chloride was identical with the natural substance in ultra-violet 
absorption and antineuritic potency, but had a melting point of 

232—234°, whereas the natural product melts at 246°. Possibly 

the latter is a mixture of stereoisomerides. 

67 E. Sp&th, F. Kuffner, and F. Kesztler, Ber.t 1936, 69, 378. 
68 Ber.y 1935, 68, 24. 69 Ber., 1936, 69, 622. 

N. A. Preobrashenski, M. N. Schtschukina, and R. A. Lapina, ibid., 
p. 1615. 1 17. Amer. Chtm. Soc,, 1936, 58, 1504. 
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A. R. Todd and F. Bergel2 proposed formula (II) for thiochrome 
(obtained by the aotion of alkaline ferricyanide3 or of alkali alone 4 

on aneurin) and later, with H. L. Fraenkel-Conrat and Miss A. 
Jacob,5 effected its synthesis : 

9C C02Et 

NH2 CH-CH2*COoE 
NaOEfc Mer \0H 

Et * nI JcH2*C02Et icH2-CON3 

MeT 1OH 
Nl JCH,C1 ‘JCH2-0H ^ JCH2-NH2 ^ JCH2-NH-C02Et 

Mct Y 
nI X A 

Y Yf*CH2-CH3-OH 
'N-CMc 

CH3-C02-CH2-C H2Br + CH3-COCHNa-C02Et 

NH2-(]H £>CH2*CH2-OH 

'N--CMe 
CH3-C02-CH2-GH2-CH(C02Et)*C0*CH3 

|so,oi, 

CH3-G02-CH2-CH2-CCl(C02Et)-CG-CH3 

*J* \ I 
^jdil. H.SO* 

oh-ch2-ch2-chci-coch3 

The end-product of the synthesis was in all respects identical with 
thiochrome as obtained from vitamin Bv 

E. E. T. 

W. Baker. 

J. W. Cook. 

R. D. Haworth. 

E. L. Hirst. 

R. P. Linstead. 

S. Peat. 

E. E. Turner. 

2 J.f 1936, 1559. 
3 G. Barger, F, Bergel, and A. R. Todd, Ber., 1935, 68, 2257. 
* R. Kuhn and H. Vetter, ibid., p. 2375. * J., 1936, 1601. 
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This year has seen further definite progress in the isolation of 

substances belonging to the groups of hormones and vitamins. 

The constitution of vitamin Bx has been established beyond doubt; 

for the first time a substance with anti-rachitic properties has been 

isolated from natural sources; a cyclic alcohol, apparently pure, 

with the activity associated with vitamin E has been isolated; 

and of a number of sterol-like substances obtained from the adrenals, 

one is highly active in the maimer characteristic of the cortical 

hormone. The anti-ansemic factor in liver has not yet, apparently, 

been obtained pure, though considerable progress has been made 

towards its isolation. 

Attention is directed to the attempts now being made to elucidate 

the arrangement of amino-acids within the protein molecules, 

attempts which seem likely to prove of increasing importance and 

value as methods continue to improve for characterising and 

estimating specific amino-acids and for synthesising more complex 

peptides. 

The nature of the researches involved in chemotherapy makes 

material progress slow in this field. Nevertheless, results are 

emerging from prolonged systematic investigations and are making 

definite contributions to our knowledge of the mode of action, and 

of the relative efficiencies of both natural and synthetic therapeutic 

agents. 

In the Plant Biochemistry section considerable space has been 

devoted this year to questions relating to photosynthesis in plants. 

Recent additions to our knowledge of the pure chemistry of chloro¬ 

phyll 1 may contribute much to our understanding of the more 

physiological aspects of the photosynthetio process. The many 

ramifications of this problem and the divergence of opinion among 

authorities on this subject, coupled with the fact that nine years 

have elapsed since the matter was dealt with in these Reports, 

seem to afford sufficient justification for a general review of some 

of the more important researches and theories on this fundamental 

process of plant chemistry. 

1 Ann. Reports, 1935, 82, 362. 
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1. Animal Biochemistry. 

The Vitamins. 

Vitamin Bv—The constitution of vitamin Bx originally suggested 
by R. R. Williams (I) la has been modified 2 to that shown in (II) 
and the new formula has been confirmed by synthesis.3 

fj 0#NHa,HCl 

H? 9- 
N-OC2H5 

9H3 

9-ch2-ci-i2-oh 

Cl 

N“9-nh2,hci 
CHa-g C-CH—N< 

N—CH Cl 

9H3 
C“9-CH2-CHa<)[i 
CH—S 

(M 

(II.) 

The excretion of vitamin Bx in human urine has been measured 
by the bradycardia method,4 the vitamin being first adsorbed on 
active clay, which is then fed to Bx-deficient rats for observation of 
its effect on the heart rate. Normally 12—35 international units 
(approximately 30—90 y) are excreted per day, i.e., about 5—8% 
of the daily intake. In human beri-beri the excretion of vitamin BA 
may almost cease, and a daily excretion of less than 12 units is held to 
indicate some deficiency of the vitamin in the diet. W. H. Schopfer 5 
has estimated vitamin Bx by measuring the amount of growth in 
the mould Phycomyces Blakesleanus on a vitamin-free synthetic 
medium after addition of vitamin concentrates; the method has, 
so far, however, only been applied successfully to fairly pure 
preparations. 

On the grounds that many diseases showing anorexia, oedema 
(with consequent heart symptoms) and peripheral nerve degener¬ 
ation (characteristic signs of experimental B*-deficiency) may be 
due to a deficiency of the vitamin, and that in such cases the absorp¬ 
tion of the vitamin from the intestine may be unsatisfactory, the 
parenteral administration of pure vitamin Bx has been advocated 
by a number of workers. W. R. Russell 6 has obtained good 
results by this method in cases of chronic progressive neuritis, 
alcoholic neuritis, subacute combined degeneration of the spinal 
cord, etc., although in some of them oral administration had little 
or no effect. 

la Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 402. 
2 R. R. Williams, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.t 1936, 58, 1063. 
3 This vol„ p. 381. 
4 L. J. Harris and P. C. Leong, Lancet, 1936, 230, 886. 
6 Z. Vitaminjorsch., 1935, 5, 67. 
• Edm. Med. J., 1936, 43, 315. 
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Vitamin B2 Complex,—Although it has been suggested that the 
term B2 should be restricted to lactoflavin,7 there is still no uni¬ 

formity in nomenclature, and since there evidently exist more 
than the two factors which led to the differentiation of the complex 
into B2 (flavin) and B6 (curative of rat dermatitis) the tendency is 
to refer to the factors by their effects rather than by specific names. 
T. W. Birch, P. Gy orgy, and L. J. Harris 8 distinguish at least two 

and possibly four factors in addition to flavin. They find that the 
factor curative of dermatitis in rats (erroneously described as rat- 
pellagra) is present in considerable amounts in maize, and in 
molasses, so that rats fed on typical human-pellagra-producing 
diets remained free from dermatitis, and such diets cured rats 
suffering from dermatitis. They conclude that this factor ( — B6) 
is different from the factor curative of human pellagra. This, the 
“ P-P ” or pellagra-preventing factor, is found especially in liver 
extract, autolysed yeast, etc., and is apparently not required by 
the rat. It is not lactoflavin (which is required by the rat, of 
course, for growth). Dogs fed on a human-pellagra-producing diet 

did not develop pellagra, but “ black tongue ” (a condition un¬ 
affected, evidently, by B6), which was cured by a diet rich in P-P 

factor but not by lactoflavin. The dog, however, needs Be as well 
as lactoflavin and the “ anti-black tongue ” factor, as was shown 
by experiments with “ synthetic ” diets. It seems that the black 
tongue and the P-P factor may be identical, though the evidence is 

not conclusive. Finally the factor curative of chicken pellagra is 
differentiated from B6, though its relation to the P-P or the black 
tongue factor was not decided. 

S. Lepkowsky and T. H. Jukes9 found that the factor curing 
dermatitis in chickens could be concentrated from aqueous rice 

bran extracts, since inert matter, but not the vitamin, was absorbed 
by fullers’ earth. Their experiments suggested that the factor (B6) 
curative of rat dermatitis was absorbed by the earth, and later 
experiments 10 confirmed this. 

T. H. Jukes and S. Lepkowsky 11 investigated the distribution 

of the anti-chicken-dermatitis factor in foodstuffs. They found, 
for example, that wheat germ, kale, and maize contained approxim¬ 
ately equal amounts, and since wheat germ and kale contain much 
more of the P-P factor than does maize, they conclude that the 
two are different. They thus confirm the differentiation of the 
rat-dermatitis and the chick-dermatitis factor and show that the 

7 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 404. 8 Biochem. J.t 1935, 29, 2830. 
• J. Biol. Chem., 1930, 114, 109. 

10 S. Lepkowsky, T. H. Jukes, and M. E. Krause, ibid., 1936, 115, 557. 
11 Ibid., 1936, 114, 117. 
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latter is different from the P-P factor. The vitamin B2 complex, 

therefore, consists of, at least, four factors, including lactoflavin. 
Concerning vitamin B2 itself (i.e., the flavin growth factor) 

R. Kuhn, H. Rudy, and F. Weygand 12 have now roported the 

synthesis, by a method which fixes the position of the phosphoric 

acid residue, of G: 7-dimethyl-9-d-riboflavin-5'-phosphoric acid, 
which is identical with the natural lactoflavin phosphoric acid in 

solubility of its salts, absorption spectrum, oxidation-reduction 
potential, and in growth-promoting activity (rats) whether given 

orally or intra-peritoneally. R. Kuhn and H. Rudy 13 have shown 

further that the synthetic can replace the natural substance in 

the “ yellow enzyme.” R. Kuhn, H. Rudy, and F. Weygand 14 
have also synthesised the Z-arabinose analogue, and have shown 

that it too can combine with the colloidal carrier derived from the 

yellow enzyme to form a chromoprotein whose catalytic activity is 
high, though less than that of the natural enzyme. 

Vitamin J?4.—The existence of vitamin B4, originally described 

by V. Reader,15 has more recently been doubted, and the opinion 

expressed that vitamin B4 deficiency (so-called) is merely a chronic 
deficiency of vitamin Bx, and can be cured by a sufficiently largo 

dose of that substance.8,16 H. von Euler 17 states, however, that 

in his laboratory M. Malmberg was unable to restore growth in rats 

by addition to the diet of vitamin B2 and lactoflavin. J. A. Keenan, 
O. L. Kline, C. A. Elvehjem, and E. B. Hart 18 found in 1933 that 

concentrates of the alleged vitamin B4 were able to prevent the 
development of certain paralytic symptoms in the chick, the diet 

already containing adequate amounts of vitamin Br This work 

was later confirmed and extended.19 Now,20 it has been shown 

that by the use of specially purified diets, crystalline vitamin Bx, 
and highly potent liver concentrates as source of the vitamin B2 

complex, it is possible to reproduce in rats the syndrome described 

by Reader and to restore growth by vitamin B4 concentrates (e.g., 

from peanuts) but not by crystalline vitamin 3V These workers 

12 Ber., 1936, 69, 1543. 
13 Ibid.y p. 1974. 
i* lbid.t p. 2034. 
16 Biocbem. J.f 1929, 23, 689; 1930, 24, 77, 1827. 
16 J. R. O’Brien, Chem. and Ind.t 1934, 53, 452; L. J. Harris, Ann. Rev. 

Biocbem.y 1935, 4, 331; H. W. Kinnersley, J. R. O’Brien, and R. A. Peters, 
Biocbem. J., 1935, 29, 701. 

17 Ann. Rev. Biocbem., 1936, 5, 364. 
18 J. Biol. Chan., 1933, 103, 671. 
19 O. L. Kline, O. D. Bird, C. A. Elvehjem, and E. B. Hart, J. Nutrition, 

1936. 
20 O. L. Kline, C. A. Elvehjem, and E. B. Hart, Biocbem. J., 1936, 30, 
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consider, therefore, that vitamin B4 is a real entity with demon¬ 
strable functions in at least two species of animals. 

Vitamin C.—With the definite identification of vitamin 0 as 

ascorbic acid, interest has shifted to such questions as its synthesis 
in vivo, its excretion under various conditions, the form in which 
it occurs in the tissues, the changes it undergoes there, and its 

functions. The published results bearing on these questions are, 

in many cases, contradictory, largely in all probability because the 
usual methods for estimating ascorbic acid (titration with 2 : 6- 

dichlorophenolindophcnol is the commonest) are by no means 

specific. Many of the published conclusions can, therefore, be 

accepted only with reserve. 
The report of B. C. Guha and A. It. Ghosh,21 that rat tissues 

were able to synthesise ascorbic acid in vitro from mannose, has 

been contradicted by R. Ammon and G. Grave 22 and by M. Laporta 

and E. Rinaldi.23 On the other hand, in vivo synthesis of ascorbic 

acid by rats is suggested by the experiments of K. M. l)aoud and 

M. A. 8. El Ayadi 24 and evidence has been adduced in support 

of the view that the human foetus 25 and the human suckling,26 
but not the guinea pig foetus or suckling,27 can synthesise the vitamin 

to some extent. It has also been suggested by H. K. Muller 28 

that the eye lens is capable of synthesising ascorbic acid, but 

8. W. Johnston 29 finds that, although in scorbutic guinea pigs the 

indophenol-reducing power of the lens is merely reduced, the 

ascorbic acid determined spectrographically has completely dis¬ 

appeared from lens and humours, the rate of disappearance (and 

of re-appearance when the vitamin is administered) running parallel 

with that of the other tissues. On the other hand, it has been 

claimed 30 that the indophenol-reducing substance of the lens and 
eye humours is ascorbic acid, since it is completely oxidised by the 

ascorbic acid oxidising enzyme—a conclusion which is obviously 

not justified until more is known of the specificity of the enzyme. 
Other indophenol-reducing substances (besides those which, like 

21 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 404. 
22 Z. Vitaminforech., 1936, 5, 185. 
23 Boll. Soc. ital. Biol, sperim., 1935, 10, 319. 
24 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 1280. 
26 R. Rohmer, N. Bezssonoff, and E. Storr, Compt. rend. Soc. Biol., 1936, 

121, 987. 
26 Idem, Bull. Acad. Mdd., 1935, 113, 669; Compt. rend. Soc. Biol., 1936, 

121, 988. 
27 G. Mouriquand, A. Coeur, and P. Viennois, Compt. rend. Soc. Biol., 1936, 

121, 1005. 
28 Klin. Woch., 1935, 14, 1498. 
28 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 1430. 

80 L. Rosner and J. Bellows, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 1936, 34, 493. 
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cysteine, reduce it slowly) do exist in nature, for one containing 
nitrogen, and possibly phosphorus, has been obtained from supra- 

renals by E. Ott, K. Kramer, and W. Faust.31 

A similar confusion exists on the question of the state in which 

ascorbic acid exists in the tissues. Thus B. C. Gulia and J. C. Pal,32 

having found that some plant extracts (e.g., cabbage) yielded more 
ascorbic acid on heating, concluded that ascorbic acid was present 

to some extent in a combined form, whereas G. L. Mack 33 and 

M. van Eekelen 34 attribute the phenomenon to heat-inactivation 

of the ascorbic acid oxidase. Van Eekelen considers that an 

analogous phenomenon occurs in blood, ascorbic acid being oxidised 

by the erythrocytes, but A. E. Kellie and S. S. Zilva35 deny that 
intact erythrocytes are capable of oxidising ascorbic acid. By 

spectrographic measurement they conclude that plasma contains 

no dehydroascorbic acid. 

A large number of papers deal with the urinary excretion of 

ascorbic acid, and many are concerned with the unsatisfactory 

nature of the available methods. M. A. Abbasy, L. J. Hams, 

S. N. Ray, and J. R. Marrack,36 using the method described by 
L. J. Harris and 8. N. Ray,37 state that the urinary excretion of 

ascorbic acid is, in general, proportional to the intake, and for 

normal adults (in England) receiving small allowances of fruit, etc., 

is about 20 mg. per day. A diet is deficient in vitamin C when 

the urinary output falls below 10—15 mg. per day (per 10 stone 

body weight) or when a dose of 700 mg. of ascorbic acid produces 
no increased excretion on the second day. The increased indo- 

phenol-reducing power of the urine after ascorbic acid administra¬ 

tion, and the decrease during the feeding of a scurvy-producing 

diet, which has been observed by others as well as Harris and his 

co-workers, certainly suggest that the reducing substance of urine 

is ascorbic acid or at least a closely related substance. B. Ahmad 38 

found that a high meat diet caused a very considerable increase in 

the excretion of indophenol-redueing substance, and concluded that 

this was probably ascorbic acid from a study of its heat stability. 

A failure to detect ascorbic acid by biological assay he ascribed 

to the presence of toxic substances in urine. Wieters 39 also has 

failed to demonstrate ascorbic acid in urine by biological methods. 

Although these failures can be discounted to some extent by 
accepting Ahmad’s explanation, it is more difficult to ignore the 

81 Z. physiol. Chem., 1935, 243, 199. 
88 Ibid., 1936, 138, 605. 
86 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 361. 
87 Ibid., p. 71. 
88 Mercka Jahreaber., 1935. 

82 Nature, 1936, 137, 946. 
84 Acta Brev. Nderl., 1935, 5, 78. 
88 Lancet, 1935, 229, 1399. 
88 Biochem. J1936, 30, 11. 
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chemical results reported by K. Hinsberg and R. Ammon.40 They 

were able to separate from urine ascorbic acid added to the extent 
of 1 mg. per 100 c.c., using the fact that its derivative with 2 : 4- 

dinitrophenylhydrazine is insoluble in cold alcohol or in ethjd hydro¬ 

gen oxalate but soluble in ethyl oxalate. From normal urine 
(containing more than this amount of indophenol-reducing sub¬ 

stance) they failed to extract any of the vitamin C derivative, 

and from a study of the limits of their methods conclude that 

normal urine cannot contain more than 0-3 mg. of ascorbic acid 

per 100 c.c. 

The fact that ascorbic acid exists in the tissues largely, if not 

entirely, in the reduced form has been ascribed by several authors 
to the presence of glutathione,41 which has also been shown to 

protect ascorbic acid from autoxidation in vitro, provided that it is 

present in relatively large amounts.42 It is claimed that in high 

concentration, glutathione can even reduce dehydroascorbic acid, 

provided the pH is not too low.43 F. G. Hopkins and E. J. Morgan 44 

have studied the relationship between ascorbic acid and glutathione, 

alone and in the presence of the enzyme (from cauliflower, cabbage, 
etc.) which A. Szent-Gyorgi 43 found to oxidise ascorbic acid and 

named “ hexoxidase.” They find that a mixture of pure ascorbic 

acid with pure glutathione may be quite inert, neither being oxidised 

(e.g., at pR 6); if, however, a trace of copper is present and the pR 

is such as to allow oxidation of the glutathione {e.g.f 7*4), the 

former is protected while the latter is oxidised exactly as if no 
ascorbic acid was present. They are, therefore, inclined to ascribe 

the protective action of glutathione under these conditions to its 

formation of a stable compound with the metal catalyst. In the 

presence of the enzyme the conditions are quite different. 

The reactions 

Ascorbic acid —> dehydroascorbic acid 

Dehydroascorbic acid + 2GSR —> ascorbic acid + G*S*S‘G 

are both catalysed by the enzyme, and, the second of these being 
the more rapid, ascorbic acid remains practically fully reduced 

until all the glutathione is oxidised. Hopkins and Morgan point 
out that so far no enzyme capable of oxidising either ascorbic acid 

or glutathione has been discovered in animal tissues. Nevertheless, 

40 Biochem. Z., 1936, 288. 102. 
41 L. do Caro and M. Giani, Z. physiol. Chem., 1934, 228, 13; C. A. Mawson, 

Biochem. J., 1935, 29, 569. 
42 Bersin, Koster, and Zusatz, Z. physiol. Chem., 1935, 235, 12. 
43 H. Borsoolc and C. E. P. Jeffreys, Science, 1936, 83, 397. 
44 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 1446. 
46 Ibid., 1928, 22, 1387. 
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their experiments in which these substances were aerated with 

hepatic tissue yielded some suggestion that here too glutathione 
affords some protection to the vitamin. Other substances besides 
glutathione may well be concerned in preserving ascorbic acid from 

oxidation; for instance, M. Yamomoto 46 has shown adrenalin to 
have this effect in vitro. 

S. Rusznyak and A. Szent-Gyorgi47 report that Hungarian red 
pepper and lemon juice contain a substance which is closely allied 

to vitamin C, curing pathological fragility and permeability of the 

capillary walls to plasma proteins. They name it vitamin P, and 

state that it appears to be flavone or flavonol glucoside. 

Vitamin 1).—The fact that antirachitic activity is the property 
of more than one compound was mentioned in these Reports last 

year.48 During the year under review the number of active sub¬ 

stances has been increased, and for the first time one has been 
isolated from natural sources. The evidence leading to the accepted 

constitution of these compounds is reviewed elsewhere : 49 it is 

believed that all the active substances so far obtained have in 

common the three-ring structure with the three conjugated double 
bonds of calciferol (III).50 

22 23 24 

0H=CH—C^H—0H(( 'H3)2 

CHa 

A. Windaus48'51 found, over a year ago, that 7-dehydrochole- 

sterol, differing from crgosterol in having no double bond at C22“C23 
and no methyl group at C24, but with the same ring structure, 

yielded an antirachitic substance on irradiation. He has now, with 
E. Schenk and E. von Werder,52 succeeded in isolating the irradi¬ 
ation product (vitamin D3) by chromatographic absorption on 

alumina. It has an activity of 24,000 international units per mg. 

(i.e., rather more than half that of calciferol). H. Brockmann 53 
has isolated a compound identical with vitamin D3, from tunny 

liver oil, and various experiments on the relative effects of different 

40 Z. physiol. Chem.y 1935, 243, 266. 
47 Nature, 1936, 138, 27. 
48 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 405. 
49 This vol., p. 349. 
60 I. M. Heilbron, R. N. Jones, K. M. Samant, and F. S. Spring, J., 1936, 

905. 
61 A. Windaus, H. Lettr6, and F. Schenk, Annalen, 1935, 520, 98. 
69 Z. physiol. Chem., 1936, 241, 100. 
88 Ibid., p. 104. 
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liver oils in curing avian rickets suggest that it is present in other 
fish liver oils (e.g., those of cod and halibut) as well.54 G. A. D. 
Haslewood and J. C. Drummond 55 also have obtained a highly 

active concentrate from tunny liver oil (10,000—20,000 inter¬ 

national units per mg.), but believe it to be different from the 

vitamin D3 of Brockmann and Windaus. 

That calciferol is much less effective in curing avian rickets than 

an amount of cod liver oil containing an equal number of inter¬ 

national (rat) units of vitamin D has been mentioned in these 

Reports before.48 Tt has also been found that purified cholesterol, 

apparently free from ergosterol, still possesses provitamin D 

properties. Cholesterol purified through the dibromide is only 

slightly active, but its activity (or rather activatability) is greatly 

increased if it is heated in presence of a little oxygen.56, 57 The 
irradiation products of crude cholesterol and of purified heated 
cholesterol resemble cod liver oil in their efficacy in avian rickets.57 

A. G. Boer, E. H. Reerink, A. Van Wijk, and J. van Niekerk 58 

have isolated the provitamin from crude cholesterol, confirmed the 

activity of its irradiation product as resembling that of cod liver 
oil with respect to avian rickets, and identified it as 7-dehydro- 

cholesterol. The suggestion arises, therefore, that purified chole¬ 

sterol may, under the conditions used by M. L. Hathaway and 
D. E. Lobb,57 undergo dehydrogenation to a small extent. Since 

irradiated plant products (cottonseed oil, wheat middlings, lucerne 

leafmeal, yeast, fungus mycelium) resemble calciferol in being much 

more efficacious in rat than in avian rickets, it has been suggested 

that plant and animal fats contain different vitamin D precursors.59 

The similarity in this respect between the unsaponifiable matter 

from lucerne oil and calciferol is confirmed by A. Black and H. L. 
Sasaman,64 who extend the similarity to irradiated “ phytosterol.” 

It is possible, of course, that crude phytosterols, like crude chole¬ 

sterol, may contain small amounts of dehydro-derivatives, for 
0. Linsert 60 has prepared 7-dehydrostigmasterol, which on irradi¬ 

ation shows definite antirachitic activity, as does 7-dehydrosito- 

64 M. J. L. Dolg, Z. Vilaminforach., 1936, 5, 161} A. Black and H. L. 
Sassaman, Artier. J. Pharm., 1936, 108, 237. 

66 Chem. and Ind., 1936, 598. 
*« C. E. Bills, E. M. Honeywell, and W. A. MacNair, J. Biol. Chem., 1928, 

76, 251; J. Waddell, ibid., 1934, 105, 711; M. L. Hathaway and F. C. Koch, 
ibid., 1935, 108, 773. 

« Ibid., 1936, 118, 105. 
68 Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1936, 39, 062. 
w R. M. Bethke, P. R. Record, and O. H. M. Wilder, J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 

112, 231. 
80 Z. 'physiol. Chem., 1936, 841, 125. 
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sterol, which has been prepared by W. Wunderlich.61 The irradi¬ 
ation products of these substances have not yet been isolated, so 
their activity has not been measured quantitatively. It is inter¬ 
esting to note that, again, the power of acquiring antirachitic activity 
is associated with the ring structure found in cholesterol, but that 
again the side chain is of little importance, for whereas stigmasterol 
has the unsaturated side chain of ergosterol with, however, an ethyl 
group at C24, sitosterol has the ethyl group at C24 but a saturated 

side chain. The relative unimpor- 
Me_n u tance of the side chain is further 

shown by the fact that 22-di- 
hydroergosterol becomes antirachitic 
on irradiation.48,62 The presence 
of two conjugated double bonds in 
the ring structure is important, and 

that they must be in the ring itself is suggested by the inactivity 
after irradiation of 7-methylenecholesterol (IV) prepared by B. 
Bann, I. M. Heilbron, and F. S. Spring.63 

Vitamin E.—From the unsaponifiable fraction of wheat germ oil, 
H. M. Evans, O. H. Emerson, and G. A. Emerson 64 have isolated a 
substance believed to be the allophanate of ^-amyrin, the allo- 
phanate of an alcohol, C29H50O2, and the allophanate of “ a-toco¬ 
pherol,” C29H50O2. The alcohol from the first of these is inactive, 
the second shows some vitamin E activity, but a single 3 mg. dose 
of the regenerated a-tocopherol regularly enables vitamin E deficient 
rats to bear young. A dose of 1 mg., however, was insufficient to 
allow the regular production of litters. a-Tocopherol (tokos, child¬ 
birth, and phero, to bear) is an apparently homogeneous, oily alcohol, 
optically inactive, with a strong absorption band maximal at 
2980 A. The relatively inactive alcohol has similar absorption, 
which appears to explain the observation of H. S. Olcott 65 that 
certain concentrates with good absorption at 2940 A. showed little 
or no vitamin activity. Treatment of a-tocopherol with silver 
nitrate in methyl alcohol caused the disappearance of the absorp¬ 
tion band at 2980 A., with appearance of two new bands at 2710 
and 2620 A., the biological activity being reduced but not lost. 
(Drummond et al.Ge have stressed the presence of absorption at 
2670 A. as well as 2940 A. in their active concentrates.) Olleott 

61 Z. physiol. Chem., 1936, 241, 116. 
62 A. Windaus and R. Langer, Annalen, 1933, 508, 105; F. G. McDonald, 

Proc. Amer. JSoc. Biol. Chem. (J. Biol. Chem.), 1936, 114, lxv. 
63 J., 1936, 1274. 
64 J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 113, 319. 
68 Ibid., 1935, 110, 695. 
•• Biochem. J., 1935, 29, 2510. 
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(loc. cit.) had observed the similar persistence of activity with dis¬ 

appearance of the absorption band at 2940 A. when his concen¬ 

trates were treated with methyl-alcoholic silver nitrate, but con¬ 

cluded that the substance responsible for the absorption was, 

therefore, not the vitamin. A similar conclusion has been reached 
by J. C. Drummond, E. Singer, and R. J. MacWalter,66 who found 

certain preparations to be less active than was expected from the 

absorption intensity, although they had earlier 67 believed absorp¬ 

tion and activity to be parallel. They point out, however, that the 

band at 2940 A. may really be characteristic of the vitamin, but 
that certain molecular changes may alfect potency without affecting 
the absorption spectrum. Evans and his collaborators, however, 
consider that the effect of silver nitrate merely shows provitamin E 

activity to be possessed by more than one substance, since (on the 

basis of its conversion into a p-nitrophenylurethane derivative and 
regeneration unchanged, as well as the failure to effect any fraction¬ 

ation by solvents or adsorption on a calcium carbonate column) 

they consider a-tocopherol to be a chemical individual. 

The most potent preparations of Drummond gave analytical 

data, for both the free alcohol and its acetate, in good agreement 

with those for a-tocopherol. R. H. Kimm 68 also has obtained a 

highly active substance which, from analysis of its p-naphthoate, 
appears to have the formula C29H480. This is, of course, the 

formula of tocopherol minus H20, but the published chemical data 

are too scanty to permit reasoned suggestions as to the relationship 
of the two substances. All that is known is that tocopherol is an 

alcohol, yielding a monoallophanate and a mono-p-nitrophenyl- 

urethane, that it docs not react with ketone reagents, that it 
probably contains a condensed cyclic nucleus, and that it contains 

reactive ethylenic linkages. 

The suggestion that vitamin E is required for growth as well as 
fertility is negatived by experiments 69 in which the growth of rats 

was measured from weaning on a diet free from E but otherwise 

adequate. The growth was as good as that of rats on a stock 

colony diet and was accelerated only very slightly in males (but 

not in females) when vitamin E concentrates were used to supple¬ 

ment the basic diet. Small supplements of wheat germ oil, sufficient 

to ensure fertility, were without effect on growth. The inclusion 
of lard, however (the fat in the basic diet consisted of the ethyl 

esters of fatty acids from hydrogenated cotton seed oil), produced 

•* Biochem. J., 1935, 29, 456. 
68 Sci. Papers Inst. Phys. Chew. Res. Tokyo, 1935, 28, 74. 
88 H. S. Olcott and H. A. Mattill, Proc. Amer. Soc. Biol. Chem. (J. Biol. 

Chem.), 1936, 114, lxxvii. 
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a significant increase in the growth rate, a fact of some interest in 

view of the suggestion that certain unsaturated fatty acids are 
essential dietary constituents. 

Vitamin K.—11. Dam and F. Schonhcyder 70 described, in 1934, 

a deficiency disease in chicks, characterised by a tendency to 
haemorrhage, anaemia, pathological changes in the gizzard, and a 

prolonged blood clotting time. This was later 71 ascribed to lack 

of a specific fat-soluble, thermostable vitamin (K) and tin* sugges¬ 

tion was confirmed independently by H. J. Almquist and E. L. It. 

Stokstad.72 The vitamin occurs in hog’s liver fat (one of the first 

sources) and to a smaller extent in dog, chick, and cod liver; green 
vegetables are a particularly rich source.73 The vitamin is destroyed 

by alkali.73, 74 H. Dam and F. Schonheyder 73 have achieved a 

partial purification from alfalfa by extraction with various solvents, 

followed by adsorption on calcium carbonate or cane sugar, their 
most active preparation containing 600 to 1000 units per mg. (A 

unit is defined 75 as the smallest daily dose per g. body weight 

which, given for three days, will restore the clotting time to normal. 

Thus a chick weighing 400 g. would require 1200 units.) H. J. 

Almquist,74 also by solvent fractionation from alfalfa, obtained a 

concentrate of which 2 mg. were adequate when added to 1 kg. 

of vitamin-free diet; later 76 by fractional distillation in a vacuum 

he obtained a yellow viscous oil of which 0-5 mg. per kg. of diet 

was adequate. Exact comparison of the degree of concentration 

achieved by the two workers is not possible in the absence of data 
as to weight of chicks and food consumption in Almquist \s experi¬ 

ments, though it seems likely that his preparation is the more 
active. As to the mode of action of vitamin K, F. Schonheyder 77 

has suggested, and H. Dam, F. Schonheyder, and E. Tage-Hansen 78 

support the view, that the low clotting power in the blood of chicks 

lacking the vitamin is due to a reduced pro-thrombin content. 
Treatment of the serum from normal chicks by the methods of 

Howell or Mellanby gives precipitates with pro-thrombin activity, 

though serum from K-avitaminous chicks, treated similarly, gives 

inactive precipitates. Vitamin K concentrates themselves, how¬ 
ever, do not accelerate clotting in vitro, but pro-thrombin from 

70 Biochem. «/., 1934, 28, 1935. 
71 Nature, 1935, 135, 653; Biochem. J1935, 29, 1273. 
72 J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 111, 105. 
72 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 897. 
74 J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 114, 241. 
76 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 890. 
76 J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 115, 589. 
77 Nature, 1935, 135, 652. 
78 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 1075, 
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normal chick serum, extracted with acetone and ether to remove 
lipoids, itself exhibits vitamin K activity. It is possible that the 
vitamin may be present in pro-thrombin as a prosthetic group in 

definite chemical combination with the rest of the molecule. 

Hormones. 

Adrenal Cortex.—Recent work has shown the nucleus of the sex 
hormones, of the sterols, the bile acids, the cardiac aglucones, and 

the antirachitic vitamin to be present in yet another substance of 

biological importance. 
The necessity for life of a substance produced by the adrenal 

cortex was shown in the case of adrenalectomised dogs by J. M. 

Rogofi and G. N. Stewart,79 who later 80 found that their extracts 

were of some benefit in cases of Addison’s disease. Similar results 

were obtained by W. W. Swingle and J. J. Pfiffnor,81 and by 

F. A. Hartman.82 The hormone preparations used by these workers 

were very impure, but in 1934 the isolation of a crystalline substance 
having the activity of the cortical hormone was announced from 

the Mayo Clinic.83 The crystals were later found to be a mixture,84 

but recently H. L. Mason, C. S. Myers, and E. C. Kendall 85 have 

separated from a number of somewhat similar compounds one which 
has definite, though small, activity when tested on the rat. It is 

described as a strongly dextrorotatory, unsaturated kctonic alcohol, 
02iH3()05, m. p. 201—208°. 

The fact that this preparation is less active than was expected 
suggested that it is still impure, and certainly its description does 

not tally with that of an active substance obtained by Reichstein. 
Early in 1930 T. Reichstein 88 reported the ready concentration of 

the cortical hormone by means of ketonie reagents after preliminary 

treatment with pentane and 20% methyl alcohol. From these 

active concentrates (and in part from inactive by-products) he 

obtained nine crystalline substances, all apparently closely related. 

One of these substances, (3-adrenosterons, has one-fifth of the activity 

of androsterone by the capon test, three more are oxidisable to 

substances with slight androsterone-like activity, a fifth is oxidised 

79 Amer. J. Physiol., 1928, 84, 660. 
80 J. Amer. Med. Assoc., 1929, 92, 1569. 
81 Science, 1930, 71, 321. 
82 Endocrinology, 1930, 14, 229. 
83 E. C. Kendall, H. L. Mason, B. F. McKenzie, C. S. Myers, and G. A, 

Koelsche, Proc. Staff Meetings, Mayo Clinic, 1934, 2, 245. 
84 E. C. Kendall, J. Amer. Med. Assoc., 1935, 105, I486. 
85 J. Biol. Chern., 1936, 114, 613. 
88 Helv, Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 29, 223, 402, 979, 1107. 
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to adrenosterone and is considered, though without cortical activity, 
to be identical with the active substance of Kendall et al. If this 
identification is correct, it follows that the preparation obtained 

by Kendall and his collaborators is a mixture containing a small 

amount of the hormone. Of the nine substances obtained by 
Reichstein, eight were devoid of cortical activity when tested on 

rats by the Everse-de Fremeny 87 method in doses of 0*5—2 mg. 

The ninth has recently 88 been found to be active, and to yield on 
further fractionation a pure crystalline compound, m. p. 180—182°, 

which “ shows to a large extent the biological activity of the raw 

material/’ and is named corticosterone. By the method of Eversc 

and de Fremeny, 0-5—1 mg. represents the approximate rat unit; 
tested on dogs, 0-25—0-5 mg. of corticosterone was found to be 

equivalent to 1 c.c. of standard “ cor tin ” solution. It is claimed 

that the chemical formula, with the exception of a few details, has 

been elucidated. It has not yet been reported, but the impure 

substance of which corticosterone is the main constituent was 

described as an ap-unsaturated ketone. Reichstein and his co¬ 

workers point out that the isolation of corticosterone does not 
exclude the possibility that other active or activating substances 

may be present in the gland. 

Insulin.—From the results of electrometric titration of crystalline 
insulin, C. R. Harington and A. Neuberger 89 have deduced that the 

insulin molecule contains 43 i 2 acid-binding groups and 60—70 
base-binding groups. A study of iodinated insulin suggests that 

in iodination only the tyrosine groups are affected (substituted in 

the 3 : 5-positions) and on this assumption it appears that the 

insulin molecule contains 24 tyrosine molecules. Titration of the 
iodinated protein suggests that the phenolic groups are free in 

insulin. Since iodinated insulin is almost inactive physiologically 
and activity is (nearly) proportionately restored by partial removal 

of the iodine, it seems that the phenolic groups of insulin are im¬ 
portant in relation to its physiological activity. Combining these 

results with an estimate of the amide nitrogen of insulin (34 groups 
per mol.), C. R. Harington and T. H. Mead 90 have shown that 

insulin contains about 30% of glutamic acid. In view of inactiv¬ 

ation which follows release of the labile amide nitrogen or the 

labile sulphur from insulin and of the suggestion that insulin may 

contain a “ prosthetic group ” just as thyreoglobulin owes its 

87 J. W. Everse and P. de Fremeny, Acta Brev. Nterl., 1932, 2, 152. 
89 P. de Fremeny, E. Laqueur, T. Reichstein, R. W. Spanhoff, and I. E. 

Uyldert, Nature, 1937, 139, 26. 
89 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 809. 
80 Ibid., p. 1598. 
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activity to thyroxin, Harington and Mead have synthesised cysteyl- 

glutamine (V) and glutaminyl-cysteine (VI). 

CH2-SH ch2-co-nh2 

9h-nh2 9h2 

(V.) CO—NH-CH-CO-OH 9H-NH2 91i2-SH (VI.) 

CH2-CH2-CO*NH2 CO—NH—9H 

CO-OH 

Both of these peptides were, however, without hypoglycemic effect 
in the disulphide as well as the sulphydryl form. The lability of 

their amide nitrogen was not far removed from that of insulin; 

their sulphur, however, was far less labile. 

An interesting development in the therapeutic use of insulin is 

due to H. C. Hagedorn, B. N. Jensen, N. M. Krarup, and I. Wud- 

strup,91 wdio find that insulin combines with protamines to form 
complexes which have isoelectric points at about p,r 7*3, at which 

they are only slightly soluble in water though rather more so in 

serum. Their low solubility results, after their subcutaneous injec¬ 

tion, in the slow absorption of insulin into the body fluids. In 

consequence, the hypoglycaunic effect of an injection of protamine 

insulinate lasts about twice as long as that of the same amount 
of free insulin. These results have been confirmed repeatedly,92 

and it has been shown that (in rabbits) protamine insulinate could 

be detected in the lymphatics five hours after injection, whereas 

ordinary insulin had disappeared in 45 minutes.93 The published 
data, however, indicate that there is, as yet, no general agreement 

as to the best way of using the new modification of insulin therapy. 

Indeed, it seems likely that not only will different types of diet 
demand rather different ways of using standard insulin along with 

protamine insulinate, but that by using, e.g., different protamines it 

may be possible to produce complexes suited to particular 

purposes. 

The Sex Hormones.—The chemical relationships of the numerous 

active substances which have recently been obtained arc discussed 

elsewhere in this volume.94 

D. W. McCorquodale, S. A. Tha}rer, and E. A. Doisy 95 have 

isolated dihydrotheelin (= oestradiol) from sow ovaries and have 

found it to be identical in melting point and biological assay with 

91 J. Arner. Med. Assoc., 1936, 106, 177. 
92 E.g., H. W. Boolt et al., ibid., p. 180; R. D. Lawrence and N. Archer, 

Bril. Med. J1936, i, 747; I. M. Rabinowitch et al., Canadian Med. Assoc. J., 
1936, 36, 124. 

93 H. K. Beecher and A. Krogh, Nature, 1936, 137, 458. 
94 P. 356. 
96 Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 1935, 32, 1182. 
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the substance obtained by catalytic hydrogenation of ocstrone. 
An improved method of isolation from the aspirated liquor folliculi— 

as the di-a-naphthoate—leads to the conclusion 96 that at least 52% 

of the oestrogenic activity of the starting material is due to dihydro- 

theelin, which, therefore, is the chief active principle of the sow’s 
ovary (though others may be present). The amount present is 

about 0*015 mg. per kg. of ovary. Two isomeric dihydrotheelins 

have been isolated from the urine of pregnant mares.97 The two 

isomers should both be obtained by chemical reduction of oestrono, 

and McCorquodale’s material, therefore, is a mixture or the two 

isomers have equal activities. 

R. H. Andrew and F. Fenger 98, 99 have reported the isolation 

from ovaries of a substance, probably C20H41O2N, of which 0*00001 

mg. produces oestrus in rats after 96 hours. This would appear to 

be the most active oestrogenic substance yet obtained. 

The existence in pregnancy urine of bound oestrogenic material 

liberated by boiling with hydrochloric acid has been confirmed by 

G. van S. Smith and O. W. Smith.1 S. L. Cohen and G. F. Marrian 2 

have obtained from pregnancy urine a w ater-soluble, ether-insoluble, 
amorphous substance containing about 50% of its weight of oestriol. 

Its composition and reactions suggest that it is a compound of 

oestriol and glycuronic acid, a suggestion which has been confirmed 

by later work.3 

Testosterone remains the most active male hormone from natural 

sources, though its 17-methyl ether is stated to be more active in 

the capon test and also, incidentally, to possess progesterone 

activity4 (the two compounds are R-O-Me and R-CO-Me, respect¬ 

ively). The activity of testosterone is said to bo increased by 

increase in the amount of the oily medium in which it is adminis¬ 

tered 5 or by esterification with acetic or propionic acid.6 Possibly 

by these means it is protected from destruction in the animal body. 

Like some of the artificial male hormones (particularly those con¬ 

taining ethylenic linkages), both androsterone and testosterone are 

described as possessing certain of the properties of the ovarian 

96 J. Biol. Chem.f 1936, 115, 435. 
97 Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 1935, 32, 1187. ' 
98 Science, 1936, 84, 18. 
99 Endocrinology, 1936, 20, 563. 

1 Amer. J. Physiol., 1935, 112, 340. 
2 Biochem. J.f 1936, 30, 57. 
3 S. L. Cohen, G. F. Marrian, and A. D. Odoll, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 

2250. 
4 L. Ruzicka and H. R. Rosenberg, Iielv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 367. 
B R. Deanesly and A. S. Parkes, Lancet, 1936, 230, 837. 
« A. S. Parkes, ibid., 1936, 321, 674. 
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hormones.7 V. Korenclievsky, M. Dennison, and S. L. Simpson 8 

have found in prolonged experiments that large doses of andro- 
sterone (or better androstanediol) caused a partial recovery of the 

atrophied uterus and vagina in sprayed rats. The administration 
of androsteronc together with oestrone was more effective (especially 

in the recovery of the uterus) than either male or female hormone 

alone. A similar, though smaller, co-operation between andro- 

sterone and oestrone was shown in the rate of involution of the 

thymus, but the two substances appeared to antagonise each other 
in their effects on the adrenals (in which androsteronc normally 

causes reduction of weight to normal) and on the body weight. 

A similar co-operative effect of the two hormones was also shown 
in the recovery of the sexual organs (and thymus) of males. As 

the authors point out, the mutual interaction of the male and 

female hormones is of considerable importance, since it is well 
established that both are found in normal urine from males and 

females. These experiments have been extended to testosterone 

and oestradiol.9 Testosterone shows the same co-operative and 
antagonistic effects with the ovarian hormones as does androsteronc, 

the action again being much more marked in females than in males. 

Testosterone (and also androstanediol), it is remarked, differs from 
androsterone in bringing about a quantitatively normal development 

of the male sexual organs, and these substances also produce some 

of the changes associated with progesterone. If, therefore, they 

are injected simultaneously with oestrone, the effects in females 
simulate some of those seen during pregnancy. Although in 
castrated male rats the effect of androsterone is increased by 

oestrone, the increase is not nearly so great as that produced by 
the “ X ” substance of Laqueur el al., a substance, itself inert, 

obtained (impure) in extracts of plant or animal tissues.10 

Proteins and Amino-acids. 

Protein Structures.—Steady improvement in the methods avail¬ 

able for the determination of individual amino-acids in protein 
hydrolysates is beginning to reveal stoicheiometrical relationships. 

Thus M. Bergmann 11 has extended his work on gelatin reported 

7 E, Wolff and A. Ginglingor, C'ornpt. rend. Soc. Biol., 1936, 121, 1476; 
E. Wolff, ibid., p. 1474, V. Korenehevsky, Nature, 1936, 137, 494; A. 
Butenandt, Naturudss., 1936, 24, 16. 

8 Biochem. J., 1935, 29, 2534. 
9 V. Korenclievsky, M. Dennison, and I. Rrovsin, ibid., 1930, 30, 558. 

10 Acta Brev. Neer., 1935, 5, 84; J. Freud, ibid., p. 97; L. Ruzicka, 
M. W. Goldberg, and H. R. Rosenberg, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 1487. 

11 M. Bergman and C. Niomann, J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 115, 77. 
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last year.12 He finds that glycine, proline, hydroxy proline, arginine, 

alanine, leucine-^oleucine, and lysine occur in the molecular pro¬ 
portions 24 : 12 : 8 : 4 : 8 : 4 : 3. On the assumption of a regular 
arrangement of the amino-acids in a polypeptide chain this gives a 

periodicity (in the same order) of 3, 6, 9, 18, 9, 18, 24 and it is 
pointed out that these numbers are all multiples of 3. This period¬ 

icity of the amino-acids would be satisfied by either of the arrange¬ 

ments : 

G-P-X-G -X-X-G-P-X-G- or G-X-P-G-X-X-G-X-P-G- 

W. Grassmann and K. Riederle 13 have isolated lysylprolylglycine 

from gelatin, and since the first of Bergmann’s suggested arrange¬ 

ments demands the presence only of glycylproline peptides, this 

supports the second. A similarly extensive stoicheiometrical 

relationship has been found among the amino-acids of blood fibrin 

(cattle), where glutamic acid, lysine, arginine, aspartic aid, proline, 
tryptophan, histidine, methionine, and cysteine (total 54-5% of 

the protein) are found to be in the molecular proportions 

72 : 48 : 32 : 32 : 32 : 18 : 12 : 12 : 9, with corresponding periodicities 
8, 12, 18, 18, 18, 32, 48, 48, 64. 

Similarly, R. Block and H. Vickery 14 showed some years ago 

that the keratins form a group of proteins with histidine : lysine : 

arginine molecular ratios of 1:4: 12. More recently, R. Block 15 

has found that haemoglobins exhibit another characteristic arrange¬ 

ment with iron : arginine : histidine : lysine in the ratios 1:3:8: 9. 

Another example of attempts to gain an insight into the structure 

of protein is supplied by H. Bauer and E. Strauss,16 who, from a 

study of iodination of globin and various derivatives, have reached 

the conclusion that globin is a complex of six units, each of molecular 

weight 11,680, the units being linked through the glyoxalinc groups 

of histidine. 

Canavanine and Canaline.—M. Kitagawa and A. Takani17 have con¬ 

firmed the structure of canaline as NH2*0’CH2*CH2‘CH(NH2)‘C02H. 

By treatment of a-benzoylcanaline with methyl isocarbamide they 
obtained a-benzoylcanavanine, which yielded canavanine on hydro¬ 

lysis. Canavanine is, therefore, confirmed as 

nh2-c(:nr)*nh-o-ch2-ch2-ch(nh2)-co2h, 

the two amino-acids having the same relationship to each other as 

ornithine and arginine in conformity with the demonstration that 

12 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 418. 13 Biochem. Z., 1936, 284, 177. 
14 ,7. Biol. Chem., 1931, 93, 113. 16 Ibid., 1934, 105, 663. 
14 Biochem. Z., 1939, 284, 197, 231. 
11 J. Agric. Chum. Soc. Japan, 1935, 11, 1077; J. Biochem. Japan, 1936, 

23, 181. 
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they can share in the synthesis of urea.18 Incubation of canavanine 

with a pig liver extract at 37° yields canaline and y-ethylidene- 

eanaline, which can be hydrogenated to an a-amino-y-hydroxy-acid, 
C4H903N, and can be obtained from canaline and acetaldehyde.19 

The growth-promoting action of canavanine, shown by M. 
Ogawa,20 is denied by M. Kitagawa and M. Wada,21 M. Ogawa 22 

now states that canavanine is not essential for growth in the later 

part of the growing period and that it is beneficial to the health of 
pregnant animals though not essential for pregnancy.23 

oL-Amino-fi-hydroxybiityric Acid.—In the course of feeding experi¬ 

ments with pure amino-acids, W. C. Rose 24 found that young rats 

failed to maintain themselves when supplied with a mixture of 

nineteen amino-acids instead of protein. Growth, however, occurred 

if the mixture was supplemented by a concentrate of the monamino- 

fraction of a protein hydrolysate. M. Womack and W. C. Rose 25 

found that the supplementary concentrate supplied two factors, 

one of which was identified as isoleucine (which was present in the 

artificial mixture, but, evidently, in insufficient amount). The 

second essential factor has been isolated 20 from fibrin and shown 

to be a-amino-P-hydroxy butyric acid, since on reduction it gives 

a-aminobutyric acid, and since (unlike a-amino-y-hydroxybutyric 

acid) it does not yield a lactone when warmed in acid solution. 
Moreover, a-amino-y-hydroxybutyric acid (synthetic) was unable 

to replace the natural acid in growth experiments. H. E. Carter 27 

prepared a-amino-p-hydroxybutyric acid by the method of E. Abder- 

halden and K. Heyns,28 but the product was without effect in growth 

experiments. The synthetic material, obtained from crotonic acid, 

contained two of the four possible isomers. Carter, therefore, con¬ 

verted it into a mixture of the two cpimers by preparing the formyl 

derivative, heating this with sodium hydroxide and acetic anhydride, 

and hydrolysing the product with hydrobromic acid. This treat¬ 

ment yielded a mixture which supported growth, with about a 

fifth of the activity shown by the natural acid. Attempts to con- 

18 M. Kitagawa and T. Tomita, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo, 1929, 5, 380. 
19 M. Kitagawa, K. Sawada, and Y. Hosoki, J. Agric. Chem. 8oc. Japan, 

1935, 11, 539. 
20 lbid.t p. 558. 
21 J. Agric. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1935, 11, 1083. 
22 Ibid., 1936, 12, 256. 
23 Ibid., p. 828. 
24 J. Biol. Chem., 1931-2, 94, 155; C. T. Caldwell and VV. C. Rose, ibid., 

1934, 107, 57. 
26 Ibid., 1935, 112, 275. 
28 R. H. McCoy, C. E. Meyer, and W. C. Rose, ibid., p. 283. 
27 Ibid., p. 769. 
28 Ber., 1934, 67, 530. 
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centrato the active isomer by fractional crystallisation have not yet 

been successful. A more detailed study 29 of the amino-acid from 
natural sources involving its reduction to d-a-aminobutyric acid 

(which belongs to the L series) and its oxidation to l-lactic acid 
(which belongs to the D series) indicates that it corresponds in 

spatial structure to d{ — )-threose (VIT). It therefore has the 
configuration represented in (VIII). It is proposed to name it 

d(—)‘threonine. 

(VII). 

9HO 
HOC-H 

H*y*OH 

CH2‘OH 

900H 
h2n*9*h 

H-9-OH (VIII). 

ch3 

F. Knoop, F. Pitt, W. Heckstcdcn, J. Maier, W. Merz, and R. 
Hiirle 30 have synthesised a-amino-p-hydroxy-y-phenylbutyric acid 

and a-amino-p-hydroxy-$-phenyl-?i-valeric acid. Their study of 

these indicates that a-amino-(3-hydroxy-acids are not degraded in 
the same way as simple amino-acids, but that they undergo p-oxid- 

ation and yield nitrogen-free acids. Presumably a-amino-p-keto- 

acids are formed, and these, they say, have a much greater redox 
potential than ascorbic acid. 

Sulphur-containing Amino-acids.—Djenkolic acid 31 has been 

synthesised 32 by the action of methylene dichloride on the sodium 
derivative of cysteine in liquid ammonia, and its constitution con¬ 

firmed as CH2[S*CH2*CH(NH2)'C02H]2. From the same laboratory 33 

comes a synthesis of glutathione with improved yields, the method 

employed differing from that of C. R. Harington and T. H. Mead31 

in that the SR group of the cysteine is protected by benzylation so 

that $-benzylcysteinylg]yeine is condensed with the a-monomethyl 

ester of N-carbobenzyloxyglutamic acid, and the final reduction is 
achieved by means of sodium in liquid ammonia.34 A new synthesis 

of methionine has been published by E. M. Hill and W. Robson,35 

who treat ethyl y-ehloro-a-benzamidobutyrate (prepared from 
a-benzamido-y-butyrolactone) with sodium methyl mercaptidc, 

followed by alkaline hydrolysis, and hydrolyse the resulting benzoyl- 

methionine with acid. It has been known for some time 36 that 

methionine is capable of replacing cystine in a cystine-deficient 

29 C. E, Meyer, and W. C. Rose, J. Biol. ('hem., 1935, 115, 721. 
30 Z. physiol. Chem.y 1936, 239, 30. 
31 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 418. 
32 V. du Vigneaud and W. 1. Patterson, J. Biol. Chem., 1930, 114, 533. 
33 V. du Vigneaud and Miller, ibid., 1936, 118, 469. 
34 Cf. H. S. Loring and V. du Vigneaud, ibid., 1935, 111, 385. 
35 Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 248. 
36 Ann. Reports, 1934, 31, 340. 
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diet; now, however, it is suggested that the converse is not true, 

and that methionine is itself an “ essential ” amino-acid.37 

Chemotherapy. 

Trypanosomiasis and Syphilis.—G. T. Morgan and E. Walton 38 

have studied compounds of the general formula (X)—for values of 
n ranging from 1 to 8 and in which R and R' are either hydrogen, 

alkyl or aryl groups—in relation to arsacetin (IX) and tryparsamide 

(XI), which in all probability is the most widely used of the quin- 
quevalent arsenical drugs. There does not appear to be any 

NH-COCHs NH-CO-[CH2]rt*CO-NRR' NH-CIL>-CONH2 
(IX.) (X.) (XI.) 

well-defined relationship between the chemical constitution and the 

therapeutic activity of these compounds. They exhibit varying 

degrees of curative action on experimental trypanosomiasis in mice, 

many of them having a therapeutic activity in trypanosome- 

infected mice which is at least equal to, if not greater than, that 

of tryparsamide. Branching of the carbon chain tends to diminish 

the activity and as the value of n in the straight chain approaches 

8 there is considerable rise in toxicity. W. Yorkc, F. Murgatroyd,39 
and their collaborators report very favourably on extensive trials 
of sodium succinanilomethylamide-p-arsonate (Ncocryl) (X; n — 2 ; 

R = II, R' = CH3), which is the most readily available of these 

derivatives, and they regard this compound as being more active 

than is tryparsamide on trypanosomiasis in laboratory animals. 
They record instances of its having effected definite clinical im¬ 

provement in Nigerian sleeping sickness, in some cases with restor¬ 
ation of the cerebrospinal fluid to its normal state. They have 
found too that it differs from tryparsamide in its ability to 

exert a definite action in primary, secondary and tertiary syphilis, 
as distinct from neuro-syphilis. 

The latter group of workers 40 have long interested themselves in 

the important problem of arsenic-resistant strains of trypanosomes, 

their more recent investigations of the mechanism of the action of 

arsenicals on trypanosomes 40—recently summarised by W. Yorke 

87 W. C. Rose ct aL, J. Biol. Chem1936, 114, lxxxv. 
38 J., 1931, 615, 1743; 1932, 2764; 1933, 91, 1064; 1935, 290; 1936, 902. 
88 Brit,. Med. «/., 1936, 1042. 
40 Ann. Prop. Med. and Parasit1930, 24, 449; 1931, 25, 313, 351, 521; 

1932, 26, 215, 577; 1933, 27, 157; Brit. Med. J., 1933, 176. 
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and F. Murgatroyd 41—being aided very materially by their funda¬ 

mental discovery 42 of a satisfactory method whereby the pathogenic 

trypanosomes could be maintained in vitro for twenty-four hours at 
37° in undiminished numbers and in a condition of unlowered 

vitality. Confirmation and extension of their findings are now 

accumulating from various sources. L. Launoy, M. Prieur, and 

A. Ancelot43 have produced an arsenic-resistant strain of T. anna- 

mense in the guinea pig by repeated tryparsamide treatment and 

have found that, like the similarly produced arsenic-resistant 
T. rhodesiense of W. Yorke and his collaborators, it is thereby 

rendered resistant to the quinquevalent arsenicals and to a thio- 

arsinitc. C. H. Browning and R. Gulbransen 44 record experiments 

indicating that the immunity which develops after treatment with 
a curative drug depends on the particular strain of trypanosome 

and on the species of host. After studying the mode of action of 
a number of organic arsenicals bn rats infected with T. hwisi and 
on rats infected with T. equiperdum, M. L. Kuhs, C. C. Pfeiffer, 

and A. L. Tatum 45 conclude that a specific relationship appears 

to exist between the type of arsenical and the type of trypanosome. 

The same authors 46 have made the interesting observation that 
infections of T. lewisi in rats which arc easily cured by arseno- 

phenylglycine provided that treatment is begun within 3—4 days 

of inoculation lose their arsenic susceptibility if there is further 

delay in commencing this treatment. T. Naito and S. Oka 47 have 
produced a strain of trypanosomes resistant to orsanine (3-acet- 

amido-4-hydroxyphenylarsonic acid) and to the tervalent arsenicals 
neosalvarsan and neosilversalvarsan, and studied its sensitivity to 

other arsenical and non-arsenical drugs. 

F. R. W. K. Allen 48 has treated nine cases of syphilis in India 

with a Merck preparation Modenola salicylate of arsenic and 
mercury, and eight of these cases have shown considerable im¬ 

provement. A. B. Cannon and J. Robertson,49 who set out to 

determine the relative values of bismuth and mercury preparations 

with arsphenamine in the treatment of early syphilis, have con¬ 

cluded that it is difficult to assay the relative values of bismuth 

and mercury, both of which are important in syphilis therapy. A 

41 Tram. Hoy. Soc. Trop. Med. Hyg.r 1935, 28, 435; W. Yorke. Riv. 
Malariol., 1935, 14, Suppl. 

42 Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasite 1929, 23, 501. 
48 BuU. Soc. Path, exot., 1935, 25, 857; 1936, 29, 759. 
44 J. Path. Bact.y 1936, 43, 478. 
46 J. Pharm. Exp. Ther.f 1936, 57, 144. 
48 Amer. J. Uyg., 1936, 23, 10. 
47 Z. Baht., 1936, 137, 401. 48 Indian Med. Gaz.t 1936, 329. 
48 J. Amer. Med. Assoc.f 1936, 106, 2133. 
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leading article in a recent issue of the Lancet 50 expresses the opinion 

that bismuth preparations are replacing mercurials in anti syphilitic 
treatment and makes special reference to the very favourable 

results of the tests by F. M. Thurmon 51 on some two hundred 
patients in his clinic over a period of eighteen months with a fat- 
soluble preparation, bismuth ethyl camphorate, either alone or in 

conjunction with arsphenamine. In these trials it compared 

favourably both as regards local pain or discomfort and more 
general toxic effects with the standard bismuth preparation— 
bismuth salicylate suspended in oil—which was in routine use on 

other patients in the clinic, and stress is laid on one particularly 

valuable feature of its activity, the efficiency of its mode of action 
in serological tests. W. M. Lauter and H. A. Braun 52 have pre¬ 

pared a series of bismuth trialkyl camphorates by allowing bismuth 

nitrate to react in aqueous glycerol with the appropriate sodium 

alkyl camphorate and have determined their toxicity on intra¬ 
muscular injection into rats. 

Malaria.—Preliminary reports 53 on the treatment of malaria 

with atebrin musonate (atebrin methyl sulphonate) have been 

promising. In recent months much evidence has been published 

which serves to substantiate the claims of atebrin and its musonate 

for wider clinical application. A. T. W. Simeons 54 has obtained 
very satisfactory results in the mass treatment of all persons in an 

endemic area with two injections of atebrin musonate at twenty- 

four-hour intervals. With atebrin, as with all synthetic prepar¬ 

ations, claims on the grounds of therapeutic efficiency are con¬ 

sidered together with cost of production. Thus J. A. Carman and 
R. P. Cormack 55 record the comparison of a number of cases of 
malaria in Kenya treated with atebrin musonate with an equal 

number of controls given quinine and plasmoquine. They consider 

that the results were as good as those of quinine treatment, with a 
probable lower relapse rate and without toxic symptoms, but they 
consider that the drug is uneconomical for use on natives. In 

contradistinction to this conclusion a large-scale trial of atebrin as 

a prophylactic in malarial regions of the Southern States, having 

shown that the drug is superior to quinine, producing complete 
destruction—not merely inhibition—of the parasites, has caused 

60 1936, 1163. 
51 New Eng. J. Med., 1936, 315. 
52 J. Amer. Pharm. Assoc., 1936, 25, 394; cf. M. Picon, Bull. Soc. chim., 

1936, 3, 176. 
63 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 422; S. Somasundram, Trans. Roy. Soc. Trop. 

Med. Hyg., 1935, 29, 103; E. C. Vardy, Malayan Med. J., 1935, 10, 67. 
64 Indian Med. Gaz., 1936, 71, 132. 
66 Trans. Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. Hyg., 1936, 29, 381. 
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W. W. Bispham 56 to consider such treatment not only superior 
to quinine but actually cheaper in spite of the greater cost of the 
drug, for the simple reason that a smaller quantity suffices to 

effect a cure. 

For all comparative work of this nature it is well to note the 
observation of F. Mietszch, H. Mauss, and G. Hecht 67 that aqueous 
solutions of atebrin decompose slowly on keeping with the form¬ 

ation of an acridone and falling off of toxicity, and the conclusion 
which S. F. Seelig and W. Singh 58 have drawn from a comparison 
of three methods of atebrin musonate treatment with or without 

adrenaline as to the most satisfactory method of administering the 

drug. They obtained the best and quickest results by giving 
adrenaline, followed by an intramuscular dose of atebrin musonate, 

and allowing twenty-four hours to elapse before commencing 

regular doses of atebrin tablets. 
0. Ragiot and P. Moreau 59 have used quinacrine 60 with success 

in cases of hematuria due to quinine. O. J. Magidson and his 

collaborators 61 have continued to study the therapeutic activity 
with acridine derivatives closely allied to atebrin in relation to 
variations in chemical structure. From observations of malaria 

in children R. Sherman 62 considers that acriquine (G-chloro-9- 

diethylaminobutylamino-2-methoxyacridine) has a high therapeutic 

value. B. N. Rubenstein 63’64 has found this same drug very 

successful for the treatment of induced malaria in paralytics and 
regards it as having a prophylactic action on experimental malaria 

in man. 

In the study of monkey malaria anomalies in the behaviour of 
quinine and the various synthetic antimalarials have been noticed 

from time to time. Working with Pl. Knowle-si infections in apes, 

E. G. Nauck and B. Malarnos 65 have furnished evidence in favour 

of the conception that atebrin and quinine are alike in one respect, 

that they exert a direct action on the malarial parasites, but that 
they differ in their mode of action in that the morphological changes 

which the parasites undergo are quite different for the two drugs 

and different from the changes in the controls. 

66 Amer. J. Trop. Med., 1936, 16, 547; ef. H. Flack, D. C. Majumder, and 
K. Goldsmith, Indian J. Med. Res., 11)36, 71, 373. 

57 Indian Med. Oaz., 1936, 71, 521. 
58 Records Mai. Survey Ind., 1936, 6, 171. 
R® Bull. Soc. Path, exot., 1936, 29, 496. 
80 Identical in chemical constitution with atebrin. 
81 Ber., 1936, 69, 396, 537. 
fl* Med. Parasit. and Parasit. Dis., 1935, 4, 446. 
83 Arch. Schijf. Trop. Hyg., 1936, 40, 167. 
68 Med. Parasit. and Parasit. Dis., 1936, 5, 256, 

JKlin. Woch., 1936, 888, 
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Antiseptics.—Noteworthy contributions have been made during 

the year under review to the problems of antisepsis. Investigations 
of the means of combating infection of the urinary tract discussed 

in an earlier report 66 still continue. G. H. Newns and R. Wilson 67 
have found that mandelic acid in the form of its ammonium salt 
is an effective remedy for B. coli pyelitis in children. P. Ganguli 68 

has employed the sodium salt. H. F. Helmholz and A. E. Oster- 

berg 69 have studied both the urinary excretion of sodium mandelate 
and the bactericidal effect of this salt in various concentrations on 
a number of organisms, while in continuation of his pioneer work 

on the subject M. L. Rosenheim 70 has given an account of the 

treatment of almost one hundred cases of various types of urinary 

infection with ammonium mandelate. 

The Prontosil group of antiseptics, derived from jp-aminobenzene- 
sulphonamide, of which Prontosil (XII) 71 and Pro?itosil 8 (XIII) 72 

are at present the most efficacious, has come into prominence and 

is receiving considerable attention for the treatment of strepto¬ 

coccal and staphylococcal infections.73 E. Foumeau, J. Trefouel, 

F. Nitti, and D. Bovet 74 have observed that £>-amiiiobenzene- 

sulphonamide has an inhibitory effect on the growth of moulds 

which is not seen in prontosil, and F. Nitti and 1). Bovet,75 review¬ 

ing the present position of our knowledge of prontosil and its 

derivatives, note that guinea pigs can be sensitised to prontosil but 

66 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 425. 
87 Lancet, 1936, 230, 1087. 
88 Indian Med. Gaz.t 1936, 71, 517. 
68 Proc. Mayo Clinic, 1936,11,373; J. Amcr. Med. Assoc., 1036, 107, 1794; 

cf. L. P. Dolan, ibid., p. 1800. 
78 Lancet, 1936, 230, 1083. 
71 Angew. Chem., 1935, 657. 
78 Ibid., p. 661. 
73 K. Imhauser, Klin. Woch., 1935, 282; L. Ley, Miinch. med. Woch., 

1936, 1092; A. Roth, Deut. med. Woch., 1935, 1734; C. Levaditi and A. 
Vaisman, Compt. rend. Soc. biol., 1935, 119, 946; 1936, 121, 803; L. Colebrook 
and M. Kenny, Lancet, 1936, 1279, 1319; H. HOrlein, Proc. Roy. Soc. Med., 

1936, 29, 313. 
74 Compt. rend. Soc. biol., 1936, 122, 652. 

76 Revue d'lmmun., 1936, 2, 450, 461, 
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not to the parent substance. Prontosil and the more soluble 
prontosil S, administered intravenously or better orally, are gradually 

establishing themselves as successful means of combating ery¬ 
sipelas.70 H. Floch 77 has administered prontosil orally with 

success in the treatment of elephantiasis. Numerous derivatives 

of j>-aminobenzenesulphonamide 78 have been prepared, but there 

is as yet insufficient evidence on which to base a discussion of 

their therapeutic activity. The observation of R. Hilgermann 79 

that alkali-metal salts of the bile acids, suitably protected by a 
colloid, can cure streptococcal infections opens up interesting 

possibilities. 

C. P. S. 
J. s. 

Plant Biochemistry. 

Metabolism and Biochemical Activity of Certain Bacteria. 

Azotobacter.1—The production of free ammonia by these organisms 

has been the subject of much controversy. Earlier workers had 
disagreed not only on the question of whether or not the organism 

did actually produce free ammonia, but also as to whether this 

ammonia should be regarded as the first product of nitrogen fixation 
with subsequent elaboration into bacterial protein. S. Winogradsky,2 

working on silica-gel to avoid secondary reactions, confirmed his 

earlier adherence to the view that the nitrogen exchange of the 

organisms takes the course N2 —> NH3 —>• cellular protein, and 

that in very alkaline media a surplus of NH3 appeared in the nutrient 

substrate. S. Kostytchev and 0. Scheloumova,3 following up 
previous investigations with A. vinelandii, added further support 

to Winogradsky’s theories and also demonstrated that free ammonia 

was produced only in the presence of an adequate carbohydrate 

supply. Fixed nitrogen supplied to the organism was reduced to 

76 L, Gmelin, Munch, med. Woch., 1935, 221; W. Kramer, ibid., 1936, 
608; G. Scherber, Wien. med. Woch., 1935, 284, 346, 376; E. Wehren, 
Schweiz, med. Woch., 1936, 66, 665; V. Angheleseu and collaborators, Dent. 
med. Woch., 1936, 1639; K. Hartl, ibid., 1936, 1641; J. Frankl, Klin. Woch., 
1936, 16, 1562. 

77 Bull. Soc. Path, exot., 1936, 29, 165. 
78 P. Goissedet and collaborators, Compt. rend. Soc. Idol., 1936, 121, 1082; 

E. Foumeau, J. Tr^fouel, F. Nitti, and D. Bovet, ibid., 1936, 122, 258; 
G. A. H. Buttle, W. H. Gray, and D. Stephenson, Lancet, 1936, 1286; F. 
Nitti and D. Bovet, Compt. rend., 1936, 202, 1221. 

79 Deut. med. Woch., 1936, 883. 
1 See Ann. Reports, 1933, 306. 
8 Ann. Inst. Pasteur, 1932, 48, 269. 
* Z. physiol. Chem., 1931, 198, 105. 
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ammonia and subsequently utilised in protein synthesis. He 
further showed that in the absence of a suitable carbon source cellular 
protein was itself deaminated with the formation of ammonia. 

A. Isakova,4 working with A. vinelandii and A. chroococcum, 
obtained similar results and demonstrated the production of 
ammonia in neutral or only very slightly alkaline media in which 
glucose, mannitol, or even salts of organic acids (sodium acetate, 
benzoate) formed the source of carbon. M. Roberg 5 and also 
D. M. Novogrudski 6 examined filtrates from Azotobacter cultures 
which were shown to contain nitrogen compounds utilisable by other 
micro-organisms (notably those utilising amino-acids or ammonia). 
Free ammonia, however, did not appear in the filtrates until the 
energy source had been exhausted by the bacteria. These results 
fall into line with an earlier suggestion of Kostytchev that ammonia 
found in culture media was largely derived from bacterial protein. 
Presumably any ammonia derived directly from nitrogen would be 
utilised by actively growing organisms as fast as it is formed. On 
the other hand A. N. Bach etal. 7 reported the production of ammonia 
from nitrogen by the expressed juice of Azotobacter cells, thus support¬ 
ing the conception of the enzymic formation of ammonia as the first 
step in the nitrogen fixation process. In a series of detailed and 
carefully controlled experiments 1). Burk and C. K. Horner,8 
continuing earlier investigations, showed that the extra-cellular 
production of ammonia by both A. vinelandii and A. chroococcum 
probably results almost entirely from the decomposition of cellular 
protein and not to any appreciable extent from free nitrogen. Under 
optimum aerobic conditions (pn 7—8 and 30—40°) as much as 50% 
of the microbial nitrogen was liberated as ammonia. The presence 
of nitrogen was found to be quite unnecessary for ammonia produc¬ 
tion. The course of liberation of ammonia was closely paralleled 
by that of oxidation of cell constituents and was inhibited by re¬ 
agents which normally check biological oxidations as well as by the 
presence of even small amounts of oxidisable organic matter. It is 
suggested that ammonia may not even be a necessary step in the 
synthesis of bacterial protein from nitrogen and that amides may be 
concerned here. In this connexion Gj. Endres 9 indicates the pro¬ 
duction of oximes in culture media of Azotobacter and suggests hydr- 
oxylamine as an intermediate stage in the fixation process. Burk 

4 Bull. Acad. Sci. U.R.S.S., 1933, 9, 1493. 
5 Jahrb. wiss. Bot., 1935, 82, 1, 65. 
6 Microbiol. U.S.S.R., 1933, 2, 237. 
7 A. N. Bach, Z. V. Yermolieva, and M. P. Stepanion, Compt. rend. Acad. 

Sci. U.R.S.S., 1934, 1, 22. 
8 Soil Sci., 1936, 41, 81. 
• Namrwi88.f 1934, 22, 662; Annalen, 1935, 518, 109. 
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and Horner propound the following scheme of nitrogen exchange as 
being most in accord with experimental data : 

ciizvuics stable cellular <Icamjnali< »n 
No + organic matter —■*—> compounds of --> NH3. 

growt 1 reduced N growth 

From this point of view extracellular ammonia is liberated only 
under conditions in which growth is insufficiently rapid to permit the 

complete utilisation of the ammonia produced by the oxidative 

decomposition of the cellular constituents. The authors, however, 
point out that the data cannot be interpreted as definitely ruling out 

the possibility that some ammonia may be formed in the fixation 

process. 

An examination of the cellular proteins of Azotobacter by R. A. 
Greene 10 indicates that these consist largely of globulins, glutelins, 

and albumins. The amino-acid distribution (Van Slyke) showed 
differences among the species, but in general arginine and lysine 

predominated and smaller proportions of tyrosine, tryptophan, 

cystine, and histidine together with approximately 40% of the non- 

basic fraction were found. The presence of glutathione was also 
indicated. 

Another aspect of the activity of Azotobacter is presented by N. R. 

Dhar and colleagues,11 who have shown that the fixation of nitrogen 
by these bacteria in tropical soils is optimum at 35°, as compared 

with 28° in temperate soils, and in both cases is negligible at 10°. 
It would seem, therefore, that the value of Azotobacter in maintaining 

the nitrogen supply in soil has been somewhat over-estimated. The 
addition of molasses to soil for the purpose of increasing fixation 

resulted in a rapid increase in the number of organisms, but the 

amount of nitrogen fixed did not increase proportionally. Rapid 
fixation is associated with more or less stationary numbers of 

Azotobacter. The improved nitrogen-status of molasses-treated 

soils, formerly attributed to increased bacterial fixation, is repre¬ 
sented as being partly due, at least in tropical soils, to photochemical 

effects. 

Among investigations of the influence of different carbon sources 

on the activity of Azotobacter may be cited that of S. Winogradsky,12 
in which it is shown that in addition to sugars, certain alcohols and 

simpler fatty acids (2—4 C) may be utilised. T. R. Bhaskaran and 

V. Subrahmanian,13 working with mixed soil organisms in glucose 

10 Soil Sci., 1935, 39, 327. 
11 N, R. Dhar and S. P. Tandon, Proc. Nat. Acadl. Sci. India, 1936, 6, 

35; N. R. Dhar and E. V. Seshacharyulu, ibid., p. 99; N. R. Dhar and S. K. 
Mukerji, J. Indian Ohem. Soc., 1936, 13, 155. 

18 Compt. rend., 1936, 203, 10. 18 Current Sci., 1935, 4, 234. 
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media, noted an initial period of activity, in which carbon dioxide 

and organic acids were formed from glucose, but the amount of 
nitrogen fixed was much less than that to be expected. Moreover 

much of this nitrogen was in a soluble form. Subsequently the 

organic acids were decomposed and apparently normal fixation 
proceeded. In a later paper 14 fixation of nitrogen by the mixed 
flora was shown to be facilitated by addition of organic acids 

obtained in the anaerobic decomposition of sugar. Utilising pure 
cultures of A. chroococcum, Bhaskaran 15 found no relationship 

between the presence of these sugar-decomposition products and 

the fixation of nitrogen, the course of which differed from that 

occurring with mixed soil cultures. It appears possible, however, 
that the acids contributed largely to the production of cellular 

constituents or perhaps served as energy sources. In young cultures 

the accumulation of carbon in the slime and bacterial cells was much 
more rapid than that of nitrogen. Later the ratio narrowed some¬ 

what., CL Guittonneau and R. Chevalier 10 record that pure cultures 

of Azotobacter can utilise sodium salicylate and continue the fixation 
process. 

Carbon Metabolism of, and Nitrogen Fixation by, Rhizobia. 

The close relationship between the carbon metabolism and nitro¬ 

gen exchange of these organisms referred to in a previous Report 17 

continues to receive considerable attention at the hands of various 

research workers. Interesting data relating to the effect of nutri¬ 

tional factors on the respiratory quotient of cultures have now been 
obtained. Thus O. R. Neal and R. H. Walker 18 have examined the 

oxygen consumption of R. melt loti on glucose media, and have shown 
that the carbon dioxide produced corresponds to approximately 

one-third of the carbon in glucose, the amount being somewhat 
greater when ammonia than when nitrate forms the nitrogen source. 

The pn optimum for growth of R. meliloti and R. japonicum appears 
to be less than that for respiration.19 Jn a further publication O. R. 

Neal and R. H. Walker 20 record that the oxygen consumption of 

R. meliloti was substantially the same on glucose, mannitol, and 

sucrose media, but was very much greater on arabinose-nitrate 

media. Galactose was more effectively utilised than was glucose on 

both ammonia and nitrate media, whereas maltose, lactose, inositol, 

14 Proc. Indian Acad. Sci., 1930, 4, B, 103. 
15 Ibid., p. 67. 
10 Cornpt. rend., 1936, 203, 211. 
17 Ann. Reports, 1934, 347. 
18 Proc. Ioimi Acad. Sci., 1934, 41, 167. 
18 I). W. Thorne and R. H. Walker, J. Bad., 1935, 30, 33. 
20 Ibid., p. 173. 
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dulcitol, and sorbitol with both forms of nitrogen, and raffinose and 

erythritol in ammonia media, proved inferior energy sources. 
For this species ammoniacal nitrogen was in general more readily 

utilised than was nitrate. The reverse was true of R> japonicum, 

which also exhibited characteristic differences in its ability to utilise 

carbohydrates. Arabinose proved the best energy source, followed 
by glucose, galactose, and xylose, which were equally effective. 

Maltose, lactose, sucrose, mannitol, and erythritol were of little or 

no value in this respect. Subsequently Thorne, Neal, and Walker 21 
determined changes in respiratory quotient with time for five species 

of Rhizobia, using different sources of nitrogen, and found character¬ 
istic species-differences in this case also. Comparing 24-hour cul¬ 

tures, the mean quotients for four nitrogen sources for R. japonicum 

and R. hguminosarurn were definitely lower for R. meliloti, R. trifolii, 

and R. phascoli in glucose media. In the absence of the sugar these 

differences disappeared. The mean quotients of the five species 
were similar on nitrate and on ammonia media with glucose, but 

were lower when yeast or asparagin was used to supply nitrogen. 

In the absence of glucose respiration in nitrate and ammonia media 

was largely endogenous and the quotient approached the theoretical 

value for protein, viz., 0*8. Asparagin and yeast provided some 

carbon supplies and the quotients were lower in these cases, especially 

with yeast. 
The much-discussed dependence of the nodulation of leguminous 

plants on the carbon : nitrogen balance of the plants themselves has 

been further examined by P. W. Wilson,22 who traces characteristic 
effects of differences in C : N balance on the size and distribution of 

nodules, the amount and rate of nitrogen fixation, and the influence 

thereon of external conditions. On the basis of these effects a system 
of classification of plants in respect of their carbohydrate : nitrogen 

ratio is developed. An interesting review of the significance 

of the carbohydrate supply of the plant in the symbiotic relationship 

is given by F. E. Allison 23 who emphasises that, provided soil con¬ 
ditions are suitable, the activity of organisms within nodules is 

primarily controlled by the availability of carbohydrates, and that 
it is only when these become inadequate that the bacteria may make 

a direct attack on plant tissue. C. E. Georgi,24 in examining the 

well-known effect of a supply of fixed nitrogen in reducing nodulation, 

showed that this condition is reflected in a temporary increase in the 
amount of carbohydrates and a decrease in that of nitrogenous 

ai Arch. Mikrobiol, 1936, 7, 477. 
22 Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Sta. Res. Bull., 1935, No. 129, 40 Jap. 
23 Soil Sci., 1935, 39, 123. 
24 J. Agric. Res1935, 51, 597. 
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matter in the sap of red clover. The inhibitory action is diminished 
by further increasing the carbohydrate supply, e.g., by increasing the 

supply of carbon dioxide to the leaves. Similar conclusions are 

reached by E. W. Hopkins 25 in the case of soya-bean organisms, 
the carbohydrate : nitrogen balance in this case being altered by 

varying the period of exposure and light, by partial shading, and by 

alteration of the nitrate supply of the plants. Whatever com¬ 

bination of external factors was adopted, the general conclusion is 
drawn that accumulation of soluble nitrogen in the plants restricted 

and that of carbohydrates favoured nodule formation. F. S. 

Orcutt and P. W. Wilson,26 also working with soya bean to which 

varying supplies of nitrate were given, record similar results. Stress 

is laid, however, on the indirect effect of nitrates on nodulation, the 

carbohydrate level in the plant sap varying with the nitrate concen¬ 

tration in a manner similar to the intensity of nodulation. It is 

inferred that nodule formation is directly related to the carbohydrate 

supply and is affected by other conditions only to the extent to which 

these conditions influence the carbohydrate concentration in the 

plant. There is evidence that a definite rate of nitrate supply to the 

plant can be associated with the cessation of nitrogen fixation by the 

bacteria. Below the limiting value, the nitrate concentration in¬ 

creases or decreases nodulation according to whether photosynthesis 

or nitrogen supply becomes the limiting factor in protein formation, 

i.e., whether there is a surplus of carbohydrate in the sap or a surplus 

of nitrogen, which is necessarily accompanied by a very low level of 

carbohydrate. H. G. Thornton and H. Nicol27 support this view by 

showing that in sand-cultured lucerne the yield and nitrogen content 

of lucerne were not affected by varying (within limits) the amount 

of nitrate supplied. Presumably the limiting factor here was the 
carbohydrate produced by photosynthesis, and the nitrogen supply 

was derived from nitrate or from nodule organisms to meet require¬ 

ments. Above certain concentrations of nitrate in the nutrient the 

number and size of nodules diminished. In other concentrations 

nitrates actually prevented the infection of growing roots by nodule 

organisms. This was to some extent counteracted by addition of 

glucose to the media.28 In the latter paper Thornton recorded a 

stimulation of growth and an increase in the number of root hairs due 

to secretions from the nodule bacteria. 

In many instances stimulation either of nodulation or of growth or 
nitrogen fixation by free cultures of nodule organisms has been 

observed following the addition of various substances. Thus S. 

25 Soil Sci., 1935, 39, 297. 26 Ibid., p. 289. 
27 J. Agric. Sci., 1936, 26, 173. 
28 H. G. Thornton, Proc. Roy. Soc.t 1936, B, 119, 474. 
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Winogradsky 29 found the addition of simple nitrogen compounds, 
e.g.y ammonia, amines, amides, to otherwise nitrogen-free cultures 

improved the development and sugar consumption but caused no 
marked increase in the amount of nitrogen fixed. Addition of more 
substances such as extracts of yeast or of plant organs further in¬ 

creased development and initiated a normal rate of fixation of nitro¬ 
gen. Similar results were obtained by A. Itano and A. Matsuura,30 

the activity of extracts being in the order seedlings > germinated 

> ungerminated seed, and among corresponding extracts of different 
species in the order, nodule-bearing legumes > non-legumes > non¬ 

nodule-bearing legumes. In a later paper 31 the same authors found 

the actual principle from bean nodules to pass into the cathode 
chamber on electrodialysis. In this respect it differed from yeast 
extract, in which the accessory substance showed no tendency to 

migrate. No relation was apparent between the activity of accessory 

substances and their nitrogen contents. Their action was that of a 
true growth-promoting substance rather than that of a nutrient. 

F. E. Allison and >S. R. Hoover 32 attribute the increased growth of 
Rhizobia by natural, but not by synthetic, humic acid to the presence 

of co-enzyme R. This is the reverse of the view previously expressed 

by 1). W. Thorne and R. H. Walker,33 who ascribed the stimulatory 

effects of plant and yeast extracts to nutrient matter present and 

discredited the intervention of any co-enzyme in the activity of the 

organisms. A somewhat different view of this question was pre¬ 

sented by C. A. Ludwig and F. E. Allison,34 who observed increased 
modulation of soya bean and lucerne when grown in sand cultures in 
the presence of other plants, e.g., wheat or maize. Additions of sugar 

or small amounts of nitrogen compounds sometimes produced 
similar effects under these conditions, but extracts of the sand in 
which the plants had been growing were inactive. The excretion 

of stimulatory agents by the plant roots seems therefore excluded 
from consideration. The authors suggest that the presence of other 

plant roots induces in the rhizosphere conditions conducive to the 
development of the bacteria, possibly including the formation of a 

bacterial growth-promoting substance. Thorne, Neal, and Walker 

(loc. cit.) support the view that yeast extracts exert a stimulatory 

action on the growth and respiration of Rhizobia, which can be 
differentiated from that attributable to the carbonaceous and nitro¬ 
genous nutrients which they contain. The action of yeast is, how- 

*• Ann. Inst. Pasteur, 1936, 56, 221. 
30 Ber. Ohara Inut. landw. Forsch., 1936, 7, 185. 
31 J. Agric. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936, 12, 457. 
33 Soil Set., 1936, 41, 333. 
as pr0Ct Jowa Acad. Sd., 1934, 41, 63. 

34 »7. Amer. Soc. Agronomy, 1935, 27, 895. 
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ever, ascribed to its ability to act as an effective hydrogen-donator 

to the organisms. This is in agreement with the observation of 
W. P. Allyn and I. L. Baldwin 35 that yeast, unlike potassium 

nitrate, when used as a nitrogen source for Rhizobia cultures, tends 

to maintain in the media an oxidation-reduction potential which is 
very favourable to the growth of the organisms. In a recent paper 36 

Thorne and Walker record that reducing agents, e.g., cysteine and 

thioglycollie acid, increased the growth and oxygen consumption of 

Rhizobia. 
The nitrogen exchange of nodule organisms, especially in relation 

to the mechanism of the fixation process, and to the observed excre¬ 

tion of nitrogenous substances, has formed the subject of many 

investigations. According to A. I. Virtanen and M. Tornianen 37 

the nodular proteins yield tryptophan, arginine, tyrosine, aspartic 

acid, and some diamino-acids. In culture media, following the 
growth of the inoculated legumes there are present aspartic acid, 

lysine, and smaller amounts of simpler compounds, e.g., nitrite, 

nitrate, hydroxylamine or ammonia. Excretion of these compounds 
is dependent on appropriate supplies of air to the roots,38,39 and 

ceases when these are immersed in stagnant liquid media. The 

vitality of the organisms is not destroyed, however, since on re-aera¬ 

tion nitrogen fixation and excretion of fixed nitrogen continue. 

Virtanen concludes that the aspartic acid and probably the lysine 

excreted are not derived from nodular protein (the proteolytic 
activity of the organisms is apparently small40), but represent prim¬ 

ary products of nitrogen fixation.41, 42 It is suggested that aspartic 

acid may be formed from hydroxy lamine and oxalacetic acid.43 

8. Winogradsky (loc. tit.) observed the elimination of ammonia 
from cultures to occur only during fixation of nitrogen. 

G. Bond 44 in an examination of the nitrogen exchange in soya 

bean, established that a very considerable proportion of the total 
nitrogen fixed by nodule organism (in some cases probably 80—90%) 

diffuses into the cytoplasm of the host plant and is translocated 

into the plant system. In a discussion of the fixation process the 

author considers this to resemble a type of respiratory activity 

rather than a stage in the synthesis of bacterial protein. 

36 J. Bad., 1932, 23, 369. 36 Soil Sci., 1936, 42, 231. 
37 Suomen Kem., 1936, 9, B, 13. 
38 A. I. Virtanen, J. Agric. Sci., 1935, 25, 278, 290. 
38 A. I. Virtanen and S. von Hausen, ibid., 1936, 26, 281. 
40 A. T. Virtanen and T. Lairie, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 377. 
41 Idem, Suomen Kem., 1936, 9, B, 12. 
42 A. I. Virtanen and M. Tornianen, loc. tit., ref. (37). 
43 A. I. Virtanen and T. Laine, Suomen Kem., 1936, 9, B, 5. 
44 Ann. Bot.f 1936, 50, 559. 
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Photosynthesis in Plants. 

Influence of External Factors.—The complex problem of the effects 
of the quality and intensity of light, of the carbon dioxide concen¬ 

tration of the surrounding atmosphere, and of temperature on the 
rate of carbon assimilation of plants forms the subject of a great 

number of publications of the last few years. Much of this work 

follows along lines which are not altogether new in general principle 

but either develop an improved technique, expand the detail of 
experimental data, or, in the light of advancing knowledge, lead 

to new interpretations of already accepted facts. The application 

of the theory of limiting factors either as put forward by Blackman 

as a development of the “ law of minimum,” or with the modification 

(introduced by Harder) of the idea of relative minimum, served 

for a number of years as a working basis for much experimental 

work. More recent research tends to explore the limits of applicabil¬ 
ity of these theories. No attempt can be made in the space of this 

Report to give a comprehensive review of this field of enquiry, but 

some indication of the general trend of recent work seems desirable, 

especially in view of its ultimate bearing on the more purely chemical 

consideration of the mechanism of the photosynthetic process. 

W. H. Hoover, E. S. Johnston, and F. S. Brackett 45 record data 
agreeing within limits with Blackman’s law, and show that in wheat 

plants carbon assimilation exhibits a straight-line relationship with 

carbon dioxide concentration in an excess of light, and with light 

intensity in the presence of an excess of carbon dioxide. They 

indicate, however, a range of conditions between zones in which each 

limiting factor becomes dominant and conclude that this intermedi¬ 

ate range is wider for higher plants than for algae. B. N. Singh and 

K. N. Lai,46 using wheat, linseed, and sugar cane plants, compare the 

results of much experimental work with the theories of Blackman 

and of Harder. The form of carbon dioxide concentration-assimil¬ 

ation curves obtained shows no sharp change of direction at a critical 
concentration such as would be anticipated if assimilation were 

controlled entirely by the level of suppty of the factor in minimum 

(Blackman). The gradual and regular change of direction is 

more in accord with the view that factors other than that in 

minimum influence to a definite though relatively smaller extent 

the rate of carbon assimilation (Harder). The principal observations 
emerging are that under conditions of low carbon dioxide concen¬ 

tration and low light intensity the rate of assimilation is controlled 

by carbon dioxide. With high light intensity, however, irrespective 

45 Smithsonian Misc. Coll., 1933, 87, No. 16. 
48 Plant Physiol., 1935, 10, 245; Proc. Indian Acad. Sci., 1935, 1, B, 909, 

754. 
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of the level of carbon dioxide present, light controls assimilation. 
The influence of temperature on assimilation rates is also examined 47 
and relationships are found to assume the same general nature. 

The temperature range over which assimilation takes place in radish 
leaves is recorded as 12*6—47-4°, with maximum values at 30°. It is 
concluded that under no conditions is assimilation determined by any 
one factor alone, but that, on the other hand, the theory of “ relative 

minimum ” is only of limited application. It is held that without 
consideration of the internal cellular mechanism of photosynthesis, 
no relationship between environmental factors can be applied as a 

general principle under all conditions. 

The extent to which light of different wave-lengths can be utilised 
by plants varies somewhat with the species examined. Differences 

in the colour and thickness of leaves are partly concerned here 
(see further, under nutritional factors). G. R. Burns 48 shows that 
white pine and spruce utilise all the visible spectrum except the 
violet and part of the blue. Other plants, however, utilise the blue- 

violet range, and with this as sole illumination, assimilation is pro¬ 
portional to its intensity.49 In general, however, rates of photo¬ 

synthesis are highest in the red-orange region and decrease steadily 
toward the violet.50, 51 As is to be expected, the percentage utilis¬ 

ation of light by different plants shows considerable variation. An 
instance of this is shown by recent work of Gabrielsen (loc. cit.)} the 

alga Chlorella exhibiting a notably greater efficiency in this respect 

than mustard. The influence of the quality, as distinct from in¬ 
tensity, of light on the assimilation process has obvious practical 
bearings on greenhouse practice, and is frequently of prime import¬ 

ance in research work under conditions in which light of constant 
intensity must be obtained from artificial sources. In this connexion 
R. H. Dastur and K. M. Sarnant 52 have examined the relative rates 

of carbohydrate formation in leaves exposed to different sources 

of light. Their investigations suggest that in addition to the actual 
photosynthetic process the subsequent elaboration of carbohydrates 

may also be affected. Thus the amount of starch produced in arti¬ 

ficial light was approximately 30% of that produced in daylight, 

whereas sucrose production was similar with both light sources. 

In diffused daylight the total carbohydrate production was double 
that obtained in artificial light. In plants producing no starch, e.g.% 

47 B. N. Singh and K. Kumar, Proc. Indian Acad. Set., 1935, 1, B, 736. 
48 Plant Physiol., 1933, 8, 247; 1934, 9, 645. 
4g R. H. Dastur and R. J. Mehta, Ann. Bot1935, 49, 809. 
fi0 Loc. cit. 

E. K. Gabrielsen, Planta, 1935, 23, 474. 
“ Ann. Bot.y 1933, 47, 295. 

REF.—VOL. XXXDI. o 
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AUium cepa, sugar production in diffused daylight was approximately 
three times that in artificial light. In these varied effects of different 

light sources, quality, rather than intensity, appears to be the domin¬ 

ant factor. On somewhat similar lines J. M. Arthur and W. D. 

Stewart 63 compared the efficiency of various artificial light sources 
on the basis of dry matter production in buckwheat plants. It is 

noted that the order of efficiency thus obtained differs from that 

shown by calculations on a basis of equal energy radiated within the 
visible spectrum. The efficiency of dry matter production in the 

plants did not appear to depend upon any relationship between the 

emission bands of the lamps and the absorption bands of chlorophyll 
pigments. Gaseous-discharge lamps (sodium, mercury, neon) by 

comparison with ordinary filament bulbs produced greener leaves and 

plants having lower stem : leaf ratios. 

The ill-effect of ultra-violet light on the photosynthetic process 
under certain conditions is examined by W. Arnold 54 in the case of 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa, and is ascribed to its action in rendering in¬ 

active an unidentified unit in the mechanism of photosynthesis. 
Neither the chlorophyll nor the respiratory process is affected. 

0. Jirovec,66 as a result of experiments with green and colourless 

strains of Euglev^a gracilis, concludes that chlorophyll normally 
affords partial protection against ultra-violet rays. 

Plane-polarised light appears to cause no abnormality in the carbo¬ 

hydrate content of leaves.58 

The influence of external factors on tho relative ratio of carbon 
assimilation and of respiration becomes a matter of considerable 

importance in the investigation of photosynthesis. Not only do the 

two processes take place simultaneously with the same end-products, 

but also the “ compensation point ” in a closed system, i.e., the 

condition in which respired carbon dioxide is quantitatively utilised 

in photosynthesis, is often regarded as an index value in studies of 
the influence of light or temperature on carbon assimilation. F. van 

der Paauw 67 showed that temperature produced parallel effects on 

respiration and assimilation in the green alga Stichococcus bacillaris 

and also, at temperatures less than 22°, in Oocystis. At higher 
temperatures in the latter and at lower temperatures in Chlamy- 

(kmonas respiration responded more than assimilation to changes of 
temperature. With many other plants there was very close parallel¬ 

ism between rates of assimilation and respiration over the range 

53 Contr. Boyce Thompson Inst., 1935, 7, 119. 
M J. Gen. Physiol., 1933, 17, 135. 
66 Protoplasma, 1934, 21, 677. 
66 B. H. Dastur and B. D. Asana, Ann. Bot1932, 48, 879. 
67 Planta, 1934, 22, 396. 
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10—30°. Moreover mild stimulation or retardation of both processes 
could be effected by appropriate treatment with potassium cyanide.68 
Somewhat similar results were obtained by E. S. Miller and G. O. 

Burr,59 who determined the compensation point for a number of 

plants, using a special apparatus in which the upper portions of the 

plants were subjected to light of high intensity but the roots were 
kept relatively cool. Plants of various species quickly reduced the 

concentration of carbon dioxide in the circulating air to a level 

of 0-01 % (vol.), which was maintained for periods of 24 hours. This 

value did not change with temperature in the range 5—35°. Since 

the respiration rate is known to increase by as much as 15 times 

over this range, and under the conditions of the experiment light was 

always in excess, it is concluded that the limiting factor in assimil¬ 

ation is not the primary process of light absorption but the intermedi¬ 

ate reaction which is controlled by the carbon dioxide concentration ; 

also that the temperature coefficient of this reaction is identical with 

that of respiration. The utilisation of the increased products of 

respiration without increase in carbon dioxide concentration is 

ascribed to the assimilation of an intermediate product of respiration 

before any carbon dioxide is liberated from it, a possibility which 

was suggested previously by Warburg. At 35—37° the above rela¬ 

tions appear to break down rapidly and the gas exchange of different 
species shows wide variations. 

The dependence of the rate of photosynthesis on the water content 
of the leaf is examined by a number of workers.60, 61,63 In general a 

more or less direct relationship is established up to a critical water 

content, beyond which assimilation tends to decline. Dastur 

(loc. cit.) determines the “ assimilation number ” of various plants 
(i.e., H20 content/C02 assimilated) and finds this to increase with 

rising water content to an optimum value and subsequently to 

decrease. Comparison with Willstatter’s “ assimilation number ” 

{i.e., chlorophyll content—C02 assimilated) shows a much closer 
relationship of assimilation with the water than with the chlorophyll 
content. 

The lack of proportionality between chlorophyll content of leaves 

and assimilation observed in many cases by Willstatter and by sub¬ 
sequent workers does not apparently obtain in the case of Chlorella,, 

in which a direct ratio is established by W. E. Fleischer,63 even when 
the chlorophyll content is artificially varied by controlling the supply 

56 F. van der Paauw, Bee. Trav. hot. nierl., 1932, 29, 497. 
6* Plant Physiol*, 1935,10, 93. 
•° R. Melville, Ann. Rept. Exp. Sta. Cheshunt, 1933, 87. 
61 B. N. Singh and K. N. Lai, Ann. Bot., 1935, 49, 291. 
08 R. H. Dastur and B. L. Desai, ibid., 1933, 47, 69. 
e® J. Gen. Physiol1935,18, 573. 
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of iron. R. Emerson,64 with somewhat different experimental con¬ 

ditions, had made similar observations, and further recorded that 
light conditions giving optimum assimilation rates in leaves rich in 

chlorophyll were also optimum for those poor in chlorophyll. 

Possibly this case resembles that of Elodea densa, examined by E. von 
Euler, B. Bergman, and H. Hellstrom,65 in which the chlorophyll 

content per chloroplast and the number of chloroplasts per cell were 

substantially constant. 
Mechanism of Photosynthesis.—The complexity of the effects of 

environmental conditions and of internal plant factors on carbon 

assimilation observed directly by plant physiologists has been 

paralleled by the more purely chemical investigations of the 
complexity of chlorophyll. 

Recent years have brought a much more complete understanding 

of the chemistry of chlorophyll 60 and related compounds, but the 

means by which chlorophyll brings about the conversion of carbon 

dioxide into carbohydrate is still the subject of controversy. It is 
very generally accepted that formaldehyde represents an intermedi¬ 

ate stage in the conversion and that the change C02 + H20-> 

CH20 -f- 02 is effected (probably in the absence of light) with the aid 

of light energy previously absorbed by the chlorophyll. Theories of 

the mechanism of photosynthesis differ considerably in detail, but 
are centred round considerations of whether the fundamental energy 

exchange involves carbon dioxide, water, oxygen, or the chlorophyll 

itself. Warburg originally supposed that the chlorophyll (and 
carotene) in leaves was transformed into an isomeric substance during 

exposure to light and in the subsequent (dark) reaction the isomer, 

a reducing agent, caused the transformation of carbonic acid into 

formaldehyde and water. By contrast among the earlier theories, 

that of Thunberg supposed the absorbed light energy to act on the 

water associated with chlorophyll rather than on carbon dioxide, the 
chain of reactions being : 

2H20 + chlorophyll + light —> H2 + H202 

C02 + H2 + H202 —> 02 + H4C02 
(? methyleneglycol) 

h4co2 —> ch2o + h20 

As will be shown, these and other early theories of assimilation have 

reappeared in recent years, modified or extended to bring them into 

accord with newly observed facts. 

E. C. C. Baly,87 after prolonged investigation of relevant catalytic 

64 J. Gen. Physiol1929, 12, 609; Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 1929, 15, 281. 
65 Bcr. deut. hot. Ges., 1934, 52, 468. 
66 Ann. Reports, 1935, 362. 
67 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1935, B, 117, 218. 
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actions, has now formulated the primary photosynthetic reaction 

as depending in the absorption of carbon dioxide by chlorophyll-a, 
the photosensitised complex changing to chlorophyll-6 and formalde¬ 

hyde. The cycle is completed by reduction in the dark (Blackman 
reaction) of chlorophyll-6 to chlorophyll-a, the reducing agent 

suggested being carotene. Thus : 

CUHM0BN4Mg-C0a,Ha0 J!l'% C55H70OBN4Mg,H2O + CHsO 
chlorophyll-a - COa complex. chlorophyll-b. 

065H70O6N4MgflaO + C40H5C—> C6SH7205N4Mg + C40H5BO2 
chlorophyll-^. carotene. chlorophyll-a. xanthophyll. 

The kinetics of these reactions are shown to be in accord with pub¬ 

lished experimental data relating to the carbon assimilation of 

Chlorella. 
By mathematical consideration of the effects of temperature and 

light intensity on carbon assimilation G. K. Briggs 68 indicates a 

system involving the formation of a chlorophyll-C02 complex which 
in light undergoes molecular rearrangement to a peroxidised sub¬ 

stance. This is decomposed through the agency of plant catalysts, 

yielding carbohydrate and oxygen, or, in part, decomposes an 

inhibitor (present in the cell) which inactivates the catalyst. The 

classic researches of WiiJstiitter and Stoll had previously led to 

similar views. More recently there has appeared some divergence 

between the theories of Willstatter and of Stoll, the differences 

centring on the position of oxygen as a necessary agent in the first 

stages of the assimilatory process. A. Stoll 69 assumes that ehloro- 
phyll-a and -6 contain a “ supernumerary ” double linking outside 

the conjugated system, which permits catalytic hydrogenation with¬ 
out significant change in the absorption spectrum.70 The dihydro¬ 

derivative is easily dehydrogenated and serves as reducing agent for 

the chlorophyll-C02 complex, yielding formaldehyde. Rehydro¬ 
genation of the chlorophyll results from the fission of water closely 
associated with it, 

H20 —> H + OH (—> H202), 

the hydrogen peroxide being subsequently decomposed by the cata¬ 

lase of the leaf. In a later publication 71 Stoll brings his scheme more 

closely into line with recent developments in the elucidation of the 

structure of chlorophyll. The catalytic hydrogenation of chloro¬ 
phyll is now known to yield a dihydro-derivative by addition at the 

68 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1933, B, 113, 1. 
«• Naturwias., 3932, 20, 955. 
70 Loc. cit.; also R. Kuhn and A. Winterstein, Ber. dent. hot. Ges., 1932, 05, 

1737. 
71 Naturwias., 1930, 24, 53. 
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double bond of the vinyl group, a position in which mobility or the 

easy interaction with carbon dioxide co-ordinatively attached to the 
central magnesium atom seems unlikely. Accepting Fischer’s 
formula for chlorophyll (I), Stoll now associates photoactivity with 

the mobility of the hydrogen atom in position 10 (Fischer having 

now introduced the two “ extra ” hydrogen atoms into the 
structure). 

Me029 902 (Phytyl) 

H-Ctr-iC-0 
11,0 1 I -ll 

H9o .A/Vvh 
i=i it r-C1J3 

/ N N"' \ 
HC .Mg. CH 
\ N XN _/ 

i J—Et 

CH, 

H OH., 

An enolisation taking the form 

(!•) 

(ii.; 
9=o 

H—Cos—$C=0 

/ 
0? )CH, 

C 

9=0 
C.-_=-.C—OH (III.) 

A/CH\ 

is indicated as related to the brown phase in the chlorophyll cycle. 

The hydrogen attached 4to the carbon C10 in (II) may be replaced by 

hydroxyl and in this substance the hydrogen on C10 becomes mobile 
in daylight (but not in darkness) provided atmospheric oxygen is 

excluded. Stoll, therefore, although reconstructing his earlier 

mechanism, still retains his primary conception that oxygen is not an 

immediately active agent in photosynthesis, which is more accur¬ 

ately represented as involving a photolysis of water as a result of the 

principal energy exchange. 

On somewhat similar lines K. Shibata and E. Yakushiji72 assume 

the co-ordination of four water molecules with the central magnesium 

atom of the chlorophyll. These become activated by the absorbed 

light in such a manner that the reaction, 

H2C03 + 4(H . . . OH) = 2H20 + CH20 + 40H( = 2H202) 

is facilitated. Here again oxygen is not immediately concerned and 
the associated water molecules are the vehicle of the energy exchange, 

72 Naturwian., 1933, 21, 267. 
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four quanta being involved. The Blackman (dark) reaction is 

represented by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by catalase, 

this being the solo source of oxygen in the system. 

H. Gaffron 73 supports the conception that the assimilation process 

does not necessitate the intervention of an activated or metastable 

oxygen atom. 
By contrast to the above Willstatter’s later work 74 leads him to 

assume the necessity of at least a small amount of oxygen to initiate 

the activity of chlorophyll. He also differs from Stoll in supposing 
the photosynthetic cycle to involve the formation of dehydrogenated 

chlorophyll derivatives. The formation of actively reducing hydro¬ 

gen atoms is represented schematically by an initial reaction of chloro¬ 
phyll with oxygen, yielding monodehydrochlorophyll: 

chlorophyll + 02 —> (OoH) + monodehydrochlorophyll. 

The wandering of a hydrogen atom into the Mg-C(X complex yields 
dehydrochlorophyll. Then follows, 

dehydrochlorophyll -f H20 —OH + monodehydrochlorophyll 

and again 

monodehydrochlorophyll —> dehydrochlorophyll -f- H, 

the H going to the Mg-C02 complex. This cycle is completed four 
times, yielding the necessary four hydrogen atoms for the reduction 

of one molecule of carbon dioxide. The process is assumed to 

proceed in stepwise manner, each hydrogen atom reacting singly. 
Regeneration of chlorophyll in light is effected thus, 

dehydrochlorophyll -f- H20 —> OH -f- monodehydrochlorophyll 
monodehydrochlorophyll -f- H20 —>- OH -f- chlorophyll. 

The radicals 02H and OH formed intermedially either take part in a 

further hydrogenation cycle or yield H20, 02 and H202 according 

to the environmental conditions which regulate the intensity of the 
various stages of the reaction. 

J. Franck 75 supports Willstatter’s view of the necessity of oxygen 

for the process, but considers that photochemical reactions in solu¬ 

tion are more likely to occur by means of reactions of activated 
molecules than through the formation of radicals 76 as indicated by 

Willstatter. With this in view and with the purpose of adjusting 

the cycle of changes to accord more satisfactorily with calculated 
energy relationships, Franck modifies Willstatter’s system by assum¬ 

ing a somewhat different series of intermediates, and, adopting 

w Biochem. Z., 1935, 280, 337; 1936, 287, 130. 
74 R. Willstatter, Naturwiss., 1933, 21, 252. 
76 Naturwias., 1935, 23, 226. 
79 J. Franck and E. Rabinowitach, Tram. Faraday Soc.t 1934, 152, No. 30. 
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Fischer’s views, includes in the chlorophyll molecule the two loosely 
bound hydrogen atoms. To make the comparison with Willstatter’s 

scheme more evident, he designates ordinary chlorophyll as HH- 

chlorophyll, monodehydrochlorophyll as H-chlorophyll, dehydro¬ 

chlorophyll as “ chlorophyll,” and dehydrochlorophyll, to which a 
hydroxyl group is loosely attached, as OH-chlorophyll. The pre¬ 
liminary (light) reaction involves dissociation of one of the two 

loosely bound hydrogen atoms, 

HH-chlorophyll -f- —> H-chlorophyll -f- H 

the hydrogen atom being taken up in a series of changes with water 

and oxygen (as in Willstatter’s scheme) with the ultimate formation 

of hydrogen peroxide, and H-chlorophyll combining with carbonic 
acid. The actual assimilation process is represented as : 

(i) B-Chlorophyll . . . -f- hv- 

OH-chlorophyll . . . 0 

(ii) OH-chlorophyll . . . °g>C=0 + H20 + hv —> 

H-chlorophyll . . . 0|^>C=0 -|- 11/), 

(iii) H-chlorophyll . . . 0 -+- hv —> 

OH-chlorophyll -f ^>C~O 

(iv) OH-chlorophyll + H20 + hv —>■ H-chlorophyll -f- H202 

By assuming differences in the energy of combination of hydrogen 
and of hydroxyl in themselves, and in relation to position in the 

co-ordinated magnesium complex or the chlorophyll residue, 

Franck brings the above cycle of reactions into line with the accepted 

energy balance of the complete assimilation process. 
Evidence of a vital part played by oxygen in the photosynthetic 

process is put forward by H. Kautsky and colleagues and is based on 
phenomena of an entirely different character. Following an exten¬ 

sive study of photosensitised surface reactions, including those con¬ 

cerned in fluorescent conditions, Kautsky concluded that in many 
surface oxidations the presence of an activated or metastable oxygen 

atom is essential to effect the energy transfer. A green leaf which 

has been placed in the dark for a period and afterwards exposed to 

ultra-violet light exhibits a temporarily increased fluorescence, 
followed by a steady decline to a low level which is substantially 
constant in unchanged external conditions. The process, lasting at 
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most a few minutes, may be repeated indefinitely by alternate ex¬ 

posure of the leaf to darkness and to light. 

In examining these changes If. Kautsky, A. Hirsch, and F. 
Davidshofer 77 associate the fluorescence with changing intensities 

of different stages of the photosynthetic process. The photosensit- 
ised chlorophyll is able to transfer its energy only to a molecule of 
definite type. Of those present in the leaf system, only oxygen 

fulfils this requirement, and the presence of activated or metastable 

oxygen in the leaf plastids is assumed.78 The transference of energy 
to oxygen lowers the intensity of fluorescence. The energised oxygen 

effects the building up of the chlorophyll-carbon dioxide-peroxide 

complex,79 resulting ultimately in the production of carbohydrate 

and oxygen. The increase in the oxygen supply brought about in 

this way results in a still further decrease in fluorescent intensity, 

(declining portion of curve) until a balanced condition is reached 
between light absorption, fluorescence, and oxygen transfer, which is 

characteristic of the norma] condition of assimilation. The rate of 

initial increase in fluorescence under these conditions is controlled by 
the intensity of irradiation, but is unaffected by temperature.80 The 

second stage of the assimilation process (reactions involving the 

chlorophyH-C02 complex and the final production of carbohydrate) 
is definitely restricted by decreased temperature and also by treat¬ 

ment with hydrocyanic acid or toluene, and such restriction, 

by lowering the supply of pholosynthetically derived oxygen, causes 

a prolongation or an increased intensity of the fluorescence.81 An 

artificially increased concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmo¬ 

sphere (to 1%) has no influence on the course of fluorescence, but 

variations in the oxygen concentration cause corresponding changes 

in intensity. A critical point is apparently reached with 0*5% of 

oxygen, below which fluorescence does not increase with the intensity 

of irradiation.82 In an atmosphere free from oxygen leaves fluoresce 

with high and constant intensity until liberation of oxygen causes a 

diminution to the normal equilibrium level.83 In a later and more 

detailed examination of fluorescence curves. Kautsky 84 traces the 

course of activation of the chlorophyll-02 complex and finds it to 
be of a unimolecular type. In the light of this and previous observ- 

77 Ber., 1932, 65, 1762. 
78 H. Kautsky, H. de Bruijn, R. Neuwirth, and W. Baumeister, Ber., 1933, 

66, 1588. 
79 H. Kautsky and A. Hirsch, Naturwiss1931, 19, 964. 
80 H. Kautsky and H. Spohn, Biochem. Z., 1934, 274, 435. 
81 H. Kautsky and A. Hirsch, ibid., 1935, 277, 250. 
82 H. Kautsky and W. Flesch, ibid., 1936, 284, 412, 
83 H, Kautsky and A. Hirsch, ibid., 1935, 278, 373. 
84 H. Kautsky and A. Marx, Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 317. 
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ations he considers that in the darkened leaf the equilibrium, ohloro- 

phyll + 02 chlorophyll-02 complex, [Ch]02, in the plastids is 
normally balanced almost completely to the right. The complex is 

dissociable but nop-fluorescent. On irradiation [Ch]02 undergoes 

rearrangement to form a new non-dissociable but fluorescent complex 

[Ch02], probably a peroxidised form. This unimolecular change 
corresponds with the initial increase in the fluoresoenoe curve. 

J. Franck 85 doubts the physical soundness of Kautsky’s views of the 
properties of a metastable oxygen molecule, and considers the fluores¬ 

cent changes are more in agreement with the existence of mobile 

hydrogen atoms bound to the chlorophyll molecule. The rising 

part of Kautsky’s fluorescence curves may well be represented by the 

change 
HH-chlorophyll —> H-chlorophyll. 

H. Gaffron 86 also criticises Kautsky’s interpretation of the experi¬ 

mental data, and advances evidence, based on the carbon assimil¬ 

ation of Chlorella, in support of his view that neither free nor loosely 

bound oxygen is necessary for the initiation of the assimilation 

process. 
H. H. Strain 87 recently reports the isolation of two crystalline 

fluorescent substances from leaves, both of which actively absorb 
ultra-violet light, especially in the shorter wave-lengths. Both 

resist saponification, but gradually lose their characteristic properties 

on exposure to air. The fluorescent spectra indicate the absence of 

ester, carboxyl or hydroxyl groups. The fact that one or both of these 
substances occurred in leaves of all plants examined suggests that 

they may have an interesting bearing on Kautsky’s observations. 

From considerations of the photobleaching of fluorescent dyes in 

an oxygen-free atmosphere by the action of ferrous salts J. Weiss 88 

suggests the reaction 

Fe*# + HOH + = Fe “ + OH' + H 

may explain the vital change taking place in the case of chlorophyll 

as with the photosensitised dyes, and recalls the observation of K. 
Noack 89 that chloroplasts in leaves contain appreciable proportions 
of ferrous iron. 

An interesting discussion of the energy relationships in the various 

theories of the photosynthetic mechanism is given by H. Gaffron and 
K.Wohl.90 

85 Op. cit.; also J. Franck and H. Levi, Naturwiss., 1935, 28, 229. 
86 Biochem. Z„ 1933, 264, 270; Naturwiss1935, 23, 528. 
87 Nature, 1936, 137, 946. 
88 Ibid., 1935, 136, 794. 
w Z. Bot., 1930, 23, 957. 80 Naturwiss., 1930, 24, 18, 103. 
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Condition of Chlorophyll in the Plant. 

. It has long been assumed that in the leaf chlorophyll exists in a 
colloidal condition. The fact that chlorophyll cannot be extracted 
from dried leaves by certain organic solvents until water has been 

added, has suggested that in the chloroplast chlorophyll occurs in 
some form of labile combination or elaborate physical state from 

which it is released or dissociated by means of water. 

Moreover it has been shown 91*92,93 that in the assimilation 

process some 1500—2000 molecules of chlorophyll (Emerson and 

Arnold’s “ photosynthetic unit ”) must be present to effect the trans¬ 

fer of the four light quanta (necessary for reduction) to one molecule 
of carbon dioxide. This contributes to the view that some differenti¬ 
ation between the chlorophyll molecules is likely in respect of their 

physical or chemical condition. 

Recent observations, among which may be cited those of W. 

Mencke,94 L. G. M. Baas-Becking and H. C. Koning,96 and J. G. 

Wakkie,96 lend further support to the conception that the physical 

condition of chlorophyll in leaves is a somewhat complex one. A 

colloidal state seems unlikely and the absorption and fluorescence 

spectra indicate that chlorophyll cannot be present in sirdple solution. 

Mencke suggests that two phases are present: one, a lipoid phase 

in which the chlorophyll is dissolved in the lipoid constituents of the 

plastid, and an aqueous phase in which the lipoid solution is dis¬ 

persed. B. Hubert 97 indicates that if chlorophyll is in solution it 

must be in a medium of very high refractive index, and concludes 
that a condition of adsorption is probable. 

Discussing Mencke’s views, J. Weiss 98 points out that, if a lipoid 
solution of chlorophyll is dispersed in an aqueous phase in the chloro¬ 

plast, a considerable portion of the absorbed light may be stored by 

molecules of chlorophyll in the interior of the lipoid phase as a form 

of electronic excitation energy, and may be passed from molecule 

to molecule by a “ resonance ” effect. Only those molecules at the 

lipoid-aqueous interface react with carbon dioxide, but in time the 

whole of the energy stored by the “ internal ” molecules may reach 

the “ surface ” molecules and bring about the formation of the 

chlorophyll-C02 complex. Jn weakly assimilating leaves, energy 
reaching the surface may not be entirely utilised and will appear as 

91 R. Emerson and W. A. Arnold, J. Gen, Physiol., 1932, 16, 191. 
92 W. A. Arnold and H. I. Kohn, ibid,, 1934, 18, 109. 
93 H. I. Kohn, Nature, 1936, 137, 706. 
94 Protoplasma, 1934, 21, 279. 
85 Proc. K. Akad, Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1934, 37, 674. 
»• Ibid,, 1935, 38, 1082. 
97 Ibid., 1934, 37, 694. 18 Nature, 1936, 137, 997. 
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fluorescence. This accords with Kautsky’s observation that fluores¬ 

cence in some cases bears an inverse relation to the rate of assimil¬ 

ation. The “ photosynthetic unit ” may also be regarded as directly 

related to the ratio of “ surface ” : “ internal ” molecules, in which 
case some 400—500 molecules of chlorophyll are present in the in¬ 

terior of the lipoid phase for each actively assimilating “ surface ” 

molecule. 

The possibility of labile compounds of chlorophyll and protein is 

examined by R. S. Hilpert and K. Heidrich," who show that a de¬ 
finite portion of “ mobile ” protein, different from the general protein 

of the leaf, can be associated with chlorophyll in all organs of the 

plant and in all stages. 

A. Stoll1 discuss a further development of the chlorophyll-protein 

complex theory. In the light of Willstatter’s explanation of the 

activity of lactoflavin, viz., the formation of a k( Symplex,” lacto- 

flavin -phosphoric acid-colloid carrier, Stoll suggests the presence in 

the plastids of a symplex (“ ehloroplastin ”), chlorophyll-colloid 

carrier [ ? protein]. The symplex may be assumed to dissociate in 

the presence of water containing dissolved electrolytes from the leaf. 
The insolubility of chlorophyll from dried leaves in certain organic 

solvents is thereby explained. The point of attachment of the col¬ 

loid is possibly the double bond of the vinyl side chain. On this 
basis the actual absorption of light and its transformation into 
potential chemical energy is associated with the chlorophyll molecule 

and is independent of temperature. The subsequent production of 
formaldehyde (temperature sensitive) may be regarded as an 

enzymic reaction since the symplex has an enzyme-like structure. 

The chlorophyll-colloid (protein) combination may thus be regarded 

as a specific assimilating enzyme. 

Chlorophyll Formation in Plants and Nutritional Factors affecting it. 

Nitrogen.—In addition to the environmental influences already 
discussed, genetic,2 nutritional3 and physiological4 factors are 

concerned in the production of chlorophyll in plants. Recent work 

has in many cases thrown further light on the manner in which these 

indirect and often less obvious factors affect the photosynthetic 

activity of plants. 
An adequate supply of nitrogen to plants is obviously necessary 

•» Ber.f 1934, 67, 3077. 
1 Naturwiss., 1936, 24, 53. 
2 H. von Euler et al., Svensk Kem. Tidslcr., 1934, 46, 301; Z. 'physiol. 

Chem., 1935, 233, 81; 234, 151. 
8 W. Mevius, Jahrb. wiss. Bot., 1935, 81, 327. 
4 B. N. Singh and K. N. Lai, Ann. Bot., 1935, 49, 291; W. E. Loomis and 

K. II. Burnett, Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci1931, 38, 150. 
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for the actual elaboration of the chlorophyll molecule. It is also 

generally recognised that conditions favouring rapid vegetative 
growth are in general those which favour chlorophyll production. A 

generous nitrogen supply is a prominent factor in this. It might 

therefore be anticipated that a deficient nitrogen supply could 

operate as a limiting factor in chlorophyll production on much the 

same lines as it does in gross dry-matter formation in the growing 

plant. A relationship of this kind is indicated by the work of R. K. 

Tamm and O. C. Magistad.5 In pineapple leaves the chlorophyll 

content tended to increase uniformly with the amount of nitrogenous 

fertiliser applied, up to a limiting amount. Very large applications 

resulted in a decrease in chlorophyll production. F. M. Schertz,6 
examining chlorotic mottling in leaves, found this could be corrected 

by treatment with sodium nitrate. Moreover the customary cor¬ 
rectives, iron and manganese, for chlorosis were ineffective if the 
nitrogen supply was inadequate. It was later shown that the level 

of nitrogen supply could be correlated directly with pigment form¬ 

ation in the chloroplast. J. D. Guthrie 7 also records that nitrogen 

deficiency had little influence on the chlorophyll content of plants in 
winter (when factors other than nitrogen limit growth), but during 

rapid spring growth chlorophyll production was restricted by a 
partial deficienc}^ of nitrogen. The form in which nitrogen is sup¬ 

plied to the plant affects the nitrogen-chlorophyll as well as the 
nitrogen-growth relationship. G. B. Ulvin,8 working with sugar¬ 

cane, found that nitrate-fed plants produced more chlorophyll than 
did those supplied with ammonium salts. 

The observation by G. Gassner and G. Goeze 9 of a direct relation¬ 

ship between the protein and the chlorophyll content of cereal plants 
seems to add further confirmation of the significance of nitrogen 
nutrition in the formation of chlorophyll. 

Potassium.—The close relation between potassium and the 

assimilatory process in plants is very generally recognised. It is 

usually considered that potassium acts in this respect by regulating 

enzyme activity rather than through any direct influence on the 

chlorophyll itself. Such an influence is, moreover, difficult to estab¬ 

lish experimentally owing to the varied ways in which potassium 
influences the functional activities of the plant. 

Lundegardh 10 observed that at moderately high temperatures 
(20—30°) assimilation in potassium-deficient leaves was greater than 

6 Plant Physiol., 1935, 10, 159. 
6 Bot. Qaz.t 1921, 71, 81; Plant Physiol., 1929, 4, 269. 
^ Amer. J. Bot., 1929, 16, 716. 
8 Plcmt Physiol., 1934, 9, 59. 
9 Ber. duit. bot. Qes., 1934, 52, 321. 

10 “ Die N^hrstohaufnahme der Pflanzen,” 1932. 
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in those adequately supplied and that this difference was related to 

the higher chlorophyll content of the deficient leaves. In older 
leaves from which much of the normal potassium content had been 
eliminated, assimilation was restricted. Gassncr and Goeze 11 

associate “ moderate ” potassium deficiency with a maximum 
chlorophyll content in wheat leaves, and simultaneously with maxi¬ 

mum assimilation and respiration. A more severe deficiency of potass¬ 

ium has a definite inhibitory effect on all factors. It seems possible, 

therefore, that the potassium supply may influence the amount of 
chlorophyll formed as well as its activity, although the apparently 

reciprocal effects of potassium and nitrogen on chlorophyll pro¬ 
duction 12 tend to introduce an element of doubt in this respect. 
D. Muller and P. Larsen 13 regard the lowered ratio of assimilation 

of potassium-deficient plants as being due to “ protoplasmic ” factors 
rather than to direct effects on chlorophyll. 

In a review of the effects of potassium deficiency on carbon assimil¬ 

ation in plants G. Rohde 14 points out that deficient leaves are 

smaller, thicker, and more bluish-green than those which are ade¬ 

quately nourished, and that these factors influence the intensity of 
absorption of light by chlorophyll in regard to total absorption and 

to the proportional absorption of light of different wave-lengths in 
the visible spectrum. Willstatter’s earlier observations show that in 

yellow-green leaves (low chlorophyll content) much more carbon 

dioxide is assimilated per unit chlorophyll than in blue-green 

(chlorophyll-rich) leaves. In the former, assimilation is probably 

limited by the proportion of chlorophyll present and in the latter by 

enzymic activity. Hence, although the importance of potassium in 

the assimilation process is manifestly great, its apparent direct 
influence on chlorophyll may in some cases be attributable to 

secondary effects. 

Iron, Manganese, and Magnesium.—It has long been recognised 
that deficiency of any of these elements may result in chlorotic 

conditions in plant leaves. Iron and manganese are not constituents 

of the chlorophyll molecule, but are doubtless concerned in its form¬ 

ation, probably by acting as oxidation-reduction catalysts. In 
many respects iron and manganese have been shown to differ in their 

effects on chlorophyll formation.15 In general, iron has by far the 

greater stimulative action, although the work of G. B. Ulvin 16 

suggests that manganese to some extent supplements the effect of iron. 

Rohde 17 suggests that the observed effects of manganese in increas- 

11 Loc.cit.; alsoZ.BoL, 1934,27,257. w Ann. Reports, 1935, 438. 
13 Planta, 1935, 23, 501. Z. Pflanz. Dllng., 1936, A, 44, 1. 
18 Ann♦ Reports, 1934, 355. 16 Plant Physiol,, 1934, 9, 59. 
17 Lot, cit. 
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ing carbon assimilation depend very frequently on the stimulation 

of the later enzymic stages of the process, although there is little 

doubt that this element can affect the chlorophyll content of leaves, 

and probably also its photo-oxidative properties.18 

The action of iron is much more definitely established. Deficiency 

of iron leads to chlorosis, but chlorotic plants, the condition of which 

may be remedied by treatment with iron, do not always show a 

notably low iron content. Evidently iron may exist in the plant 

and yet be unable to play its normal part in chlorophyll production. 

J. Oserkowsky 19 in an attempt to determine the “ active ” iron 

finds a general correlation between the chlorophyll content of leaves 

and the amount of iron extracted by iV-hydrochloric acid. A small 

but definite amount of <£ inactive ” iron probably dissolves in the 

acid. No relationship is apparent between the total and the 

“ active ” iron contents or between total iron and chlorophyll con¬ 

tents. Moreover the active iron within the leaf is not all in a water- 

soluble condition. Prolonged iron deficiency is shown to lead to 

serious breakdown in the chloroplasts, thus explaining the frequent 

failure of iron treatment to cure chlorosis when applied late in tho 

season. There is evidence that iron is concerned in the formation 

of pyrrole compounds, utilised in synthesising the central pyrrole- 

magnesium nucleus of the chlorophyll molecule. G. Polacci,20 

working with Chlorella, observes that the presence of magnesium 

pyrrole-2-carboxylate in the nutrient medium obviates the necessity 

of supplying iron. Magnesium supplied as sulphate in an iron-free 

medium cannot induce chlorophyll production. The apparently 

catalytic effect of iron on pyrrole ring-formation is not produced if 

manganese or titanium 21 is used in its place. A. G. P. 

A. G. Pollard. 

C. P. Stewart. 

J. Stewart. 

18 K. Noaek, Naturwiss., 1926, 14, 383. 

18 Plant Physiol., 1933, 8, 449. 

20 Per. deut. bot. Qes.f 1935, 53, 540; (1. Polacci, B. Oddo, aad M. Gallotli, 
Boll. Soc. itdl. Biol, sperim., 1935, 10, 565. 

21 0. L. Inman, G. Barclay, and M. Hubbard, Plant Physiol1935,10, 821. 
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The number of papers with a bearing on analysis which have 

appeared during the period under review has not diminished and the 

task of selection is no easier. In surveying the literature, however, 

it has again been noticed that certain papers appear to be devoted to 

the rediscovery of well-established facts or of methods which are by 

no means new. It is true that such contributions make a Reporter’s 

task somewhat easier, but with the literature in its over-burdened 

condition they are surely superfluous. 

In this Report a separate section has been devoted to Colorimetry, 

a branch of analysis which, in recent years, appears to be coming into 

its own, with a wider future before it. Hence the time seems ripe 

for a separate treatment of the subject, in its quantitative aspect, 

with especial reference to the instrumental side. 

L. S. T. 

Magneto-optic Method of Chemical Analysis. 

An extensive literature 1 has grown round this much-debated 

method of analysis since it was first launched by Allison in 1930.2 

Subsequently, the method has been the subject of much contro¬ 

versy. Some investigators have claimed success with it, whilst 

others have reported a complete failure, and not only has the inter¬ 

pretation of the results been in dispute, but also the very existence 

of the minima has been called in question. 

Recently, F. G. Slack 3 has reported a critical investigation of the 

method, and although minima were observed he regards them as a 

type of A-ray phenomenon, and as such, subject to physiological 

and psychological effects. Further, with J. A. Peoples, jun.,4 he 

reports that attempts to reproduce time-lag measurements and 

1 Bibliographies which cover the field will be found in the articles by 
Slack, ref. (3), and by Cooper, ref. (9). The method has been mentioned in these 
Reports from timo to time, see Ann. Reports, 1931, 28, 181; 1932, 29, 300; 
1933, 30, 349; 1934, 31, 372; 1935, 32, 142, a detailed description being given 
in Ann. Reports, 1930, 27, 203. 

2 F. Allison and E. J. Murphy, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1930, 52, 3796; the 
first papers on the time-lag in the Faraday effect by Allison appeared in 1927; 
see J. W. Beams and F. Allison, Physical Rev., 1927, 29, 161; Phil. Mag., 

1927, [vii], 3, 1199. 
* J. Franklin Inst., 1934, 218, 445; cf. also H. W. Farwell and J. B. 

Hawkes, Physical Rev., 1935, [ii], 47, 78. 

,* Ibid., 1934, [ii], 45, 126. 
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chemical analyses have failed. Working independently, H. G. 

MacPherson 6 finds himself in substantial agreement with Slack 

and Farwell and Hawkes, and is unable to confirm sharp minima 
characteristic of the substance under investigation. More evidence 
of a similar nature comes from M. A. Jepperson and R. M. Bell.6 

On the other hand, G. Hughes and R. Goslin 7 seem to have made 
a pertinent reply to many of these doubts and misgivings by demon¬ 

strating the reality and reproducibility of the minima photographic¬ 

ally, and they claim that these objective tests are characteristic 

of the inorganic acids and salts which they have examined. Further¬ 

more, G. M. Wissink and J. W. Woodrow 8 have such confidence in 
the method that they use it to detect vitamin-A, to the presence of 

which they attribute the characteristic minimum given by many 
animal and vegetable products. 

Finally, we have a recent series of articles by S. S. Cooper and 

T. R. Ball 9 who, after a somewhat enthusiastic introduction, in 
which they describe the magneto-optic apparatus as “ perhaps the 

most important tool for chemical research developed in the past 

decade ” and extol the advantages of this method of analysis, pro¬ 

ceed in the first paper to deal with the history and present status of 

the method. From their review they believe conclusively that the 

minima do exist and that they are characteristic of the substance or 
substances under investigation. The second paper discusses in 

some detail the construction, arrangement, and adjustment of the 

apparatus, and describes a successful test of the method in solving a 

series of unknowns, whilst the last paper gives the actual procedure 
used in locating the minima for a specific example, viz., salicylic acid. 

The authors’ concluding remarks are illuminating and make it clear 

that the technique is difficult, whilst a long and very specialised 

training is necessary before success in the use of the method can 

hope to be achieved. It would seem, therefore, that for the present 

at least the practising analyst will still have to rely on the more 

purely chemical methods which are at his disposal for the identifica¬ 

tion and determination of small concentrations of unknowns. 

L. S. T. 

Inobganic Analysis. 

Quantitative. 

Standards for Volumetric Analysis.—In last year’s Report (p. 452) 

this subject was dealt with in some detail. The stabilisation of 

5 Physical Rev., 1935, [ii], 47, 310. 
6 Ibid., p. 546. 7 Ibid., p. 317. 
• Ibid., 1934, [ii], 45, 126. 
• J. Chem. Educ., 1936, 13, 210, 278, 326; cf. also T. R. Ball, Physical Rev., 

1935, [ii], 47, 548. 
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OT A-sodium thiosulphate solutions by the addition of borax was 
mentioned. Now it is pointed out10 that such solutions give, in 
neutral solution, iodine values which are too low even when only 
one-twelfth of the usual amount of crystalline borax is added. 

Experimental work indicating the suitability of borax as an acidi- 
metric standard appears from time to time, but the methods adopted 
for drying the hydrated salt have probably prevented its more ex¬ 
tended use. Drying by alcohol and ether is now shown to be an 
easy and satisfactory procedure which eliminates this disadvantage.11 
.Further, loss of water by exposure to air is not a serious source of 
error over periods of less than a week or ten days. 

1. M. Kolthoff and J. J. Lingane 12 have shown that potassium 
thiocyanate is a suitable standard for work of ordinary accuracy 
(di 0*1%), and when stored in the dark the pure, melted salt is stable 
indefinitely; deliquescence, moreover, is harmless at a relative humid¬ 
ity of less than 45%. When protected from light, aqueous solutions 
gave no detectable change in tilre after eleven months’ storage.13 
In spite of their high precision or reproducibility, potentiometric 
titrations of silver with thiocyanate are not suited to work of a 
highly exact nature, owing to side reactions which have been found 
to take place, and the relatively good results obtainable with the 
Volhard method are due, as is often the case in an analytical process, 
to a compensation of errors.12 

G. F. Smith, V. R. Sullivan, and G. Frank 14 have proposed the 
salt (NH4)2Ce(N03)6, which, incidentally, is indicated to be the com¬ 
plex ammonium hexanitratocerate, as a reference substance in 
ceriometry. They have worked out an easy method of preparation 
in a degree of purity sufficient for this purpose and have shown that 
the stability of the salt in hot, dilute sulphuric acid is satisfactory. 
Many desirable properties are claimed for the new standard, and its 
use may well prove to be a definite advance in volumetric work. 

Indicators.—There is now available a wide range of indicators 
suitable for the titration of acids and bases, but in those of the newer 
oxidation-reduction type there is still room for improvement and a 
widening in scope. As time goes on this extension is gradually 
being made, and one of the latest additions offering promise of wide 
use is phenylanthranilic acid which has now been recommended 15 
for many of the usual oxidation processes of volumetric analysis, 

10 P. Horkheimer, Pharm. Ztg., 1935, 80, 1330. 
11 F. Hurley, jun., fnd. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1930, 8, 220. 
12 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2126, 
13 Cf., however, E, N, Taran, J. Gen. Chem. Russia, 1935, 5, 602. 
14 Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 449. 
15 A. Kirssanov and V. Tscherkaasov, Bull. Soc. chiin., 1936, [v], 3, 817; 

YV. 8. Syrokomaky and V. V. Stiepin, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 928. 
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especially for titrations with ceric sulphate. It gives, it is claimed, 
a sharp, reversible colour change and is more stable in the presence 
of excess of oxidant than diphenylamine and its derivatives; the 
oxidation potential is -f- 1*08 volts and the indicator error is negli¬ 

gible. In iron titrations the addition of phosphoric acid is no 
longer necessary, and the ease with which it can be prepared 

gives it a decided advantage over the costly o-phenanthroline 

compound. 
A 1% solution of brucine in SA-sulpliuric acid is another indicator 

of this type which presents possibilities, and has been described as 
a suitable internal indicator for iron in dichromate titrations.16 
The colour change from green to red ip said to l>e more distinct than 
that of diphenylamine and to be unaffected by ferric ions in large 

excess, by mercury, and by stannic ions; here again, phosphoric 
acid is unnecessary, and permanganate can be used as the titrant with 

hydrochloric acid present. This indicator has been employed with 

advantage in the analysis of chromium-iron alloys, or of ores where 
the concentration of ferric iron is high. 

Sodium diphenylbenzidinemonosulphonate and the diphenylamine 
derivatives, NHi>h-(J(iH4*S03Na and NHPh-C6H3Me-S03Na, have 

also been described 17 as oxidation-reduction indicators for dichro¬ 
mate titrations. 

The details for the successful and accurate use of diphenylcarb- 

azide as an internal indicator in the volumetric determination of 

iron have been fully worked out,18 but the close attention to pro¬ 
cedure which is demanded, the indicator correction which has to be 

found, and the careful control which is necessary in the titration itself 
may restrict the popularity of the method. 

The same substance has been satisfactorily applied19 also to 

determine the end-point in titrating chloride ion with mercuric 
nitrate solution. 

Benzopurpurin-B and -4B have been put forward as indicators 
for the bromometric titration of tin and antimony.20 

The advantages to bo gained from the recently-introduced fluores¬ 

cence indicators are discussed by M. I)6ribere, who recommends 
umbelliferone, p-mothyluinbelliferone, and uranyl salts (in the 

absence of halogens) as suitable for strong acids and bases, p-naphthol 
or eosin-BN for weak acids, and a>sculin or fluorescein for weak 

16 D. S. Narayanamurthi and T. R. Seshadri, Proc. Indian Acad. Set., 1936, 
3, A, 38; S. Miyagi, J. Soc. Chcm. lnd. Japan, 1933, 36, 146. 

17 S. Cohen [with R. E. (Deeper], lnd. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1936, 8, 364. 
18 H. E. Grossley, Analyst, 1936, 61, 164. 
18 I. Roberts, lnd. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1936, 8, 365. 
80 Z. Raichinschtein, J. Appl. Chcrn. Russia, 1935, 8, 1470. 
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bases.21 l-Naphthol-4-sulphonic acid (Nevile and Winther’s acid) 
shows a sharp change from no fluorescence to an intense blue at 
Pbl 6—6*5,22 and naphthionic acid and Schaeffer’s salt give, re¬ 

spectively, changes in fluorescence from pR 3 to 12 and 5 to > 11, by 

which pR can be measured to 0-5 unit.23 
In connexion with adsorption indicators, A. J. Berry 24 describes 

the conditions under which phenosafranine, tartrazine, and rose- 

Bengal are best adapted to systems such as silver-halogen 25 and 
thallous-thallic halides, and by titrating nitric or acetic acid with 
sodium hydroxide in the presence of lead nitrate and fluorescein or 

eosin, S. N. Roy 26 extends their application to acidimetry. Other 
indicators worthy of note are a universal indicator for the pR range 

1*2—12*7,27 and 4-nitrocatechol,28 and oximinothiocamphor, 

range 8*6—9*0,29 for acidimetry. 

The theories of Bjerrum and Bronsted have been applied to the 
titration of weak acids and bases in water-ethyl alcohol mixtures, 

and it is found that the titration of weak bases is less practicable than 

in water, but the salts of weak bases, e.g., alkaloid hydrochlorides, 

may be titrated with much enhanced accuracy in concentrated 
aqueous-alcoholic solutions.30 

Finally, I. M. Kolthoff 31 has discussed possibilities for the further 

development of acid-base indicators for the measurement of hydro¬ 

gen-ion activity and concentration, as well of adsorption, oxidation- 

reduction, and specific indicators for volumetric purposes.32 

Reagents.—No new reagent * comparable with 8-hydroxy quinoline 

81 Ann. Chim. analyt., 1936, [iii], 18, 37. 
22 Idem, ibid., p. 120. 28 Idem, ibid., p. 173. 
24 Analyst, 1936, 01, 315. 
26 Cf. also R. Ripan-Tilici, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 104, 16, for argentometric 

titration of halide, thiocyanate, aelenocyanate, and cyanate with fluorescein 
as adsorption indicator. 

26 J. Indian Chem. Soc1936, 13, 486; cf. idem, ibid., 1935, 12, 584. 
27 F. Cuta and K. KAmen, Chem. Listy, 1936, 30, 22, 129. 
28 S. R. Cooper and V. J. Tulane, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 210. 
28 D. C. Sen, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1935,12, 751. 
30 H. Baggesgaard-Rasmussen, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 105, 269. 
31 Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 237. 
32 For a useful general article see “ Universal and Other Indicators,” by 

T. Gr. Pearson in Thorpe’s “ Dictionary of Applied Chemistry,” 1935, Supple¬ 
ment, Vol. 2, p. 617. 

* Styryl dyes (P. Krumholz and E. Krumholz, Mikrochem., 1935, 19, 47), 
8-hydroxy-5-methylquinoline (C. E. Gietz and A. Sa, Anal. Asoc. Quim. 
Argentina, 1935, 23, 45), a mercaptan-like substance named ** thiocarbin ” 
(A. Steigmann, Phot. Ind., 1936, 34, 499), and what is probably ethyl 5-keto-2- 
thionhexahydropyrimidine-4-carboxylate (S. E. Sheppard and H. R. Brigham, 
J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1046) are newly-described reagents for certain 
metals. 
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or thionalide has recently come to the fore, but a review which has 

just been published 33 of the use of organic reagents in both qualita¬ 
tive and quantitative analysis and their increasing significance will 
be of much interest to all engaged in analytical work. 

Gravimetric and Volumetric Methods for the Determination of the 
Elements.—In a report of this nature it is impossible to do more than 
mention a comparatively small number of the many papers which 

have been concerned with the determination of the elements during 

the period under review, and although all new analytical methods 

should be approached with an open mind tempered by a critical 

outlook, any criticisms of the present work would be presumptive 

and premature, for the true value of a met hod can be assessed only 

in relation to the purpose for which it is designed, and after it has 
been put to the test of practical experience. 

Group I. The accuracy of the potentiometric iodide-silver titra¬ 
tion as distinct from its precision or reproducibility has been recently * 
investigated.34 In the slow titration of silver with iodide, errors are 

produced by the adsorption of iodide ions by the silver iodide formed, 
but the magnitude of the error can be reduced to a small value 

(0-017% or 0*028%) b}^ titrating at 90°, or by digesting the precipi¬ 

tate at 90° in presence of a slight excess of silver prior to completion 

of the titration at the ordinary temperature. Silver can also be 

successfully titrated with potassium iodide, even in the presence of 

cupric or ferric ions, by using ceric ammonium sulphate and starch as 

internal indicators, since oxidation of the iodide ion to iodine by 

Co"" is not permanent until the end-point is reached.35 Having 

found that, using the iodine monochloride end-point, the titration 

of thallous salts with either potassium permanganate or ceric sulphate 

is unreliable, E. H. {Swift and C. 8. Garner 30 recommend titration 

with potassium iodate instead. 

The method previously described 37 for the removal of tungsten 

from tin by means of 8-hydroxyquinoline in an oxalate medium gives 

high results for tungsten owing to retention of tin, and a modification 

now put forward 38 is designed to overcome this. 

Group II. Further details 39 have now been supplied 40 concerning 

33 F. Feigl, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 401. 
84 I. M. KolthofE and J. J. Lingane, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1524; 

cf. idem, ibid., p. 1528. See idem, ibid., 1935, 57, 2126, 2377, for similar studies 
of the systems silver-thiocyanate and mercury-thiocyanate. 

83 a. Bloom and W. M. McNabb, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 167. 
86 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 113. 
87 A. Jilek and A. Rysanek, Coll. Czech. Chem. Comm., 1933, 5, 136. 
88 Idem, ibid., 1936, 8, 246. 
88 Cf. Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 457. 
40 G. Spacu and M. KuraS, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 104, 88. 
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the gravimetric determination of lead, thallium, bismuth, and gold, 

which are precipitated by thiolbenzthiazole as C7H4NS2PbOH, 
C7H4NS2Ti, (C7H4NS2)3Bi, and (C7H4NS2)2Au, respectively; and 
lead has been separated as carbonate, from copper, or cobalt and 

nickel, by the passage of carbon dioxide into a solution of the nitrates 

in presence of pyridine.41 After a critical review of the determination 
of lead as sulphate, and of antimony as sulphide by the method of 
Vortmann and Metzl,42 modifications of procedure have been 

recommended for these metals and their alloys.43 The chromate 

method for lead has received further investigation,44 and the B.P. 

(1932) method has been criticised as inaccurate owing to the non- 

quantitative liberation of oxalic acid from the lead oxalate precipi-' 

tate; more accurate results are obtained, it is stated, by determin¬ 

ation of the excess of oxalic acid in the filtrate.45 
In the gravimetric determination of mercury, mercuric sulphide is 

‘removed from the weighed sulphide-sulphur precipitate by dis¬ 

solution in cold, concentrated hydriodic acid and the residual sulphur 

is weighed. The procedure can conveniently be applied to the rapid 

evaluation of technical grades of the sulphide.46 An indirect 

volumetric method, based on a critical study of the dichromate- 

pyridine method of G. Spacu and J. Dick,47 consists of titrating the 

dichromate ion in the precipitated [Hg py2]Cr207 by one of the con¬ 

ventional methods, whilst substitution of acetone, in which the 

complex is less soluble than in alcohol, simplifies and improves 

the washing technique originally advocated by Spacu and 
Dick. 

A critical comparison of a number of methods by an independent 
worker often serves a useful purpose in assessing the true value of 

proposed methods and helps to clarify the position for those seeking 
an alternative to the older methods available. Several such reviews 

have been published during the year. Various separations of 

bismuth from lead, viz., bromide-bromate hydrolysis 48 the pyro- 
gallol precipitation,49 and the cupferron method,50 have now been 

41 A. Jilek, J. Kot’a, and J. Vfeat’al, Chem. Listy, 1935, 29, 299. 
42 F. P. Treadwell and W. T. Hall, “ Analytical Chemistry,” 1935, Vol. II, 

p. 220. 
48 H. Vdoviszevski, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 104, 94. 
44 Idem, ibid.; L. Guzelj, ibid., p. 107; Z. Karaoglanov and M. Miehov, 

ibid., 1935, 103, 113. 
46 S. Wetherell, Quart. J. Pharm., 1935, 8, 453. 
46 E. R. Caley and M. G. Burford, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 43. 
47 Z. anal. Chem., 1929, 76, 273. 
48 L. Moser and W. Maxymowicz, Z. anal. Chem., 1925, 67, 248. 
48 F. Feigl and H. Ordelt, ibid., 65, 448. 
80 A. Pinkus and J. Demies, Bull. Soc. chim. Belg., 1928, 37, 267. 
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checked,51 but the hydrolysis in formic acid solution 52 leads to 
irregular results. Bismuth can also be separated from copper by a 

modification of the cyanide method of Fresenius and Haidlen,53 
but for both the bismuth -lead and the bismuth-copper separations 
the bromide-bromate procedure of Moser and Maxymovicz is pre¬ 

ferred. L. Kielt and G. C. Chandlee 54 find that precipitation with 
gallic acid at 70° serves to separate bismuth from lead, copper, 

cadmium, and many other metals, but not from mercury, antimony, 

tin, or silver. The phosphate method has also been re-examined 66 
and found to be inaccurate when lead is present. F. Hecht and R. 

Reissner 66 report that the micro-determination of bismuth as 

oxyiodide57 is inexact, and that the macro-determination as 
C9H6N,OH,HBiI4 58 is unsatisfactory owing, inter alia, to the partial 

decomposition of the precipitate during washing.59 Good results on 

both the macro- and the micro-scale can be obtained, however, under 
the exact conditions prescribed, by precipitation with 8-hydroxy- 

quinoline. 

The well-known Hacn-Low volumetric method for copper is 

accurate but long, and a shortening of the time required is much to 

be desired. B. Park’s procedure 60 which aims at effecting this has 

now been modified; 61 potassium hydrogen phthalate has no material 

effect on the pH of the solution and can be omitted, but in order to 
ensure complete oxidation of an ore containing sulphide, iron, and 

arsenic, a double treatment with nitric and hydrochloric acids, or a 

single treatment with the two acids followed by one with saturated 
bromine-water, is found to be essential. H. W. Foote and J. E. 

Vance 62 apply their modified iodometric method,63 with controlled 

pH, to determine copper in the presence of Asv and not more than 

approximately 20 mg. of antimony, interference by iron being pre¬ 

vented by the now common device of adding sodium fluoride.* 

61 E. A. Ostroumov, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 106, 36. 
63 A. L. Benkert and E. F. Smith, J. Arner. Chem. Soc.t 1896, 18, 1055. 
23 See Treadwell and Hall, op. cit.f p. 206. 
54 Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 392. 
25 W. C. Blasdale and W. C. Parle, ibid., p. 352. 
56 Mikrochem., 1935, 18, 283. 
67 It. Strebinger and W. Zins, Mikrochem., 1927, 5, 166; Z. anal. Chem., 

1927, 72, 417. 
68 R. Berg and O. Wurm, Ber., 1927, 60, 1664. 
69 F. Hecht and R. Reissner, Z. anal. Chem., 1935, 103, 261 ; see also, idem, 

ibid., pp. 88, 186. 
60 Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1931, 3, 77. 
81 W. R. Crowell, T. E. Hillis, S. C. Rittenberg, and R. F. Evenson, ibid., 

1936, 8, 9. 
83 Ibid., p. 119. 63 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 459, ref. (73). 
* See K. HeUer and F. Machek (Mikrochem1936, 19, 147), for a review of 

the literature on the determination and detection of cadmium. 
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The complete precipitation of molybdenum by hydrogen sulphide 

is generally a matter of difficulty in an analysis, and it is noteworthy 
that the trisulphide can be precipitated quantitatively in the presence 
of formic acid by initial reaction with a solution of hydrogen sulphide 
saturated at O0,63" a finding which supports previous claims of a 

similar nature;64 separation from tungsten is accomplished by 
adjusting the to 2*9 by means of a suitable buffer. There is little 

to be gained, in general, by conducting the precipitation of the molyb¬ 
denum under pressure—another point which has been much disputed 
in the past. According to H. Goto,65 molybdenum is completely 

precipitated by 8-hydroxyquinoline in the range pn 3-3—7*0, and 
vanadium at pn 2-7—6*1 : and the conditions under which the former 

can be determined volumetrically by oxidation of Mov to MoVI with 

O-lA-ammonium vanadate have been investigated by R. Lang and 

S. Gottlieb ; 66 iron, vanadium, and large amounts of copper render 
the method impracticable. N. H. Furman and W. M. Murray, 
jun.,67 reduce MoVI quantitatively to Mov by shaking with mercury 

in a solution which is 2—3*5N with respect to hydrochloric acid, 
and titrate the quinquivalent molybdenum with ceric sulphate at 
the ordinary temperature using the o-phenanthrolino-ferrous com¬ 

plex indicator. They state that the presence of considerable 

quantities of phosphate, arsenate, or of ammonium salts is without 

effect on the accuracy of the molybdenum determination. 

A fractional distillation method has been worked out at the 

Bureau of Standards for the separation of arsenic, antimony, and tin 
from one another and from elements having non-volatile chlorides; 
germanium and rhenium, but not bismuth, interfere.68 The op¬ 

timum conditions of acidity for the volumetric determination of 
antimony and arsenic by Andrews’s iodine monochloride method 69 

have been fully investigated,70 and a critical examination of various 
methods for arsenic in iron, steels, and iron ores has shown that the 

best results are obtained by dissolution in nitric acid or bromine - 
water (bromine and hydrochloric acid for ores) followed by distilla¬ 

tion of the arsenic as chloride.71 Published methods for the Gutzeit 
reaction carried out on paper strips have also been critically re¬ 
viewed.72 

63« H. Yagoda and H. A. Fales, J. Amer. Chern. Soc., 1936, 58, 1494. 
64 Cf. I. Koppel, Chcm.-Ztg., 1924, 48, 801; J. StSrba-Btthm and OT. Vos* 

tfebal, Z. anorg. Chem., 1920, 110, 81. 
05 J. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1935, 56, 314. 66 Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 104, 1 
67 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1689. 
68 J. A. Scherrer, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand., 1936, 16, 253. 
«8 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1903, 25, 756. 
70 A. Mutschin, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 106, 1. 
71 A. Stadeler, Arch. JUisenhiUtenw., 1935—36, 9, 423. 
72 W. MCihlsteph, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 104, 333. 
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Dry distillation in oxygen serves to separate 0*1—0*001% of 

selenium from sulphur and sulphur-containing materials.73 Arsenic 
and tellurium present in an amount equivalent to the selenium do 
not interfere.74 

Volumetric methods for tin have long been a source of tribulation 
to the analyst, and two papers which have recently been published 
may help to clear the situation. According to F. L. Okell and J. 

Lumsden,75 low results in tin titrations are due to oxygen dissolved 
in the iodine solution and not necessarily to incomplete exclusion of 
air in the flask, and the interfering action of titanium experienced in 
the analysis of tin ores is eliminated when oxygen-free iodine is used 

for titration. Reduction with aluminium turnings is recommended 
in ore analysis.76 For alloys of tin and lead with less than 2% of 

antimony, the tin and lead are best dissolved directly in concentrated 

hydrochloric acid in absence of oxygen, and the antimony removed 
by filtration before titration with potassium iodate. Removal of 
antimony is essential since cold stannic chloride reacts with freshly- 

precipitated antimony too rapidly to permit accurate titration of 

Sn" in its presence.77 The titration of Sn*# has also been carried 
out with ceric sulphate, diphenylamine being the indicator.78 

When heated at 400—500° with excess of ammonium iodide, tin 

dioxide is quantitatively volatilised as stannic iodide and advantage 
can be taken of this to ascertain the purity of the ignited metastannic 
acid obtained in the usual course of an analysis.79 

R. Gilchrist and E. Wiehers have made an important contribution 
to the analysis of the 'platinum metals in which a new procedure 

for the separation of osmium, ruthenium, platinum, palladium, 

rhodium, and iridium from one another, and their gravimetric 
determination, have been described;80 no specialised equipment or 

reagents are necessary and an accuracy comparable with that of the 

best analytical procedures for the common metals is claimed for 

their methods. 
Group III. For the determination of small amounts of irony 

aluminium, and titanium in admixture, 8-hydroxyquinoline and its 
5 : 7-dibromo-derivative, which precipitates titanium in acid and 

aluminium in alkaline solution, have been utilised.81 J. Dewar and 

73 See G. G. Marvin with W. C. Sclminb, Ind. Eng. Ghent, (Anal.), 1936, 8, 
109, for determination of selenium in 18 : 8 stainless steels. 

74 Idem, ibid., 1935, 7, 423. 
74 Analyst, 1935, 60, 803. 
70 See also L. Deutsch, Ann. Chim. analyt,, 1936, [iii], 18, 10. 
77 H. F. Hourigan, Analyst, 1936, 61, 328. 
78 N. A. Rudnev, Trans. Butlerov Inst. Chem. Tech. Kazan, 1934, No. 2, 51. 
79 E. R. Caley and M. G. Burford, Ind. Eng. Chan. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 114. 
80 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2565. 
81 A. M. Zanko and A. J. Bursuk, J. Appl. Chem. Russia, 1936, 9, 895. 
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P. A. Gardiner 82 find that, contrary to the adverse criticism of L. 

Moser and M. Niessner,83 a slight modification of H. Britton’s 

method 84 (hydrolysis of the alkali beryllate) furnishes an accurate 
separation of aluminium and beryllium when the former is not greatly 

in excess of the latter. For the case of aluminium and zinc, F. H. 
Fish and J. M. Smith, jun., adopt the aluminate method,85 in which 
aluminium is weighed as 2Li20,5Al203, zinc being determined in the 

filtrate as the pyrophosphate, whilst T. K6zu 86 separates aluminium 

from manganese, cobalt, and nickel, but not zinc, by precipitation 

with a saturated, aqueous solution of aniline, the aluminium being 

weighed as the oxide. 

This use of organic bases in preference to ammonia is extending,87 

and 20% pyridine is now employed to precipitate iron, chromium, 

and aluminium as hydroxides from dilute nitric or hydrochloric acid 

solution in the presence of the corresponding ammonium salts. A 

single precipitation is said to give a separation, which is practically 

complete, from manganese, cobalt, and nickel, but not zinc, and the 

method has been applied to pyrolusite and to cobalt ores.88 Uran¬ 

ium, also, is precipitated, as H2U207, from solutions of uranyl salts, 

thus providing a quantitative separation from the alkaline earths.88 

For the removal of gallium from beryllium, titanium, zirconium, 

and thorium, S. Ato 90 has recourse to the ether-extraction method 

from hydrochloric acid solution, and finally precipitates the gallium 

with sodium camphorate; and for the determination of this metal in 

aluminium, J. A. Scherrer 91 adopts the same device but preoipitates 

the gallium with cupferron and then ignites it to the oxide, after 
removal of any iron, tin, etc., which has accompanied the gallium 

into the ether extract. An alternative method, obviating an extrac¬ 
tion and based on precipitation with cupferron in sulphuric acid 

solution, is also given. 

In view of the use which is made in some laboratories of perchloric 

acid as an oxidising agent for chromium, it is of interest to learn that 
the incomplete oxidation which results when this acid alone is used 

is due to the production of a small amount of hydrogen peroxide; 

•* Analyst, 1936, 61, 536. 83 Monalsh., 1927, 48, 113. 
84 Analyst, 1921, 46, 361, 437; 1922, 47, 50. 
85 Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1930, 8, 349; see J. T. Dobbins and J. P. 

Sanders, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1932, 54, 178. 
80 J. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1935, 56, 662, 683. 
87 See Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 462, ref. (10); 460, ref. (86). 
88 E. A. Ostroumov, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 106, 170. 
88 Idem, ibid., p. 244. 
t0 Sd. Papers Inst. Phys. Chem. Res. Tokyo, 1930, 29, 71; of. ibid., 1934, 24, 

270; 1931, 15,289. 
•1 J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand., 1935, 15, 585. 
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quantitative results, however, are obtained with a mixture of per¬ 
chloric and sulphuric acids in certain proportions.92 

Analytical methods for the determination of zirconium and the 

complete analysis of zirconium minerals have been reviewed.93 

W. R. Schoeller and his collaborators have now completed their 
investigations into the analytical chemistry of tantalum, niobium, 

and their mineral associates : the four papers recently published com¬ 

plete the series. In the first of these,94 the fate of beryllium in the 

more important operations advocated for the separation of the vari¬ 
ous earths and the analysis of minerals containing them is dealt with; 

the second 95 is concerned with the determination of tungsten in 

earth-acid minerals,96 and the third with the separation of phosphorus 

and vanadium.97 The last paper 98 contains a general summary 

which is intended as a key to facilitate the study of the whole series. 

Not the least striking feature of these remarkable investigations is 

the simplicity of the apparatus and reagents whereby the results 

have been achieved; and, as is pointed out in the final paper, “ the 

simple classic processes of mineral analysis have proved adequate 

for the solution of some of its most difficult problems;” The mono¬ 
graph based on these researches, which is to be published under the 

Aegis of the Society of Public Analysts, will be awaited with great 

interest by all whose work takes them into the field of mineral analysis. 

Anthranilic acid has been confirmed as a suitable, although 

restricted, reagent for the determination of zinc, cadmium, cobalt, 

nickel, and copper; the conditions specified by H. Punk and M. 

Pitt 99 are satisfactory except in the case of nickel, and are not 

improved by the addition of ammonium or sodium acetate, or 

sodium tartrate.99" This acid, in the form of its sodium salt, has 

also been employed for the micro-determination of zinc.1 

The post-precipitation of zinc sulphide with mercuric sulphide 

has been studied in its theoretical and practical aspects by I. M. 

Kolthoff and R. Moltzau; 2 and J. R. Caldwell and H. V. Moyer 3 find 

82 G. F. Smith, L. D. McViekers, and V. R. Sullivan, J. Soc. ('hem. Ind., 
1935, 54, 369t. 

93 G. A. Ampt, J. Proc. Austral, ('hem. Inst., 1935, 2, 321. 
8* W. R. Schoeller and H. W. Webb, Analyst, 1936, 61, 235. 
85 W. R. Schoeller and E. F. Waterhouse, ibid., p. 449. 
8tt Cf. Awn. Reports, 1935, 32, 462, ref. (21). 
87 W. R. Schoeller and H. W. Webb, Analyst, 1936, 61, 585. 
88 W. R. Schoeller, ibid., p. 806. 
88 Z. anal. C'hem., 1933, 93, 241. 
88<* R. J. Sherman, J. H. F. Smith, and A. M. Ward, Analyst, 1936, 61, 395. 

1 C. Cimerman and P. Wenger, Arch. Sci. phys. nat., 1935, [v], 17, Suppl., 
94—98. 

2 J. Physical Chem., 1936, 40, 779. 
» J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2372. 
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that the addition of small amounts of gelatin or agar produces 

immediate and complete flocculation of zinc sulphide suspensions 
and permits filtration 15 minutes after precipitation. Satisfactory 

separations from nickel, manganese, aluminium, or chromium 

can thus be obtained,4 * and when a small amount of acraldehyde 
is also added, a good separation from cobalt can be effected with 

a single precipitation.6 

Group IV. Precipitation is generally preferable to extraction 

from solids in quantitative work, and one such method has been 
worked out 6 for the nitrates of the alkaline-earth metals. Strontium 

nitrate is completely precipitated in a dense, crystalline form and 
separated from numerous other metals by the addition of 100% 

nitric acid until the resultant solution contains not less than 79% of 

nitric acid. Barium and lead can be obtained free from other 

metals in a similar way. The solubility of calcium nitrate decreases 

rapidly with increasing acid concentration, and calcium and stron¬ 
tium nitrates are separated from each other when the content of 

nitric acid lies between 79 and 81% : the method seems preferable 

to that of S. G. Kawson.7 Attempts to separate these two metals 

by precipitation of strontium nitrate with nitric acid in various 

organic media were not encouraging. 

Rosolic acid has been used as indicator for the direct titration of 

barium with potassium chromate by the method of K. Jcllinck and 
J. Czerwinski,8 and this furnishes an indirect method for the deter¬ 

mination of sulphate and of sulphur in pyrites and slags.9 

Group V. The determination of potassium on the micro-scale 
forms the subject of a detailed examination by P. Wenger, 0. 

Cimerman, and C. J. Rzymowska,10 who find that Emich’s chloro- 

platinate method gives good results for this element alone, but not in 
the presence of more than four times as much sodium. By an adapt¬ 

ation of the macro-method of F. G. Smith and J. L. Gring,11 in which 

potassium is converted into its perchlorate before treatment with 

chloroplatinie acid, they have been able to determine gravimetrically 

amounts of potassium of the order of 05 mg. in the presence of ten 

4 Idem, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 2372. 
6 Idem, ibid., p. 2375. 
8 H. H. Willard and E. W. Goodspeod, hid. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 

414. 
7 J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1897, 16, 113; cf. W. Noll, Z. anorg. Chem., 1931, 199, 

193. 
8 Z. anorg. Chem., 1923, 130, 253. 
® A. V. Vinogradov, Ann. Chim. analyt., 1935, [iii], 17, 285. 

10 Mikrochem., 1936, 20, 1; Arch. Sci. phys. nat., 1935, [v], 17, Suppl., 
p. 89. 

11 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1933, 55, 3957. 
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times as much sodium. A volumetric ending, which is particularly 

suitable in the determination of potassium in biological media, has 
also been worked out by these authors, and depends on the conversion 

of the K2PtCl6 into K2PtI6 by treatment with potassium iodide, and 

titration of the iodoplatinate with thiosulphate.12 
C. H. Greene 13 has examined the sensitivity of the magnesium 

uranyl acetate reagent to sodium and potassium, and his data show 

that addition of alcohol increases the sensitivity of the reagent to¬ 

wards sodium more than towards potassium—a desirable result. 

The distinction between these two metals also improves as the ratio 

of the volume of the reagent to that of the test solution is increased. 

Errors arising from the micro-determination of sodium by means of 

an aqueous-alcoholic solution of this reagent have also been discussed 
by A. Krassilehik,14 who puts forward an improved technique. 

Disturbing discrepancies have often come to light in the values 

obtained for the alkalis by independent analysts using the Lawrence 

Smith method on the same material, and incomplete attack in the 

fusion may often be the explanation of the disagreement. This and 

other sources of error are discussed by M. O. Lamar, W. M. Hazel, 

and W. J. O’Leary,15 who suggest remedies and improvements parti¬ 

cularly for substances known to be refractory. For aluminium 
refractories, other workers 16 fuse with ammonium fluoride as a 

method of attack, and then, after expulsion of hydrogen fluoride, 

precipitate the sodium with zinc uranyl acetate, reduce the uranium 

in the precipitate by a coil of aluminium, and titrate back with 

permanganate. For amounts of sodium (? NaaO) from 0-6 to 4*5%, 
test results show good agreement with those obtained by the Lawrence 

Smith method. 

Anions. There remain to be mentioned in this section some in¬ 
vestigations concerned with the determination of the anions. 

According to G. L. Jenkins and C. F. Bruening,17 the official 

(National Formulary) methods are suitable for ferric but not 

for ammonium, calcium, sodium, potassium, and manganese 

hypojphosphites,lB and improvements are suggested. H. Terlct and 

12 For a “ Sammelreferat ” of methods for the micro-determination of 
potassium, see C. Cimerman and C. J. Rzymowska, Mikrochem., 1930, 20, 
129. 

« Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 399. 
14 Compt. rend., 1936, 203, 78. 
is Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1935, 7, 429. 
16 H. V. Churchill, R. W. Bridges, and A. L. Miller, ibid., 1936, 8, 348. 
17 J. Artier. Pharm. Assoc., 1936, 25, 19. 
18 For these last five salts the mothods are based on oxidation to phosphate 

with nitric acid, precipitation of phosphate with excess of silver nitrate, 
and a back-titration with ammonium thiocyanate. ^ 
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A. Briau 19 report that for phosphoric acid Scheffer’s method,20 

which consists in the titration of ammonium phosphomolybdate 
with sodium hydroxide in the presence of formaldehyde, is trust¬ 

worthy and accurate when steps are taken to remove co-precipitated 
inolybdic acid. They outline procedures for the examination of 

natural and artificial phosphates of various kinds.21 
The conditions necessary for the precipitation of benzidine sul¬ 

phate (pH ^—3),22 the titration of sulphate with lead nitrate with eosin 
as indicator,23 and indirect methods with sodium rhodizonate24 

and rosolic acid as indicators 25 have also been communicated. 

Much of the work recently done on the determination of fluorine 

is concerned with H. 11. Willard and (). B. Winter’s distillation 
method 2(5 and suggested modifications of it,27 and also with Sanchis’ 

method.28 Owing to the marked adsorption properties of lanthanum 

fluoride, determination of fluorine by precipitation in this form 29 

is found to be impracticable.30 Precipitation as PbFBr 31 or as 

KoSiFfl32 forms the basis of gravimetric or volumetric methods; and 
for the determination of fluorine in minerals, calcium fluoride pro¬ 

tected as a colloid with gelatin forms the basis of a nephelometric 

method.33 A review of various procedures for silica in the presence 

of fluorine has also been made.34 

When iodine monochloride solution is treated with saturated 

potassium bromide, iodine is at first liberated, but on addition of 

more bromide this disappears, iodine bromide being re-formed. 

12 Ann. Falsi/., 1935, 28, 546. 
J. Of/iciel, 1934, Aug. 30th. 

21 See H. Trapp, J. pr. Chew., 1935, [iij, 144, 93, for calcium phosphates. 
22 E. C. Owen, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 352. 
23 J. E. Ricci, Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1936, 8, 130. 
24 R. Strebinger and L. von Zombory, with L. PolIAk, Z. anal. Chan., 1936, 

105, 346. 
25 A. V. Vinogradov, loc. cit., ref. (9), p. 444. 
26 Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1933, 5, 7. 
*? D. Dahle and H. J. Wichmann, J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Chem., 1936, 19, 313, 

320; D. S. Reynolds, J. B. Kershaw, and K. D. Jacob, ibid., p. 156; W. K. 
Gilkey, H. L. Robs, and H. V. Hansen, Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1936, 8, 150; 
W. D. Armstrong, ibid., p. 384 (micro-method). 

28 E. H. Ducloux, Anal. Asoc. Quim. Argentina, 1935, 23, 63; J. M. Mufioz, 
Rev. Soc. Argentin. Biol., 1934, 10, 395; A. H. de Carvalho, Rev. Chim. pura 
appl., 1936, [iii], 11, 99. 

22 Cf. R. J. Meyer and W. Schulz, Z. anyew. ('hem., 1925, 38, 203. 
80 J. Fischer, with E. Muller and H. Knothe, Z. anal. Chem., 1936,104, 344. 
31 A. A. Vasiliev, J. Appl. Chem. Russia, 1936, 9, 747; see also, idem, ibid., 

p. 943, for the determination of fluorine in the presence of beryllium. 
22 A. A. Vasiliev, with N. N. Martianov, Z. anal. Ch&m., 1935, 103, 107. 
33 Ii. E. Stevens, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 248. 
31 S. S. Korol and V. M. Kalushskaja, J. Appl. Chem. Russia, 1936, 9, 148. 
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To apply the iodine bromide process to the determination of iodine 

or iodide, the sample is treated with a large excess of potassium bro¬ 

mide, and concentrated hydrochloric acid. After dilution and addi¬ 

tion of carbon tetrachloride, the solution is titrated with potassium 

iodate—other oxidising agents such as ceric sulphate, potassium 

periodate, permanganate, or dichromate can be used—until the 

carbon tetrachloride is decolorised. Antimony in the presence of 

a hydrochloric acid concentration too great for the. iodine mono¬ 

chloride process to be satisfactory can also be determined by this 

means.35 

Iodides can be titrated with eerie sulphate to a visual end-point in 

the presence of acetone and sulphuric acid, o-phenanthroline-ferrous 
ion being used as indicator : moderate amounts of chloride have no 

adverse effect, and interference due to bromide can be largely elimi¬ 
nated by appropriate dilution.36 Other methods for bromide and 

chloride,37 and bromine and iodine in the presence of each other,38 

have also been given. 

The use of mercury 39 or amalgams seems to be increasing in popu¬ 
larity in analytical work, and advantage has been taken 40 of the 

reduction of chlorates, bromates, and iodates by zinc amalgam or by 

Wood’s alloy for their determination. 

Vanadous sulphate serves for the quantitative reduction of chlor¬ 
ates, nitrates, and per sulphates in an inert atmosphere, the excess 

VS04 being titrated with potassium permanganate.41 M. B. Donald 

reports that the optimum conditions for the reduction of nitrates 
are very different from those originally specified by Devarda, much 

less sodium hydroxide being required.42 

A routine method, based on the “ partition ” of boric acid between 

water and ether in the presence of hydrochloric acid and ethyl 
alcohol, has been developed for the determination of boron in glaas.43 

Boric oxide contents varying from 0-7 to 10% can be rapidly deter¬ 

mined with no material sacrifice of accuracy; zinc interferes seri¬ 

ously, but barium, fluorine, and abnormal amounts of iron only 

slightly. 

Phosphoric acid (40%) has been recommended for the expulsion 

36 K. Lang, E. anal. Chem., 1936, 106, 12. 
36 D. Lewis, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 199. 
37 G. G. Longinescu and E. I. Prundeanu, Bull. Acad. Sci. Rownaine, 1935, 

17, 47. 
33 L, Spitzer, ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 465. 
39 Cf. N. H. Furman and W. M. Murray, jun., loc. cit., ref. (67), p. 440. 
40 P. G. Popov, Ukrain. Chem. J., 1935, 10, 413. 
41 P, C. Banerjee, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1936, 18, 301. 
43 Analyst, 1936, 61, 249. 
43 F. W. Glaze and A, N. Finn, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand., 1936,16, 421. 
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of carbon dioxide from carbonates.44 This is by no means new, 

for the use of this acid was advocated over 30 years ago by G. T. 
Morgan 46 and since that time many hundreds of determinations 
of carbon dioxide in dolomite and rocks, for which it is particularly 

suitable, have been carried out by this means in the laboratory to 

which the Reporter is attached. It is surprising that the method is 
not more widely adopted, for it has many advantages, chief among 

which are the elimination of the condenser and absorption tube 

necessitated by the volatility of hydrochloric acid, and the very 
small “ blank ” which it affords. 

Miscellaneous. The preparation of a solution of manganic sul¬ 

phate as a reagent for volumetric work has been recently described.46 
When protected from light the solution showed no change in titre 

over a period of nine days, and it rapidly oxidises nitrites, oxalates, 

ferrous iron in presence of chloride, and V11 to Vv. The reactions 
are stoicheiometric, and the end-points well-defined, thus affording 
results superior to titrations with permanganate. 

There are many signs in the literature that more attention is being 

paid to the statistical evaluation of the possible errors to which an 

analysis is subject. In the past, this lias generally been taken into 

account in the determination of atomic weights, but it has been 

somewhat neglected in ordinary analytical work, and this interest 

which is being displayed in the theoretical aspect of the reliability 

of an analytical measurement is all to the good. It is also desirable 

that there should be a clear recognition of the meaning of the terms 

error, precision, and accuracy, which have often been too vaguely 

used. An interesting chapter on this subject is to be found in I. M. 

Kolthoff and E. B. Sandell’s recently published book on analysis,47 

and an article which should be of much interest to analysts has been 

written by A. A. Benedetti-Pichler 48 who discusses the statistical 

aspects of chemical measurements applicable to analytical data. 

Qualitative. 

Methods for the Detection of Anions and Cations.—During the period 

under review several new schemes for the systematic separation of 
anions have been put forward,49 as well as methods for the commoner 

44 F. Vojif, Chem. Listy, 1935, 29, 185. 
46 J., 1904, 85, 1004. 
46 A. R. J. P. Ubbelohde, J., 1935, 1605. 
47 “ Text-book of Quantitative Inorganic Analysis,” Macmillan, New York, 

1936, Chapter XV, p. 250. 
48 Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 373. 
48 E. Umblia, Keem. Teated, 1935, 2, 79; J. T. Dobbins and H. A. Ljung, 

J. Chem. Educ., 1935, 12, 586; E. W. Flosdorf and C. Henry, ibid., 1936, 13, 
274; F. Pozna and E. Migray, Ann. Chirn. appl., 1936, 26, 81. 
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cations which dispense with the use of hydrogen sulphide.60 A 
simplified method for Group II 51 has also been recommended. 

E. R. Caley and M. G. Burford 52 find that concentrated hydriodic 
acid is a valuable reagent for the detection and separation of com¬ 
pounds such as lead sulphate, stannic oxide, silver halides, calcium 

fluoride and fluorspar, and certain chromium compounds, which 
help to form the “ insolubles ” of qualitative analysis. Reactions 

are often distinctive and frequently more rapid and convenient than a 
fusion, and some of the separations are quantitative. L. C. Hurd 53 
shows that rhenium concentrates with arsenic in the Prescott- 

Johnson system 54 of analysis. He points out that sublimation 

methods for the detection of rhenium in minerals may fail, and re¬ 
commends opening up by a fusion when the mineral is insoluble in 

hydrochloric or nitric acid. He adds that rhenium is probably best 

detected 66 by the thiocyanate reaction after molybdenum has been 
removed as a xanthic acid complex soluble in chloroform. 

Antipyrine is chosen from a number of organic bases as the best 

reagent for antimony, with which it yields a yellowish-orange pre¬ 

cipitate in the presence of potassium iodide; tin gives a white pre¬ 
cipitate, but here the reaction is less sensitive. The reaction is 

applied after digestion of the arsenic, antimony, and tin sulphides of 
Group IIb with hydrochloric acid.56 

For the detection of 'platinum in small amount in minerals, alloys, 
and the like, the alkaline solution is treated with potassium iodide 

and acetic acid and a reddish-brown or rose colour appears if Pt*"“ 
is present. When precipitated from sodium tellurite by sulphur 
dioxide, tellurium separates platinum, gold, selenium, molybdenum, 
and mercury from other metals and so concentrates the platinum.57 

The formation of red compounds with 4-methyl-1 : 2- and 4-chloro- 
1 : 2-dithiolbenzene (“ dithiol ”) is used as a test for tin by R. E. D. 

Clark.58 These reagents, it is said, can be employed in the presence 
of all other metals when the colour of the mercaptides which they may 
form is not intense enough to mask the red colour due to tin, but 

60 A. B. Levin, Z. anal. Chem1936, 105, 328; M. B. Schtschigol and N. M. 
Doubinski, Ann. Chim. analyt., 1936, [iii], 18, 257; V. J. Petraschenj, Z. anal. 
Chem., 1936, 106, 330. 

51 E. Chimoaga, ibid., 1936, 104, 356. 
62 Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1936, 8, 63; E. R. Caley, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 

1932, 54, 4112. 
BS Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1936, 8, 11. 
6* R. K. McAlpine and B. A. Soule, “ Qualitative Chemical Analysis,” 1933. 
55 See L. C. Hurd and B. J. Babler, Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1936, 8, 112, for 

determination of rhenium. 
56 J. A. Gautier, J. Pharm. Chim., 1936, [viii], 23, 283. 
67 S. K. Hagen, Mikrochem., 1936, 20, 180. 
68 Analyst, 1936, 61, 242. 
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the only metals likely to interfere are oopper, bismuth, and nickel. 

Unfortunately, like many reagents recommended for colour reactions, 

these thiolbenzenes are unstable and must be freshly prepared or 

stored in hydrogen. The test will undoubtedly bo useful, but it 

seems that the ideal reagent for tin has yet to be found.59 

The white precipitate which Sn”" in hydrochloric or sulphuric 

acid forms with nitrophenylarsinic acid on boiling provides another 
selective test for this element which can be applied to its detection 

in alloys since the majority of metals likely to be present in such a 

case do not interfere. The material under investigation is first 

treated with concentrated nitric acid and the test made on the hydro¬ 

chloric acid solution of the metastannic acid thus produced.60 

In the absence of mercury, silver, and thallium, copper can be 

detected (and determined) in the presence of relatively large amounts 

of bismuth, cadmium, lead, and zinc by means of the yellow ammine 

Cu[Cr(CNS)4(NH3)2], which is precipitated by the addition of 

Reinecke’s salt to Cu** ions reduced to Cu* by K2SnCJ4,2H20 in hydro¬ 

chloric acid solution,61 and since cupric ions give no precipitate, 

the same reagent serves for the sensitive detection (and determina¬ 

tion) of mercury, as Hg[Cr(CNS)4(NJH;,)2]2, in the presence of many 
other metals.62 After removal of copper by means of potassium 

thiocyanate, cadmium can be detected by 2 : 7-diaminofiuorene, 
which is preferred to hydrogen sulphide for this purpose.63 

In view of the utility of ammonium mercuric thiocyanate as a 

confirmatory test for zinc, determinations of the solubilities of zino 

mercuric thiocyanate in alkali-salt solutions are of interest, as is the 

conclusion that zinc should be in the form of nitrate when this test 

is applied.64 

According to H. Ditz and R. Hellebrand,65 the sensitivity of the 
ammonium thiocyanate-acetone reaction for cobalt is much reduced 

if accompanying iron is removed either by sodium carbonate or by 

the formation of a complex fluoride. Removal by calcium carbon¬ 

ate, however, leaves the sensitivity unchanged and then 1*5 mg. of 

cobalt per litre can be detected in the presence of no less than 15 g. of 

iron. ¥. P. Dwyer 66 has also examined this reaction and finds that 

69 Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 459; cf. also this Report, p. 462. 
60 B. Tougarinoff, Bull. Soc. chim. Belg., 1936, 45, 642. 
61 C. Mahr, Z. anorg. Chem., 1935, 225, 386. 

, 62 ldenlt Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 104, 241. 

63 E. L. Niilo and F. Calvert, Anal. Fis. Quim., 1934, 32, 698; of. also A. W. 
Scott and E. G. Adams, J. Amer. Chem. Soc1935, 57, 2541. 

6* B. V. J. Cuvelier and F. Bosch, Natuurwetensch. Tijds., 1936, 18, 9; Be© 
also B. V. J. Cuvelier, Z. anal. Chem., 1935, 102, 16. 

65 Z. anorg. Chem.t 1935, 225, 73; see also idem, ibid., 1934, 219* 97. 
60 J. Proc. Austral. Chem. Inst., 1936, 3, 239. 
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the addition of ammonium acetate and tartaric acid to prevent 
interference from iron also leads to a serious loss of sensitivity, 

and he prefers to add potassium ammonium fluoride or, better still, 

sodium ammonium hydrogen phosphate, for this purpose. 

In view of the peculiar behaviour of precipitated nickel and cobalt 
sulphides towards mineral acids, which is utilised in so many schemes 

of analysis and for which a satisfactory explanation has yet to be 

established, it is of interest to note that, according to A. M. Middleton 
and A. M. Ward,67 the precipitates which are usually obtained in 

qualitative analysis are oxygenated and not the normal sulphides. 

A mixture of potassium ferrocyanide and Cu(NH8)4S04,H20 is 
stated to give a sky-blue precipitate with calcium ions,68 whilst new 
and more sensitive reagents described for magnesium 69 are ^-nitro- 

benzenediazoamino-4-nitronaphthalene, p-nitrobenzenediazoaraino- 

benzene, and 4-nitro-4'-amino-l: 1 '-azonaphthalene. It is claimed 

that no other metal hydroxide, even those of beryllium or the 
rare earths, gives a blue colour with the last reagent. 

Several papers have been concerned with the removal of 'phosphate 

ions in qualitative analysis, and of these 8. lshimaru’s contributions70 

are by far the most comprehensive. He finds that (i) P04'" can be 

completely removed from a solution just acid to methyl-orange by 

addition of ferric nitrate, and this is more convenient than the lead 

method which can be applied satisfactorily only after removal of 

Group 111a and manganese, (ii) precipitation with Bi*” leads to less 

occlusion and adsorption of other ions by the precipitate than the 

iron method, but is less satisfactory in the presence of a high iron 

concentration, (iii) the zirconium method equals that of the iron 

in merit, (iv) precipitation with tin leads to loss of iron and chromium, 

but can be adopted after removal of the aluminium group and man¬ 

ganese, Reynoso’s procedure 71 being the best, and (v) T. B. Smith’s 

formate method 72 is the most suitable of all the methods advanced 

for elimination of the effects of phosphate ions based on the addition 

of excess of phosphate or oxalate. It is finally concluded that, in so 

far as accuracy is concerned, tho bismuth method, except in the case 

of a high iron content, is the best of the many methods which have 

been examined in considerable detail in this series of investigations. 

L. J. Curtman and T. B. Greenslade 78 also find that with the tin 

and the ferric chloride method loss of cations is serious. Both these 

67 «/., 1935, 1459. 
08 S. A. Celsi, Anal. Farm. Bioquim., 1934, 5, 85. 
09 F. P. Dwyer, J. Ptot. Austral. Chtm. Inst., 1930, 3, 384, 224. 
70 Sci. Rep. Tdhohu, 1935, 24, 426, 439, 448, 461, 473. 
71 Ann. Chim. Phyt*, 1852, 34, 320. 
72 J.y 1933, 253. 
7S J. Chem. Educ.f 1936,13, 238. 
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and the zirconyl chloride method are all efficient in removing phos¬ 

phate, but they consider that the last is the most rapid, effective, and 

convenient. C. N. Potschinok 74 eliminates this ion as aluminium 
phosphate, and S. Augusti 75 uses lead acetate in acetic acid solution 

to remove oxalate, fluoride, silicate, and silicofluoride ions as well. 

V. J. Petraschenj 76 has outlined a scheme for cations of the third 
and the fourth analytical group in the presence of phosphate, and 

W. Fischer, W. Dietz, K. Briinger, and H. Grieneisen 77 have in¬ 
vestigated the same subject in considerable detail, putting forward 
new schemes for these groups. The sensitivity of the phospho- 

molybdate reaction is said to be enhanced by the addition of a suit- 
abty-prepared glycerol-gelatin solution.78 

In order to detect very small percentages of non-metallic impurities 

in metals, the sample of metal is made the cathode in the electrolysis 

of dilute sulphuric acid or dilute sodium hydroxide plus potassium 
cyanide. Phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, sulphur, selenium, and 

tellurium, combined or in solid solution, are reduced to their hydrides, 

which are identified by filter-paper impregnated with suitable re¬ 

agents ; 0-001% of phosphorus, for example, can thus be detected.79 
Small amounts of bromide in sodium chloride can be identified by a 

modification of the colour reaction with fuchsin,80 and bromates are 

detected in the presence of potassium chlorate and bromide by a 
greenish-yellow colour which develops with fluorescein.81 In 4N- 

hydrochloric acid solution, bromates rapidly decolorise methyl- 

orange, and this forms the basis of a test in the presence of other 

oxidising agents such as chlorates, iodates, nitrates, persulphates, 

dichromates, ferricyanides, and nitrites. The same reaction can 

also be used to detect small amounts of bromate in a large excess of 

chloride or bromide.82 
Methods for dealing with insoluble ferricyanides and the detection 

of the ferricyanide ion with leuco-malachite green or benzidine are 

described by L. Kuhlberg.83 According to J. Plank,84 freshly- 
prepared ceric sulphate plus potassium carbonate will detect 1 part of 

hydrogen peroxide in 160,000 parts of solution. 

74 J. Appl. Chem. Russia, 1936, 9, 140. 
75 Ann. Chim. appl., 1935, 25, 448. 
76 Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 106, 241. 77 Angew. Chem., 1936, 49, 719. 
78 A. Steigmann, Chem.-Ztg., 1936, 60, 129. 
79 K. W. FrOhlieh, Angew. Chem., 1935, 48, 624. 
80 R. C. L6pez, Farm, modema, 1935, 46, 55; see also F. Feigl, “ Qualit¬ 

ative Analyse mit Hilfe von Tupfelreaktionen,” 1935, p. 27S. 
81 F. L. Hahn, Mikrochem., 1936, 20, 236. 
83 I. M. Korenman, Z. anal. Chem., 1935, 103, 269. 
88 Ibid., 1936, 106, 30. 
84 Magyar Chem. Fol., 1934, 40, 105. 
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Drop Reactions.—The output this year of papers dealing with these 

tests, conveniently but unfortunately spoken of as “ spot ” tests, is 
somewhat less than in previous years, but the importance and inter¬ 

est of the subject make it desirable again 85 to summarise the work 

which has been done. The tendency too readily to regard these 
tests as specific still exists in some quarters, although the series of 

critical investigations which are being undertaken by certain workers 

may help to correct this erroneous view.* For example, having 

shown that the cacothelin test for tin is by no means specific,86 

J. B. Ficklen, I. L. Newell, and N. R. Pike 87 have turned their 

attention to the cinchonine-potassium iodide reagent for bismuth, 

which likewise is not truly specific, and to p-nitrobenzeneazoresor- 
cinol for magnesium, which should be used only when ions of Groups 

I, II, and III, and ammonium have been removed.88 

The use of drop reactions in the identification of substances soluble 

with difficulty in acids, such as the silver halides, insoluble sulphates 

and fluorides, ignited oxides, silica, etc., is described by F. Feigl,89 

and A. A. Benedetti-Pichler and W. F. Spikes have presented a scheme 

for the separation, identification, and estimation of mixtures of 

thallium, lead, and silver using 0-5—1 mg. of solid material.90 This 

is the first of a series of papers on qualitative separations on the 

micro-scale, and those who, like the Reporter, hold the view that 

group separations are still essential for the analysis of any but the 

simplest materials, and that the future of qualitative analysis lies 

in the judicious combination of these separations and drop reactions, 

will look forward with considerable interest to the contributions 

85 Cf. Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 471. 
86 Cf. ibid., p. 472, rof. (30). 
87 Z. anal. Ohcm., 1930, 104, 30. 
88 I. L. Nowell, N. R. Piko, and J. B. Fieklen, Z. anora. Chem1935, 225, 

281. 
89 Mikrochcm., 1936, 20, 198. 
90 Ibid., 1936, 19, 239. 
* Part of the misapprehension which has arisen as to the true selectivity of 

organic reagents now employed in drop reactions may be due to a confusion 
of terms. Feigl, who has done so much to advance this branch of analysis— 
and, presumably, Gorman-speaking authors have followed him—uses the 
term “ specific ” in a wider sense than is customary with English-speaking 
people, but he is careful both in his book {op. oil., p. 10) and in his latest 
article [Ind. Eng. Chem.. {Anal.), 1936, 8, 401] to differentiate between 
“ specific M reagents and those he calls “ special ** roagents, few of which, as he 
points out, are known at the present time. “ Special ” reactions or “ Sonder- 
reaktionen ” are, in the ideal case, limited solely to one substance and are 
not subject to interference by the presence of any other, and it is these 
“ special ” reactions and reagents which we regard as “ specific,” since with 
us this term implies a property characteristic of and peculiar to one substance 
alone. 
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which are to follow, based, as they are to be, on the thorough and 

exhaustive investigations of Noyes and his school.91 

A new test for silver with what is probably ethyl 5-keto-24hion- 
hexahydropyrimidine-4-earboxylate is said 92 to be more selective 

than, and about as sensitive as, the rhodanine base used by F. Feigl.93 
Lead can be detected in the presence of a large excess of barium, 
copper, iron, manganese, nickel, etc., by applying the triple nitrite 

test to the ammonium acetate solution of the precipitated sulphate,04 
and tervalent thallium can be recognised by the intense green colour 
which it gives with leuco-o-nitrodiamant green.95 The action of 

cupric salts on benzidine has been discussed, and a reagent consisting 

of o-tolidine (which gives tolidine-blue) and ammonium thiocyanate 
in acetone is preferred 06 as a more sensitive test. After conversion 
of the iron into [FeFfl]"\ it is claimed that 0*00010% of copper in 
iron salts can be detected. F. Feigl and R. Uzel 97 utilise as a drop 

reaction for copper the yellow to red colour,98 due to tervalent copper, 
which is formed with potassium tellurate or periodate in alkaline 

solution and in the presence of an oxidising agent such as potassium 

persulphate. A reversal of the test serves to detect either tellurium, 
for which drop reactions are all too few, or periodic acid which can 

then be sought in the presence of other oxidising anions. Periodic 
acid, and tellurium in the presence of a very large excess of selenium, 

can both be identified97 by their inhibiting action on the catalytic 
effect of copper in the oxidation of manganese to manganate ions 

by sodium hypobromite. Drop methods for bismuth have also been 

adapted from well-known macro-reactions.1 

Induced precipitation is well known as a device for collecting 

traces of an element from a very dilute solution, and it is now 

employed for the detection of small quantities of titanium and zir¬ 

conium? Zirconium is added to the suspected titanium solution and 
precipitated by means of arsenic acid; coprecipitated titanium is 
confirmed in the usual way with hydrogen peroxide. In effect, the 

sensitivity of the hydrogen peroxide test thus becomes much 
increased. The procedure detailed is particularly useful when 

much iron, vanadium, etc., which interfere in the ordinary way 
91 See A. A. Noyes and W. C. Bray, “ A System of Qualitative Analysis 

for the Rare Elements/' 1927. 
92 S. E. Sheppard and H. R. Brigham, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1936, 58, 1040. 
93 Z. anal. Chem., 1928, 74, 380. 
94 I. M. Korenman and S. S. Messonshnik, Mikrochem., 1936, 80, 189. 
96 L. Kuhlberg, ibid., 1936, 19, 183. 
93 Idem, ibid., 1936, 20, 153. 97 Ibid., 1936, 19, 132. 
99 B. Brauner and B. Kuzma, Ber., 1907, 40, 8362. 

1 N. A. Tananaev and A. V. Tananaeva, J. Appl. Chem. Russia, 1935, 8, 
1457. 

* F. Feigl and E. Rajmann, Mikrochem., 1935, 19, 60. 
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with this test, are present. By a reversal of the process, small 

amounts of zirconium can be gathered with titanium arsenate and 

confirmed with azoarsinic acid. 
In addition to providing a serviceable tost for aluminium, morin 

can also be used for gallium,, but unlike the case of aluminium, the 

fluorescence which it gives is not suppressed when sodium fluoride 
is added,3 In daylight the fluoroscenco of these two elements with 

morin appears to bo specific, but in ultra-violet light other elements 

also fluoresce. This fluorescence with morin has served to detect 
gallium in minerals such as zinc blende and arsenopyrite.3 Other 

colour reactions for gallium, viz., a bright red lake with alizarin in 

presence of ammonia and ammonium chloride, and a reddish-brown 
coloration or precipitate with potassium fcrrocyanide, manganese 
chloride and potassium broinate, applicable when aluminium and 

indium are present, have also been described and applied to minerals.4 

Drop methods for cerium with leuco-malachito-green,5 beryllium 

with alkannin and naplithazarin,6 cobalt with Na2[Fe(CN)5NO] and 

piperidine in acetic acid solution,7 and ammonium with Nessler’s re¬ 
agent, 8 have been worked out. The sensitivity of the benzidine-blue 

test for dichrornate is increased by the addition of hydrogen peroxide, 

according to L. Kuhlberg,9 who adds that greater sensitivity is 

attained when o-tolidine replaces benzidine. The formation of 
octahedral crystals of a triple nitrite with praseodymium nitrate and 

sodium nitrite provides a sensitive test for caesium which is not 

affected by the presence of potassium or rubidium.10 

The ferrous sulphate test for hydroxylamine has been put on a 

micro-basis by F. Feigl and R. Uzel,11 the ammonia evolved being 

identified by its action on silver nitrate and manganese sulphate ;12 

0-1 y of hydroxylamine, it is claimed, can thus be detected, and 0*5 y 
in the presence of a 3000-fold excess of hydrazine. 

A selection of the Behrens tests 13 considered to be the most satis¬ 

factory in the actual practice of determinative mineralogy,* is de- 

3 G. Bock, Mikrochem1936, 20. 194. 
4 N. S. Poluektov, ibid., 1936, 19, 248. 
6 L. Kuhlberg, J. Appl. Chem. Russia, 1935, 8, 1452. 
6 J. Dubsky and E. Kraxnetz, Mikrochem., 1936, 20, 57. 
7 F. Feigl and B. Uzel, ibid., 1936, 19, 132. 
8 N. A.Tananaev and A. A. Budkevitseh, J. A ppl. Chem. Russia, 1936, 9, 362. 
• Mikrochem., 1936, 20, 244. 

10 H. C. Goswami and P. B. Sarkar, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1935, 12, 608. 
n Mikrochem., 1936, 19, 132. 
12 F. Feigl, op. cit., p. 271. 13 See Ann. Reports, 1935, 32, 474. 
* For the detection in rocks and minerals of molybdenum, lead, and cobalt 

by means of their colour reactions with calcium xanthate, benzidine, and 
alkali thiocyanates, respectively, see H. Leitmeier and F. Feigl, Tsch. Min. 
Petr. Mitt., 1936, 47, 313. 
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scribed and illustrated by L. W. Staples,14 who has also given details15 

of a microchemical test for silicon This depends on the formation 

of sodium silicofluoride from silicon tetrafluoride and its recognition 
under the microscope, and is claimed to be better than the meta¬ 

phosphate bead, the rubidium silicomolybdate, or the benzidine 

test. 
Electro-capillary methods of drop analysis have also been dis¬ 

cussed by various authors 17 during the past year. 

In the drop reactions mentioned in this section, the limiting 
amount of an element or ion which can be detected is of the order of 

10~6 g. or less, but attention must always be paid to the possible 

presence of other constituents which frequently necessitate a modified 
procedure with a resultant loss of sensitivity. 

L; S. T. 

Quantitative Colorimetric Analysis. 

During the past few years publications relating to colorimetric 

methods of analysis have been so numerous that for the present 

Report it has been possible to refer only to a selection which con¬ 
veniently illustrates the progress that has been made. 

The essentials of colorimetric analysis are : (1) preparation of a 

solution of a suitable coloured derivative, (2) evaluation of this 

solution by measurement of its light absorptive power. It is desir¬ 

able to consider (2) in some detail, sinoe it is the factor common to all 
colorimetric analyses. 

“ Colour ” Measurement or Comparison.—Measurements are 
essentially relative, ultimately in terms of similar solutions of the 

same substance in known concentration. For convenience, artificial 

standards are sometimes used, e.g., Lovibond glasses, liquids such as 
ferric chloride solutions,1 aqueous picric acid, and aqueous potassium 

chromate.2 The disadvantage of this method is that the spectral 

absorption curves of the test solutions and the sub-standard glasses 
or solutions may be far from identical.3 Errors due to this cause are 

14 Amer. Min., 1936, 21, 613. 
15 Ibid., p. 379. 
16 See W. R. Schoeller and E. F. Waterhouse, Analyst, 1936, 61, 464, con¬ 

cerning the inadequacy of certain tests for tungsten. 
17 S. I. Dijatschkovski, J. Qen. Chem. Russia, 1936, 6, 728; A. F. Orlenko, 

ibid., 1936, 6, 1091; H. Fritz, Mikrochem., 1935, 19, 6. 
1 M. G. Mellon and C. T. Kasline, Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1935, 7, 187; 

cf. also ibid., 1936, 8, 463. 
2 R. Strohecker, R. Yaubel, and K. Breitwieser, Z. anal. Chem., 1935, 

103, 1. 
8 Cf. J. P. Mehlig and M. G. Mellon, J. Physical Chem., 1931, 35, 3397; 

A. L. Bacharach and E. Lester Smith, Analyst, 1934, 59, 70. 
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greatly magnified in the case of observers suffering from partial 
colour-blindness.4 Better results may be anticipated in the rare 
eases where it is possible to prepare a sub-standard which has 

absorption curves practically identical with those of the test solu¬ 

tion.5 

Instruments. 

In the simplest form of measurement using comparison tubes of the 

Nessler-cyUnder type, the probable error is rarely less than A: 3%, 
and in some eases may be as high as ± 8%. The accuracy obtain¬ 
able with colorimeters of the Duboscq type is not much greater.6 

It appears to be now generally recognised, however, that in an 

instrument using white light, Beer’s law cannot apply rigidly, with 

the result that empirical correction curves are necessary.7 More¬ 

over, owing to the diluting effect of the white light, the sensitivity 

is less than that of spectrophotometrie methods. The use of suitable 
coloured filters appreciably increases the accuracy of the Duboscq 

type of instrument.8 

Measurement of Absorption Density.—In modem instruments, the 

relative absorption density of the coloured solution, for light of wave¬ 

length approximating to that for which the solution shows a maxi¬ 

mum selective absorption, is measured. The obvious advantages 

are (1) maximum sensitivity, and (2) a rectilinear (logarithmic) 

calibration curve, in accordance with Beer’s law. A further impor¬ 

tant advantage is that, once a calibration curve has been constructed, 

there is no necessity to prepare the colour standards each time an 

analysis is made. 
Undoubtedly the best method of measuring the absorption density 

is by means of the spectrophotometer, whereby measurements may 

be made over a very narrow range (ca. 50 A.) at any desired wave¬ 

length in the visible spectrum. By measurement at two suitable 

wave-lengths, it is often possible to determine two coloured substances 

in admixture.4 By use of the quartz spectrograph, measurement can 

be extended to the ultra-violet, opening up an important field, e.g., 

the determination of vitamin A by measurement of the absorption 

density at 3280 A. 

Possibly from considerations of cost, references to the employment 

4 F. Twyman and G. F. Lothian, Proc. Physical Soc., 1933, 45, 643. 
5 H. W. Swank and M. G. Mellon, Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1934, 6, 348; 

W. D. McFarlane, ibid., 1936, 8, 124. 
6 A. Thiel, Per., 1935, 68, 1015; Z. anal. Chem., 1936,106, 281. 
7 J. H. Yoe, “Photometric Chemical Analysis,’* Vol. 1, Colorimetry; cf. 

A. P. Mussakin, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 105, 351. 
8 W. D. Armstrong, Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1933, 5, 300; A. Thiel, loc. cit 

ref. (6); R. J. Robinson and H. E. Wirth, Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1935, 7, 
147. 
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of the spectrophotometer for colorimetric chemical analysis are 
relatively few, but it has undoubtedly proved of value in initial 

research on individual colorimetric methods for the determination 
of the full spectral absorption curve of the coloured solution. This 

is exemplified in the studies of H. W. Swank and M. G. Mellon 6 on 
colorimetric standards for silica, and in the determination of 

vitamin-D.9 

In the Pulfrich step photometer, colour filters are employed; 

consequently, the absorption densities determined are for light of 
comparatively broad wave-length range, and have relative rather 

than absolute significance. As with the spectrophotometer, the 

instrument enables a permanent calibration curve to be constructed. 
As an alternative to the mechanical (variable shutter) photometric 

device of the Pulfrich, use is made of a neutral grey solution of vari¬ 
able thickness for reducing the intensity of the direct beam in the 
“ absolute ” colorimeter.10 

Photo-electric Instruments.—These should be described as spectro¬ 

photometers or absorptiometers, rather than colorimeters. The 

photo-electric cells, which may be of the photo-emission or the semi¬ 

conducting type, can be used (1) as a null-point instrument to replace 

the eye in a spectrophotometer with polarising photometer 11 or 
Duboseq colorimeter,12 (2) to afford a direct measure of light in¬ 

tensity and hence of absorption density. Instruments in the 

second class may be divided into two groups depending upon the 

number of photo-cells employed. 
(a) One-cell type. The solution to be measured is interposed 

between the cell and the source of light, and the absorption of light 

by the solution is measured directly by determining the current 

output of the photo-electric cell in relation to the value obtained 
with the pure solvent.13 In instruments of this type it is of para¬ 

mount importance to use a light source of constant intensity; this 

may be realised by incorporating a Barretter (current-regulating) 

lamp in a circuit “ buffered ” by an accumulator.14 In the case of 

• H. Brockmann and Y. H. Chen, Z. 'physiol. Chem1936, 241, 129. 
A. Thiel, Z. anal. Chem1933, 94, 170; A. Thiol and W. Thiel, Chem. 

Fahr.y 1932, 409; A. Thiel, ibid., 1934, 7, 383. 
11 M. G. Mellon and C. T. Kasline, loc. cit., ref. (1); A. G. Winn, Trans. 

Faraday Soc.t 1933, 29, 689. 
10 G. Bemheim and G. Revillon, Ann. Falsify 1936, 29, 5; ef. also A. 

Goudsmit and W. H. Sunmierson, J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 111, 421; E. W. H. 
Selwyn, J. Sci. Instr., 1933, 10, 116. 

18 J. H. Yoe and T. B. Crumpler, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1935, 7, 281; 
N. Strafford, Analyst, 1936, 61, 170; B. S. W. Thorne and L. R. Bishop, 
J. Inst. Brew., 1930, 42, 15; L. E. Howlett, Canadian J. Res., 1936, 14, A, 
38; R. A. Osborn, J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Chem., 1934, 17, 135. 

14 N. Strafford, loc, dt.f ref. (13). 
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cells showing a “ fatigue ” effect it is necessary to allow the photo-cell 
to attain its equilibrium current after each change of light intensity.15 

(b) Two-cell type. Two photo-electric cells illuminated by the 
same source of light are balanced against each other through a 
galvanometer. The test solution is placed before one cell, the pure 
solvent before the other, and the current output difference measured 
directly.16 Variations due to small fluctuations of the light source 
are automatically cancelled in an instrument of this type. 

Photo-emission cells with different characteristic response curves 
are available, permitting the choice of one having maximum response 
to the coloured light under measurement.17 

Coloured light in most instruments is obtained by filtering white 
light by colour filters, as in the Pulfrich photometer. More nearly 
monochromatic light is obtained by filtering the light from metal- 
vapour discharge lamps, e.gmercury or sodium.18 

When a monochromator of the spectroscope type is used, tho light 
is of such relatively low intensity that valve amplification of the 
photo-electric current is necessary. 

Since most colour filters are comparatively transparent to infra-red 
rays, to whicli the photo-electric cells are responsive, an additional 
filter must be used (“ minus-infra-red ”) in order to obtain maximum 
absorp bi on - density readings.19 Weston Electrical Instrument Co. 
provide a “ Viscor ” filter which fulfils this purpose.20 

Accuracy of Photometric Colorimetric Analysis.—-Even with the 
best instruments, careful choice of operating conditions is necessary 
to ensure the highest accuracy. According to F. Twyman and 
G. F. Lothian,21 the percentage error is at a minimum at an absorp¬ 
tion density of between 1-5 and 2*0 in the case of a visual spectro¬ 
photometer, and of 0-43 in objective (photo-electric) instruments. 
These authors also consider that, although theoretically photo-electric 
methods give much greater sensitivity of discrimination than the eye, 
yet visual methods are more trustworthy as far as absolute measure¬ 
ments are concerned. In the Reporter’s opinion, a simple and 

16 J. H. Yoo and T. B. Crumpler, loc. cit.y ref. (13); N. Strafford, loc. cit., 
ref. (13). 

C. Zinzadze, Ind. Eng. Chem. (.Anal.), 1935, 7, 280; R. B. Withrow, 
C. L. Shrewsbury, and H. R. Kraybill, ibid., 1936, 8, 214; B. Lange, Chcm. 
Fabr1934, 7, 45. 

17 R. B. Withrow, C. L. Shrewsbury, and H. R. Kraybill, loc. cit., ref. (16). 
18 R. Sewig and F. Miiller, Chem. Fabr., 1934, 7, 25; H. Alterthum and 

M. Roger, ibid., 1933, 6, 283. 
18 E. R. Bolton and K. A. Williams, Analyst, 1935, 60, 447; N. Strafford, 

loc. cit., ref. (13); cf. also R. Fonteyne and P. de Smet, MiJcrochetn., 1933, 13, 
289. 

80 J. Sci. Instr., 1936, 13, 338, 
81 £oc, cit., ref. (4), 
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relatively inexpensive photo-electric instrument,22 properly used, is 

as accurate as a spectrophotometer for the relative measurements 
required by colorimetric analysis. 

Nephdometrjf. 

There is no sharp division between colorimetry and nephelo- 
raetry. Some of the organometallic derivatives, such as copper 

diethyldithiocarbamate in aqueous media, and sulphides such as 

lead sulphide may be described as being in colloidal “ solution ” 
in colorimetric tests. Particular care in preparation of the standard 

and test solutions is necessary in order to obtain reproducible results 

and compliance with Beer's law. The use of protective colloids is 

of value in this connection.23 

Photo-electric measurements have shown that transmission of 

light by two similarly prepared colloidal lead sulphide “ solutions ” 

apparently equal in shade to the eye may be appreciably different.24 

For true nephelometric determinations, e.g., of zinc as ferrocyanide, 

the photo-electric absorptiometer affords an appreciably greater 

accuracy than visual comparison.25 K. W. Franke, It. Burris, 
and It. S. Hutton 26 describe a novel procedure by which coloured 

precipitates of colloidal fineness, e.g., selenium, are filtered on to 

a mat of barium sulphate. Permanent colour standards are thus 

prepared. 

Colorimetric Determination of the Elements. 

Although so far almost exclusively used for determination of 

minor amounts of an element, in the Reporter’s opinion there are 

adequate reasons (mainly saving of time) why much wider use 
should be made of colorimetric methods for determination of 

elements present as major constituents.* At the same time, the 

opinion is recorded that, for micro-analysis, colorimetric methods 

are at least as accurate as, and usually simpler and more convenient 

than, alternative methods; in many cases, moreover, alternative 

methods of adequate sensitivity do not exist. 

22 Cf. N. Strafford, loc. cit., ref. (13). 
23 L. de Brouck^re and S. Solowiejczyk, Bull. Soc. chim. Belg., 1934, 43, 

597; C. Zinzadzo, hid. Eng. Chem. (.Anal.), 1935, 7, 227. 
24 Second Report of the Sub-Committee on the Determination of Arsenic, 

Lead and other Poisonous Metals in Food Colouring Materials to the Analytical 
Methods Committee of the Society of Public Analysts ; II, The Determination 
of Lead; Analysty 1935, 60, 541. 

25 N. Strafford, loc. cit.t ref. (13). 
26 lnd. Eng. Chem. (Anal.)t 1936, 8, 435. 
* As an example, J. P. Mohlig [lnd. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1935, 7, 387] claims 

that the copper content of ores (up to 22%) may be determined with a photo¬ 
electric spectrophotometer to an accuracy of ± 0-1%. 
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The first task of the analyst is to devise conditions ensuring speci¬ 

ficity, and in spite of the availability of numerous organic reagents, 
cases in technical analysis where a preliminary separation is not 

necessary are the exception rather than the rule. The most impor¬ 

tant advance in recent years is in the application of organic reagents 
in organic solvents for separation of interfering elements, as well as 

for the formation of a coloured derivative. The following will serve 

as examples of modern technique in the inorganic field. 

Lead.—A general method for the determination of lead in the pre¬ 
sence of other metals involves isolation of the lead, first as sulphide 

and then as sulphate, followed by the application of the colloidal 

sulphide method, the limitations of which are discussed.24 

The use of dithizone is recommended both for the separation of lead 

from most other metals,27 and from bismuth,28 and also for the 

actual colorimetric measurement. The latter may be applied to 

the red lead dithizone complex29 or to the regenerated green 
dithizone.30 

P. A. Clifford and H. J. Wichmann31 show, from considerations 

of distribution between aqueous and organic media, that both these 

methods fail to give complete recovery of the lead, and they recom¬ 

mend a “ mixed colour ” photometric method in which complete 

extraction of lead is ensured by use of an excess of dithizone applied 

to a solution of optimum 2hi value (9*0). They also criticise the 
methods for removal of bismuth referred to above, and suggest 

methods for preventing interference from tin. 

It is of particular importance to employ a purified reagent free 

from oxidation products,30 and to avoid the presence of oxidising 

reagents.32 

In certain cases, the extraction of lead from aqueous solutions 

containing insoluble matter by means of a solution of dithizone is not 

complete owing to occlusion of lead by the insoluble matter.24 
Dithizone is, however, used for extracting insoluble lead compounds 
from spray residues.33 

27 N. L. Allport and G. H. Skrimshire, Analyst, 1932, 57, 440; Pharm. J., 
1932,129, 248; G. Rocho Lynch, R. H. Slater, and T. G. Osier, Analyst, 1934, 
59, 787. 

28 S. L. Tompsett, ibid., 1936, 61, 691; C. E. Willoughby, E. S. Wilkins, 
jun., and E. O. Kraemer, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1935, 7, 285. 

29 J. R. Ross and C. C. Lucas, J. Biol. Chem., 1935, 111, 285; O. B. Winter, 
H. M. Robinson, F. W. Lamb, and E. J. Miller, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1935, 
7, 265. 

30 H. Fischer and G. Leopoldi, Angew. Chem., 1934, 47, 90; F. Morton, 
Analyst, 1936, 61, 465. 

81 J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Chem., 1936, 19, 130. 
82 S. L. Tompsett, loc. tit., ref. (28). 
88 W. E. White, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 231. 
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Mercury.—For the determination of mercury, N. Strafford and 
P. F. Wyatt34 recommend the reaction with p-dimethylamino- 

benzylidenerhodanine, which is less subject to interference than that 
with diphenylcarbazide or diphenylcarbazone. Preliminary separa¬ 

tion of the mercury from most other metals is essential. H. Fischer 

and G. Leopold! 35 and W. O. Winkler 36 separate and determine 
mercury as tho dithizone complex. 

Tin.—Since previous methods for tin depend merely on the reduc¬ 

ing action of stannous salts, tho appearance of a reagent which forms 

a coloured derivative with tin is welcome.37 It must be noted, 
however, from the author’s own findings, that the reaction is not 

specific for tin (see p. 449), a number of other metals, particularly 

copper, bismuth, and nickel, giving coloured derivatives. 

Zinc,—W. Peckert38 determines zinc, after removal of copper 

as sulphide, as the coloured complex obtained with dithizone 

in alkaline solution. Dithizone is also recommended by H. Fischer 

and G. Leopoldi.39 A novel method for zinc consists in precipitating 

the metal, again after a preliminary separation and removal of 

copper as sulphide, as its complex with 8-hydroxy quinoline. 

The absorption density of the 8-hydroxy quinoline is then de¬ 

termined, after decomposition of the complex, in ultra-violet 

light.40 

Copper,—Numerous papers continue to appear, most of them 

describing variations of well-known methods. C. A. Goethals41 

discusses the sensitivity of several colour reactions. General opinion 

seems to favour the dithiocarhamate method,42 although it is recog¬ 

nised that preliminary separation of other metals is often necessary.43 

G. Bertrand and L. de Saint Rat 44 recommend urobilin as a selective 

reagent. H. Fischer and G. Leopoldi 45 determine copper as the 

dithizone complex in an organic solvent. E. Stolze 46 points out 

84 Analyst, 1936, 61, 528. 
35 Z. anal, Chem., 1935, 103, 241. 
36 J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Chem., 1935, 18, 638. 
37 R, E. D. Clark, Analyst, 1930, 61, 242. 
88 Z. anal. Chem.t 1935, 100, 385. 
33 Ibid,., 1936, 107, 241. 
40 J. D^browski and L. Marchlewski, Biochetn. Z., 1935, 882, 387. 
41 Z. ami. Chem., 1936, 104, 170. 
42 T. Callan and J. A. K. Henderson, Analyst, 1929, 54* 650. 
48 L. W. Conn, A. H. Johnson, H. A. Trebler, and V. Karpenko, Ind. Eng. 

Chem. (Anal.), 1935, 7, 15; N. D. Sylvester and L. H. Lampitt, Analyst, 1935, 
60, 376; E. Lasausse and L. Frocain, J. Pharm. Chim., 1936, [viii], 23, 77; 
B. Eisler, K. G. Rosdahl, and H. Theorell, Biochcm. Z., 1936, 285, 76. 

44 Compt. rend., 1936, 203, 140. 
45 Angeio. Chem., 1934, 47, 90, 
4(1 Bodenk. Pflanzcnerndhr., 1936* 1, 115. 
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that it is necessary to reduce any ferric salts before applying this 

method. N. Strafford 47 suggests the use of salicylaldoxime as a 
sensitive and specific nephelometric reagent. 

Iron.—Attention continues to be paid to improvement of the 

thiocyanate 48 and the sulphosalicylic acid 49 method. [Incident¬ 
ally, calcium (as oxalate) may be determined by its bleaching action 
on the iron-sulphosalicylio acid colour.]50 aa'-Dipyridyl is recom¬ 

mended as a colorimetric reagent.51 

Aluminium.—Calcium salts and other interfering substances 

cause fictitiously high values in determinations with alizarin.52 

Interference from iron is prevented by its removal as thiocyanate in 

amyl alcohol.53 
Germanium.—N. S. Polucktof 54 describes the determination 

of small quantities of germanium, the method depending on 

the blue colour formed by the reduction of gennanomolybdio 

acid. 
Titanium.—Titanium is determined by hydrogen peroxide 55 or by 

salicylic acid.60 
Alkali Metals.—Existing methods for the colorimetric determin¬ 

ation of potassium, involving the precipitation as cobaltinitrite, arc 

reviewed, and a modified procedure is described by R. J. Robinson 

and G. L. Putnam.57 

Sodium is determined as an aqueous yellow solution of its triple 

acetate with uranium and magnesium.58 

Phosphorus and Silicon.—Considerable attention has been given 

47 “ The Detection and Determination of Small Amounts of Inorganic 
Substances by Colorimetric Methods,” Institute of Chemistry Publication, 
1933, p. 27; cf. also F. Alton, B. Wandrowsky, and E. Knippenberg, Mikro- 
chem., 1930, 20, 77. 

48 K. Steinhausor and H. Ginsberg, Z. anal, them., 1930, 104, 385; G. E. 
Farrer, jun., J. Biol. Chem.f 1935, 110, 085. 

49 F. Alten, H. Weiland, and E. Hille, Z. anorg. Chem., 1933, 215, 81; A. 
Thiel and O. Peter, Z. anal. Chem., 1935, 103, 161. 

60 L. Jendrassik and F. Takacs, Biochem. Z., 1934, 274, 200. 
51 G. Bode, Woch. Bran., 1933, 50, 321; L. L. Engel, J. Dent, lies., 1934, 

14, 273: W. D. McFarlane, loc. cit., ref. (5); F. B. Shorland and E. M.Wall, 
Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 1049; H. I. Coombs, ibid., p. 1588. 

63 D. F. Eveleth and V. V. Myers, J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 113, 449. 
63 A. P. Mussakin, J. Appl. Chem. Russia, 1936, 9, 1340. 
34 Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 105, 23. 
65 H. Ginsberg, Z. anorg. Chem., 1933, 211, 401; 1935, 226, 57; G. P. 

Lutschinski and A. I. Lichatscheva, Z. anal. Chem., 1935, 103, 196; H. A. 
Liebhafsky, ibid., 105, 113; L. Maillard and J. Ettori, Compl. rend., 1936, 202, 
594. 

66 M. Schenk, Hdv. Chim. Acta, 1936,19, 1127. 
67 Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 211. 
66 A. Elias, Anal. Asoc. Quim. Argentina, 1935, 23* 1* 
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to the important determinations of phosphorus 59 and of silicon 60 
by the molybdenum-blue reaction. 

Determination of pH Value. 

According to E. A. Guggenheim and T. D. Schindler,61 results 

of colorimetric pH determinations bj^ means of a Gillespie com¬ 
parator are reproducible within 1%, M. Kilpatrick, E. E. Chase, 

and L. C. Riesch 62 maintain that the experimental error of the 
colorimeter method is about 5%, and of the electrometric method 

about 2*5%. A. G. de Almeida 63 plots dominant hue, expressed 

as a wave-length, against pn for a series of indicators, and claims 

that it is possible to determine the pH of an unknown solution more 
accurately than by electrometric methods. 

Textile assistants such as sulphonated oils, sulphated and sul- 

phonated fatty alcohols, sodium alkyhiaphthalenesulphonates, etc., 
exert a specific effect on most indicators which is frequently a source 
of considerable error, even up to 1*0 unit, in the colorimetric deter¬ 

mination of Ph-64 '-This is discussed elsewhere in these Reports 

(p. 110). 
Photometric Titrations. 

Photometric methods may be employed for the accurate objective 

determination of the end-point in a colorimetric or turbidimetric 
titration. E. T. Bartholomew and E. C. Raby 65 determine alkali 

cyanides by titration with silver nitrate to the incipient development 

of turbidity, detected by a system of balanced photo-electric cells. 

S. Hirano 66 titrates mercuric chloride or nitrate with 0*01 or O-OOIA- 
sodium sulphide in presence of gum-arabic as protective colloid, the 

end-point being indicated when the turbidity reaches a maximum 

value. In a similar manner he determines silver by titration with 

sodium chloride, in presence of starch.67 He also describes methods 
for determining soluble sulphides,68 gold,69 and halides.70 

59 K. C. Scheel, Z. cmal. Chem., 1936, 105, 256; R. Ammon and K. Hinsborg, 
Z. physiol. Chem., 1936, 239, 207; C. Zinzadzc, Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1935, 
7, 227; K. BoratyfSski, Z. anal. Chem., 1935, 102, 421; H. Etienne, Bull. Soc. 
chim. Belg., 1936, 45, 516; H. L. Brose and E. B. Jones, Nature, 1936,138, 644. 

60 F. De Eds and C. W. Eddy, J. Biol. Chem., 1936, 114, 667; R. Stro- 
hecker, R. Vaubel, and R. Breitwieser, Z. anal. Chem., 1935, 103, 1. 

61 J. Physical Chem., 1934, 38, 543. 
6* J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1934, 56, 2051. 63 Diss., Lisbon, 1935. 
64 J. E. Smith and H. L. Jones, J. Physical Chem., 1934, 38, 243; H. L, 

Jones and J. E. Smith, Amer. Dyestuff Rep., 1934, 23, 423. 
63 Ind. Eng. Chem. {Anal.), 1935, 7, 68. 
66 J. Soc. Chem. Ind. Japan, 1935, 38, 646, 

Ibid., 1934, 37, 754b. 
63 Ibid., 1935, 38, 598b. 
69 Ibid., 1934, 37, 178b, 561b. 70 Ibid., p. 177b; /935, 38, 175. 
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F. Muller reviews the use of photo-electric cells in automatic 
titrations.71 

Colorimetric Oxidation-reduction Reactions.—H. P. Lundgren 72 

describes a modified Duboscq colorimeter used for following fading 

curves in oxidation-reduction reactions. 

N. 8. 

Organic Analysis. 

Elements.—Difficulties experienced in the determination of 

sulphur, oxygen, and nitrogen by the ter Meulen method 1 have now 

been overcome,2 and it is claimed that satisfactory results for the 
estimation of nitrogen in compounds of high halogen content are 

obtained if soda-lime is placed both in front of and behind the cata¬ 

lyst.3 Ultimate analysis of an organic substance may be based on 

pressure measurements after combustion in a bomb calorimeter.4 
Sulphur may also be satisfactorily determined by the bomb method,6 

and chlorine may be determined accurately by the rapid lamp 

method.6 Convenient wet oxidation methods have been described 
for the determination of (a) sulphur and copper,7 and (6) carbon and 

nitrogen.8 

Qualitative.—When treated with nascent chlorine, i.e., potassium 

permanganate in dilute hydrochloric acid, ketoximes give a bluish- 

green coloration, whilst aldoximes yield a solution which gives a 

red colour with ferric chloride :9 certain aromatic aldoximes do not 

give this reaction. The reaction with hydroxylamine hydro¬ 
chloride has been the basis of a somewhat elaborate scheme for the 

recognition of aldehydes, ketones, acids, acid chlorides, anhydrides, 

amides, esters, and lactones.10 
The following reagents have been investigated for the identific¬ 

ation of aldehydes and ketones : p-bromo-,11 m-chloro-,12 and m- 

71 Z. EleJctrochem., 1934, 40, 46. 
72 Science, 1934, 80, 209. 

1 J. Gauthier, Bull. Soc. chim., 1935, [v], 2, 506. 
2 H. ter Meulen, ibid., p. 1692. 
3 H. ter Meulen and H. J. Ravenswaay, Chem. Weekblad, 1936, 33, 248. 
4 P. J. Merkus and A. H. White, Proc. Amer. Gas Assoc., 1934, 991. 
5 H. C. Chiang and C. L. Tseng, Sci. Rep. Nat. Univ. Peking, 1936, 1, 19. 
6 W. N. Maiisoff, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1935, 7, 428. 
7 N. N. Melnikov, J. Gen. Chem. Russia, 1935, 5, 839. 
8 C. N. Acharya, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 241. 
• E. Graf, Anal. Pis. Quim., 1936, 34, 91. 

10 Idem, ibid., p. 95. 
11 S. M. Wang, Cheng-Heng Kao, Chung-Hsi Kao, and P. P. T. Sah, Sci. 

Rep. Nat. Tsing Hua Univ., 1935, A, 3, 279. 
12 P. P. T. Sah and C. S. Wu, ibid., 1936, 3, 443. 
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bromo-benzhydrazide,13 m-tolylhydrazine,14 which in conjunction 

with the o- and p-isomerides is suggested as a reagent for the ident¬ 
ification of sugars,15 p-naphthoylhydrazide,16 and m-tolylsemi- 

carbazide.17 It has been shown that the melting points of many 
of the recorded 2 : 4-dinitrophenylhydrazones are incorrect; the use 

of isopropyl instead of ethyl alcohol in Brady’s method gives purer 

compounds.18 
3-Nitrobenzazide,19 p-bromobenzazide,20 and w-nitrobenzoylthio- 

carbimide 21 have been investigated as reagents for the identification 
of amines, and benzylamine and a-plienylethylamine salts 22 and 
l-chloro-2 :4-dinitrobenzene23 are recommended for use in the 
identification of acids and phenols respectively. 

Japanese acid clay is a powerful adsorbent for diamino-acids 

obtained in the hydrolysis of proteins, arginine being adsorbed to the 
extent of 86-8% compared with 8-45% for glycine.24 A process is 

described for the removal of the adsorbed amino-acids and for the 
regeneration of the clay7.26 

It has been found that most ethers form peroxides on storage and 
tend to explode on dry distillation, and the use of certain reagents 
as peroxide destroyers and oxidation inhibitors has been investi¬ 

gated.26 Phenolic ethers may be identified through their picrates, 
although some of the compounds are unstable in air.27 

A simplified copper solution for use in sugar analysis is made up of 
100 c.c. of 29-9% sodium hydroxide solution, 1 g. of copper sulphate, 
and 10 c.c. of water.28 

Quantitative.—Accurate determination of the hydroxy] groups 

may be rapidly effected by heating the substance with pyridine- 

23 Chung-Hsi Kao, T. Tao, Cheng-lieng Kao, and P. P. T. Sail, J. Chinese 
Chem. &oc., 1936, 4, 69. 

14 P. P. T. Sah and C. Z. Tscu, Sci. Rep. Nat. Tsing Hu a, Univ., 1936, A, 
3, 403. 

15 Idem, ibid., p. 409. 
26 H. Chen and P. P. T. Sah, J. Chinese Chem. Roc., 1936, 4, 62. 
27 P. P. T. Sah, S. M. Wang, and C. H. Kao, ibid., p. 187. 
28 N. R. Campbell, Analyst, 1936, 61, 391. 
12 K. Meng and P. P. T. Sah, J. Chinese Chem. Soc., 1936, 4, 75. 
*0 P. P. T. Sah, C. H. Kao, and S. M. Wang, ibid., p. 193. 
21 W. L. Tung, Cheng-Heng Kao, Chung-Hsi Kao, and P. P. T. Sah, Sci, 

Rep. Nat. Tsing Hua Univ., 1935, A, 3, 285. 
22 C. A. Buehler, L. Carson, and R. Edds, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 67, 

2181. 
28 R. W. Bost and F. Nicholson, ibid., p. 2368. 
24 M. Mashino and N. Shikazono, J. Soc. Chem. Ind. Japan, 1936, 39, 54b, 

88b. 
26 Idem, ibid., p. 136b. 28 E. C. WUliams, Chem. and Ind., 1936, 580. 
27 O. L. Baril and G. A. Megrdichian, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1036, 68, 1415. 
38 E. J. Mueller, J. Pharm. Chim., 1936, [viii], 24, 18. 
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acetic anhydride, decomposing the product with water, and titrating 
the excess acetic acid.29 The method is not valid with terL-alcohols 
and gives low results with sugar alcohols. Small quantities of ethyl 
alcohol may be determined by an oxidation method.30 

.Reducing sugars may be determined by direct potassium ferri- 
cyanide titration,31 or by back titration with ceric sulphate.32 
Quantitative differentiation of fructose and mannose in glucose- 
fructose-mannose mixtures is possible by the use of micro-organ¬ 
isms,33 and sucrose inversions may be followed by means of the glass 
but not the quinhydrone electrode.34 Accuracy is claimed for 

methods of determining the acetyl 35 and the nitrate 36 group in 
carbohydrate derivatives. 

Errors in the titration of the amino-groups in amino-acids, etc., are 
minimised if glacial acetic acid is used as the solvent.37 

Convenient methods are described for the determination of : 
toluidines in aqueous solution,38 xylidine isomerides,39 camphor by 
the titration of the hydrogen chloride liberated from hydroxylamine 

hydrochloride after oxime formation,40 phenol and cresols in the 

presence of each other,41 and pyridine in the presence of nicotine.42 
The methods available for the titration of alkaloids in anhydrous 

media have been critically reviewed.43 

Colorimetry.—Carbamide, urethanes, and carbazides give a cerise 
coloration on heating with vanillin in concentrated hydrochlorio acid 

after pre-heating with phenylhydrazine hydrochloride.44 Colour 
reactions are described for certain o-nitro-eompounds,45 cyciopentadi- 
ene,46 and tartaric, citric, and aconitic acids.47 

29 M. Froed and A. M. Wynne, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 278. 
30 T. E. Friedemann and K. Klass, J. Biol. Chem., 1930, 115, 47. 
81 Or. I. Solomos, Bull. Soc. Chim. biol., 1935, 17, 1465. 
34 W. Z. Hassid, Ind. Eng. Chcm. (AnaL), 1936, 8, 138. 
33 T. F. Nicholson, Biochan. J., 1936, 30, 1804. 
34 H. P. Cady and J. D. Ingle, J. Physical Chem., 1936, 40, 837. 
33 A. Friedrich and H. Sternberg, Biochem. Z., 1936, 286, 20. 
36 J. Dewar and G. W. Brough, J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1936, 55, 207. 
87 L. J. Harris, Biochcm. J., 1935, 29, 2820; G. F. Nadeau and L. E. Bran- 

clien,./. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1935, 57, 1363. 
88 D. Cismaru, Bui. Soc. Chim. Romdnia, 1934, 16, A, 37. 
89 B. P. Fodorov and A. A. Spriskov, Z. anal. Chem., 1936, 105, 412. 
40 R. Vandoni and G. Desseigne, Bull. Boc. chim., 1935, [v], 2, 1685. 
41 V. Miklaschevskaja, Chim. Tverd. Topi., 1934, 5, 553. 
42 R. L. Fratkin, L. P. Juravleva, and A. G. Blankschtein, Shorn. Robot 

Chim. Otdela, 1935, 88. 
43 G. N. Thomis, J. Pharm. Chim., 1936, [viii], 24, 162. 
44 J. A. Sanchez, Ann. Chim. analyt., 1936, [iiij, 18, 65. 
45 P. K. Bose and S. Ram, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1935, 12, 687. 
46 B. N. Afanasiev, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 15. 
47 R. Casares, Anal. Fis. Quim., 1936, 34, 594; O. Furth and Hi Herrmann, 

Biochem. Z1935, 280, 448. 
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The colours formed in tlic bromide-resorcinol reaction are traced 

to the intermediate formation of glyoxylic acid, and a solution of this 
acid is recommended as a reagent for the characterisation of phenols, 

phenolic acids, and the chief opium alkaloids.48 

Spot tests are described for the detection of phenol,49 oxalic 

acid,50 and of benzidine and tolidine in the presence of each other.51 
Micro-methods.—Methods for the determination of various organic 

groups have been reviewed,52 and the technique detailed for the 

determination of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, halogen, and methoxyl 

as applied to samples of 0*001—0*01 g.53 
The necessary data are given for the characterisation, by the 

examination of crystals under the microscope, of : alkaloids as 

picrates,54 d- and l-cocaine after treatment with potassium perman¬ 

ganate,55 and amino-acids as their phosphotungstates, phospho- 

molybdates, picrates, and flavianates.66 Berberine gives character¬ 

istic micro-crystalline precipitates with a number of compounds of 

pharmacological importance.57 

Accurate methods are described for the determination of : acetyl 

groups,68 acetone,59 oxalic acid, the permanganate titration in hot 
solution being shown to be untrustworthy,60 glucose by the ferri- 

cyanide-ceric sulphate method,61 and protein nitrogen in the 

presence of ammonium salts.62 
Apparatus.—Improved apparatus is described for the micro- 

hydrogenation of organic compounds,63 and for avoiding loss by 

spurting during ashing with nitric acid.64 

An electrically-heated melting-point apparatus gives an accuracy 

of 0*5°,65 and a method for the determination of setting points 

enables metastable forms fusing within 1° of each other to be de- 

48 M. Pesez, Bull. Soc. chim., 1936, [vj, 3, 676. 
49 Y. Kondo, Mikrochem., 1936, 19, 214. 
50 F. Feigl and O. Frehden, ibid., 1935, 18, 272. 
61 L. Kulberg, J. Gen. Chem. Russia, 1935, 5, 1754. 
52 A. Lacourt, Bull. Soc. chim. Belg., 1936, 45, 313. 
63 C. Weygand and H. Hennig, Chem. Fabr., 1936, 9, 8. 
34 A. Ionesco-Matiu and E. Iliesco, J. Pharm. Chim., 1936, [viii], 23, 117. 
65 R. Cecconi, Ann. Chim. appl., 1936, 26, 218. 
66 B. Bullock and P. L. Kirk, Mikrochem., 1935, 18, 129; B. L. Crosby and 

P. L. Kirk, ibid., p. 137. 
67 C. van Zijp, Pharm. Weekblad, 1936, 73, 764. 
58 A. Elek and R. A. Harte, Ind. Eno. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 267. 
88 A. Lindenberg, Compt. rend. Soc. Biol., 1936, 122, 317. 
6W J. Renaudin, J. Pharm. Chim., 1936, [viii], 23, 447. 
61 R. Vanossi and R. Ferramola, Anal. A soc. Quim. Argentina, 1935, 23, 162. 
62 A. Roche and F. Marquet, Bull. Soc. Chim. biol., 1935,17, 1630. 
63 H. Jackson and R. N. Jones, J., 1936, 895. 
84 H. Kaunitz, Mikrochem., 1936, 20, 104. 
86 E. Bowzard and M. J. Russo, Ind. Eng. Chem. (Anal.), 1936, 8, 74. 
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tected.88 A differential mercury manometer67 is used for measuring 

boiling points with only a few drops of liquid. 

Modem resistance glass enables simple all-glass water stills to be 

constructed, which compare favourably with metal stills for effici¬ 

ency.8® R. W. W. 

N. Strafford. 

L. S. Theobald. 

R. W. West. 

66 F. Francis and F. J. E. Collins, J., 1936, 137. 
67 R. Dolique, Bull. Soc. chim., 1935, [v], 2, 1832, 
08 B. Siede, Chem.-Ztg.y 1935, 69, 925. 
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Abiotic acid, dehydrogenation of, 298, 
309. 

structure of, 268. 
Absorption, infra-red. See under 

Spectra. 
Absorption density, measurement of, 

457. 
Acetal, hydrolysis of, in deuterium 

oxide, 102. 
Acetic acid, lead tetra-salt, use of, in 

sugar group reactions, 247. 
silver uranyl salt, crystal structure 

of, 197. 
Acetic acid, chloro-, hydrolysis of, 

in deuterium oxide, 102. 
esters, hydrolysis of aqueous 

solutions of, 97. 
Acetobromoglucose, 251. 

action of, on 4 : 6-benzylidene-a- 
methylglucoside, 256. 

Acetone, determination of, 468. 
Acetophenones, o-hydroxy-, fixation 

of double bonds in, 284. 
Acetyl groups, determination of, 468. 
Acetylene, molecular orbital of, 43. 

oxidation of, 92. 
Acids, from naphthalenes and tetra- 

lins, synthesis of, 326. 
unsaturated, lactonisation of, 327. 

Aconitie acid, detection of, 467. 
Aconitine, 376. 
Aconitoline, 376. 
Acraldehyde, addition of, to cyclo- 

pentadiene, 94, 240. 
Acriquine in malaria therapy, 406. 
Acrylic acid, addition of, to cyclo- 

pentadiene, 240. 
Actiniasterol, 353. 
Adenosine, absorption spectrum of, 

253. 
Adhatoda vasica, Z-peganine from, 370. 
Adrenal cortex, hormones of, 395. 
Adrenosterone, 359. 
/?-Adrenosterone, 395. 
A£tioaZ/obilianic acid, 365. 
Agar, galactose from hydrolysis of, 

251. 
Aglycones, cardiac, 362. 
Alantolactone, degradation of, 303. 
Alcohols, aromatic, cyclo-dehydration 

of, 318. 
olefinic, cyclo-dehydration of, 316. 
unsaturated, cyclo-dehydration of, 

315. 
Aldehydes, detection of, 465. 

Aldehy do-d-mannose penZaacetate, 
250. 

Aldehydo-sugars, 250. 
benzoyl derivatives, 252. 

Algae, sterolR of, 346. 
Aliphatic compounds, structure of, 

218. 
Alkali azides, decomposition of, 93. 

borofluorides, structure of, 211. 
perchlorates, structure of, 211. 
halides, super-lattices in mixed 

crystals of, 209. 
Alkaloids, 370. 

containing sterol ring system, 367. 
detection of, 468. 

Alkyl hydrogen sulphates, hydro¬ 
lysis of, 96. 

Allyl-d 1-cycZohoxene, dehydrogen¬ 
ation of, 308. 

Alums, 194. 
Aluminium, determination of, 463. 

determination and separation of, 
441, 442. 

lattice constants of, 202. 
Aluminium carbide, structure of, 156. 
Amides, optically active, rates of 

racemisation of, 236. 
Amines, detection of, 466. 
Amino-acids from nodular proteins, 

415. 
from protein hydrolysates, 399. 
sulphur-containing, 402. 

Ammonia, exchange of deuterium 
with hydrogen in, 92. 

production of, by Azotobacter, 408. 
Ammonium, detection of, 455. 
Ammonium azide, structure of, 210. 

bromide, crystallography of trans¬ 
formation of, 209. 

chlorobromoiodide, structure of, 
210. 

hexanitratocerate as standard in 
ceriometry, 434. 

Ammoresinol, 278. 
tert.-Amyl chloride, decomposition of, 

94. 
Analysis, reagents for, 436. 

colorimetric, 456, 459, 467. 
instruments for, 457. 
organic, 467. 

inorganic, 433. 
qualitative, 448. 
quantitative, 433. 

magneto-optical, 432. 
nephelometric, 460. 

496 
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Analysis, organic, 465. 
apparatus for, 468. 
qualitative, 465. 
quantitative, 466. 

volumetric, 433. 
Anauxite, crystal structure of, 206. 
Aa: 6-Androstadien-17-one, 360. 
Androstene-3 : I7-dione, preparation 

of, 357. 
J6-Androsten-17-ol-3-one, 344. 
Aneurin, synthesis of, 381. 
5 : 6-Anhydroglucose 1 : 2-acetone, 

249. 
Aniline hydrochloride, equilibrium 

of, with deuterium oxide, 293. 
a- and /J-Anisaldoximos, equilibrium 

of, 232. 
Anisotropy, diamagnetic, of aromatic 

molecules, 61. 
Anthracene, hydrogenation of, 315. 

structure of, 290. 
Antimony, detection of, 449. 

determination of, 438. 
determination and separation of, 

440. 
Antimony oxides, and their hydrates, 

crystal structure of, 209. 
Antimonates, structure of, 212. 

Antirachitic substances, 390. 
Antiseptics, 407. 
Z-Arctigenin, 272. 
Arctium lappa, Z-arctigenin in seeds 

of, 272. 
Argon, bombardment of, with 

deuterons, 23. 
Aromatic compounds, 279. 
Arsacetin, 403. 
Arsenic, determination and separa¬ 

tion of, 440. 
tervalent, stereochemistry of, 237. 

Arsenicals, 403. 
Arundo donax, donaxine from, 380. 
Z-Asarinin, 277. 
Asarum sieboldii, Z-asarinin from, 

277. 
Ascorbic acid, synthesis of, in vitro, 

387. 
urinary excretion of, 388. 

Asymmetric synthesis, 234. 
Atebrin, and its musonate, in malaria 

therapy, 405. 
Atoms, action of, with solid surfaces, 

47. 
determination of distances be- 

tween, from electron diffraction, 
70, 74. 

Atomic weights, 135. 
calculation of, from energy changes 

in nuclear transformations, 142. 
cZ-Atrolactic acid, replacement of 

hydrogen by deuterium in, 229. 
bicyclo-[l : 2 : 2]-Azaheptene, 237. 
Azides, structure of, 210. 

Azomethane, decomposition of, 93. 
structure of, 81. 

Azotobactert 408. 
a>-Azotoluene, decomposition of, 94. 

Bacillus dyaenterice, polysaccharide 
from, 265. 

Bacteria, metabolism and activity of, 
408. 

Barium, determination of, 444. 
isotopes, 16. 

Barium cadmi-bromide and -chloride 
ZeZrahydrates, structure of, 214. 

Batyl alcohol, structure of, from 
surface films, 116. 

Benzaldehyde, o-nitro-, condensation 
of, with glycosides and sugars, 
249. 

a- and /9-Benzaldoximes, 2 : 6-di- 
chloro-3-nitro-, equilibrium of, 
231. 

Benzene, diamagnetic susceptibility 
of, 52. 

dipole moment of, in nitrobenzene, 
134. 

exchange of hydrogen for deuterium 
in, 291. 

oxidation of, 93. 
structure of, 58, 83, 279. 

Benzene, bromo-, dipole moment of, 
in non-polar solvents, 125. 

chloro-, polarisation of, in various 
solvents, 118. 

Benzenesulphonamide, p-amino*, 
antiseptic action of, 407. 

Benzidine, detection of, in presence 
of tolidine, 468. 

Benz-1 : 3 : 3-6icycZo-J2-nonene, 325. 
Benzoic acid, sodium salt, bromin- 

ation of, 287. 
Benzoinoxime, co-ordination com¬ 

pounds of, with metals, 167. 
Benzonitrile, dipole moment of, in 

non-polar solvents, 125. 
Benzonitrile, o-hydroxy-, structure 

of, 285. 
Benzophenone oximes, 2-hydroxy-, 

and their acetates, configuration 
of, 286. 

Benzopurpurin-B and -4B as indica¬ 
tors, 435. 

Benzpyrene, hydroxy-, 297. 
1 : 2-Benzpyrene, synthesis of, 339. 
2-Benzyldecalin, dehydrogenation of, 

307. 
1-BenzylcycZohexanol, dehydration of, 

325. 
Benzylideneazine, decomposition of, 

94. 
4 : 6-Benzylidene-a-methylglucoside, 

action of ace t obromoglucose 
on, 256. 
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Bcnzylmenthol, cyelisation of, 319. 
2-Benzyl-trans-octalin, dehydrogen¬ 

ation of, 300. 
Berberine, detection of, 468. 
Berlin blue, structure of, 213. 
Berthierite, crystal structure of, 208. 
Beryllium, bombardment of, by deu- 

terons, 21. 
by neutrons, 25. 
by y-rays, 26. 

detection of, 455. 
lattice constants of, 202. 
nucleus, mass of, 22. 
parachor of, in co-ordination com¬ 

pounds, 165. 
Beryllium carbide, structure of, 156. 
df-Bicuculline, synthesis of, 380. 
Bile, shark’s, scymnol from, 355. 

toad’s, trihydroxybufosterochol- 
enic acid from, 355. 

Bile acids, 353. 
dehydrogenation of, 303. 

Bilianio acids, 345. 
Biochemistry, 383. 

animal, 384. 
plant, 408. 

a-Bisabolol, 316. 
Bismuth, detection of, 453, 454. 

determination of, 438. 
determination and separation of, 

438. 
formation of radium-It’ from, 23. 

Bismuthials in syphilis therapy, 404. 
Bisnorcholanic acid, 3:7: 12-tri- 

hydroxy-, 355. 
Black tongue in dogs, 385. 
Bond distances, 74. 
n- and iao-Bomeols, relationship of, 

241. 
Boron, allotropy of, 203. 

bombardment of, by deuterons, 21. 
by neutrons, 24. 
by protons, 20. 

determination of, 447. 
Boron amide, structure of, 83. 

fluoride dehydrate, structure of, 
210. 

Bromates. *S'ee under Bromine. 
Bromides. See under Bromine. 
Bromine, determination of, in 

presence of iodine, 447. 
interatomic distance in, 74. 
kinetics of reaction of, with 

hydrogen, 89. 
Bromides, detection of, 452. 

determination of, 447. 
Bromates, detection of, 452. 

determination of, 447. 
Brucine in sulphuric acid as indicator, 

435. 
Buckwheat plants, effect of artificial 

light sources on dry matter 
production in, 418. 

Bufosterocholenio acid, trihydroxy-, 
from bile of toads, 355. 

Bufotalin, structure of, 364. 
Burdock. See Arctium lappa. 
tert.-Butyl chloride, decomposition of, 

94. 
n-ButylcycZopentane, hydrogenation 

of, 311. 
Butyric acid, a-annno-/?-hydroxy-, 

growth-promoting action of, 401, 
“ Byssus,” structure of, 226. 

Cadalene, 295, 298. 
Cadmium, at. wt. of, 142. 

detection of, 450, 455. 
isotopes, 17. 
lattice constants of, 202. 

Cadmium halides and oxides, 193. 
sulphate hydrate, structure of, 211. 

Calciferol, 349. 
antirachitic value of, 391. 
structure of, 390. 

Calcium, allotropy of, 203. 
detection of, 451. 
determination of, 444. 

Calcium sulphate hydrates, structure 
of, 212. 

Camphor, determination of, 407. 
Camphoric acid, bismuth ethyl ester, 

in sypliilis therapy, 405. 
Canalino, 400. 
Canavanine, 400. 
Carane, dehydrogenation of, 309. 
Carbamide, detection of, 467. 
Carbazides, detection of, 467. 
Carbides, structure of, 153. 
Carbohydrates, 245. 
Carbon, at. wt. of, 144. 

bombardment of, by deuterons, 21. 
bonds, single, double, and treble, 

distances of, 79. 
determination of, in organic com¬ 

pounds, 465. 
gaseous, 190. 
valency angles of, 84. 
valency states of, 43. 

Carbon tetrachloride, molecular or¬ 
bital of, 43. 

fluorides, 149. 
swdoxide, structure of, 81. 
dioxide, determination of, 448. 

isosteres of, and their properties, 
43. 

Carbon-bromine distance, 75. 
Carbon-chlorine distance, 75. 
Carbon-fluorine distance, 77. 
Carbon-iodine distance, 76. 
Carbon-nitrogen distance, 80. 
Carbon-oxygen distance, 80. 
Carbonyl chloride, carbon-chlorine 

bond in, 46. 
Carbonyls, metallic, 176. 
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2-o-Carboxybenzylindan* l-one, brom- 
ination and racemisation of, 233. 

Carpesterol, 379. 
Catalysts, dehydrogenation, 294. 
Catalytic dehydrogenation, 294. 

with metals, 305. 
with selenium, 299. 
with sulphur, 295. 

Catechol. See Pyrocatechol. 
Cellobiose oxime nona&cet&te and 

semicarbazone, structure of, 251. 
Cellulose, cotton and wood, 260. 

derivatives, films of, 116. 
nitration of, 226. 
structure of, 225. 
structure and particle weights of, 

258. 
Central force field, 61. 
Cerium, detection of, 455. 

isotopes, 16. 
magnetic susceptibility of, 181. 
separation of, 181. 

Cetylpyridinium bromide, conductiv¬ 
ity curve of, 105. 

Covanthridino, 377. 
Cevanthrol, 377. 
Chelate compounds, 283. 
Chemotherapy, 403. 
Chenodeoxycholio acid, 353. 
Cherry, winter. See Solarium pseudo- 

capsicum. 
Chicks, deficiency disease in, duo to 

lack of vitamin-X, 394. 
Chitin, structure of, 225. 
Chlarnydomonae, effect of temperature 

on respiration and assimilation 
in, 418. 

Chlorates. See under Clilorine. 
Chlorella pyrenoidosa, effect of ultra¬ 

violet light on photosynthesis in, 
418. 

Chlorine, at. wt. of, 139. 
interatomic distance in, 74. 
structure of, 217. 

Chlorine dioxide, structure of, 79. 
Hydrochlorio acid, exchange of 

deuterium with hydrogen in, 92. 
Chlorates, determination of, 447. 
Perchloric acid as oxidising agent 

for chromium, 442. 
Chlorophyll, chemistry of, 420. 

condition of, in plants, 427. 
effect of nutrition on formation of, 

in plants, 428. 
formula for, 422. 

Chlorophyll-a and -6, 421. 
“ Chloroplastin,” 428. 
Cholanthrene, preparation of, 332. 

synthesis of, 339. 
Cholera vibrio, polysaccharide from, 

265. 
Cholestenols, 352. 
J4- and A 6-Cholestenones, 344. 
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Cholesterol, dehydrogenation of, 305, 
309. 

irradiated, antirachitic value of, 
391. 

isomerides of, 341. 
^•Cholesterol, 343. 
aZZoCholesterol, 342. 
epiCholesterol, 342. 
epiaZZoCholesterol, 342, 
Cholic acid, 353. 

dehydrogenation of, 302. 
a- and j8-apoCholic acids, 348. 
Chromium, determination and separa¬ 

tion of, 442. 
Chromium Acxocarbonyl, 176. 

Dichromatos, detection of, 455. 
Chrysene, from sterols, 302. 

synthesis of, 324. 
Chrysenes, diene syntheses with, 329. 
Chrysofiuorene, 323. 
Chymotrypsinogen, structure of, 226. 
Cinobufagm, structure of, 364. 
Citergic acid, 375. 
Citric acid, detection of, 467. 
Cobalt, detection of, 450, 455. 

isotopes, 16. 
Cobalt ammines, heats of formation 

and solution of, 172. 
chi o roamminobisdime thy lglyoxime, 

effect of powdered quartz on 
optical activity of, 175. 

compounds, complex, rotation and 
configuration of, 173. 

nitrosyUn'carbonyl, parachor of, 
166. 

sulphides, crystal structure of, 207. 
d- and Z-Cocaines, detection of, 468. 
Co-enzyme R, 414. 
Colloids, 103. 

electrolytic, with long hydrooarbon 
chains, 103. 

Colorimeters, 457. 
Colorimetric analysis, organic, 467. 

photometric, accuracy of, 459. 
quantitative, 456. 

Colour, measurement of, 466. 
Conidendrin, 274. 
Co-ordination compounds, 157, 

complex, 213. 
Copaene, dehydrogenation of, 298. 
Copper, bombardment of, with deu- 

terons, 23. 
detection of, 454. 
detection and determination of, 

450. 
determination of, 439, 462. 

in organic compounds, 465. 
Copper phthalocyanine, 160. 

Cupric chloride dihydrate, structure 
of, 213. 

chloride dehydrate and pyridine 
derivative, 160. 

fl-diketones, 159. 
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Copper:— 
Cuprous iodide, co-ordination com¬ 

pounds of, with arsines and 
phosphines, 167. 

oxide, red and yellow, 191. 
salts, ammoniates of, 172. 
selenide, sulphide, and telluride, 

crystal structure of, 207. 
Corticosterone, 360, 396. 
Cortin, 359. 
Crotonaldehyde, addition of, to cyclo- 

pentadiene, 240. 
frantf-Crotonyl chloride, addition of, 

to cycZopentadiene, 240. 
Crystals, action of atoms and mole¬ 

cules with surfaces of, 47. 
molecular, 214. 
paramagnetism of, 51. 
structure analysis of, 196. 
structure factor tables for, 198. 

Crystallography, 196. 
Cubebin, 273. 
Cupressus obtusa. See Cypress, 

Japanese. 
Cupric and Cuprous compounds. 

See under Copper. 
Cyanides. See under Cyanogen. 
Cyanogen, structure of, 82. 

Cyanides, determination of, 464. 
Cyanuric triazide, structure of, 81, 83. 
Cylindrite, indium in, 195. 
p-Cymene from terpenes, 295. 
Cypress, Japanese, Z-hinokinin from 

resin of, 273. 
hinokiol from resin of, 270. 

Cysteylglutamine, 397. 

Dacrydium biforme, manool from, 
269. 

Dacrydium colensoi, manoyl oxide 
from, 269. 

Decalin, dehydrogenation of, 307. 
Zran^-Decalin, dehydrogenation of, 

300. 
trans-fi-Decalone, dehydrogenation of, 

305. 
Dehydroandrosterone, configuration 

of, 356. 
epiBehydroandrosterone, 357. 
7-Dehydrocholesterol, 352. 

irradiated, antirachitic properties 
of, 390. 

Dehydroneoergosterol, preparation 
of, 312. 

Dehydrogenation, 294. 
Behydrolumisterol, 349. 
7-Dehydrositosterol, irradiated, anti¬ 

rachitic value of, 392. 
7-Behydrostigmasterol, irradiated, 

antirachitic properties of, 391. 
dZ-Bemethoxymatteucinol, resolution 

of, 231. 

Bermatitis, in chickens and in rats, 
385. 

Beuterium (heavy hydrogen) atoms, 
exchange of, with hydrogen 
atoms, 92, 99. 

bombardment of, by y-rays, 26. 
“labelling” molecules by intro¬ 

duction of, 354. 
proportion of, in hydrogen, 144. 
reactions with, in solution, 98. 

Beuterium compounds, aromatic, 291. 
oxide (heavy water), exchange re¬ 

actions of, with polyphenols, 
293. 

ionic product of, 99. 
kinetics of reactions in, 100. 

Beutero - compounds, stereochemistry 
of, 228. 

Beuterolysis, 98. 
Beuterons, bombardment of nuclei 

by, 20. 
Biacetylene, structure of, 82. 
2:4- and 4 : 6-Biacetylresorcinols, 

structure and properties of, 283. 
Bialkylnaphthalenes, cfahydroxy-, 

properties and configuration of, 
288. 

Biamino-acids from proteins, adsorp¬ 
tion of, by Japanese acid clay, 
466. 

Diazoacetic acid, ethyl ester, effect 
of deuterium oxide on decom¬ 
position of, 101. 

hydrogen-ion catalysis of, 97. 
Biazomethane, structure of, 81. 
Bibenzanthracene, crystal structure 

of, 223. 
Dibenzoylkojio acid, 253. 
Biborane, molecular orbitals in, 43. 
Bi carbon, 190. 
Dichromates. See under Chromium. 
Dickite, crystal structure of, 206. 
Bicyclic compounds, synthesis of, 

from olefins, 316. 
Dienes, condensation of, with quin- 

ones, 328. 
heats of hydrogenation of, and of 

benzene, 280. 
syntheses with, 328. 

Diethylbromogold, 169. 
1 : 2-DiethyIcycZohexene, dehydrogen¬ 

ation of, 303. 
Digitalis purpurea, saponins from, 

365. 
Bigitogenin, 365. 

structure of, 365. 
Digoxigenin, 362. 
22-Dihydroergosterol, irradiation of, 

352. 
irradiated, antirachitic value of, 

392. 
a-Dihydrofucosterol, identity of, with 

sitosterol of wheat germ oil, 346. 
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a- and y-Dihydrolysergic acids, 375. 
Dihydronaphthalene, dehydrogen¬ 

ation of, 307. 
Dihydronaphthoic acids, substituted 

esters, preparation of, 333. 
Dihydrophenanthrene - o- dicarboxy lie 

anhydrides, 333. 
J2 : 5-Dihydroterephthalic acid, di¬ 

methyl ester, dehydrogenation 
of, 307. 

Dihydrotheelin. See (Estradiol. 
1 : 3-Diketodecalin, preparation of, 

331. 
Diketohexahydrochrysenes, 337. 
Diketones, cyclo-dehydration of, 333. 
1 : 6-Diketones, cyclisation of, 333. 
(— )ay-Dimethylallyl alcohol, asym¬ 

metric synthesis with, 234. 
6 : 6'-Dimethyldiphenyl, 2 : 2'-di¬ 

amine-. racemisation of, 94. 
1 : 2-Dimethylphenanthrene, syn¬ 

thesis of, 338. 
0 : 7-Dimethyl-9-d-riboflavin-5'-phos- 

phoric acid, 386. 
Diq/cZopentyl, dehydrogenation of, 

310. 
Diphenic acids, reduced, pyrolysis of, 

341. 
Diphenyl, 2 : 2'- and 3 : 3'-d*chloro-, 

electric moments of, 237. 
Diphenyl-2-acetic acid, cyclo-dehydr¬ 

ation of, 339. 
Dipheny lbenzidinesulphonic acid, 

sodium salt, as oxidation-reduc¬ 
tion indicator, 435. 

Diphenylcarbazide as indicator, 435. 
Dipheny Id inaphthylallene, resolution 

of, 230. 
as-Diphenylethylene, polymerides of, 

319. 
Dipole moments, influence of sol¬ 

vents on, 117, 132. 
measurement of, in polar solvents, 

134. 
Di-n-propylbromogold, 169. 
Dipyridine iodine nitrate, 170. 
Dipyridinobenzenes, reduced, 369. 
Disaccharides, 245. 
Diterpenes, 267. 
Di-o-tolyl, dehydrogenation of, 299. 
o-Divinylbenzene, properties and 

structure of, 289. 
Divinyl ether, decomposition of, 93. 
Djenkolic acid, 402. 
Dodecahydrobenzanthracene, de¬ 

hydrogenation of, 301. 
Dodecahy drochry sene, dehydrogen¬ 

ation of, 296, 301. 
Dodecahydrophenanthrone, 335. 
Donaxine, 380. 
Dorema ammoniacum, ammoresinol 

from, 278. 
Drop reactions, 453. 
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Earth, rare-earth elements in crust of 
the, 178. 

Earths, rare, 178. 
colours of salts of, 182. 
separation of, 179. 
strength of, as bases, 182. 

Eka-osmium, formation of, 26. 
Electrons, diffraction of, 65. 

analytic interpretation of, 72. 
radial distribution method of 

examination of, 73. 
Elements, isotopes of, 15. 
Equation, Debye, modifications of, 

126. 
Equilenin, 360. 
Equilin, 360. 
woErgine, 375. 
Ergobasine, 375. 
Ergoelavine, structure of, 374. 
Ergomonamine, 375. 
Ergometrine, 375. 
Ergometrinine, structure of, 374. 
Ergosinine, 374. 
Ergostane-3 : 6-dione, 347. 
Ergostanetriol, 347. 
Ergostenedione, 347. 
a-, fi-, and y-Ergostenols, 348. 
Ergosterol, degradation of, 361. 

structure of, 346. 
ncoErgosterol, 343. 

dehydrogenation of, 346. 
Ergostetrine, 375. 
Ergot alkaloids, 374. 
Ergotamine, 374. 
Ergotaininine, 374. 
Ergotoeine, 375. 
Esters, hydrolysis of, 95. 

effect of deuterium oxide on, 101. 
ketonic, cyclo-dehydration of, 330. 

Ethane, molecular orbital of, 43. 
Ethane, nitro-, effect of deuterium 

oxide on neutralisation of, 101. 
Ethyl bromide, dipole moment of, in 

non-polar solvents, 125. 
ether, decomposition of, 94. 

Ethylamine, decomposition of, 93. 
Ethylene, molecular orbital of, 43. 

cZ/chloride, dipole moment of, 132. 
oxide, decomposition of, 93. 
platinous chloride, structure of, 178. 

/9-Ethylgalactofuranoside, 251. 
Ettringite, crystal structure of, 206. 
Eucalyptus oil, Z-eudesmin from, 276. 
Eudalene, 295, 297, 327. 
Z-Eudesmin, 276. 
Eudesmol, dehydrogenation of, 297. 
Euglena gracilis, effect of ultra-violet 

light on photosynthesis by, 418. 
Europium, separation of, 180. 

Fagara xanthoxyloides, xanthotoxin 
from, 368. 
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Famesone, 316. 
Famesol, dehydration of, 316. 
Ferric salts. See under Iron. 
Ferricyanides, detection of, 452. 
Ferroeyanogen ions, structure of, 40. 
Fibre structures, 224. 
Fibrin, blood, amino-acids from, 400. 
Fiohtelite, dehydrogenation of, 298, 

309. 
Ficus carica, fieusin from, 368. 
Ficusin, 368. 
Films, thickness of, in relation to 

X-ray broadening, 201. 
transference of, from water surfaces 

to solids, 117. 
unimoleeular, 112. 

Flavanone, 7-liydroxy-, resolution of, 
231. 

Flavine, structure of, 254. 
Fluorene, formation of, by dehydro¬ 

genation, 311. 
structure of, 223. 

Fluorene, 2-bromo-, asymmetric syn¬ 
thesis with, 236. 

Fluorescence in relation to photo¬ 
synthesis, 425. 

Fluorine, at. wt. of, 144. 
bombardment of, by protons, 19. 
determination of, 446. 
preparation of, 145. 
y-rays from, 19. 

Fluorine compounds, 146. 
halides, 146. 
dioxide, decomposition of, 94. 
oxides, 147. 
Hydrofluoric acid, anhydrous, criti¬ 

cal temperature of, 152. 
Fluorides, acid, 151. 

Foods, anti-chicken-dermatitis factor 
in, 385. 

Force constants of molecular bonds, 
64. 

Force fields, 60. 
d-Fructose, synthesis of, 246. 
jff-Fructosediacetone, oxidation of, 

247. 
Fucostanol, 345. 
Fucosterol, 345. 
Furanose derivatives from galactose, 

251. 
Furtondicarboxylic acid, and its iso- 

propylidene derivative, 248, 

Galactans, 261. 
d2-Galactose hep ta&cet ate, 250. 
Gallium, detection of, 455. 

determination and separation of, 
442. 

Gas reactions, 91. 
Gases, molecular structure of, from 

electron diffraction, 65. 
Gegenions, 104. 

Gelatin, amino-acids from, 399. 
Gentiobiose, synthesis of, 255. 
Geraniol, eyclisation of, 316. 
Geraniolene, cyclo-dehydration of, 

315. 
Germanium, at. wt. of, 136. 

determination of, 463. 
Gormanium disulphide, crystal struc¬ 

ture of, 207. 
Gitogenin, structure of, 365. 
Glass, oxide, 205. 
Glauconite, crystal structure of, 206. 
Globin, structure of, 400. 
1 -d-Glucopyranosidocytosine, 255. 
Glucose, determination of, 468. 

effect of deuterium oxide on 
mutarotation of, 100. 

4-phosphate, 248. 
reactions of, with bases, 245. 

Glucose, 6-thio-, 249. 
1- /?-Glucosidofructose, synthesis of, 

255. 
2- /S-Glucosido-a-glueose, 256. 
Glucosone, and its totrabenzoyl de¬ 

rivative, 252. 
6-Glucosylpiperidine, 249. 
Glucoxazoline, p-hydroxy-, and p- 

thiol-, 249. 
Glutaminylcysteine, 397. 
Glutathione, relation of, to ascorbic 

acid, 389. 
synthesis of, 402. 

Glycocholic acid, 354. 
Glycodeoxycholic acid, 354. 
Glycogen, structure of, 225. 
Glycosides, 245. 
Glyoximes, copper co-ordination com¬ 

pounds with, 168. 
Gold, at. wt. of, 142. 

determination of, 438. 
sols, particle size of, 201. 
valency of, and its co-ordination 

compounds, 169. 
Goniometer, Weissenberg, 197. 
Gramme, 379. 
Graphite, chemistry of, 190. 

particle size of, 201. 
Guaiacum officinale, guaiaretic acid 

from resin of, 270. 
Guaiaretic acid, 270. 
Guanine-uridylic acid, 254. 
Gum arabic, aldobionio acid from, 

262. 

Haemoglobin, muscle, combination of, 
with oxygen and carbon mon¬ 
oxide, 97. 

Haemoglobins, 400. 
Hauerite, crystal structure of, 208. 
Heat of hydrogenation, 280. 
Heliotric acid, 377. 
Heliotridan, and hydroxy-, 377. 
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Heliotridine, 377. 
Heliotrine, 377. 
Heliotropium laaiocarpum, alkaloids 

from, 377. 
Helium, scattering of, by lithium and 

sodium fluorides, 49. 
Helminthosporium, ravenelin from, 

369. 
Hemlock, Japanese, tsugaresinol 

from, 274. 
Hepta - acetylgentiobiuronic acid, 

methyl ester, 264. 
Heterocyclic compounds, 367. 
Hexadeuterobenzene, preparation of, 

291. 
Raman spectrum and structure of, 

280. 
structure of, from spectra, 58. 

Hoxaethylbenzene, crystal structure 
of, 223. 

Hexahydrobenzylbenzoic acids, 
eyclisation of, 339. 

Hexahydrochrysenes, 338. 
Hexahydrofluorene, dehydrogenation 

of, 300, 307. 
Hexahydrohydrindene, dehyd rogen- 

ation of, 307. 
Hexahydrozingiberene, dehydro¬ 

genation of, 307. 
H examethy 1 benzene, hexahvomo -, 

crystal structure of, 223. 
eycloHexane, dehydrogenation of, 

306. 
q/cZoHexanone, dehydrogenation of, 

297. 
in naphthalene, 296. 

cyc/oHexenones, synthesis of, 336. 
Hexoxidase, 389. 
cycloT&exy lmethy lcycfopentane, de - 

hydrogenation of, 310. 
2-cycZoHexylnaphthalene, dehydro- fenation of, 296, 300. ' 

fexylcycfopentane, dehydro¬ 
genation of, 310. 

dl- and /-Hinokinins, 273. 
Hinokiol, 270. 
Hormones, 395. 

nomenclature of, 360. 
male, from testicular extracts, 358. 
oestrogenic nitrogenous, 362. 
sex, 356, 397. 

Hydrindene, configuration of, 281. 
derivatives, 281. 

Hydrindenes, bromo-, dipole moments 
of, 282. 

Hydroaromatio compounds, poly¬ 
cyclic, synthesis of, 312. 

Hydrocarbons, aromatic, formation 
of, by cyclo-dehydrogenation of 
aliphatic hydrocarbons, 311. 

tetracyclic, synthesis of, 323. 
Hydrochloric acid. See under 

Chlorine. 
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Hydrofluoric acid. See under 
Fluorine. 

Hydrogen bonds, conditions for form¬ 
ation of, 285. 

detection of, by spectra, 58. 
exchange of, with deuterium, 92. 
ions, determination of, 464. 
kinetics of reaction of, with 

bromine, 89. 
molecules, Heitler-London theory 

of, 38. 
Hydrogen chloride. See Hydrochloric 

acid under Chlorine, 
fluoride. See Hydrofluoric acid 

under Fluorine, 
peroxide, detection of, 452. 
sulphide, solid, lattice constant and 

optical properties of, 217. 
IJydrophenanthrene derivatives, syn¬ 

theses of, 327. 
Hydrophenanthrenes, diene syn¬ 

theses in, 328. 
synthesis of, 319. 

Hydroxyl groups, determination of, 
466. 

infra-red absorption of, 285. 
Hydroxylamine, detection of, 455. 
Hyodeoxycholic acid, 353. 
Hypophosphites. See under Phos¬ 

phorus. 

Ice, structure of, 217. 
Imino-groups, infra-red absorption 

of, 285. 
Immuno-polysaccharides, 261. 
Indicators, 434. 

effect of ionic micelle formation 
on equilibrium point of, 110. 

adsorption, 436. 
fluorescence, 435. 

Indigo tin, isomeric change of, on 
fibre of dyed materials, 231. 

Indium, determination of, in minerals, 
195. 

Indole derivatives, 379. 
Inorganic analysis, qualitative, 448. 

quantitative, 433. 
Inosine, absorption spectrum of, 253. 
Insulin, structure of, 396. 

therapy with, 397.- 
Iodates. See under Iodine. 
Iodides. See under Iodine. 
Iodine, determination of, 447. 

interatomic distance in, 74. 
Iodine nitrate, co-ordination com¬ 

pound of, with pyridine, 170. 
Iodides, determination of, 447. 
Iodates, determination of, 447. 
Periodic acid, detection of, 454. 

Ions, complex, acid-base properties 
of, 176. 

structure of, 210. 
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Ionene, dehydrogenation of, 298, 
302. 

Ionisation potential, effect of mole¬ 
cular dipoles on, 42. 

Iridium as catalyst, 305. 
Iron, determination of, 463. 

determination and separation of, 
441, 442. 

in relation to assimilation in plants, 
430. 

isotopes, 16. 
Iron carbide, decomposition of, 156. 

pewtacarbonyl, paraehor of, 166. 
structure of, 165. 

dinitrosyldicarbonyl, paraehor of, 
166. 

Ferric salts, compounds of, with 
o-phenanthroline, 173. 

Isatin, structure of, 221. 
Isomerism, geometrical, 231. 
Isosteres, 43. 
Isotopes, 15. 
Ivory nut, mannans in, 260. 

Jervine, 377. 

Kaempherol-Z-rhamnoside, 255. 
Kaolinite, crystal structure of, 206. 
Keratin, structure of, from various 

sources, 226. 
Keratins, 400. 
Ketohydrochrysenes, 335. 
l-Keto-7-hydroxy-l : 2 : 3 : 4-tetra- 

hydrophenanthrene, synthesis of, 
338. 

3-Ketomanoyl oxide, 269. 
Ketones, dehydrogenation of, 297. 

detection of, 465. 
cyclic, formation of, 336, 341. 

Kinetics, chemical, 86. 

Lanosterol, 346. 
Lanthanum nitrates and selenate, 

183. 
Larch. See Larix decidua. 
Lariciresinol, 278. 
Larix decidua, lariciresinol from resin 

of, 278. 
Lasiocarpine, 377. 
Lead, detection of, 454. 

detection,determination,and separ¬ 
ation of, 453. 

determination of, 461. 
determination and separation of, 

438. 
isotopes, 17. 

Lead compounds, stereochemistry of, 
164. 

monoxide, red and yellow, 192. 
sulphides, crystal structure of, 208. 

Leaves, fluorescent substances from, 
426. 

photosynthesis in relation to chloro¬ 
phyll and water content of, 419. 

Lemon juice, vitamin-P from, 390. 
Light of varying wave-lengths, utilis¬ 

ation of, by plants, 417. 
ultra-violet, effect of, on photo¬ 

synthesis, 418. 
Lignanes, 270. 
Lignin, structure of, 267. 
Limonene, dehydrogenation of, 308. 
Linalool, cyclisation of, 316. 
Liquids, frequency of collisions in, 

102. 
Lithium, bombardment of, by neu¬ 

trons, 25. 
by protons, 19. 

isotopes, 15. 
y-rays from, 19. 

Lithium alum, preparation of, 194. 
itfoLithobilianic acid, 345. 
Lithocholic acid, 353. 
Lucerne, effect of nitrates on nitrogen 

fixation and nodule formation by, 
413. 

Luxnisterol, 349. 
Lupin alkaloids, 372. 
Lysergic acid, structure of, 374, 375. 
ttfoLysergic acid, 375. 

Magnesium, bombardment of, by 
deutorons, 23. 

detection of, 451, 453. 
in relation to assimilation in 

plants, 430. 
Magnesium carbide, 157. 
Magneto-optical analysis, 432. 
Malaria in monkeys, atebrin and 

quinine therapy in, 406. 
therapy in, 405. 

Maleic anhydride, addition of, to 
abietic acid, 268. 

to q/dopentadiene and its deri¬ 
vatives, 240. 

Maltose semicarbazone, structure of, 
251. 

Mandelio acid, ammonium salt, anti¬ 
septic action of, 407. 

LMandelic acid, replacement of 
hydrogen by deuterium in, 229. 

Manganese in relation to assimilation 
in plants, 430. 

Manganese carbides, 157. 
Manganic sulphate as reagent in 

volumetric analysis, 448. 
Manganite, crystal structure of, 209. 
Mannans, 260. 
Mannosaccharodilactone, structure 

and properties of, 253. 
Manool, 269. 
Manoyl oxide, 269. 
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Matai. See Podocarpua apicatus. 
Z-Matairesinol, 271, 
dl- and Z-Matairesinol dimethyl ethers, 

272. 
Melting-point apparatus, 468. 
Mercurials in syphilis therapy, 404. 
Mercury, detection and determin¬ 

ation of, 450. 
determination of, 438, 462. 
Mercuric salts, determination of, 

464. 
Mesomerism, 44. 
Metals, detection of non-metallic 

impurities in, 452. 
quantum theory of, 203. 
catalytic, dehydrogenation with, 

305. 
noble, as catalysts, 306. 

Metaldehyde, structure of, 220. 
Metascolecite, crystal structure of, 

206. 
Methane, molecular orbital of, 43. 

oxidation of, 92. 
Methane, nitro-, enolisation of, in 

deuterium oxide, 101. 
Methionine, synthesis of, 402. 
,r)-Methoxy-3-dimethylaminomethyl- 

indole, synthesis of, 380. 
7-Methoxy-l : 2-q/cZopeiitenophenan- 

threne, synthesis of, 324. 
y -Methoxy - a/3 - fsopropy lidenedioxy - £ - 

carbome thoxy -n - b u ty ri c acid, 
methyl ester, 248. 

Methyl azide, structure of, 81. 
Methylamine, oxidation of, 93. 
2-Methyl- l-Jv-butenyl-3 : 4-dihydro- 

phenanthrene, cyclisation of, 317. 
1 - Methyl -2 - Ay - butenylcycZo - 

hexanol, cyclisation of, 317. 
9-Methyl-1-decalone, synthesis of, 341. 
7-Methylenecholesterol, irradiated, 

inactivity of, 392. 
2:5- endoMethylene - Jl:* - dihydro - 

benzoic acid, catalytic reduction 
of, 244. 

3:6- endoMetliylene - J1:4 - dihydro - 
phthalic acid, catalytic reduction 
of, 244. 

(iendo) 2 : 5-endoMathylenehexahydro- 
benzoic acid, 242. 

trans-3 : 6-endoM©thylene - 4 - keto- 
hexahydrophthalic acid, cataly¬ 
tic reduction of, 244. 

exo-cia-3 : 6-endoMethylene - 4 - keto- 
hexahydrophthalic anhydride, 
catalytic reduction of, 244. 

trana- 2 : 5 - end oMe t hy lene - 6 - methyl- 
(e#o)tetrahydrobenzoic acid 
(endo), 241. 

2 : 5-endoMethylene - A3 - tetrahydro- 
benzoic acid, 240. 

trana-3 : 6-endoMethylone - A* - tetra- 
hydrophthalic acid, 241, 
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Methylethylethylene, hydration of, 
under influence of acids, 96. 

Methylethylglyoximes, copper and 
nickel, 161. 

a-Methylglucopyranoside, action of, 
with lead tetra-acetate, 247. 

oxidation of, 246. 
5-Methylglucose, 248. 
Methylglycogen, particle weights of, 

in benzene and in calcium 
chloride, 258. 

1 - Methyl - A1 - cycZohexen - 3 - one, 
dehydrogenation of, 305. 

a - Me thy ] hy drindene, dehydrogen - 
ation of, 309. 

a- and ^-Mefchylhydrmdenes, de¬ 
hydrogenation of, 302. 

8 - Methyl -1 - hydrindenone, prepar¬ 
ation of, 340. 

a-Methylmarmopvranoside, oxidation 
of, 246. 

a-Methylmamioside, oxidation of, 
246. 

Methylmethoxyphenanthrenes, pre¬ 
paration of, 340. 

9-Methyloctalin, dehydrogenation of, 
302. 

3 - MethylcycZopentenophenanthrene, 
302. 

2-Methylpyrrolizidine, 237. 
5-Methyl Z-rhamnofuranoso, 255. 
4-Methyl Z-rhamnopyranose, 255. 
a-Methylsf yrene, polymerides of, 319. 
1-Methyltctralin, formation of, 318. 
1 -Methyltetralin-4-carboxylic acid, 

dehydrogenation of, 296. 
/3-Methyl-a-tetralone, preparation of, 

336. 
7 -Methyl-1 -tetralone, dehydrogen¬ 

ation of, 312. 
Micelles, ionic, structure of, 104. 

surface, in films, 113. 
Micro-organisms, formation of poly¬ 

saccharides by, 261. 
Modenol, antisyphilitie action of, 404. 
Molecules, energy of formation of, 

by variational mothods, 38. 
forces between, 59. 
quantum mechanics of, 37. 
structure of, from electron diffrac¬ 

tion, 81. 
from spectroscopy, 53. 

aromatic, diamagnetic anisotropy 
of, 51. 

polyatomic, vibrational and rota¬ 
tional levels of, 53. 

dipolar, polarisation of medium by, 
121. 

linear, 54. 
polar, velocity of reaction between, 

96. 
spherical, 55. 
symmetrical-top, 56, 57. 
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Molluscs, sterols of, 346. 
Molybdenum, at. wt. of, 136. 

determination of, 440. 
isotopes, 16. 

Molybdenum &e.racarbonyl, 176. 
Monosaccharides, 245. 
Moulds, growth of, in deuterium 

oxide, 102. 
Myosmine, 380. 

Naphtha(l': 2': 2 : 3)fluorono, pre¬ 
paration of, 332. 

Naphthalene, preparation of, from 
tetralin, 295. 

hydrogenation of, 314. 
structure of, 287. 
sulphonation of, 290. 

Naphthalene, chlore-derivatives, di¬ 
pole moments of, 289. 

Naphthalene-1 : 5-disulphinylacotic 
acid, preparation of, 289. 

l-fl'-Naphthyllcv/c/ohoxene, dehydro¬ 
genation of, 296. 

Neodymium nitrates and solenate, 
183. 

Nephelometry, 460. 
Nerolidol, dehydration of, 310. 
Nervous diseases, administration of 

vitamin-JSj in, 384. 
Neutrons, bombardment of nuclei by, 

24. 
slow, properties of, and their 

capture, 28. 
Nickel a3 catalyst, 305. 

isotopes, 16. 
Nickel benzyhuethylglyoximes, 158. 

carbide, decomposition of, 156. 
carbonyl, structure of, 83, 162. 

structure and parachor of, 1 66. 
oxide, colour of, 192. 
phthaiocyanine, 160. 
sulphides, crystal structuro of, 

207. 
Niobium, analysis of, 443. 

at. wt. of, 136. 
Nitrates. See under Nitrogen. 
Nitrides, metallic, heats of formation 

of, 187. 
Nitroamine, catalytic decomposition 

of, 97. 
Nitrogen, at. wt. of, 139, 144. 

bombardment of, by neutrons, 24. 
determination of, in organic com¬ 

pounds, 465. 
fixation of, by Azotobacter, 410. 

by Jthizobia, 411. 
nucleus, scattering of fast /J- 

partieles by, 32. 
supply of, to plants in relation to 

chlorophyll, 428. 
tervalent, stereochemistry of, 237. 

valency angle of, 85. 

Nitrogen fluorides, 149. 
monoxide (nitrous oxide), structure 

of, 82. 
d/oxide (nitric oxide), reactions of, 

with bromine, chlorine, hydro¬ 
gen, and oxygen, 92. 

Nitric acid monohydrate, structure 
of, 210. 

Nitrates, determination of, 447. 
Nitrogen-oxygen distance, 80. 
Nitrosoamine, preparation and struc¬ 

ture of, 189. 
Nitrosyl perchlorate and sulphate, 

188. 
e.roNorbomylamine, 242. 
Norlupinane, 373. 
Nuclei, effect of resonance on dis¬ 

tances between, 46. 
transmutations of, 17. 

Nucleosides, natural and synthetic, 
253. 

Nutrition, effect of, on formation of 
chlorophyll in plants, 428. 

Octahydrodibenzanthrono, synthesis 
of, 339. 

as. - Oetahydrophenanthrene, syn¬ 
thesis of, 321. 

Oc t ahy dro - 9 -phenanthrol, dehy d ro - 
gonation of, 312. 

Octahydropyridocoline, synthesis of, 
372. 

A* : 10-a-Octalone, preparation of, 340. 
ct/cZoOctane, dehydrogenation of, 310. 
(Estradiol, 360, 397. 
(Estreastanol, 345. 
(Estreasterol, 346. 
(Estriol, 360. 
(Estrone, 360. 
Olea europea, Z-olivil from rosin of, 

275. 
Olefins, complex compounds of, with 

metallic salts, 177. 
Olive. See Olea europea. 
n- and i'so-Olivils, 275. 
Opium alkaloids, detection of, 468. 
Optical activity and tautomerism, 

232. 
Orcinol, exchange of hydrogen with 

deuterium in, 293. 
Organic analysis, 465, 
Organo-metallic compounds, com¬ 

plex, optically active, 232. 
Orpiment, crystal structure of, 208. 
Orsanine, trypanosomes resistant to, 

404. 
Orthoformic acid, ethyl ester, hydro¬ 

lysis of, in deuterium oxide, 102. 
Osmium, lattice constants of, 202. 
Oxalic acid, detection of, 468. 

determination of, 468. 
dihydrate, structure of, 218. 
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Oxalic acid, ammonium salt, mono- 
hydrate, structure of, 219. 

calcium salt, dihydrate, structure 
of, 219. 

Oxidation-reduction reactions, colori¬ 
metric, 405. 

Oxides, crystal structure of, 203. 
1 : 15-Oxidopentadecane, 368. 
1 : 14-Oxidotetradecane, 367. 
Oximes, configuration of, 286. 
a- and Oximes, equilibrium of 

intoroonversion of, 231. 
Oximinothiocamphor as indicator, 

436. 
Oxonitin, structure of, 376. 
Oxygen, determination of, in organic 

compounds, 465. 
isotopic composition of, 141. 
valency angles of, 84. 

y-Oxygen, structure of, 217. 
Oxygen-chlorine distance, 79. 
Oxygen-fluorine distance, 79. 
Oxygenated compounds, selenium 

dehydrogenation of, 304. 
cZZ-Oxyspartoine, structure of, 373. 

Palladium as catalyst, 305. 
Palladium glycines, 158. 
Parachor of co-ordination com¬ 

pounds, 165. 
Paraldehyde, structure of, 83. 
Particles, determination of size of, 

by X-rays, 201. 
a-Particles, bombardment of nuclei 

by, 17. 
Peganine, 370. 
Peganum harmala, peganine from, 

370. 
Pellagra, chicken and human, 385. 
Pentaborane, structure of, 83. 
Pontadeuterobenzhydrylamine, 

resolution of, 228. 
Pontadeuterobenzoio acid, 293. 
cycZoPentadiene, additions to, 240. 

adduct of, with maleic anhydride, 
239. 

detection of, 467. 
polymerisation of, 238. 

cycZoPentadiene-1 -carboxylic acid, 
methyl ester, adduct of, with 
maleic anhydride, 240. 

Pentane, oxidation of, 92. 
cycZoPentane, hydrogenation and de¬ 

hydrogenation of, 311. 
cycZoPentanoperhydrophenanthrene, 

natural products from, 341. 
cycZoPentanotetr&hy drophenon - 

threne, 322. 
I; 2-cycZoPentenophenanthrone series, 

cyelisation of, 339. 
1 -cycZoPentylhydrindene, dehydro - 

genation of, 299. 
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Pepper, red Hungarian, vitamin-P 
from, 390. 

Perandren, 359. 
Perehlorio acid. See under Chlorine. 
Periodic acid. See under Iodine. 
Periplogenin, 363. 
Persulphates. See under Sulphur. 
Petroleum naphthenes, dehydrogen¬ 

ation of, 307. 
Phenanthrene, formation of, by 

dehydrogenation, 311. 
hydrogenation of, 314. 
preparation of, 299. 

o-Phenanthroline, compounds of, with 
ferric salts, 173. 

Phenol, detection of, 468. 
determination of, in presence of 

cresols, 467. 
Phenol, o-chloro-, configuration of, 

287. 
Phonols, detection of, 466, 468. 
Phenol ethers, acidolysis of, 97. 
Phenosafranine as indicator, 436. 
Phonoxarsines, dissymmetry of, 230. 
Phenoxthionin, 369. 
a-Phenylacetoacotic acid, Z-menthyl 

ester, enolisation and racemis- 
ation of, 234. 

Phenylanthranilic acid as indicator, 
434. 

a-Phonylbutyric acid, a-amino-j9- 
hydroxy-, synthesis of, 402. 

/? - Phen y le t hy Icy eZopent y lcarbinol, 
325. 

2-PhenylcycZohexylacetic acids, 
preparation of, 339. 

3 - Phenyl - 4 - methyltetrahydro - 4 - 
carboline-5-carboxylic acid, 374. 

10 - PhonyIphenoxarsino - 2 - carboxy¬ 
lic acid, optical activity of, 
230. 

8-Phenyl-n-valeric acid, a-amino-/?- 
hydroxy-, synthesis of, 402. 

Phosphates. See under Phosphorus. 
Phosphonitrile chloride, structure of, 

225. 
Phosphorus, determination of, 463. 
Phosphorus hydrides, 184. 

nitrides, 186. 
peroxide, 184. 
penZoxide, 185. 
Phosphates, removal of, in quali¬ 

tative analysis, 451. 
Hypophosphites, determination of, 

445. 
Pyrophosphates, 195. 

12-Phosphotungstic acid, hydrated, 
structure of, 214. 

Photometric titrations, 464. 
Photosynthesis in plants, 416. 

mechanism of, 420. 
Phrenosinic acids, detection of, 202. 
Phthalocyanine, structure of, 221. 
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Phthalocyanines, structure of, 215. 
metallic, 160. 

stereochemistry of, 161. 
structure of, 213. 

Picea abies, d-pinoresinol from resin 
of, 277. 

Picene, synthesis of, 324. 
Picolinic acid, copper and silver 

derivatives, 164. 
d- and Z-Pimaric acids, 267. 
Pinane, dehydrogenation of, 310. 
Pine, pink. See Dacrydium biforme. 

silver. See Dacrydium colensoi. 
Pinene, dehydrogenation of, 308. 
rf-Pinoresinol, 277. 
Pinus nigra, d-pinoresinol from rosin 

of, 277. 
Piper cubeba, cubebin from fruit of, 

273. 
Piperitone, dehydrogenation of, 308. 
Plants, carbon assimilation of, 416. 

effect of nutrition on chlorophyll 
formation in, 428. 

photosynthesis in, 416. 
leguminous, nodulation of, in rela¬ 

tion to carbon-nitrogen balance, 
412. 

Platinum as catalyst, 305. 
bombardment of, by deutorons, 24. 
detection of, 449. 
isotopes, 17. 

Platinum glycines, 158. 
metals, analysis of, 441. 
phthalocyanine, 160. 

Platyphylline, 378. 
Pneumococcus, polysuccharides from, 

261. 
Podocarpus spicatus, Z-matairesinol 

from, 271. 
Podophyllotoxin, 275. 
Poisons, toad, 364. 
Pollucite, crystal structure of, 206. 
Polymerisation, 93. 
Polyphenols, exchange reactions of, 

with deuterium oxid§^|Ml3. 
Polysaccharides, formatioiv of, by 

micro-organisms, 262. 
osmotic pressure of acetyl and 

methyl derivatives of, 258. 
Pneumococcus, 263. 

Potassium, at. wt. of, 140. 
determination of, 444, 463. 
in relation to assimilation in 

plants, 429. 
Potassium auribromide, structure of, 

164, 214. 
cuprocyanide, structure of, 163. 
ferrieyanide, magnetic suscepti¬ 

bilities of, 51. 
hydrogen carbonate, structure of, 

211. 
teJroxide, structure of, 194, 210. 

Potato. See Solanum tuberosum. 

Praseodymium, magnetic suscepti¬ 
bility of, 181. 

Praseodymium nitrates and selenate, 
183. 

J6-Pregnene-3 : 20-dione, 344. 
Proabietic acid, 268. 
Progesterone, 344. 
d-Proline from ergot alkaloids, 374. 
Front osil, 407. 
Prontosil S, 407. 
Propionitrile, dipole moment of, in 

non-polar solvents, 125. 
WfoPropyl bromide, decomposition 

of, in alkaline solution, 97. 
Protein, Bence Jones, structure of, 226. 
Proteins, 399. 

films of, 116. 
structure of, 224, 226. 

Protoactinium, at. wt. of, 138. 
Protons, bombardment of nuclei by, 

19. 
Proustite, crystal structure of, 208. 
Prussian blue, structure of, 213. 
Psoralca corylifoliay psoraiene from, 

368. 
Psoraiene, 368. 
Pterins, detection of barium salts of, 

202. 
Pyrargyite, crystal structure of, 208. 
Pyridine, determination of, in pres¬ 

ence of nicotine, 467. 
Pyrocatechol, infra-red absorption 

and structure of, 287. 
Pyrocatechol, 4-nitro-, as indicator, 

436. 
Pyrogallol, exchange of hydrogen 

with deuterium in, 293. 
Pyrophosphates. Sec under Phos¬ 

phorus. 
Pyroquinovaic acid, 355. 
Pyrrole, stereochemistry of, 237. 

Quantum mechanics of molecules, 37. 
Quartz, crystal structure of, 205. 
Quaterphenyl, crystal structure of, 

223. 
Quinacrine in malaria therapy, 406. 
Quinol, exchange of hydrogen with 

deuterium in, 293. 
»«oQumoline alkaloids, 380. 

Racemic compounds, effect of pow¬ 
dered quartz on, 175. 

Radioactive elements from boron, 
fluorine, and lithium, 22. 

Radioactivity, 15. 
Radium, at. wt. of, 136. 
Radium fluoride, crystal structure of, 

208. 
Radium-.#, formation of, from bis¬ 

muth, 24. 
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Radium-6?, at. wt. of, 138. 
Ravenelin, 369. 
Rays, cosmic, 33. 
/?-Rays, emission of, in nuclear 

disintegration, 31. 
passage of, through matter, 32. 

y-Rays, bombardment of nuclei by, 
26. 

passage of, through matter, 32. 
A"-Rays, tubes for, 196. 

use of, in crystal structure deter¬ 
minations, 196. 

Reactions in solutions, 94. 
addition and substitution, steric 

course of, 238. 
chemical, quantal theory of, 86. 
dry, use of, 139. 
gaseous, 91. 

Realgar, crystal structure of, 208. 
Resins, natural, 266. 
Resonance, 44. 
Resorcinol, exchange of hydrogen 

with deuterium in, 293. 
structure of, 221. 

Resorcinol, 2-nitro-, structure of, 285. 
Rhenium, detection of, 449. 
Rhenium fluoride, 151. 
Rhizobia, carbon metabolism and 

nitrogen fixation by, 411. 
Rhodium as catalyst, 305. 
Rings, aromatic, reduction of, 314. 

large, containing oxygen, 367. 
Rose-Bengal as indicator, 436. 
Rotation, relation of, to configura¬ 

tion, 173. 
restricted, 49, 236. 

Robinobiose, 255. 
Rock-salt, crystal structure of, 208. 
Rubber, structure of, 224. 
Rubidium, at. wt. of, 141. 
Rubidium chloride, crystallography 

of transformation of, 209. 
Rubrene, crystal structure of, 223. 
Ruthenium, lattice constants of, 202. 
Ruthenium ammines, 172. 

chloroammine, 170. 
Ruthenium red, constitution of, 171. 

Saccharodilactone, preparation of, 
253. 

Salicylaldoxime aoetate, configuration 
of, 286. 

Sapietic acid, 268. 
Sapocholic acid, 355. 
Saponins, 364. 
Sapotalin from triterpenes, 303. 
Sarmentogenin, 363. 
Sarmentogenone, 363. 
Sarsaparilla root, saponins from, 365. 
Sarsasapogenin, 365. 
Scillaridin-A, 364. 
Sclareol, 269. 

Scolecite, crystal structure of, 206. 
Scymnol in bile of sharks, 365. 
Selenium as dehydrogenation cata¬ 

lyst, 299. 
separation of, from sulphur, 441. 

Selinene, dehydrogenation of, 297. 
Senecio platyphyllua, alkaloids from, 

378. 
Seneciphylline, 378. 
Sesame oil, d-sesamin from, 277. 
d-Sesamin, 277. 
Sesquiterpenes, dicyclio, dehydro¬ 

genation of, 295. 
Silane, decomposition of, 94. 

oxidation of, 93. 
Silicon, detection of, 456. 

determination of, 463. 
Silicon dioxide, determination of, in 

presence of fluorine, 446. 
disulphide, crystal structure of, 

207. 
Silicates, crystal structure of, 206. 

Silk of oysters. See “ Byssus.” 
Silver, at. wt. of, 139. 

detection of, 454. 
detection, determination, and sep¬ 

aration of, 453. 
determination of, 437, 464. 

Silver fluoride, 151. 
organic compounds, complex op¬ 

tically active, 232. 
phosphate, structure of, 211. 
selemde, sulphide, and telluride, 

crystal structure of, 207. 
Sitostanol, 345. 
Sitosterol, 345. 
Sleeping sickness, Nigerian, chemo¬ 

therapy in, 403. 
Smilagenin, 365. 
Soaps, colloid character of, 104. 
Soap solutions, solvent power of, and 

structure, 111. 
Sodium, determination of, 445, 463. 

isotopes, 16. 
Sodium fPtete as standard solution, 

434. 
carbonate monohydrate, structure 

of, 211. 
pyroborates, hydrated, space 

groups of, 210. 
Solancarpidine, 379. 
Solancarpine, 379. 
Solaneine, 378. 
Solangustidine, 379. 
Solanidiene, dehydrogenation of, 378. 
Solanidine-tf, 378. 
Solanidine-f, 378. 
Solanocapsidine, 379. 
Solanocapsine, 379. 
Solarium paeudocapsicum, alkaloids 

of, 379. 
Solatium sodomceumf solanidine-i 

from, 378. 
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Solarium tuberosum, alkaloids from, 
378. 

Solatium xanthocarpum, alkaloids 
from, 379. 

Solids, action of atoms with surfaces 
of, 47. 

Solvents, effect of, on dipole moments, 
117, 118. 

orientation of anisotropio mole¬ 
cules of, round dipoles, 121. 

polar, 133. 
<f-Sorbose, synthesis of, 245. 
Soya beans, nodule formation and 

nitrogen fixation by, 413. 
Spectra, infra-red absorption, of 

organic compounds, 285. 
molecular vibration, in relation to 

interatomic force, 59. 
Spectrographs, mass, 15. 

quartz, 457. 
Spectrometer, automatic ionisation, 

197. 
Spectrophotometers, 457, 458. 
Spectroscopy, 53. 
Spinels, structure of, 203. 
Spruce. See Picea abies. 
Starch, constitution of, 256. 

particle weight of, in zinc chloride 
dispersions, 258. 

phosphoric acid in, 259. 
Starch dextrins, osmotic pressure and 

viscosity of, 257. 
Step photometers, Pulfrich, 458. 
Stereochemistry, 228. 
Sterols, dehydrogenation of, 302. 

synthesis of substances related to, 
332. 

uniinolecular films of, 115. 
Sterols, brominated, 343. 
Sterol group, natural products of, 341. 
Stichococcus bacillar is, effect of tem¬ 

perature on respiration and 
assimilation in, 418. 

Stigmastanol, 345. 
Stigmasterol, 345. 

configuration of, 347. 
Strontium, determination of, 444. 

isotopes, 16. 
Strophanthidin, 363. 
Strophanthus, sarmentogenin from 

seeds of, 363. 
Structure, determination of, by ap¬ 

proximate methods, 40. 
by dehydrogenation, 294. 

Succinanfiometlylamide - p - arsonio 
acid, sodium salt, in trypanoso¬ 
miasis, 403. 

Sucrose, effect of deuterium oxide on 
inversion of, 100. 

Sugars, copper solution for analysis 
of, 466. 

reducing, determination of, 467. 
Sulphates. See under Sulphur. 

SUBJECTS. 

Sulphite-liquors lactone, 274. 
Sulphur* as dehydrogenation catalyst, 

295. 
determination of, in organic com¬ 

pounds, 465. 
Sulphur fluorides, 147. 

dioxide, structure of, 85. 
Sulphates, determination of, 446. 

isomorphism of, with tellurates, 
211. 

Persulpliates, determination of, 447. 
Suprasterols, 351. 
Surface chemistry, 103. 
Syphilis, treatment of, in India, 404. 

Tachysterol, 349. 
Tantalum, analysis of, 443. 

at. wt. of, 136. 
lattice constants of, 202. 

Tar oils, dehydrogenation of, 307. 
Tartaric acid, detection of, 467. 
Tartramide, structure of, 219. 
Tartrazine as indicator, 436. 
Tautomerism and optical activity, 

232. 
Tellurium, at. wt. of, 136. 

detection of, 454. 
Tellurates, isomorphism of, with 

sulphates, 211. 
Temperature, critical, determination 

of, 152. 
Terpenes, dehydrogenation of, 295. 
Testosterone, 357, 398. 
Tetracyclic compounds, preparation 

of, 322. 
Tetrahydroartemisia ketone, detec¬ 

tion of, 202. 
Tetraliydrobenzpyrene, dehydrogen¬ 

ation of, in quinoline, 296. 
Tetrahydrocadinene, 295. 
3:4:5: 6-Tetrahydro-4-carboline-5- 

carboxylio acid, 374. 
Tetrakis-tliioacetamide cuprous and 

silver chlorides, 163. 
Tetralin, configuration of, 281. 

dehydrogenation of, 295. 
formation of, 318. 

Tetralins, bromo-, dipole moments of, 
282. 

a-Tetralono, dehydrogenation of, 297. 
a-Tetralones, synthesis of, 336. 
Tetramethylmethane, zero point en¬ 

tropy of, 217. 
Tetraphenanthrolinedioldifemo chlor¬ 

ide, 173. 
Thallium, deteotion, determination, 

and separation of, 453- 
determination of, 438. 
tervalent, deteotion of, 454. 
thallous, determination of, 437. 
Thallous fluoride, crystal structure 

of, 208. 
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Theophylline 6-metbyl4-rhamno- 
furanoside, synthesis of, 255. 

Thevetigenin, 362. 
Thiochrome, structure and synthesis 

of, 382. 
Thiocyanio acid, potassium salt, as 

volumetric standard solution, 434. 
Thorium, at. wt. of, 138. 

bombardment of, by neutrons, 26. 
Thorium carbide, gases from hydro¬ 

lysis of, 166. 
d( — )-Threonine, 402. 
d-Threose, preparation of, 247. 
Thujane, dehydrogenation of, 310. 
Tigogeniri, structure of, 366. 
Tin, detection of, 449. 

determination of, 441, 462. 
determination and separation of, 

440. 
stannic, valencies of, 164. 

Tin compounds, stereochemistry of, 
164. 

Titanium, allotropy of, 202. 
detection of, 464. 
determination of, 463. 
determination and separation of, 

441. 
Tobacco, alkaloid of, 380. 
Tobacco mosaic virus, crystal 

structure of, 226. 
orientation of molecules of, in 

solutions, 201. 
a-Tocopherol, 392. 
Tolidine, detection of, in presence of 

benzidine, 468. 
Toluene, 2 : 3-dichloro-, nitration and 

sulphonation of, 287. 
p-Toluidine, structure of, 223. 
Toluidines, determination of, 467. 
Transmutation, nuclear, 17. 
2:3:4- Tribenzoyl 6 - triphenyl - 

methyl Z-arabinose diethyl- 
mercaptal, 262. 

Trichodesma incanum, alkaloid from, 
377. 

Trichodesmidino, 377. 
Trichodesmine, 377. 
1:1:3- Trimethyl - 2 - n - butylcycZo- 

hexane, dehydrogenation of, 303. 
2:3: 6-Trimethylgalactose, 261. 
1:1; 2-Trimethy lq/cZohep tane, de¬ 

hydrogenation of, 310. 
Trimethylplatinic chloride, structure 

of, 162. 
Trisdipyridylruthenous salts, 171. 
Tropinone, action of, with alkyl 

carbonates, 381. 
Trypanosomes, arsenic-resistant, 403. 
Trypanosomiasis, 403. 
Tryparsamide, 403. 
Tsuga sieboldii. See Hemlock, Japa¬ 

nese. 
Tsugaresinol, 274. 

Tubera salep, mannan from, 260. 
Tungsten, at. wt. of, 136. 

determination of, in presence of tin, 
437. 

Tungsten hexacavhonyl, 176. 
oxides, 205. 

Tunny-liver oil, vitamin-#3 from, 
363, 390. 

U1 tramariims, crystal structure of, 
206. 

Unsaturated compounds, heat of 
hydrogenation of, 280. 

Uranium, at. wt. of, 137, 138. 
bombardment of, by neutrons, 25. 

Uranium-load, at. wt. of, 138. 
Urethanes, detection of, 467. 
Urine, specific polysaccharides from, 

265. 
human, excretion of vitamin-ifx in, 

384. 
pregnancy, cestrogenic hormones 

from, 398. 
Ursodooxycholic acid, 354. 
Uzarigenin, 362. 
Uzarin, 363. 

Valency angles, 84. 
Valency force field, 60. 
Valonia, fibre formation in, 226. 
Vanadium, lattice constants of, 202. 
Vanadium penZoxide, crystal struc¬ 

ture of, 203. 
sols, particle size of, 201. 

Varianose, 261. 
Variation principle, Ritz, 38. 
Vasicine, 370. 
Veratridine, 376. 
Vcratrum album, constituents of, 377. 
Veratrurn alkaloids, 376. 
Velocity of reaction in solution, 94. 

effect of pressure on, 98. 
quantal theory of, 87. 

Vorine, 376. 
Vitamin-^, detection of, 433. 
Vitamin-#!, 384. 

synthesis of, 381. 
Vitamin-#2, complex nature of, 385. 
Vitamin-#4, 386. 
Vitamin-#6, 385. 
Vitamin-6’, 387. 
Vitamin-#, 349, 390. 
Vitamin-#2, dihydro-derivative of 

maleic anhydride adduct of, 
dehydrogenation of, 305. 

Vitamin-#8, 362, 390. 
Vitamin-#, 392. 

alcohol from wheat germ oil with 
activity of, 346. 

Vitamin-#, 394. 
Vitamin-#, 390. 
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Volumetric analysis, standards for, 
433. 

Wheat germ oil, constituents of, 392. 
Wool, orientation of cells of, 201. 

Xanthotoxin, 368. 
o»Xylene, configuration of, 282. 
Xylidines, determination of, 467. 

SUBJECTS. 

Ytterbium, separation of, 180. 

Zeolites, crystal structure of, 206. 
Zinc, detection of, 450. 

determination of, 443, 462. 
Zingiberene, dehydrogenation of 

298. 
Zirconium, detection of, 454. 

determination of, 443. 
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